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SERMON XVI. 

AGAINST FOOLISH TALKING AND JESTING. 

Epues. V. 4. 

Nor foolish talking, nor jesting, which are not con- 

venient. 

ik ee and political aphorisms are seldom SER™M 
couched in such terms, that they should be ———— 

taken as they sound precisely, or according to the 
widest extent of signification; but do commonly 
need exposition, and admit exception: otherwise 
frequently they would not only clash with reason 
and experience, but interfere, thwart, and supplant 

one another. The best masters of such wisdom are 
wont to interdict things, apt by unseasonable or 
excessive use to be perverted, in general forms of 
speech, leaving the restrictions, which the case may 
require or bear, to be made by the hearer’s or inter- 

preter’s discretion: whence many seemingly formal 
prohibitions are to be received only as sober cau- 
tions. This observation may be particularly sup- 
posed applicable to this precept of St Paul, which 
seemeth universally to forbid a practice commended 
(in some cases and degrees) by philosophers as vir- 
tuous, not disallowed by reason, commonly affected 
by men, often used by wise and good persons; 
from which consequently if our religion did wholly 
debar us, it would seem chargeable with somewhat 

B.S. VOL, I. 1 



SERM. 
« . 

Phil. iv. 8. 

2 Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 

too uncouth austerity and sourness*: from imputa- . 
tions of which kind, as in its temper and frame it 
is really most free, (it never quenching natural 
light, or cancelling the dictates of sound reason, 

but confirming and improving them;) so it care- 
fully declineth them, enjoiming us, that If there be 
any things Upociry (lovely, or grateful to men,) 
any things Evpnpa, (of good report and repute,) of 
there be any virtue and any praise, (any thing in 
the common apprehensions of men held worthy 
and laudable,) we should mind those things, that 
is, should yield them a regard answerable to the 
esteem they carry among rational and sober per- 
sons. 

Whence it may seem requisite so to interpret 
and determine St Paul’s meaning here concerning 
EvrpareNia, (that is, facetious speech or raillery, by 

our translators rendered Jesting,) that he may con- 
sist with himself, and be reconciled to Aristotle, 
who placeth this practice in the rank of virtues; or 
that Religion and reason may well accord in the 
case; supposing, that if there be any kind of face- 
tiousness Innocent and reasonable, conformable to 

good manners, (regulated by common sense, and 
consistent with the tenour of Christian duty, that 
is, not transgressing the bounds of piety, charity, 
and sobriety,) St Paul did not intend to discoun- 
tenance or prohibit that kind. 

For thus expounding and limiting his intent, 
we have some warrant from himself, some fair inti- 
mations in the words here. For first, what sort of 

® Of S€ pyr adroit dy eimdvres pynOev yedoiov Tois Te Aeyouct 
Svoyepaivoytes Gypiot Kai oxAnpot Soxodow eivar.—Arist. Eth. rv. 

[s. 3.] 



Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 5) 

facetious speech he aimeth at, he doth imply by the Sp aae 
fellow he coupleth therewith; Mwpodoyia, saith he, 
7 edtparedia, Hoolish talking, or facetiousness: such 
facetiousness therefore he toucheth as doth include 
folly, in the matter or:manner thereof. Then he 
further determineth it, by adjoining a peculiar qua- 
lity thereof, unprofitableness or impertinency; Ta 
oux avyxovta, Which are not pertinent, or conducible 
to any good purpose: whence may be collected, 
that it is a frivolous and idle sort of facetiousness 
which he condemneth. 

But however, manifest it is, that some kind 

thereof he doth earnestly forbid: whence, in order 
to the guidance of our practice, it is needful to dis- 
tinguish the kinds, severing that which is allow- 
able from that which is unlawful; that so we may 

be satisfied in the case, and not on the one hand 

ionorantly transgress our duty, nor on the other 
trouble ourselves with scruples, others with cen- 
sures, upon the use of warrantable liberty therein. 

And such a resolution seemeth indeed especially 
needful in this our age, (this pleasant and jocular 
age,) which is so infinitely addicted to this sort of 
speaking, that it scarce doth affect or prize any 
thing near so much; all reputation appearing now 
to vail and stoop to that of being a wit: to be 
learned, to be wise, to be good, are nothing in 

comparison thereto; even to be noble and rich are 

inferior things, and afford no such glory. Many 
at least, to purchase this glory, to be deemed admi- 

rable in this faculty, and enrolled among the wits, 
do not only make shipwreck of conscience, aban- 
don virtue, and forfeit all pretences to wisdom ; but 
neglect their estates, and prostitute their honour: 

I1—2 



4 Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 

SERM. so to the private damage of many particular | 

persons, and with no el prejudice to the public, 

are our times possessed and transported with this 

humour. To repress the excess and extrava- 

gance whereof, nothing in way of discourse can 

serve better, than a plain declaration when, and 

how, such a practice is allowable or tolerable ; when 
it is wicked and vain, unworthy of a man endued 
with reason, and pretending to honesty or honour. 

This I shall in some measure endeavour to per- 

form. 
But first, it may be demanded what the thing 

we speak of is, or what this facetiousness doth 
import? To which question I might reply as De- 
mocritus did to him that asked the definition of a 
man, It is that which we all see and know: any 
one better apprehends what it is by acquaintance, 
than I can inform him by description. It is indeed 
a thing so versatile and multiform, appearing in so 
many shapes, so many postures, so many garbs, so 
variously apprehended by several eyes and judg- 
ments, that it seemeth no less hard to settle a clear 

and certain notion thereof, than to make a portrait 
of Proteus, or to define the figure of the fleeting 
air. Sometimes it lieth in pat allusion to a known 
story, or in seasonable application of a trivial say- 
ing, or in forging an apposite tale: sometimes it 
playeth in words and phrases, taking advantage 
from the ambiguity of their sense, or the affinity 

of their sound”: sometimes it 1s wrapped in a dress 
of humorous expression: sometimes it lurketh 
under an odd similitude: sometimes it 1s lodged in 

> Eadem, que, si imprudentibus excidant, stulta sunt; sisimu- 

lamus, venusta creduntur.—Quint. vi. 3. [23.] 



Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 5 

a sly question, in a smart answer, in a quirkish eee 

reason, in a shrewd intimation, in cunningly divert- 
ing, or cleverly retorting an objection: sometimes 
it is couched in a bold scheme of speech, in a tart 
irony, in a lusty hyperbole, in a startling metaphor, 
in a plausible reconciling of contradictions, or an 
acute nonsense: sometimes a scenical representa- 
tion of persons or things, a counterfeit speech, a 
mimical look or gesture passeth for it: sometimes 
an affected simplicity, sometimes a presumptuous 
bluntness giveth it being: sometimes it riseth from 
a lucky hitting upon what is strange, sometimes 
from a crafty wresting obvious matter to the pur- 
pose: often it consisteth in one knows not what, 
and springeth up one can hardly tell how. Its 
ways are unaccountable and inexplicable, being 
answerable to the numberless rovings of fancy and 
windings of lancuage. It is, in short, a manner 
of speaking out of the simple and plain way’, 
(such as reason teacheth and proveth things by,) 
which, by a pretty surprising uncouthness in con- 
ceit or expression, doth affect and amuse the fancy, 

stirring in it some wonder, and breeding some 

delight thereto. It raiseth admiration, as signify- 
ing a nimble sagacity of apprehension, a special 
felicity of invention, a vivacity of spirit, and reach 
of wit more than vulgar: it seeming to argue a 
rare quickness of parts, that one can fetch in re- 
mote conceits applicable; a notable skill, that he 
can dexterously accommodate them to the purpose 
before him; together with a lively briskness of 
humour, not apt to damp those sportful flashes 

* Et hercle omnis salse dicendi ratio in eo est, ut aliter, quam 
est rectum verumque, dicatur.—l[Id. ibid. § 89,] 



6 Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 

SERM. of imagination. (Whence in Aristotle* such per- 
_—__sons are termed ’Emdéfor, dexterous men; and 

Evrporo, men of facile or versatile manners, who 

can easily turn themselves to all things, or turn 
all things to themselves.) It also procureth delight, 
by gratifying curiosity with its rareness or sem- 
blance of difficulty; (as monsters, not for their 
beauty, but their rarity; as juggling tricks, not for 
their use, but their abstruseness, are beheld with 

pleasure ;) by diverting the mind from its road of 
serious thoughts; by instilling gaiety and airiness 
of spirit; by provoking to such dispositions of 
spirit, in way of emulation or complaisance; and 
by seasoning matters, otherwise distasteful or in- 
sipid, with an unusual, and thence grateful tang. 

But saying no more concerning what it is, and 
leaving it to your imagination and experience to 
supply the defect of such explication, I shall ad- 
dress myself to shew, first, when and how, such a 

manner of speaking may be allowed; then, in 
what matters and ways it should be condemned. 

1 Such facetiousness is not absolutely unrea- 
sonable or unlawful, which ministereth harmless 
divertisement and delight to conversation: (harm- 
less, I say, that is, not entrenching upon piety, not 
infringing charity or justice, not disturbing peace.) 
For Christianity is not so tetrical, so harsh, so 
envious, as to bar us continually from innocent, 
much less from wholesome and useful pleasure, 
such as human life doth need or require’. And if 

4 Eth. rv. 8. [3, 5.] 
Etrpamenos A€yerat 6 Totkidos, 6 mavrodamos, 6 GaTaTos, 6 EvKONOS, 

6 mavra ywopevos.—Chrys. in Eph. Or. xvii. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 849.] 
e - A c > , co — > 

Aoxet O€ 7 avaravots Kal 4 madia ev TO Bip evar avayKaiov.— 

Arist. [ubi supra. § 11.] 



Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 7 

jocular discourse may serve to good purposes of this a 
kind ; if it may be apt to raise our drooping spi- 
rits, to allay our irksome cares, to whet our blunted 
industry, to recreate our minds being tired and 
cloyed with graver occupation’; if it may breed 
alacrity, or maintain good humour among us; if it 
may conduce to sweeten conversation and endear 
society ; then is it not inconvenient or unprofitable. 
If for those ends we may use other recreations, 
employing on them our ears and eyes, our hands 
and feet, our other instruments of sense and 

motion; why may we not as well to them accom- 
modate our organs of speech and interior sense? 
Why should those games which excite our wits 
and fancies be less reasonable, than those whereby 

our grosser parts and faculties are exercised? Yea, 
why are not those more reasonable, since they 

are performed in a manly way, and have in them a 
smack of reason; seeing also they be so managed, 
as not only to divert and please, but to improve 
and profit the mind, rousing and quickening it, 
yea, sometimes enlightening and instructing it, by 
good sense conveyed in jocular expression’? 

It would surely be hard, that we should be 
tied ever to knit the brow and squeeze the brain, 
to be always sadly dumpish, or seriously pensive, 
that all divertisement of mirth and pleasantness 
should be shut out of conversation : and how can 
we better relieve our minds, or relax our thoughts, 

‘ Danda est remissio animis; meliores acrioresque requieti 
suns &c.—Sen. de Trang. xv. [11.] 

—Ridentem dicere verum 
Quid vetat ? 

(ior) Sat: x: a) 25] 



SERM. 
aval; 

1 Kings 
XVill. 27. 

8 Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 

how can we be more ingenuously cheerful, in what 
more kindly way can we exhilarate ourselves and 
others, than by thus sacrificing to the graces", as 
the ancients called it? Are not some persons 
always, and all persons sometimes, uncapable other- 
wise to divert themselves, than by such discourse # 
Shall we, I say, have no recreation? or must our 

recreations be ever clownish or childish, consisting 
merely in rustical efforts, or in petty sleights of 
bodily strength and activity? Were we, in fine, 
obliged ever to talk like philosophers, assigning 
dry reasons for every thing, and dropping grave 
sentences upon all occasions, would it not much 
deaden human life, and make ordinary conversa- 
tion exceedingly to languish ? Facetiousness there- 
fore in such cases, and to such purposes, may be 
allowable. 

2 Facetiousness is allowable, when it is the 

most proper instrument of exposing things appa- 
rently base and vile to due contempt. It is many 

times expedient, that things really ridiculous should 
appear such, that they may be sufficiently loathed 
and shunned ; and to render them such is the part 
of a facetious wit, and usually can only be com- 
passed thereby. When to impugn them with 
downright reason, or to check them by serious 
discourse, would signify nothing ; then represent- 
ing them in a shape strangely ugly to the fancy, 
and thereby raising derision at them, may effect- 
ually discountenance them. Thus did the prophet 
Elias expose the wicked superstition of those who 
worshipped Baal: Elias, saith the text, mocked 

h , - . . : 
Ove tais xdpeor, ita Plato Xenocratem morosiorem monuit. 



Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 9 

them, and said, Cry aloud: for he is a god; either SERM. 
he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in a jour- ie 
ney, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be 
awaked. By which one pregnant instance it ap- 
peareth, that reasoning pleasantly-abusive in some 
cases may be useful. The holy scripture doth not 
indeed use it frequently ; (it not suiting the divine 
simplicity and stately gravity thereof to do so ;) 
yet its condescension thereto at any time sufh- 
ciently doth authorize a cautious use thereof. 
When sarcastical twitches are needful to pierce 
the thick skins of men, to correct their lethargic 
stupidity, to rouse them out of their drowsy neg- 
ligence ; then may they well be applied: when 
plain declarations will not enlighten people, to 
discern the truth and weight of things, and blunt 
arguments will not penetrate, to convince or per- 
suade them to their duty ; then doth reason freely 
resign its place to wit, allowing it to undertake its 
work of instruction and reproof. 

3 Facetious discourse particularly may be 
commodious for reproving some vices and reclaim- 
ing some persons ; (as salt for cleansing and curing 
some sores.) It commonly procureth a more easy 
access to the ears of men, and worketh a stronger 
impression on their hearts, than other discourse 
could do. Many who will not stand a direct re- 
proof, and cannot abide to be plainly admonished 
of their fault, will yet endure to be pleasantly 
rubbed, and will patiently bear a jocund wipe ; 
though they abominate all language purely bitter 
or sour, yet they can relish discourse haying in it 
a pleasant tartness: you must not chide them as 
their master, but you may gibe with them as their 



10 Against foolish Talking and JSesting. 

oe companion : if you do that, they will take you for 
Bie es pragmatical and haughty ; this they may interpret 

friendship and freedom. Most men are of that 
temper; and particularly the genius of divers 
persons, whose opinions and practices we should 
strive to correct, doth require, not a grave and 
severe, but a free and merry way of treating them. 
For what can be more unsuitable and unpromising, 
than to seem serious with those who are not so 
themselves, or demure with the scornful? If we 
design either to please or vex them into better 
manners, we must be as sportful in a manner, or 
as contemptuous as themselves. If we mean to 
be heard by them, we must talk in their own 
fashion, with humour and jollity: if we will in- 
struct them, we must withal somewhat divert 

them: we must seem to play with them, if we 
think to convey any sober thoughts into them. 
They scorn to be formally advised or taught ; but 
they may perhaps be slily laughed and lured into 
a better mind. If by such complaisance we can 
inveigle those dotterels to hearken to us, we may 
induce them to consider further, and give reason 
some competent scope, some fair play with them. 
Good reason may be apparelled in the garb of wit, 
and therein will securely pass whither in its native 
homeliness it could never arrive : and. beige come 

thither, it with especial advantage may impress 
good advice ; making an offender more clearly to 
see, and more deeply to feel his miscarriage ; being 
represented to his fancy in a strain somewhat rare 
and remarkable, yet not so fierce and frightful. 
The severity of reproof is tempered, and the re- 
prover’s anger disguised thereby. The guilty per- 



Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 11 

son cannot but observe, that he who thus repre- — 
hends him is not disturbed or out of humour, and 
that he rather pitieth than hateth him ; eles 
breedeth a veneration to him, and imparteth no 
small efficacy to his wholesome suggesticns. Such 
a reprehension, while it forceth a smile without, 
doth work remorse within; while it seemeth to 

tickle the ear, doth sting the heart. In fine, many 
whose foreheads are brazed and’ hearts steeled 
against all blame, are yet not of proof against 
derision ; divers, who never will be reasoned, may 
be rallied into better order : in which cases raillery, 

as an instrument of so important good, as a ser- 
vant of the best charity, may be allowed. 

4 ‘Some errors likewise in this way may be 
most properly and most successfully confuted ; such 
as deserve not, and hardly can bear a serious and 
solid confutation. He that will contest things 
apparently decided by sense and experience, or 
who disavows clear principles of reason, approved 
by general consent, and the common sense of men, 

what other hopeful way is there of proceeding 
with him, than pleasantly to explode his conceits ? 
To dispute seriously with him were trifling; to 
trifle with him is the proper course: since he 
rejecteth the grounds of reasoning, it is vain to be 
in earnest: what then remains but to jest with 
him? To deal seriously were to yield too much 
respect to such a bafiler, and too much weight to 
his fancies; to raise the man too high in his 
courage and conceit; to make his pretences seem 
worthy the considerme and canvassing. SBriefly, 
perverse obstinacy is more easily quelled, petulant 
impudence is sooner dashed, sophistical captious- 



12. Against foolish Talking and Jesting. 

SERM. ness is more safely eluded, sceptical wantonness is 
more surely confounded in this, than in the simple 
way of discourse. 

5 ‘This way is also commonly the best way 
of defence against unjust reproach and obloquy. 
To yield to a slanderous reviler a serious reply, 
or to make a formal plea against his charge, doth 
seem to imply, that we much consider or deeply 
resent it; whereas by pleasant reflection on it we 
signify, the matter only deserves contempt, and 
that we take ourselves unconcerned therein. So 
easily without care or trouble may the brunts of 
malice be declined or repelled. 

6 This way may be allowed in way of coun- 
terbalancing and in compliance to the fashion of 
others. It would be a disadvantage unto truth 
and virtue, if their defenders were barred from 

the use of this weapon ; since it is that especially, 
whereby the patrons of error and vice do maintain 
and propagate them. They being destitute of 
good reason, do usually recommend their absurd 

and pestilent notions by a pleasantness of conceit 
and expression, bewitching the fancies of shallow 
hearers, and inveigling heedless persons to a liking 
of them: and if, for reclaiming such people, the 
folly of those seducers may in like manner be 
displayed as ridiculous and odious, why should 
that advantage be refused ? It is wit that wageth 
the war against reason, against virtue, against 
religion ; wit alone it is that perverteth so many, 
and so greatly corrupteth the world : it may there- 
fore be needful, in our warfare for those dearest 

concerns, to sort the manner of our fighting with 
that of our adversaries, and with the same kind of 
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arms to protect goodness, whereby they do assail SERM. 
<i: 

it. If wit may happily serve under the banner of 

truth and virtue, we may impress it for that ser- 

vice; and good it were to rescue so worthy a 

faculty from so vile abuse. It is the right of 

reason and piety to command that and all other 

endowments; folly and impiety do only usurp 

them: just and fit therefore it is, to wrest them 

out of so bad hands, to revoke them to their right 

use and duty. 
It doth especially seem requisite to do it in 

this age, wherein plain reason is deemed a dull 
and heavy thing. When the mental appetite of 
men is become like the corporeal, and cannot relish 
any food without some piquant sauce, so that 
people will rather starve than live on solid fare ; 

when substantial and sound discourse findeth small 
attention or acceptance; in such a time, he that 
can, may in complaisance, and for fashion’s sake, 
vouchsafe to be facetious: an ingenious vein 
coupled with an honest mind may be a good 
talent : he shall employ wit commendably, who by 

it can further the interests of goodness, alluring 
men first to listen, then inducing them to consent 
unto its wholesome dictates and precepts. 

Since men are so irreclaimably disposed to 
mirth and laughter, it may be well to set them 
in the right pin, to divert their humour into the 
proper channel, that they may please themselves 
in deriding things which deserve it, ceasing to 
laugh at that which requireth reverence or horror. 

It may also be expedient to put the world out 
of conceit, that all sober and good men are a sort 
of such lumpish or sour people, that they can 
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utter nothing but flat and drowsy stuff; by shew- 

ing them, that such persons, when they see cause, 

in condescension, can be as brisk and smart as 

themselves ; when they please, can speak pleasant- 

ly and wittily as well as gravely and judiciously. 
This way at least, in respect to the various palates 
of men, may, for variety sake, be sometimes at- 
tempted, when other means do fail; when many 
strict and subtle arguings, many zealous declama- 

‘tions, many wholesome, serious discourses have 
been spent, without effecting the extirpation of 
bad principles, or conversion of those who abet 
them ; this course may be tried, and some perhaps 
may be reclaimed thereby. 

7 Furthermore, the warrantableness of this 

practice in some cases may be inferred from a 
parity of reason, in this manner: If it be lawful, 

(as by the best authorities it plainly doth appear 
to be,) in using rhetorical schemes, poetical strains, 
involutions of sense in allegories, fables, parables, 
and riddles, to discoast from the plain and simple 
way of speech; why may not facetiousness, issuing’ 
from the same principles, directed to the same 

ends, serving to like purposes, be likewise used 
blamelessly? If those exorbitancies of speech 
may be accommodated to instil good doctrine into 
the head, to excite good passions in the heart, to 
illustrate and adorn the truth, in a delightful and 
taking way; and facetious discourse be sometime 
notoriously conducible to the same ends; why, they 
being retained, should it be rejected? especially 
considering how difficult often it may be, to dis- 
tinguish those forms of discourse from this, or 
exactly to define the limits which sever rhetoric 
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and raillery. Some elegant figures and tropes of ae 
rhetoric (biting sarcasms, sly ironies, strong meta- 
phors, lofty hyperboles, paronomasies, oxymorons, 
and the like, frequently used by the best speakers, 
and not seldom even by sacred writers) do lie very 
near upon the confines of jocularity, and are not 
easily differenced from those sallies of wit, wherein 
the lepid way doth consist: so that were this wholly 
culpable, it would be matter of scruple, whether 
one hath committed a fault or no, when he meant 

only to play the orator, or the poet; and hard 
surely it would be to find a judge, who could pre- 
cisely set out the difference between a jest and a 
flourish. 

8 I shall only add, that of old even the sagest 
and gravest persons (persons of most rigid and se- 
vere virtue) did much affect this kind of discourse, 

and did apply it to noble purposes. The great in- 
troducer of moral wisdom among the Pagans did 
practise it so much, (by it repressing the windy 
pride and fallacious vanity of sophisters in his 
time,) that he thereby got the name of ‘O eépw», 
The droll: and the rest of those who pursued his 
design, do, by numberless stories and apophthegms 
recorded of them, appear well skilled, and much 

delighted in this way. Many great princes’, (as 
Augustus Cesar for one, many of whose jests are 
extant in Macrobius,) many grave statesmen, (as 
Cicero particularly, who composed several books of 
jests,) many famous captains, (as Fabius, M. Cato 
the Censor, Scipio Africanus, Epaminondas, The- 

mistocles, Phocion, and many others, whose witty 

* Cie. de Orat. 1. [54, 216.] [(Jul. Cesar.) In quibus tu longe 
aliis, mea sententia, Cesar, excellis. | 
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sayings together with their martial exploits are 
reported by historians,) have pleased themselves 
herein, and made it a condiment of their weighty 
businesses. So that practising thus, within certain 
rule and compass, we cannot err without great 
patterns and mighty patrons*. 

9 In fine, since it cannot be shewn that such a 
sportfulness of wit and fancy doth contain an in- 
trinsic and inseparable turpitude; since it may be 
so cleanly, handsomely, and innocently used, as 

not to defile or discompose the mind of the speaker, 
not to wrong or harm the hearer, not to derogate 
from any worthy subject of discourse, not to in- 
fringe decency, to disturb peace, to violate any of 
the grand duties incumbent on us, (piety, charity, 
justice, sobriety,) but rather sometimes may yield 
advantage in those respects; it cannot well abso- 
lutely and universally be condemned!: and when 
not used upon improper matter, in an unfit man- 
ner, with excessive measure, at undue season, to 

evil purpose, it may be allowed. It is bad objects, 
or bad adjuncts, which do spoil its indifference and 
imnocence: it is the abuse thereof™, to which (as 
all pleasant things are dangerous, and apt to dege- 
nerate into baits of intemperance and excess) it is 
very liable, that corrupteth it; and seemeth to be 
the ground, why in so general terms it is prohibited 

* The two greatest men and gravest divines of their time (S. 
Gregory Nazianzene and S. Basil) could entertain one another with 
facetious epistles. (30 pév oxamre, &c. Greg. Naz. [Ep. 1v. ad Bas. p> 
Opp. Tom. 11. p. 3.] et Ep. v. [Ibid. p. 5.]) 

1 TS yedGy, Kal doreia Aéyew od Soxei pev @podoynpevoy apaptnua 

civar, ayer bé cis dpooyovpevoy dpdprnua.—Chrys. ’Avdp. ce’. [Opp. 

Tom. vi. p. 564.] 
™ “O evrpamedevdpevos Katyyopos éorar tayéws.—Id. [in. Eph. 

Or. xvii. Opp. Tom. m1. p. 849.] 
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by the Apostle. Which prohibition, to what cases SERM. 
or what sorts of jesting it extendeth, we come now ii 
to declare. 

II. x All profane jesting, all speaking loosely 
and wantonly about holy things, (things nearly 
related to God and Religion,) making such things 
the matters of sport and mockery, playing and 
triflmg with them, is certainly prohibited, as an 
intolerably vain and wicked practice. It is an in- 
fallible sign of a vain and light spirit, which con- 
sidereth little, and cannot distinguish things, to 
talk slightly concerning persons of high dignity, 
to whom especial respect is due; or about matters 
of great importance, which deserve very serious 
consideration. No man speaketh, or should speak, 

of his prince that which he hath not weighed, 

whether it will consist with that veneration which 
should be preserved inviolate to him: and is not 
the same, is not much greater care to be used in 
regard to the incomparably great and glorious Ma- 
jesty of heaven? Yes, surely: as we should not 
without great awe think of him, so we should not 
presume to mention his name, his word, his insti- 

tutions, any thing immediately belonging to him, 
without profoundest reverence and dread. It is 
the most enormous sauciness that can be imagined, 
to speak petulantly or pertly concerning him; es- 
pecially considering, that whatever we do say about 
him, we do utter it in his presence, and to his very 
face. For there is not, as the holy Psalmist con- Ps. exxxix. 

sidered, a word in my tongue, but lo, O Lord, thou * 
knowest it altogether. No man also hath the heart 
to droll, or thinks raillery convenient in cases 
nearly touching his life, his health, his estate, or 

B.S) VOU, If. 2 
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his fame: and are the true life and health of our | 

soul, are interest in God’s favour and mercy, are 
everlasting glory and bliss, affairs of less moment? 

Are the treasures and joys of paradise, or the dam- 
ages and torments in hell more jesting matters? 
No certainly, no: in all reason therefore it be- 
cometh us, and it infinitely concerneth us, when- 
ever we think of these things, to be in best earnest, 
always to speak of them in most sober sadness. 

The proper objects of common mirth and sport- 
ful divertisement are mean and petty matters; any 
thing at least is by playing therewith made such: 
great things are thereby diminished and debased; 
especially sacred things do grievously suffer thence, 
bemg with extreme indecency and indignity de- 
pressed beneath themselves, when they become the 
subjects of flashy wit, or the entertainments of 
frothy merriment: to sacrifice their honour to our 
vain pleasure, being like the ridiculous fondness of 
that people, which, as Ailian reporteth, worship- 
ping a fly, did offer up an ox thereto. These 
things were by God instituted, and proposed to us 
for purposes quite different ; to compose our hearts, 
and settle our fancies in a most serious frame; to 

breed inward satisfaction, and joy purely spiritual ; 
to exercise our most solemn thoughts, and employ 
our gravest discourses: all our speech therefore 
about them should be wholesome, apt to afford 
good instruction, or to excite good affections; Good, 

as St Paul speaketh, for the use of edifying, that it 
may minister grace unto the hearers. 

If we must be facetious and merry, the field is 
wide and spacious; there are matters enough in 
the world beside these most august and dreadful 
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things, to try our faculties, and please our humour SERM. 
with; every where light and ludicrous things oc- 3 
cur: it therefore doth argue a marvellous poverty 
of wit, and barrenness of invention, no less than a 

strange defect of goodness, and want of discretion, 
in those who can devise no other subjects to frolic 
upon beside these, of all most improper and peril- 
ous; who cannot seem ingenious under the charge 
of so highly trespassing upon decency, disclaiming 
wisdom, wounding the ears of others, and their 

own consciences. Seem ingenious, I say; for sel- 
dom those persons really are such, or are capable 
to discover any wit in a wise and manly way. It 
is not the excellency of their fancies, which in 
themselves usually are sorry and insipid enough, 
but the uncouthness of their presumption; not 
their extraordinary wit, but their prodigious rash- 
ness, which is to be admired. They are gazed on, 

as the doers of bold tricks, who dare perform that 

which no sober man will attempt: they do indeed 
rather deserve themselves to be laughed at, than 
their conceits. For what can be more ridiculous 
than we do make ourselves, when we thus fiddle 

and fool with our own souls; when, to make vain 

people merry, we incense God’s earnest displea- 
sure; when, to raise a fit of present laughter, we 
expose ourselves to endless wailing and woe; 
when, to be reckoned wits, we prove ourselves 
stark wild? Surely to this case we may accommo- 
date that of a truly great wit, king Solomon; J Eecles.ii.2. 
suid of laughter, It is mad; and of mirth, What 
doeth it? 

2 All injurious, abusive, scurrilous jesting, 
which causelessly or needlessly tendeth to the dis- 

2—2 
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grace, damage, vexation, or prejudice in any kind | 

of our neighbour, (provoking his displeasure, grating 

on his modesty, stirring passion in him,) is also 
prohibited". When men, to raise an admiration of 

their wit, to please themselves, or gratify the hu- 

mour of other men, do expose their neighbour to 
scorn and contempt, making ignominious reflect- 
ions upon his person or his actions, taunting his 
real imperfections, or fastenmg imaginary ones 
upon him, they transgress their duty, and abuse 
their wits; it is not urbanity, or genuine facetious- 
ness, but uncivil rudeness, or vile malignity®. To 

do thus, as it is the office of mean and base spirits, 

unfit for any worthy or weighty employments, so 
it is full of inhumanity, of iniquity, of mdecency, 
and folly. 4or the weaknesses of men, of what kind 
soever, (natural or moral, in quality or in act,) 

considermg whence they spring, and how much we 
are all subject to them, and do need excuse for 
them, do in equity challenge compassion to be had 
of them; not complacency to be taken in them, or 
mirth drawn from them; they, in respect to com- 
mon humanity, should rather be studiously con- 
nived at and concealed, or mildly excused, than 
wilfully laid open, and wantonly descanted upon; 
they rather are to be deplored secretly, than openly 
derided. 

The reputation of men is too noble a sacrifice 

——Solutos 

Qui captat risus hominum, famamque dicacis ; 

. hie niger est. 

Hor. Sat. 1. 4. [82. ] 
° 0 8€ Bopordyos Arrav earl Tod yeAolov, Kal ovre EavTod ovre 

tav Gov areydpevos, ei yéXoTa Toujoer.—Arist. Eth. rv. 8, [10. ] 
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to be offered up to vain glory, fond pleasure, or ill sERm. 
humour; it is a good far more dear and precious, ne: 
than to be prostituted for idle sport and divertise- 
ment. It becometh us not to trifle with that, 

which in common estimation is of so great moment; 

to play rudely with a thing so very brittle?, yet of 
so vast price; which, being once broken or cracked, 

it is very hard, and scarce possible to repair. A 
small transient pleasure, a tickling the ears, wag- 
ging the lungs, forming the face into a smile, a 

gigole, or a hum, are not to be purchased with the 
grievous distaste and smart, perhaps with the real 
damage and mischief of our neighbour, which attend 
upon contempt*. This is not jesting surely, but 
bad earnest: it is wild mirth, which is the mother 

of grief to those whom we should tenderly love; 

it 1s unnatural sport, which breedeth displeasure in 
them whose delight it should promote, whose liking 
it should procure: it crosseth the nature and design 
of this way of speaking; which is to cement and 
ingratiate society, to render conversation pleasant 
and sprightly, for mutual satisfaction and com- 
fort. | 

True festivity is called salt; and such it should 
be, giving a smart, but savoury relish to discourse; 

exciting an appetite, not irritating disgust; cleans- 
ing sometime, but never creating a sore: and, ’Edpy 
nopavOn, If it become thus insipid, or unsavoury, it Matt.v.13. 
is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out, 
and trodden under foot of men. Such jesting, 

P Vitrea fama.—Hor. [Sat. 1. 3. 222.] 

4 Proy. xxvi. 18,19. Asa mad man, who casteth fire-brands, 

arrows, and death; so is the man that deceiveth his neighbour, and 

saith, Am not I in sport? Oi évedpevovres tovs éavtav didous. 
LXX. 
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- which doth not season wholesome or harmless — 

discourse, but giveth a haut-gout to putid and 
poisonous stuff, gratifying distempered palates and 
corrupt stomachs, is indeed odious and despicable 
folly, to be cast out with loathing, to be trodden 
under foot with contempt’. If a man offends in 
this sort to please himself, it is scurvy malignity; 
if to delight others, it is base servility and flattery: 
upon the first score, he is a buffoon to himself; upon 
the last, a fool to others. And well in common 

speech are such practisers so termed, the grounds 
of that practice being so vain, and the effect so 
unhappy. Zhe heart of fools, saith the Wise Man, is 
in the house of mirth; meaning, it seems, especially 
such hurtfully-wanton mirth: for itis, as he further 
tells us, the property of fools to delight in doing 
harm: Jt is a sport to a fool to do mischief. Is it 
not in earnest most palpable folly for so mean ends 
to do so great harm; to disoblige men in sport; to 
lose friends, and get enemies, for a conceit’; out of 
a light humour to provoke fierce wrath, and breed 
tough hatred; to engage oneself consequently very 
far in strife, danger, and trouble? No way cer- 
tainly is more apt to produce such effects than this; 
nothing more speedily inflameth, or more tho- 

* Nimium risus pretium est, si probitatis impendio constat.— 
Quint. [vr. 3. 35.] 

Ei xadov To mpaypa, ti tots pipois apierar; pipos yivn, Kal ovK 
aioxtvn ;—Chrys. [in Eph. Or. xvii. Opp. Tom. m1. p. 849.] 

* Leedere nunquam velimus, longeque absit propositum illud, 
potius amicum quam dictum perdendi—/[Quint. ubi supra, § 23.] 

Dummodo risum 
Excutiat sibi, non hic cuiquam parcet amico. 

Hor. Sat. 1. 4. [34.] 
Dicax idem, et Tiberium acerbis facetiis irridere solitus: qua- 

rum apud prepotentes in longum memoria est.—Tac. Ann. [v. 2.] 
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roughly enrageth men, or sticketh longer in men’s SERM. 

hearts and memories, than bitter taunts and scoffs: : 
whence this honey soon turns into gall; these jolly 
comedies do commonly terminate in woful trage- 
dies. 

Especially this scurrilous and scoffing way is 
then most detestable, when it not only exposeth 
the blemishes and infirmities of men, but abuseth 

piety and virtue themselves; flouting persons for 
their.constancy in devotion, or their strict adherence 
to a conscientious practice of duty; aiming to effect 
that which Job complaineth of, The just wpright Job xii. 4. 
man ws laughed to scorn; resembling those whom 
the Psalmist thus describeth, Who whet their Ps. lxiv. 

tongue like a sword, and bend their arrows, even” * 
bitter words, that they may shoot in secret at the 
perfect; serving good men as Jeremy was served, 
The word of the Lord, saith he, was made a Jer. xx.8. 

reproach unto me, and a derision daily. 
This practice doth evidently in the highest 

degree tend to the disparagement and discourage- 
ment of goodness; aiming to expose it, and to 
render men ashamed thereof; and it manifestly 

proceedeth from a desperate corruption of mind, 
from a mind hardened and emboldened, sold and 

enslaved to wickedness: whence they, who deal 
therein, are in holy scripture represented as egre- 
gious sinners, or persons superlatively wicked, 
under the name of scorners; (Aomovs, pests, or 
pestilent men, the Greek translators call them, 
properly enough in regard to the effects of their 
practice ;) concerning whom the Wise Man, signi- 
fying how God will mete with them in their own e 

Prov. iii. 
way, saith, Surely the Lord scorneth the scorners. 34. 
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SEEM ’Euraixtas, Scoffers, (or mockers,) St Peter termeth 

them, who walk according to their own lusts; who 
not being willing to practise, are ready to deride 
virtue; thereby striving to seduce others into their 

pernicious courses. 
This offence also proportionably groweth more 

criminal, as it presumeth to reach persons eminent 
in dignity or worth, unto whom special veneration 
is appropriate. This adjoineth sauciness to scur- 
rility, and advanceth the wrong thereof into a kind 
of sacrilege. It is not only injustice, but profane- 

Exod. xxii; ness to abuse the gods. Their station is a sanc- 
yj tuary from all irreverence and reproach; they are 

seated on high, that we may only look up to them 
with respect; their defects are not to be seen, or 
not to be touched by malicious or wanton wits, by 
spiteful or scornful tongues: the diminution of 
their credit is a public mischief, and the state itself 
doth suffer in their becoming objects of scorn; not 
only themselves are vilified and degraded, but the 
great affairs they manage are obstructed, the jus- 
tice they administer is disparaged thereby. 

In fine, no jesting is allowable, which is not 
throughly innocent‘: it is an unworthy perverting 
of wit, to employ it in biting and scratching; in 
working prejudice to any man’s reputation or 
interest; in needlessly incensing any man’s anger 
or sorrow; in raising animosities, dissensions, and 

feuds among any. 
Whence it is somewhat strange, that any men 

2 Pet. iii. 3. 

* [ldppw d€ rodro Xpioriavod, 7d kap@deiv.—Chrys. in Eph. Or. 
xvii. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 849.] 

TAdocay exes, odx Wa Erepoy Kop@djons, GAN iva edyaptotnons 
T@ Oco.—ld. ibid. 
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from so mean and silly a practice should expect 
commendation, or that any should afford regard 
thereto; the which it is so far from meriting, that 

indeed contempt and abhorrence are due to it. 
Men do truly more render themselves despicable 
than others, when, without just ground or reason- 
able occasion, they do attack others in this way. 
That such a practice doth ever find any encourage- 
ment or acceptance, whence can it proceed, but 

from the bad nature and small judgment of some 
persons? or, to any man who is endued with any 
sense of goodness, and hath a competence of true 
wit, or a right knowledge of good manners, (who 
knows—Inurbanum lepido seponere dicto*,) it 
cannot but be unsavoury and loathsome. The 
repute it obtaimeth is in all respects unjust. So 
would it appear, not only were the cause to be 
decided in the court of morality, because it consists 
not with virtue and wisdom; but even before any 
competent judges of wit itself. For he overthrows 
his own pretence, and cannot reasonably claim any 
interest in wit, who doth thus behave himself: he 

prejudgeth himself to want wit, who cannot descry 
fit matter to divert himself or others: he discover- 
eth a great straitness and sterility of good inven- 
tion, who cannot in all the wide field of things find 
better subjects of discourse; who knows not how 
to be ingenious within reasonable compass, but to 
pick up a sorry conceit is forced to make excursions 
beyond the bounds of honesty and decency. 

Neither is it any argument of considerable 
ability in him that haps to please this way: a slen- 
der faculty will serve the turn. The sharpness of 

" Hor. [Ars Poet. 273.] 
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his speech cometh not from wit so much as from 
choler, which furnisheth the lowest inventions with 

a kind of pungent expression, and giveth an edge 
to every spiteful word*: so that any dull wretch 
doth seem to scold eloquently and ingeniously. 
Commonly also satirical taunts do owe their seem- 
ing piquancy, not to the speaker or his words, but 
to the subject and the hearers; the matter con- 
spiring with the bad nature or the vanity of men, 
who love to laugh at any rate, and to be pleased at 
the expense of other men’s repute; conceiting 
themselves extolled by the depression of their 
neighbour, and hoping to gain by his loss. Such 
customers they are that maintain the bitter wits, 
who otherwise would want trade, and might go 
a-begoing. For commonly, they who seem to 
excel this way are miserably flat in other discourse, 
and most dully serious: they have a particular 
unaptness to describe any good thing, or commend 
any worthy person; being destitute of right ideas, 
and proper terms answerable to such purposes: 
their representations of that kind are absurd and 
unhandsome; their elogies (to use their own way 
of speaking) are in effect satires, and they can 
hardly more abuse a man than by attempting to 
commend him; like those in the Prophet, who were 
Wise to do ill, but to do well had no knowledge. 

3 I pass by, that it is very culpable to be 
facetious in obscene and smutty matters. Such 
things are not to be discoursed on, either in jest 
or in earnest; they must not, as St Paul saith, be 

* Obtrectatio et livor pronis auribus accipiuntur. Quippe adu- 
lationi foedum crimen servitutis, malignitati falsa species libertatis 

inest.—Tac. Hist. 1. init, 
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so much as named among Christians: to meddle SERM. 
with them is not to disport, but to defile oneself 
and others. There is indeed no more certain sign 
of a mind utterly debauched from piety and virtue, 
than affecting such talk. But further, 

4 All unseasonable jesting is blameable. As 
there are some proper seasons of relaxation, when 
we may Desipere in loco’; so are there some times 
and circumstances of things, wherein it concerneth 
and becometh men to be serious in mind, grave in 
demeanour, and plain in discourse; when to sport 
in this way is to do indecently, or uncivilly, to be 
impertinent, or troublesome’. 

Jt comporteth not well with the presence of 
superiors, before whom it becometh us to be com- 
posed and modest: much less with the performance 
of sacred offices, which require an earnest attention, 
and most serious frame of mind. 

In deliberations and debates about affairs of 
great importance, the simple manner of speaking 
to the point is the proper, easy, clear, and compen- 
dious way: facetious speech there serves only to 
obstruct and entangle business, to lose time, and 

protract the result*. The shop and exchange will 
scarce endure jesting in their lower transactions: 
the senate, the court of justice, the church do much 

more exclude it from their more weighty consulta- 
tions. Whenever it justleth out, or hindereth the 

Y [Hor. Carm. rv. 12, 28.] 
* Vitandum ne petulans, ne superbum, ne loco, ne tempore 

alienum, ne preparatum et domo allatum videatur, quod dicimus. 
— Quint. [v1. 3. 33.] 

2 Mn poe Ta Koprya trockidot yevoiato, 

AN ov wore dei.—Eurip. [ Aol. Frag. vi. 2.] 
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. dispatch of other serious business, taking up the 

room, or swallowing the time due to it, or indis- 

posing the minds of the audience to attend it, 

then it is unseasonable and pestilent. TlaiCew, dzws 

croviatn, To play, that we may be seriously busy, 

is the good rule of Anacharsis”, implying the sub- 

ordination of sport to business, as a condiment and 

furtherance, not an impediment or clog thereto. 

He that for his sport neglects his business, deserves 

indeed to be reckoned among children; and child- 
ren’s fortune will attend him, to be pleased with 
toys, and to fail of substantial profit. 

It is, again, improper (because indeed uncivil 

and inhuman) to jest with persons that are in a 
sad or afflicted condition’; as arguing want of due 
considering or due commiserating their case: It 
appears a kind of insulting upon their misfortune, 
and is apt to foment their grief. Even in our own 
case, upon any disastrous occurrence to ourselves, 
it would not be seemly to frolic it thus; it would 

signify want of due regard to the frowns of God, 
and the strokes of his hand; it would cross the 

Wise Man’s advice, In the day of prosperity be 
- joyful, but in the day of adversity consider. 

It is also not seasonable, or civil, to be jocund 

in this way with those who desire to be serious, 
and like not the humour. Jocularity should not 
be forcibly obtruded, but by a kindly conspiracy, 
or tacit compact, slip into conversation: consent 
and complaisance give all the life thereto. Its 
design is to sweeten and ease society; when to the 

b Apud Arist. Eth. x. 6, [6.] 

© Adversus miseros——inhumanus est jocus.—Quint. [vi. 3. 

33. ] 
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contrary it breedeth offence or incumbrance, it is SERM. 

worse than vain and unprofitable. From these 
instances we may collect when, in other like cases, 
it is unseasonable, and therefore culpable. Fur- 
ther, 

5 To affect, admire, or highly to value this 
way of speaking, either absolutely in itself, or in 
comparison to the serious and plain way of speech, 
and thence to be drawn into an immoderate use 
thereof, is blameable. A man of ripe age, and 
sound judgment, for refreshment to himself, or in 
complaisance to others, may sometimes condescend 

to play in this or in any other harmless way: but 
to be fond of it, to prosecute it with a careful or 
painful eagerness, to doat and dwell upon it, to 
reckon it a brave or a fine thing, a singular matter 
of commendation, a transcendent accomplishment, 
anywise preferable to rational endowments, or 
comparable to the moral excellencies of our mind, 
(to solid knowledge, or sound wisdom, or true 

virtue and goodness,) this is extremely childish, or 

brutish, and far below aman. What can be more 

absurd, than to make a business of play, to be 
studious and laborious in toys, to make a profession 
or drive a trade of impertinency*? what more plain 
nonsense can there be, than to be earnest in jest, 

to be continual in divertisement, or constant in 

pastime; to make extravagance all our way, and 
sauce all our diet? Is not this plainly the life of a 
child, that is ever busy, yet never hath any thing 
to do? or the life of that mimical brute, which is 

always active in playing uncouth and unlucky 

4 Srovddtey Kai moveiv madias ydpw, ArAOvov aiverar, Kat diay X ’ ’ 

maducov.—Arist. Eth. x. 6, [6.] 
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SERM. tricks; which, could it speak, might surely pass 
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_ well for a professed wit? 
The proper work of man, the grand drift of 

human life, is to follow reason, (that noble spark 

kindled in us from heaven; that princely and 

powerful faculty, which is able to reach so lofty 
objects, and to achieve so mighty works;) not to 
soothe fancy, that brutish, shallow, and giddy 

power, able to perform nothing worthy much 
regard. We are not, even Cicero could tell us, 

born for play and gesting; but for severity, and the 
study of graver and greater affairs’. Yes, we were 
purposely designed, and fitly framed, to understand 
and contemplate, to affect and delight in, to under- 
take and pursue most noble and worthy things; to 
be employed in business considerably profitable to 
ourselves, and beneficial to others: we do therefore 

strangely debase ourselves, when we do strongly 
bend our minds to, or set our affections upon such 
toys. 

Especially to do so is unworthy of a Christian; 
that is, of a person who is advanced to so high a 
rank, and so glorious relations; who hath so excel- 
lent objects of his mind and affections presented 
before him, and so excellent rewards for his care and 
pains proposed to him; who is engaged in affairs of 
so worthy nature, and so immense consequence: 
for him to be zealous about quibbles, for him to be 
ravished with puny conceits and expressions, it is a 
wondrous oversight, and an enormous indecency. 

He indeed that prefers any faculty to reason, 

°* Neque enim ita generati a natura sumus, ut ad ludum et jo- 
cum facti esse videamur, ad severitatem potius, et ad quedam 
studia graviora atque majora.—Cic. Off. 1. [29, 103.] 
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disclaims the privilege of being a man, and under- 

stands not the worth of his own nature; he that 

prizes any quality beyond virtue and goodness, 

renounces the title of a Christian, and knows not 

how to value the dignity of his profession. It is 

these two, reason and virtue, in conjunction, which 

produce all that is considerably good and great in 
the world. Fancy can do little; doeth never any 
thing well, except as directed and wielded by them. 
Do pretty conceits or humorous talk carry on 
any business, or perform any work? No; they 
are ineffectual and fruitless: often they disturb, 
but they never dispatch any thing with good suc- 

cess. It is simple reason, as dull and dry as it 

seemeth, which expediteth all the grand affairs, 
which accomplisheth all the mighty works that 
we see done in the world. In truth, therefore, as 

one diamond is worth numberless bits of glass; so 
one solid reason is worth innumerable fancies: one 
grain of true science and sound wisdom in real 
worth and use doth outweigh loads, if any loads 
can be, of freakish wit. To rate things otherwise 

doth argue great weakness of judgment, and fond- 
ness of mind. So to conceit of this way signifieth 
a weak mind; and much to delight therein render- 
eth it so: nothing more debaseth the spirit of a 
man, or more rendereth it light and trifling’ 

Oo pl) cupBalvew Kara tadrov, Woyis vipu Kal edrparredias Oud- 
xvow.—Bas. Const. Mon. [cap. xii. Opp. Tom. 1. p. 557.] 

TloAAa yap oupBaiver Tovs wept Ta TowadTa doxXodoupevous, TOU 

dp00d Aéyou Siapapraver, Tis Wuxis mpos yedovacpov Ovaxeoperns, Kat 

To THS Ppovaews aivvouY Kal TemuKY@pEevoy KaTadvovons.—Id. Ibid. 

Jocorum frequens usus omne animis pondus, omnemque vim 

eripiet.—Sen. de Tranq. xv. [12.] 
€ > n ¢ cd 

H evrpameXia padakhy rove tiv Wouyiy, pa@upoy, dvaremraxviay.— 

Chrys. in Eph. Or. xvii. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 848.] 
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Hence if we must be venting pleasant conceits, 
we should do it, as if we did it not, carelessly and 
unconcernedly; not standing upon it, or valuing 
ourselves for it: we should do it with measure 
and moderation; not giving up ourselves thereto, 
so as to mind it, or delight in it more than in any 
other thing: we should not be so intent upon it, as 
to become remiss in affairs more proper or needful 
for us; so as to nauseate serious business, or dis- 

relish the more worthy entertainments of our 
minds. This is the great danger of it, which we 
daily see men to incur; they are so bewitched with 
a humour of being witty themselves, or of heark- 
ening to the fancies of others, that it is this only 
which they can lke or savour, which they can 
endure to think or talk of. It is a great pity, 
that men, who would seem to have so much 

wit, should so little understand themselves. But 
further, 

6 Vain-glorious ostentation this way is very 
blameable. All ambition, all vanity, all conceited- 

ness, upon whatever ground they are founded, are 
absolutely unreasonable and silly: but yet those, 
being grounded on some real ability, or some use- 

ful skill, are wise and manly in comparison to this, 

which standeth on a foundation so manifestly 

slight and weak. The old philosophers by a severe 
father were called Animalia glorie, animals of 
glory®; and by a satirical poet they were termed 
Bladders of vanity*: but they at least did catch at 

® Tertul. [de Anima. cap. 1. Opp. p. 2648. Verbatim. Philo- 
sophus gloriz animal. ] 

‘AvOporot Kevens oijoios eumdeor doxoit.— Timon. [Brunck. 
Anal. Tom. 11. p. 68.] 
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praise from praiseworthy knowledge; they were = 
puffed up with a wind which blowed some good to 
mankind; they sought glory from that which de- 
served glory, if they had not sought it; it was a 
substantial and solid credit which they did affect, 
resulting from successful enterprises of strong rea- 
son and stout industry: but these Animalcula 
gloria, these flies, these insects of glory, these, not 
bladders, but bubbles of vanity, would be admired 

and praised, for that which is nowise admirable 
or laudable’; for the casual hits and emergencies 
of roving fancy; for stumbling on an odd con- 
ceit or phrase, which signifieth nothing, and is 

as superficial as the smile, as hollow as the noise it 

causeth. Nothing certainly in nature is more ridi- 
culous than a selfconceited wit, who deemeth him- 

self somebody, and greatly pretendeth to commen- 
dation, from so pitiful and worthless a thing as a 
knack of trifling. 

7 Lastly, it is our duty never so far to engage 
ourselves in this way, as thereby to lose, or to 
impair that habitual seriousness, modesty, and so- 

briety of mind, that steady composedness, gravity, 
and constancy of demeanour, which become Chris- 

tians. We should continually keep our minds Phil iii-ry. 
intent upon our high calling, and grand interests; 
ever well tuned and ready for the performance of 
holy devotions, and the practice of most serious 
duties with earnest attention and fervent affection: 
wherefore we should never suffer them to be dis- 
solved into levity, or disordered into a wanton 
frame, indisposing us for religious thoughts and 

1 Risum queesivit, qui est, mea sententia, vel tenuissimus inge- 

nii fructus. —Cic. de Orat. 11. [60, 247. ] 
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actions. We ought always in our behaviour to 

maintain, not only Té rpézor, a fitting decency, but 

also To ceuvev, a stately gravity, a kind of venerable 

majesty, suitable to that high rank which we bear 

of God’s friends and children; adorning our holy 

profession, and guarding us from all impressions of 

sinful vanity®. Wherefore we should not let our- 

selves be transported into any excessive pitch of 

lightness, inconsistent with, or prejudicial to, our 

Christian state and business. Gravity and modesty 

are the fences of piety, which being once slighted, 

sin will easily attempt and encroach upon us. [So 

the old Spanish gentleman may be interpreted to 

have been wise, who, when his son upon a voyage 

to the Indies, took his leave of him, gave him this 

odd advice; My son, in the first place keep thy 

gravity, in the neat place fear God'; intimating, 

that a man must first be serious before he can be 

pious. | 
To conclude, as we need not be demure, so must 

we not be impudent; as we should not be sour, so 

ought we not to be fond; as we may be free, so we 

should not be vain; as we may well stoop to 

friendly complaisance, so we should take heed of 

falling into contemptible levity. If without wrong- 

ing others, or derogating from ourselves, we can 

be facetious; if we can use our wits in jesting mno- 

cently and conveniently; we may sometimes do it: 

but let us, in compliance with St Paul’s direction, 

* Dictum potius aliquando perdet quam minuet auctoritatem.— 

Quint. vi. [3, 30.] 

1 Infam. Famiani. [Hyo, te enconcienda la gravedad, y despues 

e temor de Dios: id est, Fili, gravitatem in primis tibi cordi esse 

moneo, proxime Dei metum.—Scioppii Infamia Famiani, p. 228. 

Sore. 1658. ] 
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beware of Foolish talking and jesting, which are am 
not convenient. a 

Now the God of grace and peace make us per- Heb. xiii. 
fect in every good work to do his will, working in* 
us that which ts well-pleasing in his sight, through 
Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory for ever and ever. 
Amen. 

0, 25 
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SERMON XVIL 

AGAINST RASH AND VAIN SWEARING. 

JAMES V. 12. 

But above all things, my brethren, swear not. 

MONG other precepts of good life, (directing 
the practice of virtue and abstinence from sin,) 

St James doth insert this about swearing, couched 

in expression denoting his great earnestness, and 
apt to excite our special attention. Therein he 
doth not mean universally to interdict the use of 
oaths; (for that in some cases is not only lawful, 

but very expedient; yea needful, and required from 
us as a duty;) but that swearmg which our Lord 
had expressly prohibited to his disciples, and 
which thence, questionless, the brethren to whom 
St James did write, did well understand themselves 

obliged to forbear, having learnt so in the first 
catechisms of Christian institution; that is, need- 
less and heedless swearing in ordinary conversa- 
tion: a practice then frequented in the world, both 
among Jews and Gentiles; the which also, to the 
shame of our age, is now so much in fashion, and 
with some men in vogue; the invoking God’s 
name, appealing to his testimony, and provoking 
his judgment, upon any slight occasion, in common 
talk, with vain incogitancy, or profane boldness. 
From such practice the holy apostle dehorteth in 
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terms importing his great concernedness, and im- SERM. 
: XVI. 

plying the matter to be of highest importance: for, 

IIpo ravrwy, saith he, Before all things, my brethren, 

do not swear; as if he did apprehend this sin of 

all other to be one of the most heimous and perni- 

cious. Could he have said more? would he have 

said so much, if he had not conceived the matter 

to be of exceeding weight and consequence? And 

that it is so, I mean now, by God’s help, to shew 

you, by proposing some considerations, whereby 

the heinous wickedness, together with the mon- 

strous folly, of such rash and vain swearmg will 

appear; the which, being laid to heart will, I hope, 

effectually dissuade and deter from it. 
I. Let us consider the nature of an oath, and 

what we do, when we adventure to swear. aa ee 

It is (as it is phrased in the Decalogue, and { 

otherwhere in holy scripture) an assuming the? . 

name of our God, and applying it to our purpose, sora 

to countenance and confirm what we say*. To. 

It is an invocation of God, as a most faithful ;""" ~" 
witness, concerning the truth of our words, or the Fer aH-5: Jobxvi.19. 

sincerity of our meaning. ee 2 

It is an appeal to God, as a most upright Gen. sxx. 

Judge, whether we do prevaricate in asserting Foor. 

Prov: TOO 

x1 I 

what we do not believe true, or in promising what ie 
Valls 311325 

we are not firmly resolved to perform. ee 

Tt is a formal engagement of God, to be the 2) °°: 

avenger of our trespassing in violation of truth or 13. 
. 

rity 

faith. 2 Kings i 
. . . e . lee 

Tt is a binding our souls”, with a most strict ne 
9, 353 Sab 

@ Plurima firmantur jurejurando——diis immortalibus inter- 13. ; 

positis tum judicibus, tum testibus.—Cic. de Leg. 1. [7, 16.] 1 Sam. xiv. 
b [las épkxos cis xatdpay TehevTa Tis emopkias.—Plut. in capit. af bas 2G 

Rom. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 491. Ed. Steph.] Numb, 
XXX. 2, 
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and solemn obligation, to answer before God, and 
to undergo the issue of his judgment about what 
we affirm or undertake. 

Such, an oath is represented to us in holy scrip- 

ture. 
Whence we may collect, that swearing doth 

require great modesty and composedness of spirit, 
very serious consideration and solicitous care, that 

we be not rude and saucy with God, in takmg up 
his name, and prostituting it to vile or mean uses; 
that we do not abuse or debase his authority, by 
citing it to aver falsehoods or impertinences; that 
we do not slight his venerable justice, by rashly 
provoking it against us; that we do not precipi- 
tantly throw our souls into most dangerous snares 

and intricacies. 
For let us reflect and consider: what a pre- 

sumption is it, without due regard and reverence, 

to lay hold on God’s name; with unhallowed breath 
x.3; to vent and toss that great and glorious, that most 

_holy, that reverend, that fearful and terrible name 
of the Lord our God, the great Creator, the mighty 
Sovereign, the dreadful Judge of all the world; 
that name which all heaven with profoundest sub- 
mission doth adore, which the angelical powers, 
the brightest and purest Seraphim, without hiding 
their faces, and reverential horror, cannot utter or 

hear®; the very thought whereof should strike awe 

through our hearts, the mention whereof would 
make any sober man to tremble; Mor how, saith 
St Chrysostom, is it not absurd, that a servant 

should not dare to call his master by name, or 
bluntly and ordinarily to mention him; yet that we 

© Chrys. ‘Avdp. (. [Opp. Tom. vi. p. 514] 
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slightly and contemptuously should in our mouth 
toss about the Lord of angels"? 

How is it not absurd, of we have a garment 
better than the rest, that we forbear to use it conti- 
nually; but in the most slight and common way do 
wear the name of God*? 

How grievous indecency is it, at every turn to 
summon our Maker, and call down Almighty God 
from heaven, to attend our leisure, to vouch our 

idle prattle, to second our giddy passions, to con- 
cern his truth, his justice, his power in our trivial 
affairs! 

What a wildness is it, to dally with that judg- 
ment upon which the eternal doom of all creatures 
dependeth, at which Zhe pillars of heaven are 
astonished, which hurled down legions of angels 
from the top of heaven and happiness into the bot- 
tomless dungeon; the which, as grievous sinners, 

of all things we have most reason to dread; and 
about which no sober man can otherwise think, 

than did that great king, the holy Psalmist, who 
said, My flesh trembleth for fear of thee, and I am 
afraid of thy judgments! 

How prodigious a madness is it, without any 
constraint or needful cause, to incur so horrible 

danger, to rush upon a curse; to defy that ven- 
geance, the least touch or breath whereof can dash 

us to nothing, or thrust us down into extreme and 
endless woe! 

d a X > yw Cy te 5 \ “ > Dees) \ 
[Ilds yap ovK dromoy, oikérny pév py ToApay e€& dvdparos Tov 

, A c n~ cr ‘ c XAG ‘ c »* A ‘ a 

Oeomdtny Tov éavTov Kade, nde amA@s Kat ws ervye, TOV SE Tov 

ayyekav Scondtny dmd@s Kat peta ToAdis Ths Katappornoews Tavta- 

xovu mepupepew ;] Ibid. 
e ~~ A , yA c , ‘4 a» - tl la 

[Ilds yap ov« dromoy, ipdtioy péev €xovtas Tov Aowmadv BédArLO», 
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Who can express the wretchedness of that folly, 
which so entangleth us with inextricable knots, 
and enchaineth our souls so rashly with desperate 
obligations ? 

Wherefore, he that would but a little mind 

what he doeth, when he dareth to swear, what it is 

to meddle with the adorable name, the venerable 
testimony, the formidable judgment, the terrible 
vengeance of the divine Majesty, into what a case 
he putteth himself, how extreme hazard he runneth 
thereby, would assuredly have little heart to swear, 
without greatest reason, and most urgent need; 
hardly without trembling would he undertake the 
most necessary and solemn oath; much cause 
would he see YéBecOa dpxov, to adore, to fear an 
oath: which to do, the divine Preacher maketh the 
character of a good man; As, saith he, 7s the good, 
so is the sinner, and he that sweareth, as he that 
Seareth an oath. 

In fine, even a heathen philosopher, considering 
the nature of an oath, did conclude the unlawful- 
ness thereof in such cases. For, Seeing, saith he, 
an oath doth call God for witness, and proposeth 
him for umpire and voucher of the things it saith ; 
therefore to induce God so, wpon occasion of human 
affairs, or, which is all one, upon small and slight 
accounts, doth imyply contempt of him: wherefore 
we ought wholly to shun —— ing, except upon occa- 
sions of highest necessity’. 

Il. We may consider, that swearing, (agree- 

<0 yap épKos Héprupa Tov Oedyv Kadei, Kal pecirny avroy Kal 
eyyuntny ep’ ois deyer mpoioxerat. TO ue er dvéparivors Tpaypace 
(ravrov Se Ame pixpois kai evrehéor) Tov Gedy mapayew, Reet peey- 
civ twa mpos avtov imoypader, 81d xp mapatreiobar dv Spxov, e 
pev Ovvatoy, teX€ws.—Simpl. in Epict. Ench, cap. xliy. 
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ably to its nature, or natural aptitude and ten- 
dency,) is represented in holy scripture as a special 
part of religious worship, or devotion toward God; 
in the due performance whereof, we do avow him 
for the true God and Governor of the world; we 

piously do acknowledge his principal attributes and 
special prerogatives; his omnipresence and om- 
niscience, extending itself to our most inward 
thoughts, our secretest purposes, our closest retire- 

ments; his watchful providence over all our actions, 
affairs, and concerns; his faithful goodness, in 
favouring truth and protecting right; his exact 
justice, in patronising sincerity, and chastising per- 
fidiousness; his being supreme Lord over all per- 
sons, and Judge paramount in all causes; his readi- 
ness in our need, upon our humble imploration and 
reference, to undertake the arbitration of matters 

controverted, and the care of administering justice, 

for the maintenance of truth and right, of loyalty 
and fidelity, of order and peace among men. Swear- 
ing doth also intimate a pious trust and confidence 
in God; as Aristotle observeth®. 

Such things a serious oath doth imply, to such 
purposes swearing naturally serveth; and therefore 
to signify or effectuate them, divine institution 
hath devoted it. 

God, in goodness to such ends, hath pleased to 
lend us his great name; allowing us to cite him for 
a witness, to have recourse to his bar, to engage 
his justice and power, whenever the case deserveth 
and requireth it, or when we cannot by other means 

5 EtoeBes 7O Oéhew trois Ocots enirpéretv.—Arist. Rhet. 1. [15, 

31.] It is a pious thing willingly to commend our case or contro- 
versy to God. 
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well assure the sincerity of our meaning, or secure 
the constancy of our resolutions. 

Yea, in such exigences he doth exact this prac- 
tice from us, as an instance of our religious confi- 
dence in him, and as a service conducible to his 

glory: for it is a precept in his law, of moral 
nature, and eternal obligation, Tow shalt fear the 

Lord thy God ; him shalt thou serve, and to him shalt 
thou cleave, and shalt swear by his name. It is the 
character of a religious man to swear with due 
reverence and upright conscience. For, The king, 
saith the Psalmist, shall rejoice in God ; every one 
that sweareth by him shall glory: but the mouth of 
them that speak lies shall be stopped. , It is a dis- 
tinctive mark of God’s people, according to that of 
the prophet Jeremy, And it shall come to pass, of 
they will diligently learn the ways of my people, to 
swear by my name—then shall they be built in the 
midst of my people. It is predicted concerning the 
evangelical times, Unto me every knee shall bow, 
every tongue shall swear: and, That he who blesseth 
himself in the earth, shall bless himself by the God 
of truth; and he that sweareth in the earth, shall 

swear by the God of truth. 
As, therefore, all other acts of devotion, wherein 

immediate application is made to the dive Ma- 
jesty, should never be performed without most 
hearty intention, most serious consideration, most 

lowly reverence; so, neither should this grand one, 
wherein God is so nearly touched, and his chief 
attributes so much concerned: the which indeed 
doth involve both prayer and praise, doth require 

’ the most devotional acts of faith and fear. 

We therefore should so perform it, as not to 
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incur that reproof; This people draweth nigh unto a 
me with their mouth, and honoureth me with their ———— 
lips, but their heart is far from me. ae 

When we seem most formally to avow God, to I Berane 
confess his omniscience, to confide in his justice; 
we should not really disregard him, and in effect 
signify, that we do not think he doth know what 
we say, or mind what we do. 

If we do presume to offer this service, we should 
do it, in the manner appointed by himself, accord- 

ing to the conditions prescribed in the Prophet, 
Thou shalt swear, The Lord liveth, in truth, in gudg- Ser.iv. 2. 

ment, and in righteousness: In truth, taking heed 
that our meaning be conformable to the sense of 
our words, and our words to the verity of things; 
In judgment, having with careful deliberation ex- 
amined and weighed that, which we assert or 
promise ; In righteousness, bemg satisfied in con- 
science, that we do not therein infringe any rule of 
piety toward God, of equity toward men, of sobriety 
and discretion in regard to ourselves. 

The cause of our swearing must be needful, or 
very expedient; the design of it must be honest and 
useful to considerable purposes; (tending to God’s 
honour, our neighbour’s benefit, our own welfare ;) 

the matter of it should be, not only just and lawful, 
but worthy and weighty; the manner ought to be 
grave and solemn, our mind being framed to earn- 

est attention, and endued with pious affections 
suitable to the occasion. 

Otherwise, if we do venture to swear, without 

due advice and care, without much respect and 
awe, upon any slight or vain (not to say bad or 
unlawful) occasion; we then desecrate swearing, 
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SERM. and are guilty of profaning a most sacred ordi- _ 
—_—"_ nance: the doing so doth imply base hypocrisy, or 
3 ** lewd mockery, or abominable wantonness and folly; 

in boldly invading, and vainly trifling with the 
most august duties of religion. Such swearing 
therefore is very dishonourable and injurious to 
God, very prejudicial to religion, very repugnant 
to piety. 

III. We may consider, that the swearing pro- 
hibited is very noxious to human society. 

The great prop of society, (which upholdeth the 
safety, peace, and welfare thereof, in observing 
laws, dispensing justice, discharging trusts, keeping 
contracts, and holding good correspondence mutu- 
ally,) is conscience, or a sense of duty toward God, 
obliging to perform what is right and equal; quick- 
ened by hope of rewards, and fear of punishments 
from him: secluding which principle, no worldly 
consideration is strong enough to hold men fast; 
or can further dispose many to do right, or observe 
faith, or hold peace, than appetite, or interest, or 
humour, (things very slippery and uncertain,) do 
sway them. | 

That men should live honestly, quietly, and 
comfortably together, it is needful that they should 
live under a sense of God’s will, and in awe of the 

divine power, hoping to please God, and fearing to 
offend him, by their behaviour respectively. 

That justice should be administered between 
men, it is necessary that testimonies of fact be 
alleged; and that witnesses should apprehend 
themselves greatly obliged to discover the truth, 
according to their conscience, in dark and doubtful 
cases, 
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That men should uprightly discharge offices SERM. 
serviceable to public good, it doth behove, that they 
be firmly engaged to perform the trusts reposed 
in them. 

That, in affairs of very considerable importance, 
men should deal with one another with satisfaction 
of mind and mutual confidence, they must receive 
competent assurances concerning the integrity, 
fidelity, and constancy each of other. 

That the safety of governors may be preserved, 
and the obedience due to them maintained secure 
from attempts to which they are lable, (by the 
treachery, levity, perverseness, timorousness, ambi- 
tion, all such lusts and ill humours of men,) it is 

expedient that men should be tied with the strictest 
bands of allegiance. 

That controversies emergent about the interests 
of men should be determined, and an end put to 

strife by peremptory and satisfactory means, 1s 
plainly necessary for common quiet. 

Wherefore, for the public interest and benefit of 
human society, it is requisite that the highest obli- 
gations possible should be laid upon the consciences 
of men. 

And such are those of oaths, engaging them to 
fidelity and constancy in all such cases, out of re- 
gard to Almighty God, as the infallible patron of 
truth and right, the unavoidable chastiser of per- 
fidiousness and improbity. 

To such purposes therefore, oaths have ever 
been applied, as the most effectual instruments of 
working them; not only among the followers of 
true and perfect Religion, but even among all 
those who had any glimmering notions concerning 
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a divine power and providence; who have deemed 
an oath the safest tie of conscience, and held the 

violation of it for the most detestable impiety and 
iniquity. So that what Cicero saith of the Romans, 
That their ancestors had no band to constrain faith 
more strait than an oath", is true of all other na- 

tions; common reason not being able to devise any 
engagement more obliging than it; it being in the 
nature of things TeXevtaia riots, and ‘Oxup@tarov 

adnGeias évexupov, the utmost assurance, the last re- 

sort of human faith, the surest pledge that any 
man can yield of his trustinessi: Hence ever in 
transactions of highest moment, this hath been used 
to bind the faith of men. 

Hereby nations have been wont to ratify leagues 
of peace and amity between each other: (which 
therefore the Greeks called “Op«a*.) 

Hereby princes have obliged their subjects to 
loyalty: and it hath ever been the strongest argu- 
ment to press that duty, which the Preacher useth ; 
I counsel thee to keep the king’s commandment, and 
that in regard of the oath of God. 

Hereby generals have engaged their soldiers 
to stick close to them!, in bearing hardships and 
encountering dangers. 

Hereby the nuptial league hath been confirmed ; 
the solemnization whereof in temples before God is 
in effect a most sacred oath. 

Hereon the decision of the greatest causes con- 
cerning the lives, estates, and reputations of men 

h Nullum enim vinculum ad adstringendam fidem jurejurando 

majores arctius esse voluerunt.—De Off. m1. [31, 111.] 
1 Dion. Halic. Procop. Diod. Sic. 
K Ipods ds (odeis) Zxovow épxta.—Polyb. [v1. 14, 8.] 

! Veget. [de Re Mil. Lib. m1. cap. 5.] 
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have depended; so that, as the Apostle saith, An aber 
oath for confirmation is to them an end of all gala 
strife. Heb. vi.16. 

Indeed, such hath the need hereof been ever 

apprehended, that we may observe, in cases of 
great importance, no other obligation hath been 
admitted for sufficient to bind the fidelity and con- 
stancy of the most credible persons; so that, even 
the best men hardly could trust the best men with- 
out it. For instance, 

When Abimelech would assure to himself the 
friendship of Abraham, although he knew him to 
be a very pious and righteous person, whose word 
might be as well taken as any man’s, yet, for entire 
satisfaction, he thus spake to him; God 1s with thee Gen. xxi. 
in all that thou doest: now therefore swear unto me” > 
here by God, that thou wilt not deal falsely with me. 

Abraham, though he did much confide in the 
honesty of his servant HKliezer, having intrusted 
him with all his estate, yet in the affair concerning 
the marriage of his son, he could not but thus 
oblige fae Put, saith he, I pray thee, thy hand Gen. xxiv. 
Wee my thigh; and I will make thee swear by the Sk 
Lord, the God of heaven, and the God of the earth, 
that thou wilt not take a wife unto my son of the 
daughters of the Canaanites. 

Laban had good experience of Jacob’s fidelity ; 
yet that would not satisfy, but, Zhe Lord, said he, Gen. xxxi. 
watch between me and thee, when we are absent one? *”>* 
from another. If thou shalt afflict my daughters, 
or Uf thou shalt take other wives beside my daughters, 
no man ts with us; see, God is witness between thee 

and me. The God of Abraham, and the God of 

Nahor, the God of their father, judge betwixt us. 
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So did Jacob make Joseph swear, that he 
would bury him in Canaan: and Joseph caused the 
children of Israel to swear, that they would trans- 

late his bones. So did Jonathan cause his beloved 

friend David to swear, that he would shew kind- 

ness to him, and to his house for ever. The pru- 
dence of which course the event sheweth, the total 

excision of Jonathan’s family being thereby pre- 
vented; for, The king, it 1s said, spared Mephibo- 

sheth the son of Jonathan, because of the Lord’s oath 
that was between them. 

These instances declare, that there is no security 
which men can yield comparable to that of an 
oath; the obligation whereof no man wilfully can 

‘infringe, without renouncing the fear of God, and 

any pretence to his favour. 
Wherefore, human society will be extremely 

wronged and damnified by the dissolving or slack- 
ening these most sacred bands of conscience: and 
consequently by their common and careless use; 
which soon will breed a contempt of them, and 
render them insignificant, either to bind the swear- 
ers, or to ground a trust on their oaths. 

As by the rare and reverent use of oaths their 
dignity is upheld, and their obligation kept fast: 
so by the frequent and negligent application of 
them, by the prostituting them to every mean and 
toyish purpose, their respect will be quite lost, 
their strength will be loosed, they will prove un- 
serviceable to public use. 

If oaths generally become cheap and vile, what 
will that of allegiance signify? If men are wont 
to play with swearing any where, can we expect 
they should be serious and strict therein at the bar, 
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or in the church? Will they regard God’s testi- 
mony, or dread his judgment, in one place, or at 
one time, when every where upon any, upon no 
occasion, they dare to confront and contemn them? 
Who then will be the more trusted for swearing? 
What satisfaction will any man have from it? The 
rifeness of this practice, as it is the sign, so it will 
be the cause of a general diffidence among men. 

Incredible therefore is the mischief, which this 

vain practice will bring in, to the public; depriving 
princes of their best security, exposing the estates 
of private men to uncertainty, shaking all the con- 
fidence men can have in the faith of one another. 

For which detriments, accruing from this abuse 

to the public, every vain swearer is responsible, 
and he would do well to consider, that he will 

never be able to make reparation for them. And 
the public is much concerned that this enormity be 
retrenched. 

IV. Let us consider, that rash and vain swear- 

ing 1s very apt often to bring the practiser of it 
into that most horrible sin of perjury. For, False 
swearing, as the Hebrew wise man saith, natu- 

rally springeth out of much swearing™: and, He, 
saith St Chrysostom, that sweareth continually, 
both willingly and unwillingly, both ignorantly and 
knowingly, both in earnest and in sport, being often 
transported by anger and many other things, will 
Srequently forswear. It is confessed and manifest, 

™ vera ex modvopkias Wevdopxia.—Philo in Decal. [Opp. Tom 

II. p. 196.] 
Ne quisquam facili juratione etiam ad perjurium decidisset, et 

in ecclesia populo preedicabat, et suos instituerat, ne quis juraret, 

nec ad modicum quidem.—Possid. in Vit. S. Aug. cap. xxv. [Inter 
Opp. Aug. Tom. x. (App.) col. 274 F.] 

Bes. oVOl 1, 4 
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that it is necessary for him that sweareth much, to 

be perjurious". For, saith he again, i 7s imvpossi- 

ble, it is impossible for a mouth addicted to swear- 

ing, not frequently to forswear?. He, that sweareth 

at random, as blind passion moveth, or wanton 

fancy prompteth, or the tempter suggesteth, often 

will hit upon asserting that which is false, or pro- 

mising that which is impossible: that want of con- 

science and of consideration, which do suffer him to 

violate God’s law in swearing, will betray him to 

the venting of lies, which backed with oaths be- 
come perjuries. If sometime, what he sweareth 
doth happen to be true and performable, it doth 

not free him of guilt; it being his fortune, rather 
than his care or conscience, which keepeth him 

from perjury. 
V. Such swearing commonly will induce a man 

to bind himself by oath to unlawful practices; and 
consequently will entangle him in a woful neces- 
sity, either of breaking his oath, or of doing worse, 
and committing wickedness: so that, Swearing, as 
St Chrysostom saith, hath this misery attending tt, 
that both transgressed and observed it plaqueth those 

who are guilty of i?. 
Of this perplexity the holy scripture afford- 

eth two notable instances: the one of Saul, forced 

D ‘Avdp. 0’. [Opp. Tom. vi. p. 553.) [IHpGrov pev yap 6 Sujvexds 

Guvds, Kal éxov kal dkov, kal ayvoav kal cides, Kal omovdafeoy kal 

maitov, kai id Ovpod moddakis expepdpevos, kal ip’ érépwv roddar, 

emopknoe TavTwS. .. . OUT@s eoTly Gpodoynuevoy Kai OiAov, dre Tov 

mo\vopkov avaykn Kal émiopxoy etvat. } 
© *Aphyavov yap, auxavor, Toa pewedeTnKds Guvvvat, pi) TUVEXDS 

emtopxeiv.—[ Ibid. p. 559.] 
P Todro rd Sewdy Exet 6 Spkos, drt Kal TapaBawépuevos Kai pudatrd- 

pevos Kohatet Tovs dAtcxopevovs.—[Ubi supra, p. 553.] 
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to break his rash oaths; the other of Herod, ser. 
being engaged thereby to commit a most horrid ~~ 
murder. at as 

Had Saul observed his oaths’, what injury had 
he done, what mischief had he produced, in 

slaughtering his most worthy and most innocent 
son, the prop and glory of his family, the bulwark 
of his country, and the grand instrument of salva- 
tion to it; in forcing the people to violate their 
cross oath, and, for prevention of one, causing 

many perjuries! He was therefore fain to desist, 
and lie under the guilt of breaking his oaths. 

And for Herod, the excellent Father thus 

presseth the consideration of his case: Take, saith 
he, I beseech you, the chopped-off head of St John, 
and his warm blood yet trickling down; each of you 
bear at home with you, and conceive that before 
your eyes you hear it uttering speech, and saying, 
Hate the murderer of me, an oath. That which 

reproof did not, this an oath did do; that which 

the tyrants wrath could not, this the necessity of 
keeping an oath did effect. For when the tyrant 
was reprehended publicly in the audience of all men, 
he bravely did bear the rebuke; but when he had 

cast himself into the necessity of oaths, then did he 
cut off that blessed head". 

4 Vid. Chrys. [Ubi supra, p. 558.] 
® [Ubi supra, p. 552]. [Kal yap mapexadkeoa mpwnv ipas ri 2 U 

\ > Ud , > , ‘ a A a? ” kepadiy “Iaavvov AaBdvras amoretunwerny, Kat Oepwod Tod aipatos ert 

dmootafoveay, ovtas dmehOetv olkade exaotov, Kal voice mpd Tov 
> a ens Trait) N > a N , , , A 
6pOarpav 6pav aitiy parjy adeioay Kat hé€yoveav: puonoaté prov Tov 

opayéa, Tov OpKov. Omep edeyxos ovK eroinge, TOUTO OpKos émoinoeD 
ld a 

Grrep Oupos TupavyiKos OvK LaXUGE, TOTO EvopKias dvayKn TapEecKEvace. 

rat Ore pev nr€éyxeTo Onuoola TavT@Y dKovdvyTar, iveyKe yevvalws THY 
> ‘ c , a 6e , a > , c A StF , 

erttiunow 6 tUpavyos: Ore b€ eis Gpkav avayKny EavTov evéBade, TéTE 
> 

THY pakapiav ekeiyny amérepe Kearny. | 

49 
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VI. Likewise the use of rash swearing will 
often engage a man in undertakings very inconve- 
nient and detrimental to himself. A man is bound 
to perform his vows to the Lord, whatever they 
be, whatever damage or trouble thence may accrue 
to him, if they be not unlawful. It is the law, 

That which is gone out of thy lips, thou shalt keep 
and perform. It is the property of a good man, 
that, He sweareth to his own hurt and changeth not. 
Wherefore it is the part of a sober man, to be well 
advised, what he doth swear or vow religiously: 
that he do not put himself into the inextricable 
strait of committing great sin, or undergoing great 
inconvenience; that he do not rush into that snare 

of which the Wise Man speaketh, J¢ 7s a snare to 
a man to devour that which is holy, (or to swallow 
a sacred obligation,) and after vows to make in- 
guiry, seeking how he may disengage himself*: the 
doing which is a folly offensive to God, as the 
Preacher telleth us; When, saith he, thou vowest 
a vow unto God, defer not to pay it; for he hath no 
pleasure in fools: pay that which thou hast vowed. 
God will not admit our folly in vowing, as a plea 
or an excuse for non-performance; he will exact it 

from us, both as a due debt, and as a proper punish- 
ment of our impious folly. 

For instance, into what loss and mischief, what 

sorrow, what regret and repentance, did the unad- 
vised vow of Jephtha throw him! the performance 
whereof, as St Chrysostom* remarketh, God did 
permit, and order to be commemorated with solemn 

S "Qorep Twi mayidc Kateyopevot, kai Secpots ddvrors ovvdedepevor, 

&e.—Id. ‘Avdp. 7’. [p. 518.] 

* ‘Avdp. oS’. [Ubi supra, p. 555.] 
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lamentation, that all posterity might be admon- sit 
ished thereby, and deterred from such precipitant 
swearing. 

VII. Let us consider, that swearing is a sin 
of all others peculiarly clamorous, and provocative 
of divine judgment. God is hardly so much con- 
cerned, or in a manner constrained, to punish any 
other sin as this. He is bound in honour and 
interest to vindicate his name from the abuse, his 

authority from the contempt, his holy ordinance 
from the profanation, which it doth infer. He is 

concerned to take care, that his providence be not 
questioned, that the dread of his majesty be not 
voided, that all Religion be not overthrown by the 

outrageous commission thereof with impunity. 
It immediately toucheth his name ; it expressly 

calleth upon him to mind it, to judge it, to shew 
himself in avenging it. He may seem deaf or 
unconcerned, if, being so called and provoked, he 
doth not declare himself. 

There is understood to be a kind of formal 
compact between him and mankind, obliging him 
to interpose, to take the matter into his cognizance, 
being specially addressed to him. 

The bold swearer doth importune him to hear, 
doth rouse him to mark, doth brave him to judge 
and punish his wickedness. 

Hence no wonder, that the flying roll, a quick Zech. v. 2, 

and inevitable curse, doth surprise the swearer, and “* 
cut him off, as it is in the Prophet. No wonder, 
that so many remarkable instances do occur in 
history, of signal vengeance inflicted on persons 
notably guilty of this crime". No wonder, that 

" Chrys. ‘Avép. @. p. 525; te’. p. 565; «6. p. 591. 
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SERM. a common practice thereof doth fetch down pub- 
—___lic judgments; and that, as the prophets of 

Jer. xxiii. Old did proclaim, Because of swearing the land 
Hos. iv. 2, mourneth. 
= VIII. Further, (passing over the special laws 

against it, the mischievous consequences of it, the 

sore punishments appointed to it,) we may con- 
sider, that to common sense vain swearing is a 
very unreasonable and ill-favoured practice, greatly 
misbecoming any sober, worthy, or honest person; 
but especially most absurd and incongruous to a 
Christian. 

For, in ordinary conversation, what needful or 

reasonable occasion can intervene of violating this 
command? If there come under discourse a mat- 
ter of reason, which is evidently true and certain, 

then what need can there be of an oath to affirm 
it, it sufficing to expose it to light, or to propose 
the evidences for it? If an obscure or doubtful 
point come to be debated, it will not bear an oath; 

it will be a strange madness to dare, a great folly 
to hope the persuading it thereby. What were 
more ridiculous, than to swear the truth of a 

demonstrable theorem? What more vain than so 
to assert a disputable problem? Oaths, like wagers, 
are in such cases no arguments, except of silliness 
in the users of them. 

If a matter of history be started, then if a man 
be taken for honest, his word will pass for attest- 
ation without further assurance: but if his veracity 
or probity be doubted, his oath will not be relied 
on, especially when he doth obtrude it. For it was 
no less truly than acutely said by the old poet, Ovx 
vopos Opkor wistis, GAN dpxwv avyp, The man doth 
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not get credit from an oath, but an oath from the 
man*: and a greater author, An oath, saith St 
Chrysostom, doth not make a man credible; but the 
testimony of lis life, and the exactness of his conver- 
sation, and a good repute. Many often have burst 
with swearing, and persuaded no man: others only 
nodding have deserved more belief, than those who 
have swore so mightily’. Wherefore oaths, as they 
are frivolous coming from a person of little worth 
or conscience, so they are superfluous in the mouth 
of an honest and worthy person; yea, as they do 
not increase the credit of the former, so they may 

impair that of the latter. 
A good man, as Socrates did say, should appa- 

rently so demean himself, that lis word may be 
deemed more credible than an oath’; the constant 
tenor of his practice vouching for it, and giving it 
such weight, that no asseveration can further cor- 
roborate it. 

He should Tots épryas evoperv, Swear by his 
good deeds, and exhibit Biov akwomorov, A life 

deserving belief, as Clemens Alexandrinus’ saith: 
so that no man should desire more from him, than 

his bare assertion; but willingly should yield him 
the privilege, which the Athenians granted to 

* Aschyl. [Frag. Incert. Stob. Florileg. xxvit. 2.] 
Y "Ort yap ovk 6pkos a&iruoroy rotet, Ada Biov paprupia Kal TroXt- 

Telas akpiBea Kal UrddAn Wis dyaby, modXol troddakis Sueppaynoay dpyev- 

TEs, Kal OvdEeVa ETreLay: ETEpoL OE, emUevoarTEs pOVOV, GELoTLATOTEpOL TOV 

TocavTa opopoKdToy epavycav.—Arvdp. ¢. [p. 514.] 

% Act rods ayabots avdpas tporov dpkov muardtrepov daiverOat Tra- 

pexonevovs.—Socr. apud Max. (Serm. xxx. De Jurejurando. ] 

‘O tod orovdatov héyos, 6pkos €at@ BEBatos, axunjs, arevdéora- 

tos.—Philo Jud. [de Spec. Leg. Opp. Tom. u. p. 270.] 
Colendo fidem jurant (Scythe.—Apud Curt. vir. 8.) 

* Strom. vu. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 863. ] 
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Xenocrates, that he should testify without swear- 
ing”. 

He should be like the Essenes, of whom Jose- 

phus saith, that every thing spoken by them was 
more valid than an oath; whence they declined 
swearing’, 

He should so much confide in his own veracity 
and fidelity, and so much stand upon them, that 
he should not deign to offer any pledge for them, 
implying them to want confirmation. 

He should, as St Hierome saith, so love truth, 

that he should suppose himself to have sworn what- 
soever he hath said*; and therefore should not be 

apt to heap another oath on his words. 
Upon such accounts, common reason directed 

even pagan wise men wholly to interdict swearing 
in ordinary conversation, or about petty matters, 
as an irrational and immoral practice, unworthy of 
sober and discreet persons. Forbear swearing 
about any matter, said Plato, cited by Clemens 
Alexandrinus*, Avoid swearing, if you can, 
wholly, said Epictetus’, For money swear by no 
god, though you swear truly, said Isocrates*. And 
divers the like precepts occur in other Heathens; 

> *Hy S€ Kal a€iértoros opddpa, bore ur) €€dv avdporov paprupeiy, 
ToUT@ pdv@ cuveyspovv AOnvaio.—Diog. Laert. in Xenocr. [1v. 2, 4.] 

© Tay pév rd pnbev tr aitadv icxupdrepov Spxov: 7d bé duvieuw 
avrois reptiorarat.—Joseph. [de B. Jud. Lib. 1. cap. 8. Opp. Tom. 
TE. Pp. 1623] 

4 Tantus in te sit veri amor, ut quicquid dixeris, juratum putes. 
—Hier. (Paulinus ad Celant. Ep. cix. Opp. Tom. 1Vv. p. ii. col. 817.] 

* “Opkos rept mavtés aéoto.—Strom. v. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 707.] 
“Opxov mapairnaat, «i pev oidy Te, eis arav.—Epict. Ench. [cap. 

Xxxili. § 5.] 

5 "Evexa xpnudtav pydéva Ocdv oudons, pnd dv evopxeiv péAys.— 
Isoer. ad Demon. 
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the mention whereof may well serve to strike 
shame into many loose and vain people, bearing 
the name of Christians. 

Indeed, for a true and real Christian, this prac- 

tice doth especially in a far higher degree misbe- 
come him, upon considerations peculiar to his high 
calling and holy profession. 

Plutarch telleth us, that among the Romans 
the Flamen of Jupiter was not permitted to swear: 
of which law, among other reasons, he assigneth 

this; Because it is not handsome, that he, to whoin 

divine and greatest things are intrusted, should be 
distrusted about small matters". 'The which reason 
may well be applied to excuse every Christian from 
it, who is a priest to the Most High God, and hath 
the most celestial and important matters concre- 
dited to him; in comparison to which, all other 
matters are very mean and inconsiderable. The 
dignity of his rank should render his word Verbum 
honoris passable without any further engagement. 
He hath opinions of things, he hath undertaken 
practices inconsistent with swearing. Tor, he that 
firmly doth believe that God is ever present with 
him, an auditor and witness of all his discourse; 

he that is persuaded that a severe judgment shall 
pass on him, wherein he must give an account for 
every idle word which slippeth from him, and 
wherein, among other offenders, assuredly lars 
will be condemned to the burning lake; he that in 
a great sacrament (once most solemnly taken, and 
frequently renewed) hath engaged and sworn, toge- 

rn a A > aA a 

© Avart ré iepet rod Aus ovx eeotw dbpdoa;——i dre rept 
c 

~ > C ‘\ ~ A 4 id > > 

puxpav amoteicba tov Ta Ocia Kal péyrora memioTevpéevoy ovK eikds 
éorw ;—Plut. in Capit. Rom. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 421. Ed. Steph. | 
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SERM. ther with all other divine commandments, to 

—_ observe those which most expressly do charge him 
Eek. 2. to be exactly just, faithful, and veracious in all his 
1 Pet.ii. 1. words and deeds; who therefore should be ready 
Ps-exix. to say with David, I have sworn, and am stead- 

Jastly purposed to keep thy righteous judgments; to 
him every word hath the force of an oath’; every 
lie, every breach of promise, every violation of 
faith doth involve perjury: for him to swear, is 
false heraldry, an impertinent accumulation of one 
oath upon another: he of all men should disdain | 
to allow, that his words are not perfectly credible, ; 
that his promise is not secure, without being assured 
by an oath. 

IX. Indeed the practice of swearing greatly 
disparageth him that useth it, and derogateth from 
his credit upon divers accounts. 

lt signifieth, (if it signifieth any thing,) that he 
doth not confide in his own reputation, and judg- 
eth his own bare word not to deserve credit: for 
why, if he taketh his word to be good, doth he 

back it with asseverations? why, if he deemeth his 
own honesty to bear proof, doth he cite Heaven to 
warrant it? 

It 1s, saith St Basil, a very foul and silly thing 
jor a man to accuse himself as unworthy of belief; 
and to proffer an oath for security *. 

By so doing, a man doth authorize others to 
distrust him: for it can be no wrong to distrust 

eee ee 

* Evangelica autem veritas non recepit juramentum, quum 

omnis sermo fidelis pro jurejurando sit.—Hier. in Matt. v. 34. 
[Opp. Tom. ty. p. 1. col. 18.] 

k ING \ A a <5 te ¢ a a ©: hs , 
loxpov yap mavteh@s Kal aydqrov, €avtod Katnyopety os avaFiov 

mlotews, Kat THY ek THY 6pKor adcpadeay emepeperOar.—Bas. in Psal. 

xiv. (Opp. Tom. I. p. 356 p.] 
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him, who doth not pretend to be a credible person, 
or that his saying alone may safely be taken; who, 
by suspecting that others are not satisfied with his 
simple assertion, implieth a reason known to him- 
self for it. 

It rendereth whatever he saith to be in reason 
suspicious’, as discovering him void of conscience 
and discretion: for he that flatly against the rules 
of duty and reason will swear vainly, what can 
engage him to speak truly? He, that is so loose 
in so clear and so considerable a point of obedience 
to God, how can he be supposed stanch in regard 
to any other? Jt being, as Aristotle hath it, the 
part of the same men to do ill things, and not to 
regard forswearmg™. It will at least constrain 
any man to suspect all his discourse of vanity and 
unadvisedness, seeing he plainly hath no care to 
bridle his tongue from so gross an offence. 

It is strange, therefore, that any man of honour 
or honesty should not scorn, by such a practice, to 
shake his own credit, or to detract from the validity 

of his word; which should stand firm on itself, and 

not want any attestation to support it. It is a pri- 
vilege of honourable persons, that they are excused 
from swearing, and that their Verbum honoris pass- 
eth in lieu of an oath: is it not then strange, that 
when others dispense with them, they should not 
dispense with them themselves; but voluntarily 
degrade themselves, and with sin forfeit so noble 
a privilege? 

1 "H8n yap 6 ye durds ets dmiotiay brovocirat.—Philo Jud. [in 
Decal. Opp. Tom. 11. p. 195.] 

m a ys > > r ‘ \ , \ \ , Tav aitav eotw avOporeav Ta movnpa mparrtewv, Kal pn dpovti- 
ew emtopxotytas.— Arist, Rhet. ad Alex. cap. xviii. [2.] 
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X. ‘To excuse these faults, the swearer will be 

forced to confess, that his oaths are no more than 

waste and insignificant words; deprecating being 
taken for serious, or to be understood that he 

meaneth any thing by them; but only, that he 
useth them as expletive phrases, Hpes avatAnpwow 
Aoyou", to plump his speech, and fill up sentences. 
But such pleas do no more than suggest other 
faults of swearing, and good arguments against it; 
its impertinence, its abuse of speech, its disgracing 
the practiser of it, in pomt of judgment and capa- 
city. For so it is, oaths, as they commonly pass, 
are mere excrescences of speech, which do nothing 
but encumber and deform it; they so embellish 
discourse, as a wen or a scab do beautify a face, as 
a patch or a spot do adorn a garment. 

To what purpose, I pray, is God’s name hooked 
and haled into our idle talk? why should we so 
often mention him, when we do not mean any 
thing about him? would it not, into every sentence 
to foist a dog or a horse, (to intrude Turkish, or 
any barbarous gibberish,) be altogether as proper 
and pertinent ? 

What do these superfluities signify, but that 
the venter of them doth little skill the use of 
speech, or the rule of conversation, but meaneth to 

sputter and prate any thing, without judgment or 
wit; that his invention is very barren, his fancy 
beggarly, craving the aid of any stuff to relieve it? 
One would think a man of sense should grutch to 
lend his ear, or incline his attention to such motley, 
ragged discourse; that without nauseating he 
scarce should endure to observe men lavishing 

" Hierocles. [in Aur. Carm. Com. p. 38.] 
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time, and squandering their breath so frivolously. SERM. 
It is an affront to good company to pester it with 

such talk. 
XI. But further, upon higher accounts, this is 

a very uncivil and unmannerly practice. 
Some vain persons take it for a genteel and 

graceful thing, a special accomplishment, a mark 
of fine breeding, a point of high gallantry: for who, 
forsooth, is the brave spark, the complete gentle- 
man, the man of conversation and address, but he 

that hath the skill and confidence (O heavens! 
how mean a skill! how mad a confidence!) to lard 
every sentence with an oath or a curse; making 
bold at every turn to salute his Maker, or to sum- 
mon him in attestation of his tattle; not to say, 

calling and challenging the Almighty to damn and 
destroy him? Such a conceit, I say, too many 

have of swearing, because a custom thereof, toge- 
ther with divers other fond. and base qualities, 
hath prevailed among some people, bearing the 
name and garb of gentlemen. 

But in truth, there is no practice more crossing 
the genuine nature of genteelness, or misbecoming 
persons well born and well bred; who should excel 

the rude vulgar in goodness, in courtesy, in noble- 
ness of heart, in unwillingness to offend, and readi- 

ness to oblige those with whom they converse; in 
steady composedness of mind and manners, in dis- 
daining to say or do any unworthy, any unhand- 
some things. 

For this practice is not only a gross rudeness 
toward the main body of men, who justly reverence 
the name of God, and detest such an abuse thereof; 

not only, further, an insolent defiance of the com- 
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mon profession, the Religion, the law of our country, 
which disalloweth and condemneth it; but it is 

very odious and offensive to any particular society 
or company, at least wherein there is any sober 
person, any, who retaineth a sense of goodness, or 
is anywise concerned for God’s honour: for to any 
such person no language can be more disgustful; 

nothing can more grate his ears, or fret his heart, 
than to hear the sovereign object of his love and 
esteem so mocked and shghted; to see the law of 
his Prince so disloyally infringed, so contemptu- 
ously trampled on; to find his best Friend and 
Benefactor so outrageously abused. To give him 
the lie were a compliment, to spit in his face were 
an obligation, in comparison to this usage. 

Wherefore it is a wonder, that any person of 
rank, any, that hath in him a spark of ingenuity, 
or doth at all pretend to good manners, should find 
in his heart or deign to comply with so scurvy a 
fashion ; a fashion, much more befitting the scum of 
the people, than the flower of the gentry; yea 
rather, much below any man endued with a scrap of 

reason, or a grain of goodness. Would we bethink 
ourselves, modest, sober, and pertinent discourse 

would appear far more generous and masculine, 
than such mad hectoring the Almighty, such bois- 
terous insulting over the received laws and general 
notions of mankind, such ruffianly swaggering 
against sobriety and goodness. If gentlemen 
would regard the virtues of their ancestors, the 

founders of their quality; that gallant courage, 
that solid wisdom, that noble courtesy, which 
advanced their families, and severed them from the 

vulgar; this degenerate wantonness and sordidness 
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of language would return to the dunghill, or rather, SERM. 
which God grant, be quite pence from the iol 
world; the vulgar following their example. 

XII. Further, the words of our Lord, when 
he forbad this practice, do suggest another consi- 
deration against it, deducible from the causes and 

sources of it; from whence it cometh, that men are 

so inclined or addicted thereto; Let, saith he, your Matt.v.37. 

communcation be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for what- 
soever is more than these cometh of evil. 'The roots 
of it he assureth us are evil, and therefore the fruit 

cannot be good: it is no grape which groweth from 
thorns, or fig from thistles. Consult experience, 
and observe whence it doth proceed. 

Sometimes, it ariseth from exorbitant heats of 

spirit, or transports of unbridled passion. When 
a man is keenly peevish, or fiercely angry, or 
eagerly contentious, then he blustereth, and dis- 

chargeth his choler in most tragical strains; then 
he would fright the objects of his displeasure, by 
the most violent expressions thereof. This is some- 
time alleged in excuse of rash swearing; I was 
provoked, the swearer will say, I was in passion: 
but it is strange, that a bad cause should justify a 
bad effect ; that one crime should warrant another ; 
that what would spoil a good action should excuse 
a bad one. 

Sometimes, it proceedeth from arrogant conceit, 

and a tyrannical humour; when a man fondly 
admireth his own opinion, and affecting to impose 
it on others, is thence moved to thwack it on with 

lusty asseverations. 
Sometimes, it issueth from wantonness and 

levity of mind, disposing a man to sport with any 
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thing, how serious, how grave, how sacred and 

venerable soever. 
Sometimes, its rise is from stupid inadvertency, 

or heady precipitancy; when the man doth not 
heed what he saith, or consider the nature and 

consequence of his words, but snatcheth any expres- 
sion which cometh next, or which his roving fancy 
doth offer; for want of that caution of the Psalmist, 

I said, I will take heed to my ways, that I sin not 
with my tongue: I will keep my mouth with a bridle, 
while the wicked is before me. 

Sometimes, (alas! how often in this miserable 

age!) it doth spring from profane boldness; when 
men design to put affronts on Religion, and to dis- 
play their scorn and spite against conscience ; 
affecting the reputation of stout blades, of gallant 
hectors, of resolute giants, who dare do any thing, 
who are not afraid to defy Heaven, and brave God 
Almighty himself. 

Sometimes, it is derived from apish imitation, 
or a humour to comply with a fashion current 
among vain and dissolute persons. 

It always doth come from a great defect of 
conscience, of reverence to God, of love to good- 

ness, of discretion and sober regard to the welfare 
of a man’s soul. | 

From such evidently vicious and unworthy 
sources it proceedeth, and therefore must needs be 
very culpable. No good, no wise man can like 
actions drawn from such principles. Further, 

XIII. This offence may be particularly aggra- 
vated by considering, that it hath no strong tempt- 
ation alluring to it; that it yieldeth no sensible 
advantage; that it most easily may be avoided or 
corrected. 
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Every sin, saith St Chrysostom, hath not the SERM. 
: ; : jc OSV 

same punishment; but those things which may easily 

be reformed do bring on us greater punishment’: 
and what can be more easy than to reform this 
fault? Tell me, saith he, what difficulty, what 

sweat, what art, what hazard, what more doth it 

require, beside a little care, to abstain wholly from 
w?? Itis but willing, or resolving on it, and it is 
instantly done: for there is not any natural incli- 
nation disposing to it, any strong appetite to detain 
us under its power. 

lt gratifieth no sense, it yieldeth no profit, it 
procureth no honour; for the sound of it is not 
very melodious, and no man surely did ever get an 
estate by it, or was preferred to dignity for it. It 
rather to any good ear maketh a horrid and jarring 
noise; it rather, with the best part of the world, 
produceth displeasure, damage, and disgrace. What 
therefore beside monstrous vanity, and unaccount- 
able perverseness, should hold men so devoted 
thereto ? 

Surely of all dealers in sin, the swearer is palpa- 
bly the silliest, and maketh the worst bargains for 
himself; for he sinneth gratis, and, like those in the 
Prophet, selleth his soul for nothing. An epicure Isai. li. 3. 

hath some reason to allege, an extortioner is a man 
of wisdom, and acteth prudently in comparison to 
him; for they enjoy some pleasure, or acquire some 

° Od yap 67 wav dyaprnua thy aitny péper Kodagw, ada Ta 

evxardpOara peiCova npiv émayet tiv Tyswpiay.—Chrys. Avdp. «’. |Opp. 

Tom. vi. p. 531. ] 
P Eine pot rrotay Ovoxodiay; oiav iipota; olay téyynv; trotoy 

kivouvoy ; dAlyns xpela orovdijs povov, Kal Taxéws TO Tay npiv avudbn- 

gera.—Id. Avép. o@. p. 594. Cf. ‘Avdp. 8. p. 489; ‘Avdp. e’. p. 
499. 
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SERM. gain here, in lieu of their salvation hereafter: but 
—this fondling offendeth Heaven, and abandoneth 

happiness, he knoweth not why or for what. He 
hath not so much as the common plea of human 
infirmity to excuse him; he can hardly say, that he 
was tempted thereto by any bait‘. 

A fantastic humour possesseth him of spurning 
at piety and soberness; he inconsiderately followeth 
a herd of wild fops; he affecteth to play the ape. 
What more than this can he say for himself? 

XIV. Finally, let us consider, that as we our- 
selves, with all our members and powers, were 
chiefly designed and framed to glorify our Maker; 
(the which to do is indeed the greatest perfection 
and noblest privilege of our nature;) so our tongue 
and speaking faculty were given to us to declare 
our admiration and reverence of him, to exhibit 

our due love and gratitude toward him, to profess 
our trust and confidence in him, to celebrate his 

praises, to avow his benefits, to address our supphi- 
cations to him, to maintain all kinds of devotional 

intercourse with him, to propagate our knowledge, 
fear, love, and obedience to him: in all such ways 
to promote his honour and service. This is the 
most proper, worthy, and due use of our tongue, 
for which it was created, to which it is dedicated, 

from whence it becometh, as it is so often styled, 
Ps. xvi. 9; our Glory, and the best member that we have; that, 
Wvi.8; Whereby we excel all creatures here below, and 
cv. - whereby we are no less discriminated from them 

1 Ovros dé, ovSepras adrov avaykns BraCopevns, bm’ avolas porns cis 

76 Bapapov xaraminret THs dpaptias.—Id. ‘Avdp. v. p. 531. 
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vysw povov.—Ibid. 
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than by our reason"; that, whereby we consort with 
the blessed Angels above in the distinct utterance 
of praise, and communication of glory to our Cre- 
ator. Wherefore applying this to any impious 
discourse, with this to profane God’s blessed name, 

with this to violate his holy commands, with this 

to unhallow his sacred ordinance, with this to offer 

dishonour and indignity to him, is a most unnatural 
abuse, an horrid ingratitude toward him. 

It is that indeed, whereby we render this noble 
organ incapable of any good use. For how (as the 
excellent Father*® doth often urge) can we pray to 
God for mercies, or praise God for his benefits, or 
heartily confess our sins, or cheerfully partake of 
the holy mysteries, with a mouth defiled by impious 
oaths, with a heart guilty of so heinous disobe- 
dience ? 

Likewise, whereas a secondary, very worthy 

use of our speech is, to promote the good of our 
neighbour, and especially to edify him in piety, 
according to that wholesome precept of the apostle, 
Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your 
mouth, but that which 1s good to the use of edifying, 
that it may minister grace unto the hearers; the 
practice of swearing is an abuse very contrary to 
that good purpose, serving to corrupt our neigh- 
bour, and to instil into him a contempt of Religion ; 
or, however, grievously to scandalize him. 

XV. I shall add but two words more. One 
is, that we would seriously consider, that our 

* Hoe enim uno prestamus vel maxime feris, quod colloquimur 

inter nos, et quod exprimere dicendo sensa possumus.—Cice. de 
Orat. 1, (8, 32:] 

* Vide Chrys. Avdp. 15’. Opp. Tom. vi. p. 559. ‘Avdp. ta’. p. 538. 
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blessed Saviour, who loved us so dearly, who did 
and suffered so much for us, who redeemed us by 
his blood, who said unto us, Jf ye love me, keep my 
commandments, he thus positively hath enjoined, 
But I say unto you, Swear not at all: and how 
then can we find in our heart directly to thwart his 
word? 

The other is, that we would lay to heart the 
reason, Whereby St James doth enforce the point, 

and the sting in the close of our text, wherewith I 
conclude; But above all things, my brethren, swear 
not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither 

by any other oath: but let your yea be yea, and 
your nay nay, lest ye fall into condemnation, or, 
lest ye fall under damnation’. From the which 
infinite mischief, and from all sin that may cause 
it, God in mercy deliver us through our blessed 
Redeemer Jesus, to whom for ever be all glory and 
praise. 

* "Iva pi tnd kpiow réonre, quidam legunt.—Vid. Grot. 
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OF EVIL-SPEAKING IN GENERAL. 

Erros i 2 

fo speak evil of no man. 

HESE words do imply a double duty; one Soe 
incumbent on teachers, another on the people 

who are to be instructed by them. 
The teacher’s duty appeareth from reflecting 

on the words of the context, which govern these, 
and make them up an entire sentence; ‘Yzouiuvy- 

oxe avtous, Put them in mind, or, rub up their me- 
mory to do thus. It is St Paul’s injunction to 
Titus, a bishop and pastor of the church, that he 
should admonish the people committed to his care 
and instruction, as of other great duties, (of yield- 
ing obedience to magistrates, of behaving them- 
selves peaceably, of practising meekness and equity 
toward all men, of being readily disposed to every 
good work,) so particularly of this, Mydéva Bdac- 
gnuev, To revile, or speak evil of no man. 

Whence it is apparent, that this is one of the 
principal duties that preachers are obliged to mind 
people of, and to press upon them. And if this 
were needful then, when charity, kindled by such 
instructions and examples, was so lively; when 

Christians, by their sufferings, were so inured to 
meekness and patience; when every one, for the 
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8ERM. honour of his Religion, and the safety of his person, 
XVIII. 

was concerned in all respects to demean himself 
innocently and inoffensively; then is it now es- 
pecially requisite, when (such engagements and 
restraints being taken off, love being cooled, per- 

secution being extinct, the tongue being set loose 
from all extraordinary curbs) the transgression of 
this duty is grown so prevalent and rife, that evil- 
speaking is almost as common as speaking, ordi- 
nary conversation extremely abounding therewith, 
that ministers should discharge their office in 
dehorting and dissuading from it. 

Well indeed it were, if by their example of 
using mild and moderate discourse, of abstaining 
from virulent invectives, tauntings, and scoffings, 

good for little but to inflame anger and infuse ill- 
will, they would lead men to good practice of this 
sort: for no examples can be so wholesome, or so 
mischievous to this purpose, as those which come 
down from the pulpit, the place of edification, 
backed with special authority and advantage, 

However, it is to preachers a ground of assur- 
ance, and matter of satisfaction, that in. pressing 
this duty they shall perform their duty: their text 
being not so much of their own choosing, as given 
them by St Paul; they can surely scarce find a 
better to discourse upon: it cannot be a matter of 
small moment or use, which this great master and 
guide so expressly directeth us to insist upon. 
And to the observance of his precept, so far as 
concerneth me, I shall immediately apply myself. 

It is then the duty of all Christian people, (to 
be taught, and pressed on them,) not to reproach, 
or speak evil of any man. The which duty, for 
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your instruction, I shall first endeavour somewhat a 
to explain, declaring its import and extent; then, 
for your further edification, I shall inculcate it, 
proposing several inducements persuasive to the 

observance of it. 
I. For explication, we may first consider the 

object of it, No man; then the act itself, which is 
prohibited, To blaspheme, that is, to reproach, to 

revile, or, as we have it rendered, To speak evil. 

No man. St Paul questionless did especially 
mean hereby to hinder the Christians at that time 
from reproaching the Jews and the Pagans among 
whom they lived, men in their lives very wicked 
and corrupt, men in opinion extremely dissenting 
from them, men who greatly did hate, and cruelly 
did persecute them; of whom therefore they had 
mighty provocations and temptations to speak ill; 
their judgment of the persons, and their resent- 
ment of injuries, making it difficult to abstain from 
doing so. Whence, by a manifest analogy may be 
inferred, that the object of the duty is very large, 
indeed universal and unlimited: that we must for- 
bear reproach not only against pious and virtuous 
persons, against persons of our own judgment or 
party, against those who never did harm or offend 
us, against our relations, our friends, our benefac- 

tors; in respect of whom there is no ground or 
temptation of ill-speaking; but even against the 
most unworthy and wicked persons, against those 
who most discoast in opinion and practice from us, 
against those who never did oblige us, yea those 
who have most disobliged us, even against our 
most bitter and spiteful enemies. There is no 
exception or excuse to be admitted from the 

M. 
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quality, state, relation, or demeanour of men; the 
duty (according to the proper sense, or due quali- 
fications and limits of the act) doth ae to all 
men: for, Speak evil of no man. 

As for the act, it may be inquired what the 

word, Bracgyneiv, To blaspheme, doth import. I 

answer, that it is to vent words concerning any 
person, which do signify in us ill opimion, or con- 
tempt, anger, hatred, enmity conceived in our 

minds toward him; which are apt in him to kindle 
wrath, and breed ill blood toward us; which tend 

to beget in others that hear ill conceit, or ill-will 
toward him; which are much destructive of his 

reputation, prejudicial to his interests, productive 
of damage or mischief to him. It is otherwise in 
scripture termed Aooperv, To rail, or revile, (to use 
bitter and ignominious language;) “YSpi¢er, To 
speak contumeliously; Dépev Bracpyuov xpiow, To 

bring railing accusation, (or reproachful censure ;) 
- Katadareiv, To use obloquy, or obtrectation; Karta- 
. pac0a, To curse, that is, to speak words importing 

that we do wish ill to a person. 
Such is the language we are prohibited to use. 

To which purpose we may observe, that, whereas in 
our conversation and commerce with men, there do 

frequently occur occasions to speak of men, and to 
men, words apparently disadvantageous to them, 
expressing our dissent in opinion from them, or a 
dislike in us of their proceedings, we may do this 
in different ways and terms; some of them gentle 
and moderate, signifying no ill mind or disaffection 
toward them; others harsh and sharp, arguing 
height of disdain, disgust, or despite, whereby we 

bid them defiance, and shew that we mean to 

a ee ee Se ee ee 
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exasperate them. Thus, tellmg a man that we SERM. 
differ in judgment from him, or conceive him not 
to be in:the right, and calling him a liar, a deceiver, 
a fool; saying that he doeth amiss, taketh a wrong 
course, transeresseth the rule, and calling him dis- 
honest, unjust, wicked; (to omit more odious and 
provoking names, unbecoming this place, and not 
deserving our notice;) are several ways of express- 
ing the same things: whereof the latter, in relating 
passages concerning our neighbour, or in debating 
cases with him, is prohibited; for thus the words 

XVIII. 

reproaching, reviling, railing, cursing, and the like, Acts xxii. 
do signify ; and thus our Lord himself doth explain ‘ 
them, in his divine sermon, wherein he doth enact 

) ° 

this law; Whosoever, saith he, shall say to his bro- Ma*- v- 
ther, Raca, (that is, vain man, or har,) shall be in 

danger of the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou 
fool, shall be in danger of hell fire; that is, he ren- 
dereth himself liable to a strict account, and to 

severe condemnation before God, who useth con- 

temptuous and contumelious expressions toward 
his neighbour, in proportion to the malignity of 
such expressions. 

The reason of things also doth help to explain 
those words, and to shew why they are prohibited: 
because those harsh terms are needless; mild words 

serving as well to express the same things: because 
they are commonly unjust, loading men with 
greater defect or blame than they can be proved 
to deserve, or their actions do import: (for every 
man that speaketh falsehood is not therefore a liar, 
every man that erreth is not thence a fool, every 
man that doeth amiss is not consequently dishonest 
or wicked; the secret intentions and the habitual 
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SERM. dispositions of men not being always to be collected 
XVIII. 

from their outward actions:) because they are un- 

charitable, signifying that we entertain the worst 

opinions of men, and make the worst construction 

of their doings, and are disposed to shew them no 

favour or kindness: because also they produce mis- 

chievous effects, such as spring from the worst 
passions raised by them. 

This in gross is the meaning of the precept. 

But, since there are some other precepts seeming to 

clash with this; since there are cases, wherein we 

are allowed to use the harsher sort of terms, great 

examples in appearance thwarting this rule; there- 

fore it may be requisite, for determining the limits 
of our duty, and distinguishing it from transgres- 
sion, that such exceptions or restrictions should be 
somewhat declared. 

t First then, we may observe, that it may be 
allowable to persons anywise concerned in the pro- 
secution or administration of justice, to speak 
words, which in private intercourse would be 
reproachful. .A witness may impeach of crimes 
hurtful to justice, or public tranquillity; a judge 
may challenge, may rebuke, may condemn an 
offender in proper terms, (or forms of speech pre- 
scribed by law,) although most disgraceful and 
distasteful to the guilty: for it belongeth to the 
majesty of public justice to be bold, blunt, severe ; 
little regarding the concerns or passions of parti- 
cular persons, in comparison to the public welfare. 

A testimony therefore, or sentence against a 
criminal, which materially is a reproach, and mo- 
rally would be such in a private mouth, is not yet 
formally so, according to the intent of this rule. 
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For practices of this kind, which serve the exigen- 
cies of justice, are not to be interpreted as proceed- 
ing from anger, hatred, revenge, any bad passion, 
or humour; but in way of needful discipline for 
God’s service, and common benefit of men. It is 

not indeed so much the minister of justice, as God 
himself, our absolute Lord, as the Sovereign, God’s 

representative, acting in the public behalf, as the 
Commonwealth itself, who by his mouth do rebuke 
the obnoxious person. 

2 God’s ministers in religious affairs, to whom 
the care of men’s instruction and edification is 
committed, are enabled to inveigh against sin and 
vice, whoever consequentially may be touched there- 
by; yea sometimes it is their duty, with severity 

and sharpness to reprove particular persons, not 
only privately, but publicly, in order to their cor- 
rection, and edification of others?. 

SERM. 
XVIII. 

Thus St Paul directeth Timothy; Them that rim. v. 

sin (notoriously and scandalously he meaneth) 3"tim. iv. 
rebuke before all, that others may fear: that is, na’ 
manner apt to make impression on the minds of 
the hearers, so as to scare them from like offences. 

And to Titus he writes, Rebuke them sharply, that Tit. i. 13. 

they may be sound in the faith. And, Cry aloud, Isai.viii.t. 
spare not, lift wp thy voice like a trumpet, and shew 
my people ther transgressions, and the house of 
Jacob their sins, saith the Lord to the Prophet. 
Such are the charges and commissions laid on and 
granted to his messengers. 

Thus may we observe, that God’s Prophets of 
old, St John the Baptist, our Lord himself, the 

holy Apostles, did in terms most vehement and 
* Vide Hier. in Pelag. Lib. 1. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. ii. col. 500.] 
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Sane - biting reprove the age in which they lived, and 
———__ some particular persons in them. The Prophets 

are full of declamations and invectives against the 
general corruption of their times, and against the 

Isai. i. 4. particular manners of some persons in them. Ah 
sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity, a seed 

Jer. ix. 2, of evil-doers, children that are corrupters! They 
i are all adulterers, an assembly of treacherous men; 

and they bend their tongues like their bow for les. 
Isai. i. 23. Thy princes are rebellious, and companions of 
Ezek. xxii. thieves; every one loveth gifts, and followeth after 

rewards: they judge not the fatherless, neither doth 
Jer. v. 31; the cause of the widow come before them. The pro- 
Hos, 9- - phets prophesy falsely, and the priests rule by their 
0 means. As tr oops of robbers wait for a man, so 
Fegh. ting the company of priests murder in the way by con- 

sent, and commit lewdness. Such is their style 
commonly. StJohn the Baptist calleth the Scribes 

Matt. iii. 7. and Pharisees A gener ation of vipers. Our Saviour 
speaketh of them in the same terms; calleth them 

Matt. xvii An evil and adulterous generation, Serpents, and 
43 xii. 34, 
39; xxii. Children of vipers; Hypocrites, Painted sepulchres, 
en Obscure graves, (Mvyucta adeda,) Blind guides, 
xv. 33 Fools and blind, Children of the devil. St Paul xxii. 18. 

ves ae likewise calleth the schismatical and _ heretical 
le xxiii, teachers, Dogs, False apostles, Hvil and deceitful 
Fein’ vii. workers, Men of corrupt minds, Reprobates, and 
Phil. di, 2, Abominable. With the like colours do St Peter, 

zest St Jude, and other the Apostles, paint them. 
Tim. vi. ‘Which sort of speeches are to be supposed to pro- 
2 Tim. ii, ceed, not from private passion or design, but out 
Tit. i.16, of holy zeal for God’s honour, and from earnest 

charity toward men, for to work their amendment 
and common edification. They were uttered also 
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by special wisdom and peculiar order; from God’s a 
authority and in his name: so that, as God by them — 
is said to preach, to entreat, to warn, and to exhort; 

so by them also, he may be said to reprehend and 
reproach. 

3 Even private persons in due season, with 
discretion and temper, may reprove others, whom 
they observe to commit sin, or follow bad courses, 
out of charitable design, and with hope to reclaim 
them. This was an office of charity imposed 
anciently even upon the Jews; much more doth it 
lie upon Christians, who are obliged more earnestly 
to tender the spiritual good of those, who, by the 

stricter and more holy bands of brotherhood, are 
allied to them. Thou shalt not hate thy brother ; Lev. xix. 
thou shalt in anywise rebuke thy neighbour, and not a 
suffer sin upon him, was a precept of the old Law: 
and, Nov@eretv rovs araxrous, To ‘admonish the dis- 1 Thess. v. 

orderly, is an Evangelical rule. Such persons we 1'‘tim. vi. 
are enjoined to shun and decline: but first, we must Rom. xvi. 
endeavour by sober advice and admonition to 4) ji 7. 
reclaim them; we must not thus reject them, till 27" 
they appear contumacious and incorrigible, refusing iat 
to hear us, or becoming deaf to reproof. This, "ae 
although it necessarily doth include setting 
their faults, and charging blame on them, (answer- 
able to their offences,) is not the culpable reproach 
here meant, it bemg needful toward a wholesome 
effect, and proceeding from charitable intention. 

4 Some vehemency (some smartness and sharp- 
ness) of speech may sometimes be used in defence 
of truth, and impugning errors of bad consequence ; 
especially when it concerneth the interests of truth, 
that the reputation and authority of its adversaries 
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. should somewhat be abased or abated. If, by a 
- partial opinion or reverence toward them, however 

begotten in the minds of men, they strive to over- 
bear or discountenance a good cause, their faults, 
so far as truth permitteth and need requireth, may 

be detected and displayed. For this cause parti- 

cularly may we presume our Lord (otherwise so 

meek in his temper, and mild in his carriage toward 

all men) did characterize the Jewish Scribes in 

such terms, that their authority (being then so 
prevalent with the people) might not prejudice the 
truth, and hinder the efficacy of his doctrine. This 
is part of that "EraywviCecba TH micte, that duty 

of Contending earnestly for the faith, which is 
incumbent on us. 

5 It may be excusable, upon particular emer- 
gent occasions, with some heat of language, to 
express dislike of notorious wickedness. As our 
Lord doth against the perverse incredulity and 
stupidity in the Pharisees, their profane miscon- 
struction of his words and actions, their malicious 

opposing truth, and obstructing his endeavours in 
God’s service. As St Peter did to Simon Magus, 
telling him, Zhat he was in the gall of bitterness, 
and in the bond of iniquity. As St Paul to Elymas 
the sorcerer, when He withstood him, and desired 
to turn away the deputy, Sergius, from the faath; 
QO, said he, stirred with a holy zeal and indignation, 

thou full of all subtilty and all mischief, thou child 
of the Devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt 
thou not cease to pervert the right ways of the Lord? 
The same Spirit, which enabled him to inflict a sore 
punishment on that wicked wretch, did prompt him 
to use that sharp language toward him; unques- 
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tionably deserved, and seasonably pronounced. As == 
also, when the High Priest commanded him illegally —— ~~ 
and unjustly to be misused, that speech, from a 
mind justly sensible of such outrage, broke forth, 

God shall smite thee, thou whited wall. So, when Acts **iii- 

St Peter presumptuously would have dissuaded our ~ 
Lord from compliance with God’s will, in under- 
going those crosses which were appointed to him by 
God’s decree, our Lord calleth him Satan: “Yzavye, Maiti ave 
arava, Avaunt, Satan, thou art an offence unto me; ~ 
Jor thou savourest not the things that be of God, but 
those that are of men. 

These sorts of speeches, issuing from just and 
honest indignation, are sometimes excusable, often- 

times commendable ; especially, when they come 
from persons eminent in authority, of notable integ- 
rity, endued with special measures of divine grace, 
of wisdom, of goodness; such as cannot be suspected 
of intemperate anger, of ill-nature, of ill-will, of ill- 
design. 

In such cases as are above mentioned, a sort of 

evil-speaking about our neighbour may be allowable 
or excusable. But, for fear of overdoing, great cau- 
tion and temper are to be used ; and we should never 
apply any such limitations, as cloaks, to palliate 
unjust or uncharitable dealing. Generally, it is more 
advisable to suppress such eruptions of passion, 
than to vent it; for seldom passion hath not inor- 
dinate motions joied with it, or tendeth to good 
ends, And however, it will do well to reflect on 

those cases, and to remark some particulars about 
them. 

First, we may observe, that, in all these cases, all 

possible moderation, equity, and candour are to be 
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used; so that no ill-speaking be practised beyond 
what is needful or convenient. Even in prosecu- 
tion of offences, the bounds of truth, of equity, of 

humanity and clemency are not to be transgressed. 
A. judge must not lay on the most criminal person 
more blame, or contumely, than the case will bear, 
or than serveth the designs of justice. However 
our neighbour doth incur the calamities of sin and 
of punishment, we must not be insolent or contemp- 
tuous toward him. So we may learn by that law 
of Moses, backed with a notable reason: And i 

shall be, uf the wicked man be worthy to be beaten, 
that the judge cause him to lie down, and to be 
beaten before his face, according to his fault, by 
a certain number. Forty stripes he may gwe 
him, and not exceed; lest if he should exceed, and 

beat him above those stripes, then thy brother should 
seem vile unto thee. Whence appears, that we should. 
be careful of not vilifying an offender beyoad 
measure. And how mildly governors should pro- 
ceed in the administration of justice, the example 
of Joshua may teach us, who thus examineth 
Achan, the cause of so great mischief to the public; 
My son, give, I pray thee, glory to the Lord God of 
Israel, and make confession unto him; and tell me 
now what thou hast done, hide it not from me. My 
son; what compellation could be more benign and 
kind? I pray thee; what language could be more 
courteous and gentle? Give glory to God, and 
make confession; what words could be more inof- 

fensively pertinent? And when he sentenced that 
great malefactor, the cause of so much mischief, 
this was all he said, Why hast thow troubled us? 
the Lord will trouble thee ; words void of contumely 
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or insulting, containing only a close intimation of pe 
the cause, and a simple declaration of the event he 
was to undergo. 

Secondly, Likewise ministers, in the taxing sin 
and sinners, are to proceed with great discretion 
and caution, with much gentleness and meekness; 
signifying a tender pity of their infirmities, chari- 
table desires of their good, the best opinion of 
them, and the best hopes for them, that may con- 
sist with ahy reason; according to those apostolical 
rules: Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, G4. vi. 1. 
ye which are spiritual restore such an one in the 
spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also 
be tempted: and, We that are strong ought to beam, Bom. xv. 
the infirmities of the weak, and not to please owr- 
selves: and more expressly, A servant of the Lord cae a 
must not fight, but be gentle toward all, apt to teach, 
patient, in meekness instructing those that oppose 
themselves. ‘Thus did St Peter temper his reproof 
of Simon Magus with this wholesome and comfort- 
able advice: Repent therefore of this thy wicked- Acts viii 
ness, and pray God, if perhups the thought of thine ig 
heart may be forgiven thee. 

Thirdly, As for fraternal correption and reproof 
of faults, when it is just and expedient to use it, 

ordinarily the calmest and mildest way is the most 
proper, and most likely to obtain good success: it 
commonly doth, in a more kindly manner, convey 
the sense thereof into the heart, and therein more 

powerfully worketh remorse, than the fierce and 
harsh way. Clearly to shew a man his fault, with Prov. xvii 
the reason proving it such, so that he becometh ~ 
throughly convinced of it, is sufficient to breed in 
him regret, and to shame him before his own mind: 

B.S. VOL, II. 6 
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to do more, (in way of aggravation, of insulting on 
him, of inveighing against him,) as it doth often 
not well consist with humanity, so it is seldom con- 
sonant to discretion, if we do, as we ought, seek his 

health and amendment*. Humanity requireth, that 
when we undertake to reform our neighbour, we 
should take care not to deform him; (not to dis- 
courage or displease him more than is necessary ;) 
when we would correct his manners, that we should 

also consider his modesty, and consult his reputa- 
tion; Curam agentes, as Seneca speaketh, non tan- 

tum salutis, sed et honeste cicatricis®; Having care 

not only to heal the wound, but to leave a comely scar 
behind. Be, adviseth St Austin, so displeased with 
miquity, as to consider and consult humanity*: for, 
Zeal void of humanity is not, saith St Chrysostom, 
zeal, but rather animosity; and reproof not mixed 
with good-will, appeareth a kind of malignity*. We 
should so rebuke those who, by frailty or folly inci- 
dent to mankind, have fallen into misdemeanours, 
that they may perceive, we do sincerely pity their 
ill case, and tender their good; that we mean not 
to upbraid their weakness, or insult upon their 
misfortune; that we delight not to inflict on them 

* Reprehensio contumelia vacare debet. 
Neque monitio aspera sit, neque objurgatio contumeliosa.— 

Ambros. de Offic. m1. 22. (Opp. Tom. 1. col. 140 c.] 
‘O & ddnyos, Stray AGBy Twa TraYGpEVOY, Hyayev emt THY dOdY THY 

d€ovcav’ ovxi KatayeAacas 7) AowWopnodpevos am7dOe. Kal ov Sei€ov 

aiT@ THy adnOeay, kal dyer dre axodovbei. &c.—Epict. Diss. . 12. 

> Sen. de Clem. 1. [17.2.] Vide Chrys. in Matt. Hom. xxrx. 
[Opp. Tom. 11. p. 202.] 

© Ita succense iniquitati, ut consulere memineris humanitatis. 

—Aug. 
@ [ZAAos yap ovyyvouns ameotepnuevos ov (Hdos, adda Oupds 

pidddv eorty, kat vovbecia piravOperiay ovk exovea, Backavia Tis eivat 

Soxeit.—Orat. 1x. Opp. Tom. v. p. 32.] 
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more erief, than is plainly needful and unavoidable; one 
that we are conscious and sensible of our own obnox- ———— 
iousness to the like slips or falls, and do consider, 
that we also may be tempted, and being tempted 
may be overborne. This they cannot perceive, or 
be persuaded of, except we temper our speech with 
benignity and mildness. Such speech prudence 
also dictateth, as most useful and hopeful for pro- 
ducing the good ends honest reprehension doth aim 
at; it mollifieth and melteth a stubborn heart, it Prov. xvi. 

subdueth and winneth a perverse will, it healeth 
distempered affections. Whereas, roughly handling 
is apt to defeat or obstruct the cure; rubbing the 
sore doth tend to exasperate and inflame it. Harsh 
speech rendereth advice odious and unsavoury; 
driveth from it, and depriveth it of efficacy: it turn- 
eth regret for a fault into displeasure and disdain 
against the reprover: it looks not like the dealing 
of a kind friend’, but like the persecution of a spite- 
ful enemy: it seemeth rather an ebullition of gall, 
or a defluxion from rancour, than an expression of 
good will: the offender will take it for a needless Prov. xv. 
and pitiless tormenting, or for a proud and tyran- i 
nical domineering over him. He, that can bear a 
friendly touch, will not endure to be lashed with 

angry and reproachful words. In fine, all reproof 

ought to be seasoned with discretion, with candour, 

with moderation and meekness. 
Fourthly, Likewise in defence of truth, and 

maintenance of a good cause, we may observe, that 

commonly the fairest language is most proper and 
advantageous, and that reproachful or foul terms are 

® Kat py os €xOpov ryeicbe, adda vovbereire os ddeApdv.—2 Thes. 
iii. 15. 

6—2 
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most improper and prejudicial. A calm and meek 
way of discoursing doth much advantage a good 
cause, as arguing the patron thereof to have con- 
fidence in the cause itself, and to rely upon his 
strength: that he is in a temper fit to apprehend it 
himself, and to maintain it; that he propoundeth it 
as a friend, wishing the hearer for his own good to 
follow it, leaving him the liberty to judge and 
choose for himself. But rude speech, and con- 
temptuous reflections on persons, as they do signify 
nothing to the question, so they commonly bring 
much disadvantage and damage to the cause, creat- 
ing mighty prejudices against it: they argue much 
impotency in the advocate, and consequently little 
strength in what he maintains‘; that he is little 
able to judge well, and altogether unapt to teach 
others: they imtimate a diffidence in himself con- 
cerning his cause, and that, despairing to maintain 
it by reason, he seeks to uphold it by passion ; that, 
not being able to convince by fair means, he would 
bear down by noise and clamour; that, not skilling 
to get his suit quietly, he would extort it by force, 
obtruding his conceits violently as an enemy, or 
imposing them arbitrarily as a tyrant. Thus doth 
he really disparage and slur his cause, however 
good and defensible in itself*. 

A modest and friendly style doth suit truth ; it, 

f Qui, dum dicit, malus videtur, utique male dicit.—Quint. 
vi. 2. [18.] 

Nisi quod imperitos etiam animosos atque iracundos esse mani- 
festum est, dum per inopiam consilii et sermonis ad iracundiam 
facile vertuntur.—Firmil. apud Cyp. Ep. txxv. [Opp. p. 150.] 

§ Et inhumanum est—et cum ipsi, qui dicit, inutile—tum causze 
contrarium, quia plane adversarii fiunt et inimici, et quantulum- 

cunque eis yirium est, contumelia augetur.—Quint. x1. 9. [11.] 
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like its author, doth usually reside (not in the rum- SERM. 

bling wind, nor in the shaking earthquake, nor in —— 
the raging fire, but) in the small still voice: sound- Loe oe 

ing in this, it is most audible, most penetrant, and 
most effectual: thus propounded, it is willingly 
hearkened to: for men have no aversation from 
hearing those who seem to love them, and wish 
them well. It is easily conceived, no prejudice or 
passion clouding the apprehensive faculties: it is 
readily embraced, no animosity withstanding or 
obstructing it. It is, The sweetness of the lips, which, Prev. xvi. 
as the Wise Man telleth us, increaseth learning; — 
disposing a man to hear lessons of good doctrine, 
rendering him capable to understand them, insin- 
uating and impressing them upon the mind: the 
affections being thereby unlocked, the passage be- 
comes open to the reason”. 

But it is plainly a very preposterous method of 
instructing, of deciding controversies, of begetting 
peace, to vex and anger those concerned by ill 
language’. Nothing surely doth more hinder the 
efficacy of discourse, and prevent conviction, than 

doth this course, upon many obvious accounts. It 
doth first put in a strong bar to attention: for no 

B Aci ydp tov péANovTa Te TOV xpnoivey pabeivy, mpd Tov GA 

mavt@y i0€ws €xew mpos Tov OiWacKovta. .. . HOéws SE ovK ay TLS TXOIH 

mpos Tov Opacvvdpevov Kal bBpi¢ovra.—Chrys. in 2 Tim. Or. vi. [Opp. 

Tom. Iv. p. 355.] 
ia ” Sone a - ’ An , , a 4 

Ov tows exépdavas ay TH XpyoTOTNTL, TOUTOY amoAAvEs TH Opaci- 
tytu—Greg. Naz. [Or. xxx. Opp. Tom.1. p. 600 c.] 

Od yap dmadetTws madevoper, ode Tais UBpeot Baddopev, Sep ma- 

axovow of moAXol, py TO Ady@ paxdpevor, Tois 5é €yovot, Kal Ti 

doOeveay e€otw dre Trav hoyiopav Tais UBpecr ouvyxadimrovtes.—Id. 

[Ors xxi. Tom: 1p. 757A.) 
a , , ar a+ *» c , , >) , Orav mpds twa andds exopev, Kav tyes Te A€yy, ov mpobipws 

ovde pe xOovis SexdpeOa ta Reydpeva.—Chrys. Or. tix. [Opp. 

Tom. vy. p. 404. | 
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man willingly doth afford an ear to him, whom he 
conceiveth disaffected toward him; which opinion 
harsh words infallibly will produce: no man can 
expect to hear truth from him, whom he appre- 
hendeth disordered in his own mind, whom he 

seeth rude in his proceedings, whom he taketh to 
be unjust in his dealing; as men certainly will take 
those to be, who presume to revile others for using 
their own judgment freely, and dissenting from 
them in opinion. Again, this course doth blind 
the hearer’s mind, so that he cannot discern what 

he that pretends to instruct him doth mean, or how 
he doth assert his doctrine. Truth will not be dis- 
cerned through the smoke of wrathful expressions; 
right being defaced by foul language will not ap- 
pear; passion being excited will not suffer a man 
to perceive the sense, or the force of an argument. 
The will also thereby is hardened and hindered 
from submitting to truth. In such a case, Non 
persuadebis, etiamst persuaseris*: although you 
stop his mouth, you cannot subdue his heart; al- 
though he can no longer fight, yet he never will 
yield: animosity, raised by such usage, rendereth 
him invincibly obstinate in his conceits and courses. 
Briefly, from this proceeding men become unwilling 
to mark, unfit to apprehend, indisposed to embrace 
any good instruction or advice: it maketh them in- 
docile and intractable, averse from better instruc- 

tion, pertinacious in their opinions, and refractory 
in their ways. 

Every man, saith the Wise Man, shall kiss his 
lips that gweth a right answer: but no man surely 

* [Erasmi Adagia p. 141. Elzey. Amstel. 1663.] 
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will be ready to kiss those lips, which are embitter- Ss 
ed with reproach, or defiled with dirty language. 

It is said of Pericles, that with thundering and 
lightning he put Greece into confusion’: such dis- 
course may serve to confound things, it seldom tend- 
eth to compose them. If reason will not pierce, rage 
will scarce avail to drive it m™. Satirical virulency 
may vex men sorely, but it hardly ever soundly 
converts them. Few become wiser or better by ill 
words. Children may be frighted into compliance 
by loud and severe increpations ; but men are to be 
allured by rational persuasion backed with courte- 
ous usage: they may be sweetly drawn, they can- 
not be violently driven to change their judgment 
and practice. Whence that advice of the apostle, 
With meekness instruct those that oppose them- 2Tim. i. 
selves, doth no less savour of wisdom than of * 
goodness. 

Fifthly, As for the examples of extraordinary 
persons, which, in some cases, do seem to authorize 

the practice of evil-speaking, we may consider, 
that, as they had especial commission enabling them 
to do some things beyond ordinary standing rules, 
wherein they are not to be imitated; as they had 
especial illumination and direction, which preserved 
them from swerving, in particular cases, from truth 
and equity; so the tenor of their life did evidence, 
that it was the glory of God, the good of men, the 

: [Evreddev dpy7 Tepixdens ovAvpmtos 

"Hotpantev, eSpdvra, EvvexvKa tHv “ENAada. 

Aristoph. Acharn. 530. ] 
™ “O yap opodpds eeyyos, drav pet’ emvetkeias yivntat, ovTds eat 

6 padtora Sakeiy Suvapevos, eveote yap, eveote peta mpadtyTos Kaba- 

Wacba paddov, 7) peta Opacvtnros evrpéyac.—Chrys. in 2 Tim, ii. 
24. [Opp. Tom. tv. p. 355.] 
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necessity of the case, which moved them to it. 
And of them also, we may observe, that, in divers 
occasions, yea genérally, whenever only their pri- 
vate credit or interest were concerned, although 
erievously provoked, they did out of meekness, 
patience, and charity, wholly forbear reproachful 
speech. Our Saviour, who sometimes, upon special 
reason, in his discourses used such harsh words, 

yet, when he was most spitefully accused, re- 
proached, and persecuted, did not open his mouth, 
or return one angry word: Being reviled, he did not, 

as St Peter, proposing his example to us, telleth 
us, revile again; suffering, he did not threaten. He 
used the softest language to Judas, to the soldiers, 
to Pilate and Herod, to the priests. And the Apo- 
stles, who sometimes inveigh so zealously against 
the opposers and perverters of truth, did, in their 
private conversation and demeanour, strictly ob- 
serve their own rules of abstinence from reproach: 
Being reviled we bless, being persecuted we suffer tt; 
so doth St Paul represent their practice. And in 
reason, we should rather follow them in this their 

ordinary course, than in their extraordinary sallies 
of practice. 

In fine, however in some cases and circum- 

stances, the matter may admit such exceptions, so 
that all language disgraceful to our neighbour is 
not ever culpable; yet the cases are so few and rare 
in comparison, the practice commonly so dangerous 

" This case is like the other cases, wherein the practice of 
good and great men, although excusable, is not yet exemplary: 

as the heroical acts of David, of Samson, of Ehud, of Phinehas, of 

Elias, of Moses; David’s duel, Samson’s suicide, Moses’s slaying 
the Egyptian, Ehud’s stabbing the king of Moab, Elias’s calling for 

fire, by extraordinary and peculiar instinct. 
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and ticklish, that worthily forbearing to reproach 
doth bear the style of a general rule: and particu- 
larly, for clearer direction, we are in the following 
cases obliged carefully to shun it; or in speaking 
about our neighbour, we must observe these cautions. 

1 We should never in severe terms inveigh 
against any man without reasonable warrant, or 
presuming upon a good call and commission thereto. 
As every man should not assume to himself the 
power of administering justice, (of trying, sen- 
tencing, and punishing offenders,) so must not 
every man take upon him to speak against those 
who seem to do ill; which is a sort of punishment, 
including the infliction of smart and damage upon 
the persons concerned. Every man hath indeed a 
commission, in due place and season, with dis- 

cretion and moderation to admonish his neighbour 
offending; but otherwise to speak ill of him, no 
private man hath just right or authority: and 
therefore in presuming to do it he is disorderly 
and irregular, trespassmg beyond his bounds, 
usurping an undue power to himself. 

2 We should never speak ill of any man with- 
out apparent just cause. It must be just: we must 
not reproach men for things innocent or indiffer- 
ent; for not concurring in disputable opinions with 
us, for not complying with our humour, for not 

serving our interest, for not domg any thing to 
which they are not obliged, or for using their 
liberty in any case: it must be at least some con- 
siderable fault, which we can so much as tax. It 

must also be clear and certain, notorious and pal- 

pable; for to speak ill upon slender conjectures, or 

SERM. 
xOVAle: 

doubtful suspicions, is full of iniquity. “Ooa ovx Jude 10. 
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— oloact, Prac pyuorsr, They rail at thing gs which they 
: know not, is part of those wicked men’s character, 

whom St Jude doth so severely reprehend. If in- 
deed, these conditions bemg wanting, we presume 

to reproach any man, we do therein no less than 
slander him; which to do is unlawful in any case, 

is in truth a most diabolical and detestable crime. 
To impose odious names and characters on any 
person, which he deserveth not, or without ground 
of truth, is to play the Devil; and hell itself scarce 

will own a fouler practice. 
3 We should not cast reproach upon any man 

without some necessary reason. In charity (that 
Prov.x. Charity which covereth all sins, which covereth a 
rPet.iv.8. multitude of sins) we are bound to connive at the 

’ defects, and to conceal the faults of our brethren; 

to extenuate and excuse them, when apparent, so 

far as we may in truth and equity. We must not 
therefore ever produce them to light, or prosecute 
them with severity, except very needful occasion 
urgeth: such as is the glory and service of God, 
the maintenance of truth, the vindication of inno- 

cence, the preservation of public justice and peace, 
the amendment of our neighbour himself, or se- 
curing others from contagion. Barring such rea- 
sons, (really being, not affectedly pretended,) we 
are bound not so much as to disclose, as to touch 

our neighbour’s faults; much more, not to blaze 

them about, not to exaggerate them by vehement 
invectives. 

4 We should never speak ill of any man be- 
yond measure: be the cause never so just, the 
occasion never so necessary, we should yet nowise 
be immoderate therein, exceeding the bounds pre- 
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scribed by truth, equity, and humanity. We should ser. 
never speak worse of any man whatever, than he 
certainly deserveth, according to the most favour- 
able construction of his doings; never more than 
the cause absolutely requireth. We should rather 
be careful to fall short of what, in rigorous truth, 
might be said against him, than in the least to 
pass beyond it. The best cause had better seem to 
suffer a little by our reservedness in its defence, 
than any man be wronged by our aspersing him; 
for God, the patron of truth and right, is ever able 
to secure them, without the succour of our unjust 
and uncharitable dealing. The contrary practice 
hath indeed within it a spice of slander, that is, of 
the worst iniquity. 

5 We must never speak ill of any man out of 
bad principles, or for bad ends. 

No sudden or rash anger should instigate us 

XVIII. 

thereto. For, Let all bitterness, and wrath, and Eph iv.31. 

anger, and clamour, and evil-speaking, be ut 
away from you, with all malice, is the apostolical 
precept: they are all associates and kindred, which 
are to be cast away together. Such anger itself is 
culpable, as a work of the flesh, and therefore to 
be suppressed; and all its brood therefore is also 
to be smothered: the daughter of such a mother 

Col. iii. 8. 

cannot be legitimate. The wrath of man worketh Jenin: 

not the Pipes ie of God. 
We must not speak ill out of inveterate hatred 

or ill-will, For this murderous, this viperous dis- 
position should itself be rooted out of our hearts: 

whatever issueth from it cannot be otherwise than 

very bad; it must be a poisonous breath that ex- 
haleth from that foul source. 
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We must not be provoked thereto by any 
revengeful disposition, or rancorous spleen, in 
regard to any injuries or discourtesies received. 
For, as we must not revenge ourselves, or render 
evil in any other way; so particularly not in this, 
which is commonly the special instance expressly 
prohibited. Render not evil for evil, saith St Peter, 

nor railing for railing; but contrariwise bless, or 

speak well: and, Bless them, saith our Lord, which 

curse you; Bless, saith St Paul, and curse not. 

We must not also do it out of contempt: for 
we are not to slight our brethren in our hearts. 
No man really (considering what he is, whence he 
came, how he is related, what he is capable of) can 
be despicable. Extreme naughtiness is indeed 
contemptible; but the unhappy person, that is 
engaged therein, is rather to be pitied than despised. 
However, charity bindeth us to stifle contemptuous 
motions of heart, and not to vent them in vilifying 

expression. Particularly, it is a barbarous practice 
out of contempt to reproach persons for natural 

imperfections, for meanness of condition, for unlucky 
disasters, for any involuntary defects: this being 
indeed to reproach mankind, unto which such 
things are incident; to reproach Providence, from 
the disposal whereof they do proceed. Whoso 
mocketh the poor despiseth his Maker, saith the 
Wise Man: and the same may be said of him, that 
reproachfully mocketh him that is dull in parts, 
deformed in body, weak in health or strength, or 
defective in any such way. 

Likewise we must not speak ill out of envy; 
because others do excel us in any good quality, or 
exceed us in fortune. To harbour this base and 
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ugly disposition in our minds is unworthy of a SERM. 
man, who should delight in all good springing up ia 
anywhere, and befalling any man, naturally allied 
unto him; it is most unworthy of a Christian, who 

should tender his brother’s good as his own, and 

Rejoice with those that rejoice. From thence to be Rom. xii. 
drawn to cast reproach upon any man is horrible ° 
and heinous wickedness. 

Neither should we ever use reproach as a means 
of compassing any design we do affect or aim at: it 
is an unwarrantable engine of raising us to wealth, 
dignity, or repute. To grow by the diminution, to 
rise by the depression, to shine by the eclipse of 
others, to build a fortune upon the ruins of our 
neighbour's reputation, is that which no honourable 

mind can affect, no honest man will endeavour. 

Our own wit, courage, and industry, managed with 
God’s assistance and blessing, are sufficient, and 
only lawful instruments of prosecuting honest enter- 
prises; we need not, we must not, instead of them, 

employ our neighbour's disgrace: no worldly good 
is worth purchasing at such a rate, no project 
worth achieving by such foul ways. 

Neither should we out of malignity, to cherish 
or gratify ill humour, use this practice. It is 
observable of some persons, that not out of any 
formed displeasure, grudge, or particular disaffec- 
tion, nor out of any particular design, but merely 
out of a KaxoyOea, an ill disposition, springing up 

from nature, or contracted by use, they are apt to 
carp at any action, and with sharp reproach to bite 
any man that comes in their way, thereby feeding 
and soothing that evil inclination. But, as this 
inhuman and currish humour should be corrected 
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and extirpated from our hearts, so should the issues 
thereof at our mouths be stopped: the bespattering 
our neighbour’s good name should never afford any 
satisfaction or delight unto us. 

Nor out of wantonness should we speak ill, for 
our divertisement or sport. For our neighbour's 
reputation is too great and precious a thing to be 
played with, or offered up to sport; we are very 
foolish in so disvaluing it, very naughty in so mis- 
using it. Our wits are very barren, our brains are 
ill furnished with store of knowledge, if we can find 
no other matter of conversation. 

Nor out of negligence and inadvertency should 
we sputter our reproachful speech; shooting ill 
words at rovers, or not regarding who stands in 
our way. Among all temerities this is one of the 
most noxious, and therefore very culpable. 

In fine, we should never speak concerning our 
neighbour from any other principle than charity, 
or to any other intent but what is charitable; such 
as tendeth to his good, or at least is consistent 

therewith. Let all your things, saith St Paul, be 

done in charity: and words are most of the things 
we do concerning our neighbour, wherein we may 
express charity. In all our speeches therefore 
touching him, we should plainly shew,-that we have 
a care of his reputation, that we tender his interest, 
that we even desire his content and repose. Hven 
when reason and need do so require, that we should 
disclose and reprehend his faults, we may, we 
should, by the manner and scope of our speech, 
signify thus much. Which rule were it observed, 
if we should never speak ill otherwise than out of 
charity, surely most ill-speaking would be cut off; 
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most, I fear, of our tattling about others, much of SERM. 
our gossipping would be marred. Mie 

Indeed, so far from bitter or sour our language 
should be, that it ought to be sweet and pleasant; Prov. xv. 
so far from rough and harsh, that it should be eer 
courteous and obliging; so far from signifying 
wrath, ill-will, contempt, or animosity, that it 

should express tender affection, good esteem, sin- 
cere respect toward our brethren; and be apt to 
produce the like in them toward us: the sense of 
them should be grateful to the heart; the very 
sound and accent of them should be delightful to 
the ear. Hvery one should please his neighbour Rom. xv. 

for his good to edification. Our words should Ycor. x. 
always be év xapitt, with grace, seasoned with salt ; 5. iy. 6. 

they should have the grace of courtesy, they should 
be seasoned with the salt of discretion, so as to be 

sweet and savoury to the hearers®. Commonly ill 
language is a certain sign of inward enmity and 
ill-will, Good-will is wont to shew itself in good 
terms; it clotheth even its grief handsomely, and 
its displeasure carrieth favour in its face; its rigour 
is civil and gentle, tempered with pity for the 
faults and errors which it disliketh, with the desire 

of their amendment and recovery whom it repre- 
hendeth. It would inflict no more evil than is 
necessary; it would cure its neighbour's disease, 
without exasperating his patience, troubling his 
modesty, or impairing his credit. As it always 
judgeth candidly, so it never condemneth ex- 
tremely. 

° Caritas—cum te arguit mitis est; cum blanditur simplex 
est. Pie solet sevire, sine dolo mulcere; patienter novit irasci, 

humiliter indignari.—S. Bern. Ep. 1. [Opp. Tom. 1. col. 8 c.] 
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II. But so much for the explication of this 

precept, and the directive part of our discourse. I 

shall now briefly propound some inducements to 

the observance thereof. 
1 Let us consider, that nothing more than 

railing and reviling is opposite to the nature, and 
inconsistent with the tenor of our Religion’; the 

which, as even a Heathen did observe of it, Nihil 
nisi justum suadet et lene, Doth recommend nothing 
but what ts very just and mild*: which propoundeth 
the practices of charity, meekness, patience, peace- 
ableness, moderation, equity, alacrity or good 
humour, as its principal laws, and declareth them 
the chief fruits of the divine Spirit and grace: 
which chargeth us to curb and compose all our 
passions; more particularly to restrain and repress 
anger, animosity, envy, malice, and such like dis- 

positions, as the fruits of carnality and corrupt lust: 
which consequently drieth up all the sources, or 
dammeth up the sluices of bad language. As it 
doth above all things oblige us to bear no ill-will 
in our hearts, so it chargeth us to vent none with 

our mouths. 
2 It is therefore often expressly condemned 

and prohibited as evil. It is the property of the 
wicked, a character of those who work iniquity, 
To whet their tongues like a sword, and bend their 
bows to shoot their arrows, even bitter words. 

P Lingua Christum confessa non sit maledica, non sit turbu- 

lenta, non conyiciis et litibus perstrepens audiatur.—Cypr. de 

Unit. Eccl. [Opp. p. 202.] 
A conviciis et maledictis queeso vos abstinete ; quia neque male- 

dici regnum Dei consequentur, et lingua que Christum confessa 

est, incolumis et pura cum suo honore seryanda est.—Id. (Ep. v1. 

Opp. p. 12.] 

4 Ammian. Marcell. [xxu. 11, 5.] 
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3 No practice hath more severe punishments SERM. 

denounced to it than this. The railer (and it is 
indeed a very proper and fit punishment for him, 
he being exceedingly bad company) is to be ban- 
ished out of all good society; thereto St Paul 
adjudgeth him: J have, saith he, now written unto 1 Cor. v. 
you, not to keep company, if any man that is called * 
a brother be a formcator, or covetous, or an idolater, 

or a railer, or a drunkard, or an extortioner ; with 

such an one no not to eat. Ye see what company the 
railer hath in the text, and with what a crew of 

people he is coupled: but no good company he is 
allowed otherwhere; every good Christian should 
avoid him as a blot, and a pest of conversation : 
and finally, he is sure to be excluded from the 

blessed society above in heaven"; for, Neither 1©™ ¥ 
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, 

nor extortioners shall inherit the kingdom of God: 
and, Without (without the heavenly city) are dogs, Rev. xxi 
saith St John in his Revelation, that is, those ~ 
chiefly, who, out of currish spite or malignity, do 
frowardly bark at their neighbours, or cruelly bite 
them with reproachful language. 

4 If we look upon such language in its own 
nature, What is 1t but a symptom of a foul, a weak, 

a disordered and distempered mind? It is the 
smoke of inward rage and malice: it is a stream 
that cannot issue from a sweet spring: it is a storm 
that cannot bluster out of a calm region. The Prov. xv. 
words of the pure are pleasant words, as the Wise a 
Man saith. 

* Hine ergo intelligere possumus quam gravis sit et perniciosa 
maledictio, quando, etiamsi alia bona adfuerint, sola excludit a 

ecelo.—Salv. de Guber. Dei. Lib, m1. [p. 54, Ed. Baluz.] 

Be Goo VOL, I: 76 
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5 This practice doth plainly signify low spirit, 
ill breeding, and bad manners: and thence mis- 
becometh any wise, any honest, any honourable per- 
son. It agreeth to children, who are unapt and 
unaccustomed to deal in matters considerable, to 

squabble ; to women of meanest rank, (apt by 
nature, or custom, to be transported with passion,) 

to scold. In our modern languages it is termed 
villany, as beimg proper for rustic boors, or men of 
coarsest education and employment; who, having 
their minds debased by being conversant in mean- 
est affairs, do vent their sorry passions, and bicker 
about their petty concernments, in such strains ; 
who also, being not capable of a fair reputation, or 

sensible of disgrace to themselves, do little value 
the credit of others, or care for aspersing it. But 
such language is unworthy of those persons, and 
cannot easily be drawn from them, who are wont to 
exercise their thoughts about nobler matters, who 
are versed in affairs manageable only by calm deli- 
beration and fair persuasion, not by impetuous and 
provocative rudeness; the which do never work 

otherwise upon masculine souls, than so as to pro- 
cure disdain and resistance. Such persons, know- 
ing the benefit of a good name, being wont to 
possess a good repute, prizing their own credit as a 
considerable good, will never be prone to bereave 
others of the like by opprobrious speech. A noble 
enemy will never speak of his enemy in bad terms’. 

We may further consider, that all wise, all honest, 
all ingenuous persons have an aversation from ill 

* In quo admirari soleo gravitatem et justitiam et sapientiam 
Cresaris. Nunquam, nisi honorificentissime, Pompeium appellat. 
—Cic. Epist. ad Fam. vi. 6. 
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speaking, and cannot entertain it with any accept- a 
ance or complacence; that only ill-natured, un- 
worthy, and naughty people are its willing auditors, 
or do abet it with applause. The good man, in the 
fifteenth Psalm, Non accipit opprobrium, doth not Ps. xv. 3. 
take up, or accept, a reproach against his neigh- 
bour: but A wicked doer, saith the Wise Man, Prov. xvii. 
gweth heed to false lips, aad a liar giveth ear to a” 
naughty tongue. And what reasonable man will do 
that, which is disgustful to the wise and good, is 
grateful only to the foolish and baser sort of men? 
I pretermit, that using this sort of language doth 
incapacitate a man for to benefit his neighbour‘, and 
defeateth his endeavours for his edification, dispa- 

raging a good cause, prejudicing the defence of 
truth, obstructing the effects of good instruction 
and wholesome reproof; as we did before remark 
and declare. Further, 

6 He that useth this kind of speech doth, as 
harm and trouble others, so create many great 
inconveniences and mischiefs to himself thereby. 
Nothing so inflameth the wrath of men, so pro- 
voketh their enmity, so breedeth lasting hatred and 
spite, as do contumelious words. They are often 
called swords and arrows ; and as such they pierce Hee 
deeply, and cause most grievous smart; which men Wii. 4; 
feeling are enraged, and accordingly ail strive to Prov, xi 
requite them in the like manner, and in all other }*' ** 
obvious ways of revenge. Hence strife, clamour Inv wa 
and tumult, care, suspicion and fear, danger and 3t- 

trouble, sorrow and regret, do seize on the reviler; 

and he is sufficiently punished for this dealing. No 

' It is always taken as an argument of ill-will. Maledicus a 
malefico non distat, nisi occasione.—Quint. x11. 9. [9.] 

—_— 
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man can otherwise than live in perpetual fear of 
reciprocal like usage from him, whom he is con- 
scious of having so abused. Whence, if not justice 
or charity toward others, yet love and pity of our- 
selves should persuade us to forbear it as disquiet- 

ful, incommodious, and mischievous to us. 
We should indeed certainly enjoy much love, 

much concord, much quiet, we should live in great 
safety and security, we should be exempted from 
much care and fear, if we would restrain ourselves 

from abusing and offending our neighbour in this 
kind: being conscious of so just and innocent de- 
meanour toward him, we should converse with him 

in a pleasant freedom and confidence, not suspect- 

ing any bad language or ill usage from him. 
7 Hence, with evidently good reason, is he that 

useth such language called a fool: and he that 
abstaineth from it is commended as wise. A fool’s 
lips enter into contention, and his mouth calleth for 
strokes. A fool's mouth is his destruction, and his 
lips are the snare of his soul. He that refraineth 
his tongue is wise. In the tongue of the wise is 
health. He that keepeth his lips keepeth his life: but 
he that openeth wide his mouth (that is, in evil- 

speaking, gaping with clamour and vehemency) 
shall have destruction. The words of a wise man’s 
mouth are gracious: but the lips of a fool will swal- 
low up himself. Death and life are in the power of 
the tongue; and they that love it shall eat the fruit 
thereof; that is, of the one or the other, answerably 

to the kind of speech they choose. 
In fine, very remarkable is that advice, or reso- 

lution of the grand point concerning the best way 
of living happily, in the Psalmist: What man is he 
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that desireth life, and loveth many days, that he may 
see good? Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips 
Strom speaking guile. Abstinence from ill-speaking 
he seemeth to propose as the first step toward the 
fruition of a durably-happy life. 

8 Lastly, we may consider that it is a grievous 
perverting the design of speech, (that excellent 
faculty, which so much distinguisheth us from, so 
highly advanceth us above, other creatures;) to use 
it to the defaming and disquieting our neighbour. 
It was given us as an instrument of beneficial com- 
merce, and delectable conversation; that with it we 

might assist and advise, might cheer and comfort 
one another: we therefore, in employing it to the 
disgrace, vexation, damage or prejudice in any kind, 

of our neighbour, do foully abuse it; and so doing, 
render ourselves indeed worse than dumb beasts: 
for better far it were that we could say nothing, 
than that we should speak ill. 

Now the God of grace and peace make us per- 
fect m every good work to do his will, working in 

us that which is well-pleasing in his sight through 
Jesus Christ ; to whom be glory for ever and ever. 
Amen. 

" Mutos nasci, et egere omni ratione, satius fuisset, quam 

providentiz munera in mutuam perniciem convertere.—Quint. 
Joy Te ee 
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SERMON XIX. 

THE FOLLY OF SLANDER. 

PROV. IXC 1S. 

He that uttereth slander is a fool. 

SERM. Esse iia declamations against vice and sin 
aX. . are indeed excellently useful, as rousing men 

to consider and look about them: but they do often 
want effect, because they only raise confused appre- 
hensions of things, and indeterminate propensions 
to action; the which usually, before men throughly 

perceive or resolve what they should practise, do 
decay and vanish. As he that cries out fire doth 
stir up people, and inspireth them with a kind of 
hovering tendency every way, yet no man thence to 
purpose moveth, until he be distinctly informed 

where the mischief is; then do they, who appre- 
hend themselves concerned, run hastily to oppose 
it: so, till we particularly discern where our offences 
lie, (till we distinctly know the heinous nature and 
the mischievous consequences of them,) we scarce 
will effectually apply ourselves to correct them. 
Whence it is requisite, that men should be particu- 
larly acquainted with their sins, and by proper 
arguments be dissuaded from them. 

In order whereto I have now selected one sin 
to describe, and to dissuade from, being in nature 

as vile, and in practice as common, as any other 
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whatever that hath prevailed among men. It is SERM. 
slander, a sin which in all times and places hath —— 
been epidemical and rife ; but which especially doth 
seem to reign and rage in our age and country. 

There are principles innate to men, which ever 
have, and ever will incline them to this offence. 

Eager appetites to secular and sensual goods; vio- 
lent passions, urging the prosecution of what men 
affect; wrath and displeasure against those who 
stand in the way of compassing their desires ; 
emulation and envy toward those who hap to suc- 
ceed better, or to attain a greater share in such 
things; excessive self-love; unaccountable malig- 

nity and vanity, are in some degrees connatural to 
all men, and ever prompt them to this dealing, as 
appearing the most efficacious, compendious, and 
easy way of satisfying such appetites, of promoting 
such designs, of discharging such passions. Slan- 
der thence hath always been a principal engine, 
whereby covetous, ambitious, envious, ill-natured, 

and vain persons have strove to supplant their 
competitors, and advance themselves; meaning 

thereby to procure, what they chiefly prize and 
like, wealth, or dignity, or reputation, favour and 
power in the court, respect and interest with the. 

people. 
But, from especial causes, our age peculiarly 

doth abound in this practice: for, besides the com- 
mon dispositions inclining thereto, there are con- 
ceits newly coimed, and greedily entertained by 
many, which seem purposely levelled at the dis- 
paragement of piety, charity, and justice, substi- 
tuting interest in the room of conscience, autho- 
rizing and commending, for good and wise, all 
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ways serving to private advantage. There are im- 
placable dissensions, fierce animosities, and bitter 

zeals sprung up; there is an extreme curiosity, 
niceness, and delicacy of judgment; there is a 

mighty affectation of seeming wise and witty by 
any means; there is a great unsettlement of mind, 
and corruption of manners, generally diffused over 
people: from which sources it is no wonder that 
this flood hath so overflown, that no banks can 

restrain it, no fences are able to resist it; so that 

ordinary conversation is full with it, and no de- 
meanour can be secure from it. 

If we do mark what is done in many (might I 
not say, in most) companies, what is it, but one 
telling malicious stories of, or fastening odious 

characters upon another? What do men com- 
monly please themselves in so much, as in carping 
and harshly censuring, in defaming and abusing 

their neighbeurs? Is it not the sport and diver- 
tisement of many, to cast dirt in the faces of all 
they meet with; to bespatter any man with foul 
imputations? Doth not in every corner a Momus 
lurk, from the venom of whose spiteful or petulant 

tongue no eminency of rank, dignity of place, or 
sacredness of office, no innocence or integrity of 

life, no wisdom or circumspection in behaviour, no 
good nature, or benignity in dealing and carriage, 
can protect any person? Do not men assume to 

themselves a liberty of telling romances, and fram- 

ing characters concerning their neighbour, as freely 
as a poet doth about Hector or Turnus, Thersites 
or Draucus? Do they not usurp a power of play- 
ing with, of tossing about, of tearing in pieces their 
neighbour's good name, as if it were the veriest 
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toy in the world? Do not many, Having a form a 
of godliness, (some of them demurely, others confi- — 
dently, both without any sense of, or remorse for 7" ™ 
what they do,) backbite their brethren? Is it not 
grown so common a thing to asperse causelessly, 

that no man wonders at it, that few dislike, that 
scarce any detest it? that most notorious calumni- 
ators are heard, not only with patience, but with 

pleasure ; yea are even held in vogue and rever- 
ence, as men of a notable talent, and very service- 

able to their party; so that slander seemeth to 
have lost its nature, and not to be now an odious 

sin, but a fashionable humour, a way of pleasing 
entertainment, a fine knack, or curious feat of 

policy; so that no man at least taketh himself or 
others to be accountable for what is said in this 
way? Is not, in fine, the case become such, that 

whoever hath in him any love of truth, any sense 

of justice or honesty, any spark of charity toward 
his brethren, shall hardly be able to satisfy him- 
self in the conversations he meeteth; but will be 
tempted, with the holy Prophet, to oh himself 
sequestered from society, and cast into solitude; 
repeating those words of his, Oh that I had in the Ser. ix. 2, 

wilderness a lodging place of wayfaring men; that jizex: ae 
I might leave my people, and go from them: for ? 
they are—an assembly of treacherous men, and they 

bend their tongues like their bow for lies? This he 
wished in an age so resembling ours, that I fear 

the description with equal patness may suit both: 
Take ye heed (said he then; and may we not ad- Jer. ix. 4, 
vise the like now?) every one of his neighbour, and” 
trust ye not in any brother: for every brother will 
utterly supplant, and every neighbour will walk 
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aca with slanders. They will deceive every one his 
'_ neighbour, and will not speak the truth: they have 

taught their tongue to speak les, and weary them- 

selves to commit imiquity. 
Such being the state of things, obvious to ex- 

perience, no discourse may seem more needful or 

useful, than that which serveth to correct or check 

this practice: the which I shall endeavour to do, 
1 By describing the nature, 2 By declaring the folly 
of it; or shewing it to be very true which the Wise 
Man here asserteth, He that uttereth slander is a 

fool. The which particulars I hope so to prosecute, 
that any man shall be able easily to discern, and 
ready heartily to detest this practice. 

I. For explication of its nature, we may de- 
scribe slander to be the uttering false (or equiva- 
lent to false, morally false) speech against our 
neighbour, in prejudice to his fame, his safety, his 
welfare, or concernment in any kind, out of malig- 

nity, vanity, rashness, ill-nature, or bad design. 
That which is in holy scripture forbidden and re- 

Exod. xx. proved under several names and notions; of Bear- 

Ps. xxxv. ing false witness, False accusation, Railing censure, 
Jude 9. Sycophantry, Talebearing, Whispering, Backbiting, 

abe Supplanting, Taking up reproach: which terms 
Luke iii. some of them do signify the nature, others denote 

xix.8. the special kinds, others imply the manners, others 
6. Suggest the ends of this practice. But it seemeth 
go xen most fully intelligible by observing the several 
ats zm kinds and degrees thereof; as also by reflecting on 
2 Cor. xii. the divers ways and manners of practising it. 
zeae 3. The principal kinds thereof I observe to be 
Jer. ix. 4. these: 
‘ec 1 The grossest kind of slander is that which, in 
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the Decalogue, is called, Bearing false testimony SERRE 
against our neighbour; that is, flatly charging him 
with facts the which he never committed, and is 

nowise guilty of. As in the case of Naboth, when 
men were suborned to say, Naboth did blaspheme : Kings 
God and the king: and as was David’s case, when 
he thus complained, [alse witnesses did rise wp, Ps. xxxv. 
they laid to my charge things that I knew not of.” 
This kind in the highest way (that is, in judicial 
proceedings) 1s more rare; and of all men, they, 

who are detected to practise it, are held most vile 
and infamous; as being plainly the most pernicious 
and perilous instruments of injustice, the most des- 
perate enemies of all men’s right and safety that 
can be. But also out of the court, there are many 

knights-errant of the post, whose business it is to 
run about scattering false reports; sometimes loud- 
ly proclaiming them in open companies, sometimes 
closely whispermg them in dark corners; thus in- 
fecting conversation with their poisonous breath: 
these no less notoriously are guilty of this kind, as 
bearmg always the same malice, and sometimes 
breeding as ill effects. 

2 Another kind is, affixing scandalous names, 

injurious epithets, and odious characters upon per- 
sons, which they deserve not. As when Corah Nunb.xvi. 
and his complices did accuse Moses of being am- John xix. 
bitious, unjust, and tyrannical: when the Pharisees {fatt’xxvi. 

called our Lord an impostor, a blasphemer, a sor- 5} 3: 33 dab, G71 f 

cerer, a glutton and wine-bibber, an incendiary *:- 19- 
Luke xxiii. 

and perverter of the people, one that spake against » 5, 14. 
cf ohn xix. 

Cesar, and forbad to give tribute: when the Apo- 1. 

stles were charged of being pestilent, turbulent, s"“°*" 
factious and Bodineas fellows. This sort being Ate ei 
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very common, and thence in ordinary repute not 

so bad, yet in just estimation may be judged even 
worse than the former; as doing to our neighbour 
more heavy and more irreparable wrong. For it 
imposeth on him really more blame, and that such 
which he can hardly shake off: because the charge 
signifieth habit of evil, and includeth many acts; 
then, being general and indefinite, can scarce be 
disproved. He, for instance, that calleth a sober 

man drunkard, doth impute to him many acts of 
such intemperance; some really past, others pro- 
bably future; and no particular time or place being 
specified, how can a man clear himself of that 
imputation, especially with those who are not 
throughly acquainted with his conversation? So 
he that calleth a man unjust, proud, perverse, hypo- 
critical, doth load him with most grievous faults, 

which it is not possible that the most innocent per- 
son should discharge himself from. 

3 Like to that kind is this, aspersing a man’s 
actions with harsh censures and foul terms, import- 
ing that they proceed from ill principles, or tend 
to bad ends; so as it doth not or cannot appear. 

Thus when we say of him that is generously hos- 
pitable, that he 1s profuse*; of him that is prudently 

frugal, that he is niggardly ; of him that is cheerful 
and free in his conversation, that he is vain or 

loose; of him that is serious and resolute in a good 
way, that he is sullen or morose; of him that is 

At nos virtutes ipsas invertimus, atque 
Sincerum cupimus vas incrustare. Probus quis 
Nobiscum vivit: multum demissus homo; illi 

Tardo cognomen pingui damus, &c. 
Hor. Sat. 1. 3. 55. 
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conspicuous and brisk in virtuous practice, that it SERM. 
is ambition or ostentation which acts him; of him 

that is close and bashful in the like good way, that 
it is sneaking stupidity, or want of spirit; of him 

_ that is reserved, that it is craft; of him that is 
open, that it is simplicity im him: when we ascribe 
a man’s liberality and charity to vain-glory or 
popularity; his strictness of life and constancy in 
devotion, to superstition or hypocrisy: when, I say, 
we pass such censures, or impose such characters, 

on the laudable or innocent practice of our neigh- 
bours, we are indeed slanderers, imitating therem 

the great calumniator, who thus did slander even 
God himself, imputing his prohibition of the fruit 
unto envy toward men; (God, said he, doth know, Gen. iii. 5. 

that in the day ye eat thereof, your eyes shall be 
opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good 
and evil;) who thus did ascribe the steady piety of 
Job, not to a conscientious love and fear of God, 

but to policy and selfish design; Doth Job fear Job* 93 
God for nought 7 vit 

Whoever indeed pronounceth concerning his 
neighbour’s intentions, otherwise than as they are 
evidently expressed by words, or signified by overt 
actions, 1s a slanderer; because he pretendeth to 
know, and dareth to aver, that which he no-ways 
possibly can tell whether it be true; because the 
heart 1s exempt from all jurisdiction here, is only 
subject to the government and trial of another 
world; because no man can judge concerning the 
truth of such accusations; because no man can 

exempt or defend himself from them: so that appa- 
rently such practice doth thwart all course of jus- 
tice and equity. 
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4 Another kind is, perverting a man’s words 
or actions disadvantageously by affected miscon- 
struction. All words are ambiguous, and capable 

of different senses, (some fair, some more foul ;) 

All actions have two handles”, one, that candour and 

charity will, another, that disingenuity and spite 
may, lay hold on: and in such cases, to misappre- 
hend is a calumnious procedure, arguing malignant 
disposition and mischievous design. Thus when 
two men did witness that our Lord affirmed, He 

could demolish the tenyple, and rear it again in three 
days; although he did indeed speak words to that 
purpose, meaning them in a figurative sense, dis- 
cernible enough to those who would candidly have 
minded his drift and way of speaking; yet they, 
who crudely alleged them against him, are called 
false witnesses. At last, saith the Gospel, came 

two false witnesses, and said, This fellow said, I am 
able to destroy the temple, &c. Thus also, when 
some certified of St Stephen as having said, that 
Jesus of Nazareth should destroy that place, and 
change the customs that Moses delivered; although 
probably he did speak words near to that purpose, 
yet are those men called false witnesses: And, 

saith St Luke, they set up false witnesses, which 
said, This man ceaseth not to speak blasphemous 
words against this holy place and the law. Which 
instances plainly do shew, if we would avoid the 
euilt of slander, how careful we should be to inter- 
pret fairly and favourably the words and the actions 
of our neighbour. 

5 Another sort of this practice is, partial and 

» Tay mpaypa dio éyet AaBas.—Epict. [Ench. cap. xiit.] 
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lame representation of men’s discourse, or their SERM. 

practice; suppressing some part of the truth in 
them, or concealing some circumstances about 
them, which might serve to explain, to excuse, or 

to extenuate them. -In such a manner easily, with- 

out uttering any logical untruth, one may yet 
grievously calumniate. ‘Thus, suppose that a man 
speaketh a thing upon supposition, or with excep- 
tion, or in way of objection, or merely for disputa- 
tion sake, in order to the discussion or clearmg of 

truth; he that should report him asserting it abso- 
lutely, unlimitedly, positively and peremptorily, as 
his own settled judgment, would notoriously calum- 
niate. If one should be inveigled by fraud, or 
driven by violence, or slip by chance, into a bad 
place, or bad company; he that should so repre- 
sent the gross of that accident as to breed an 
opinion of that person, that out of pure disposition 
and design he did put himself there, doth slander- 
ously abuse that innocent person. The reporter in 
such cases must not think to defend himself, by 

pretending that he spake nothing false; for such 
propositions, however true in logic, may justly be 
deemed lies in morality, being uttered with a mali- 
cious and deceitful (that is, with a calumnious) 
mind, being apt to impress false conceits, and to 
produce hurtful effects concerning our neighbour. 
There are slanderous truths, as well as slanderous 

falsehoods: when truth is uttered with a deceitful 

XIX. 

heart, and to a base end, it becomes a le. He Prov. xii. 

that speaketh truth, saith the Wise Man, sheweth'” 

forth righteousness: but a false witness deceit. De- 
ceiving is the proper work of slander: and truth 
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abused to that end putteth on its nature, and will 

engage into like guilt®. 
6 Another kind of calumny is, by instilling 

sly suggestions; which although they do not down- 
rightly assert falsehoods, yet they breed sinister 
opinions in the hearers; especially in those who 
from weakness or credulity, from jealousy or pre- 
judice, from negligence or madvertency, are prone 

to entertain them. This is done many ways; by 
propounding wily suppositions, shrewd insinuations, 
crafty questions, and specious comparisons, intimat- 
ing a possibility, or inferring some likelihood of, 
and thence inducing to believe the fact. Doth 
not, saith this kind of slanderer, his temper incline 

him to do thus? may not his interest have swayed 
him thereto? had he not fair opportunity and 
strong temptation to it? hath he not acted so in 
like cases? Judge you therefore whether he did it 
not. ‘Thus the close slanderer argueth; and a 

weak or prejudiced person is thereby so caught, 
that he presently is ready thence to conclude the 
thing done. Again; he doeth well, saith the syco- 
phant, it is true; but why, and to what end? Is 
it not, as most men do, out of ill design? may he 
not dissemble now? may he not recoil hereafter? 
have not others made as fair a show? yet we know 
what came of it. Thus do calumnious tongues 
pervert the judgments of men to think ill of the 

* Vid. Herm. Pastor. Where the Pastor observes, that the 
Devil doth in his temptations interpose some truths, serving to 
render his delusions passable.—{[Quzedam autem verba vera loqui- 

tur. Diabolus enim implet eum (prophetam inanem) spiritu suo, 
ut dejiciat aliquem ex justis.—Lib. 11. Mandat. 10, 1. Cotel. Pat. 
Apost. Tom. 1. fol. 97. ¢. 1.] 
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most innocent, and meanly of the worthiest actions. 
Even commendation itself is often used calumni- 
ously, with intent to breed dislike and_ ill-will 

toward a person commended in envious or jealous 
ears; or so as to give passage to dispraises, and 
render the accusations following more credible. It 
is an artifice commonly observed to be much in use 
there, where the finest tricks of supplanting are 
practised with greatest effect; so that, Pessimum 
imimucorum genus, laudantes*; there is no more 
pestilent enemy, than a malevolent praiser®. All 
these kinds of dealing, as they issue from the prin- 
ciples of slander, and perform its work, so they 
deservedly bear the guilt thereof. 

7 A like kind is that of oblique and covert 
reflections; when a man doth not directly or 

expressly charge his neighbour with faults, but yet 
so speaketh, that he is understood, or reasonably 

presumed to do it. This is a very cunning and 
very mischievous way of slandering; for therein 
the sculking calumniator keepeth a reserve for him- 

self, and cutteth off from the person concerned the 
means of defence. If he goeth to clear himself 
from the matter of such aspersions: What need, 
saith this insidious speaker, of that? must I needs 
mean you? did I name you? why do you then 
assume it to yourself? do you not prejudge yourself 
guilty? I did not, but your own conscience, it 
seemeth, doth accuse you. You are so jealous and 
suspicious, as persons over-wise or guilty use to be. 

@ (Tac. Agric. cap. xli.] 
® Excusando exprobraret.—Id. Ann. 1. [10.] 
Kawos yap 07 t1s obros etpntar tpdros SiaBodjjs, TO, pH) Wéyorras, 

adX’ erawodvras AupaiverOa robs médas.—Polyb., ty. [87.] 

BOS) VOL, 11; 8 
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So meaneth this serpent out of the hedge, securely 
and unavoidably, to bite his neighbour; and is, in 

that respect, more base and more hurtful than the 
most flat and positive slanderer. 

8 Another kind is that of magnifying and 
agorayvating the faults of others; raismg any small 
miscarriage into a heinous crime, any slender 
defect into an odious vice, and any common infirm- 
ity into a strange enormity; turning a small mote 
in the eye of our neighbour into a huge beam, a 
little dimple in his face into a monstrous wen. 
This is plainly slander, at least in degree, and 
according to the surplusage, whereby the censure 
doth exceed the fault. As he that, upon the score 
of a small debt, doth extort a great sum, is no less 
a thief, in regard to what amounts beyond his due, 
than if without any pretence he had violently or 
fraudulently seized on it: so is he a slanderer, that, 
by heightening faults or imperfections, doth charge 
his neighbour with greater blame, or loads him 
with more disgrace, than he deserves. It is not 
only slander to pick a hole where there is none, 
but to make that wider which is, so that it appear- 
eth more ugly, and cannot so easily be mended. 
For charity is wont to extenuate faults, justice 
doth never exaggerate them. As no man is 
exempt from some defects, or can live free from 
some misdemeanours; so by this practice, every man 
may be rendered very odious and infamous. 

9 Another kind of slander is, imputing to our 
neighbour’s practice, judgment or profession, evil 
consequences (apt to render him odious, or despi- 
cable) which have no dependence on them, or con- 
nection with them. There do in every age occur 
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disorders and mishaps, springing from various com- 
plications of causes, working some of them in a 
more open and discernible, others in a more secret 
and subtle way; (especially from divine judgment 
and providence checking or chastising sin:) from 
such occurrences it is common to snatch occasion 
and matter of calumny. Those who are disposed 
this way are ready peremptorily to charge them 
upon whomever they dislike or dissent from, 
although without any apparent cause, or upon 
most frivolous and senseless pretences; yea, often, 
when reason sheweth the quite contrary, and they 
who are so charged are, in just esteem of all men, 

the least obnoxious to such accusations. So usu- 
ally the best friends of mankind, those who most 
heartily wish the peace and prosperity of the world, 
and most earnestly to their power strive to pro- 
mote them, have all the disturbances and disasters 

happening charged on them by those fiery vixens, 
who (in pursuance of their base designs, or gratifi- 
cation of their wild passions) really do themselves 
embroil things, and raise miserable combustions in 
the world. So it is, that they who have the con- 
science to do mischief, will have the confidence also 

to disavow the blame and the iniquity, to lay the 
burden of it on those who are most innocent. 
Thus, whereas nothing more disposeth men to live 
orderly and peaceably, nothing more conduceth to 
the settlement and safety of the public, nothing so 
much draweth blessings down from heaven upon 
the commonweal, as true Religion; yet nothing hath 
been more ordinary, than to attribute all the mis- 
carriages and mischiefs that happened unto it; 
even those are laid at its door, which plainly do 
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SERM. arise from the contempt or neglect of it; being the 

———— natural fruits, or the just punishments of irreligion. 
1 Kings 
Xvili. 17, 
18. 

John xi. 
18, fb 

King Ahab, by forsaking God’s commandments, 
and following wicked superstitions, had troubled 
Israel, drawing sore judgments and calamities 

thereon; yet had he the heart and the face to 
charge those events on the great assertor of piety, 
Elias: Art thou he that troubleth Israel? The Jews, 

by provocation of divine justice, had set themselves 
in a fair way toward desolation and ruin; this 
event to come they had the presumption to lay 
upon the faith of our Lord’s doctrine: Jf said they, 

we let him alone, all men will believe on him, and 

the Romans shall come, and take away our place 
and nation: whenas, in truth, a compliance with 

his directions and admonitions had been the only 
means to prevent those presaged mischiefs. And, 
Si Tibris ascenderit in menia, if any public calam- 
ity did appear, then Christianos ad leones‘, Christ- 
ians must be charged and persecuted as the causes 
thereof. To them it was, that Julian and other 

pagans did impute all the concussions, confusions, 
and devastations falling upon the Roman empire. 
The sacking of Rome by the Goths they cast upon 
Christianity®: for the vindication of it from which 
reproach, St Austin did write those renowned books 
De Civitate Det. So liable are the best and most 
innocent sort of men to be calummiously accused in 
this manner. 

f Tertul. Apol. [cap. xu. Opp. p. 32 ¢.] 
® Sic evaserunt multi, qui nune Christianis temporibus detra- 

hunt, et mala, que illa civitas pertulit, Christo imputant.—De Civ. 

Dei, 1. 1. (Opp. Tom. vu. col. 3.c.] They (saith that great Father) 

detract from the Christian times, and impute the evils, which that city 

suffered, unto Christ. Vid. m1. 31. [Ibid. col. 86.] 
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Another practice (worthily bearing the guilt of s 
slander) is, being aiding and accessory thereto, by 
any-wise furthering, cherishing, abetting it. He 
that, by crafty significations of ill-will, doth prompt 
the slanderer to vent his poison; he that, by a 
willing audience and attention, doth readily suck it 
up, or who greedily swalloweth it down by credu- 
lous approbation and assent; he that pleasingly 
relisheth and smacketh at it, or expresseth a de- 
lightful complacence therein; as he is a partner in 
the fact, so he is a sharer in the guilt". There are 
not only slanderous throats, but slanderous ears 

also; not only wicked inventions, which engender 
and brood lies, but wicked assents, which hatch 
and foster them. Not only the spiteful mother 
which conceiveth such spurious brats, but the mid- 
wife that helpeth to bring them forth, the nurse 

that feedeth them, the guardian that traineth them 
up to maturity, and setteth them forth to live in 

the world; as they do really contribute to their 
subsistence, so deservedly they partake in the 
blame due to them, and must be responsible for 

the mischief they do. For indeed, were it not for 
such free entertainers, such nourishers, such en- 

couragers of them, slanders would commonly die in 
the womb, or prove still-born, or presently entering 

" David. Ps. ci. 5. Whoso privily slandereth his neighbour, him 

will I cut off: Totrov e£ediwxov, him have I driven away, say the 
LXX. 

Neque vero illa justa est excusatio, referentibus aliis injuriam 

facere non possum. Nemo invito auditori libenter refert. Sagitta 
in lapidem nunquam figitur; interdum resiliens percutit dirigen- 

tem. Discat detractor, dum te videt non libenter audire, non 

facile detrahere.—Hier. ad Nepot. [Ep. xxxv. Opp. Tom. 1v. p. ii. 
col. 265. ] 
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into the cold air would expire, or for want of nou- 
rishment soon would starve. It is such friends 
and patrons of them who are the causes that they 
are so rife; they it is who set ill-natured, base, and 
designing people upon devising, searching after, 
and picking up malicious and idle stories. Were it 
not for such customers, the trade of calumniating 
would fall’. Many pursue it merely out of servility 
and flattery, to tickle the ears, to soothe the hu- 

mour, to gratify the malignant disposition or ill- 
will of others; who upon the least discouragement 
would give over the practice. If therefore we 
would exempt ourselves from all guilt of slander, 
we must not only abstain from venting it, but for- 
bear to regard or countenance it*: for, He 7s (saith 

the Wise Man) a wicked doer, who giveth heed to 
false lips; and a lar, who giveth ear to a naughty 
tongue. Yea, if we thoroughly would be clear from 
it, we must shew an aversation from hearing it, an 

unwillmeness to believe it; an indignation against 
it; so either stifling it in the birth, or condemning 

1 Possidius relateth of St Austin, that he had upon his table 
written these two verses: 

Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodere vitam, 

Hane mensam indignam noverit esse sibi: 

(He that loveth by ill speech to gnaw the life of those who are absent, 

let him know himself unworthy to sit at this table; or, that this table 
is unfit for him.) And if any there did use detraction, he was of- 
fended, and minded them of those verses, threatening also to leave 

the table, and withdraw to his chamber. [Nam et quosdam suos 
familiares coepiscopos illius scripture oblitos, et contra eam lo- 

quentes, tam aspere aliquando reprehendit, commotus ut diceret, 
aut delendos esse illos de mensa versus, aut se de media refectione 

ad suum cubiculum surrecturum. |—Possid. in Vit. S. Aug. cap. xxii. 
[Inter Opp. Aug. Tom. x. (App.) col. 272 F.] 

¥ 0d mapadéEn axon paraiav, Thow shalt not receive (or, take up) 

a false report, saith the Law, Exod. xxiii. 1. LXX, 
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it to death being uttered’. This is the sure way SERM. 
to destroy it, and to prevent its mischief. If we aa 
would stop our ears", we should stop the slander- 
er’s mouth; if we would resist the calumniator, he James iv. 

would fly from us: if we would reprove him, we © 
should repel him”. For, As the north wind drwweth Prov. xxv. 
away rain, so (the Wise Man telleth us) doth an 
angry countenance a backbiting tongue. 

These are the chief and most common kinds of 
slander; and there are several ways of practising 
them worthy our observing, that we may avoid 

them; namely these. 
1 The most notoriously heinous way is, forging 

and immediately venting ill stories. As it is eal 
of Doeg, Thy tongue deviseth nuschief; and of an- Ps. li. 2. 
other like companion, Thou givest thy mouth to evil, Ps. 1. 19. 
and thy tongue frameth deceit: and as our Lord 
saith of the Devil, When he speaketh a le, é« tev ies vill. 
totwv Aadet, he speaketh of his own; for he is a lar, Tsai. xxxii 
and the father of it. This palpably is the supreme c 
pitch of calumny, uncapable of any qualification or 
excuse: hell cannot go beyond this; the cursed 
fiend himself cannot worse employ his wit, than in 
minting wrongful falsehoods. 

2 Another way is, receiving from others, and 

1 TS dvompdadexrov dia8odjs.—M. Ant. 1. § 5. 

Beatus est, qui ita se contra hoe vitium armavit, ut apud eum 

detrahere nemo audeat.—Hier. [Paulinus ad Celant. Ep. crx. Opp. 
Tom. Iv. p. ii. col. 816.] 

m Hedge thy ears with thorns, &c., Eeclus. xxviii. 24. Ita legit 

Cypr. Ep. ty. [Opp. p. 89.] 
2 Ay pddwow of Kaknyyopol, Ore Trav SiaBadAopévov paddov rpeis 

aitovs dmoorpepopeba, mavoovrat, kal avtol tére Tis movnpas TavTys 

cvnbeias, Kat SwopOacovra Td ayaptnpa, Kal emawéoovrat peTa Tadra 

kal nas avrovs, os owTipas aitay yevoyévous, Kat evepyéras dva- 

knpv£ovow.—Chrys. Avdp. y’. [Opp. Tom. vr. p. 479.] 
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venting such stories, which they who do it certainly 
know, or may reasonably presume, to be false; the 
becoming hucksters of counterfeit wares, or factors 
in this vile trade. There is no false coiner, who 
hath not some complices and emissaries ready to 
take from his hand, and put off his money: and 
such slanderers at second hand are scarce less 
guilty than the first authors. He that breweth 
lies may have more wit and skill; but the broacher 
sheweth the like malice and wickedness. In this 
there is no great difference between the great 
Devil, that frameth scandalous reports, and the 
little imps, that run about and disperse them. 

3 Another way is, when one, without compe- 

tent examination, due weighing, and just reason, 

doth admit and spread tales prejudicial to his 
neighbour's welfare; relying for his warrant (as to 
the truth of them) upon any slight or slender au- 
thority®. This is a very common and current prac- 
tice: men presume it lawful enough to say over 
whatever they hear; to report any thing, if they 
can quote an author for it. It is not, say they, 
my invention; I tell it as I heard it: Sit jides penes 

auctorem; let him that informed me undergo the 

blame, if it prove false. So do they conceive them- 
selves excusable for being the instruments of in- 
jJurious disgrace and damage to their neighbours. 
But they greatly mistake therein: for, as this prac- 
tice commonly doth arise from the same wicked 
principles, at least in some degree, and produceth 

© Ti ScaropOpevers tov Adyov od« GAnOR Svra; &c.—Chrys. in 
Hebr. [Orat. xx1. Opp. Tom. rv. p. 540.] 

Acov ovokidtew kai ovyxpimrew ta éXaTr@pata Toy mANoioy: od 
O€ exropmevers mpooxnpate pirayablas; &c.—Ibid 
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altogether the like mischievous effects, as the wilful a 
devising and conveying slander: so it no less oe 
thwarteth the rules of duty, and laws of equity; 
God hath prohibited it, and reason doth condemn 
it. Thou shalt not (saith God in the Law) go a: 
and down as a tale-bearer among thy people: as i 
tale-bearer, (as Rachil, that is,) as a merchant or Prov. xviii. 
trader in ‘ll reports and stories concerning our ie 
neighbour, to his prejudice. Not only the framing 
them, but the dealing in them beyond reason or 
meres, is interdicted. And it is part of a good 
man’s character in the fifteenth Psalm, Non accipit Ps. xv. 3. 
opprobrium, He taketh not up a reproach against 
his neighbour; that is, he doth not easily entertain 
it, much less doth he effectually propagate it: and 
in our text, [e, it is said, that uttereth slander (not 

only he that conceiveth it) 7s @ fool. 
And in reason, before exact trial and cogni- 

zance, to meddle with the fame and interest of an- 

other, is evidently a practice full of iniquity, such 
as no man can allow in his own case, or brook 
being used toward himself, without judging him- 

self to be extremely abused by such reporters. In 
all reason and equity, (yea in all discretion,) before 
we yield credence to any report concerning our 
neighbour, or adventure to relate it, many things 

are carefully to be weighed and scanned. We 
should concerning our author consider, whether he 
be not a particular enemy, or disaffected to him; 
whether he be not ill-humoured, or a delighter in 
telling bad stories; whether he be not dishonest, or 

unregardful of justice in his dealings and discourse ; 
whether he be not vain, or careless of what he 

saith; whether he be not light and credulous, or 
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apt to be imposed upon by any small appearance ; 

whether at least, in the present case, he be not neg- 

ligent, or too forward and rash in speaking. We 
should also concerning the matter reported mind, 
whether it be possible or probable; whether suit- 
able to the disposition of our neighbour, to his 
principles, to the constant tenor of his practice; 
whether the action imputed to him be not lable 
to misapprehension, or his words to misconstruc- 
tion. All reason and equity do, I say, exact from 
us, diligently to consider such things, before we do 
either embrace ourselves, or transmit unto others, 

any story concerning our neighbour; lest unad- 
visedly we do him irreparable wrong and mischief. 
Briefly, we should take his case for our own, and 

consider whether we ourselves should be content, 

that, upon like grounds or testimonies, any man 

should believe or report disgraceful things concern- 
ing us. If we fail to do thus, we do (vainly, or 
rashly, or maliciously) conspire with the slanderer 
to the wrong of our innocent neighbour; and that 
in the Psalmist (by a parity of reason) may be 
transferred to us, Thou hast consented unto the liar, 

and hast partaken with the author of calumny. 
4 Of kin to this way, is the assenting to popu- 

lar rumours, and thence affirming matters of oblo- 
quy to our neighbour. Every one by experience 
knows how easily false news do rise, and how nim- 
bly they scatter themselves; how often they are 
raised from nothing, how soon they from small 
sparks grow into a great blaze, how easily from 
one thing they are transformed into another: es- 
pecially news of this kind, which do suit and feed 
the bad humour of the vulgar. “Tis obvious to 
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any man how true that is of Tacitus’, how void of a 

consideration, of judgment, of equity, the busy and ———— 

talking part of mankind is. Whoever therefore 
gives heed to flying tales, and thrusts himself into 
the herd of those who spread them, is either 
strangely injudicious, or very malignantly disposed, 
If he want not judgment, he cannot but know, 

that when he complieth with popular fame, it is 
mere chance that he doth not slander, or rather it 

is odds that he shall do so: he consequently shew- 
eth himself to be indifferent whether he doth it or 
no, or rather that he doth incline to do it: whence, 

not caring to be otherwise, or loving to be a slan- 
derer, he in effect and just esteem is such; having 
at least a slanderous heart and inclination. He 
that puts it to the venture whether he heth or no, 
doth eo ipso lie morally, as declaring no care or 
love of truth. Thow shalt not (saith the Law) fol- Bxot. | 
low a multitude to do evil: and with like reason we 
should not follow the multitude in speaking evil of 
our neighbour. 

5 Another slanderous course is, to build cen- 

sures and reproaches upon slender conjectures, or 
uncertain suspicions, (those Evil swrmises, vrovora 
movnpa, which St Paul condemneth.) Of these ee 
occasion can never be wanting to them who seek Mataee 

them, or are ready to embrace len ; no innocence, 
no wisdom can anywise prevent them; and if they 

P Neque plebi judicium aut veritas.—Tace. [Hist. 1. 32.] 
Non est enim consilium in yulgo, non ratio, non discrimen, non 

diligentia.—Cic. pro Plancio. [iv. 9.] 
Ex yeritate pauca, ex opinione multa estimat.—l[Id. pro Rose. 

Com. x. 29.] 
Aa@ pa) Tioteve: Todvtpords ear Gpikos.— 

Phocylides. [Iloinua vevOerixdy. 89. | 
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SERM. be admitted as grounds of defamation, no man’s 
xT 

- good name can be secure. But he, that, upon such 
accounts, dareth to asperse his neighbour, is, in 

moral computation, no less a slanderer, than if he 

did the like out of pure invention, or without any 
ground at all: for doubtful and false im this case 
differ little; to devise, and to divine, in matters of 

this nature, do import near the same. He that 
will judge or speak ill of others, ought to be well 
assured of what he thinks or says: he that asserteth 
that which he doth not know to be true, doth as 

well lie, as he that affirmeth that which he know- 

eth to be false; (for he deceiveth the hearers, be- 
getting in them an opinion, that he is assured of 
what he affirms:) especially in dealing with the 
concernments of others, whose right and repute jus- 
tice doth oblige us to beware of infrmging, charity 

should dispose us to regard and tender as our own. 
It is not every possibility, every seeming, every 
faint show or glimmering appearance, which suf 
ficeth to ground bad opinion, or reproachful dis- 
course concerning our brother: the matter should 
be clear, notorious, and palpable, before we admit 
a disadvantageous conceit mto our head, a dis- 
tasteful resentment into our heart, a harsh word 

into our mouth about him. Men may fancy them- 
selves sagacious and shrewd, (persons of deep jude- 
ment and fine wit they may be taken for,) when 
they can dive into others’ hearts, and sound their 

intentions; when through thick mists, or at remote 
distances they can descry faults in them; when 
they collect ill of them by long trains, and subtle 
fetches of discourse: but in truth they do thereby 
rather bewray in themselves small love of truth, 
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care of justice, or sense of charity, together with SERM. 
little wisdom and discretion: for truth is only seen 
in a clear light; justice requireth strict proof: 
Charity thinketh no evil, and believeth all things for 1 Cor. xii. 
the best; wisdom is not forward to pronounce be-” 
fore full evidence. He, saith the Wise Man, that Prov. xviii. 
answereth «a matter before he heareth it, it rs folly i‘ 
and shame unto him. In fine, they who proceed 
thus, as it is usual that they speak falsely, as it is 
casual that they ever speak truly, as they affect to 
speak ill, true or false; so, worthily, they are to be 

reckoned among slanderers. 
6 Another like way of slandering is, impetu- 

ous or negligent sputtering out of words, without 
minding what truth or consequence there is in 
them, how they may touch or hurt our neighbour. 
To avoid this sin, we must not only be free from 
intending mischief, but wary of effecting it; not 
only careful of not wronging one distinct person, 
but of harming any promiscuously; not only absti- 
nent from aiming directly, but provident not to hit 
casually any person with obloquy. or, as he that 
dischargeth shot mto a crowd, or so as not to look 
about regarding who may stand in the way, is no 
less guilty of doing mischief, and bound to make 
satisfaction to them he woundeth, than if he had 
aimed at some one person: so if we flmg our bad 
words at random, which may light unluckily, and 
defame somebody, we become slanderers unawares, 
and before we think on it. This practice hath not 
ever all the malice of the worst slander, but it 

worketh often the effects thereof, and therefore 

doth incur its guilt and its punishment; especially 
it being commonly derived from ill temper, or from 
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bad habit, which we are bound to watch over, to 

curb, and to correct. The tongue is a sharp and 

parlous weapon, which we are bound to keep up in 
the sheath, or never to draw forth but advisedly, 

and upon just occasion; it must ever be wielded 

with caution and care: to brandish it wantonly, to 
lay about with it blindly and furiously, to slash and 
smite therewith any that happeth to come in our 
way, doth argue malice or madness. 

7 It is an ordmary way of proceeding to 
ealumniate, for men, reflecting upon some bad dis- 
position in themselves, (although resulting from 
their own particular temper, from their bad princi- 
ples, or from their ill custom,) to charge it presently 
upon others; presuming others to be like them- 
selves: like the wicked person in the Psalm, Thou 
thoughtest that I was altogether such an one as thy- 
self. ‘This is to slander mankind first in the gross; 
then in retail, as occasion serveth, to asperse any 

man: this is the way of half-witted Machiavelians, 
and of desperate reprobates in wickedness, who, 
having prostituted their consciences to vice, for 
their own defence and solace, would shroud them- 

selves from blame under the shelter of common 
pravity and infirmity’; accusing all men of that 
whereof they know themselves guilty. But surely, 
there can be no greater iniquity than this, that one 
man should undergo blame for the ill conscience of 
another. 

These seem to be the chief kinds of slander, and 
most common ways of practising it. In which 

4 Remedium pcenee suze arbitrantur, si nemo sit sanctus: si 
omnibus detrahatur: si turba sit pereuntium: si multitudo pec- 

cantium.—Hier. ad Asellam, [Ep. xx1x. Opp. Tom. tv. p. ii. col. 67.] 

ee 
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description the folly thereof doth, I suppose, so Seay 
clearly shine, that no man can look thereon with- 
out loathing and despising it, as not only a very 
ugly, but a most foolish practice. No man surely 
can be wise, who will suffer himself to be defiled 
therewith. But to render its folly more apparent, 
we shall display it; declaring it to be extremely 
foolish upon several accounts. But the doing this, 
in regard to your patience, we shall forbear at pre- 
sent. 
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SERMON XX. 

THE FOLLY OF SLANDER. 

PROVO ke oO: 

He that uttereth slander is a fool. 

HAVE formerly in this place, discoursing upon 
this text, explained the nature of the sin here 

condemned, with its several kinds and ways of 
practising. 

II. I shall now proceed to declare the folly of 
it; and to make good by divers reasons the asser- 
tion of the Wise Man, that, He who uttereth slander 

is a fool. 
1 Slandering is foolish, as sinful and wicked. 
All sin is foolish upon many accounts; as pro- 

ceeding from ignorance, error, inconsiderateness, 

vanity; as implying weak judgment and irrational 
choice; as thwarting the dictates of reason and 
best rules of wisdom; as producing very mischiev- 
ous effects to ourselves, bereaving us of the chief 
goods, and exposing us to the worst evils. What 
can be more egregiously absurd, than to dissent in 
our opinion and discord in our choice from infinite 
wisdom; to provoke by our actions sovereign jus- 
tice and immutable severity; to oppose almighty 
power, and offend immense goodness; to render 
ourselves unlike, and contrary in our doings, our 
disposition, our state, to absolute perfection and 
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felicity? What can be more desperately wild, than SERM. 
XX. 

to disoblige our best friend, to forfeit his love and ———"— 
favour, to render him our enemy, who is our Lord 

and our Judge, upon whose mere will and disposal 
all our subsistence, all our welfare does absolutely 
depend? What greater madness can be conceived, 
than to deprive our minds of all true content here, 
and to separate our souls from eternal bliss here- 
after; to gall our consciences now with sore 
remorse, and to engage ourselves for ever in reme- 

diless miseries? Such folly doth all sin include: 
whence in scripture style, worthily, goodness and 

wisdom are terms equivalent; sin and folly do sig- 
nify the same thing. 

If thence this practice be proved extremely 
sinful, it will thence sufficiently be demonstrated 

no less foolish, And that it is extremely sinful, 

may easily be shewed. It is the character of the 
superlatively wicked man; Thow givest thy mouth Ps.1.19, 

. . . 2 

to evil, and thy tongue frameth deceit; thou sittest ~~ 
and speakest against thy brother; thou slanderest 

thine own mother’s son. It is indeed plainly the 
blackest and most hellish sin that can be; that 

which giveth the grand fiend his names, and most 
expresseth his nature. He is ‘O S:aBoros, The Apoe. xii. 

slanderer; Satan, the spiteful adversary; The old” ~ 
snake, or dragon, hissing out lies, and spitting forth 
venom of calumnious accusation; The accuser of 
the brethren, a murderous, envious, malicious calum- 
niator; The father of lies; the grand defamer of Job viii. 

44. 
God to man, of man to God, of one man to 

another. And highly wicked surely must that 
practice be, whereby we grow namesakes to him, 
conspire in proceeding with him, resemble his 

BS. VOL. If. : 9 
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disposition and nature. It is a complication, a 
comprisal, a collection and sum of all wickedness ; 
opposite to all the principal virtues, (to veracity 
and sincerity, to charity and justice,) transgressing 
all the great commandments, violating immediately 
and directly all the duties concerning our neigh- 
bour. 

To lie simply is a great fault, being a deviation 
from that good rule, which prescribeth truth in all 
our words; rendering us unlike and disagreeable to 
God, who is the God of truth; (who loveth truth, 

and practiseth it in all his doings, who abominat- 
eth all falsehood ;) including a treacherous breach 
of faith toward mankind; (we being all, in order to 
the maintenance of society, by an implicit compact, 
obliged by speech to declare our mind, to inform 
truly, and not to impose upon our neighbour ;) 
arguing pusillanimous timorousness and impotency 
of mind, a distrust in God’s help, and diffidence in 
all good means to compass our designs; begettinge 
deception and error, a foul and ill-favoured brood: 
lying, I say, is upon such accounts a sinful and 
blameable thing: and of all lies those certainly are 
the worst, which proceed from malice, or from 
vanity, or from both, and which work mischief ; 

such as slanders are. 
Again, to bear any hatred or ill-will, to exer- 

cise enmity toward any man, to design or procure 
any mischief to our neighbour, whom even Jews 
were commanded to love as themselves, whose 

good, by many laws, and upon divers scores, we 
are obliged to tender as our own, is a heinous fault: 
and of this apparently the slanderer is most guilty 
in the highest degree. For evidently true it is 
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which the Wise Man affirmeth, A lying tongue SERM. 
hateth those that are afflicted with it; there is no - a 
surer argument of extreme hatred; nothing but 33°" 
the height of ill-will can suggest this practice. The 
slanderer is an enemy, as the most fierce and out- 
rageous, so the most base and unworthy that can 
be: he fighteth with the most perilous and most 
unlawful weapon, in the most furious and foul way 
that can be. His weapon is an envenomed arrow, 
Full of deadly poison, which He shooteth suddenl jp Gee 
and feareth not; a weapon which by no force can Ps, Ix. 3, 
be resisted, by no art declined, whose impression is *) "+ 
altogether inevitable and unsustainable. It is a 
most insidious, most treacherous and cowardly way 
of fighting ; wherein manifestly the weakest and 
basest spirits have extreme advantage, and may 
easily prevail against the bravest and worthiest : 
for no man of honour or honesty can, in way of 
resistance or requital, deign to use it, but must 
infallibly without repugnance be borne down 
thereby. By it the vile practiser achieveth the 
greatest mischief that can be. His words are, as 
the Psalmist saith of Doeg, devouring words, 
(Thou lovest all devouring words, O thou deceitful Ps. iii. 4. 
tongue:) and, A man, saith the Wise Man, that Prov. xxv. 
beareth false witness against his neighbour ws a maul, pe 3 
and a sword, and a sharp arrow; that is, he is a 
complicated instrument of all mischiefs: he smiteth 
and bruiseth like a maul, he cutteth and pierceth 
like a sword, he thus doth hurt near at hand; and 

| at distance, he woundeth like a sharp arrow, it is 
| hard any where to evade him, or to get out of his 
| reach. Many, saith another wise man, the imita- Eeclus. 
_ tor of Solomon, have fallen by the edge of the sword: ae 

9—2 
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but not so many as have fallen by the tongue. Well 
as he that is defended from it, and hath not passed 
through the venom thereof; who hath not drawn the 

yoke thereof, nor hath been bound in its bands. For 
the yoke thereof is a yoke of vron, and the bands 
thereof are bands of brass. The death thereof is an 
evil death, the grave were better than it. Incurable 
are the wounds which the slanderer inflicteth, irre- 

parable the damages which he causeth, indelible 
the marks which he leaveth. No balsam can heal 
the biting of a sycophant*; no thread can stitch up 
a good name torn by calumnious defamation; no 
soap is able to cleanse from the stains aspersed by 
a foul mouth. <Aliquid adherebit; somewhat 
always of suspicion and ill opinion will stick in the 
minds of those who have given ear to slander. So 
extremely opposite is this practice unto the queen 
of virtues, charity. Its property indeed is, to 
believe all things, that is, all things for the best, 
and to the advantage of our neighbour; not so 
much as to suspect any evil of him, without una- 
voidably manifest cause: how much more, not to 

devise any falsehood against him? It covereth all 
things, studiously conniving at real defects, and 
concealing assured miscarriages: how much more, 
not divulging imaginary or false scandals? It 
disposeth to seek and further any the least good 
concerning him: how much more, will it hinder 
committing grievous outrage upon his dearest good 
name ? 

* Non est remedium adversus sycophante morsum.—([Erasm. 
Adag. p. 86. Elzey. Amstel. 1663. 

(AN otK Everts cvkopavtov dyypatos. 

Aristoph. Plut. 885.)] 
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Again, all injustice is abominable: to do any 
sort of wrong is a heimous crime; that crime, which 

of all most immediately tendeth to the dissolution 
of society, and disturbance of human life; which 
God therefore doth most loathe, and men have 

reason especially to detest. And of this the slan- 
derer is most deeply guilty. .A witness of Belial 

scorneth judgment, and the mouth of the wicked 

devoureth iniquity, saith the Wise Man. He is 

indeed, according to just estimation, guilty of all 
kinds whatever of injury, breaking all the second 
table of commands respecting our neighbour. Most 
formally and directly, he beareth false witness 
against his neighbour: he doth covet his neigh- 
bour’s goods; for tis constantly out of such an 
irregular desire, for his own presumed advantage, 
to dispossess his neighbour of some good, and 
transfer it on himself, that the slanderer uttereth 

his tale: he is ever a thief and robber of his good 
name, a deflourer and defiler of his reputation, an 

assassin and murderer of his honour’. So doth he 
violate all the rules of justice, and perpetrateth all 
sorts of wrong against his neighbour. 
, He may indeed, perhaps, conceive it no great 
matter that he committeth ; because he doth not act 

in so boisterous and bloody a way, but only by 
words, which are subtile, slim, and transient things; 

upon his neighbour's eredit only, which is no sub- 
stantial or visible matter. He draweth, thinks he, 

no blood, nor breaketh any bones, nor impresseth 
any remarkable scar: ’tis only the soft air he 
breaketh with his tongue, ’tis only a slight charac- 

» Dei episcopos linguw gladio jugulastis, fundentes sanguinem 
non corporis, sed honoris. —Optat. Lib. m. [eap. 24. p. 46.] 
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ter that he stampeth on the fancy, ’tis only an im- 
aginary stain that he daubeth his neighbour with: 
therefore he supposeth no great wrong done, and 
seemeth to himself innocent, or very excusable. 
But these conceits arise from great inconsiderate- 
ness, or mistake; nor can they excuse the slanderer 
from grievous injustice. For, in dealing with our 
neighbour, and meddling with his property, we are 
not to value things according to our fancy, but ac- 
cording to the price set on them by the owner: we 
must not reckon that a trifle, which he prizeth as 
a jewel. Since then all men (especially men of 
honour and honesty) do, from a necessary instinct 
of nature, estimate their good name beyond any of 
their goods, yea, do commonly hold it more dear 
and precious than their very lives; we, by violently 
or fraudulently bereaving them of it, do them no 
less wrong, than if we should rob or cozen them of 
their substance, yea, than if we should maim their 
body, or spill their blood, or even stop their breath. 
If they as grievously feel it, and resent it as deeply, 
as they do any other outrage, the injury is really 
as great to them. Even the slanderer’s own judg- 
ment and conscience might tell him so much: for 
they who most slight another’s fame, are usually 
very tender of their own, and can with no patience 
endure that others should touch it: which demon- 
strates the inconsiderateness of their judgment, 
and the iniquity of their practice. It is an in- - 
justice not to be corrected or cured. Thefts may 
be restored, wounds may be cured; but there is no 
restitution or cure of a lost good name: it is there- 
fore an irreparable injury. 

Nor is the thing itself, in true judgment, con- 
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temptible; but in itself really very considerable. SERM. 
A good name, saith Solomon himself, (no fool,) zs 
rather to be chosen than great riches; and loving rect 

favour rather than silver and gold. In its conse- Peles vt 
quences it is much more so; the chief interests of | 
a man, the success of his affairs, his ability to do 
good, (for himself, his friends, his neighbour,) his 

safety, the best comforts and conveniences of his 
life, sometimes his life itself, depending thereon: 

so that whoever doth snatch or filch it from him, 

doth, not only according to his opinion, and in 
moral value, but in real effect, commonly rob, 

sometimes murder, ever exceedingly wrong his 
neighbour. It is often the sole reward of a man’s 
virtue and all the fruit of his industry; so that, by 
depriving him of that, he is robbed of all his 
estate, and left stark naked of all, excepting a 
good conscience, which is beyond the reach of the 
world, and which no malice or misfortune can 

divest him of. Full then of iniquity, full of un- 

charitableness, full of all wickedness is this prac- 
tice; and consequently full it is of folly. No man, 
one would think, of any tolerable sense, should 
dare, or deign to incur the guilt of a practice so 
vile and base, so indeed diabolical and detestable. 

But further more particularly. 
2 The slanderer is plainly a fool; because he 

maketh wrong judgments and valuations of things, 
and accordingly driveth on silly bargains for him- 
self, in result whereof he proveth a great loser. 
He means, by his calumnious stories, either to vent 

some passion boiling in him, or to compass some 
design which he affects, or to please some humour 
that he is possessed with: but is any of these 
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things worth purchasing at so dear a rate? Can 
there be any valuable exchange for our honesty? 
Is it not more advisable to suppress our passion, 
or to let it evaporate otherwise, than to discharge 
it in so foul a way? Is it not better to let go a 
petty interest, than to further it by committing so 
notorious and heinous a sin; to let an ambitious 

project sink, than to buoy it up by such base 
means? Is it not wisdom rather to smother, or 

curb our humour, than by satisfying it thus to for- 
feit our innocence? Can any thing in the world 
be so considerable, that, for its sake, we should de- 

file our souls by so foul a practice, making ship- 
wreck of a good conscience, abandoning honour 
and honesty, incurring all the guilt and all the 
punishment due to so enormous a crime? Is it 
not far more wisdom, contentedly to see our neigh- 
bour to enjoy credit and success, to flourish and 
thrive in the world, than, by such base courses, to 

sully his reputation, to rifle him of his goods, to 
supplant or cross him in his affairs? We do really, 

when we think thus to depress him, and to climb 
up to wealth or credit by the ruins of his honour, 
but debase ourselves. Whatever comes of it, 

(whether he succeeds, or is disappointed therein,) 
assuredly he, that useth such courses, will himself 
be the greatest loser and deepest sufferer. "Tis 
true which the Wise Man saith, The getting of 
treasures by a lying tongue, is a vanity tossed to 
and fro of them that seek death. And, Woe unto 
them, saith the Prophet, that draw iniquity with 
cords of vanity; that is, who, by falsehood, endea- 

vour to compass unjust designs. 
But it is not, perhaps, he will pretend, for to 
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assuage a private passion, or to promote his par- SERM. 
ticular concernment, that he makes so bold with ———— 

his neighbour, or deals so harshly with him; but 
for the sake of orthodox doctrine, for advantage of 
the true church, for the advancement of public 
good, he judgeth it expedient to asperse him. This 
indeed is the covert of innumerable slanders: zeal 
for some opinion, or some party, beareth out men 
of sectarian and factious spirits in such practices; 

they may do, they may say any thing, for those 
fine ends. What is a little truth, what is any 
man’s reputation, im comparison to the carrying on 

such brave designs? But (to omit that men do 
usually prevaricate in these cases; that it is not 
commonly for love of truth, but of themselves, not 

so much for the benefit of their sect, but for their 

own interest, that they calumniate) this plea will 
nowise justify such practice. For truth and sin- 
cerity, equity and candour, meekness and charity 
are inviolably to be observed, not only toward dis- 
senters in opinion, but even toward declared ene- 
mies of truth itself; we are to bless them, (that is, 
to speak well of them, and to wish well to them,) 
not to curse them, (that is, not to reproach them, 
or to wish them ill, much less to belie them.) 

Truth also, as it cannot ever need, so doth it al- 

ways loathe and scorn the patronage. and the suc- 
cour of lies; it is able to support and protect itself 
by fair means; it will not be killed upon a pretence 
of saving it, or thrive by its own ruin. Nor in- 
deed can any party be so much strengthened and 
underpropt, as it will be weakened and under- 
mined, by such courses: no cause can stand firm 
upon a bottom so loose and slippery, as falsehood 
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is: all the good a slanderer can do is to disparage 
what he would maintain. In truth, no heresy can 
be worse than that would be, which should allow 

to play the devil in any case. He that can dis- 
pense with himself to slander a Jew or a Turk, 
doth in so doing render himself worse than either 
of them by profession are: for even they, and even 
Pagans themselves, disallow the practice of inhu- 
manity and iniquity. All men by light of nature 
avow truth to be honourable, and faith to be indis- 

pensably observed. He doth not understand what 
it is to be Christian, or careth not to practise 
according thereto, who can find in his heart, in 
any case, upon any pretence, to calumniate. In 
fine, to prostitute our conscience, or sacrifice our 
honesty, for any cause, to any interest whatever, 
can never be warrantable or wise. Further, 

3 The slanderer is a fool, because he useth 

improper means and preposterous methods of 
effecting his purposes. As there is no design 
worth the carrying on by ways of falsehood and 
iniquity; so is there scarce any, (no good or lawful 
one at least,) which may not more surely, more 
safely, more cleverly be achieved by means of 
truth and justice. Is not always the straight way 
more short than the oblique and crooked? Is not 
the plain way more easy than the rough and crag- 
ged? Is not the fair way more pleasant and 
passable than the foul? Is it not better to walk 
in paths that are open and allowed, than in those 
that are shut up and prohibited? than to clamber 
over walls, to break through fences, to trespass 

upon enclosures? Surely yes: He that walketh 
uprightly walketh surely. Using strict veracity 
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and integrity, candour and equity, is the best oa 
method of accomplishing good designs. Our own 
industry, good use of the parts and faculties God 
hath given us, embracing fair opportunities, God’s 
blessing and providence, are sufficient means to 
rely upon for procuring, in an honest way, what- 
ever is convenient for us. These are ways ap- 
proved, and amiable to all men; they procure the 
best friends and fewest enemies; they afford to the 
practiser a cheerful courage, and good hope; they 
meet with less disappointment, and have no regret 
or shame attending them. He that hath recourse 
to the other ace means, and maketh les his ee 

refuge, as he renounceth all just and honest means, a xxviii, 
as he disclaimeth all hope in God’s assistance, and 
forfeiteth all pretence to his blessing; so he cannot 
reasonably expect good success, or be satisfied in 
any undertaking. The supplanting way, indeed, 
seems the most curt and compendious way of 
bringing about dishonest or dishonourable designs: 
but as a good design is certainly dishonoured 
thereby, so is it apt thence to be defeated; it rais- 
ing up enemies and obstacles, yielding advantages 
to whoever is disposed to cross us. As in trade it 
is notorious, that the best course to thrive is by 
dealing squarely and truly; any fraud or cozenage 
appearing there doth overthrow a man’s credit, 
and drive away custom from him: so in all other 
transactions, as he that dealeth justly and fairly 
will have his affairs proceed roundly, and shall find 
men ready to comply with him; so he that is 
observed to practise falsehood, will be declined by 
some, opposed by others, disliked by all: no man 
scarce willingly will have to do with him; he is 
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commonly forced to stand out in business, as one 
that plays foul play. 

4 Lastly, The slanderer is a very fool, as 
bringing many great inconveniences, troubles, and 
mischiefs on himself. 

First, A fool’s mouth, saith the Wise Man, is 

his destruction, his lips are the snare of his soul: 
and if any kind of speech is destructive and dan- 
gerous, then is this certainly most of all; for by no 
means can a man inflame so fierce anger, impress 
so stiff hatred, raise so deadly enmity against him- 
self, and consequently so endanger his safety, ease, 
and welfare, as by this practice. Men can more 
easily endure, and sooner will forgive, any sort of 
abuse than this; they will rather pardon a robber 
of their goods, than a defamer of their good name. 

Secondly, Such an one, indeed, is not only 

odious to the person immediately concerned, but 
generally to all men that observe his practice, 
every man presently will be sensible, how easily it 
may be his own case, how lable he may be to be 
thus abused, in a way against which there is no 

guard or defence. The slanderer therefore is 
apprehended a common enemy, dangerous to all 
men; and thence rendereth all men averse from 

him, and ready to cross him®. Love and peace, 
tranquillity and security, can only be maintained 
by innocent and true dealing: so the Psalmist 
hath well taught us; What man is he that desireth 

Ecquid 
Ad te post paulo ventura pericula sentis? 

Hor. Epist. 1. 18, 82. 

Sibi quisque timet, quanquam est intactus, et odit. 

Id. (Sat. m. 1, 23.] 
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life, and loveth many days, that he may see good? SERM. 

Keep thy tongue from evil, and thy lips from speak- 

mg guile. 
Thirdly, all wise, all noble, all ingenuous and 

honest persons have an aversation from this prac- 

tice, and cannot entertain it with any acceptance 

or complacence. A righteous man hateth lying, Prov. xii. 

saith the Wise Man. It is only ill-natured and Z 

ill-nurtured, unworthy and naughty people, that 

are willing auditors or encouragers thereof. A ce xvii. 

wicked ee saith the Wise Man again, giveth heed ~ 
to false ae and a lar giveth ear to a naughty 

tongue. All love of truth, and regard to justice, 

and sense of humanity, all generosity and ingenu- 
ity, all charity and good-will to men, must be 
extinct in those who can with delight, or mdeed 
with patience, lend an ear, or give any countenance 

to a slanderer: and is not he a very fool, who 
chooseth to displease the best, only soothing the 
worst of men? 

Fourthly, The slanderer indeed doth banish 
himself from all conversation and company, or, 
intruding into it, becomes very disgustful thereto: 

for he, worthily, is not only looked upon as an 
enemy to those whom he slandereth, but to those 
also, upon whom he obtrudeth his calumnious dis- 
course. He not only wrongeth the former by the 
injury, but he mocketh the latter by the falsehood 
of his stories; implicitly charging his hearers with 

weakness and credulity, or with injustice and pra- 
vity. 

Fifthly, He also derogateth wholly from his 
own credit, in all matters of discourse. For he 

that dareth thus to injure his neighbour, who can 
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trust him in any thing he speaks? What will not 
he say to please his vile humour, or further his 
base interest? What (thinks any man) will he 
scruple or bogele at, who hath the heart, m thus 

doing wrong and mischief, to imitate the Devil? 
Further, 

Sixthly, This practice is perpetually haunted 
with most troublesome companions, inward regret 
and self-condemnation, fear and disquiet: the con- 
science of dealing so unworthily doth smite and 
rack him; he is ever in danger, and thence in fear 
to be discovered, and requited for it*. Of these 
passions the manner of his behaviour is a manifest 
indication: for men do seldom vent their slander- 
ous reports openly and loudly, to the face, or in 
the ear of those who are concerned in them; but 

do utter them in a low voice, in dark corners, out 

of sight and hearing, where they conceit themselves 
at present safe from being called to an account. 
Swords, saith the Psalmist of such persons, are in 
their lips; Who, say they, doth hear? And, 
Whoso privily slandereth his neighbour, him will I 
cut off, saith David again, intimating the common 
manner of this practice. Calumny is like The 
plague, that walketh in darkness. ence appo- 
sitely are the practisers thereof termed whisperers 
and backbiters: their heart suffers them not openly 
to avow, their conscience tells them they cannot 
fairly defend their practice. Again, 

de ‘ A - SUN > a , > G , A 
O pev yap Kakas eim@v evaywvios Nowrov eotw, tmomTEvEL TE Kal 

deSouxe Kal peravoet kat kateoOier rHv éavtod yAdrray, SedSouads Kar BK ? 
¢ tn , 

Tpépav, pymorte eis érépous e&evexOev TO piua péyav émayayn Tov kiv- 

Svvoy, kat mepurtiy €xOpav Kal dvdvntov epyacnrat Tots eipnxdat &e.— 

Chrys. Avdp. 7’. [Opp. Tom. vr. p. 479.] 
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Seventhly, The consequent of this practice is a 
commonly shameful disgrace, with an obligation to ——— 
retract, and render satisfaction: for seldom doth pele 

calumny pass long without being detected and Wisd.i-rr. 
confuted. He that walketh uprightly, walketh Prov. x. 9; 
surely: but he that perverteth his ways shall be 
known: and, The lip of truth shall be established xi. 19. 
for ever; but a lying lip is but for a moment, saith 
the great observer of things. And when the slan- 
der is disclosed, the slanderer is obliged to excuse, 

(that is, to palliate one lie with another, if he can 
do it,) or forced to recant, with much disgrace and 
extreme displeasure to himself: he is also many 
times constrained, with his loss and pain, to repair 
the mischief he hath done. 

Eighthly, To this, in likelihood, the concern- 

ments of men, and the powers which guard justice, 
will forcibly bring him: and certainly his conscience 
will bind him thereto; God will indispensably 
exact it from him. He can never have any sound 
quiet in his mind, he can never expect pardon 
from Heaven, without acknowledging his fault, 

repairing the wrong he hath done, restoring that 
good name of which he dispossessed his neighbour : 
for in this, no less than in other cases, conscience 

cannot be satisfied, remission will not be granted, 
except due restitution be performed: and of all 
restitutions this surely is the most difficult, most 
laborious, and most troublesome. It is nowise so 
hard to restore goods stolen or extorted, as to reco- 

ver a good opinion lost, to wipe off aspersions cast 
on a man’s name, to cure a wounded reputation: 
the most earnest and diligent endeavour can hardly 
ever effect this, or spread the plaster so far as the 
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sore hath reached. The slanderer therefore doth 
engage himself into great straits, incurring an 
obligation to repair an almost irreparable mis- 
chief. 

Ninthly, This practice doth also certainly 
revenge itself, imposing on its actor a_ perfect 
retaliation®; A tooth for a tooth; an irrecoverable 
infamy to himself, for the infamy he causeth to 

others. Who will regard his fame, who will be 

concerned to excuse his faults, who so outrageously 

abuseth the reputation of others? He suffereth 
justly, he is paid in his own com, will any man 
think, who doth hear him reproached‘. 

Tenthly, In fine, the slanderer (if he doth not, 

by serious and sore repentance, retract his practice) 
doth banish himself from heaven and happiness, 
doth expose himself to endless miseries and sor- 
rows. For if none that maketh a lie shall enter 
into the heavenly city; if without those mansions 
of joy and bliss every one must eternally abide that 
loveth or maketh a lie; if, Tact rots Wevdéor, To all 

liars their portion is assigned in the lake which 
burneth with fire and brimstone; then assuredly 

the capital liar, the slanderer, (who lieth most in- 
juriously and mischievously,) shall be far excluded 
from felicity, and thrust down into the depth of 
that miserable place. If, as St Paul saith, no railer, 
or evil-speaker, shall inherit the kingdom of God; 
how far thence shall they be removed, who without 
any truth or justice do speak ill of and reproach 

. Et delator habet, quod dabat, exilium. 

[Mart. de Spect. 1v. 4.] 
f Tt was the punishment of slanderers in the law. Then shall 

ye do unto him, as he had thought to have done unto his brother.— 

Deut. xix. 19. 
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their neighbour? If for every Apyov piua, Idle, or SERM. 
vain, word we must render a strict account; how 

much more shall we be severely reckoned with for 34°" *" 
this sort of words, so empty of truth and void of 
equity ; words that are not only negatively vain, or 
useless, but positively vain, as false, and spoken to 
bad purpose? If slander, perhaps, here may evade 
detection, or scape deserved punishment; yet in- 
falibly hereafter, at the dreadful day, it shall be 
disclosed, irreversibly condemned, inevitably per- 
secuted with condign reward of utter shame and 
sorrow. 

Is not he then, he who, out of malignity, or 
vanity, to serve any design, or soothe any humour 
in himself or others, doth, by committing this sin, 
involve himself into all these great evils, both here 

and hereafter, a most desperate and deplorable 
fool ? 

Having thus described the nature of this sin, 
and declared the folly thereof, we need, I suppose, 
to say no more for dissuading it; especially to per- 
sons of a generous and honest mind, who cannot 
but scorn to debase and defile themselves by so 
mean and vile a practice; or to those who seriously 
do profess Christianity, that is, the Religion which 
peculiarly above all others prescribeth constant 
truth, strictest justice, and highest charity. 

I shall only add, that, since our faculty of 
speech (wherein we do excel all other creatures) 
was given us, as, in the first place, to praise and 

glorify our Maker, so, in the next, to benefit and 

help our neighbour; as an instrument of mutual 
succour and delectation, of friendly commerce and 

pleasant converse together ; for instructing and ad- 
B.S. VOL. IT. 10 
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SERM. vising, comforting and cheering one another; it is 
an Tee ee perverting, and an irrational a 
thereof, to employ it to the damage, disgrace, vex- 
ation, or wrong in any kind of our brother. Better 
indeed had we been as brutes without its use, than 
we are, if, so worse than brutishly, we abuse it. 

Finally, All these things being considered, we 
may, I think, reasonably conclude it most evi- 
dently true, that, He which uttereth slander is a 
Sool. 
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James LV. rt. 

Speak not evil one of another, brethren. 

O* EK half of our Religion consisteth in charity to- grr. 
ward our neighbour; and of that charity much _**!_ 

the greater part seemeth exercised in speech; for, 
as speaking doth take up the greatest part of our 
life, (our quick and active mind continually vent- 

ing its thoughts, and discharging its passions 
thereby; all our conversation and commerce pass- 

ing through it, having a large influence upon all 
our practice,) so speech, commonly, having our 
neighbour and his concernments for its objects, it 
is necessary, that either most of our charity will be 
employed therein, or that by it we shall most 
offend against that great duty, together with its 
associates, justice and peace. 

And all offences of this kind (which transgress 
charity, violate justice, or infringe peace) may, per- 
haps, be forbidden in this apostolical precept; for 
the word Kazvadandeiv, according to its origination, 
and according to some use, doth signify all kind of 
obloquy, and so may comprise slander, harsh cen- 
sure, revilmg, scoffing, and the like kinds of speak- 
ing against our neighbour; but in stricter accepta- 
tion, and according to peculiar use, it denoteth 
that particular sort of obloquy, which is called de- 

10—2 
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SERM. traction, or backbiting: so, therefore, we may be 
96.4 ; 

_____ allowed to understand it here; and accordingly I 
now mean to describe it, and to dissuade from its 

practice. 
There is, between this and the other chief sorts 

of obloquy, (slander, censuring and reviling,) much 

affinity, yet there is some difference; for slander 
involveth an imputation of falsehood; reviling’ in- 
cludeth bitter and foul language; but detraction 

may be couched in truth, and clothed in fair lan- 
guage; it is a poison often infused in sweet liquor, 
and ministered in a golden cup. It is of nearer 
kin to censuring, and accordingly St James here 
coupleth it thereto: He that detracteth from a 
brother, and he that censureth his brother, backbiteth 

the law, and censureth the law: yet may these two 
be distinguished; for censurmg seemeth to be of 
more general purport, extending indifferently to all 
kinds of persons, qualities, and actions, which it 

unduly taxeth; but detraction especially respecteth 
worthy persons, good qualities, and laudable ac- 
tions, the reputation of which it aimeth to destroy, 
or to impair. 

This sort of ill practice, so rife in use, so base 

in its nature, so mischievous in its effects, it shall 

be my endeavour to describe, that we may know 
it; and to dissuade, that we may shun it. 

Jt is the fault, (opposite to that part of charity 
and goodness, which is called ingenuity or can- 
dour,) which, out of naughty disposition or design, 
striveth to disgrace worthy persons, or to disparage 
good actions, looking for blemishes and defects in 
them, using care and artifice to pervert or misre- 
present things to that purpose. 
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An honest and charitable mind disposeth us, SERM. 

when we see any man endued with good qualities, ———~ 
and pursuing a tenor of good practice, to esteem 
such a person, to commend him, to interpret what 
he doeth to the best, not to suspect any ill of him, 

or to seek any exception against him; it inclineth 
us, when we see any action materially good, to 
yield it simply due approbation and praise, without 
searching for, or surmising any defect, in the cause 

or principle, whence it cometh, in the design or 
end to which it tendeth, in the way or manner of 
performing it. A good man would be sorry to 
have any good thing spoiled: as to find a crack in 
a fair building, a flaw in a fine jewel, a canker in a 

goodly flower, is grievous to any indifferent man; 
so would it be displeasing to him to observe defects 
in a worthy person, or commendable action; he 
therefore will not easily entertain a suspicion of 
any such, he never will hunt for any. But, on the 

contrary, it is the property of a detractor, when he 
seeth a worthy person, whom he doth not affect, or 
whom he is concerned to wrong, to survey him 
throughly, and to sift all his actions, with intent to 
descry some failing, or any semblance of a fault, by 
which he may disparage him; when he vieweth any 

- good action, he peereth into it, labouring to espy 
some pretence to derogate from the commendation 
apparently belonging to it. This, in general, is the 

nature of this fault. But we may get a fuller un- 
derstanding of it, by considering more distinctly 
some particular acts, wherein it is commonly exer- 
cised, or the several paths in which the detracting 
spirit treadeth : such are these following. 

1 A detractor is wont to represent persons and 
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actions under the most disadvantageous circum- 
stances he can, setting out those, which may cause 
them to appear odious or despicable, slipping over 
those, which may commend or excuse them, There 
is no person so excellent, who is not, by his cireum- 
stances, forced to omit some things, which would 

become him to do, if he were able; to perform some 
things lamely, and otherwise than he would do, if 
he could reach it; no action so worthy, but may 
have some defect in matter, or manner, incapable 

of redress*; and he, that representeth such person 
or action, leaving out those excusing circumstances, 
doth tend to beget a bad or mean opinion of them, 
robbing them of their due value and commenda- 
tion: thus to charge a man of not having done a 
good work, when he had not the power or oppor- 
tunity to perform it, or is, by cross accidents, hin- 
dered from doing it according to his desire; to 
suggest the action was not done exactly, in the 

best season, in the rightest mode, in the most 
proper place, with expressions, looks, or gestures 
most convenient, these are tricks of a detractor; 

who, when he cannot deny the metal to be good, 
and the stamp true, he clippeth it, and so would 
reject it from being current. 

2 He is wont to misconstrue ambiguous words, 
or to misinterpret doubtful appearances of things: 
let a man speak never so well, or act never so 
fairly, yet a detractor will say his words may bear 
this ill sense, his actions may tend to that bad 
purpose; we may therefore suspect his meaning, 
and cannot yield him a full approbation. 

® Tlodd To ody brakovoy, ode Seyduevoy To ed.—Theophrastus [in 

Metaph. p. 271. 1. 10. Ed. Basil. 1541.] 
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3 He is wont to misname the qualities of per- 
sons or things, assigning bad appellations or epi- 
thets to good or indifferent qualities: the names of 
virtue and vice do so nearly border in signification, 
that it is easy to transfer them from one to an- 
other, and to give the best quality a bad name’. 
Thus by calling a sober man sour, a cheerful man 
vain, a conscientious man morose, a devout man 

superstitious, a free man prodigal, a frugal man 
sordid, an open man simple, a reserved man crafty, 

one that standeth upon his honour and honesty 
proud, a kind man ambitiously popular, a modest 
man sullen, timorous, or stupid, is a very easy way 
to detract, and no man thereby can scape being 
disparaged. 

4 He doth imperfectly characterize persons, so 
as studiously to veil or faintly to disclose their vir- 
tues and good qualities, but carefully to expose, 
and fully to ageravate or amplify any defects or 
failmgs in them. The detractor will pretend to 
give a character of his neighbour, but, in so doing, 

he stifleth what may commend him, and blazoneth 
what may disgrace him; like an envious painter 
he hideth, or in dusky colours shadoweth, all the 
graceful parts and goodly features, but setteth out 
all blemishes in the briskest light, and most open 
view. Every face hath in it some mole, spot, or 
wrinkle; there is no man that hath not, as they 

speak, some blind place, some blemishes in his 
nature or temper, some faults contracted by edu- 

b At nos virtutes ipsas invertimus, atque 

Sincerum cupimus vas incrustare. Probus quis 
Nobiscum viyit: multum demissus homo; illi 

Tardo cognomen pingui damus, &c. 

Hor. [Sat. 1. 3. 55.] 
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cation or custom, somewhat amiss proceeding from 
-ignorance, or misapprehension of things: these 
(although they be in themselves small and incon- 
siderable, although they are some of them invo- 
luntary, and thence inculpable, although they be 
much corrected or restrained by virtuous discipline, 
although they are compensated by greater virtues, 
yet these) the detractor snatcheth, mouldeth, and 

out of them frameth an idea of his neighbour, apt 
to breed hatred or contempt of him, m an unwary 
spectator; whereas, were charity, were equity, were 
humanity to draw the person, it, representing his 
qualities with just advantage, would render him 
lovely and venerable. 

5 He is wont not to commend or allow any 
thing absolutely and clearly, but always inter- 
posing some exception, to which he would have it 
seem liable; the man indeed, saith he, doth seem 

to have this or that laudable quality; the action 
hath a fair appearance, but then if he can, he 
blurteth out some spiteful objection; if he can find 
nothing colourable to say against it, yet he will 
seem to know and to suppress somewhat; but, 
saith he, I know what I know, I know more than 

[ll say;—so, (adding perhaps a crafty nod or 
shrug, a malicious sneer or smile,) he thinks to 

blast the fairest performance’. 
6 He is ready to suggest ill causes and princi- 

ples, latent in the heart, of practices apparently 
good; ascribing what is well done to bad dispo- 

© Non audes repetere, qui tacendo amplius criminaris? Et 
quia non habes quod objicias, simulas verecundiam ; ut lector te 

putet mihi parcere, qui mentiens nec tuse anime pepercisti.—Hier. 
adv. Ruff. ut. [Opp. Tom. rv. p. ii. col. 457.] 
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sition, or bad purpose: so to say of a liberal man, SERM. 
that he is so from an ambitious temper, or out of a — 
vain-glorious design; of a religious man, that his 
constant exercises of devotion proceed, not from a 
conscientious love and fear of God, or out of inten- 

tion to please God and work out his salvation; but 
from hypocrisy, from affectation to gain the favour 
and good opinion of men, from design to promote 
worldly interests; this is the way of detraction. 
He doeth well, saith the detractor, it cannot be de- 

nied; but for what reason doeth he so? Is it not 

plainly his interest to do so? Doth he not mean 
to get applause or preferment thereby? Doth Job Jebi. 9. 
Jjear God for nought? So said the father of de- 
tracting spirits. 

7 He derogateth from good actions, by pre- 
tending to correct them, or to shew better, that 

might have been done in their room: it is, saith 
he, done in some respect well, or tolerably; but it 
might have been done better, with as small trouble 
and cost; he was overseen in choosing this way, or 
proceeding in this manner. Thus did Judas blame 
the good woman, who anointed our Lord’s feet; 
Why, said he, was not this ointment sold, and given Sob xii.s. 
to the poor? So did his covetous baseness prompt 
him to detract from that performance, of which 
our Saviour’s goodness did pronounce, that it was 
a good work, which should perpetually through M: Bete xvi, 
the whole world pass for inemorable. 

8 A detractor not regarding the general course 
and constant tenor of a man’s conversation, which 

is conspicuously and clearly good, will attack some 
part of it, the goodness whereof is less discernible, 
or more subject to contest and blame; as if, ina 
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sERM. body admirably handsome, one overlooking that 

— curious harmony, that delicate complexion, those 
fine lineaments and goodly features, which, run- 
ning through the whole, do conspire to render it a 
lovely spectacle, should pitch on an eye or a nose 
to carp at; or as if in a town, otherwhere begirt 
with impregnable defences, one should search for 
the weakest place, to form a battery against it. 

9 In fine, the detractor injecteth suggestions 
of every thing anywise plausible or possible, that 
can serve to diminish the worth of a person, or 
value of an action, which he would discountenance ; 

he pryeth into every nook, he bolteth every cir- 
cumstance, he improveth every pretence, he al- 
legeth any report or rumour, he useth all the tricks 
imaginable to that end. Such is the nature and 
way of detraction; in enlarging upon which I am 
the more sparing, because the arts and methods of 
detraction, being in great part common with those 

of slander and censure, I have otherwhile, in treat- 
ing upon those offences, more fully declared them. 

Now, for dissuading from its practice, I shall 
propound to your consideration the causes, whence 
it proceedeth, the irregularities and pravities which 
it involveth, the effects which it produceth; the 

which will appear so base and ugly, that whoever 
shall consider them cannot, I suppose, but loathe 
the daughter of such parents, the subject of such 
qualities, and the mother of such children. 

I. The causes of detraction are, 

1 Ill nature, and bad humour : as good nature 
and ingenuous disposition incline men to observe, 

like, and commend what appeareth best in our 

neighbour; so malignity of temper and heart 
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prompteth to espy and catch at the worst: one, as = 
a bee, gathereth honey out of any herb; the other, 
as a idee sucketh poison out of the sweetest 
flower. 

2 Pride, ambition, and inordinate self-love: 
the detractor would engross praise, and derive all 
glory to himself"; he would be the chief, the only 
excellent person; therefore he would justle an- 
other's worth out of the way, that it may not 
endanger standing in competition with his, or les- 
sening it by a partnership; that it may not 
outshine his reputation, or dim it by the lustre 
thereof. 

3 Envy: a detractor liketh not to see another 
thrive and flourish in the good esteem of men, 
therefore he would gladly blast his worth and vir- 
tue; his eye is evil and sore, therefore would he aes 2 
b iricts or cloud the light that dazzleth it. 

4 Malicious revenge and spite: his neighbour's 
al practice condemneth his bad life; his neigh- 
bour’s worth disparageth his unworthiness; this he 

conceiveth highly prejudicial to him; hence in re- 
venge, he will labour to vilify the worth and good 
works of his neighbour. 

5 Sense of weakness, want of courage, or de- 

spondency of his own ability®: he that, in any kind, 
deemeth himself able, or confideth in his own 

strength and industry, will allow to others the 

commendation beseeming their ability; for he 
thinketh himself in capacity to deserve the same, 

¢ Expedit enim yobis neminem videri bonum: quasi aliena 

yirtus exprobratio delictorum vestrorum sit.—Sen. de Vit.B.xix.[2. ] 
® Oi etredeis Kat ad’ Eavrady ju) Suvapevor haiverOat, ex Tod Weyew 

Tovs €avt@v Kpeittovas, SeikvugGat Bovrovrar.—Socr. Hist. Eccl. vr. 
12), (Tom. 117 p. 328. ] 
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SERM. and, as he would not lose the fruits of his own 
—__ deserts, so he taketh it for equitable, that another 

should enjoy them; to deprive another of them he 
seeth were, in consequence, to prejudice his own 
capacity and hope: but he, that feeleth himself de- 
stitute of worth, and despaireth to arrive to the 
credit of others, is thence tempted to disparage 
and defame such persons: this course he taketh as 
the best allay of his contemptibleness, the only 
solace for his defects that he can hope for; being 
he cannot arise to another’s pitch, he would bring 
down that other to his; he cannot directly get any 
praise, therefore he would indirectly find excuse, 
by shrouding his unworthiness under the blame of 
others. Hence detraction is a sign of the weakest 
and basest spirit; it is an impotent and grovelling 
serpent, that lurketh in the hedge, waiting oppor- 
tunity to bite the heel of any nobler creature that 
passeth by. 

6 Evil conscience: a man that is conscious to 
himself of a solid worth and virtue, of having 
honest intentions, of having performed good deeds, 
is satisfied with the fruits of inward comfort and 
outward approbation, which they do yield; he 
therefore will scorn to seek the bettering himself; 
by the discredit of others; he will not, by so mean 
a practice, adulterate that worth, in which he feel- 
eth sufficient complacence ; he rather doth like, that 
others should enjoy their due commendation, as 
justifymg his own claim thereto; he willingly 
payeth it, because he may justly demand it; and 
because, withholding it from another, may prejudice 
his own right thereto: but he that is sensible of no 
good qualities im himself, that is conscious of no 
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worthy actions that he hath done, to breed a satis- SERM. 

faction of mind, or build a reputation upon, would ee 
please himself in making others as little better 
than himself as he can, would ground a kind of 
credit upon the ruins and rubbish of another's 
fame’. When he knoweth he cannot shine by his 
own light, he would seem less obscure by eclipsing 
the brightness of others, and shutting out the day 
from about him; conceiving that all things look 
alike in the dark, and that bad appeareth not bad, 

where no good is near. 
As also a good man liketh worth and virtue, 

because they resemble what he discerneth in him- 
self; so evil men hate them, because they do not 
find themselves masters of them; they are like the 
fox, who said the grapes were sour, because he 

could not reach them; and that the hare was dry 
meat, because he could not catch her. A detractor 

therefore is always a bad man, and wanteth those 
good qualities which he would disparage. 

7 Bad, selfish design: detraction is a common 
engine, whereby naughty men strive to compass 
their ends; when by fair means, by their own wit, 

industry, courage, worthy behaviour, they cannot 

promote their interests, they cannot drive on their 

ambitious or covetous projects, they cannot attain 
that preferment or that gain which they affect, 
then they betake themselves to this crooked and 
foul way of supplanting, by detracting those whom 
they conceit to stand in the way of their designs. 

f Remedium pcense sux arbitrantur, si nemo sit sanctus: si 
omnibus detrahatur: si turba sit pereuntium: si multitudo pec- 
cantium.—Hier. ad Asell. [Ep. xxrx. Opp. Tom. Iv. p., ii. col. 

67.] 
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It was the first piece of wicked policy that ever 

was practised in the world; the Devil, by detract- 

ing from the goodness and veracity of God, (mis- 

representing his intentions, and misconstruing his 

commands,) strove to achieve his mischievous 

design of seducing our forefathers; and in his foot- 

steps, his serpentine progeny (the race of malicious, 

envious, ambitious, covetous, and crafty politicians) 

do tread. It is observed to be a fault that usually 

haunteth courts, wherein there is competition for 
the favour of a prince, and the consequences 

thereof, (for dignity, power, wealth, repute,) to get 
which to themselves, they strive to dispossess or 
prevent others, by this instrument of detraction. It 
is also rife among scholars, that 1s, among compe- 
titors for wit, learning, industry, and the rewards 
of them, reputation or preferment. From such 
principles and causes, usually, doth this practice 

spring. 
II. It doth involve these kinds of irregularity 

and pravity. 
t Injustice: a detractor careth not how he 

dealeth with his neighbour, what wrong he doeth 
him. Justice obligeth to render every man his 
due; Honour to whom honour is due, and praise to 
him that deserveth praise. ‘There can be no greater 
injury done a man, than to spoil his best good, his 
virtue; than to rob him of the best reward of his 

pains and cares, which is a fair reputation; (I speak 
of rewards which lie in the reach of men.) Noman 
prizes any thing comparably to his honesty and 
honour; who therefore, by any means, blurreth 

them, is most injurious. Wo unto them—who take 
the righteousness of the righteous from him. 
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Injurious indeed he is, not only to the virtuous 
person, but to virtue itself; for commendation is a 
debt we owe to it, aes it is found; which 

conduceth to its encouragement and advancement ; 
and to wrong goodness itself is the most heinous 
injustice. 

2 Uncharitableness: it is evident that the 
detractor doth not love his neighbour; for charity 
maketh the best of every thing: Charity believeth 

eee 

1 Cor. xiii. 

every thing, hopeth every thing to the advantage of : 
its object; charity delighteth to see the beloved to 
prosper and flourish; and will therefore contribute 
its endeavour to the procuring it to do so: the 
detractor therefore, (who would defile the best, and 
display the worst in his neighbour,) can have no 
charity; he indeed manifesteth the greatest hatred, 
seeing he striveth to do the greatest mischief, to 
cause the greatest vexation to his neighbour, in 
bereaving him of his most precious and dear enjoy- 
ments. 

3 Impiety: he that loveth and reverenceth 
God, will acknowledge and approve his goodness, 
in bestowing excellent gifts and graces to his bre- 
thren; when such appear, he will be afraid to dis- 
avow or disgrace them, that he may not rob God 
himself of the glory thence due to his favour and 
mercy, or, through his neighbour's side, wound the 

divine benignity: he will be ready to bless and 
praise God for all such emanations of his goodness; 
as those did in the Gospel, who, beholding our 

Saviour’s miraculous works of grace, did Glorify Matt. ix.s. 
God, who had given such gifts unto men: but the 
detractor careth not for that; he feareth not to 

bereave God of the honour of dispensing good 
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gifts, that his brother may not have the honour of 
receiving them; he will rather deny God to be 
good, than allow a man to be so, by his grace and 
blessing: so is he no less a detractor from God, 
than from his neighbour. 

Hence, of all offences, detraction certainly must 

be most odious to God. He is the God of truth, 

and therefore detesteth lying, of which detraction 
ever, especially in moral esteem, hath a spice: he 

is the God of justice, and therefore especially doth 
abhor wronging the best persons and actions: he 
is the God of love, and therefore cannot but loathe 

this capital violation of charity: he is jealous of 
his glory, and cannot therefore endure it to be 
abused, by slurrme his good gifts and graces; he 
cannot but hate that offence, which approacheth to 
that most heious and unpardonable sin, that con- 
sisteth in defaming the excellent works performed 
by divine power and goodness, ascribing them to 
bad. causes. 

4. Detraction involveth degenerous baseness, 
meanness of spirit, and want of good manners. 
All men affect to seem generous, and will say they 
scorn to be base; but generosity is in nothing more 
seen, than in a candid estimation of other men’s 

virtues and good qualities: to this, generosity of 
nature, generosity of education, generosity of prin- 
ciples and judgment, do all conspiringly dispose: 
it is the noblest kind of courtesy, to tender and 
further the reputation of others; to be liberal in 
bestowing commendation on deserving persons; it 
obligeth men more than any other benefit can do, 
procuring them commonly real advantage, always 
cheering and satisfying their mind; for in nothing 
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more do they please themselves, than in reaping = 
this fruit of their good intention and honest indus- 
try, the approbation of worthy men; it is therefore 
a most genteel thing thus to oblige men. But, on 
the other side, nothing more plainly argueth a 
degenerate and ignoble heart, ill breeding and ill- 
formed manners, a sorry mind and poor judgment, 
than to disesteem or disparage worth and virtue in 
others: it is the most savage rudeness, the most 
sordid illiberality, the most ugly clownishness that 
can be; of all men, therefore, it most doth misbe- 
come those, who pretend to be gentlemen. 

5 In consequence to these things, detraction 
includeth folly ; for every unjust, every unchari- 
table, every impious, every base person is, as such, 
a fool: none of those qualities are consistent with 
wisdom; but the folly of it will particularly appear, 
together with its pravity, by the bad and hurtful 
effects which it produceth, both in regard to others, 
and to him that practiseth it; some of which are 
these : 

Tlf. 1 The practice thereof is a great dis- 
couragement and obstruction to the common prac- 
tice of goodness: for many, seeing the best men 
thus disparaged, and the best actions vilified, are 
disheartened and deterred from practising virtue, 
especially in a conspicuous and eminent degree. 
Why, will many a man say, shall I be strictly 
good, seeing goodness is so liable to be misused, 

seemg thereby I shall provoke the detracting 
tongue, seeing my reward shall be to have a severe 
inquisition pass upon me, to have my life defaced, 
and my name bespattered? Had not I better be 
contented with a mediocrity and obscurity of good- 

B.S. VOL, Il. Il 
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SERM. ness, than by a glaring lustre thereof to draw the 
AX envious eye, and kindle raging obloquy upon me? 

Thus men of a weaker spirit, or a bashful temper, 
(who are not stiff and resolute in their way, who 

have not the heart or the face to bear up against 
rude assaults of their reputation,) will be scared 
and daunted by detraction; so as consequently to 

be induced, 
Invidiam placare virtute relicta$. 

And when thus the credit of virtue is blasted in 
its practisers, many will be diverted from it; so 
will it grow out of request, and the world will be 
corrupted by these agents of the evil one. 

It were indeed, upon this consideration, advi- 
sable and just, not to seem ever to detract ; even not 
then, when we are well assured, that, by speaking 

ill, we shall not really do it; if we should discover 
any man to seem worthy, or to be so reputed, 
whom yet we discern, by standing in a nearer 
light, not to be truly such, having had opportunity 
to know his bad qualities, bad purposes, or bad 
deeds; yet wisdom would commonly dictate, and 
goodness dispose, not to mar his repute. If we 
should observe, without danger of mistake, any 
plausible action to be performed out of bad incli- 
nations, principles, or designs ; yet ordinarily, in 
discretion and honesty, we should let it pass with 
such commendation, as its appearance may procure, 
rather than to slur it, by venting our disadvanta- 
geous apprehensions about it: for it is no great 
harm that any man should enjoy undeserved com- 
mendation, or that a counterfeit worth should find 
a dissembled respect; it is but being over-just, 

= Hor. (Sat. 1. 3. 13.] 
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which, if it be ever a fault, can hardly be so in this SERM. 

case, wherein we do not expend any cost, or suffer a 

any damage: but it may do mischief to blemish an 
appearance of virtue; it may be a wrong thereto 
to deface its very image; the very disclosing hypo- 
erisy doth inflict a wound on goodness, and expo- 
seth it to scandal; for bad men thence will be 

prone to infer, that all virtue proceedeth from the 
like bad principles: so the disgrace, cast on that 
which is spurious, will redound to the prejudice of 
that which is most genuine: and if it be good to 
forbear detracting from that which is certainly 
false, much more is it so, in regard to that which 
is possibly true; and far more still is it so, in respect 
to that which is clear and sure. 

2 Hence detraction is very noxious and bane- 
ful to all society; for all society is maintained in 
welfare by encouragement of honesty and industry; 
the which, when disparagement is cast upon them, 

will be in danger to languish and decay: whence a 
detractor is the worst member that can be of a 
society; he is a very moth, a very canker therein. 

3 Detraction worketh real damage and mis- 
chief to our neighbour; it bereaveth him of that 
goodly reputation. which is the proper reward of 
virtue, and a main support to the practice of it; 
it often really obstructeth and disappointeth his 
undertakings, estranging those from him, or set- 
ting them against him, who do credulously enter- 
tain it. 

4 The detractor abuseth those, into whose ears 

he instilleth his poisonous suggestions, engaging 
them to partake in the injuries done to worth and 
virtue; causing them to entertain unjust and un- 

1]—2 
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SERM. charitable conceits, to practise unseemly and un- 

‘_ worthy behaviour toward good men. 
5 The detractor produceth great inconveniences 

and mischiefs to himself. 
He raiseth against himself fierce animosity and 

wrath: for men that are conscious to themselves of 
their own honest meaning and blameless proceed- 
ings, cannot endure to be abused by unjust dis- 
paragement; hence are they stirred to boil with 
passion, and to discharge revenge upon the de- 
tractor. 

He exposeth himself to general hatred: all 
good men loathe him as a base and mischievous 
person, and a particular enemy of theirs, always 
ready to wrong them; every man is apt to say, he, 
that doth thus abuse another, will be ready to serve 
me in like manner, if I chance to come in his way, 

vilifying the best thing I can do: even the worst 
men will dislike him; for even such affect to do 

somewhat laudable or plausible, and would be glad 
to enjoy approbation for it; and cannot therefore 
brook those who lie in wait to rob them of the 
fruit of their good endeavours: so do all men wor- 
thily detest and shun the detractor, as a common 
enemy to goodness first, and then unto men. 
Further, 

6 The detractor yieldeth occasion to others, 
and a kind of right to return the same measure 
upon him. If he hath in him a show of any thing 
laudable, men will not allow him any commenda- 
tion from it; for why, conceive they, shall he 
receive that which he will not suffer others to 
enjoy? How can any man admit him to have any 
real worth or virtue in himself, who doth not lke it 
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or treat it well in another? Hence, if a detractor SERM. 

hath any good in him, he much injureth himself, 

depriving himself of all the respect belonging 
thereto. 

7 Again, the detractor, esteeming things ac- 

cording to moral possibility, will assuredly be 
defeated in his aims; his detraction in the close 

will avail nothing, but to bring trouble and shame 
upon himself; for God hath a particular care over 
innocence and goodness, so as not to let them 

finally to suffer: Zhe good man’s righteousness he Ps. xxxvii. 
will bring forth as the light, and his judgment as the — 
noon day. Wise men easily will discern the foul 
play, and will scorn it; good men ever will be 

ready to clear and vindicate the truth: worth, 
however clouded for a time, will break through all 
mists, and gloriously expand itself, to the confusion 
of its most sly opposers. 

Such are the natural and obvious effects of this 
practice; the consideration whereof (together with 
the causes producing it, and the essential adjuncts 
which it did involve) will, I should think, suffice to 
deter us from it. 

TI shall only adjoin one consideration, which our 
text suggesteth: Speak not evil of one another, 
brethren, saith the apostle: brethren; that appel- 
lation doth imply a strong argument enforcing the 
precept; brethren, with especial tenderness of affec- 
tion, should love one another, and delight in each 

other’s good; they should tender the interest and 
honour of each other as their own; they should 
therefore by all means cherish and countenance 
virtue in one another, as that which promoteth the 
common welfare, which adorneth and illustrateth 
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pe the dignity of their family. We should rejoice in 

Rom. xii. 

James i. 
17. 

the good qualities and worthy deeds of any Chris- 
tian, as glorifying our common Father, as gracing 
our common profession, as edifying the common 
body, whereof we are members. Members we are 
one of another, and as such should find complacence 
in the health and vigour of any part, from whence 
the whole doth receive benefit and comfort: for 
one brother to repine at the welfare, to malign the 
prosperity, to decry the merit, to destroy the repu- 
tation of another, is very unnatural; for one Chris- 
tian anywise to wrong or prejudice another, is 
highly impious. 

To conclude: it is our duty, (which equity, 
which ingenuity, which charity, which piety do all 
concurrently oblige us to,) whenever we do see 
any good person or worthy deed, to yield hearty 
esteem, to pay due respect, gladly to congratulate 
the person, and willingly to commend the work; 
rendering withal, thanks and praise for them to 
the donor of all good gifts: unto whom, for all the 
good things bestowed upon us, and upon all his 
creatures, be for ever all glory and praise. Amen. 
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SERMON XAXIL 

AGAINST RASH CENSURING AND JUDGING. 

Marra. VII. 1. 

Judge not. 

| acm words, being part of our Saviour’s most ae 
divine Sermon upon the Mount, contain a very 

short precept, but of vast use and consequence; the 
observance whereof would much conduce to the 
good of the world, and to the private quiet of each 
man; it interdicting a practice, which commonly 

produceth very mischievous and troublesome ef- 
fects; a practice never rare among men, but now 
very rife; when, with the general causes, which 
ever did and ever will, in some measure, dispose 
men thereto, some special ones do concur, that 
powerfully incline to it. 

There are innate to men an unjust pride, em- 
boldening them to take upon them beyond what 
belongeth to them, or doth become them; an ex- 
cessive self-love, prompting them, as to flatter 
themselves in their own conceit, so to undervalue 

others, and from vilifying their neighbours, to seek 
commendation to themselves; an envious malio- 

nity, which ever lusteth to be pampered with 
finding or making faults; many corrupt affections, 
springing from fleshly nature, which draw or drive 
men to this practice; so that, in all ages, it hath 
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been very common, and never any profession hath 
been so much invaded, as that of the judge. 

But divers peculiar causes have such an influ- 

ence upon our age, as more strongly to sway men 

thereto: there is a wonderful affectation to seem 

hugely wise and witty: and how can we seem such, 

more than in putting on the garb and countenance 

of judges; scanning and passing sentence upon all 

persons, and all things incident? There is an 

extreme niceness and delicacy of conceit, which 

maketh us apt to relish few things, and to distaste 

any thing; there are dissensions in opinion, and 
addictedness to parties, which do tempt us, and 
seem to authorize us, in condemning all that differ 
from us; there is a deep corruption of mind and 
manners, which engageth men, in their own defence, 
to censure others, diverting the blame from home, 
and shrouding their own under the covert of 
other men’s faults*; there are new principles of 
morality and policy become current with great 
vogue, which allow to do or say any thing subser- 
vient to our interests or designs; which also do 

represent all men so bad, that, admitting them 

true, nothing hardly can be said ill of any man, 
beyond truth and justice. 

Hence is the world become so extremely critical 
and censorious, that in many places the chief em- 
ployment of men, and the main body of conversation 
is, if we mark it, taken up in judging”: every gos- 

4 Expedit enim vobis neminem yideri bonum: quasi aliena 

virtus exprobratio delictorum vestrorum sit.—Sen. de Vit. B. x1x. 

[2.] 
> Ris ro Ta TOv GAov Todvmpaypoveiv Kal Katadicdgew Sama- 

varat ji amas 6 Bios’ Kal ovdéva Gv evpots taxéws, ov BiwriKdy 
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sipping is, as it were, a court of justice; every seat St 

becometh a tribunal; at every table standeth a bar, 
whereto all men are cited, whereat every man, as 
it happeneth, is arraigned and sentenced: no sub- 
limity or sacredness of dignity, no integrity or 
innocence of life, no prudence or circumspection of | 
demeanour can exempt any person from it: not 
one escapeth being taxed under some scandalous 
name, or odious character, one or other. Not only 
the outward actions and visible practices of men 
are judged ; but their retired sentiments are brought 
under trial, their inward dispositions have a verdict 
passed on them, their final states are determined. 
Whole bodies of men are thus judged at once, and 
nothing it is in one breath to damn whole Churches, 
at one push to throw down whole Nations into the 
bottomless pit. All mankind in a lump is severely 
censured, as void of any real goodness or true vir- 
tue; so fatally depraved, as not to be corrigible by 
any good discipline, not to be recoverable even 
by the grace of God: yea God himself is hardly 
spared, his providence coming under the bold 
obloquy of those, who, as the Psalmist speaketh of 
some in his time, whose race doth yet survive, 
Speak loftily, and set their mouth agaist the Pe, Tes, 
heavens. a 

This being too apparently the present state of 
things, and obvious practice of men, it were de- 
sirable that, in order to their being reclaimed, men 

commonly did well understand the nature of this 
practice, with the heinous guilt, and consequently 

the deadly hazard, they do incur thereby: at this 

ameuns Keysevns av’t7.—Chrys. ad Dem. [Orat. xm. Opp. Tom. vr. 
p. 144.) 
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SERM. purpose my discourse shall aim, wherein I shall 
XXII. 

endeavour both to describe the nature of the prac- 
tice forbidden in my text, and to declare the 
pravity, iniquity, and folly of it. 

Judge not. As to the word we may observe, 
that it, being im itself, according to its primitive 
sense, of a middle and indifferent signification, is 
yet frequently in the scripture used in the worst 
sense; so as to import those acts, or those effects 
of judgment, which pass to the disadvantage of 
the persons subjected thereto; for condemnation; 
and for infliction of punishment: and this sense, 
here, surely the word doth principally respect, yet 
not so precisely, as to exclude somewhat contained 
in the larger sense: we are so prohibited the con- 
demning and punishing our neighbour in his good 
name, that withal some acts antecedent, or con- 

comitant to those, are glanced at in the prohi- 
bition: undue application thereto, unjust proceeding 
therein, are also signified unlawful; for the mean- 
ing of the word and the reason of the case may be 
so far extended. 

But, for the fuller and clearer understanding of 
the matter, we must observe, that there are divers 

sorts of judging, or acts resembling judgment, 
which do not belong to this precept; which it is 
requisite to distinguish from this judging prohibited. 

1 That exercising public judgment or adminis- 
tering justice is not here prohibited, I need not to 
insist, that is necessary; human society could not 
subsist, right could not be maintained, nor peace 
preserved without it; God thereby governeth the 
world, earthly judges bemg his instruments and 
substitutes; such judgment is not so much the act 
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of men, as of God himself, by whose authority, in SERM. 

whose name, for whose service it is ministered. — ee 

As Moses told the judges in his time, You shall Deut.i. 17. 

not be afraid of the face of man; for the judgment 

is God’s. And in numberless places of scripture 
this judgment is allowed and authorized; it there- 
fore is not touched here. 

2 That trial and censure, although out of 
court, and without formal process, which any kind 
of superiors do exercise upon their inferiors, com- 
mitted to their inspection and care; such as of 
parents over children, masters over servants, pas- 

tors over their flock, any governors over their 
charge, their admonitions, reprehensions, and cor- 
rections are to be excepted hence, as being in 
themselves needful and warranted, yea enjoined by 
God. 

3 Neither are fraternal correption or friendly 
reproof, proceeding out of charitable design, upon 
clear ground, in fit season, within reasonable com- 

pass, concerned in this prohibition; this being a 
wholesome practice, and a duty incumbent on us: 
Thou shalt, saith the Law, not hate thy brother in Lev. xix. 
thine heart; thow shalt in any wise rebuke thy neigh- 7 Be v. 
bour, and not suffer sin wpon hii. 

4 All observing and reflecting upon our neigh- 
bour’s actions, all framing an opinion about them, 
and expressing our minds concerning them, are not 
forbidden. For we are not bound perpetually to 
shut our eyes, or go about hood-winked ; nor to 
stop our ears and make ourselves deaf: and how 
can we forbear to think according to plain evi- 
dence? how can we resist the impressions of sense 
upon our minds? how can we contest notorious 
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SERM. experience? how also, barring such apprehensions 
AS. of obvious and apparent things, could we bear tes- 

timony concerning them? how could we signify our 
approbation or dislike of them? how could we, for 
his amendment, admonish or reprove our neigh- 
bour, as in some cases we are obliged to do? 

5 Weare not hence obliged to think so well of 
all men, as, without competent knowledge, always to 

rely upon their pretences, or to intrust our interests 
in their hands; for common experience acquainteth 
us, that we may be deceived in trusting men, pru- 
dence biddeth us, m matters of importance, not to 
confide in uncertainties; wherefore we shall not be 

culpable for being wary in such cases: this indeed 
is not a positive judgment, but only a waving to 
declare in favour, when sufficient ground of doing 
so doth not appear; it is only a reasonable sus- 
pecting the possibility of miscarriage in some per- 
sons, not a downright asserting ill concerning any 
one man: wherefore to do it, as it suiteth discretion, 
so it doth not thwart justice or charity ; and cannot 
therefore be prohibited here. 

6 We are also not hence obliged, in contra- 
diction to plain sense, to judge well of men; ac- 
counting him for a saint, or a good man, whom we 
see livmg disorderly, or committing scandalous 
offences, plainly repugnant to the rules of piety, 
justice, or sobriety. 

In fine, there are some special cases and cir- 
cumstances, wherein good men excusably may, in 
severe terms, declare their resentment of manifest 

wickedness, especially such as is prejudicial to 
God’s honour and public good. Of this there are 
divers instances, which yet hardly can be reduced 
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to common rules, or proposed for general example ; 
the matter being ticklish, and men being apt to 
pervert any liberty or pretence of this kind, by 
indulging to their own bad humours and passions. 

These sorts of allowable judgments being ex- 
cepted, it is then private, affected, needless, ground- 

less, rash, and harsh censuring the persons or 

actions of our brethren; such as doth resemble, not 

the acting of a lawful superior, of a needful wit- 
ness, of a faithful friend, but of a judge acting 
without competent right, upon no good grounds, 
or in undue manner, which is here interdicted: the 

word judging doth well imply the nature of this 
fault, the manner of our proceeding therein, the 

grounds of its unlawfulness; neither perhaps can 
we better understand our duty in this matter, than 
by expending what are the properties and obli- 
gations of a judge, and comparing our practice 
thereto; for thence it may plainly appear, how un- 
qualified we are to bear this office, and how unduly 
we execute it. 

t No judge should intrude himself into the 
office, or assume a judicial power, without compe- 
tent authority ; that is, by delegation from superior 
powers, or by voluntary reference of the parties 
concerned. This condition we fail in, whenever, 

without warrant from God, or special reason exact- 
ing it from us, we do pry into, scan, and tax the 
actions of our neighbour. When, I say, we are 
pragmatically inquisitive into the purposes and 
proceedings of our superiors, of our equals, of those 
who are not subject to our charge and care, when 
we narrowly examine them, when we peremptorily 
blame them, then do we unduly exalt ourselves 

SERM. 
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She above them, and exercise an unwarrantable juris- 
diction over them. What sense doth offer, we 

may receive in; what judgment reason doth extort, 
we may follow; what testimony public benefit 
requireth, we may yield; what expression charity 
doth call for toward our neighbour’s edification, 
we may seasonably vent: but if we proceed further 
in this way, the party concerned may appeal from 
us, as incompetent and unlawful judges of his 
actions or his state; we are arrogant and injurious 
in presuming to exercise that office. God is the 
master and judge of men’, and without authority 
from him, we must not presume to judge his ser- 
vants and subjects: so we are taught by St Paul, 

ee xv. Who, saith he, art thou that judgest another man’s 
servant? to his own master he standeth or falleth: 
and St James in like manner, upon the same 

James iv. ground, expostulateth with the censurer; There ws, 
saith he, one Lawgiver, who is able to save, or to 

destroy; who art thow that judgest another? Our 
Lord himself for this reason declined intermeddling 

ue xii. in the affairs of men; Who, said he, made me a 
judge or divider over you? And shall we consti- 
tute ourselves in the office, shall we seat ourselves 

on the tribunal, without any commission from God 
or call from men? How many judges, if this pro- 
viso were observed, would have their quietus! how 
many censurers would be voided hence! 

eae 2 A judge should be free from all prejudices 
James ii. and all partial affections; especially from those 
Matt. xxii, Which are disadvantageous to the party in danger 
6. eee 
tTim. y, to suffer; such as tempt or incline to condemn 
2I. 

© Quid in potestatem alienam irruis? quid temerarius Dei tri- 

bunal ascendis ?—Optat. Lib. u. [eap. 25. p. 46.] 
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him; from ill-opmion and ill-will, from anger, sERM. 
pO.G0 

envy, revengefulness, contempt, and the like: for 
he that is possessed with these is nowise qualified 
to be a judge; his eyes are blinded, or distorted, 
or infected with bad tinctures, so that he cannot 

discern what is right, or that he seeth things repre- 

sented in the wrong place, and under false colours; 
his mind is discomposed and disturbed, so that he 
cannot calmly and steadily apprehend or consider 
the just state of the case; his will is biassed, and 
strongly propendeth one way, so that he cannot 
proceed uprightly in a straight and even course: 
being not indifferently affected, but concerned on 
one side, he is become a party, or an adversary, 
and thence unfit to be a judge; he hath determined 
the cause with himself beforehand, so that no place 
is left to further discussion or defence; wherefore 

before such a judge the best cause will fall, the 
clearest innocence shall not preserve from condem- 
nation. He therefore that will undertake this 
office must first divest himself of all prejudices, 
must rid himself of all passions, must purify him-. 
self from all corrupt inclinations, taking care not 
to come with a condemning mind, or a lust to 
punish the obnoxious party; otherwise a just 
exception lieth against him, and reasonably his 
jurisdiction may be declined. 

If this rule were put in practice, there would 
be little censuring; for few come to it with a free 

and pure mind; few blame their neighbours without 
some preoccupation of judgment, or some disaftec- 
tion toward them. 

3 A judge should never proceed in judgment, 
without careful examination of the cause, so as Deut.i. 16. 
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SERM. well to understand it. Even those, who out of 

—_____ indispensable duty, or by a just power, may call 
others to account, are yet obliged to be wary, and 

never to pass sentence without due cognizance of 
the cause; otherwise they will judge blindly and 
rashly; they will either decide wrongly, or so 
truly, that doimg it must be imputed, not to their 
virtue, but to their fortune; often they will be 
mistaken, and it is luck that they are not so 
always: and what plainer iniquity can there be, 
than that the reputation or real interest of any 
man should be put to the arbitrement of chance; 
that he should be defamed, or damnified, not for a 

certain fault, but from an unhappy lot? As things 
viewed at a distance appear much different in 
bigness, shape, and colour, from what they are in 
nature and reality; so if we do not look nearly and 
narrowly, we shall greatly misapprehend the na- 
ture, the degrees, the right characters of things 

and of persons: then be our pretence to judge 
never so fair, yet our proceeding is unjust; then if 
we do unduly invade the place, it will be a great 
aggravation of our misdemeanour: if, of our own 
head and pleasure, we will constitute ourselves 
judges, yet at least we should act the judge’s part, 
in patiently attending to, and heedfully sifting the 
cause: if we have not a stomach to hear, if we will 

not afford the care to mind what may be alleged in 
favour of the party concerned ; if we cannot or will 
not scan every point and circumstance, which may 
serve to acquit him, or to excuse and extenuate his 
guilt, why do we undertake to be his judges? why 
do we engage ourselves into the commission of so 
palpable injustice ; yea, of so disgraceful folly? for, 
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fle that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it SERM. 
as, saith the Wise Man, a folly and shame unto ec 
him. This caution excludeth the rash judgment, ?°™*" 
from which if men would abstain, there would be 
little censuring : for nothing is more ordinary, than 
for men to do like those of whom St Jude saith, 

“Oca pev ove oidacr Brasdnpovor, They rail at what Iude ro. 

they know not; they censure persons with whom 
they are not throughly acquainted; they condemn 
actions whereof they do not clearly ken the rea- 
sons; they little weigh the causes and circumstances 
which urge or force men to do things; they stand 
at great distance, and yet, with great assurance and 
peremptoriness, determine how things are, as if 
they did see through them, and knew them most 
exactly. 

4 A judge should never pronounce final sen- 
tence, but Hx allegatis et probatis, upon good 
erounds, after certain proof, and upon full convic- 
tion. Not any slight conjecture, or thin surmise; 
any idle report, or weak pretence, is sufficient to 

ground a condemnation upon; the case should be 
irrefragably clear and sure, before we determine on 
the worst side’: Judge not, saith our Lord, accord- John vii. 
ing to the appearance, but judge righteous judgment. * 
The Jews, seemg our Lord cure an infirm person 
upon the Sabbath-day, presently upon that sem- 
blance condemned him of violating the Law; not 
considering either the sense of the Law, or the 
nature of his performance; and this he termeth 
unrighteous judgment. Every accusation should 
be deemed null, until, both as to matter of fact, 

4 Mi mpdrepov ras Wnpovs expépew, mp ay evapyeis dmodeiEes 

yevevra.—Chrys. in Gen, Hom. xu. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 342.] 

B. 8. VOL. IL. 12 
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SERM. and in point of right, it be firmly proved true*: it 
AS. sufficeth not to presume it may be so; to say, it 

seemeth thus, doth not sound like the voice of a 

judge; otherwise, seeing there never is wanting 
some colour of accusation, every action being liable 
to some suspicion, or sinister construction, no inno- 
cence could be secure, no person could escape con- 
demnation; the reputation and interest of all men 
living would continually stand exposed to mevitable 
danger. It isa rule of equity and humanity, built 
upon plain reason, that rather a nocent person 
should be permitted to escape, than an mnocent 
should be constrained to suffer: for the impunity 
of the one is but an inconvenience, the suffering of 
the other is a wrong; the punishment of the guilty 
yieldeth only a remote probable benefit; the afflic- 
tion of the blameless mvolveth a near certain mis- 
chief: wherefore it is more prudent and more 
righteous to absolve a man, of whose guilt there 

are probable arguments, than to condemn any man 
upon bare suspicions. And remarkable it is, how 
God, in the Law, did prescribe the manner of trial 
and judgment, even in the highest case, and most 

Deut. xvii, nearly touching himself, that of idolatry; Jf saith 
Be: the Law, 7¢ be told thee, and thou hast heard of it, 

and inquired diligently, and behold it be true, and 
the thing certain, that such an abomination ds 
wrought in Israel; then shalt thou bring forth that 
man, or that woman, and shalt stone them. See 

what great caution is prescribed, what pregnant 

* Quod probari non potest, mihi infeetum est.—Bern. 
De occultis cordis alieni temere judicare iniquum est, et cum 

cujus non videntur opera nisi bona, peccatum est ex suspicione re- 

prehendere.—Joh. iii. 1. Ep. 1. [?] 
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evidence is required in such cases: it is not enough 
that it be reported, or come to our ear; diligent 
inquiry must be made, it must be found true, it 
must appear certain, before we may proceed to 
condemn, or execute; it is indeed not fair judg- 
ment, but mere calumny, to condemn a man before 
he doth, by sufficient proof, appear guilty. 

If this rule were regarded, how many censures 
would be prevented! For do not men catch at any 
shadow of a fault? Are they not ready upon the 
least presumption to condemn their neighbour? 
Doth not any, even the weakest and vainest testi- 
mony, any wandering hearsay, or vulgar rumour, 
serve to ground the most heavy sentences? 

5 From hence is plainly consequent, that there 
are divers causes wholly exempted from our jude- 
ment, and which, in no case, we must pretend to 
meddle with; such as are the secret thoughts, affec- 
tions, and purposes of men, not expressed by plain 
words, nor declared by overt acts; for a capacity of 
judging doth ever suppose a power of cognizance; 
and, it being impossible for us to reach the know- 
ledge of those things, we cannot therefore pretend 
to judge of them. As it is the property of God to 
search the hearts and try the reins, so it is his pre- 
rogative to judge concerning the secret notions in 
them; the which we attempting to do, no less 
vainly and foolishly, than presumptuously and pro- 
fanely do encroach upon. 

This point also being regarded, would prevent 
innumerable rash judgments; for men, commonly, 

do no less dive into the thoughts, and reprehend 
the inward dispositions and designs of their neigh- 
bour, than they do his most apparent and avowed 

| 12—2 
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actions; it is almost as ordinary to blame men for 
—__ the invisible workings of their mind, as for their 

Ps. exxxix. 

1 Sam. xvi. 
i 
ie 

Isai. xi. 3. 

Ps. exxxix. 
ee 

Prov. xvi. 
2. 
1 Sam, ii. 
a 
Pas clus 14e 
Jobxiy.16. 

most visible deportment in conversation. 
6 Hence also it is not commonly allowable to 

judge concerning the state, either present or final, 
of our neighbour in regard to God; so as to take 
him for a wicked man, or to denounce reprobation 
upon him!: for the state of men is not so much 
determined by single actions, as by a body of 
practice, or by a long course and tenor of life, com- 
pounded and complicated of actions in number and 
kind unconceivably various: it dependeth not only 
upon external visible behaviour, but upon the 
practice of close retirements, and occult motions of 
soul; upon the results of natural temper, upon the 
influence of fortuitous circumstances; upon many 
things indiscernible, inscrutable, and unaccountable 

to us; the which God alone can perceive and esti- 
mate throughly: God seeth not, as he did himself 
tell Samuel, as man seeth; for man looketh on the 
outward appearance, but God looketh on the heart: 
He searcheth our hearts, and understandeth our 

thoughts afar off: He compasseth our path, and is 
acquainted with all our ways: He weigheth our 
spirits; He knoweth our frame; He numbereth our 

steps; he scanneth our designs, and poiseth all our 
circumstances exactly; he doth penetrate and con- 
sider many things transcending our reach, upon 
which the true worth of persons and real merit of 
actions do depend: he therefore only can well 
judge of men’s state. As a specious outside doth 
often cover inward hollowness and foulness, so, - 

F TIoAAa Set orpadjvar, kat wabeiv, mpl GAdov karayvdvar dvo- 
oé¢Secav.— Greg. Naz. [Or. xxxu1.. Opp. Tom. I. p. 599 c.] 
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under an unpromising appearance, much solidity 
and sincerity of goodness may lodge; a dirty 
ground doth often contain good seeds within it: 
our judgment therefore in such cases is likely, at 
least in degree, to be fallacious and unjust; and 
therefore it is fit to supersede it, according to the 
advice and discourse of St Paul; He that judgeth 
me is the Lord; therefore judge nothing before the 
tume, until the Lord come; who both will bring to 
light the hidden things of darkness, and make mani- 
Jest the counsels of the heart: and then shall every 
man have praise (that is, a right estimate of his 
person and deeds) from God. 

-If this were duly considered, many hard 

thoughts and many harsh words would be spared ; 
men would not be so apt to damn those whom 
they have no skill to try. 

7 Further: a judge should not undertake to 
proceed against any man, without warning and 
citing him to appear, or without affording him 
competent liberty and opportunity to defend and 
justify himself. Judgment should not be ad- 
ministered clancularly, in dark corners, but in 
open court: not suspiciously, im a muttering or 
whispering way; but frankly, with a clear and 
audible voice; not upon surprise, but with allow- 
ance of leisure and advice, that the party may be 
able to apprehend his case, and manage his plea for 
his best defence: for it may justly be presumed, 
that, as he is most concerned, so he is best ac- 

quainted with his own proceedings, and may allege 
reasons for them, which no man can so well per- 

ceive as himself; it is therefore fit, that he should 

be heard before he is condemned, that he may not 
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suffer wrong; at least, that he may be convinced 
that he doth not, and that our proceeding may be 
cleared from misprision; that also the world may 
be satisfied of justice being done; and that likewise 
false accusers may be liable to due shame and 
chastisement. The manner of proceeding used by 
the Romans, and reported by Festus in St Paul’s 
case, was full of reason and equity: Jt 7s not, said 
that governor, the manner of the Romans to deliver 
any man to die, before that he which is accused 
have the accusers face to face, and have licence to 
answer for himself, concerning the crime lad 
against him. Otherwise indeed, any innocence 
may easily be oppressed irrecoverably, without any 
defence, and consequently without any means of 
evasion or redress. We should never yield both 
ears to the accuser, but reserve one for the ac- 

cused’. The end of justice, we may consider, is 
not to condemn, nor to work mischief to any one, 
but rather, so far as may be, to acquit, and prevent 

evil to all; at least it aimeth to clear the truth, 
and state the case indifferently; wherefore it is 

just, that all advantage that well can be, should be 
afforded to the obnoxious party for his justification 
and deliverance; at least, that he be not denied 

equal advantage with his prosecutors; humanity 
would allow him some favour; the most rigorous 

5 Xp rots evyduws Sixafovras tH Katnyopovnéev@ Carépay raiv 
akoaly axepaiay dvdaga, &c.—Theodor. Ep. xcrt, [Opp. Tom. m1. 
p. 967 c.] 

God himself, as some of the Fathers observe, hath shewed us an 

example of this equity, Descendam igitur et videbo, &c. Gen. xviii. 21. 
Kai rot cadds ide trav avOpdérev éxeivey thy tovnpiay, aN 

Chas en KataBas droua, SiSdoKov muds avapevew Tov Tpayparev 

my metpav.—Id. Ep. cxix. [Tom. m1. p. 992 c.] P. Pelagius ad 
Eliam. 
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justice cannot refuse him leave to contest his cause 
upon equal terms: wherefore it is fit that he 
should be acquainted with his case, that competent 
time and means should be afforded him to prepare 
for his defence, that his plea should receive, if not 

a favourable, yet a free audience: the contrary 
practice is indeed rather backbiting, whispering, 

supplanting, or sycophantry, than fair and lawful 

judging. 
The observation of this rule would also cut off 

many censures; for seldom it is that our censurers 
do charge men to their faces, but rather take all 
possible care, that what they say may never come 
to the ears of those whom they accuse; they fear 
nothing more than being confronted and detected ; 
they decline the shame and the requital due to 
their sycophantic practice; which is a manifest 
argument of their foul dealing; and they no less in 
reality do thence condemn themselves than they 
would seem to condemn others. 

8 Moreover, a judge is obliged to conform all 
his determinations to the settled rules of judgment, 
so as never to condemn any man for acting that 
which is enjomed, or approved, or permitted by 
them; he must not pronounce according to his pri- 
vate fancy, or particular affection, but according to 
the standing laws: which, as they are the only 
certain rules of moral action, the only grounds of 
obligation, the only standards of guilt and inno- 
cence; so, in reason, they should be the sole mea- 

sures of judging: he that proceedeth otherwise is 

an arbitrary and a slippery judge; he encroacheth 
upon the right and liberty of those with whom he 
meddleth, pronouncing them guilty, whom God 

SERM. 
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and reason do proclaim blameless. This is that 
which St Paul doth reprove in the 14th to the 
Romans, and otherwhere. The case was this: 

some were of opinion, that abstaining from some 
kinds of meat, and observing some festival times, 
were matters of duty required by God; others 
thought it free to eat any thing, and to use any 
times alike: these, according to such their private 
opinions, did censure the practices of each other; 
one party condemned the other as transgressing 
duty, the other contemned them as weak in judg- 
ment: but the apostle reproveth both as irregular 
in their behaviour, in taxing one another for mat- 

ters, which, on both hands, were indifferent; the 

divine Law having clearly neither enjoined those 
observances, nor prohibited them; so that each 
man had a liberty to do, or to abstain, as he 

thought good, or most agreeable to his duty, and 
conducible to his salvation. So is it culpable in us, 
to blame any man for dog that which is not 
repugnant to God’s express command, or to the 
plain dictates of reason. 

The observing this condition would smother 
many censures: for do we not commonly reprehend 
our neighbours for practices wholly blameless, 
perhaps commendable? Do we not sometimes 
grievously reproach them for not complying with 
our desires, for not serving our interests, for not 

jumping with our humours, for not dancing after 
our pipe; for dissenting from us in any conceit, 
although dubious or false; for discoasting from our 

practice, although bad or inconvenient? Say we 
not ordinarily, he is morose, peevish, singular, 

rude, because he would not run with us into the 

‘\ 

SS 
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same excess of riot; he is weak, nice, superstitious, 

because he constantly and strictly adhereth to his 
duty ; he is negligent, loose, profane, because he 

useth his liberty in some matters indifferent? Bar 
such matters of obloquy, into how narrow a com- 
pass would it be restrained! 

9 Hence further, it is to be supposed, that a 
judge should be a person of good knowledge and 
ability; well versed and skilful in the laws con- 
cerning matters under debate; endued with good 
measure of reason, enabling him, as to sift and can- 

vass matters of fact, so to compare them accurately 
with the rules of right: for nothing is more absurd 
than an ignorant and unskilful judge". Men there- 
fore of weak capacity, of mean education, of small 
experience, are qualified to judge in few cases, 
most things being placed above their reach; such 
never should presume to censure actions, the worth 
or moral quality whereof depend upon the stating 
and resolution of abstruse, intricate, or subtle ques- 
tions. It is not therefore for mechanics or rustics, 
to judge about difficulties of science, about contro- 
versies in religion, about mysteries of policy, or 
reasons of state; or to censure those who deal in 

them: in so doing they hugely trespass beyond 
their calling and sphere; they do strangely misbe- 
come the bench, and will very untowardly misbe- 
have themselves thereon; the decision of such 

matters is to be reserved to those, who, by study 
and experience, have attained peculiar faculties to 
do it respectively. 

Observing this point would draw many down 
7 \ , lol a , 

h "Exaoros d€ kpiver kades & ywookel, Kal TovTaY éoTW ayabds 
kptrns.—Arist. Eth. (1. 3, 5.] 

SERM. 
XXIT. 
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from their usurped seats of judicature, and stop 
numberless vain sentences; we should have very 

few judges left, if all men would be so modest and 
so wise as not to meddle beyond their skill and 
ability. 

10 Again: it is proper for a judge not to 
make himself an accuser; not to seek for misde- 

meanours, not to draw more causes under his cog- 

nizance than are in course presented before him: 
he should rather judge as out of constraint, than 
of choice; rather as sorry to find a necessity, than 
glad to snatch an occasion of condemning’ offend- 
ers’. ‘So should we rather decline than seek the 
office of censurmg our brethren, rather conniving 

at and concealing their faults, than being forward 
to expose them; absolute reason only should in- 
duce, or indispensable necessity force us thereto. 

This also greatly would diminish the trade of 
censuring; for, if we should never censure without 
great reason or necessity, how seldom should we 
do it! Do we not rather affect to do it causelessly 
and needlessly? Do we not eagerly search after 
and greedily embrace all occasions to do it? Is it 
not a pleasant entertainment to us, to be carping 
and cavilling at any body we meet, at any thing 
we see done? 

rr Further: he that pretendeth to judge others 
should himself be innocent; under no indictment, 
and not liable to condemnation. Is it not very 
improper for a criminal, for one who is, not only in 

truth and in his own conscience guilty, but who 
standeth actually convicted of heinous offences, to 

* Nam sine dubio in omnibus statim accusationibus hoc agen- 
dum est, ne ad eas libenter descendisse videamur.—Quint. x1. 1. [57.] 
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sit upon the bench, determining about the deeds and SERM. 
the states of others*? It is the case of us all, we are 

all notoriously guilty of heinous crimes before 
God, we all do lie under the sentence of his law; 

we do all stand in need of pardon from our Judge, Ps-cxttii.2. 
his mercy is our only hope and refuge: and shall 
we then pretend to be judges, or be passing sen- 
tence on our brethren? If only those who are free 
and guiltless should judge, who could undertake 
it? There would surely be no more than there 
appeared then, when in the case of the woman 
taken in adultery our Lord propounded the like 
condition; ‘O avauaptytos vuwy, He that 1s without Jom viii. 

sin among you, let him cast the first stone at her: ”* 

upon which proposition the sequel was; And they 
which heard it, being convicted by their own con- 
science, went out one by one, beginning at the eldest, 
even to the last; and Jesus was left alone, and the 
woman standing in the midst; so infallibly should 
no man be allowed to judge, who were not himself 
void of like guilt, would every man escape censure. 

12 Lastly: it is the property of a good judge 
to proceed with great moderation, equity, candour, 
and mildness; as a general friend, a friend to jus- 
tice, to the public, to mankind, to the party im- 
peached. As a friend to justice, he should be 
careful that the defendant receive no wrong in his 
credit or interest; as a lover of the public, he 
should wish that no offences or scandals be found ; 

out of humanity he should desire that no man may 
incur the blemish of guilt, or pain of suffering; he 
should tender the party’s case as compassionable, 

Kk Cum ipse sis reus, in alterum audes ferre sententiam ?— 

Optat. [11. 25. p. 46.] 
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— and desire that he may be delivered from the evil 

threatening him: this should render him willing to 
acquit and free the party, apt to apprehend and 
interpret all things favourably, ready to excuse 
and mollify the business what he can; far from 
picking faults out of obscure surmises or slender 
pretences, from aggravating the miscarriages that 
are detected, from stretching the blame further 
than it will reach of itself, or making the case 
worse than it needs must be, from pronouncing a 
harsh or heavy sentence thereon. He should al- 
ways be of counsel to the defendant, pleading his 
cause, so far as truth and equity will permit; 
putting himself in his case, and thence nowise 
dealing with him more rigorously than he, accord- 
ing to impartial judgment, should, in the like case, 
deem it equal that himself should be dealt with: 
in fine, however the matter in the result appear to 
stand, he should avoid rigour and extremity, he 
should exercise clemency and mercy. 

If this course were observed, innumerable 

causes, which now are severely judged, would 
never be mentioned, or come under trial, but 

would presently be cast out; many would soon, 
after small discussion, be voided; few would pass 
that extremity of censure, which now, by the cruel 

asperity of men, they are forced to undergo: for 
do we not accuse men for things that are no faults? 
Do we not exaggerate the guilt of petty faults? 
Do we not insult over great miscarriages with too 
unmerciful severity, as if they were incorrigible 
and unpardonable ? 

Seeing then few of us, according to those rea- 
sonable qualifications and conditions, are capable 
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of being judges; seeing, if those equal rules were cee 
observed, most censures would be discarded; seeing 
hard it is for any man, either “eanee to un- 
dertake, or uprightly to discharge this office; great 
reason there is for this precept, most fit it is that 
we should be forbidden to judge. 

So much for the part explicative and directive; 
now for the persuasive; and for inducing us to 
eschew this practice, let us briefly declare the pra- 
vity and vanity of it; the performing which will, I 
suppose, be sufficient to dissuade and deter us from 
it. Be pleased only first to note, that some con- 
siderations, which we shall propound, will be appli- 
cable to some kind of bad censure, some to another, 
according to the several defects and incapacities we 
have to judge lawfully, upon the grounds already 
touched. 

1 Censuring is an impious practice in regard 
to God. 

By taking upon ourselves to judge unduly, 
without authority, or beyond it, we do invade 
God’s office, setting up ourselves as judges in his 
room; we usurp his right, exercising jurisdiction 
over his subjects, without order and license from 
him: it is St Paul’s argument, Who art thou that Rom. xiv. 
judgest another's servant? that is, how intolerably i 
bold and arrogant, how sacrilegiously injurious and 
profane art thou, to climb up into God’s tribunal, 
and thence to pronounce doom upon his subjects ? 

By rash judgment in matters not subject to our 
cognizance, (as when we pronounce concerning the 
secret thoughts and intentions of men,) we proudly 
and perversely do arrogate to ourselves the incom- 
municable perfections of God, who alone can know 
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SERM. such things, and determine rightly in such cases; 
‘_ who therefore hath reserved them to himself, com- 

rCor.iv.s. manding us Z'o judge nothing before the time, until 
the Lord come. 

By passing sentence about the state of our 
neighbour, we do anticipate God’s judgment, and 

by prejudging strive to frustrate it. We take 
Matt. iti pon us to purge his floor, to sever the chaff from 
29; xxv. the corn, and the tares from the wheat, to discri- 

ie minate the goats from the sheep; which to perform 
will be the work of God’s infinite wisdom and 
justice at the great day’. 

By censuring our brethren causelessly, for not 
complying with our conceits, humours, or prac- 
tices, we lay hold upon and appropriate to our- 
selves God's legislative power; we subject his law 
to our fancy and pleasure; we in effect condemn 
his law of error and imperfection; we do at least 
make ourselves sharers with him in the enacting 

James iv. laws, and dispensing justice. He, saith St James, 
- that speaketh against his brother, and judgeth his 

brother, speaketh against the law, and judgeth the 
law; that is, he opprobriously doth imply the law 
to be defective, until he doth complete or correct 
it; making it a guilt not to satisfy his will or con- 
ceit, beside the plain intent of the law; the dispen- 
sation of justice is not sufficient, unless he partake 
therein, taxing whom and why he pleaseth; God 
without him is not a perfect lawgiver or judge. 

! Quantus arrogantize tumor est, quanta humilitatis ac leni- 

tatis oblivio, arrogantiz suz quanta jactatio, ut quis aut audeat 
aut facere se posse credat, quod nee apostolis concessit Dominus, 
ut zizania a frumento putet se posse discernere, aut quasi ipsi 

palam ferre et aream purgare concessum sit, paleas conetur a tri- 

tico separare.—Cypr. Ep. uur. [Opp. p. 74.] 
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We are also very ingrateful in not being fa- ——— 
vourable towards our brethren in judgment; when 
as God is in his judgment so benign, patient, and 
merciful toward us, who is not extreme to mark Ps. exxx. 

what we do amiss; is not forward to seek or find * 
faults, but rather waiteth to be gracious, hideth his Bae 
face from our sins, and passeth by our transgres- ree Th 
sions; doth not aggravate our offences, but rather ts" 
doth excuse them, remembering that we are flesh ; Ps ee 
is not glad of occasion to punish, but delighteth in Micah vii. 
mercy, and doth not afflict willingly, or grieve the rad 
children of men; is not severe, but punisheth us fraix.13. 

less than our iniquities deserve, and in his wrath Hab. iii. 2. 

remembereth mercy. And are we not impious if 
we do so ill requite him, and so little resemble 
him, in being rigorous and harsh toward our breth- 

ren, when they offend, or seem to do so? 
In fine, censuring 1s impious, as involving the 

violation of those great commandments, of exer- 
cising, in all our demeanour and dealing, humility, 
meekness, pity, and mercy toward our brethren; 
of pursuing and promoting peace among them. 

2 Censuring, in respect to our neighbour, is an 
unjust practice. It is unjust to meddle in afiairs 
with which we have nothing to do; to draw those 

persons under our jurisdiction who are not subject 
to it, but are lable to render their account at an- 

other bar; to punish those in their reputation or 
interest, over whom we have no just authority, 
who have thelr own master, to whom they must R a xiv. 
stand or fall. 

It is most unjust to judge any man without 
competent means of knowing, or skill to determine 
his case; to condemn him ther diligent trial, 
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without certain proof, without full conviction of his 
fault; to punish him without just cause, or beyond 
due measure. 

It is very unjust to usurp an interest in the 
goods, which are to our neighbour most proper and 
dear, whereon his credit and concernments depend, 
disposing of them as we please, to his disadvantage 
and prejudice. 

It is also very unjust, when as we do need the 
candid judgment, the forbearance and pardon of 
others, for many things faulty and offensive that 
we commit, to refuse the like to others™. 

.3 Censuring is also a very uncharitable prac- 
tice, and so contrary to the principal duty of our 
Religion: it is so eminently, in all cases wherein it 
is unjust; for charity doth virtually contain justice, 
and transcendeth it; it is so peculiarly, whenever it 
is harsh or rigorous, when it is affected, when it is 

needless or unprofitable; for charity disposeth us 
to be gentle, meek, patient, and merciful in all our 

dealings; it engages us to hide and smother, to 
diminish and excuse, to pass by and pardon of- 
fences: Charity thinketh no evil, it covereth all 
things, it beareth all things; it tendereth our neigh- 

bour’s good and advantage of all kinds, (his credit, 
his mterest, his convenience, and pleasure;) it 

therefore will inflict no more evil than reason and 
necessity shall indispensably require”. 

= Aiquum est 
Peccatis veniam poscentem reddere rursus. 

Hor. Sat. 1. 3, [74.] 
Det ille veniam facile, cui venia est opus. 

Sen. Tr. [Agam. 267.] 
n \ \ 9 » 2 - > , -~ \ ‘ 

Kal yap ovras exw ev tots audiBdrois, vevery xpyvar mpos TO 

prravOparov, kal droywockew paddov, 7) KataywooKew TV UratTiar. 

—Greg. Naz. [Or. xx1. Opp. Tom. 1. p. 395 a.] 
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A censurer is indeed unjust and uncharitable, a 
not only toward those whom he censureth, but also ——— 
toward those, into whom thereby he doth infuse ill 

opinion, and ill will toward their neighbour; he is 
guilty of their injustice and uncharitableness, a 
mischief more irreparable than his own. 

4 Censuring is a very foolish and vain practice 
in manifold respects®; as arguing great ignorance 
and inconsiderateness, as producing grievous incon- 

veniences and mischiefs, especially to the practiser 
of it. 

It signifieth, that we do not well understand or 
not well consider the natural impotency and frailty 
of mankind; how liable others are to mistake and 

slip, and how prone we ourselves are thereto ; how 
as St James saith, In many things we offend all; Samesiii.r. 
did we observe, or would weigh this, we should not 
be so forward to censure, or so vehement and bitter 
in it; we should see failing and tripping in many 
things to be a common case, rather demanding 
commiseration than censure. 

It implieth also, that we little consider how our 
escaping any faults, which our neighbour slippeth 
into, is nowise imputable to any worth or virtue in 
us, so much as the good providence and merciful 
erace of God, guarding or rescuing us from them; 
if we did apprehend and reflect on this, it would 
appear our duty, rather to bless God for our being 
protected from miscarriages, than censoriously to 
insult over those, who seem to fall into them. It 

signifieth we have no sight or sense of our own 
defects; for did we clearly see, did we humbly 

° Est enim proprium stultitie, aliorum vitia cernere, ob- 
livisci suorum.—Cic. Tuse. [m1. 30, 73.] 

B.S. VOL. Il. 13 
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resent them, that would damp our heat and earn- 

‘_ estness to censure. It declares a fond self-conceit, 

that we deem ourselves superior to our neighbour 

in wisdom, and less obnoxious to blame, and there- 

fore fit to be his judges; whereas, according to a 

sober esteem of ourselves, we should appear more 

fit to stand at the bar, than to sit upon the bench ; 

and should thence more dread the one, than affect 

the other. 
Tt sheweth likewise, that we do not rightly 

conceive the nature, or worthily esteem the conse- 
quences of this practice: we know not, or regard 
not, the value of our neighbour's reputation, which, 
by censure, we do mean to ruin or impair: we per- 
haps by no means would rob him of his substance, 
or of his life; yet we scruple not, by grievous cen- 
sure, to bereave him of his good name; which he, 
the best prizer of his own goods, may esteem 

beyond his estate or his life itself: we think it 
nothing, or a slight matter to carp at him; but he 
feeleth it very painful, and deeply resenteth it. 

It argueth in us an untamed fierceness of mind 
and discomposedness of passion, which can never 
consist or cohabit with wisdom ; for a well-ordered, 
calm, and free mind will be slow in conceiving 
offence or dislike, moderate in estimating things, 
reserved in expressing its sentiments, not easily 
transported into extremity or excess; it conse- 
quently hardly will suffer a man to break forth 
into rash or harsh censure. So many signs and 
arguments of incogitancy and blindness this prac- 
tice doth involve. 

5 Furthermore, this practice will produce many 
ereat inconveniences and mischiefs to us. 
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1 We do thereby provoke, and in a sort autho- SERM. 
rize others, to requite us in the same kind’: for ~~" 
nothing more doth excite the indignation, doth 
inflame the anger, doth engender the hatred of 
men toward us, than being pragmatical in finding 
fault, and hasty to censure their doings causelessly 
or immoderately ; nothing seeming to them a more 
certain argument that we bear them ill will, or do 

contemn them; and if we so vex them, they will in 
requital be as ready, by finding or making faults 
in us, to vex and trouble us; it engageth their 
care, and quickeneth their industry, and whetteth 
their invention to observe or devise matter of 
recrimination. Men think it, not only lawful, but 
even needful for them, in their own defence, to 

disparage the censurer, that his judgment may 
have the less weight to their prejudice: so that it 
will infallibly come upon us, as our Lord warneth, 
using it as an argument to dissuade us from this 
practice, that, With what judgment we judge, we Matt. vii. 
shall be judged; and with what measure we mete, Luke vi. 
it shall be measured to us again. Men take it for 3” 3* 
allowable to retaliate in this way to the height, and 
stoutly to load the censorious man with censure. 

2 We do, by this practice, not only expose our- 
selves to censure, but implicitly, and according to 

ready consequence, do pass it upon ourselves, seeing 
we seldom, in kind or equivalently, are ourselves 
clear of that which we charge upon others’; with 
our own weapon of sharp censure, we, through 

P At tibi contra 
Evenit, inquirant vitia ut tua rursus et illi. 

Hor. Sat. 1. 3. [27.] 
4 Vid. Chrys. in Matt. Hom. xxxvr. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 249.] 
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another’s side, do imprudently wound ourselves; 

and often, as David did in his parley with Nathan, 

adjudge ourselves to capital punishment; so that to 

any censorious person it may be said, in St Paul’s 

words, Wherein thou judgest another, thou con- 

demnest thyself; for thou that judgest doest the same 

things. 
3 We do, by censuring others, aggravate our 

own faults, and deprive them of excuse, and render 

ourselves uncapable of mercy and pardon": for of 

all men, he that is forward and prone to censure, 

who is rigorous and severe in judging others, 

deserveth no favour, nor can reasonably pretend 

thereto. Inexcusable, saith St Paul, art thou, O 

man, whosoever thou art, that judgest: for, thinkest 

thou this, O man, that judgest them which do such 

things, and doest the same, that thow shalt escape 

the judgment of God? And, My oteva{ere kar 

ddAjwv, Do not, saith St James, moanfully com- 

plain one against another, lest you be condemned; 

and, He shall have judgment without mercy, that hath 

shewed no mercy, in his judgment, saith the same 

apostle. Which passages imply, that to be unmer- 

ciful in this kind, will expose us to the severity of 
judgment in regard to our offences*; or, that if we 

 °Q yap mips ta adddrpia ekeralov ev tois Ka’ éavrov mAyp- 

pedipacw ovSemias drodatoerat ovyyvadpns wore. —Id. Avdp. y'. [Tom. 

vi. p. 479.] 
—Tar dvOpdrav of mrecioto. Bpadeis pév eloe tdv idiwv xKprral, 

rayeis 8 Tay dAXorpiwy e&eracrai.—Greg, Naz. [Or. xxxi. Opp. 

Tom. 1. p. 588 E.] 
Otte tay pev érépors duaptavopévay mixpot KaOnpeba dtxactal, Tas 

d¢ éavrév Soxods mapopduev.—Chrys. ad Demet. [Or. xu. Tom. vI. 

p. 144.] 
* O86e yap dnd tis dicews Tov memAnppeAnpevav nyuiv povoy, 
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deal harshly with our brethren now, God will then sERM. 
proceed the more severely toward us, when our 2 o— 
great cause doth come under trial. 

4 Indeed censuring others is an argument, that 
we do little mind our own case, or consider to 

what a dreadful judgement we do stand obnoxious:. 
did we think of that, we should see cause, rather to 

employ our leisure and care in stating our own 
accounts, than in examining those of others; more 

advisable it would appear to mind our own case, 
than to busy ourselves in canvassing and deter- 
mining the state of our neighbour; finding what 
great need our actions will have, in that day, of 
favourable construction and merciful allowance, we 

should become candid and mild in reflecting upon 
the actions of others; we should not be forward to 

carp at any thing, we should scarce have the heart 
to condemn any man; this St Paul seemeth to 
imply, when he thus argueth: Why dost thou judge Rom. xiv. 
thy brother, or why dost thou set at nought thy’ 
brother? We shall all stand at the judgment-seat 
of Christ: that is, why do any of us judge others, 
seeing we must all be judged ourselves? It is not 
seemly, it is not expedient for those, who soon must 
be arraigned, and put to answer for themselves, 
to be busy in questioning and prejudging otherst; 

GAXa Kal amd Ths Kpicews Tis os mepl Erépwv oicee THY Wipov 6 

Ocds.—Id. ['Avdp. y’. Tom. vi. p. 479.] 

"Oorep yap 6 pitavOparos, Kal jpepos, Kal ovyyv@povikos brotéu- 

veTat TOV mEiova TOY apapTnUaTwY GyKov: oUTws 6 TKpds, Kal pos, 

kat drapaityntos modv Tots olKetos duaptnuaot mpoortiOnar péyeOos.— 

Id. Ibid. 

* Ta nerepa eEerdCwpev kai oddéva épodpev xaxes.—Id. in 2 Tim. 

Or. 1. [Tom. tv. p. 338.] 
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but rather to spend their care and pains in pre- 
paring for their own account. 

5 Nothing indeed more causeth us to neglect 
our own case, nothing more engageth us to leave 
our own faults unobserved and uncorrected, than 

this humour". It is easy to observe, that, as they 
who are most sparing and gentle in censure are 
usually most exempt from blame, (for that carefully 
reflecting upon their own infirmities and defects, 
spending their heat and activity of spirit upon 
amending their own errors and faults, they have 
less time, less concernment, less mind to search 

out and sean the imperfections and misdemeanours 
of others; they do find less reason also, and there- 

fore have less will to be fierce or severe toward 
them,) so the most censorious are usually the most 
stupid in discerning, and most careless in retrench- 
ing their own faults*. And needs it must be so, 
for the actions of other men devour their leisure, 

take up the intention of their spirits, employ the 
keenness of their passions upon them, so that they 
cannot and will not attend to themselves; they are 
so much abroad, they are so very busy otherwhere, 
that they little know or care what is done at 
home; while they are spying and pulling out motes 
from their brother's eye, they consider not the 

"Ov yap eorw avOpwmrov Kaxnyopodvvra, kal rovs d\Xorpiovs ToAv- 
mpaypovovvta Pious ths iSias émeAnOnvai mote (was. THs yap omov- 

djs amaons avt@ eis thy érépwv TodumpaypLootyny dvadiorkoperns, 

dvaykn Ta adrov mavta amhas keicOat Kal jueAnpévos.—lId. ‘Avdp. y’. 
[Tom. vi. p. 479.] 

* Vid. Chrys. in Matt. Orat. xu. [Tom. un. p. 278.] 
Sen. de Vit. B. xxvir. 

Bpadv yap eis imdvoray Kakov, To mpos kaxiav SvoKivytoy.—Greg. 
Naz. [Orat. x11. Opp. Tom. I. p. 249 p.] 
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beam that is in their own eye, although never so SERM. 
XXL 

gross and obvious. 
6 Hence, I say, it is, that commonly the best 

men are the most candid and gentle, and they are 
most apt to blame others, who deserve worse them- 
selves’; that the sharpest tongues and foulest lives 

do usually go together; that they, who are the 
strictest judges of their own, are the fairest inter- 
preters of other men’s actions; and they, who will 
least pardon others, do most excuse themselves; 
that they, who are strangely acute in descrying 
other men’s faults, are stark blind in discerning 
their own. Our Saviour therefore chargeth such 

persons with hypocrisy; Thou hypocrite; first cast Mattvii.s. 

the beam out of thine own eye; implying, that they 
do but falsely pretend a respect for goodness and 
zeal against sin, seeing in their own practice they 
indulge it ; that it is indeed rather pride, peevishness, 
idleness, spleen, or selfish design that acteth them. 

7 In fine, the censorious humour, as it argueth 

ill nature to be predominant, (a vulturous nature, 
which easily smelleth out, and hastily flieth toward, 
and greedily feedeth on carrion,) as it signifieth 
bad conscience ; for he that knoweth evil of himself 

is most prone to suspect, and most quick to pro- 
nounce ill concerning others, so it breedeth and 
fostereth such ill dispositions; it debaucheth the 
minds of men, rendering them dim. and doltish in 

Y TTS xakias €devOepov, Kal ipopaicbar kakiav dpydrepov. — Id. 

[Ep. xxt. Opp. Tom. m1. p. 34 B.] 
‘O pév yap Kakos Taxvota dv Katayvoin Kal Tov dyabov- 6 dyabds 

dé ode rod Kaxod padios.—Id. Orat. xx1. [Tom. 1, p. 395 .] 
Egomet mi ignosco, Mzenius inquit. 

Stultus et improbus hic amor est, dignusque notari. 
Hor, (Satin. 2523-1] 
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apprehending their own faults, negligent and heed- 
less in regard to their own hearts and ways; apt to 
please and comfort themselves in the evils, real or 
imaginary, of their neighbours; which to do is a 
very barbarous and brutish practice. 

These considerations may, I hope, suffice to 
persuade the observance of this precept, by the 
help of God's grace, to which I commend you, and 
conclude. 

Now the God of peace make you perfect in every 
good work to do his will, working in you that which 
as well-pleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ, 
to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen. 



SERMON XXIII. 

OF QUIETNESS, AND DOING OUR OWN 
BUSINESS. 

Tebanssy Veer: 

And that ye study to be quiet, and to do your own 

business. 

A® frequently between neighbouring states there 
do rise dissensions and contests about the just 

limits of their territories; so doth it frequently 

happen between virtue and vice, right and wrong, 
duty and miscarriage in practice ; for, although the 
extreme degrees, and even the middle regions of 
these things are very distant, yet the borders of 
them do lie very close together, and are in a 
manner contiguous; a certain ridge of separation 
running between them, which commonly, being 
very narrow, thin, and obscure, it is not easy to 

discern. So it particularly falleth out in the mat- 
ter before us, wherein our text is concerned. Duty 

and offence do nearly confine, and almost indis- 
cernibly differ one from the other; for there are 

about this case precepts which seem to contradict; 
there are duties appearing to thwart one another. 

St Paul here biddeth us to be studious or am- 
bitious of quiet; otherwhere he enjoineth us to be 

SERM. 
XXIII. 

earnestly active, (to be Not slothful in business, TH Ron, xii. 

omovon m2 oxvypot:) here he would have us to mind '” 
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SERM. our own affairs ; otherwhere he prescribeth, that we 
: ‘ should Not look every man to his own things, but 

Phil. 8. 4- every man also to the things of others. 

According to the general drift of serrpture, and 

the tenor of our Religion, we are in charity obliged 

to concern ourselves heartily for the good of our 

neighbour, and to strive earnestly in promoting it; 

we are enjoined so far to interpose and meddle in 

the affairs of others, as to watch over them for 

their good; to instruct and advise them, to ad- 

monish and excite them, to check and reprove 
them upon occasion; to offer and yield them suc- 
cour, to compose differences between them; to 

Heb. x.24. promote their edification and peace: Let us, saith 
the apostle to the Hebrews, consider one another, 

KaTavoopev adddous, to provoke unto love and to 

Rom. xiv. good works, Let us, saith St Paul to the Romans, 

=" follow after the things which make for peace, and 

rThess.v. things wherewith one may edify another; and, Com- 

wt fort yourselves together, and edify one another ;— 
Warn them that are unruly, comfort the feeble- 
minded, support the weak, saith he to the Thessa- 

lonians in this Epistle. 
To be zealous and earnest in the maintenance 

and propagation of truth, of virtue, of piety, Is a 
duty incumbent on us, which implieth care and 
activity concerning others ; that we offer to instruct 

Tit. itr. them; that we enter into contest with them; that 

we examine their words and actions; that we pre- 

sume to tax and oppose them. 
In fine ; our Religion doth seem by the bands of 

mutual relation, and obligations of charity, so to 

unite us together, so to endear us to one another, 
and to all men, that all things belonging to our 
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brethren do nearly touch us, and should answerably Sy 

affect us; so that, by intermeddling with any thing 
relating to their welfare, we can hardly be said to 
meddle with what doth not concern us. 

The condition of things also may seem to re- 
quire, that we so intermeddle; for the duties and 

affairs of men are so entangled or interwoven, that 
we can hardly prosecute any concernments of our 
own, without being engaged in the matters of 
others: in discharging all offices of society, in pur- 
suance of any traffic or commerce, in all intercourse 
and conversation, while we transact our own busi- 

ness, we cannot avoid the furthering or obstructing 
the business of others, who are engaged in the 
same or contrary designs. Society doth subsist by 
combinations of care and pain regarding common 
interests, so that it seemeth impossible so to mind 
our own business, as not to meddle with the busi- 

ness of others. 
Yet notwithstanding St Paul enjoineth us so to 

affect. quiet, as simply to mind our own business, 
or not to be meddlesome in the concernments of 
others; for that Doing our own business is meant 
exclusively to meddling with the affairs of others, 
is plain enough by the importance of ra dca, which 
is emphatical, and signifieth only our own, or our 
proper business; and because it is joined with 
being quiet, which respecteth others, and importeth 
not stirring beyond our own bounds; to be so 
meddlesome, being also a practice expressly con- 
demned by St Peter, in that prohibition, But let 1 Pet. iv. 
none of you suffer as a murderer, or as a thief, or’ 
as a malefactor, or as a busybody in other men’s 
matters: where pragmaticalness 1s, we see, not only 

5- 
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Ses forbidden, but is coupled with the most heinous 
offences. 

How then shall we reconcile these things? 
How shall we in the case sever between the 
bounds of duty and blame? It is indeed some- 
what difficult to do it precisely, and with distine- 
tions which shall reach all cases. But somewhat 
I shall endeavour toward it, by propounding some 
rules and directions, which should commonly be 
observed im our dealing and intercourse with 
others: but first, let us a little reflect upon the 
terms in which the precept is couched. 

Study to be quiet. Study; the word is ®Aore- 

petoOar, Which signifieth to be ambitious, that is, to 

affect quiet with the like vehemency of desire and 
care, as men are wont to pursue reputation, dig- 
nity, and power, the objects of ambition: the 
expression containeth a remarkable emphasis, or a 
grave acumen; for, whereas ambition commonly 
doth prompt men to be restlessly busy, and en- 
gageth them in the concernments proper to others, 
St Paul biddeth them to be ambitious the contrary 
way, in affecting quiet, and abstinence from other 
affairs beside their own. 

To be quiet: This doth signify not a physical, 
but a moral rest; not a total forbearance of action; 

not a fastidious or drowsy listlessness to do any 
thing; not a senseless indifferency concerning the 
matters of others; not an absolute sequestering 
ourselves from common affairs: this is not quiet or 
tranquillity, the To ycvyafew here, but a naughty 
sloth, stupidity, or savageness: the quiet here 
meant is opposed to disorderly motion, to turbu- 
lency, to contention, to pragmatical curiosity, to 
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all such exorbitant behaviour, whereby the right of 
others is infringed, their peace disturbed, their just 
interest or welfare anywise prejudiced. This quiet 
is a calm, steady, regular way of proceeding, within 
the bounds and measures prescribed by reason, 
justice and charity, modesty and sobriety: such a 
motion as the heavenly bodies do keep, which so 
move that they seem ever to stand still, and never 
disturb one another: in fine, what a quiet is meant, 

the subsequent words and the context do shew: it 
followeth, 

And, To do our own business, rpaccev Ta toa, 

or to act things proper and pertinent to us; things 
which suit to our condition, our station, our voca- 

tion; whereby we may discharge our own duties, 
and supply our own needs; may work benefit to 
others, or however avoid being anywise burden- 
some or troublesome to them; an instance of which 

practice is immediately subjoined ; To work with our 
own hands—that we may have lack of nothing; in 
another place St Paul calleth it, To work with quiet, 
peta yovyxias epyaCecOa, opposing it to reprepryaCec Oar, 

being over-busy, or pragmatically curious, and to 
walking disorderly; that is, beyond the bounds of 
our callmg, or the rules of our duty; so as to 
encroach upon the rights, or molest the quiet of 
others. 

The words then, as they do imply an obligation 
lying upon us to be industrious in our own busi- 
ness, so they chiefly design to prohibit our med- 
dling with the concernments of others; but how to 
settle the limits between this quiet minding our 
own business, and a culpable neglect of the duties 
concerning others; how to distinguish between 

SERM. 
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meddling innocently, from being blameably med- 
dlesome, Hoe opus, hic labor est*, this is that hard 

task which I am to undertake, but cannot hope 
thoroughly to perform. However, the method to- 
ward it, which I shall observe, is this: First, I 

shall touch some cases, in which it is allowable or 

commendable to meddle with the affairs of others: 
then, I shall propound some general rules, accord- 
ing to which such meddlesomeness is commonly 
blameable: in the next place, I shall assign some 
directions proper to some chief and most obvious 
kinds of meddling: and lastly, offer some con- 
siderations to dissuade men from this pragmatical 
humour. 

1 Superiors may intermeddle with the business 
of their inferiors, (that is, of such as are subject to 
their care and charge,) in all matters relating to 
the needful execution of their office. Magistrates 
may inspect the carriage, may examine the doings, 
may reprehend and punish the offences of their 
subjects, parents may advise, rebuke, and correct 
their children: spiritual guides and pastors may 
admonish and reprove their flock. These things 
while, with due prudence, equity, and moderation, 
they perform, they do indeed Do thewr own busi- 
ness, mpacoev Ta tra; it is their proper work, to 
which God hath designed them, and which reason 
exacteth of them; they are appointed, to use 
St Paul’s expression, Zo attend continually upon 
this very thing; their proceedings therefore are not 
to be charged with culpable pragmaticalness. 

2 In any case, wherein the honour and interest 
of God is much concerned, we may interpose in 

® [Virg. Zin. vi. 129.] 
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vindication and maintenance of them. If any man SERM. 

dareth to blaspheme God’s name, we may and ——— 

ought to stand up in its defence; if any man dis- 
parageth Religion, we should strive to clear its 
repute; if any man impugneth any divine truth of 
moment, we should endeavour to assert it; if any 

man notoriously transgresseth God’s law, we may 

discountenance his presumption, and reprove him 
for it: every man in such cases, as God’s subject, 
hath not only a commission, but an obligation; is 
indeed by his allegiance bound to serve God, in 
maintaining the honour and interest of his empire: 
it is foul disloyalty, it is pitiful baseness to forbear 
meddling in such cases’. Thus have good men, 
without fear or shame, defended Religion and truth 

against the mightiest powers and most dangerous 
oppositions that could be: thus Stood wp Phinehas, Ps. evi. 30. 
and executed judgment, not only checking, but 
avenging that heious scandal: thus Ehas main- 
tained the true worship of God against all the cor- 
rupters of it, the kings and whole nation of Israel: 
thus the Prophets did not forbear to tax the 
wicked manners of the princes, the priests, and the 

people in their times: thus St John Baptist did 
not stick to reprove king Herod for his unlawful 
practice: so our Saviour censured the superstitious 
and hypocritical scribes, and he chastised the pro- 
faners of God’s house: so, in fine, the holy Apostles 

b (eee . » , 4 997 »” Caer a 
Kowdy €oTt TO eykAnua, NEES ae adiknua eSeotw exdoT@ TOY 

Bovdopevev katnyopeiv.—Chrys. Avdp. a’. [Opp. Tom. vi. p. 460.] 
a > , > a > > a“ , A 

Kav axovons twos év aupdde, 7 €v ayopa péon BAacdnpovytos Tov 

Ocdv, mpdcedOe, emitiunoov Kav mAnyas emOecivae Sén, pt) Tapartnon. 

pamicov avtod tiv ov, civyTpuyoy aitod 76 oTépa, dyiacoy God Ti 

xeipa Oia tis mAnyns. &c.—Id. [ibid.] 
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SERM. resolutely did assert God’s truth against all the XII. 
world. 

3 When the public weal and safety are mani- 
festly concerned, we may also intermeddle to sup- 
port or secure them: so may we rebuke him that 
slandereth or reproacheth our prince; we may 
check him that would break the peace, we may 
impeach him that violateth the laws, conducing to 
public welfare: every man is a soldier against 
traitors and enemies of his country; every man is 
born with a commission to defend the public 
against those which plot its ruin or harm; every 
man is a party for his prince against rebels, for the 
church against schismatics, for the law against 
lawless transgressors, for common peace against 
those who outrageously disturb it: duty to our 
superiors, justice and charity to mankind, just 

regard to our own welfare, allow and oblige us to 
such meddling. 

4 We may also meddle for the succour of right 
against palpable wrong and outrage: we may help 
an honest man against a thief assaulting him; we 
may guard the life of any man against an assassin ; 
we may vindicate the reputation of an innocent 
person aspersed by a slanderous tongue ; as Moses,— 

Acts vii. Seeing one of lis brethren suffer wrong, defended 

aie him; and avenged him that was oppressed, and 
Lukexxiii. smote the Kqyptian; as the penitent thief rebuked 

es his companion, unjustly railing upon our Saviour: 
the common interest of justice and charity do not 
only excuse, but commend meddling in such cases. 

5 We may lkewise meddle with the proceed- 
ings of others, when our own just defence requireth 
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it: we may repel* those who attack our safety or 
peace, who invade or rifle our goods, who traduce 
our good name; we may endeavour to defeat their 
plots, and to restrain their violence. This is indeed 
doing our own business; for to preserve our life 
with its conveniences and comforts, to maintain 

our right and just interest, to keep our honour and 
reputation clear from scandal, is incumbent upon 
us; we are naturally the patrons, advocates, and 
guards of those considerable goods assigned or 
intrusted to us by Providence. 

6 When the life or welfare, either spiritual or 
temporal, of our neighbour is deeply concerned, 
and cannot otherwise than by our aid be supported 
or relieved, we may lawfully interpose to yield it: 
if we see him exposing his life to any great hazard, 
or engaging his soul into any great sin, we may in 
any fair way, (by admonition, advice, reproof, poli- 
tic device, harmless force,) without any invitation 
or license, with or against his will, presume to 

reclaim or restrain him. We may stop him in his 
career to ruin or grievous mischief, we may with- 
hold him from running into a snare, or tumbling 
down a precipice, or drinking in poison; we may, 
as St Jude speaketh, snatch him out of the fire*. 
In such cases we may reasonably suppose, that our 
neighbour, being himself, will allow us to meddle, 

or will not be displeased therewith; if he hath not 
his wits about him, we may supply him with ours 
in such exigence®: his present consent and appro- 

© Cum moderamine inculpate tutele. 
4 EK rod mupos apragoytes. 

® Quodeunque [quod cuique] pro eo prestatur, invito non tri- 

buitur.—Reg. Jur. (Corp. Jur. Civ. Dig. Lib. u. Tit. xvi. 156. 

§ 4.] 
B.S. VOL. II. 14 
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bation are not then requisite, he not being in con- 
dition to yield them; he needeth guardians, and 
opportunity constituteth us in that office: extreme 
and evident need will not only excuse the liberty 
we shall assume, but it obligeth us to use our 
power to save him; in case of neglect, that surly 
answer, Am I my brother's keeper? will not serve 
our turn. We may, we should, it is not only 
innocent, but just and laudable for us to be 
watchful over our neighbour’s concernment and 
deportment, if we do it out of pure charity, in a 
discreet, quiet, and gentle manner. 

7 In fine, if any signal opportunity of doing 
our neighbour considerable good, especially to his 
soul, doth offer itself, we may lawfully, we should 

in charity embrace it: we may then even obtrude 
upon him our direction and succour; if he be so 
blind as not to discern our good will, so peevish as 
to dislike our proceeding, so ingrateful as not to 
thank us for our pains, yet our good intent will 
justify us before God, and at the bar of reason: 
and we have, to countenance us therein, the com- 

mon example of good men, who, for doing thus, 

have worthily been accounted the friends and bene- 
factors of mankind. 

In these and the like cases we may, without 
offending, intermeddle ; in doing so we may indeed 
truly be said to be quiet, and to do our own busi- 
ness; because there is no exorbitancy or disorder in 

Furiosi [vel ejus, cui bonis interdictum sit] nulla voluntas est.— 

Reg. Jur. (Ibid. Tit. xv. 40.] 
f My po réye TO Wuyxpdy Todro phya: Ti dé pou peer ovdev 

€x@ Kowvdov pds avtdv.—Chrys. Avdp.a’. [Opp. Tom. vi. p. 461.] 
Vid. in Matt. Hom. Lix., LXXVII., LxXvuI. in Joan. Hom. xv. in 

Eph. Orat. xrx. in Tit. Orat. v. in Hebr. Orat. xxx. 
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such proceeding, because God’s law and sound rea- SERM. 
son have appropriated these things to us, and 
made them our concernment. There is no business 
more proper or pertinent to us, than that wherein 
we labour to promote the glory of God, or to pro- 
cure the good of men; this is the principal design 
of our being, and therefore employment therein 
cannot misbecome us: but we must however in 
such cases take heed, that our pretences are real 
and well grounded, that our proceedings are regu- 
lar and fair: we must not take or use such liberty 
maliciously; we must never, out of hypocritical 
pretence to the maintenance of God’s honour, of 
public good, of justice, truth, or peace, be irregu- 
larly pragmatical or turbulent: this is to be doubly 
bad, adding to the irregularity of offence, the 
wickedness of fraud and malice. 

IT. : Weshould never, out of ambition, covetous 

desire, or self-conceit, so meddle as to invade any 
man’s office, or to assume the exercise of it. A 

private man should not presume to act the prince 
or the statesman, offerme to control those who are 
not under him, to deliberate, debate, determine, or 

pass censure about political affairs or occurrences. 
A layman should not intrude himself to administer 
the sacred functions of authoritative teaching, of 

dispensing the sacraments, of exercising spiritual 
eensures, of defining theological controversies, 
which are committed to the guides and pastors of 
the church. No man should.set himself upon the 
tribunal to judge, or undertake, without license or 
invitation, to arbitrate the causes of others: doing 
thus is to encroach upon God, and to usurp upon 
man: we encroach upon God, assuming to our- 

14—2 
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selves powers not derived from his order, and 
deserting the station assigned to us by his provi- 
dence; we usurp upon man, exercising authority 
over him, which he is not bound to stoop unto. 

2 We should not, without call or allowance, 

meddle with our superiors, so as to advise them, to 

reprehend them, to blame or inveigh against their 
proceedings; for this is to confound the right order 

of things, to trespass beyond the bounds of our 
calling and station, to do wrong, not only to them, 
but to the public, which is concerned in the up- 
holding their power and respect: it is indeed a 
worse fault than assuming the ensigns of their 
dignity, or counterfeiting their stamps; for that is 
but to borrow the semblance, this is to enjoy the 

substance of their authority. 
Nothing, in this busy and licentious age, is more 

usual, than for private men to invade the office, to 
exercise the duties, to canvass and control the ac- 

tions of their superiors; discussing what they ought 
to do, and prescribing laws to them; taxing what 
is done by them; murmuring at their decrees, and 
inveighing against their proceedings: every one is 
finding holes in the state, and picking quarrels 
with the conduct of political affairs: every one is 
reforming and settling the public according to 
models framed in his own conceit. Things, saith 
one, are out of order; the constitution is very 

defective, and ought to be corrected; such a law in 
all reason should be repealed, and such an one 
enacted; here our statesmen were out of their 

politics, and there our lawgivers failed in point of 
equity or prudence. No, clamours another no less 
eagerly, all things stand as well as can be; nothing 
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can be amended, or ought to be altered; our estab- SERM. 
lishment in all respects is more perfect than Plato’s 
commonwealth, or the state of Utopia. Thus doth 
each man appoint himself counsellor of state, and 
turns legislator without any call from the king, or 
choice of the country: every one snatcheth at 
the sceptre, and invests himself with the senator’s 
robe: every one acteth a prince and a bishop, or 
indeed is rather a censor and controller of both 
orders; not considering the wrong he committeth, 
nor the arrogance he practiseth, nor the mischiefs 
which naturally ensue upon such demeanour: for 
to direct or to check governors is in effect to 
exauctorate or depose them, substituting ourselves 
in their room: and what greater injury can we do 
them or the public? To fix or reverse laws belong- 
eth to the highest authority and deepest wisdom, 
which it is enormous presumption for us to arro- 
gate to ourselves: by attempting such things we 
confound the ranks of men, and course of things; 

we ruffle the world, we supplant public tranquillity ; 

and what greater mischief than this can we do 
among men ? 

It is the business and duty of those, whom God 
hath constituted his representatives and ministers, 

to deliberate and conclude what is to be done; and 

for the due performance of their charge they are 
accountable to their master, not to us; Nobis obse- 

quit gloria relicta est®*; our duty and our privilege 
(for so it is, if we could understand it, it being far 
more easy and safe) it is to submit and obey with 
quiet and patience; if we do more, we are therein 

§ Tibi summum rerum judicium dii dedere; nobis obsequii 
gloria relicta est.—M. Terent. apud Tac. Ann. [vi. 8.] 

XXITI. 
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SERM. irregular, and no less undutiful to God than to our 
——_ superiors ; we forget those divine rules and pre- 
Eeeles.viil. cepts 5 Where the word of a king ts, there 1s power ; 
1 Pet.ii. and who may say to him, What doest thou? Sub- 
s mit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the 
Phil.ii.14. Lord’s sake. Do all things without murmurings 

and disputings. We consider not what judgments 
2 Pet. ii, are denounced upon those whose character it is, T’o 
i despise government, to be presumptuous and self- 

willed, not to be afraid to speak evil of dignities. 
We do not weigh the nature of the things we 

meddle with, nor the advantages of the persons 
whom we tax, nor our own incapacity to judge 
rightly about them. There is a kind of sacredness 
in the mysteries of state : as the mysteries of faith 
do surpass natural reason, so do those of state 
transcend vulgar capacity: as priests, by special 
erace, are qualified best to understand the one, so 

are princes, by like peculiar assistance, enabled to 
penetrate the former. He that employeth them in 
that great work of governing the world, and 
maketh them instruments of his providence, is not 
wanting in affording to them direction and aid 
needful for the discharge of their duty; whence 
their judgments of things are somewhat more than 
human, and their words may with us pass for 

Prov. xvi. oracular ; A divine sentence, the wise king said, 
is in the lips of the king; his mouth transgresseth 
not in judgment. According to the ordinary reason 
of things, they are best able to judge of such 
things, being, by reason of their eminent station, 
able to discern more and further than others; 

having, by experience and constant practice, ac- 
quired a truer insight into things, and a better 
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skill to manage them: whereas we, being placed 
beneath in a valley, can have no good prospect 
upon the grounds and causes of their resolutions 
and proceedings : we, for want of sufficient use and 
exercise, cannot skill to balance the contrary 

weights and reasons of things; to surmount the 
difficulties and rubs, to unfold the knots and in- 

trigues, which occur in affairs of that kind; we 
cannot expect those special influences of light and 
strength from heaven toward judging of affairs, 
which do not properly concern us: wherefore we 
are altogether incompetent judges, and impertinent 
dealers about those things; it is great odds, that in 
doing so we shall mistake and misbehave our- 

selves; we consequently do vainly and naughtily 
to meddle with them. Ifthe love of public good 
doth transport us, let us restrain ourselves. 

3 We should not indeed so much as meddle with 

the affairs of our equals, (those I mean not, who do 
equal us in dignity or worth, but all such who are 
not subject to our command or charge, however 
otherwise inferior to us: those, I say, we should 
not meddle with,) so as to control or cross them; 
to direct, or check, or censure their proceedings 
against their will, or without special reason en- 
gaging us thereto: for this is also to usurp an 
undue authority, this argueth self-conceit, this con- 
taimeth immodesty and arrogance. 

4 We should not, without the desire or leave 
of parties concerned, intermeddle in the smaller 

temporal interests of others, upon pretence to fur- 
ther them, or with design to cross them; for every 

man should be left to himself to choose and to 
manage his own business, prosecuting it in the 
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oa method he best liketh, (consistent with law and 
justice toward others,) without interruption or con- 
trol: every man hath a right to do so, every man 

desireth it, every man commonly hath a capacity 
sufficient for it; for each man is apt to study his 
own business, to weigh his case, to poise his 
abilities with the circumstances in which he stand- 
eth; and thence is likely to get righter notions 
concerning the state of his affairs, to descry better 
ways of accomplishing them, than others, less 
regarding them, can do: every man is best ac- 
quainted with his own humour and temper, and 
thence can pick his business, and wind the manage- 
ment of it, so that it shall comply with them, or 
not grate upon them. However, as every man, in 
point of interest and honour, is most concerned in 
the success, and suffereth most by frustration of 

his endeavours, so it is equal, that a free choice of 
his proceedings should be allowed him, without 
impediment or disturbance; which enjoying, he 
will more contentedly bear any disappointment 
that shall happen. This especially we say, in re- 
spect to matters of lesser consequence, (such as 
most worldly interests are,) by the il success 
whereof our neighbour is not extremely damaged 
or hurt; for in such cases the immodesty and arro- 
gancy of meddling, with the vexation and trouble 
it is apt to work, do commonly much outweigh 
any benefit we can presume by our meddling to 
procure. 

5 We should not indeed ever, in matters of in- 

different and imnocent nature, so far meddle, as, 

without considerable reason or need, to infringe 
any man’s liberty, to cross his humour, to obstruct 
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his pleasure, however discordant these may be to cous 

our judgment and palate. Every man hath a par- 
ticular gust for diet, for garb, for divertisements 

and disports, (arising from particular complexion, 
or other unaccountable causes,) and fit it is, that he 

should satisfy it; it is enough, that what he doeth 
seemeth good, and relisheth to himself: if we 
check him therein, we shall seem impertinent and 
troublesome, and therefore we shall really be so; 

for it is not our office to be tasters, to be dressers, 

to be masters of the sports to all men: we in such 
matters would please our own fancy, and therefore 
we should not about them offend others; it is inci- 

vility, it is injustice to do it. 
6 We should never offer to put a force upon 

any man’s inclination, or strive to bend it unto a 
compliance with ours; in attempting that we shall 
commonly be disappointed, and we shall never 
come fairly off: for some are so tough, they will 
never yield to us; none will comply against the 
grain, without regret and displeasure: if you extort 
a compliance with your desire, you thereby do lose 
their good opinion and good will; for no man 
liketh to be overborne with violence or impor- 
tunity. 

7 We should not, in conversation, meddle so as 
to impose our opinions and conceits upon others: 
in conversation with our equals, we have a liberty 
to propound our judgment, and declare our reasons 
for it; but if our judgment doth not take, nor our 
reasons persuade, we should have done; to press 
further is rude, to be displeased for it is vain, to 
be angry or violent is unjust; for, by the law of 
conversation, every man taketh himself to have an 

RM. 
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SERM. absolute right to use and follow his own reason; 

"and he that affects to deprive any man thereof, 

will pass for a petty tyrant, a clown, or an idiot. 
To retain the satisfaction which our own persuasion 
affordeth, is enough to content a just and sober 
mind, without triumphing over the understandings 
of others. 

8 We should not ordinarily, in converse, affect 
or undertake to teach; for this implies a pretence 
to a kind of superiority, and a preferring ourselves 
to others in wisdom; which argueth vanity, and is 
offensive to those with whom we converse, who 

care not to be dealt with as disciples or underlings. 
We may with our equals modestly dispute the case 
upon even ground, as fellow-students of know- 
ledge, or advocates of truth; but we must not 
peremptorily dictate, or pronounce with authority, 

like masters or judges. 
9 Weshould indeed be cautious of interrupting 

any man’s discourse, or of taking his words out of 
his mouth: for this is a rude way of dispossessing 
men of that which, by common law of society, they 
suppose themselves to enjoy, speaking their mind 
through, and perfecting their discourse; it is an 
implicit accusation of impertinency or weakness in 
their speech; it is an argument that we deem our- 
selves wiser than they, or able to speak more to 
the purpose: it is therefore an unsociable and dis- 
tasteful practice. 

10 We should be careful of intrenching upon 
any man’s modesty in any way, either of commen- 
dation or dispraise, so as to put him to the blush, 

or to expose him unto scorn. Sober men care not 
to be the subjects of talk; no man can endure to 
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be the object of sport: we should not therefore os 
thrust any man upon the stage; it is vexatious, 
and therefore always discourteous, sometimes very 
injurious. 

t1 It is good to be very staunch and cautious 
of talking about other men and their concernments, 

in way of passing characters on them, or descanting 
upon their proceedings, for want of other discourse: 
this is the common refuge of idleness, and the 
practice of fiddling gossips, who, because they will 
do nothing themselves, must be reflecting upon 
the doings of others; and, that they may not say 
nothing, will talk impertinently: ®dvapor cat repi- 
epryo, St Paul well coupleth together, that is, fri- 

volous tattlers and busybodies ; And withal, saith 1 Tim. v. 
he of such gossiping women, they learn to be idle, * 
wandering about from house to house"; and not 
only idle, but tattlers also, and busybodies, speaking 

things which they ought not. To affect talking 
about others is indeed a great temptation to speak- 
ing things which we ought not to speak, words of 
unjust and uncharitable obloquy’. 

12 Further; we should not be inquisitive into 

the designs of men“; for this, beside the vain 
curiosity and impertinency of so doing, is to assail 
their modesty, and an adventure to vex both them 
and ourselves: thy neighbour, perhaps, as most 
advised men are, 1s desirous to keep his purpose 
close to himself'; then by inquiry thou either 

h Nec quid agatur in alia, domus alia per te noverit.—Hier. 
[Ep. xxx1v. ad Nepot. Opp. Tom. tv. p. ii. col. 265.] 

Mavis Chrys. in Hebr. Orat. xx1. [Opp. Tom. 1v. p. 540.] 
K-"Eote yap 1) wodumpaypootwn ditorevotia tov év amokpuYet Kat 

DETR —([Plut. de Curios. Opp. Tom. vu. p. 58. Ed. Reiske. | 
Percontatorem fugito. 

[Hor. Ep. 1. 18, 69.] 
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forcest him unwillingly to disclose what he would 
not, or to give thee a repulse, which he liketh not 
to do; and which, whenever he doth, he is dis- 
pleased: what is pumped out comes up against 
nature, and bringeth regret with it; and if we can- 
not get any thing out, we yet cause disturbance 
within; and ourselves are not well satisfied in the 
disappointment. 

13 We should not press into the retirements of 
men; to do so is not only immodest and rude, but 
unjust: it is immodest to desire to know from any 
man what he is ashamed or unwilling to shew™: it 
is rude to disturb any man in the enjoyment of his 
lawful freedom, to interrupt him in his conversa- 
tion with himself, to obstruct his private satisfac- 
tions: it is unjust to bereave a man of that leisure 
and opportunity which he possesseth, of doing that 
which he best liketh, and perhaps is greatly con- 
cerned in; of enjoying his own thoughts, of medi- 
tating upon his concerns, of examining his ways, 
of composing his passions, of studying truth, of de- 
votion and intercourse with his God, of contriving 
and carrying on, in anywise, the welfare of his 
own soul. Why doth he retire, but to shun di- 
version, or that he may be master of his time and 
thoughts? Why then are we so unkind, or so 
unjust, as to deprive him of those contents and 
advantages ? 

14 We should not pry or peep into men’s 
secrets; it is a practice upon many accounts 
blameable. 

+ Arcanum neque tu scrutaberis illius unquam: 

Commissumque teges, et vino tortus et ira. 

[Hor. Ep. 1. 18, 37.] 
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It is commonly impertinent curiosity: for men 

hide things, because they do not think others con- 

cerned to know them; the concealment argueth 

their opinion to be such, and consequently, that he 

is fondly curious who would search into them: 

Why, said he well to one, who, seeing him carry a 

basket covered, did ask what was in it, dost thou 

seek to know, when thou seest it covered, that thou 

mayest not know"? 
It is foully discourteous, because offensively 

depriving men of the satisfaction they take in con- 
cealing their matters; encroaching upon the inno- 
cent freedoms which they would enjoy, without 
rendering account to any; trespassing upon their 

bashfulness, or frustrating their discretion; for 

therefore men choose to keep things close, because 

SERM. 
XXIII. 

they like not, or judge it not expedient, to declare Pecles. vii 

them. Take no heed unto all words that are — 
spoken; lest thou hear thy servant curse thee. 

It is also grossly injurious to deal thus; for it 
is a robbery of what is most dear to men; which 

they with more care reserve and guard, than they 
do their gold or their jewels: so that to break 
open the closet of a man’s breast, to ransack his 
mind, to pilfer away his thoughts, his affections, 

his purposes, may well be deemed a worse sort of 
burglary or theft, than to break open doors, to rifle 
trunks, or to pick pockets. 

It is a practice in the common opinion of men 
worthily esteemed very dishonest and treacherous; 
for men generally do suppose each other to be 
under a tacit, but well-understood compact, obliged 

. Td rod Alyumriov xdpiev, mpos Tov épwravra ti péper ovyKeka- 

Auppévoy, Ara TodTo ovyKekdduTrat.—Plut. wept wodkurp. [Opp. Tom. 

II. p. 916, Ed. Steph. | 
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mutually (as they tender greatly the retaining 
their own secrets, so) to abstain from attempting 
to discover the secrets of others; to do otherwise is 

therefore taken for an act of perfidious enmity, and 
a violation of mutual confidence. 

In fine, to peep into chinks, to listen at doors 
or windows, to mind whispers, to dive into letters 
and papers, and the like practices, are the practices 
of insidious eves-droppers, spies, and sycophants, 
which common humanity will not endure. 

Yea, if the knowledge of what our neighbour 
would conceal doth casually arrive to us, it is 
advisable to smother it, it is inhumanity to reveal 
it to his prejudice’. To reveal secrets is a practice 
condemned in scripture as odious and base. le 
that goeth about as a talebearer, revealeth secrets. 
A talebearer revealeth secrets; but he that is of a 

faithful spirit concealeth the matter. 
A wise man would not willingly anywise know 

the secrets of others, but gladly would shun them, 
although offering themselves to his knowledge; 
that he may be freed from the burden of keeping 
them, and the danger of venting them, to the 
distaste, wrong, or prejudice of others; and he 
is commended for his discretion, who, to a prince 

asking him, What of his he should impart to him? 
replied, Whatever you please, except your secrets?. 
Them he well thought unsafe to keep, and danger- 
ous to utter. How foolish then is it voluntarily to 
intrude, or carefully to search into them! 

° Not to take up, or scatter reports prejudicial. Mndérore Sev- 
repaons Adyov—Axrkoas Adyov, cvvaroGavérw oor. Ecclus. xix. 7, 10. 

P [Ato kadds Bdurridys 6 kop@doroiods, eindvtos ai’T@ mote Avot- 
paxov tod Baoiéws, Tivos cor tav euav peradd ; Modvoy (eimrev) @ 

Baowhed py Tdv aroppytav.—Plut. de Curios. Opp. Tom. I. p. 917. 

Ed. Steph.] 
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15 We should not lie in wait to surprise or 

catch any man at advantage, to overthrow him 

when he trips, to insult upon his mistake or his 

disaster; to do thus is always ill manners, it is 

sometimes barbarous inhumanity. Goodness, in 
such cases, would dispose a man to support, relieve, 
and comfort another, if he demandeth, or his case 

needeth such meddling. 
16 Lastly; we should never, at least with much 

earnestness, meddle with affairs more properly be- 
longing to others, and which we do not, or may 

not handsomely pretend to understand so well as 
others: such are affairs beside our profession, which 
if we understand not, it is a folly, in a peremptory 
manner, to treat of them; if we do understand them, 

it is yet undecent to contest or dictate about them, 
in the presence at least of those who profess them: 
thus should private men beware, at least in that 
magisterial or eager way, to meddle with political 
affairs, illiterate men with scholastical, laymen with 
theological, unexperienced men with any such mat- 
ters, the comprehension whereof dependeth upon 
skill and exercise: no man should be forward to 
meddle with things extraneous to his way and call- 
ing: doing so is wont to create much offence, it 

hath usually much immodesty and much folly in 
it; often it containeth much injustice. 

These are some more general rules concerning 
the matter in hand: I should now, if time did 
permit, insist upon some particular kinds of med- 
dling, advice, reproof, interposing in contests; but, 
in regard to your patience, I shall proceed no fur- 
ther at present. 

SERM. 
XXITI. 



SERM. 
XXIV. 

SERMON XXIV. 

OF QUIETNESS, AND DOING OUR OWN 
BUSINESS. 

1 Tange dN e aa: 

And that ye study to be quiet, and to do your own 
business. 

| ie a former discourse upon these words, I have 
already shewed, 
I. In what cases it is allowable or commend- 

able to meddle with the affairs of others. 
II. Next, I propounded some general rules 

concerning this matter, according to which we may 
discern, in what cases meddling with the affairs of 

others is commonly blameable. Thus far I have 
proceeded. 

III. I shall now give some directions concern- 
ing particular kinds of meddling. And because 
they are many, I shall at present only insist upon 
three; (referring others to other occasions:) they 
are, advice, reproof, interposing in contests and 

contentions. 
I. As to meddling in advice, we may do well 

to observe these directions. 
1 Advise not (except upon call) a superior, or 

one more eminent than thyself in authority, in 
dignity, or in age: for he that offereth to advise, 
doth thereby claim to himself a kind of superiority, 
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or excellence, above another; and it is not well 

consistent with the reverence and respect due to 
our betters to seem to do so. They should be 
wiser than we; at least it becometh us not to de- 

clare we think they are not. If they ask advice, 
we may without presumption give it, supposing it 
to be not so much their defect of knowledge as 
prudent caution, which maketh them willing to 
hear what any man can say to the case: but to 
obtrude it on them argueth we think them to need 
it, and ourselves able to direct them; which is pre- 
sumption, and will pass for arrogance. 

2 We should not indeed, with any violence or 
importunity, thrust advice upon our equals, or 
upon any man not subject to our charge, who is 
unwilling to receive it; for this is also an exalting 

ourselves in skill and wisdom above him, and 

implieth a contemptuous opinion concerning his 
knowledge; that he is so weak as to need advice, 
and yet more weak in not seeking it when needful 
from us; which practice consisteth not with mo- 
desty, and needs must breed offence: it is indeed 
unjust; for every man of right is to be allowed to 
act by his own advice, and to choose his own 
counsellors. 

3 Be not obstinate in pressing advice: if he 
that asketh thy counsel do not like it, desist from 
urging further, and rest content. If thou hast 

performed the part of a faithful friend, of a good 
man, of a charitable Christian, in advising what 

seemeth best to thee, that may abundantly satisfy 
thee; for the rest, zpse viderit, it is his concern- 

ment more than thine: if thou pretendest that he 
must follow thy advice, or art displeased because 

B.S. VOL. II. 15 

SERM. 
XXIV. 
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he doth not so, thou makest thyself a commander, 

not a counsellor; the which to appoint thee was 
beside his intention; he meant to seek thy help, 
not to forfeit his own liberty ; and thou art not just 
in pretending to so much. 

4 Affect not to be a counsellor, nor let any 
considerations, except of friendship, humanity, or 
charity, easily dispose thee to accept the office: it 
is not worth the while to undertake it as a matter 
of reputation, or because it seemeth to argue a 
good opinion concerning thy skill and ability; for 
it is a critical and dangerous thing to advise, be- 
cause if the business succeedeth well according to 
thy advice, the principal usually carrieth away the 
profit and the praise; his judgment, his industry, 
his fortune are applauded; little commendation or 
benefit accrueth to the counsellor: but if it prosper 
not, the main weight of blame is surely laid upon 
him that advised the course. If you, saith the 
party, and say the lookers on, had not thus di- 
rected, it had not thus fallen out. 

5 Wherefore it is commonly expedient not to 
advise, otherwise than with reservation and diffi- 

dence: it 1s, we may say, the most probable course 
I know, but I question whether it will succeed; I 
hope well of it, but do not thoroughly confide 
therein. This modest and discreet way, whatever 
the event shall be, will shelter thee from blame ; 

yea, will advance the reputation of thy sagacity: 
for if it fail, thy reason to suspect will be ap- 
proved ; if it prosper, the goodness of thy judgment 
will be applauded: whereas the confident director, 
if success crosseth his advice, is exclaimed upon for 

-his rashness; if success favoureth, he is not yet 
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admired for his wisdom, because he seemed to be SERM. 
sure ; it being more admirable to guess pea 
among doubtful things, than to determine that 
which is certain. So much for meddling about 
advice. 

II. For reproof, (which is necessary, and a i xix. 
duty upon some occasions,) we may do well to Egiieg) 
follow these directions. a 

1 Reprove not a superior; for it is exercising a 

power over him, and a punishing him; we thereby 
therefore do soar above our pitch, we confound 
ranks, and pervert the order settled among men; 
the practice containeth irreverence and presump- 
tion, it seemeth injurious, and is ever odious. 
What the ministers of God, or spiritual pastors, do 
in this kind, they do it by special commission, or 

instinct, (as the prophets in reprehending princes 
and priests, as St John Baptist in reproving 
Herod;) or as ordinary superiors in the case of 
spiritual guidance, being set over us for that pur- Heb. xiii. 
pose, and watching for our souls, for which they ‘” 

must render an account: yet they must do it with 
great moderation and discretion: IpecButépe my t Tim. v- 
émimAyéns, Ieebuke not an elder, (or one more aged : 
than thyself,) but intreat him as a father, (that is, 
advise him in the most respectful and gentle man- 
ner,) is the charge of St Paul to B. Timothy. In 
case of grievance or scandal, it becometh inferiors 
not proudly or peremptorily to criminate and tax, 
but humbly to remonstrate and supplicate for re- 
dress. 

2 Reprove not rashly, and without certain cog- 
nizance of the fact; for to reprove for things not 
done, or, which in moral reckoning is the same, for 

15—2 
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he things not apparent, is both unjust, and argueth a 
malignant disposition: it is unjust to punish so 
much as the modesty of any man, without clear 

evidence and proof; it is malignity to suspect a 
man. of ill, it is calumny to charge blame on him 
upon slender pretences, or doubtful surmises. 

3 Reprove not also rashly as to the point of 
right, or without being able to convince the matter 
to be assuredly culpable: to reprove for things 
not bad, or not unquestionably such, for things 
that are, or perhaps may be indifferent and inno- 
cent, is also unjust, and signifieth a tyrannical 
disposition: it is unjust anywise to punish a man 
without clear warrant of law; it is tyrannical to 
impose upon men our conceit, or to persecute them 
for using their liberty, following their judgment, or 
enjoying their humour; which in effect we do, 
when we reprove them for that which we cannot 
prove blameable: it is, St James saith, a judging 
the law, or charging it with defect, when we con- 

James iv. demn persons for things not prohibited by it: He, 
saith the apostle, that speaketh against his brother, 
and judgeth his brother, speaketh against the law, 
and judgeth the law. 

Both these kinds of rash reproof are very in- 
convenient, as breeding needless offence and endless 
contention; for whoever is thus taxed will certainly 
take it ill, and will contend in his own defence: no 

man patiently, for no sufficient cause or sure 
ground, will lie under the stroke of reproof, which 
always smarteth, but then enrageth, when it is sup- 
posed to be inflicted unjustly or maliciously: even 
those who contentedly will bear friendly reproof, 
can worse brook to be causelessly taxed. 
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4 Reprove not for slight matters; for such 

faults or defects as proceed from natural frailty, 

from inadvertency, from mistake in matters of 

small consequence; for it is hard to be just in such 
reproof; or so to temper it as not to exceed the 
measure of blame due to such faults*: they occur so 
often, that we should never cease to be carping, if 

we do it upon such occasions; it is not worth the 
while, it is not handsome to seem displeased with 
such little things; it is spending our artillery upon 
a game not worth the killmg. Reproof is too 
grave and stately a thing to be prostituted upon so 
mean things; to use it upon small cause derogateth 
from its weight, when there is considerable reason 
for it; friendship, charity, and humanity should 

cover such offences. In fine, it is unseemly to re- 
prove men for such things as all men, as them- 
selves, are so continually subject unto: it is there- 
fore better to let such things pass without any 
mark of displeasure or dislike. 

5 Reprove not unseasonably ; not when a per- 
son is indisposed to bear reproof, or unfit to profit 
thereby; not when there is likely to be no good 
effect come from it; when thou shalt only thereby 

conjure up an evil spirit of displeasure and enmity 
against thyself. Reproof is a thing of itself not 
good or pleasant, but sometimes needful, because 
wholesome and good in order to the end; it should 
therefore be administered as physic, then only 
when the patient is fit to receive it, and it may 
serve to correct his distemper; otherwise you will 
only make him more sick, and very angry. 

* Mitem animum, et mores modicis erroribus eequos. 

Juv. Sat. xiv. 15 
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It is ever almost unseasonable to reprove some 

persons, as scorners, impudent, incorrigibly profli- 
gate persons, who will hate the reprover without 
regarding the reproof: He that reproveth a scorner 
getteth to himself shame; and he that rebuketh a 

wicked man getteth himself a blot. Reprove not a 
scorner, lest he hate thee. To be maligned, to be 

derided, to be aspersed with reproach and slander, 

is all one shall get by reproving such persons; it is 
both prostituting good advice, and exposing one- 
self to mischief, as our Saviour intimateth in that 

prohibition: Give not that which is holy unto dogs, 
neither cast your pearls before swine, lest they tram- 
ple them under their feet, and turn again and rend 
you. 

As such men ever, so most men in some seasons, 

are uncapable of reproof; so are men in calamity, 
who are discomposed by grief, the which is rather 
to be mitigated by comfort, than increased and 
exasperated by blame; so are men in a passion, 
who have no ears to hear, no reason to judge, no 
will to comply with advice: reproof is apt to pro- 
duce rather anger and ill-blood, than any contrition 
or kindly remorse in persons so affected. 

It is also usually not seasonable to reprove 
men publicly, when their modesty is highly put 
to it, and their reputation grievously suffereth; 
for this is an extreme sort of punishment, and is 
taken for needless; it is extreme, because men 

had rather suffer any way than in their honour; 
it is deemed needless, because it may be ministered 
privately. 

6 Reprove mildly and sweetly, in the calmest 
manner, in the gentlest terms; not in a haughty 
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or imperious way, not hastily or fiercely; not with SHRM. 

sour looks, or in bitter language; for these ways do aaa 

beget all the evil, and hinder the best effects of 

reproof: they do certainly inflame and disturb the 

person reproved; they breed wrath, disdain, and 

hatred against the reprover; but do not so well 
enlighten the man to see his error, or affect him 
with kindly sense of his miscarriage, or dispose 
him to correct his fault: such reproofs look rather 

like the wounds and persecutions of enmity, than 

as remedies ministered by a friendly hand; they 
harden men with stomach who scorn to mend upon 
such occasion. If reproof doth not savour of 
humanity, it signifieth nothing; it must be like 
a bitter pill wrapt in gold, and tempered with 
sugar, otherwise it will not go down, or work effee- 

tually. 
7 Affect not to be reprehensive ; seem not will- 

ingly to undertake the place of a reprover; appear 
to be merely drawn thereto by sense of duty, or 
exigency of friendship, or constraint of charity and 

good-will. For to affect reproving is a sign of ill- 
nature and arrogance, that we delight to observe 
the faults, that we love to insult upon the infirm- 
ities and infelicities of other men; which is the part 

of a domineering and cruel humour. A truly good 
man indeed would be glad to be excused from the 
office; it is the most unpleasant thing he can do 
to be raking in men’s sores, and causing smart to 
his neighbours; far more gladly would he be com- 
mending their good deeds, and cherishing their 
virtue. Nothing therefore but conscience and 
charity can put him on this employment. But so 
much for meddling in reproof. 
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SERM, IIl. Another kind of meddling is, interposing 
xxiv. . , 

in the contests and contentions of others. As to 
this, we may, briefly, do well to observe these 
directions. 

1 We should never meddle, so as to raise dis- 

sensions, or to do such things as breed them: we 
should by no means create misunderstandings, or 
distastes, between our neighbours: we should not 
instil jealousies, or surmises: we should not mis- 

construe words or actions, to an offensive sense or 

consequence: we should not convey spiteful tales: 
we should not disclose the secrets of one to another. 
These practices engender enmity and strife among 
men; and are therefore inhuman, or rather diabo- 

lical; for the Devil is the great makebate in the 
world. 

2 We should not foment dissensions already 
commenced, blowing up the coals that are kindled, 
by abetting the strife, or aggravating the causes 
thereof; it 1s not good to strengthen the quarrel, 
by siding with one part, except that part be noto- 
riously oppressed or abused: in such a case indeed, 
when justice calleth for them, we may lend our 
advice and assistance; and may bear the inconve- 
nience of being engaged, as Moses honestly and 
generously did, when he succoured his brother that 

suffered wrong; otherwise it is advisable to keep 
ourselves out of the fray, that we do not encourage 
it by our taking part, and involve ourselves in the 
mischiefs of it. 

3 Especially we should not make ourselves 
parties in any faction, where both sides are eager 
and passionate; for then, even they who have the 
juster cause are wont to do unjust things, in which 
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it is hard for any man engaged not to have share, SERM. 
at least not to undergo the imputation of them: it oa 
is wisdom therefore in such cases to hold off, and 
to retain a kind of indifferency ; to meddle with 

them is, as the Wise Man saith, Zo take a dog by Prev. xxi. 
the ears; which he that doth, can hardly take care a 
enough of his fingers. 

4 We should not interpose ourselves (without 
invitation) to be arbitrators in points of difference: 
we may cautiously mediate perhaps, or advise to 
agreement; but not pretend as judges with author- 
ity to decide the controversy: this savoureth of 
arrogance, this will work trouble to us, and bring 
the displeasure of both sides upon us”; it is hard, in 
doing so, to avoid becoming parties, and offending 

one side. Our Lord therefore did, we see, wave 
this office, and put off the invitation with a, Who Luke xii. 
made me a divider or a judge between you ? a 

5 If we would at all meddle in these cases, it 

should be only in endeavouring, by the most fair 

and prudent means, to renew peace, and reconcile 

the dissenters; if we can by exhortation and per- 
suasion to peace, by removing misprisions, by repre- 
senting things handsomely, by mitigating their 
passions, bring them to good terms, this is a laud- 
able meddling, this is a blessed practice. So I 
leave this particular, and finish the directive part 
of my discourse. 

IV. I shall now further pale briefly propose 
some considerations inducing to quietness, and 
dissuasive from pragmaticalness; such as arise 

from the nature, properties, causes, and effects of 
b>? ” A , c 9 (nag) \ er rial 

Am@bovvrat Tov fETOV OL AKPOL, EKATEPOS TPOS éxatepov.— Arist. 

(Eth. 1. 8. 3.] 
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Sena each; serving to commend the one, and disparage 
—_-_ the other. 

t Consider that quietness is just and equal, 
pragmaticalness is injurious. When we contain 
ourselves quiet, and mind only our own business, 
we allow every man his right, we harm no man’s 
repute ; we keep ourselves within our bounds, and 
trespass not on the place or interest of our neigh- 
bour; we disturb not the right order and course of 
things: but, in being pragmatical, we do wrongfully 
deprive others of their right and liberty to manage 
their business; we prejudice their credit, implicitly 
charging them with weakness and incapacity to 
despatch their affairs without our direction; we 

therefore, upon our own unequal and partial judg- 
ment, do prefer and advance ourselves above them; 

we assume to ourselves in many respects more 
than our due, withdrawing it from others. In 
fine, no man loveth that others should invade his 

office, or intrude into his business; therefore in 

justice every man should forbear doing so toward 
others. 

2 Quietness signifieth humility, modesty, and 
sobriety of mind; that we conceit not ourselves 

more wise than our neighbour; that we allow every 

man his share of discretion; that we take others 

for able and skilful enough to understand and 
manage their own affairs: but pragmaticalness 
argueth much overweening and arrogance; that we 
take ourselves for the only men of wisdom, at least 
for more wise than those into whose business we 
thrust ourselves. 

3 Quietness is beneficial to the world, presery- 

ing the general order of things, disposing men to 
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keep within their rank and station, and within the 

sphere of their power and ability, regularly attend- 

ing to the work and business proper to them; 

whereby as themselves do well, so the public doth 
thrive: but pragmaticalness disturbeth the world, 
confounding things, removing the distinction be- 

tween superior, inferior, and equal, rendering each 

man’s business uncertain; while some undertake 

that which belongeth not to them: one busybody 
often, as we find by experience, is able to disturb 

and pester a whole society. 
4 Quietness preserveth concord and amity: 

for no man is thereby provoked, being suffered 
undisturbedly to proceed in his course, according 
to his mind and pleasure: but pragmaticalness 
breedeth dissensions and feuds: for all men are 
ready to quarrel with those who offer to control 
them, or cross them in their way; every man will 
be zealous in maintaining his privilege of choosing, 
and acting according to his choice; and cannot 
but oppose those, who attempt to bereave him 
of it; whence between the busybody assailing, and 
others defending their liberty, combustions must 
arise. 

5 Quietness, to the person endued with it, or 
practising it, begetteth tranquillity and peace ; for 
he that letteth others alone, and cometh in no 

man’s way, no man will be apt to disquiet or cross 
him; he keepeth himself out of broils and factions: 

but the busybody createth vexation and trouble to 
himself; others will be ready to molest him in his 

proceedings, because he disturbeth them in theirs: 
he that will have a sickle in another’s corn, or an 

oar in every man’s boat, no wonder if his fingers 

SERM. 
REXGLVE: 
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be rapped; men do not more naturally brush off 
flies, which buzz about their ears, sit upon their 
faces or hands, and sting or tickle them, than they 
strive to drive away clamorous and encroaching 

busybodies. Let, saith St Peter, none of you suffer 
as a busybody in other men’s matters; it is, he inti- 
mateth, a practice whereby a man becometh liable 
to suffer, or which men are apt to punish soundly: 
and so the Wise Man, implying the fondness and 
danger of it, He, saith he, that passeth by, and 
meddleth with strife not belonging to him, is like one 
that taketh a dog by the ears; that 1s, without any 
probable good effect, he provoketh a creature that 
will snarl at him and bite him. 

6 Quietness is a decent and lovely thing, as 

signifying good disposition, and producing good 
effects; but pragmaticalness is ugly and odious. 
Every man gladly would be a neighbour to a quiet 
person, as who, by the steady calmness and smooth- 
ness of his humour, the inoffensive stillness and 

sweetness of his demeanour, doth afford all the 

pleasure of conversation, without any cross or 
trouble. But no man willingly would dwell by 
him, who is apt ever to be infesting him by his 
turbulent humour, his obstreperous talk, his tumul- 
tuous and furious carriage; who, upon all occasions, 
without invitation or consent, will be thrusting in 
his eyes, his tongue, his hand; prying into all that 
is done, dictating this or that course, taxing all 

proceeding, usurping a kind of jurisdiction over 
him and his actions: no man will like, or can well 

endure such a neighbour. It is commonly observed, 
that pride is not only abominable to God, but 
loathsome to man; and of all prides, this is the 
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most offensive and odious: for the pride which SERM. 
keepeth at home, with a man’s heart or fancy, te 
not issuing forth to trouble others, may indeed well 

be despised, as hugely silly and vain ; but that, 
which breaketh out to the disturbance and vexation 
of others, is hated as molestful and mischievous. 

7 Quietness adorneth any profession, bringing 
eredit, respect, and love thereto; but pragmatical- 
ness is scandalous, and procureth odium to any 
party or cause: men usually do cloak their prag- 
matical behaviour with pretences of zeal for public 
good, or of kindness to some party, which they 
have espoused; but thereby they do really cast 
reproach, and draw prejudice upon their side: if it 
be a good cause, they do thereby wrong it, making 
it to partake of the blame incident to such carriage, 
as if it did produce or allow disorder; if it be a bad 
cause, they wrong themselves, aggravating the 
guilt of their adherence thereto; for it is a less 

fault to be calm and remiss in an ill way, than busy 
or violent in promoting it. Nothing hath wrought 
more prejudice to religion, or hath brought more 
disparagement upon truth, than boisterous and 
unseasonable zeal; pretending in ways of passion, 
of fierceness, of rudeness to advance them: a quiet 
sectary doth, to most men’s fancy, appear more 
lovely, than he that is furiously and factiously 
orthodox: The ornament of a meek and quiet spirit 1 Pet.iii. 4. 
as, saith St Peter, in God’s sight, of great price; 
and it is also very estimable in the opinion of men. 

8 Quiet is a safe practice’, keeping men not 

© TO yap ovre paiverat 6 Kata THY Hovxiav Bios akivdurdy re Kat 

acdhadés €xerv.—Chrysippus apud Plut. [de Stoic. Repug. Opp. 

Tom. 11. p. 1916. Ed. Steph. } 
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- only from needless incumbrances of business, but 

from the hazards of it, or beimg charged with its 
bad success: but pragmaticalness is dangerous; for 
if things go ill, the meddler surely will be loaded 
with the blame; the profit and commendation of 

prosperities will accrue to the persons immediately 
concerned; but the disaster and damage will be 
imputed to those who meddled in the business; to 

excuse or ease themselves, men will cast the dis- 

grace on those who did project or further the 
undertaking: he therefore that would be secure, 
let him be quiet; he that loveth peril and trouble, 
let him be pragmatical. 

9 It is consequently a great point of discretion 
to be quiet, it yielding a man peace and safety 
without any trouble; and it is a manifest folly to 
be pragmatical, it being only with care, pains, and 
trouble, to seek dissatisfaction to others, and danger 

to himself; it being also to affect many not only 
inconveniences, but impossibilities. 

Is it possible for any man to grasp or compass 
an infinity of business? Yet this the pragmatical 
man seemeth to drive at; for the businesses of 

other men are infinite, and into that abyss he 
plungeth himself, who passeth beyond his own 
bounds; by the same reason that he meddleth with 
any beside his own, he may undertake all the affairs 
in the world; so he is sure to have work enough, 
but fruit surely little enough of his pains. 

Is it imaginable that we can easily bring others 
to our bent, or induce men to submit their business 

to our judgment and humour? Will not he that 
attempteth such things assuredly expose himself to 
disappointment and regret? Is it not therefore 
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wisdom to let every man have his own way, and 
pursue his concernments without any check or con- 
trol from us ? 

10 We may also consider, that every man 
hath business of his own sufficient to employ him‘; 
to exercise his mind, to exhaust his care and pains, 

to take up all his time and leisure. To study his 
own near concernments, to provide for the necessi- 
ties and conveniences of his life, to look to the 

interests of his soul, to be diligent in his calling, to 
discharge faithfully and carefully all his duties 
relating to God and man, will abundantly employ 
aman®; well it is, if some of them do not encum- 

ber and distract him: he that will set himself with 
all his might to perform these things, will find 
enough to do; he need not seek further for work, 
he need not draw more trouble on him. 

Seeing then every man hath burden enough on 
his shoulders, imposed by God and nature, it is 
vain to take on him more load, by engaging him- 
self in the affairs of others; he will thence be 

forced, either to shake off his own business, or to 

become overburdened and oppressed with more 
than he can bear. It is indeed hence observable, 

and it needs must happen, that those who meddle 
with the business of others are wont to neglect 
their own; they that are much abroad can seldom 
be at home; they that know others most are least 
acquainted with themselves: and the wise Hebrew, 

Z ‘O mrciora mpacowr, mri apapraver Bpotav. 

{Eurip. GEnom. Frag. 1.] 
© "Ampaypovas te eivat: exkXivew yap TO mparrew Te mapa TO Kabn- 

kov.—Zenon apud Diog. Laer. [vu. 1. 64.] Cf. Chrys. in Matt. 
Hom, xxiv. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 410. | 
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The wisdom of a learned man comes by opportunity 
of leisure, Lopia rypauparéws év evKarpia oxoAns, and 

he that hath little business shall be wise, 6 édac- 

cou Mevos mpaker auTou copicOycer at. Whence it is 

scarce possible that a pragmatical man should be a 
good man; that is, such an one who honestly and 
carefully performeth the duties incumbent on him. 

Philosophers therefore generally have advised 
men to shun needless occupations, as the certain 
impediments of a good and happy life; they bid us 
endeavour, To simplify ourselves, ‘AwXobv éavrovs, OY 
to get into a condition requiring of us the least 
that can be to do. St Paul intended the same 
when he advised us, Not to be entangled in the 
negotiations of life, Mn eumdréxecOa tais tov Piov 

mpayywareias : and our Saviour, when he touched 
Martha for being troubled about many things. So 
far therefore we should be from taking in hand the 
affairs of other men, that we should labour te con- 

tract our own, and reduce them to the fewest that 

we can; otherwise we shall hardly attam wisdom, 
or be able to perform our duty‘. 

11 But suppose us to have much spare time, 
and to want business’, so that we are to seek for 

divertisement, and must for relief fly to curiosity ; 

yet it is not advisable to meddle with the affairs of 
other men; there are divers other ways more inno- 

f [Totrwv ev to TeTapr@ héeyer (Xpvourros), tov copov ampay- 

pova te eivat Kat idtompaypova, Kal Ta abTovd mpatrey.—Chrysippus 

apud Plut. de Stoic. Repug. Opp. Tom. x. p. 313. Ed. Reisk.] Vid. 
Sen. Epp. Lxu. xxii 

Tertullian calleth Stoicism, Quietis magisterium.—De Pall. 

cap. v. [Opp. p. 118 p.]. 
® Tacitus saith of the Stoics’ sect, Que turbidos et negotiorum 

appetentes facit.—{Annal. xtv. 57.] 
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cent, more safe, more pleasant, more advantageous SERM. 
to divert ourselves, and satisfy curiosity”. ise 

Nature offereth herself, and her inexhaustible 
store of appearances to our contemplation; we may, 
without any harm, and with much delight, survey 
her rich varieties, examine her proceedings, pierce 
into her secrets. Every kind of animals, of plants, 
of minerals, of meteors presenteth matter, where- 
with innocently, pleasantly, and profitably to enter- 
tain our minds. There are many noble sciences, 
by applying our minds to the study whereof, we 
may not only divert them, but improve and culti- 
vate them: the histories of ages past, or relations 
concerning foreign countries, wherein the manners 
of men are described, and their actions reported, 

may afford us useful pleasure and pastime; thereby 
we may learn as much, and understand the world 
as well, as by the most curious inquiry into the 
present actions of men; there we may observe, we 
may scan, we may tax the proceedings of whom we 
please, without any danger or offence: there are 
extant numberless books, wherein the wisest and 

most ingenious of men have laid open their hearts, 
and exposed their most secret cogitations unto us ; 
in pursuing them we may sufficiently busy our- 
selves, and let our idle hours pass gratefully; we 
may meddle with ourselves, studying our own dis- 
positions, examining our principles and purposes, 
reflecting on our thoughts, words, and actions ; 

striving thoroughly to understand ourselves ; to do 
this we have an unquestionable right, and by it 

8 Omnium quidem occupatorum conditio misera est: eorum 

tamen miserrima, qui ne suis quidem occupationibus laborant — 
Sen. de Brey. Vite, x1x. [2.] 
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we shall obtain vast benefit, much greater than we 

~~" ean hope to get by puddering in the designs or 

doings of others. Pragmaticalness then, as it 1s 

very dangerous and troublesome, so it is perfectly 

needless; it is a kind of idleness, but of all idleness 

the most unreasonable’: it is at least worse than 

idleness, in St Gregory Nazianzen’s opinion: for, 

Thad rather, said he, be idle more than I should, 

than over-busy*. Other considerations might be 

added; but these, I hope, may be sufficient to 

restrain this practice, so unprofitable and uneasy 

to ourselves, and, for the most part, so injurious 

and troublesome to others. 

Now the God of peace make us perfect in every 

good word and work, through Jesus Christ, to whom 

be glory for ever. Amen. 

i Wy8ph Avdo mpdypara od« fur 6 8 éEehOdv empiaro.—Adag. 

apud Suidam. [col. 3066 c. Ed. Gaisf. ] 

K "Apyds elvar paddov Tov SéovTos, i) meplepyos Séxonar.—Gresg. 

Naz. (Or. xxx. Opp. Tom. 1. p. 593 B. 



SERMON XXyV. 

OF THE LOVE OF GOD. 

Marg XOX 37. 

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God 
with all thy heart. 

HIS text is produced by our Saviour out of eee 
Moses his law in answer to a question, where- ~~’ 

with a learned Pharisee thought to pose or puzzle 
him; the question was, Which was the great and 
first commandment in the Law? a question which, 
it seems, had been examined, and determined 
among the doctors, in the schools of those days, 
(for in St Luke, to the like question intimated Luke x. 
by our Saviour, another lawyer readily yields *™ 
the same answer, and is therefore commended by 
our Saviour with a, Recte respondisti, Thou hast 
answered rightly ;) so that, had our Saviour an- 
swered otherwise, he had, we may Suppose, been 
taxed of ignorance and unskilfulness, perhaps also 
of error and heterodoxy; to convict him of which 
seems to have been the design of this Jewish trier 
or tempter, (for he is said to ask, Trying, or 
tempting, him, Mepafwv airév). But our Saviour 
defeats his captious intent, by answering, not only 
according to truth and the reason of the thing, but 
agreeably to the doctrine then current, and as the 
lawyer himself, out of his memory and learning, 

16—2 
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SERM. would have resolved it: and no wonder, since 
Ky. ane 
common sense dictates, that the law enjoming 

1 Tim. i, 

sincere and entire love toward God is necessarily 

the first and chief, or the most fundamental law of 

all Religion; for that whosoever doth believe the 

being of God, according to the most common notion 
that name bears, must needs discern himself obliged, 
first and chiefly, to perform those acts of mind and 
will toward him, which most true and earnest love 

do imply: different expressions of love may be 
prescribed, peculiar grounds of love may be declared 
in several ways of Religion; butin the general and 
main substance of the duty all will conspire, all will 
acknowledge readily, that it is love we chiefly owe 
to God; the duty which he may most justly require 
of us, and which will be most acceptable to him. 
It was then indeed the great commandment of the 
old (or rather of the young and less perfect) Religion 
of the Jews, and it is no less of the more adult and 

improved Religion which the Son of God did 
institute and teach: the difference only is, that 
Christianity declares more fully how we should 
exercise 1t; and more highly engages us to observe 
it; requires more proper and more substantial 
expressions thereof; extends our obligation as to 
the matter, and intends it as to the degree thereof: 
for, as it represents Almighty God in his nature and 
in his doings, more lovely than any other way of 
Religion, either natural or instituted, hath done, or 

could do; so it proportionably raises our obligation 
to love him: it is, as St Paul speaketh, To rédos 
THs Tapayyedtas, Lhe last drift, or the supreme pitch 
of the evangelical profession and institution, to love ; 
to love God first, and then our neighbour, Out of a 
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pure heart, and good conscience, and faith unfergned: surm. 
it is, The bond, or knot of that perfection whieh 2 
the Gospel enjoins us to aspire to: it is the first Col. 14 
and principal of those goodly fruits, which thes. 
Holy Spirit of Christ produceth in good Christians. = 
It is therefore plainly with us also the great com- 
mandment and chief duty; chiefly great in its 
extent, in its worth, in its efficacy, and influence : 

most great it is, in that it doth (eminently at least, 
or virtually) contain all other laws and duties of 
piety ; they being all as branches making up its body, 
or growing out of it as their root. St Paul saith Rom. xiii. 
of the love toward our neighbour, that it is, MAypeua 
vouou, A full performance of the laws concerning him ; 
and that, All commandments, avaxepadaovyrTa, are Rom. xiii. 
recapitulated, or summed up, in this onesaying, Thou ie 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself: and by like, or 
greater reason, are all the duties of piety comprised 
in the love of God; which is the chief of those two 

hinges, upon which, as our Saviour here subjoins, 
The whole law and the prophets do hang. So great Matt. xxii. 
is this duty in extent: and it is no less in proper y 
worth; both as it immediately respects the most 
excellent and most necessary performances of duty, 
(employing our highest faculties in their best opera- 
tions,) and as it imparts virtue and value to all 
other acts of duty: for no sacrifice is acceptable, Lev. ii. 13; 

which is not kindled by this heavenly fire; now * 
offering sweet and pure, which is not cosine by 
this holy salt; no action is truly good or commend- 

able, which is not conjoined with, or doth not 

proceed from the love of God ; that is not performed 

with a design to please God, or, at least, with an 

opinion that we shall do so thereby. If a man 
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perform any good work not out of love to God, but 
——__ from any other principle, or for any other design, 

Cor. v. 
An 

John xiv. 

#3) 
I 

5 
1 

3 

Johns 

Pioh v. 

(to please himself or others, to get honour or gain 
thereby,) how can it be acceptable to God, to whom 
it hath not any due regard? And what action 
hath it for its principle, or its ingredient, becomes 
sanctified thereby, in great measure pleasing and 
acceptable to God; such is the worth and value 
thereof. It is also the great commandment for 
efficacy and influence, being naturally productive 
of obedience to all other commandments; especially 
of the most genuine and sincere obedience; no other 
principle being in force and activity comparable 
thereto: (fear may drive to a compliance with some, 
and hope may draw to an observance of others; but 
it is love, that with a kind of willing constraint 
and kindly violence carries on cheerfully, vigor- 
ously, and swiftly to the performance of all God’s 
commandments: If any man loves me, saith our 
Saviour, he will keep my word: to keep his word is 
a natural and necessary result of love to him: This 
as the love of God, saith St John, that we keep his 
commandments, and his commandments are not 

grievous; it is the nature of that love to beget a free 
and delightful obedience :) such then is the subject 
of our discourse; even the sum, the soul, the spring 
of all our Religion and duty. And because it is 
requisite, both for our direction how to do, and the 

examination of ourselves whether we do as we 
ought, that we should understand what we are so 
far obliged to; that we may be able to perform it, 
and that we be effectually disposed thereto, I shall 
use this method; I will first endeavour to explain 

the nature of this love commanded us; then, to 
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shew some means of attaining it; lastly, to pro- SERM. 
Kv 

pound some inducements to the purchase and — 
practice thereof. 

I. For the first part; we may describe love in 
general (for it seems not so easy to define it 
exactly) to be an affection or inclination of the soul 
toward an object, proceeding from an apprehension 
and esteem of some excellency or some conveniency 
therein, (its beauty, worth, or usefulness,) producing 

thereupon, if the object be absent or wanting, a 

proportionable desire, and consequently an en- 
deavour to obtain such a propriety therein, such 
a possession thereof, such an approximation or 
union thereto, as the thing is capable of; also a 
regret and displeasure in the failing so to obtain 
it; or in the want, absence, and loss thereof; like- 

wise begetting a complacence, satisfaction, and 
delight in its presence, possession, or enjoyment; 
which is moreover attended with a good-will thereto, 
suitable to its nature; that is, with a desire that it 

should arrive unto, and continue in its best state; 

with a delight to perceive it so to thrive and 
flourish; with a displeasure to see it suffer or 
decay in anywise; with a consequent endeavour to 
advance it in all good, and preserve it from all 
evil. Which description containing the chief pro- 
perties of love in common, do in some sort, (not to 

insist upon abstracted notions, or in examples 
remote from our purpose,) all of them well agree to 
that love which we owe to God, according to the 
tenor of this law, and in the degree therein ex- 
pressed; that is, in the best manner and highest 

degree; for even of this divine love the chief pro- 

perties (prerequisite thereto, or intimately conjoined 
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therewith, or naturally resulting from it) I conceive 
are these: 

1 A right apprehension and firm persuasion 
concerning God, and consequently a high esteem 
of him as most excellent in himself and most 
beneficial to us: for such is the frame of our soul, 

that the perceptive part doth always go before the 
appetitive, that affection follows opinion, that no 
object otherwise moves our desire, than as repre- 
sented by reason, or by fancy, good unto us: what 
effect will the goodliest beauty, or the sweetest 
harmony have upon him, who wants sense to 
discern, or judgment to prize them? (The most 
excellent and useful things are often neglected, 
because they are not well understood or not truly 
valued ; the Wise Man gives us an instance; Fools, 

saith he, hate wisdom, and despise knowledge; they 
hate it, because they despise it, not discerning its 
great worth, not rightly judging of its use.) This 
is our natural way of acting; and according to it, 
that we may in due measure love God, he must 
appear proportionably amiable, and desirable to us; 
we must entertain worthy thoughts of him, as full 

of all perfection in himself; as the fountain of all 
good; as the sole author of all that happiness we 
can hope for or receive; as he, in possession of 
whom we shall possess all things desirable; in effect 
and virtue, all riches, all honours, all pleasure, all - 

good that we are capable of; and secluding whom 
we can enjoy no real good or true content: which 
esteem of him, how can it otherwise than beget 
affection toward him? If the faint resemblances, 
or the slender participations of such excellences 
(of that incomprehensible wisdom, that uncon- 
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trollable power, that unconfined bounty, that un- SnEM 

blemished purity, which are united in him, and ——— 
shine from him with a perfect lustre; if, I say, 

the very faint resemblances, and imperfect parti- 
cipations of these excellences) discerned in other 
things, are apt to raise our admiration, and 

allure our affection toward them; if the glimmer- 
ing of some small inconsiderable benefit, the 
shadow of real profit discovered in these inferior 
empty things, is able so strongly to attract our 
eyes, and fix our hearts upon them, why should 
not from a like, but so much greater cause, the like 
effect proceed? whence can it be that the appre- 
hension of an object so infinitely lovely, so incom- 
parably beneficial (if not passing cursorily through 
our fancy, but deeply impressed upon our mind) 
should not proportionably affect and incline us 
toward him with all that desire, that delight, that 
good-will which are proper to love? If we think, 
as the Psalmist did, that, There is none in heaven Ps. \xxxix. 

or in earth comparable to God, (comparable in | 
essential perfection, comparable in beneficial influ- 
ence,) why should we not be disposed also to say 
with him? Whom have I wm heaven but thee? and Ps. txxiii. 
there is none upon earth that I desire besides thee. ** 

Such a reverent esteem is the proper foundation 
upon which true love is built, and which upholds 

it: whence, as the love of God doth commonly 

denote all the duties of Religion; so doth fear, (or 
reverence to him) likewise in scripture style com- 
prehend and express them all; it being the root Comp. 

from whence love doth sprout, and by which it is me act 
nourished: it being the beginning of that true **" 9’ exly. 19, 

wisdom by which we embrace and fasten our 2° 
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SERM. affection upon the sovereign good. Hence we 
—__may observe, that those devout persons, whose 

hearts were fullest of this love, their minds were 

most employed in meditation upon the divine 
excellences, and upon the beneficial emanations 

from them in bounty and mercy upon the creatures ; 
their tongues being tuned by their thoughts, and 
their inward esteem breaking forth imto praise. 

Ps. exlvii Every day, all the day long, at all times did they 
civ. 33; bless God, praisehisname, speak of his righteousness, 
Ini. rs; Shew forth his salvation, as the Psalmist expresses 
ely. 2. his practice, arising from love enlivened by the 
xxi. 8." esteem of God, and the apprehension of his excel- 

lent goodness: from whence also that strong faith, 

that constant hope, that cheerful confidence they 
reposed in him; that hearty approbation of all his 
counsels and purposes; that full acquiescence of 
mind in his proceedings; that entire submission 
of their understanding to his discipline, and resig- 
nation of their will to his good pleasure; that 
yielding up themselves (their souls and_ bodies, 
their lives and goods) to his disposal, with all the 
like high effects and pregnant signs of love did 
flow : but, 

2 Another property of this love is an earnest 
desire of obtaining a propriety in God; of possess- 
ing him, im a manner, and enjoying him; of ap- 
proaching him, and being, so far as may be, united 
to him. When we stand upon such terms with any 
person, that we have a free access unto and a fami- 
liar intercourse with him; that his conversation is 

profitable and delightful to us; that we can upon 
all occasions have his advice and assistance; that he 

is always ready in our needs, and at our desire, to 
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employ what is in him of ability for our good and Bs 
advantage, we may be said to own such a person, — 
to possess and enjoy him; to be tied, as it were, 
and joined to him, (as it is El The soul of Jonathan « Sam. 
was knit to the soul of David, so that he loved him aoe 
as his own soul). And such a propriety in, such a 
possession of, such an alliance and conjunction to 
himself, God vouchsafes to them, who are duly 
qualified for so great a good. He was not ashamed, ett 
saith the apostle concerning the faithful patriarchs, ” 
to be called their God; to be appropriated in a 
manner unto them; and, He that acknowledgeth the 
Son, saith St John concerning good Christians, hath ! 2 ohn ii. 
(or possesseth) the Father also, Kai tov rarépa éxet: eer. 

and To seek; To find; To draw near to; To cleave ale 
unto; To abide with, To abide in; and such other ¥°"* *" 
phrases frequently do occur in scripture, denoting , Josh. xxi. 
that near relation which good men stand in toward 1 Cor. vi. 
God; implying, that he affords them a continual At xi. 
liberty of access and coming into his especial pre- Join a 

sence, that he admits them to a kind of converse #3, ., 
and communion with himself, full of spiritual bene- 7 70h ™ 
fit and delight ; that, bearing an especial good-will 
and favour toward them, he is disposed to exert his 
infinite wisdom and power in their behalf ; is ready 
to impart all needful and convenient good unto 
them (help in their needs, supply in wants, protec- 
tion in dangers; the direction, assistance, and 
comfort of his Holy Spirit; pardon of sins and 
peace of conscience; all the blessings of grace here, 
and all the felicities of glory hereafter ;) such an 
interest, as it were, in God and a title unto him, 

such a possession and enjoyment of him we are 
capable of obtaining: and as that enjoyment is in 
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. itself infinitely above all things desirable ; so, if we 
‘love God, we cannot surely but be earnestly de- 

sirous thereof: a cold indifferency about it, a famt 
wishing for it, a slothful tendency after it, are much 

on this side love; it will inflame our heart, it will 

transport our mind, it will beget a vigorous and 
lively motion of soul toward it: for love, you know, 
is commonly resembled unto, yea even assumes the 
name of fire; for that 1t warms the breast, agitates 
the spirits, quickens all the powers of soul, and sets 
them on work in desire and pursuance of the be- 
loved object: you may imagine as well fire without 
heat or activity, as love without some ardency of 
desire. Longing and thirsting of soul; Fainting for, 
and panting after; Crying out, and stretching forth 
the hands toward God; such are the expressions 
signifying the good Psalmist’s love; by so apt and 
so pathetical resemblances doth he set out the 
vehemency of his desire to enjoy God. I need not 
add concerning endeavour; for that by plain conse- 
quence doth necessarily follow desire: the thirsty 
soul will never be at rest till it have found out its 
convenient refreshment: if we, as David did, do 
long after God, we shall also with him earnestly 
seek God; nor ever be at rest till we have found 

him, Coherent with this is a 
3 Third property of this love, that is, a great 

complacence, satisfaction, and delight in the enjoy- 
ment of God: in the sense of having such a pro- 
priety in him; in the partaking those emanations 
of favour and beneficence from him; and conse- 

quently in the instruments conveying, in the means 
conducing to such enjoyment: for joy and content 
are the natural fruits of obtainmg what we love, 
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what we much value, what we earnestly desire. SERM. 
Yea, what we chiefly love, if we become possessed ———_ 
thereof, we easily rest satisfied therewith, although 
all other comforts be wanting to us. The covetous 
person for instance, who dotes upon his wealth, let 
him be pinched with the want of conveniences; let 
his body be wearied with toil; let his mind be dis- 
tracted with care; let him be surrounded with ob- 

loquy and disgrace—At mihi plaudo ipse domi; 
he nevertheless enjoys himself in beholding his 
beloved pelf: the ambitious man likewise, although 
his state be full of trouble and disquiet ; though he 
be the mark of common envy and hatred; though 
he be exposed to many crosses and dangers; yet 
while he stands in power and dignity, among all 
those thorns of care and fear, his heart enjoys much 
rest and pleasure. In like manner we may observe 
those pious men, whose hearts were endued with this 
love, by the present sense, or assured hope of enjoy- 
ing God, supporting themselves under all wants and Luke vi. 
distresses ; rejoicing, yea, boasting and exulting, in ere 

their afflictions; and no wonder, while they con- j%\,. y, 3. 
ceived themselves secure in the possession of their © } 7+ 
hearts’ wish; of that which they incomparably 
valued and desired above all things; which by ex- 
perience they have found so comfortable and deli- 
cious: O taste and see, exclaims the Psalmist, Ps. xxxiv. 

inspired with this passion, O taste and see, that the zi 
Lord is good: How excellent is thy loving-kindness, xxxvi.7,8. 
O Lord! They (they who enjoy it) shall be abun- 
dantly satisfied with the fatness of thy house, and 
thow shalt make them drink of the river of thy 

® [Hor. Sat. 1. i. 66.] 
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SERM. pleasures: A day im thy courts is better than a 
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thousand: My soul shall be satisfied as with marrow 
and fatness: so did those devout practisers of this 
duty express the satisfaction they felt in God, and 
in those things whereby he did impart the enjoy- 
ment of himself unto them. So did the light of 
God’s countenance cheer their heart; so did his 

loving-kindness appear better than life itself unto 
them. Hence do they so frequently enjoin and 
exhort us to be glad; to delight ourselves; to glory; 
to rejoice continually in the Lord; in the sense of 
his goodness; in the hope of his favour; the doing 

‘ so being an inseparable property of love; to which 
we adjoin another. 

4 The feeling much displeasure and regret in 
being deprived of such enjoyment; in the absence 
or distance, as 1t were, of God from us; the loss or 

lessening of his favour; the subtraction of his gra- 

cious influences from us: for surely answerable to 
the love we bear unto any thing will be our grief 
for the want or loss thereof: it was a shrewd argu- 
ment which the poet used to prove, that men loved 
their monies better than their friends, because— 

Majore tumultu planguntur nummi, quam funera’— 
they more lamented the loss of those than the death 
of these: indeed, that which a man principally 
affects, if he is bereaved thereof, be his condition 

otherwise how prosperous and comfortable soever, 
he cannot be contented; all other enjoyments be- 
come unsavoury and unsatisfactory to him. And 
so it is in our case, when God, although only for 

trial, according to his wisdom and good pleasure, 

b (Juv. Sat. xm. 130.] 
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hides his face, and withdraws his hand; leaving the SERM. 
soul in a kind of desolation and darkness; not ——— 

finding that ready aid in distress, not feeling 

that cheerful vivacity in obedience, not tasting 
that sweet relish of devotion, which have been 

usually afforded thereto ; if love reside in the heart, 
it will surely dispose it to a sensible grief; it will 
inspire such exclamations as those of the Psalmist: 
How long, Lord, wilt thow hide thy face? Fide not uae 
thy face from thy servant, for I am in trouble: Turn Ii. 17; 

unto me according to the multitude of thy tender xii. - 
mercies: Draw nigh unto my soul and redeem it. '% 
Even our Saviour himself in such a case, when Gad 

seemed for a time to withdraw the light of his 
countenance, and the protection of his helpful hand 
from him, (or to frown and lay his heavy hand 
upon him a had his soul, [lepiAumov éws Oavatov, Ha- Matt. 

tremely grieved and full of deadly anguish; neither pene 
surely was it any other cause than excess of love, 
which made that temporary desertion so grievous 
and bitter to him, extorting from his most meek 
and patient heart that woful complaint, My God, xxvii. 46. 
my God, why hast thou forsaken me? But especially, 
when our iniquities have, as the Prophet expresseth fet ee 
it, separated between our God and us, and our sins Teal i. a 
have hid his face from us: when that thick cloud ~ 
hath eclipsed the light of his countenance, and in- 
tercepted his gracious influences ; when, by wilfully 
offending, we have, as the Israelites are said to have 
done, rejected our God, cast him off, and driven a 
him from us ; so depriving ourselves of propriety in 
him, and the possession of his favour; then if any 
love be alive in us, it will prompt us, with those Ps. vi; 
good men in their penitential agonies, to be griev- xxxvii; li; 

em 
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ously sensible of, and sorely to bewail that our 

wretched condition; There will not, if we so heartily 

love God, and value his favour as they did, be any 

soundness in our flesh, or rest in our bones; Our 

spirit will be overwhelmed within us, and our heart 

within us desolate. Our heart will be smitten and 

withered like grass, upon the consideration and 

sense of so inestimable a loss. Love will render 

such a condition very sad and uneasy to us; will 

make all other delights insipid and distasteful ; all 

our life will become bitter and burdensome to us; 

neither, if it in any measure abides in us, shall we 

receive content, till, by humble deprecation, we have 

regained some glimpse of God’s favour, some hope 

of being reinstated in our possession of him. Fur- 

ther yet, 
s Another property of this love is, to bear 

the highest good-will toward God; so as to wish 

heartily and effectually, according to our power, to 

procure all good to him, and to delight in it; so as 

to endeavour to prevent and to remove all evil, if 

I may so speak, that may befall him, and to be 

heartily displeased therewith. Although no such 

benefit or advantage can accrue to God which may 

increase his essential and indefectible happiness; 

no harm or damage can arrive that may impair it, 

(for he can be neither really more or less rich, or 

glorious, or joyful than he is; neither have our 

desire or our fear, our delight or our grief, our 

designs or our endeavours any object, any eround 

in those respects ;) yet hath he declared, that there 

be certain interests and concernments, which, out 

of his abundant goodness and condescension, he 

doth tender and prosecute as his own: as if he did 
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really receive advantage by the good, and pre- SER 
judice by the bad success, respectively belonging 
to them; that he earnestly desires, and is greatly 
delighted with some things, very much dislikes, 
and is grievously displeased with other things: for 
instance, that he bears a fatherly affection toward 
his creatures, and earnestly desires their welfare; 
and delights to see them enjoy the good he designed 
them; as also dislikes the contrary events; doth 
commiserate and condole their misery; that he is 
consequently well pleased, when piety and justice, 
peace and order (the chief means conducing to our 
welfare) do flourish; and displeased, when impiety 
and iniquity, dissension and disorder (those cer- 
tain sources of mischief to us) do prevail; that 
he is well satisfied with our rendering to him that 
obedience, honour, and respect, which are due to 
him; and highly offended with our injurious and 
disrespectful behaviour toward him, in the com- 
mission of sin and violation of his most just and 
holy commandments: so that there wants not suf. 
ficient matter of our exercising good-will both in 
affection and action toward God: we are capable 
both of wishing, and (in a manner, as he will in- 
terpret and accept it) of doing good to him, by 
our concurrence with him, in promoting those 
things which he approves and delights in, and in 
removing the contrary. And so surely shall we 
do, if we truly love God: for love, as it would 
have the object to be its own, as it intends to 
enjoy it, so it would have it in its best state, and 
would put it thereinto, and would conserve it 
therein; and would thence contribute all it is able 
to the welfare, to the ornament, to the pleasure 

B. 8. VOL. I. | 
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and content thereof. What is it, saith Cicero, to 

love, but to will or desire, that the person loved 

should receive the greatest good that can bes ? Love 

also doth reconcile, conform and unite the incli- 

nations and affections of him who loves, to the 

inclinations and affections of him who is beloved; 

Eadem velle et eadem nolle, To consent in liking and 

disliking of things, if it be not the cause, if it be 

not the formal reason or essence, as some have 

made it, it is at least a certain effect of love. If 

then we truly love God, we shall desire, that all 

his designs prosper, that his pleasure be fulfilled, 

that all duty be performed, all glory rendered to 

him: we shall be grieved at the wrong, the dis- 

honour, the disappointment he receives: especially 

we shall endeavour in our own practice, with holy 

David, To perform mavra za Oerrpuata avtou, all 

that God wills, desires, or delights in ; to eschew 

whatever offends him. Our desire, our delight, 

our endeavour will conspire with and be subordi- 

nate to his; for it would be a strange kind of love 

that were consistent with the voluntary doing of 

that which is hurtful, injurious, or offensive to 

that we love; such actions being the proper effects, 

the natural signs of hatred and enmity: If any 

man say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is 

a liar, saith St John; and, [fany man seeth his 

brother need, and shutteth his bowels toward him, 

how doth the love of God abide in him? He that 

in his affections is so unlike, so contrary unto God; 

he that is unwilling to comply with God’s will in 

go reasonable a performance; he that, in a matter 

wherein God hath declared himself so much con- 

© Quid autem est amare—nisi velle bonis aliquem affici quam 

maximis ?>—Cic. de Fin. 1. [24, 78.] 
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cerned, and so affected therewith, doth not care to SERM. 
cross him, to displease and disappoint him; how ~*~” 
can he with any show of truth, or with any modesty 
pretend to love God? Hence it is, that keeping 
of God’s commandments is commonly represented 
to us as the most proper expression, as the surest 
argument of our love to God: Shewing mercy to thou- Exod. xx. 
sands of them that love me, and keep my command- e 
ments ; they are joined together as terms equivalent, 
or as inseparable companions in effect: He that hath Jon xiv. 
my commandments and keepeth them, he it is that °? 73° 
loveth me: Ye are my friends, (that is, not only xv. 14. 
objects of my affection, but actively friends, bear- 
ing affection unto me,) if ye do whatsoever I com- 
mand you, saith our Saviour: and, Whoso keepeth 1 Sohn ii. 
his word, in him is the love of God truly perfected: * 
(he hath the truth and sincerity; he hath the in- 
tegrity and consummation of love: without it love 
is wholly false and counterfeit, or very lame and 
imperfect; so the loving and beloved desciple 
teaches us.) For by doing thus, as we signify our 
esteem of God’s wisdom which directeth us, our 
dread of his power and justice that can punish us, 
our hope in his goodness and fidelity to reward us, 
our regard to his majesty and authority over us; 
so especially thereby, (if our obedience at least be 

_ free and cheerful,) we express our good-will toward 
him; shewing thereby, that we are disposed to do 
him all the good and gratify him all we can ; that 
his interests, his honour, his content are dear and 
precious to us. And were indeed our hearts knit ps. lxxxvi. 
unto God with this bond of perfection, we could 
not in our wills, and consequently in our practice, 
be so severed from him; we should also love heart- 

17—2 
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SERM. ily all virtue and goodness, the nearest resem- 

XV. 
-blances of him, and which he chiefly loves; we 

ers should do what David so oft professes himself to 

103, 105, . 
° . s 

216 do, love his law, and ereatly delight in his com- 

35 7° 47 mandments. “With our Saviour, we should delight 

er 4 perform his will; it would (as it was to him) be 

oes Jet OMe meat and our drink to do it; his yoke would 

Jobniv.. be easy indeed, and his burden light unto us; his 

34. 
Matt. xi. yoke so easy, that we should wear it rather as a 

Prov. ii, jewel about our necks than as a yoke; his burden so 

a light, that we should not feel it as a burden, but 

esteem it our privilege. We should not be so dull 

in apprehending, or so slack in performing duty; 

for this sharp-sighted affection would presently 

discern, would readily suggest it to us; by the 

least intimation it would perceive what pleaseth 

God, and would snatch opportunity of doing it: 

we should not need any arguments to persuade us, 

nor any force to compel us, love would inspire us 

with sufficient vigour and alacrity; it would urge 

Ps. exix. and stimulate us forward not only to walk in, but 

ae even, as the Psalmist expresseth it, to run the 

ways of God’s commandments. 

But let thus much serve for explication of the 

nature of this duty; in order, as was before said, 

to the direction of our practice, and examination 

thereof: the particular duties mentioned, being 

comprehended in, or appertaining to the love of 

God, if we perceive that we practise them, we may, 

to our satisfaction and comfort, infer, that propor- 

tionably we are endued with this grace; if not, 

we have reason (such as should beget remorse and 

pious sorrow in us) to suspect we abide in a state 

of disaffection or of indifferency toward him. If 
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we find the former good disposition, we should SEEM. 
strive to cherish and improve it; if the second bad ~~ 
one, we should (as we tender our own welfare and 
happiness, as we would avoid utter ruin and misery) 
endeavour to remove it. 

IT. To the effecting of which purposes I shall 
next propound some means conducible; some in 
way of removing obstacles, others by immediately 
promoting the duty. 

Of the first kind are these ensuing: 
1 The destroying of all loves opposite to the 

love of God, extinguishing all affection to things 
odious and offensive to God: mortifying all corrupt 
and perverse, all unrighteous and unholy desires‘. 
It agrees with souls no less than with bodies, that 
they cannot at once move or tend contrary ways; 
upward and downward, backward and forward at 
one time: it is not possible we should together 
truly esteem, earnestly desire, bear sincere good- 
will to things in nature and inclination quite re- 
pugnant, each to other. No man ever took him 
for his real friend, who mantains correspondency, 
secret or open, who joins in acts of hostility with 
his professed enemies: at least we cannot, as we 
ought, love God with our whole heart, if, with any 
part thereof, we affect his enemies; those which 
are mortally and irreconcileably so; as are all in- 
iquity and impurity, all inordinate lusts both of 
flesh and spirit: The carnal mind, Té pornua ris Rom. vii. 
capxos (the minding or affecting of the flesh) is,” 
St Paul tells us, enmity toward God; for it is not 
subject to the law of God, nor can be; it is an 
enemy, even the worst of enemies, an incorrigibly 

4 Ye that love the Lord, hate evil.—Ps. xevii. 10. 
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obstinate rebel against God; and can we then, re- 

taining any love to God or peace with him, com- 
ply and conspire therewith? And, The friendship 
of the world (that is, I suppose, of those corrupt 
principles, and those vicious customs which usually 
prevail in the world) zs also, St James tells us, 
enmity with God; so that he adds, If any man be 
a friend to the world, he ws thereby constituted, 

caBicrara, (he immediately ipso facto becomes) an 
enemy to God. St John affirms the same; If any 
man love the world, the love of the Father is not in 
him; explaining himself, that by the world he 
means those things, which are most generally em- 
braced and practised therem: The lust, or desire, 
of the flesh, (that is, sensuality and intemperance,) 
the lust of the eyes, (that is, envy, covetousness, vain 
curiosity, and the like,) the ostentation, or boasting, 
of life®, (that is, pride, ambition, vain-glory, ar- 

rogance,) qualities, as irreconcileably opposite to 
the holy nature and will of God, so altogether 
inconsistent with the love of him; begetting in us 
an aversation and antipathy towards him; ren- 
dering his holiness distasteful to our affections, and 
his justice dreadful to our consciences; and himself 
consequently, his will, his law, his presence hateful 
to us: while we take him to be our enemy and to 
hate us, we shall certainly in like manner stand 
affected toward him: this indeed is the main ob- 
stacle, the removal of which will much facilitate 

the introduction of divine love; it being a great 
step to reconciliation and friendship, to be disen- 
gaged from the adverse party: we should then 

°“H eémOupia ths capkds, Kai 7 emOvpia tov opOadrpar, kai 4 

ddagoveia tod Biov.—1 Joh. ii. 16. 

) 
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easily discern the beauty of divine goodness and a 
sanctity, when the mists of ignorance, of error, of : 

corrupt prejudice, arising from those gross and 
carnal affections, were dissipated; we should bet- 
ter relish the sweet and savoury graces of God, 
when the palate of our mind were purged from 
vicious tinctures; we should be more ready to hope 
for peace and favour in his eyes, when our con- 
sciences were freed from the sense of such provo- 
cations and defilements. but, 

2 If we would obtain this excellent grace, we 
must restrain our affections toward all other things, 
however in their nature innocent and indifferent. 
The young gentleman in the Gospel had, it seems, Matt. xix. 

arrived to the former pitch; having through the {S\,. xvii. 
course of his life abstained from grosser iiquities '*: 
and impurities; so far, that our Saviour, in regard 
to that attainment of his, conceived an affection for 

him, (fe loved him, nryarnoev avrov it is said,) yet Mark x. 

was not he sufficiently disposed to love God; being Pix. xviii 

in one thine deficient, that he retamed an immo- 2: 
derate affection to his wealth and worldly conve- 
niences; with which sort of affections the love of 

God cannot consist: for we much undervalue God, 

and cannot therefore duly love him, if we deem any 
thing comparable to him, or considerable in worth 
or usefulness when he comes in competition: if we 
deem, that the possession of any other thing beside 

him can confer to our happiness, or the want 
thereof can prejudice it, and make us miserable: 
no other love should bear any proportion to the 
love of him; no other object should appear (as 
indeed none really is) simply good, desirable, or 
amiable to us. What, value St Paul had of his pni. ii.s. 
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legal qualifications and privileges, the same should 
we have concerning all other things in appearance 
pleasant or convenient to us; they ought, in regard 
to God, to seem damage and dung; not only mean 
and despicable, but even sordid and loathsome to 
us; not only unworthy of our regard and desire, but 
deserving our hatred and abhorrency; we should, 
I say, even hate the best of them; so our Saviour 
expresseth it: If any man doth not hate his father 
and his mother, his wife and his children, his bro- 

thers and sisters, and even his own soul, (or his own 

life,) he cannot be my disciple; that is, 1f any man 

retain in his heart any affection not infinitely, as it 
were, less than that which he bears to God; if any 

thing be in comparison dear and precious to him, 
he is not disposed to entertain the main point of 
Christ’s discipline, the sincere and entire love of God. 
To love him, as he requires, with all our heart, 
implies, that our heart be filled with his love, so 

that no room be left for any other passion to enter 
or dwell there. And indeed such, if we observe 
it, is the nature of our soul, we can hardly together 

harbour earnest or serious affections toward dif- 

ferent objects; one of them will prevail and pre- 

dominate; and so doing will not suffer the other to 

remain, but will extrude or extinguish it: no heart 

of man can correspond with two rivals, but, as our 

Saviour teacheth us, it will hate and despise one, 

will love and stick to the other; whence he infers, 

that, We cannot serve (that is, affectionately adhere 

to) both God and mammon. If we have, accord- 

ing to the Psalmist’s phrase, set our hearts upon 

wealth, and will be rich, (are resolved to be, as 

St Paul expresseth it;) if we eagerly aspire to 
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power and honour with the Pharisees, preferring SERM. 
the applause of men before the favour of God; if —~— 
any worldly or bodily pleasure, or any curiosity how ri ae 
plausible soever, hath seized upon our spirits and 
captivated our affections; if any inferior object 2 Tim. iv. 
whatever, with its apparent splendour, sweetness, *~ 
goodliness, convenience, hath so inveigled our 

fancy, that we have an exceeding esteem thereof, 

and a greedy appetite thereto; that we enjoy it 
with huge content, and cannot part from it without 

much regret; that thing doth at present take up 
God’s place within us; so that our heart is uncapa- 
ble, at least in due measure, of divine love: but if 

we be indifferently affected toward all such things, 
and are unconcerned in the presence or absence of 
them; esteeming them as they are, mean and vain; 
loving them as they deserve, as inferior and trivial ; 
if, according to St Paul’s direction, we used them 1 Cor. vii. 

as if we used them not; it is another good step *” 
toward the love of God: the divine light will shine 
more brightly into so calm and serene a medium: 
a soul void of other affections will not be only more 
capable to receive, but apt to suck in that heavenly 
one; being insensible, in any considerable degree, 

of all other comforts and complacences, we shall be 
apt to search after, and reach out at that, which 

alone can satisfy our understanding and satiate our 
desires; especially if we add hereto, 

3 The freeing of our hearts also from immode- 

rate affection to ourselves; (I mean, not from a 
sober desire or an earnest regard to our own true 
good; for this, as nature enforces to, so all reason 

allows, and even God’s command obligeth us to; 
nor can it be excessive; but a high conceit of our- 
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selves as worthy or able, a high confidence in any 
thing we have within us or about us;) for this is a 
very strong bar against the entrance, as of all other 
charity, so especially of this; for as the love of an 
external object doth thrust, as it were, our soul 

outwards towards it; so the love of ourselves de- 

tains it within, or draws it inwards; and conse- 

quently these inclinations crossing each other can- 
not both have effect, but one will subdue and 

destroy the other. If our mind be—Jpsa suis con- 
tenta bonis—satisfied with her own (taking them 
for her own) endowments, abilities, or fancied per- 
fections; if we imagine ourselves wise enough to 
perceive, good enough to choose, resolute enough 
to undertake, strong enough to achieve, constant 
enough to pursue whatever is conducible to our 
real happiness and best content; we shall not care 
to go further’; we will not be at the trouble to 

search abroad for that which, in our opinion, we 
can so readily find, so easily enjoy at home. If we 
so admire and doat upon ourselves, we thereby put 
ourselves into God’s stead, and usurp the throne 
due to him in our hearts; comparing ourselves to 
God, and in effect preferring ourselves before him; 
thereby consequently shutting out that unparalleled 
esteem, that predominant affection we owe to him; 

while we are busy in dressing and decking, in court- 
ing and worshipping this idol of our fancy, we shall 
be estranged from the true object of our devotion; 
both we shall willingly neglect him, and he in just 
indignation will desert us. But if, as all other 
things, so even ourselves do appear exceedingly 
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vile and contemptible, foul and ugly in comparison so 
to God; if we take ourselves to be (as truly we are) 
mere nothings, or somethings worse; not only de- 
stitute of all considerable = aiachan, but full of 
great defects ; blind and fond in our conceits, crooked 
and perverse in our wills, infirm and unstable in all 
our powers, unable to discern, unwilling to embrace, 

backward to set upon, inconstant in prosecuting 
those things which are truly good and advantageous 
to us; if we have, I say, this right opinion and 
judgment of ourselves, seeing within us nothing 
lovely or desirable, no proper object there of our 
esteem or affection, no bottom to rest our mind 

upon, no ground of solid comfort at home, we shall 

then be apt to look abroad, to direct our eyes, and 
settle our affections upon somewhat more excellent 
in itself, or more beneficial to us, that seems better 

to deserve our regard, and more able to supply our 
defects. And if all other things about us appear 
alike deformed and deficient, unworthy our affection 
and unable to satisfy our desires; then may we be 
disposed to seek, to find, to fasten and repose our 
soul upon the only proper object of our love; in 
whom we shall obtain all that we need, infallible 

wisdom to guide us, omnipotent strength to help 
us, infinite goodness for us to admire and enjoy. 

These are the chief obstacles, the removing of 
which conduces to the begetting and increasing: the 
love of God in us. A soul so cleansed from love 
to bad and filthy things, so emptied of affection to 
vain and unprofitable things, so open and dilated 
by excluding all conceit of, all confidence in itself, 
is a vessel proper for the divine love to be infused 
into; into so large and pure a vacuity (as finer 

Gal. vi. 3. 
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SERM. substances are apt to flow of themselves into spaces 
£ 

void of grosser matter) that free and moveable 
Spirit of divine grace will be ready to succeed, 

and therein to disperse itself. As all other things 
in nature, the clogs being removed which hinder 

them, do presently tend with all their force to the 
place of their rest and well being; so would, it 

seems, our souls, being loosed from baser affections 
obstructing them, willingly incline toward God, the 
natural centre, as it were, and bosom of their affec- 

tion; would resume, as Origen speaks, That natural 

philter (that intrinsic spring, or incentive of love) 
which all creatures have toward their Creator®; 
especially, if to these we add those positive instru- 
ments, which are more immediately and directly 
subservient to the production of this love; they are 
these : 

1 Attentive consideration of the divine per- 
fections, with endeavour to obtain a right and clear 
apprehension of them. 

2 The consideration of God’s works and ac- 
tions ; his works and actions of nature, of providence, 
of grace. 

3 Serious regard and reflection upon the pe- 
culiar benefits by the divine goodness vouchsafed 
to ourselves. 

4 Anearnest resolution and endeavour to per- 
form God’s commandments, although upon inferior 

considerations of reason; upon hope, fear, desire to 

attain the benefits of obedience, to shun the mis- 

chiefs from sin. 
5 Assiduous prayer to Almighty God, that he 

5H Aoyexy Woy—Pirtpov avadapBaver dvoixoy To mpos Tov 
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in mercy would be pleased to bestow his love upon ue 
us, and by his grace to work it in us. - 

But I must forbear the prosecution of these 
things, rather than further trespass upon your 
patience. Let us conclude all with a good Collect, 
sometimes used by our Church. 

O Lord, who hast taught us, that all our doings 
without charity are nothing worth, send thy Holy 
Ghost, and pour into our hearts that most excellent 
gift of charity, the very bond of peace and of all 
virtues, without which whosoever liveth is counted 

dead before thee; grant this for thine only Son Jesus 
Christ's sake. Amen. 



SERMON XXVI. 

OF THE LOVE OF GOD. 

Mart. XXII. 37. 

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God 
with all thy heart. 

WH CH is the great commandment ? was the 
question, in answer whereto our Saviour 

returns this text; and that with highest reason, 
(discernible by every man,) for that of necessity 
the love of God is the principal duty we owe unto 
him: the great duty indeed, as being largest in 
extent, and comprehending in a manner all other 
duties of piety; as that which exceeds in proper 
worth and dignity, (employing the noblest faculties 
of our souls in their best operations upon the most 
excellent object,) as that which communicates virtue 
unto, and hath a special influence upon all other 
duties; in fine, as that, which is the sum, the soul, 

the spring of all other duties: in discoursing where- 
upon, I did formerly (in this place) propound this 
method; first, to declare the nature thereof; then, 

to shew some means apt to beget and improve that 
excellent virtue in us; lastly, to propose some in- 
ducements to the practice thereof. 

The first part I endeavoured to perform, by 
describing it according to its essential properties 
(common to love in general, and more particularly 
to this) of duly esteeming God, of desiring, according 
as we are capable, to possess and enjoy him, of 
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receiving delight and satisfaction in the enjoyment SERM. 

of him, of feeling displeasure in being deprived 
hereof, of bearing good-will unto him, expressed by 
endeavours to please him, by delighting in the 
advancement of his glory, by grieving when he is 
disserved or dishonoured. 

The next part I also entered upon, and offered 
to consideration those means, which serve chiefly 

to remove the impediments of our love to God; 
which were, 

1 The suppressing all affections opposite to 
this; all perverse and corrupt, all unrighteous and 
unholy desires. 

2 The restraining or keeping within bounds of 
moderation our affections toward other things, even 

in their nature innocent or indifferent. 
3 The freeing of our hearts from immoderate 

affection toward ourselves; from all conceit of, and 

confidence in, any qualities or abilities of our own; 
the diligent use of which means I did suppose would 
conduce much to the production and increase of 
divine love within us. 

To them I shall now proceed to subjoin other 
instruments more immediately and directly sub- 
servient to the same purpose: whereof the first is, 

1 Attentive consideration upon the divine 
perfections, with endeavour to obtain a right and 

clear apprehension of them’: as counterfeit worth 
and beauty receive advantage by distance and 
darkness; so real excellency,—S7 propius stes, te 
capiet magis*—the greater light you view it in, the 
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nearer you approach it, the more strictly you 

- examine it, the more you will approve and like it: 
so the more we think of God, the better we know 

him, the fuller and clearer conceptions we have of 
him, the more we shall be apt to esteem and desire 
him; the more excellent in himself, the more 

beneficial to us he will appear. Hence is the 
knowledge of God represented in holy writ, not 
only as a main instrument of religion, but as 
an essential character thereof: as equivalent to the 
being well affected toward God: O continue, saith 

the Psalmist, thy loving-kindness unto them that 
know thee; that is, to all religious people. And, 
This, saith our Saviour, is life eternal, to know thee 

the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast 
i. sent; knowledge of them implying all good affec- 

tions toward them: as on the other side, ignorance 

- of God denotes disaffection or want of affection to- 

” ward God: Now the sons of Eh, it is said, were sons 
of Belial, they knew not the Lord: and, He that loveth 

- not, saith St John, doth not know God; the want ot 

- love to God is an evident sign, a natural effect ofigno- 
rance concerning him: indeed considering the nature 
of our mind, and its ordinary method of operation, it 
seems impossible, that such perfection discerned 
should not beget answerable reverence and affection 
thereto: if beautiful spectacles, harmonious sounds, 
fragrant odours, delicate savours do necessarily and 
certainly please the respective senses; why should 
not, with the like sure efficacy, the proper objects of 
our mind affect it, if duly represented and conveyed 
thereto? Ifthe wit of the most ingenious artists, 

the cunning of the deepest politicians, the wisdom 
of the sagest philosophers are but mere blindness 
and stupidity in comparison to the wisdom of God ; 
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the lowest instance or expression of whose wisdom 
(His folly, as St Paul speaks, is wiser than men,) 
doth excel the results of man’s highest wisdom; 
yet them we admire and commend in men, why 
then do we not much more adore the divine wis- 
dom? If the abilities of them who dexterously 
manage great business, or achieve prosperously 
great exploits are indeed mere impotency in regard 
to God’s power; Whose weakness (that is, the 
smallest effects of whose power) is, as St Paul again 
tells us, stronger than men, surpasses the utmost 
results of human endeavours: yet those things in 
men we extol and celebrate, how can we then 

forbear to reverence the divine power? If the 
dispensers of freest and largest bounty among men, 
the noblest patriots, the most munificent bene- 
factors, the most tenderly affectionate friends be, in 
respect of God, unworthy to be counted or called 

SERM. 
XXVI. 

1 Cor.i. 25. 

1 Cor.i. 25. 

good, (as our Saviour tells us; [f ye being bad know Matt. vii. 
to give good things; and, There is none good but Like xi. 
God;) yet such persons are much beloved and jit. xix. 

applauded: how then can we abstain from paying 
the like measure of affection and respect to the 
divine goodness? If good qualities, so inferior and 
defective, obtain so much from us, whence comes it, 
that the infinitely superior and most perfect excel- 
lencies of God do not beget, in their proportion, a 
suitable regard and veneration in us toward him? 
whence, if not either from our not firmly believing 
them, or not attentively considering them? Our 
belief of them in gross and at large we may suppose, 
as connected with the belief of God’s existence, and 
included in the very notion of God; the defect 
therefore must proceed from the remaining causes, 
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want ofa right apprehension, or neglect of attentive 
consideration about them: as to the first of these; 

it is common for men to have confused, imperfect, 
and wrong conceptions about the divine attributes, 
especially in the recesses of their mind; which, 
although they spare to utter with their mouths, 
yet they vent in their practice: if we, for instance, 
imagine, that we can comprehend the extent of 
God’s designs, or fathom the depth of his counsels; 
if we measure and model his reasons of proceeding 
according to our fancy, (as if his thoughts were as 
our thoughts, and his ways as our ways; or, as if 

.xvi. he did see as man sees;) if we can bless ourselves 
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in followimg our own imaginations, counsels, and 
_ devices, although repugnant to the resolutions of 
divine wisdom; taking these not to befit, or not to 
concern us, as we find many in the scripture re- 
proved for doing; we greatly mistake and undervalue 
that glorious attribute of God, his wisdom ; and no 
wonder then, if we do not upon account thereof 
duly reverence and love God: likewise, if we. 
concerning the divine power conceit, that, notwith- 
standing it, we shall be able to accomplish our 
unlawful designs; that we may, as it is in Job, 
harden our hearts against him and prosper ; that 
we can anywise either withstand or evade his power, 
(as also many are intimated to do, in scripture; 
even generally all those who dare presumptuously 
to offend God,) we also misconceive of that excellent 
attribute; and the contempt of God, rather than 
love of him, will thence arise. If, concerning the 
divine goodness and holiness, we imagine that God 
is disaffected toward his creatures, (antecedently to 
all demerits, or bad qualifications in them,) yea 
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indifferent in affection toward them; inclinable to 

do them harm, or not propense to do them good; 
if we deem him apt to be harsh and rigorous in 
his proceedings, to exact performances unsuitable 
to the strength he hath given us, to impose burdens 
intolerable upon us‘; will not such thoughts be apt 
to breed in us toward God, (as they would toward 
any other person so disposed,) rather a servile dread, 
(little different from downright hatred,) or an hostile 
aversation, than a genuine reverence, or a kindly 
affection toward him? If we fancy him, like to 
pettish man, apt to be displeased without cause, or 
beyond measure, for our doing somewhat mnocent, 
(neither bad in itself, nor prejudicial to public or 
private good,) or for our omitting that, which no 
law, no good reason plainly requires of us; what 
will such thoughts but sour our spirits toward 
him, make us fearful and suspicious of him; which 
sort of dispositions are inconsistent with true love? 
If, on the other side, we judge him fond and partial 
in his affections; or slack and easy, as it were, in 

his proceedings; apt to favour us although we 
neglect him; to indulge us in our sins, or connive 
at our miscarriages; will not such thoughts rather 
incline us in our hearts to slight him, and in our 

actions insolently to dally with him, than heartily 
and humbly to love him? If we conceit his favour 
procured, or his anger appeased by petty observances, 
perhaps without any good rule or reason affected by 
ourselves; when we neglect duties of greater worth 
and consequence, The more weighty matters of the Matt. 
Law; what is this but, instead of God, to reverence 
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an idol of our own fancy; to yield unto him, (who 
is only pleased with holy dispositions of mind, with 
real effects of goodness,) not duties of humble love, 

but acts of presumption and flattery? But iff 
contrariwise, we truly conceive of God’s wisdom, 

that his counsels are always throughly good, and 
that we are concerned both in duty and interest to 
follow them, although exceeding the reach of our 
understanding, or contrary to the suggestions of our 
fancy; concerning his power, that it will certainly 
interpose itself to the hinderance of our bad projects, 
that it will be in vain to contest therewith, that we 

must submit unto, or shall be crushed by his hand; 

concerning his goodness, that as he is infinitely 
good and benign, so he is also perfectly holy and 
pure; as he wisheth us all good, and is ready to 
promote it, so he detesteth our sins, nor will suffer 
us to do himself, ourselves, and. our neighbour any 

wrong; as most bountiful in dispensing his favours, 
so not prodigal of them, or apt to cast them away 
on such as little value them, and do not endeavour 

to answer them; as a faithful rewarder of all true 

virtue and piety, so a severe chastiser of all iniquity 
and profaneness; as full of mercy and pity toward 
them, who are sensible of their unworthiness, and 

penitent for their faults, so an implacable avenger 
of obstinate and incorrigible wickedness: in fine, as 
a true friend to us, if we be not wilful enemies to 

him, and desirous of our welfare, if we do not 

perversely render ourselves incapable thereof; so 
withal jealous of his own honour, resolute to main- 
tain and vindicate his just authority, careful to 
uphold the interests of right and truth, and to shew 
the distinction he makes between good and evil; if 
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we have, I say, such conceptions of God, (agreeable pee 
to what his word and his doings represent him to 
us,) how can we otherwise than bear a most high 
respect, a most great affection unto him? A prince 
surely endued with such qualities; wise and power- 
ful, good and just together ; tendering the good of his 
people, yet preserving the force of his laws; designing 
always what is best, and constantly pursuing his 
good intentions; tempering bounty and clemency 
with needful justice and severity ; we should all 
commend and extol as worthy of most affectionate 
veneration; how much more then shall we be so 

affected toward him, in whom we apprehend all 
those excellencies to concur without any imper- 
fection or allay? especially if, by attention, we 
impress those conceptions upon our hearts; for how 
true and proper soever, if they be only slight and 
transient, they may not suffice to this intent; if 
they pass away as a flash, they will not be able to 
kindle in us any strong affection. But if such 
abstracted consideration of the divine perfections 
will not alone wholly avail, let us add hereto, as a 
further help toward the production and increase of 
this divine grace in us, 

2 The consideration of God’s works and ac- 
tions; his works of nature, his acts of providence, 
his works and acts of grace; the careful meditating 
upon these will be apt to breed, to nourish, to 
improve, and augment this affection. Even the 
contemplation of the lower works of nature, of this 
visible frame of things, (upon which indeed many 
perspicuous characters of divine perfection, of im- 
mense power, of admirable wisdom, of abundant 

goodness are engraven,) hath in many minds ex- 
cited a very high degree of reverence and good 
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affection toward God: the devoutest persons (the 
holy Psalmist particularly) we may observe frequent 
in this practice, inflaming their hearts with love, 

and elevating them in reverence toward God, by 
surveying the common works of God, by viewing 
and considering the magnificent vastness and va- 
riety, the goodly order and beauty, the constant 
duration and stability of those things we see; in 
remarking the general bounty and munificence 
with which this great Paterfamilias hath provided 
for the necessary sustenance, for the convenience, 
for the defence, for the relief, for the delight and 

satisfaction of his creatures: even in the contempla- 
tion of these things being ravished with admiration 
and affection, how often do they thus exclaim: O 
Lord, how manifold are thy works ! in wisdom hast 
thou made them all. The earth rs full of the good- 
ness of the Lord: the earth, O Lord, is full of thy 
mercy! Great is our Lord, and of great power; 
his understanding 1s infinite: All thy works shall 
praise thee, O Lord: with such reflections, I say, 

upon those common, yet admirable and excellent 
works of God, (which we perhaps with a regardless 
eye unprofitably pass over,) did those good men 
kindle and foment pious affections toward God. 
The same effect may also the considering the very 
common proceedings of divine providence beget in 
us; such as are discernible to every attentive mind, 
both from history and daily experience ; considering 
God’s admirable condescension in regarding and 
ordermg human affairs both for common benefit, 
and for relief of particular necessities, his supplying 
the general needs of men, relieving the poor, suc- 
courmg the weak and helpless, protecting and 
vindicating the oppressed, his seasonable encou- 
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raging and rewarding the good, restraining and SERM. 
chastising the bad: even such observations are pro- aoe 
ductive of love to God in those, who, according to 
that duty intimated by the prophet, Do regard the t. ¥- 12. 
works of the Lord, and consider the operations of 53 evil. 433 
his hands; They who are wise, and will observe we 

these things, they, as the Psalmist tells, shall under- :1°5“"" 
stand the loving-kindness of the Lord; understand it 
practically, so as to be duly affected thereby; and 
so, accordingly, we find the consideration of these 
things applied by the great guides and patterns of 
our devotion. But, especially, the study and con- 
templation of those more high and rare proceedings 
of God, in managing his gracious design of our Re- 
demption from sin and misery, wherein a wisdom 
so unsearchable and a goodness so astonishing 
declare themselves, are most proper and effectual 
means of begetting divine love: if the consideration 
of God’s eternal care for our welfare, of his de- 

scending to the lowest condition for our sake, of 
his willingly undertaking and patiently undergoing 
all kinds of inconvenience, of disgrace, of bitter 
pain and sorrow for us; of his freely offering us 
mercy, and earnestly wooing us to receive it, even 
when offenders, when enemies, when rebels against 

him; of his bearmg with exceeding patience all our 
neglects of him, all our injuries towards him; of his 
preparing a treasure of perfect and endless bliss, 
and using all means possible to bring us unto the 
possession thereof; if, I say, considering those won- 
derful strains of goodness will not affect us, what 
can do it? How miserably cold and damp must 
our affections be, if all those powerful rays (so full 
of heavenly light and heat) shining through our 
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SERM. minds cannot inflame them? how desperately hard 
—and tough must our hearts be, if such incentives 

cannot soften and melt them? Is it not an apathy 

more than stoical, more than stony, which can stand 

immovyeable before so mighty inducements to pas- 
sion? Is it not a horridly prodigious insensibility to 
think upon such expressions of kindness, without 
feeling affection reciprocal? But if the considera- 
tion of God’s general and public beneficence will not 
touch us sufficiently, let us further hereto adjoin, 

3 Serious reflections upon the peculiar (per- 
sonal or private) benefits by the divine goodness 
vouchsafed unto ourselves. There is, I suppose, 
scarce any man, who may not, if he be not very 
stupid and regardless, have observed, beside the 
common effects of God’s universal care and bounty 
wherein he partakes, even some particular expres- 
sions and testimonies of divine favour dispensed 
unto him by God’s hand, (apt to convince him of 
God’s especial providence, care, and good-will to 
him particularly, and thereby to draw him unto 
God,) both in relation to his temporal and to his 
spiritual state; in preventing and preserving him 
from mischiefs imminent, in opportune relief, when 

he was pressed with want, or surprised by danger; 
in directing him to good, and diverting him from 
evil. Every man’s experience, I say and suppose, 
will inform him, that he hath received many such 

benefits from a hand, invisible indeed to sense, yet 
easily discernible, if he do attend to the circum- 

stances wherein, to the seasons when they come; 
it is natural to every man being in distress, from 
which he cannot, by any present or visible means, 
extricate himself, to stretch forth his hand and lift 
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up his voice toward heaven, making his recourse to —— 
divine help; and it is as natural for God to regard 
the needs, to hearken to the cries, to satisfy the 
desires of such persons; for, The Lord is nigh to all Eset 
that call upon him: he openeth his hand, and satisfieth 
the desire of every living thing: He will be a refuge ‘x. 9; 
to the oppressed, a refuge in times of trouble: He evii. 9; 
satisfieth the longing soul and filleth the hungry soul 
with goodness: They that seek the Lord shall not want xxxiv. 10. 
any good thing: Look at the generations of old, and Beclu. ii. 
see; did ever any trust in the Lord, and was for- 
saken? or whom did he ever despise that called upon 
him? This poor man (this, and that, any poor 
man,) cried, and the Lord heard him, and saved Eee 
him out of all his troubles: since then no man, in all ~ 
likelihood, hath not some occasion of God’s especial 

favour and assistance, and God is always so ready 
to afford them, we may reasonably presume that 
every man doth sometime receive them, and is 

thereby obliged to return a grateful affection to 
him, not only as to a common benefactor, but as to 

his particular friend and patron. However, there 
is none of us, who may not perceive himself singu- 
larly indebted to God’s patience in forbearing to 
punish him, to his mercy in pardoning and passing 
over innumerable offences committed against him: 
the renowned penitent in the Gospel did love much, Luke vii. 
because much was forgiven her: and who is there *” 
of us, that hath not the same reason to love much ? 

Who is there that, at least according to God’s in- 

clination and intention, hath not had much forgiven 
him? Whom have not the riches of divine good- Rom. ii. 4. 

ness and long-suffering attended upon in order to 
his repentance? Who hath not been in so great 
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degree ungrateful, unfruitful, and unprofitable, that 
he hath not abundant reason to acknowledge God’s 
especial grace in bearing with him, and to confess 
with Jacob, that he is less than the least of all 

God’s mercies? If any such there were, he should 
have no less cause to be affected with the abundance 
of that grace, which so preserved him from sins and 
provocations. For if we stand, it is he that up- 
holdeth us; if we fall, it is he that raiseth us; it is 

his especial favour, that either we avoid sin, or 
sinning escape punishment. Now then God having, 
by many real evidences, declared such particular 
affection toward us, can we, considering thereon, 

do otherwise than say to ourselves, after St John, 

Nos ergo diligamus Deum, quomam prior dileait 
nos; Let us therefore love God, because God first 
loved us: surely in all ingenuity, according to all 
equity, we are bound to do so; the reason and 
nature of things doth require it of us: all other 
loves, even those of the baser sort, are able to pro- 

pagate themselves; (to continue and enlarge their 
kind ;) are commonly fruitful and effectual in pro- 
ducing their like’: how strangely then unnatural 
and monstrous is it, that this love only, this so 

vigorous and perfect love, should be barren and 
impotent as it were! If you love those that love 
you, saith our Saviour, what reward have you? 

(what reward can you pretend to for so common, 
so necessary a performance?) do not even the pub- 
licans the same? (the publicans, men not usually 
of the best natures, or tenderest hearts, yet they do 
thus.) And again, saith he, Jf you love those who 

a , , , > © , ZS. SP 
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love you, what thank is it? for even sinners love those SERM. 

that love them; (sinners, men not led by conscience et 

of duty, or regard to reason, but hurried with a 

kind of blind and violent force, by instinct of nature, 

do so much, go so far.) If thus men, both by 
nature and custom most untractable, the least 

guided by rules of right, of reason, of ingenuity; 
yea, not only the most barbarous men, but even 

the most savage beasts are sensible of courtesies, 
return a kind of affection unto them who make 
much of them, and do them good; what temper 
are we of, if all that bounty we experience cannot 

move us; if God’s daily loading us with his benefits, Ps. lxviii 

if his crowning us with loving-kindness and tender tex. |” 
mercies, if all those showers of blessings, which he ***'” *® 
continually poureth down upon our heads, do not 
produce some good degree of correspondent aftec- 
tion in us? It cannot surely proceed altogether 
from a wretched baseness of disposition, that we 
are so cold and indifferent in our affection toward 
God, or are sometimes so averse from loving him; 

it must rather, in great part, come from our not 

observing carefully, not frequently calling to mind, 
not earnestly considering what God hath done for 
us, how exceedingly we stand obliged to his good- 
ness, from our following that untoward generation 
of men, Who were not, it is said, mindful of the aU Ee 
wonders which God did among them; Who remem- Ps. txxviii. 
bered not his hand, nor the day that he delivered ** 
them; rather following, I say, such careless and 

heartless people, (so they are termed,) than imita- Deut. y. 
ting that excellent person’s discretion, who constantly 4.’ oe 
one set God’s loving-kindness before his eyes, who Ps. xxvi. 
frequently did thus raise his mind, and rouse up~ 
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SERM. his affections; Bless the Lord, O my soul, and all 

—_ that is within me bless his holy name. Bless the 
Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits, who 
forgiveth all thine iniquities, and healeth all thy 
diseases, &c. It is not for want of the like experi- 

ence, or the like obligation, but for want of the 
same wisdom, of the same care, of the same honest 

consideration and diligence, that we do not the like. 
To these means I add that, 

4 A special help to breed in us this holy 
disposition of soul will be the setting ourselves in 
good earnest, with a strong and constant resolution, 
to endeavour the performance of all our duty toward 
God, and keeping his commandments, although 

upon inferior considerations of reason, such as we 
are capable of applying to this purpose; regards of 
fear, of hope, of desire to avoid the mischiefs arising 
from sin, or attaining the benefits ensuing upon 
virtue. If we cannot immediately raise our hearts 
to that higher pitch of acting from that nobler 
principle of love, let us however apply that we can 
reach unto practice, striving as we are able to 
perform what God requires of us; exercising our- 
selves, as to material acts, in keeping a conscience 

void of offence toward God and toward man ; the 

doing which, as it may in time discover the ex- 
cellency of goodness to our mind, so it will by degrees 

reconcile our affections thereto; then, by God’s 

blessing, (who graciously regards the meanest en- 
deavours toward good; Who despiseth not the day 
of small things; Who will not quench the smoking 
flax, nor break the bruised reed,) from doing good 

out of a sober regard to our own welfare, we shall 
come to like it in itself, and consequently to love 
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him, unto whose nature, and to whose will, it SERM. 
renders us conformable: for as doing ill breeds a — 
dislike to goodness, and an aversation from him 

who himself is full thereof, and who rigorously 
exacts it of us; as a bad conscience removes expec- 
tation of good from God, and begets a suspicion of 
evil from him, consequently stiflmg all kindness 
toward him; so, domg well, we shall become 
acquainted with it, and friends thereto; a hearty 
approbation, esteem, and good-lking thereof will 
ensue ; finding by experience, that indeed the ways 
of wisdom, virtue, and piety are pleasantness, and Prov. iii. 
all her paths are peace; that the fruits of conscien- ¥ 
tious practice are health to our body and to our 
soul, security to our estate and to our reputation, 
rest in our mind, and comfort in our conscience: 

goodness will become precious in our eyes, and he 
who commends it to us, bemg himself essential 
goodness, will appear most venerable and most 
amiable, we shall then become disposed to render 
him, what we perceive he best deserves, entire 

reverence and affection. 
5 But I commend further, as a most necessary 

mean of attaining this disposition, assiduous earnest 
prayer unto God, that he would in mercy bestow 
it on us, and by his grace work it in us: which 
practice is indeed doubly conducible to this purpose ; 
both in way of impetration, and by real efficacy : it 
will not fail to obtain it as a gift from God; it will 
help to produce it as an instrument of God’s grace. 

Upon the first account it is absolutely neces- 
sary; for itis from God’s free representation of 
himself as lovely to our minds, and drawing our 
hearts unto him, (although ordinarily in the use of 

~I 
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the means already mentioned, or some like to them,) 
that this affection is kindled ; our bare consideration 

is too cold, our rational discourse too faint: we 

cannot sufficiently recollect our wandering thoughts, 
we cannot strongly enough impress those proper 

incentives of love upon our hearts, (our hearts so 
damped with sensual desires, so clogged and 
pestered with earthly inclinations,) so as to kindle 
in our souls this holy flame; it can only be effected 
by a light shining from God, by a fire coming from 
heaven: as all others, so more especially this queen 
of graces must proceed from the Father of lights, 
and Giver of all good gifts: he alone, who is love, 
can be the parent of so goodly an offspring, can beget 
this lively image of himself within us: it is the 
principal fruit of God’s holy Spirit, nor can 1t grow 
from any other root than from it: it is called, The 
love of the Spirit, as its most signal and peculiar 
effect : in fine, The love of God, as St Paul expressly 

teaches us, is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy 
Spirit given unto us; given, but that not without 
asking, without seeking; a grace so excellent God, 
we may be assured, will not dispense, a gift so 
precious he will not bestow on them, who do not 
care to look after it, who will not vouchsafe to beg 
it: if we are not willing to acknowledge our want 
thereof; if we refuse to express our desire of it; 

if we will not shew that we regard and value it; 
if, when God freely offers it, and imvites us to 

receive it, (he doth so by offermg his holy Spirit, 
the fountain thereof, unto us,) we will not decently 

apply ourselves to him for it, how can we expect 
to obtain it? God hath propounded this condition, 

(and it is surely no hard, no grievous condition,) 
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Tf we ask we shall receive; he hath expressly pro- 
mised that, He will give his Spirit (his Spirit of - 
love) to them who ask it: we may be therefore ;, 
sure, performing the condition duly, to obtain 
it; and as sure, neglecting that, we deserve to! 
go without. 

Prayer then is upon this account a needful — 
means; and it is a very profitable one upon the 
score of its own immediate energy or virtue: for as 
by familar converse, (together with the delights and 
advantages attending thereon,) other friendships are 
begot and nourished, so even by that acquaintance, 
as it were, with God, which devotion begets, by 

experience therem how sweet and good he is, this 
affection is produced and strengthened. As want 
of intercourse weakens and dissolves friendship’; 

so if we seldom come at God, or little converse with 

him, it is not only a sign, but will be a cause of 
estrangement and disaffection toward him: accord- 
ing to the nature of the thing, prayer hath peculiar 
advantages above other acts of piety to this effect: 
therein, not only as in contemplation, the eye of our 
mind (our intellectual part) is directed toward God ; 
but our affections also (the hand of our soul by 
which we embrace good, the feet thereof by which 
we pursue it) are drawn out and fixed upon him ; 
we not only therein behold his excellencies, but in 
a manner feel them and enjoy them; our hearts also, 
being thereby softened and warmed by desire, become 
more susceptive of love. We do, in the performance 
of this duty, approach nearer to God, and conse- 
quently God draws nearer to us, (as St James 
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assures; Draw near, saith he, wnto God, and he will 

draw near to you,) and thereby we partake more 
fully and strongly of his gracious influences ; therein 
indeed he most freely communicates his grace, 
therein he makes us most sensible of his love to us, 

and thereby disposeth us to love him again. I add, 
that true (fervent and hearty) prayer doth include 
and suppose some acts of love, or some near 
tendencies thereto; whence, as every habit is cor- 
roborated by acts of its kind, so by this practice 
divine love will be confirmed and increased. These 
are the means, which my meditation did suggest as 
conducing to the production and growth of this 
most excellent grace in our souls. 

III. I should, lastly, propound some induce- 
ments apt to stir us up to the endeavour of 
procuring it, and to the exercise thereof, by repre- 
senting to your consideration the blessed fruits and 
benefits (both by way of natural causality and of 
reward) accruing from it; as also the woful conse- 
quences and mischiefs springing from the want 
thereof. How beimg endued with it perfects and 
advances our nature, rendering it, im a manner and 
degree, divine, by resemblance to God, (who is full 

thereof, so full that he is called love,) by approxi- 
mation, adherence, and union, in a sort, unto him : 

how it ennobles us with the most glorious alliance 
possible, rendering us the friends and favourites of 
the sovereign King and Lord of all, brethren of 
the first-born, whose names are written in heaven ; 
enriches us with a right and title to the most 
inestimable treasures, (those which, Hye hath not 
seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart 
of man to conceive, which God hath prepared for 
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them that love him,) a sure possession of the supreme SAVE 
good, of all that God is able to bestow, all whose 
wisdom and power, whose counsel and care it 
eternally engageth for our benefit ; how all security 

and welfare, all rest and peace, all joy and happiness 
attend upon it; for that, Zhe Lord preserveth Gil Bs--exlv- 
them that love him, (preserveth them in the enjoy- — 
ment of all good, in safety from all danger and 
mischief,) and that, Zo those who love G'od all things Rom. viii 
co-operate for their good: how incomparable a sweet- 
ness and delight accompany the practice thereof, 
far surpassing all other pleasures; perfectly able to 
content our minds, to sustain and comfort us even 

in the want of all other satisfactions, yea under the 

pressure of whatever most grievous afflictions can 
befall us. How contrariwise the want thereof will 
depress us into a state of greatest imperfection and 
baseness, setting us at the greatest distance from 
God in all respects, both in similitude of nature, and 

as to all favourable regard, or beneficial commu- 
nication from him; casting us into a wretched and 
disgraceful consortship with the most degenerate 
creatures, the accursed fiends, who, for disaffection 
and enmity toward God, are banished from all 

happiness; how it extremely impoverisheth and 
beggareth us, divesting us of all mght to any 
good thing, rendering us incapable of any portion, 
but that of utter darkness; how it excludeth us 

from any safety, any rest, any true comfort or joy, 
and exposeth us to all mischief and misery imagin- 
able; all that beg deprived of the divine protection, 
presence, and favour, bemg made objects of the 
divine anger, hatred, and severe justice, being 

abandoned to the malice of hell, being driven into 
B. 8. VOL, II. 19 
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SERM. utter darkness and eternal fire doth import or can 
XXVI. 

_produce. I should also have commended this love 
to you by comparing it with other loves, and 
shewing how far in its nature, in its causes, in its 

properties, in its effects it excelleth them: even so 
far as the object thereof in excellency doth transcend 
all other objects of our affection ; how this is ground- 
ed upon the highest and surest reason; others upon 
accounts very low and mean, commonly upon fond 

humour and mistake; this produceth real, certain, 
immutable goods; others at best terminate only in 
goods apparent, unstable, and transitory; this is 
most worthy of us, employing all our faculties in 
their noblest manner of operation upon the best 
object; others misbeseem us, so that in pursuing 
them we disgrace our understanding, misapply our 
desires, distemper our affections, misspend our en- 
deavours. I should have enlarged upon these 
considerations; and should have adjoined some 
particular advantages of this grace ; as, for instance, 
that the procuring thereof is the most sure, the 
most easy, the most compendious way of attaining 
all others; of sweetening and ingratiating all 
obedience to us; of making the hardest yoke easy, 
and the heaviest burden light unto us. In fine, I 
should have wished you to consider, that its practice 
is not only a mean and way to happiness, but our 
very formal happiness itself; the real enjoyment of 
the best good we are capable of; that in which 
alone heaven itself (the felicity of Saints and Angels) 
doth consist; which more than comprehends in 
itself all the benefits of highest dignity, richest 
plenty, and sweetest pleasure. But I shall forbear 
entering upon so ample and fruitful subjects of 
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meditation, and conclude with that good Collect oe 
of our church: 

O Lord, who hast prepared for them that love 
thee such good things as pass man’s understanding ; 
pour into our hearts such love toward thee, that we, 

loving thee above all things, may obtain thy promises, 
which exceed all that we can desire: through Jesus 
Christ our Lord. Amen. . 

Ls 
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And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neigh- 

bour as thyself. 

g PRES essential goodness of God, and his special 

benignity toward mankind, are to a considering 

mind divers ways very apparent; the frame of the 

world, and the natural course of things, do with a 

thousand voices loudly and clearly proclaim them to 

us; every sense doth yield us affidavit to that 

speech of the holy Psalmist, The earth 2s full of the 

goodness of the Lord: we see it in the glorious 

brightness of the skies, and in the pleasant verdure 

of the fields; we taste it in the various delicacies 

of food, supplied by land and sea; we smell it in 
the fragrances of herbs and flowers; we hear it in 
the natural music of the woods; we feel it in the 

comfortable warmth of heaven, and in the cheering 
freshness of the air; we continually do possess and 
enjoy it in the numberless accommodations of life, 
presented to us by the bountiful hand of nature. 

@ [This is most probably the sermon, of which the following 
mention is found in Evelyn’s Diary. “1675, April 25. Dr Barrow, 

that excellent, pious,and most learned man, divine, mathematician, 

poet, traveller, and most humble person preached at Whitehall to 
the Household on Luke x. 27, ‘Of love and charity to our neigh- 
bour.’” In the MS. of the sermon there are two texts prefixed: 

Mait. xxii. 39, Luke x. 27 | 
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Of the same goodness we may be well assured ee 
by that common providence, which continually doth ———* 
uphold us in our being, doth opportunely relieve 
our needs, doth protect us in dangers, and rescue 
us from imminent mischiefs, doth comport with 
our infirmities and misdemeanours ; the which, in 
the divine Psalmist’s style, Doth hold our soul in Ps. Ixvi. 95 
life, and suffereth not our feet to be moved; Doth 4: cxiv.16. 
redeem our life from destruction; doth crown us 
with lovingkindness, and tender mercies. 

The dispensations of grace, in the revelation of 
heavenly truth, in the overtures of mercy, in the 
Succours of our weakness, in the proposal of glo- 
rious rewards, in all the methods and means con- 
ducing to our salvation, do afford most admirable 
proofs and pledges of the same immense benignity. 

But in nothing is the divine goodness toward 
us more illustriously conspicuous, than in the nature 
and tendency of those laws, which God hath been 
pleased, for the regulation of our lives, to prescribe 
unto us, all which do palpably evidence his serious 
desire and provident care of our welfare; so that, 
in imposing them, he plainly doth not so much ex- 
ercise his sovereignty over us, as express his kind- 
ness toward us; neither do they more clearly 
declare his will, than demonstrate his good-will 
to us. 

And among all divine precepts this, especially, 
contained in my text, doth argue the wonderful 
goodness of our heavenly Lawgiver, appearing both 
in the manner of the proposal, and in the substance 
of it. 

Lhe second, saith our Lord, 7s like to it; that IS, Matt. xxii. 
to the precept of loving the Lord our God with all 32x. x.27 
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SERM. our heart: and is not this a mighty argument of 
XXV 

Ps. lxxiii. 
25. 

immense goodness in God, that he doth, in such a 
manner, commend this duty to us, coupling it with — 
our ae duty toward him, and requiring us with 
like earnestness to love our neighbour as to love 
himself? 

He is transcendently amiable for the excellency 
of his nature; he, by innumerable and inestimable 

benefits graciously conferred on us, hath deserved 
our utmost affection; so that naturally there can 
be no obligation bearing any proportion or con- 
siderable semblance to that of lovmg him: yet 
hath he in goodness been pleased to create one, 
and to endue it with that privilege; making the 
love of a man (whom we cannot value but for his 
gifts, to whom we can owe nothing but what pro- 
perly we owe to him) no less obligatory, to declare 
it, near as acceptable as the love of himself, to whom 
we owe all. To him, as the sole author and free 

donor of all our good, by just correspondence, all our 
mind and heart, all our strength and endeavour, are 
due: and reasonably might he engross them to him- 
self, excluding all other beingsfrom any share inthem; 
so that we might be obliged only to fix our thoughts 
and set our affections on him, only to act directly 
for his honour and interest; saying with the holy 
Psalmist, Whom have I in heaven but thee? and 

there is none on earth that I desvre beside thee: yet 
doth he freely please to impart a share of these 
performances on mankind; yet doth he charge us 
to place our affection on one another; to place it 
there, indeed, in a measure so large, that we can 
hardly imagine a greater; according to a rule, than 
which none can be devised more complete or certain. 
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O marvellous condescension, O goodness truly SERM. 
XXVIL. 

divine, which surpasseth the nature of things, 
which dispenseth with the highest right, and fore- 
goeth the greatest interest that can be! Doth not 
God in a sort debase himself, that he might advance 
us? Doth he not appear to wave his own due, and 
neglect his own honour for our advantage? How 
otherwise could the love of man be capable of any 
resemblance to the love of God, and not stand in 

an infinite distance, or in an extreme disparity from 
it? How otherwise could we be obliged to affect TENE 
or regard any thing beside the sovereign, the only “’ 
goodness? How ieee could there be any 
second or like to that first, that great, that peerless 
command, Thow shalt love the Lord thy God with all a xxii. 
thy heart ? 

This indeed is the highest commendation where- 
of any law is capable: for, as to be like God is the 
highest praise that can be given to a person; so to 
resemble the divinest law of love to God is the 
fairest character that can be assigned of a law: the 
which indeed representeth it to be, Nouos BactAtKes, 

as St James calleth it; that is, a Royal and JSamesii.s. 
sovereign law; exalted above all others, and bearing 
asway on them. St Paul telleth us, that, The end 1 Tim. i. 5. 

of the commandment (or, the main scope of the 
evangelical doctrine) is charity out of a pure heart, 
and a good conscience, and faith unfeigned; that 
charity is the sum and substance of all other duties, 
and that, He that loveth another hath fulfilled the Rom. xiii 
whole law; that charity is the chief of the theo- Gal. v. 14. 

logical virtues, and the prime fruit of the divine ;, od 
ane and, The bond of perfection, which com- Cal. ae. 
bineth and consummateth all other graces, and the 1 Cor. xvi. 

T4. 
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general principle of all our doings. St Peter en- 
joineth us, that to all other virtues we add charity, 

“as the top and crown of them; and, Above all 
things, saith he, have fervent charity among your- 
selves. St John calleth this law, in way of ex- 
cellence, The commandment of God: and our Lord 
himself claimeth it as his peculiar precept, This, 
saith he, is my commandment, That ye love one an- 

other, as I have loved you: A new commandment 

I give unto you, That ye love one another: and 
maketh the observance of it the special cognizance 
of his followers, By this shall all men know that ye 
are my disciples, if ye love one another. 

These indeed are lofty commendations thereof, 
yet all of them may worthily veil to this; all of 
them seem verified in virtue of this, because God 

hath vouchsafed to place this command in so near 
adjacency to the first great law, conjoming the two 
tables: making charity contiguous, and, as it were, 
commensurate to piety. 

It is true, that in many respects charity doth 
resemble piety; for it is the most genuine daughter 
of piety, thence in complexion, in features, in hu- 

mour, much favouring its sweet mother: it doth 
consist in like dispositions and motions of soul: it 
doth grow from the same roots and principles of 
benignity, ingenuity, equity, gratitude, planted in 
our original constitution by the breath of God, and 

- improved in our hearts by the divine Spirit of love; 
it produceth the like fruits of beneficence toward 
others, and of comfort in ourselves; it, in like 

manner, doth assimilate us to God, rendering us 
conformable to his nature, followers of his practice, 
and partakers of his felicity: it is of like use and 
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consequence toward the regulation of our practice, XXVIE 
and due management of our whole life: in such ~~ 

respects, I say, this law is like to the other; but it 
is however chiefly so, for that God hath pleased to 
lay so great stress thereon, as to make it the other Matt. xxii. 
half of our religion and duty; or because, as St John * 
saith, This commandment have we from him, That he + Jou iv. 
who loveth God, love his brother also; which is, to” 
his praise, a most pregnant demonstration of his 
immense goodness toward us. 

But no less, in the very substance of this duty, 
will the benignity of him that prescribeth it shine 
forth, displaying itself in the rare beauty and 
sweetness of it; together with the vast benefit and 

utility, which it, being observed, will yield to 

mankind; which will appear by what we may 
discourse for pressing its observance. But, first, 
let us explain it, as it lieth before us expressed in 
the words of the text, wherein we shall consider two 
particulars observable: first, the object of the duty; 
secondly, the qualification annexed to it: the object 
of it, Our neighbour; the qualification, As ourselves. 

I. The object of charity is Our neighbour; 
that is, (it being understood, as the precept now 
concerneth us, according to our Lord’s exposition, Luke x. 

or according to his intent and the tenor of his* °” 
doctrine,) every man, with whom we have to do, 

or who is capable of our love, especially every 
Christian. 

The Law, as it was given to God’s ancient 

people, did openly regard only those among them, 
who were linked together in a holy neighbourhood 
or society, from which all other men being excluded 
were deemed strangers and foreigners; (Aliens, as Eph. ii. 12. 
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St Paul speaketh, from the commonwealth of Israel, 
and strangers from the covenants of promise.) For 
thus the Law runneth in Leviticus, Thou shalt not 

bear any grudge against the children of thy people, 
but thow shalt love thy neighbour as thyself; where 
plainly Jews and neighbours are terms equivalent ; 
other men being supposed to stand at distance 
without the fold of politic enclosure, which God by 
several ordinances had fenced, to keep that nation 
unmixed and separate: nor can it be excepted 
against this notion, that in the same chapter it is 
enjoined, But the stranger that dwelleth with you 
shall be unto you as one born among you, and thou 
shalt love him as thyself; for by that stranger, (as 
the Jewish masters will interpret it,) is meant a 
proselyte of righteousness; or one who, although 
a stranger by birth, was yet a brother in Religion, 
having voluntarily submitted to their law, being 
engaged in the same covenant, and thence admit- 

ted to the same privileges, as an adopted child of 
that holy family. 

But now, such distinctions of men being voided, 

and that wall of partition demolished, all the world 
is become one people; subject to the laws of one 
common Lord; and capable of the mercies pur- 
chased by one Redeemer. God’s love to mankind 
did move him to send our Lord into the world, to 

assume human nature, and therein to become a 

mediator between God andmen. Our Lord’s kind- 
ness to all his brethren disposed him to undertake 
their salvation, and to expiate their sins, and, To 
taste death for every man; the effect whereof is an 
universal reconciliation of God to the world, and 

an union of men together. 
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Now the blood of Christ hath cemented man- SERM. 
kind; the favour of God embracing all hath ap- aes 
proximated and combined all together; so that now 
every man is our brother, not only by nature, as 
derived from the same stock, but by grace, as 
par taker of the common redemption; now God de- t Tim. ii. 
siring the salvation of all men, and inviting all Tit. ii, a1. 

men to mercy, our duty must be co-extended with eee 
God’s grace, and our charity must follow that of 

our Saviour. 
We are therefore now to all men, that which 

one Jew was to another; yea more than such, our 
Christianity having induced much higher obliga- 
tions, stricter alliances, and stronger endearments, 
than were those, whereby J wba did engage its 
followers to mutual amity. The duties of common] 
humanity, (to which our natural frame and sense do 
incline us, which philosophy recommendeth and 
natural religion doth prescribe, being grounded 
upon our community of nature and cognation of 
blood, upon apparent equity, upon general conve- 
nience and utility,) our Religion doth not only 
enforce and confirm, but enhance and improve; 

superadding higher instances and faster ties of 
spiritual relation, reaching in a sort to all men, (as 
being in duty, in design, in remote capacity our 
spiritual brethren;) but in especial manner to all 
Christians, who actually are fellow members of the 
same holy fraternity, contracted by spiritual re- 
generation from one heavenly seed, supported by a 
common faith and hope, strengthened by commu- ; pet, i. 

nion in acts of devotion and charity. . eae mae 
Hereon therefore are grounded those evangelical 

commands, explicatory of this law, as it now standeth 
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SERM. in force; that, As we have opportunity we should do 
XXVII. 

good unto all men, especially unto them who are of 
Gat Vi TO the household of faith; that, We should abound in 

ii. 12. Jove one towards another, and towards all men; 

2 Cor. ix. that, We should glorify God in our professed sub- 
™ "5 jection unto the Gospel of Christ, by liberally dis- 
Heb. xii. trvbuting to the saints, and to all men; that, We 
t Thess, v. Should follow peace with all men, should be patient 
Ti. ii. 2, Coward all men; and, Gentle toward all men, and, 
2 Him. Shew all meekness toward all men; and, Ever follow 
1 aoe v- that which is good both among ourselves, and to all 
rTim. ii. mens that, We should make supplications, interces- 
Eph. vi. 
18. sions, and thanksgivings for all men, especially for 
Phil. WV. 5 GJ] saints, or all our fellow Christians; and, Hapress 

moderation, or ingenuity, to all men. 
Such is the object of our charity; and thus did 

our Lord himself expound it, when by a Jewish 
Lukex. lawyer being put to resolve this question, And who 

- as my neighbour? he did propound a case, or 
history, whereby he did extort from that Rabbi 
this confession, that even a Samaritan, discharging 

a notable office of humanity and mercy to a Jew, 
did thereby most truly approve himself a good 
neighbour to him”; and, consequently, that recipro- 
cal performances of such offices were due from a 
Jew to a Samaritan; whence it might appear, that 
this relation of neighbourhood is universal and un- 
limited. So much for the object. 

Il. As for the qualification annexed and couched 
in those words, As thyself; that, as I conceive, may 
import both a rule declaring the nature, and a 

> WAnciov de avOpdrov ovdév GAXo éoTiv, 7} TO Spotomabes Kal 
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measure determining the quantity, of that love 
which is due from us to our neighbour; the com- 
parative term as implying both conformity or simi- 
litude, and commensuration or equality’. 

1 Loving our neighbour as ourselves doth import 
a rule, directing what kind of love we should bear 

and exercise toward him; or informing us, that our 
charity doth consist in having the same affections 
of soul, and in performing the same acts of benefi- 
cence toward him, as we are ready by inclination, 

as we are wont in practice to have or to perform 
toward ourselves, with full approbation of our judg- 
ment and conscience, apprehending it just and 
reasonable so to do. 

We cannot indeed better understand the nature 
of this duty, than by reflecting on the motions of 
our own heart, and observing the course of our 
demeanour toward ourselves; for thence infallibly 

we may be assured, how we should stand affected, 

and how we should behave ourselves toward others. 
This is a peculiar advantage of this rule, (in- 

ferring the excellent wisdom and goodness of him 
who framed it,) that by it, very easily and certainly, 
we may discern all the specialties of our duty, 
without looking abroad or having recourse to ex- 
ternal instructions‘; so that by it we may be perfect 
lawgivers, and skilful judges, and faithful monitors 

to ourselves of what in any case we should do: for 
every one by internal experience knoweth what it 

© ‘H bmepBody ths pitias TH mpds EavTov dpotovrar.—Arist. Eth. 
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is to love himself, every one is conscious how he 
useth to treat himself: each one consequently can 
prescribe and decide for himself, what he ought to 
do toward his neighbour: so that we are not only 
Taught of God, Ocodiraxror, as the apostle saith, to 
love one another; but Avrodivaxra, taught of our- 

selves how to exercise that duty: whence our Lord, 
otherwhere, doth propose the law of charity in these 

. terms, Whatsoever ye would that men should do 
unto you, do ye even so unto them, for this ws the 
law and the prophets®; that is, unto this rule all 
the special precepts of charity proposed in. holy 
scripture may be reduced. 

Wherefore, for information concerning our duty 
in each case and circumstance, we need only thus 
to consult and interrogate ourselves, hence forming 
resolutions concerning our practice. 

Do we not much esteem and set by ourselves? 
Do we not strive to maintain in our minds a good 
opinion of ourselves? Can any mischances befall- 
ing us, any defects observable in us, any faults 
committed by us, induce us to slight or despise 
ourselves?—This may teach us what regard and 
value we should ever preserve for our neighbour. 

Do we not sincerely and earnestly desire our 
own welfare and advantage in every kind? Do 
we not heartily wish good success to our own de- 
signs and undertakings? Are we unconcerned or 
coldly affected in any case touching our own safety, 
our estate, our credit, our satisfaction or pleasure? 
Do we not especially, if we rightly understand our- 
selves, desire the health and happiness of our 

©°O puceis, pndevi roujons.—Tob. iv. 15. Cf. Const. Apost. i. 1. 
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souls?—This doth inform us, what we should wish 

and covet for our neighbour’. 
Have we nota sensible delight and complacency 

im our own prosperity? (Do we ever repine at any 
advantages accruing to our person or condition 4) 
Are we not extremely glad to find ourselves 
thriving and flourishing in wealth, in reputation, 
in any accommodation or ornament of our state? 
Especially, if we be sober and wise, doth not our 
spiritual proficiency and improvement in virtue 
yield joyous satisfaction to us? Are we not much 
comforted in apprehending ourselves to proceed in 
a hopeful way toward everlasting felicity ?—This 
may instruct us what content we should feel in our 
neighbour’s prosperity, both temporal and spiritual. 

Do we not seriously grieve at our own disasters 
and disappointments? Are we not in sad dumps, 
whenever we incur any damage or disgrace? Do 
not our diseases and pains sorely afflict us? Do 
we not pity and bemoan ourselves in any want, 
calamity, or distress? Can we especially, if we 
are ourselves, without grievous displeasure appre- 
hend ourselves enslaved to sin and Satan, destitute 

of God’s favour, exposed to endless misery /—Hence 
may we learn, how we should condole and commise- 
rate the misfortunes of our neigbour. 

Do we not eagerly prosecute our own concerns? 
Do we not, with huge vigour and industry, strive 
to acquire all conveniences and comforts to our- 
selves, to rid ourselves of all wants and molesta- 

tions? Is our solicitous care or painful endeavour 

1° tov mAnoiov bs éavtiv dyandv, arep airG Bovderar dyaba, 
kdkelv@ Bovdjoera, &c.—Just. Mart. Dial. cum Tryph. [Opp. p. 
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ever wanting toward the support and succour of 

—_ ourselves in any of our needs? Are we satisfied in 

John xiii. 
14s 

Rom. xv. 

merely wishing ourselves well? are we not also busy 
and active in procuring what we affect? Especially, 
if we are well advised, do we not effectually provide 
for the weal of our soul, and supply of our spiritual 

necessities ; labouring to rescue ourselves from igno- 
rance and error, from the tyranny of sin, from the 
torture of a bad conscience, from the danger of 

hell?—This sheweth how ready we should be really 
to further our neighbour’s good, ministering to 
him all kinds of assistance and relief suitable to his 
needs, both corporal and spiritual. 

Are we so proud or nice, that we disdain to 
yield attendance or service needful for our own sus- 
tenance or convenience? do we not indeed gladly 
perform the meanest and most sordid offices for 
ourselves?—This declareth how condescensive we 
should be in helping our neighbour, how ready even 
to wash his feet, when occasion doth require. 

Do we love to vex ourselves, or cross our own 

humour? do we not rather seek by all means to - 
please and gratify ourselves?—This may warn us 
how innocent and inoffensive, how compliant and 
complacent we should be in our behaviour toward 
others; endeavouring, Zo please them in all things, 

especially for their good to edification. 
Are we easily angry with ourselves, do we re- 

tain implacable grudges against ourselves, or do we 
execute upon ourselves mischievous revenge? are we 
not rather very meek and patient toward ourselves, 
mildly comporting with our own great weaknesses, 
our troublesome humours, our impertinences and 
follies; readily forgiving ourselves the most heinous 

x cera 
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offences, neglects, affronts, injuries, and outrages See 
committed by us against our own interest, honour, isk 
and welfare?—Hence may we derive lessons of 
meekness and patience, to be exercised toward our 
neighbour, in bearing his infirmities and miscarri- 
ages, In remitting any wrongs or discourtesies re- 
ceived from him. 

Are we apt to be rude in our deportment, harsh 
in our language, or rigorous in our dealing toward 
ourselves? do we not rather in word and deed treat 
ourselves very softly, very indulgently? Do we 
use to pry for faults, or to pick quarrels with our- 
selves, to carp at any thing said or done by us, 
rashly or upon slight grounds to charge blame on 
ourselves, to lay heavy censures on our actions, to 
make foul constructions of our words, to blazon 
our defects, or aggravate our failings? do we not 
rather connive at and conceal our blemishes? do we 
not excuse and extenuate our own crimes? 

Can we find in our hearts to frame virulent in- 
vectives, or to dart bitter taunts and scoffs against 
ourselves ; to murder our own credit by slander, to 
blast it by detraction, to maim it by reproach, to 
prostitute it to be defloured by jeering and scur- 
rilous abuse? are we not rather very jealous of our 
reputation, and studious to preserve it, as a precious 
ornament, a main fence, an useful instrument of our 
welfare ? 

Do we delight to report, or like to hear ill stories 
of ourselves? do we not rather endeavour all we 
can to stifle them; to tie the tongues and stop the 
ears of men against them ?—Hence may we be ac- 
quainted how civil and courteous in our behaviour, 
how fair and ingenuous in our dealing, how candid 

B. 8. VOL. IT. 20 
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SERM. and mild in our judgment or censure, we should be 

© Pet.i: 
22; iv. 8. 

Matt. v. 
48. 

. 

toward our neighbour ; how very tender and careful 
we should be of anywise wronging or hurting his 
fame. 

Thus reflecting on ourselves, and making our 
practice toward ourselves the pattern of our dealing 
with others, we shall not fail to discharge what is 
prescribed to us in this law: and so we have here 
a rule of charity. But further, 

2 Loving our neighbour as ourselves doth also 
import the measure of our love toward him; that it 

should be commensurate and equal in degree to 
that love; which we bear and exercise toward our- 
selves. St Peter once and again doth exhort us, 
To love one another éxrevas, with an outstretched 

affection: and how far that affection should be 
stretched we are here informed ; even that it should 

reach the furthest that can be, or to a parity with 
that intense love, which we do bear in heart, and 

express in performance toward ourselves: so that 
we do either bring down our self-love to such a 
moderation, or raise up our charity to such a fer- 
vency, that both come to be adjusted in the same 
even level. This is that pitch, at which we should 
aim and aspire; this is that perfection of charity, 
which our Lord recommendeth to us in that injunc- 
tion, Be perfect, even as your Father in heaven is 
perfect. 

That this sense of the words is included, yea 
chiefly tended, divers reasons will evince: For, 

1 The most natural signification and common 
use of the phrase doth import thus much; and 
any one, at first hearing, would so understand the 
words. 
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2 It appeareth by comparing this precept with SE Sn 
that to which it is annexed, of loving God with | eas 
our heart and all our soul; which manifestly de- 
signeth the quantity and degree of that love: 
consequently the like determination is intended in 
this precept, which is expressed to resemble that, 

or designed in like manner to qualify and bound 
our duty toward our neighbour. 

3 If the law doth not signify thus much, it 
doth hardly signify any thing; not at least any thing 
of direction or use to us: for no man is ignorant, 

that he is obliged to love his neighbour, but how 
far that love must extend is the point, wherein most 
of us do need to be resolved, and without satisfac- 

tion in which we shall hardly do any thing: for as 
he that oweth money will not pay except he can 
tell how much it is; so to know the duty will not 
avail toward effectual observance of it, if its measure 

be not fixed. 
4 Indeed, the law otherwise understood will 

rather be apt to misguide than to direct us; 
inducing us to apprehend, that we shall satisfy its 
intent, and sufficiently discharge our duty, by 
practising charity in any low degree or mean in- 
stance. Also, 

5 The former sense, which is unquestionable, 

doth infer and establish this; because similitude of 

love, morally speaking, cannot consist with ine- 
quality thereof: for if in considerable degrees we 
love ourselves more than others, assuredly we shall 
fail both in exerting such internal acts of affection, 
and in performing such external offices of kindness 
toward them, as we do exert and perform in regard 
to ourselves; whence this law, taken merely as a 
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rule, demanding a confused and imperfect similitude 
of practice, will have no clear obligation or certain 
efficacy. 

6 But further to assure this exposition, I shall 
declare, that the duty, thus interpreted, is agreeable 

to reason, and may justly be required of us upon 
considerations, which together will serve to press 
the observance of it, according to such measure. 

1 Itisreasonable, that we should thus love our 

neighbour as ourselves, because he is as ourselves, 
or really, in all considerable respects, the same with 
us: we concur with him in all that is necessary, 

substantial, and stable; we differ from him only in 
things contingent, circumstantial, and variable ;. in 

the which, of course or by chance we are liable in 
a small time as much to differ from ourselves : in 
such respects we are not the same to-day that we 
were yesterday, and shall be to-morrow; for we 
shift our circumstances as we do our clothes; our 

bodies are in continual flux, and our souls do much 

conform to their alteration ; our temper and com- 

plexion do vary with our air, our diet, our conver- 

sation, our fortunes, our age ; our parts grow and 
decay, our principles and judgments, our affections 
and desires are never fixed, and seldom rest long in 
the same place ; all our outward state doth easily 
change face: so that if we consider the same person 
in youth and in age, in health and in sickness, in 
prosperity and in distress, may we not say, Quan- 
tum mutatus ab ilo*; how quite another man is he 
grown! Yet shall a man for such alterations 
surcease or abate his love to himself ?—Why then, 
in regard to the like differences, shall we less affect 

§ [Virg. Ain. 11. 274.] 
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our neighbour, who is endowed with that common SERM. 
nature, which alone through all those vicissitudes oe 
sticketh fast in us; who is the most express image 
of us, (or rather a copy, drawn by the same hand, 
of the same original,) another self, attired in a 
diverse garb of circumstances? Do we not, so far 
as we despise or disaffect him, by consequence 
slight or hate ourselves; seeing (except bare per- 
sonality, or I know not what metaphysical identity) 
there is nothing in him different from what is, or 
what may be in us ? = 

2 It is just that we should love our neighbour 
equally with ourselves, because he really no less 
deserveth love, or because upon a fair judgment he 
wil appear equally amiable. Justice is impartial, 
and regardeth things as they are in themselves, 
abstracting from their relation to this or that 
person ; whence, if our neighbour seem worthy of 
affection no less than we, it demandeth that accord- 
ingly we should love him no less. 

And what ground can there be of loving our- 
selves, which may not as well be found in others ? 
Is it endowments of nature, is it accomplishments 
of knowledge, is it ornaments of virtue, is it 

accoutrements of fortune? But is not our neigh- 
bour possessed of the same? is he not at least 
capable of them, the collation and acquist of them 1 Cor. iv. 
depending on the same arbitrary bounty of God, or ® ” 
upon faculties and means commonly dispensed to 
all? May not any man at least be as wise and as 
good as we ?—Why then should we not esteem, 
why not affect him as much? Doth relation to us 
alter the case? is self, as self, lovely or valuable ? 

doth that respect lend any worth or price to things? 
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Likewise, what more can justice find in our 
—~—_ neighbour to obstruct or depress our love than it 

may observe in ourselves? hath he greater infir- 
mities or defects, is he more lable to errors and 

miscarriages, is he guilty of worse faults than we ? 
If, without arrogance and vanity, we cannot affirm 
this, then are we as unworthy of love as he can 
be; and refusing any degree thereof to him, we 
may as reasonably withdraw the same from our- 
selves. 

3 It is fit that we should be obliged to love our 
neighbour equally with ourselves, because all charity 
beneath self-love is defective, and all self-love above 

charity is excessive. 
It is an imperfect charity which doth not respect 

our neighbour according to his utmost merit and 
worth, which doth not heartily desire his good, 
which doth not earnestly promote his advantage 
in every kind, according to our ability and oppor- 
tunity: and what beyond this can we do for our- 
selves ? 

If, in kind or degree, we transcend this, it is not 

virtuous love or true friendship to ourselves, but a 
vain fondness or perverse dotage ; proceeding from 
inordinate dispositions of soul, grounded on foolish 
conceits, begetting foul qualities and practices ; 
envy, rancour, strife, ambition, avarice, contentious- 

ness, and the like. 

4 Equity requireth that we should love our 
neighbour to this degree, because we are apt to 
claim the same measure of love from others. No 
mean respect or slight affection will satisfy us; 
we cannot brook the least disregard er coldness ; 
to love us a little is all one to us as not to love 
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us at all: it is therefore equitable that we should as 
be engaged to the same height of charity toward 
others; otherwise we should be allowed in our 
dealings to use double weights and measures, Prov. xx. 
which is plain iniquity: what indeed can be more ~ 
ridiculously absurd, than that we should pretend 
to receive that from others, which we are not 

disposed to yield to them, upon the same ground 
and title ? 

5 It is needful that so great a charity should 
be prescribed, because none inferior thereto will 
reach divers weighty ends designed in this law; 
namely, the general convenience and comfort of our 
lives in mutual society and intercourse: for if, in 
considerable degree, we do affect ourselves beyond 
others, we shall be continually bickering and clash- 
ing with them about points of interest and credit ; 
scrambling with them for what may be had, and 
clambering to get over them in power and dignity: 
whence all the passions annoying our souls, and all 
the mischiefs disturbing our lives, must needs 

ensue. 
6 That entire love which we owe to God our 

Creator, and to Christ our Redeemer, doth exact 

from us no less a measure of charity than this: for 
seeing they have so clearly demonstrated them- 
selves to bear an immense love to men, and have 

charged us therein to imitate them; 1t becometh 

us, in conformity, in duty, in gratitude to them, to 
bear the highest we can, that is, the same as we 
bear to ourselves: for how can we love God enough, 
or with all our soul, if we do not accord with him 

in loving his friends and relations, his servants, 
his children, with most entire affection ? 
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If in God’s judgment they are equal to us, if 
in his affection and care they have an equal share, 
if he in all his dealings is indifferent and impartial 
toward all; how can our judgment, our affection, 
our behaviour be right, if they do not conspire with 
him in the same measures 4 

7 Indeed the whole tenor and genius of our 
Religion do imply obligation to this pitch of charity, 
upon various accounts. 

It representeth all worldly goods and matters 
of private interest as very inconsiderable and un- 
worthy of our affection, thereby subtracting the 
fuel of immoderate self-love. 

It enjoineth us for all our particular concerns 
entirely to rely upon Providence; so barring soli- 
citude for ourselves, and disposing an equal care 
for others. 

It declareth every man so weak, so vile, so 
wretched, so guilty of sin and subject to misery, 
(so for all good wholly indebted to the pure grace 
and mercy of God,) that no man can have reason 
to dote on himself, or to prefer himself before 
others: we need not cark, or prog, or scrape for 
ourselves, being assured that God _ sufficiently 
careth for us. 

In its account the fruits and recompenses of 
love to others, in advantage to ourselves, do far sur- 

pass all present interests and enjoyments: whence 
in effect the more or less we love others, answerably 
the more or less we love ourselves; so that charity 

and self-love become coincident, and both run to- 

gether evenly in one channel. 
It recommendeth to us the imitation of God’s 

love and bounty; which are absolutely pure, with- 
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out any regard, any capacity of benefit redounding SERM. 
to himself. 

It commandeth us heartily to love even our 
bitterest enemies and most cruel persecutors; which 
cannot be performed without a proportionable a- 
batement of self-love. 

It chargeth us not only freely to impart our ue 
substance, but willingly to expose our lives, for ~ 
the good of our brethren: in which case charity 
doth plainly match self-love; for what hath a man 
more dear or precious than his life to lay out for 
himself? 

It representeth all men (considering their divine 
extraction, and being formed after God’s image: 
their designation for eternal glory and happiness, 
their partaking of the common redemption by the 
undertakings and sufferings of Christ, their being 
objects of God’s tender affection and care) so very 
considerable, that no regard beneath the highest 
will befit them. 

It also declareth us so nearly allied to them, Gal. iii. 2s. 
and so greatly concerned in their good, (We being ns 
all one in Christ, and members one of another,) 2°" ™ 
that we ought to have a perfect complacency in 1,0" *# 
their welfare, and a sympathy in their adversity, isn ah 
as our own. 

It condemneth self-love, self- pleasing, peli-seeks, 2 Tim. i. 
ing, as great faults; which yet (even in the high- Benes 
est excess) do not seem absolutely bad; or other- Phi, ii, 4. 

wise culpable, than as including partiality, or ; facta 
detracting from that equal measure of charity 
which we owe to others: for surely we cannot love 
ourselves too much, if we love others equally with 

ourselves; we cannot seek our own good exces- 
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sively, if, with the same earnestness, we seek the 

good of others. 
It exhibiteth supernatural aids of grace, and 

conferreth that holy spirit of love, which can serve 
to no meaner purposes, than to quell that sorry 
principle of niggardly selfishness, to which corrupt 
nature doth incline; and to enlarge our hearts to 
this divine extent of goodness. 

8 Lastly, many conspicuous examples, pro- 
posed for our direction in this kind of practice, 

do imply this degree of charity to be required 
of us. 

It may be objected to our discourse, that the 
duty thus understood is unpracticable, nature vio- 
lently swaying to those degrees of self-love which 
charity can nowise reach. This exception (would 
time permit) I should assoil, by shewing how far, 
and by what means we may attain to such a practice ; 
(how at least, by aiming at this top of perfection, 
we may ascend nearer and nearer thereto:) in the 
mean time experience doth sufficiently evince pos- 
sibility; and assuredly that may be done, which 
we see done before us. And so it is, pure charity 
hath been the root of such affections and such per- 
formances (recorded by indubitable testimony) 
toward others, which hardly any man can exceed 
in regard to himself: nor indeed hath there scarce 
ever appeared any heroical virtue or memorable 
piety, whereof charity, overbearing selfishness and 
sacrificing private interest to public benefit, hath 
not been a main ingredient. or instance then: 

Did not Abraham" even prefer the good of 
others before his own, when he gladly did quit his 

» Vid. Chrys. in t Cor. Orat. xxv. [Opp. Tom. un. p. 404. ] 
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country, patrimony, friends, and kindred, to pass SERM. 
his days in a wandering pilgrimage, upon no other ***"* 
encouragement than an overture of blessing on his 
posterity @ 

Did not the charity of Moses stretch thus far, 
when, for the sake of his brethren, he voluntarily 

did exchange the splendours and delights of a court 
for a condition of vagrancy and servility ; Choosing } Heb. xi. 
rather, as the apostle speaketh, to suffer affliction 
with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures 
of sin? did not it overstretch, when (although 
having been grievously affronted by them) he wish- 
ed, that rather his name should be expunged from Exod. 
God’s book, than that their sin should abide unpar- Ga 
doned'? 

Did not Samuel exercise such a charity, when, 
being ingratefully and injuriously dismounted from 
his authority, he did yet retain toward that people 
a zealous desire of their welfare, not ceasing earn- 1 Sam. xii. 
estly to pray for them ? ‘ss 

Did not Jonathan love David equally with 1 Sam. xx, 
himself, when, for his sake, he chose to incur the *” 
displeasure of his father and his king; when, for his 
advantage, he was content to forfeit the privilege of 
his birth, and the inheritance of a crown; when he 

could, without envy or grudge, look on the growing 
prosperity of his supplanter, could heartily wish his 
safety, could effectually protect it, could purchase 
it to him with his own great danger and trouble: 
when he, that in gallantry of courage and virtue 
did yield to none, was yet willing to become in- 
ferior to one born his subject, one raised from the 

7 BotAopuat per éxetvav arrodécbat, pyaotr, i xapis exetvav cdlecba. 

dvTws pavia, dyTws épws péeyas.—Id. in Eph. Orat. vit. [ibid. p. 798.) 
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dust, one taken from the sheepcote; so that, un- 

repiningly and without disdain, he could say, Thou 
shalt be king over Israel, and I shall be next unto 
thee—are not these pregnant evidences, that it was 
truly said in the story, Zhe soul of Jonathan was 
knit to the soul of David, and he loved him as his 
own soul? 

Did not the Psalmist competently practise this 
duty, when, in the sickness of his ingrateful adver- 
saries, He clothed himself with sackcloth, he hum- 
bled his soul with fasting; he bowed down heavily as 
one that mourneth for his mother? 

Were not Elias, Jeremy, and other Prophets, as 

much concerned for the good of their countrymen 
as for their own, when they took such pains, when 
they ran such hazards, when they endured such 
hardships not only for them, but from them; being 
requited with hatred and misusage for endeavour- 
ing to reclaim them from sin, and stop them from 
ruin 

May not the holy Apostles seem to have loved 
mankind beyond themselves, when, for its instruc- 

tion and reformation, for reconciling it to God, and 
procuring its salvation, they gladly did undertake 
and undergo so many rough difficulties, so many 
formidable dangers, such irksome pains and trou- 
bles, such extreme wants and losses, such grievous 
ignominies and disgraces; slighting all concerns of 
their own, and relinquishing whatever was most 
dear to them (their safety, their liberty, their ease, 

their estate, their reputation, their pleasure, their 
very blood and breath) for the welfare of others; 
even of those, who did spitefully malign and cruelly 
abuse them ? 

Misti lens HS ay) Aa Oe 
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Survey but the life of one among them; mark SERM. 
the wearisome travels he underwent over all the ~~" 
earth, the solicitous cares which did possess his 
mind for all the churches; the continual toils and 2 Cor. xi. 

drudgeries sustained by him in preaching by word ° 
and writing, in visiting, in admonishing, in all pas- 
toral eraplomience the imprisonments, the stripes, 2 Cor. xi. 
the reproaches, the oppositions and persecutions of ; or a 

every kind, and from all sorts of people, which he * 
suffered; the pinching wants, the desperate haz- 
ards, the lamentable distresses with the which he 

did ever conflict: peruse those black catalogues of 
his afflictions registered by himself; then tell me 
how much his charity was inferior to his self-love? 
did not at least the one vie with the other, when 

he, for the benefit of his disciples, was content to 
be absent from the Lord, or suspended from a Phil.i. 24. 
certain fruition of glorious beatitude; resting in; es i 

this uncomfortable state, in this fleshly tabernacle 
wherein he groaned, being burdened, and long- 
ing for enlargement? Did he not somewhat be- 
yond himself love those men, for whose salvation, 
He wished himself accursed from Christ, or debar- Rom. ix. 3. 
red from the assured enjoyment of eternal felicity ; 
those very men by whom he had been stoned, had » ce xi. 

been scourged, had been often beaten to extremity, Hes ii. 
from whom he had received manifold indignities '° 
and outrages? 

Did not they love their neighbours as them- Ae iv. 
selves, who sold their possessions, and distributed ** 
the prices of them for relief of their indigent bre- 
thren? Did not most of the ancient Saints and Fa- 
thers mount near the top of this duty, of whom it 
is by unquestionable records testified, that they did 
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freely bestow all their private estate and substance 

~ on the poor, devoting themselves to the service of 

God and edification of his people? Finally, 

Did not our Lord himself in our nature exem- 

plify this duty, yea by his practice far outdo his 

precept? For he, who from the brightest glories, 

from the immense riches, from the ineffable joys 

and felicities of his celestial kingdom, did willingly 

stoop down to assume the garb of a servant, to be 

clothed with the infirmities of flesh, to become, A 

man of sorrow and acquainted with grief: he, who 

for our sake vouchsafed to live in extreme penury 

and disgrace, to feel hard want, sore travail, bitter 

persecution, most grievous shame and anguish: he, 

who not only did contentedly bear, but purposely 

did choose to be accused, to be slandered, to be re- 

viled, to be mocked, to be tortured, to pour forth 

his heart-blood upon a cross, for the sake of an 

_ unprofitable, an unworthy, an impious, an ingrate- 

ful generation; for the salvation of his open ene- 

mies, of base apostates, of perverse rebels, of 

villanous traitors: he, who, in the height of his 

mortal agonies, did sue for the pardon of his cruel 

murderers®; who did send his apostles to them, 

did cause so many wonders to be done before them, 

did furnish all means requisite to convert and save 

them: he that acted and suffered all this, and more 

than can be expressed, with perfect frankness and 

good-will; did he not signally love his neighbour as 

himself, to the utmost measure? did not in him 

virtue conquer nature, and charity triumph over 

selflove? This he did to seal and impress his doc- 

K Vid Chrys. in Eph. Orat. vi. [Opp. Tom. mt. p. 798.] In 

1 Cor. Orat. xxx. [Thid. p. 458. ] 
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trine; to shew us what we should do, and what we SERM. 
can do by his grace ; to oblige us and to encourage us ie 
unto a conformity with him in this respect; for, 
Walk in love, saith the apostle, as Christ hath also Eph. v. 2. 

loved us, and hath given himself for us; and, This, ; Mage 
saith he himself, 7s my commandment, that ye love‘; 
one another as I have loved you: and how can I bet- slit. 34. 
ter conclude, than in the recommendation of such 

an example? 
Now, our Lord Jesus Christ himself, and God 2 Thess. ii. 

even our Father, who hath loved us, and hath given ae 
us everlasting consolation, and good hope through 
grace, comfort your hearts, and stablish you in every 
good word and work. 

e ohn XV. 
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OF THE LOVE OF OUR NEIGHBOUR. 

Marr, XXL Bo. 

Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. 

| HAVE formerly discoursed on these words, and 
then shewed how they do import two observable 

particulars: first a rule of our charity, or that it 
should be like in nature; then a measure of it, or 

that it should be equal in degree to the love, 

which we do bear to ourselves. Of this latter in- 
terpretation I did assign divers reasons, urging the 
observance of the precept according to that notion: 
but one material point, scantiness of time would 
not allow me to consider; which is the removal of 

an exception, to which that interpretation is very 
liable, and which is apt to discourage from a serious 
application to the practice of this duty so ex- 
pounded. 

If, it may be said, the precept be thus under- 
stood, as to oblige us to love our neighbours equally 
with ourselves, it will prove unpracticable, such a 

charity being merely romantic and imaginary ; for 
who doth, who can love his neighbour in this de- 

gree? Nature powerfully doth resist, common sense 
plainly doth forbid that we should do so: a natural 
instinct doth prompt us to love ourselves, and we are 
forcibly driven thereto by an unavoidable sense of 

at _ 
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pleasure and pain, resulting from the constitution 
of our body and soul, so that our own least good or 
evil are very sensible to us: whereas we have no 
such potent inclination to love others; we have no 
sense, or a very faint one, of what another doth 

enjoy or endure : doth not therefore nature plainly 
suggest, that our neighbour’s good cannot be so 
considerable to us as our own? especially, when 
charity doth clash with self-love, or when there is 
a competition between our neighbour’s interest and 
our own, is it possible that we should not be partial 
to our own side? is not therefore this precept 
such, as if we should be commanded to fly, or to 

do that, which natural propension will certainly 
hinder ? 

In answer to this exception I say, First, 
1 Beit so, that we can never attain to love 

our neighbour altogether so much as ourselves, yet 
may it be reasonable that we should be enjoined to 
do so; for 

Laws must not be depressed to our imperfec- 
tion, nor rules bent to our obliquity: but we must 
ascend toward the perfection of them, and strive 
to conform our practice to their exactness. If 
what is prescribed be according to the reason of 
things just and fit, it is enough, although our prac- 
tice will not reach it; for what remaineth may be 
supplied by repentance and humility in him that 
should obey, by mercy and pardon in him that doth 
command. 

In the prescription of duty it is just, that what 
may be required, even in rigour, should be precisely 
determined, though, in execution of justice or dis- 
pensation of recompense, consideration may be had 

B.S. VOL, I. 21 
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of our weakness; whereby both the authority of our 
governor may be maintained, and his clemency 
glorified. 

It is of great use, that by comparing the law 
with our practice, and in the perfection of the one 
discerning the defect of the other, we may be hum- 
bled, may be sensible of our impotency, may thence 
be forced to seek the helps of grace, and the benefit 
of mercy. 

Were the rule never so low, our practice would 

come beneath it; it is therefore expedient that it 
should be high, that at least we may rise higher in 
performance than otherwise we should do: for the 
higher we aim, the nearer we shall go to the due 
pitch; as he that aimeth at heaven, although he 
cannot reach it, will yet shoot higher than he that 
aimeth only at the housetop. 

The height of duty doth prevent sloth and decay 
in virtue, keeping us in wholesome exercise and in 
continual improvement, while we be always climb- 
ing toward the top, and straining unto further at- 
tainment: the sincere prosecution of which course, 
as it will be more profitable unto us, so it will be 
no less acceptable to God, than if we could tho- 
roughly fulfil the law; for in judgment God will 
only reckon upon the sincerity and earnestness of our 
endeavour: so that if we have done our best, it will 

be taken as if we had done all. Our labour will 
not be lost in the Lord; for the degrees of perform- 
ance will be considered, and he, that hath done his 

duty in part, shall be proportionably recompensed ; 
according to that of St Paul, Hvery man_ shall 
receive his own reward according to his own work. 
Hence sometimes we are enjoined, Jo be perfect as 

NA a 
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our heavenly Father is perfect, and, To be holy as SERM. 
God is holy; otherwhile, Z’o go on to perfection, and, ae 
To press toward the mark; which precepts in effect 12° * 
do import the same thing; but the latter implieth Co ee 
the former, although in “yeinn ea impossible, yet ! a iii. 
in attempt very profitable: and surely he is likely to 
write best, who proposeth to himself the fairest copy 
for his imitation. 

In fine, if we do act what is possible, or, as we 

can, do conform to the rule of duty, we may be sure 

that no impossibility of this, or of any other sublime 
law, can prejudice us. 

I say, of any other law; for it is not only this 
law, to which this exception may be made, but many 
others, perhaps every one evangelical law, are alike 
repugnant to corrupt nature, and seem to surmount 
our ability. 

But neither is the performance of this task so 
impossible, or so desperately hard, Gf we take the 
right course, and use proper means toward it,) as 
is Supposed: as may somewhat appear, if we will 
weigh the following considerations. 

rt Be it considered, that we may be mistaken 
in our account, when we do look on the impossibility 
or difficulty of such a practice, as 1t appeareth at 
present, before we have seriously attempted, and in 
a good method by due means earnestly laboured to 
achieve it: for many things cannot be done at first, 
or with a small practice, which by degrees and a 
continued endeavour may be effected; divers things 
are placed at a distance, so that, without passing 

through the interjacent way, we cannot arrive at 
them; divers things seem hard before trial, which 
afterward prove very easy: it is impossible to fly 

21—2 
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up to the top of a steeple, but we may ascend 
- thither by steps; we cannot get to Rome without 
crossing the seas, and travelling through France or 
Germany; it is hard to comprehend a subtle theorem 
in geometry, if we pitch on it first; but, if we begin 
at the simple principles, and go forward through 
the intermediate propositions, we may easily attain 
a demonstration of it: it is hard to swim, to dance, 

to play on an instrument; but a little trial or a 
competent exercise will render those things easy to 
us: so may the practice of this duty seem im- 
possible, or insuperably difficult, before we have 
employed divers means, and voided divers impedi- 
ments; before we have inured our minds and 

affections to it; before we have tried our forces in 

some instances thereof, previous to others of a 
higher strain, and nearer the perfection of it. 

If we would set ourselves to exercise charity in 
those instances, whereof we are at first capable, 
without much reluctancy, and thence proceed to- 
ward others of a higher nature, we may find such 
improvement, and taste such content therein, that 
we may soon arise to incredible degrees thereof; 
and at length, perhaps, we may attain to such a 
pitch, that it will seem to us base and vain to con- 
sider our own good before that of others, in any 
sensible measure; and that nature, which now so 

mightily doth contest in favour of ourselves, may 
in time give way toa better nature, born of custom, 
affecting the good of others. Let not therefore a 
present sense or experience raise in our minds a 
prejudice against the possibility or practicableness 
of this duty. 

2 Let us consider, that in some respects and 
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in divers instances, it is very feasible to love our SERM. 
‘ XXVIII. 

neighbour no less than ourselves. 
We may love our neighbour truly and sincerely, 

Out of a pure heart and a good conscience, and faith + Tim. i. s. 
unfeigned, as St Paul doth prescribe; or, according 
to St Peter’s injunction, From a pure heart love one 1Pet.i. 22. 
another fervently: and in this respect we can do nog. 
more toward ourselves; for truth admitteth no 

degrees, sincerity is a pure and complete thing, ex- 
clusive of all mixture or allay. 

And as to external acts at least it is plain, that 
charity toward others may reach self-love; for we 
may be as serious, as vigorous, as industrious in 

acting for our neighbour’s good, as we can be in 
pursuing our own designs and interests: for reason 
easily can manage and govern external practice; 
and common experience sheweth the matter to this 
extent practicable, seemg that often men do employ 
as much diligence on the concerns of others, as they 
can do on their own, (being able to do no more 
than their best in either case:) wherefore in this 
respect, charity may vie with selfishness; and prac- 
tise thus far may be a step to mount higher. 

Also rational consideration will enable us to 
perforin some interior acts of charity in the highest 
degree ; for if we do but (as without much difficulty 
we may do) apply our mind to weigh the qualities 
and the actions of our neighbour, we may thence 
obtain a true opinion and just esteem of him; and, 
secluding gross folly or flattery of ourselves, how 
can we in that respect or instance be more kind 
or benign to ourselves? 

Is it not also within the compass of our ability 
to repress those passions of soul, the eruption 
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whereof tendeth to the wrong, damage, and offence 
of our neighbour; in regard to which practice St 
Paul affirmeth, that the law may be fulfilled: Love, 
saith he, worketh no evil to his neighbour; therefore 
love is the fulfilling of the law? And what more 
in this respect can we perform for ourselves? 

3 We may consider, that commonly we see 

men inclined by other principles to act as much or 
more for the sake of others, as they would for them- 
selves. 

Moral honesty hath inclined some, ambition and 
popularity have excited others, to encounter the 
greatest dangers, to attack the greatest difficulties, 
to expose their safety, to sacrifice their lives for the 
welfare of their country*. 

Common friendship hath often done as much, 
and brutish love (that Mad friendship, as Seneca? 
calleth it) commonly doeth far more: for what will 
not a fond lover undertake and achieve for his 
minion, although she really be the worst enemy he 
can have? yet for such a snake will he not lavish 
his estate, prostitute his honour, abandon his ease, 
hazard his safety, shipwreck his conscience, forfeit 
his salvation®? What may not a Delilah obtain of 
her Samson, a Cleopatra of her Anthony, how pre- 
judicial soever it be to his own interest and welfare? 

Why then may not a principle of charity, 
grounded on so much better reason, and backed by 
so much stronger motives, be conceived able to en- 
gage men to the like practice? why may not a man 

2 "’Adnbes dé 7d wept rod orovdaiov, kai TO TaY diov evexa TOAAG 

mpatrew kai THs matpidos, Kav d€n breparroOvnoKxew.—Arist. Eth. 1x. 8. 
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» Insana amicitia.—Sen. Ep. rx. [9.] 
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be disposed to do that out of a hearty good-will, SERM. 
which he can do out of vain conceit or vicious 
appetite? why shall other forces overbear nature, 
and the power of charity be unable to match it? 

4 Let us consider, that those dispositions of 
soul, which usually with so much violence do thwart 

the observance of this precept, are not ingredients 
of true self-love, by the which we are directed to 
regulate our charity; but a spurious brood of our 
folly and pravity, which imply not a sober love of 
ourselves, but a corrupt fondness toward an idol of 

our fancy mistaken for ourselves. 
A high conceit of our worth or ability, of our 

fortune or worldly state, of our works and achieve- 

ments; a great complacence or confidence in some 
endowment or advantage belonging to us, a stiff 
adherence to our own will or humour, a greedy 
appetite to some particular interest or base pleasure ; 
these are those, not attendants of natural self-love, 

but issues of unnatural depravedness in judgment 
and affections, which render our practice so exorbi- 
tant in this regard, making us seem to love ourselves 

so immoderately, so infinitely; so contracting our 
souls, and drawing them inwards, that we appear 
indisposed to love our neighbour in any considerable 
degree: if these (as by serious consideration they 
may be) were avoided, or much abated, it would 
not be found so grievous a matter to love our neigh- 
bour as ourselves; for that sober love remaining 

behind, to which nature inclineth, and which reason 
approveth, would rather help to promote than yield. 

any obstacle to our charity: if such perverse selfish- 
ness were checked and depressed, and natural kind- 
ness cherished and advanced, then true self-love 
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Soe and charity would compose themselves into near a 
just poise. 

5 Indeed, (which we may further consider,) our 
nature is not so absolutely averse or indisposed tothe 
practice of such charity, as to those may seem who 
view it slightly, either in some particular instances, 
or in ordinary practice: nature hath furnished us 
with strong instincts for the defence and sustenance 
of our life; and common practice is depraved by ill 
education and custom: these some men poring on 
do imagine no room left for charity in the constitu- 
tion of men; but they consider not, that one of these 
may be so moderated, and the other so corrected, 
that charity may have a fair scope in men’s hearts 
and practice; and they slip over divers pregnant 
marks of our natural inclination thereto. 

Man having received his soul from the breath 
of God, and being framed after the image of his 
most benign parent, there do yet abide in him some 
features resembling God, and relics of the divine 
original; there are in us seeds of ingenuity, of 
equity, of pity, of benignity, which being cultivated 
by sober consideration and good use, under the con- 
duct and aid of heavenly grace, will produce noble 
fruits of charity. 

The frame of our nature so far disposeth us 
thereto, that our bowels are touched with sensible 
pain upon the view of any calamitous object: our 
fancy is disturbed at the report of any disaster be- 
falling any person; we can hardly see or read a 
tragedy without motions of compassion. 

The practice of benignity, of courtesy, of clemency 
at first sight, without any discursive reflection, doth 
obtain approbation and applause from us; being no 
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less grateful and amiable to the mind, than beauty Sue 
to our eyes, harmony to our ears, fragrancy to our ~ 
smell, and sweetness to our palate: and to the same 
mental sense malignity, cruelty, harshness, all kinds 

of uncharitable dealing are very disgustful and 
loathsome. 

There wanteth not any commendation to pro- 
cure a respect for charity’, nor any invective to 
breed abhorrence of uncharitableness; nature suffi- 

ciently prompting to favour the one, and to detest 
the other. 

The practice of the former in common language 
hath ever been styled humanity ; and the disposition 

from whence it floweth is called good-nature: the 
practice of the latter is hkewise termed inhumanity, 
and its source ill nature; as thwarting the common 
notions and inclinations of mankind, divesting us 

of our manhood, and rendering us a sort of monsters 
among men. | 

Ne o quality hath a clearer repute, or is eosttaiiale 
more admired, than generosity, which is a kind of 
natural charity, or hath a great spice thereof: no 
disposition is more despised among men than 
niggardly selfishness; whence commonly men are 
ashamed to avow self-interest as a principle of their 
actions, (rather fathering them on some other 
causes,) as being conscious to themselves that it is 
the basest of all principles*. cab: | 

Whatever the censurers and detractors of human 
nature do pretend, yet even themselves do admire 

XVIIL 
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pure beneficence, and contemn selfishness; for if 

we look to the bottom of their intent, it is hence 

they are bent to slander mankind as void of good 
nature, because out of malignity they would not 
allow it a quality so excellent and divine. 

Wherefore, according to the general judgment 
and conscience of men, (to omit other considera- 
tions,) our nature is not so averse from charity, or 
destitute of propensions thereto; and therefore 
cherishing the natural seeds of it, we may improve 
it to higher degrees. 

6 But supposing the inclinations of nature, as 
it now standeth in its depraved and crazy state, do 
so mightily obstruct the practice of this duty in the 
degree specified, so that however we cannot by any 
force of reason or philosophy attain to desire so 
much or relish so well the good of others as our 
own; yet we must remember, that a subsidiary 
power is by the divine mercy dispensed, able to 
control and subdue nature to a compliance, to raise 
our practice above our natural forces. We have a 
like averseness to other spiritual duties, (to the 
loving God with all our hearts, to the mortifying 
our flesh and carnal desires, to the contempt of 
worldly things, and placing our happiness in spiri- 
tual goods;) yet we are able to perform them by 
the succour of grace, and in virtue of that omnipo- 
tency which St Paul assumed to himself when he 
said, I can do all things by Christ enabling me, ’ Ev 
TP evovvauouvtt we XpiosT@. 

If we can get, The Spirit of love, (and assuredly 
we may get it, if we carefully will seek it, with con- 
stant fervency imploring it from him, who hath 
promised to bestow it on those that ask it,) it will 

“Agee e: 
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infuse into our minds that light, whereby we shall SERM. 
discern the excellency of this duty, together with ——— 
the folly and baseness of that selfishness which 
crosseth it; it will kindle in our hearts charitable 

affections, disposing us to wish all good to our 
neighbour, and to feel pleasure therein; it will 
render us, Partakers of that divine nature, which so 2 Pet. i. 4. 
will guide and urge us in due measure to affect the 
benefit of others, as now corrupt nature doth move 
us unmeasurably to covet our own; being supported 
and elevated by its virtue, we may, surmounting 

the clogs of fleshly sense and conceit, soar up to 

the due pitch of charity ; being, Ocodidaxra, Taught x Thess. 

of God to love one another: and endowed with, The Gi’ y. 22. 

fruits of the Spirit, which are love, gentleness, good- §P!.x- 9: 
ness, meekness; and, Created according to God in inh. 

Christ Jesus to the practice of answerable good 24; ii. 10. 
works. 

7 There are divers means conducible to the 

abatement of difficulty in this practice, which I shall 
propose, referring the matter to issue upon due trial 
of them. 

rt Let us carefully weigh the value of those 
things, which immoderate self-love doth affect in 
prejudice to charity, together with the worth of 
those, which charity doth set in balance to them. 

Aristotle himself doth observe, that the ground 
of culpable self-love, scraping, scrambling, scuffling 
for particular interest, is men’s high esteem and 
passion for, and greedy appetite of wealth, of 
honours, of corporeal pleasures: whereas virtuous 
persons, not admiring those things, will constantly 
act for honesty sake, and out of love to their friends 
or country; wherein, although they most really 
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benefit and truly gratify themselves, yet are they 
not blamed for selfishness*. 

And so indeed it is: if we rightly did apprehend 
the infinite vanity of all worldly goods, the meanness 
of private concerns, the true despicableness of all 
those honours, those profits, those delights on which 
commonly men do so dote, we should not be so 
fond or jealous of them, as to scrape or scuffle for 
them, envying or grudging them to others; if we 
did conceive the transcendent worth of future 
rewards allotted to this and other virtues, the great 
considerableness of public good at which charity 
aimeth, the many advantages which may accrue to 
us from our neighbour’s welfare, (entertained with 
complacence, and wisely accommodated to our use,) 
we should not be so averse from tendering his good 
as our Own. 

2 Let us consider our real state in the world, 

in dependence upon the pleasure and providence of 
Almighty God. 

If we look upon ourselves as subsisting only by 
our own care and endeavour, without any other 
patronage or help, it may thence prove hard to 
regard the interests of others as comparable to our 
own; seeing then, in order to our living with any 
convenience, it is necessary that we should be 
solicitous for our own preservation and sustenance, 
that will engage us to contend with others as 
competitors for the things we need, and uncapable 

f Of pév ody eis bvetdos Hyovres adrd, idavrous KaNovdat Tovs éavTois 
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otherwise to attain: but if (as we ought to do, and SERM. 
the true state of things requireth) we consider 
ourselves as subsisting under the protection, and 
by the providence of God, who no less careth for 
us than for others, and no less for others than 

for us; (for, as the Wise Man saith, He careth 
for all alike®;) who recommendeth to us a being 

mutually concerned each for other, and is engaged 
to keep us from suffering thereby; who com- 
mandeth us to disburden our cares upon him- 
self; who assuredly will the better provide for us, 
as we do more further the good of others: if we do 
consider thus, it will deliver us from solicitude 
concerning our subsistence and personal accom- 
modations, whence we may be free to regard the 
concerns of others, with no less application than we 
do regard our own. 

As living under the same government and 
laws (bemg members of one commonwealth, one 
corporation, one family) disposeth men not only 
willingly but earnestly to serve the public interest, 
beyond any hopes of receiving thence any particular 
advantage answerable to their pain and care; so 
considering ourselves as members of the world, and 
of the church, under the governance and patronage 
of God, may disengage us from immoderate respect 
of private good, and incline us to promote the 
common welfare. 

3 There is one plain way of rendering this duty 
possible, or of perfectly reconciling charity to self- 
love ; which is, a making the welfare of our neigh- 
bour to be our own: which if we can do, then easily 

may we desire it more seriously, then may we 
® ‘Quolws te mpovoet mepl mavtav.—Sap. vi. 8. LXX. 

XXVIII. 
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promote it with the greatest zeal and vigour: for 
then it will be an instance of self-love to exercise 
charity; then both these inclinations conspiring will 
march evenly together, one will not extrude nor 

depress the other. 
It may be hard, while our concerns appear 

divided, not to prefer our own ; but when they are 
coincident, or conspire together, the ground of that 
partiality is removed. 

Nor is this an imaginary course, but grounded 
in reason, and thereby reducible to practice: for 
considering the manifold bands of relation (natural, 
civil, or spiritual) between men, as naturally of the 
same kind and blood, as civilly members of the 
same society, as spiritually linked in one brother- 
hood ; considering the mutual advantages derivable 
from the wealth and welfare of each other, (in 

way of needful succour, advice, and comfort, of 

profitable commerce, of pleasant conversation ;) 
considering the mischiefs which from our neigh- 
bour’s indigency and affliction we may incur, they 
rendering him as a wild beast, unsociable, trouble- 

some, and formidable to us; considering that we 

cannot be happy without good-nature, and good- 
humour, and that good-nature cannot behold any 
sad object without pity and dolorous resentment, 
good-humour cannot subsist in prospect of such 
objects ; considermg that charity is an instru- 
ment, whereby we may apply all our neighbour's 
good to ourselves, it being ours, if we can find 

complacence there; it may appear reasonable 
to reckon all our neighbour's concerns to our 
account. 

That this is practicable experience may confirm ; 

Waeseees 
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for we may observe, that men commonly do thus See 
appropriate the concerns of others, resenting the ———— 
disasters of a friend or of a relation with as sensible 
displeasure as they could their own; and answerably 
finding as high a satisfaction in their good fortune. 
Yea many persons do feel more pain by compassion 
for others, than they could do in sustaining the 

same evils; divers can with a stout heart undergo 
their own afflictions, who are melted with those of 

a friend or brother. Seeing then, in true judgment, 
humanity doth match any other relation, and 
Christianity far doth exceed all other alliances, why 
may we not on them ground the like affections and 
practices, if reason hath any force, or consideration 
can anywise sway in our practice ? 

4 It will greatly conduce to the perfect observ- 
ance of this rule, to the depression of self-love, and 
advancement of charity to the highest pitch, if we 
do studiously contemplate ourselves, strictly exa- 
mining our conscience, and seriously reflecting on 
our unworthiness and vileness; the infirmities and 

defects of nature, the corruptions and defilements 
of our soul, the sins and miscarriages of our lives: 
which doing, we shall certainly be far from admiring 
or doting on ourselves; but rather, as Job did, we 
shall condemn and abhor ourselves: when we see Jobix. 20; 
ourselves so deformed and ugly, how can we be*~" 
amiable in our own eyes? how can we more esteem 
or affect ourselves than others, of whose unworthi- 

ness we can hardly be so conscious or sure? What 
place can there be for that vanity and folly, for 
that pride and arrogance, for that partiality and 
injustice, which are the sources of immoderate 
self-love ? 
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SEEM apathe And lastly, we may from many conspicuous 

experiments and examples be assured, that such a 

practice of this duty is not impossible; but these I 

have already produced and urged in the precedent 

discourse, and shall not repeat them again. 

A a Matin is 

eee . 



SERMON XXIX. 

THE NATURE, PROPERTIES, AND ACTS OF 

CHARITY. 

Epues. V. 2. 

And walk in Love. 

St Paul telleth us, that, The end of the command- srmrm. 

ment (or the main scope of the evangelical doc-_**'* 
trine) is charity, out of a pure heart and a good t™™-}5:- 
conscience and faith unfeigned; that charity is a 
general principle of all good practice; (Let all your x Cor. xvi. 
things be done in charity ;) that it is the sum and Gul. v. 14. 

abridgment of all other duties, so that, He that aca = 
Wie another, hath fulfilled the whole law; that it 
is the chief of the theological virtues ; the prime r Cor. xiii, 
fruit of the divine Spirit, and, The band of perfec- @i. v. 22. 
tion, which combineth and consummateth all other © ™ "+ 
oraces. 

St Peter enjoineth us, that to all other virtues 2 Pet. i. 7. 

we should add charity, as the top and crown of 
them; and, Above all things, saith he, have fervent x Pet. iv. 
charity among yourselves. 

St James styleth the law of charity The se James ii. 

or sovereign law, Nopov Bactr:kov. 
St John calleth it, in way of excellence, The 1 Sohn iii. 

commandment of God; This is his commandment, 3) *™ 
that we should love one another. 

Our Lord claimeth it for his peculiar law ; This 12°"*” 
B. 8. VOL. II. 22 
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as my commandment ; and, A new commandment I 
— give unto you, that ye love one another. And he 
maketh the observance of it the special badge and 
cognizance of his followers; By this shall all men 
know that ye are my disciples, if ye love one another. 

It being therefore a duty of so grand import- 
ance, it is most requisite that we should well 
understand it, and faithfully observe it; to which 
purposes I shall, by God’s assistance, endeavour to 
confer somewhat, first by explaining its nature, 
then by pressing the observance of it by several] 
inducements. 

The nature of it will, as I conceive, be best 
understood by representing the several chief acts, 
which it compriseth or implieth as necessary pre- 
requisites, or essential ingredients, or inseparable 
adherents to it ; some internally resident in the soul, 
others discharged in external performance ; together 
with some special properties of it. And such are 
those which follow. 

I. Loving our neighbour doth imply, that we 
should value and esteem him: this is necessary; 
for affection doth follow opinion; so that we 
cannot like any thing which we do not esteem, 
or wherein we do not apprehend some considerable 
good, attractive of affection ; that is not amiable, 

which is wholly contemptible; or so far as it 
is such. . 

But in right judgment no man is such; for the 
iv. Wise Man telleth us, that, He that despiseth his 

neighbour, sinneth; and, He zs void of understanding 
that despiseth his neighbour: but no man is guilty 
of sin or folly for despising that which is wholly 
despicable. 
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It is indeed true, that every man is subject to oe 
defects and to mischances, apt to breed contempt, ——— 
especially in the minds of vulgar and weak people; 
but no man is really despicable. For, 

Every man living hath stamped on him the 
venerable image of his glorious Maker, which 
nothing incident to him can utterly deface. 

Every man is of a divine extraction, and allied 
to Heaven by nature and by grace ; as the son of 
God, and brother of God incarnate. If I did Peery 
despise the cause of my man-servant or of my maid- ~ 
servant, when they contended with me; what then 
shall I do when God riseth up? and when he visiteth, 
what shall I answer him? Did not he that made 
me in the womb make him? and did not one fashion 
us in the womb ? 

Every man is endued with that celestial faculty 
of reason, inspired by the Almighty, (for, There ts xxxii. s. 
a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the Al- 
mighty giveth them understanding,) and hath an 
immortal spirit residmge in him; or rather is 
himself an angelical spirit dwelling in a visible 
tabernacle. 

Every man was originally designed and framed 
for a fruition of eternal happiness. 

Every man hath an interest in the common 
Redemption, purchased by the blood of the Son of 
God, Who tasted death for every one. Heb. ii. 9. 

Every man is capable of sovereign bliss, and 
hath a crown of endless glory offered to him. 

In fine, every man, and all men alike, ante- 

cedently to their own will and choice, are the 
objects of his love, of his care, of his mercy ; ee 

Who is loving unto every man, and whose mercy 5. 
22—2 
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as over all his works; Who hath made the small 

How then can any man be deemed contempti- 
ble, having so noble relations, capacities, and 
privileges? How a man standeth in esteem with 

Job xxxvi. God Elihu telleth us ; God, saith he, 7s mighty, and 
Be 
Ps. lxix. 

33- 

Rom. xiv. 

To, 

1 Cor. i. 
26. 

despiseth not any: although he be so mighty, so 
excellent in perfection, so infinitely in state exalted 
above all, yet doth not he slight any ; and how can 
we contemn those, whom the certain voucher and 

infallible judge of worth deigneth to value? In- 
deed God so valued every man as to take great 
care, to be at great cost and trouble, to stoop down 
from heaven, to assume mortal flesh, to endure 

pinching wants and sore distresses, to taste death 
for every one. 

We may ask with St Paul, Why dost thow set 
at nought thy brother ? 

Is it for the lowness of his condition, or for any 

misfortune that hath befallen him? But are not 
the best men, art not thou thyself obnoxious to 
the like? Hath not God declared that he hath a 
special regard to such? And are not such things 
commonly disposed by his hand with a gracious 
intent ? 

Is it for meanness of parts, or abilities, or 
endowments? But are not these the gifts of God, 
absolutely at his disposal, and arbitrarily distri- 
buted or preserved ; so that thou, who art so wise 
in thy own conceit to-day, mayest, by a disease, 
or from a judgment deserved by thy pride, be- 
come an idiot to-morrow? Have not many good, - 

and the great, and careth for all alike; Who is 

‘rich, 11 bounty and mercy, foward all that call 
“YE wnon him. ' 
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and therefore many happy men, wanted those SHEN. 
things ? 

Is it for moral imperfections or blemishes ; for 

vicious habits, or actual misdemeanours? These 
indeed are the only debasements and disparage- 
ments of a man; yet do they not expunge the 
characters of divinity impressed on his nature; and 
he may by God’s mercy recover from them. And 
are not we ourselves, if grace do not uphold us, 
hable to the same? Yea, may we not, if without 
partiality or flattery we examine ourselves, discern 
the same within us, or other defects equivalent ? 
And, however, is not pity rather due to them 
than contempt? Whose character was it that, 
They trusted they were righteous, and despised f Luke xviii. 
others? That the most palpable offender should eine 
not be quite despised, God had a special care in 
his. Law, for that end moderating punishment, 
and restraining the number of stripes; Jf, saith Deut. xxv. 
the Law, the wicked man be worthy to be beaten, the pe 

judge shall cause him to lie down, and to be beaten 
before lis face, according to his fault, by a certain 
number. Forty stripes he may give him, and not 
exceed: lest, if he should exceed, and beat him above 
these with many stripes, then thy brother should seem 
vile unto thee. 

We may consider, that the common things, 

both good and bad, wherein men agree, are far 
more considerable than the peculiar things wherein 
they differ; to be a man is much beyond being a 
lord, or a wit, or a philosopher; to be a Christian 
doth infinitely surpass being an emperor, or a 
learned clerk ; to be a sinner is much worse than 

to be a beggar, or an idiot. The agreement of 
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men is in the substance and body of things; the 

difference is in a circumstance, a fringe, or a shadow 
about them; so that we cannot despise another 
man, without reflecting contempt on ourselves, 
who are so very like him, and not considerably 

better than he, or hardly can without arrogance 
pretend to be so. 

We may therefore, and reason doth require that 
we should value our neighbour; and it is no im- 
possible or unreasonable precept which St Peter 
giveth us, To honour all men; and with it a chari- 
table mind will easily comply: it ever will desery 
something valuable, something honourable, some- 

thing amiable in our neighbour ; it will find some- 
what of dignity in the meanest, somewhat of 
worth in the basest, somewhat hopeful in the most 
degenerate of men ; it therefore will not absolutely 

slight or scorn any man whatever, looking on him 
as an abject or forlorn wretch, unworthy of con- 
sideration. 

It is indeed a point of charity to see more things 
estimable in others than in ourselves; or to be 

apprehensive of more defects meriting disesteem in 
ourselves than in others ; and consequently in our 
opinion to prefer others before us, according to those 
apostolical precepts, Be kindly affected one toward 
another with brotherly love, in honour preferring 
one another. In lowliness of mind let each esteem 
other better than themselves. Be subject one to 
another. 

II. Loving our neighbour doth imply a sincere 
and earnest desire of his welfare and good of all 
kinds, in due proportion : for it is a property of love, 
that it would have its object most worthy of itself, 

— 
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and consequently that it should attain the best state SERM. 
XXIX 

whereof it is capable, and persist firm therein ; to 
be fair and plump, to flourish and thrive without 
diminution or decay ; this is plain to experience in 
respect to any other thing (a horse, a flower, a 
building, or any such thing) which we pretend to 
love: wherefore charity should dispose us to be thus 
affected to our neighbour ; so that we do not look 
upon his condition or affairs with an indifferent eye 
or cold heart, but are much concerned for him, and 

put forth hearty wishes for his interests: we should 
wish him adorned with all virtue, and accomplished 
with all worthy endowments of soul; we should 
wish him prosperous success in all his designs, and 
a comfortable satisfaction of his desires ; we should 

wish him with alacrity of mind to reap the fruits of 
his industry, and to enjoy the best accommodations 
of his life. Not formally and in compliment, as 
the mode is, but really and with a cordial sense, 
upon his undertaking any enterprise, we should 
wish him good speed ; upon any prosperous success 
of his endeavours, we should bid him joy ; where- 
ever he is going, whatever he is doing, we should 
wish him peace and the presence of God with him: 
we should tender his health, his safety, his quiet, 

his reputation, his wealth, his prosperity in all 
respects ; but especially with peculiar ardency we 
should desire his final welfare, and the happiness 
of his soul, that being incomparably his chief 
concern. 

Hence readily should we pour forth our prayers, 
which are the truest expressions of good desire for 
the welfare of our neighbour, to him who is able to 
work and bestow it. 
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Such was the charity of St Paul for his coun- 
trymen, signified in those words, Brethren, my 

Rom. x. 1. ™*" hearts desire and prayer to God for Israel 1s, 
that they may be saved; such was his love to the 

Philippians, God is my record, how greatly I 
long after you all, in the bowels of Jesus Christ: 
and this I pray, that your love may abound yet 
more and more in knowledge, and in all judgment. 

Such was St John’s charity to his friend Gaius, 
to whom he said, Beloved, I wish above all things 
that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as 

thy soul prospereth. 

Such is the charity, which we are enjoined to 
express toward all men, by praying for all men, 
in conformity to the charity of God, Who will have 
all men to be saved, and to come to the knowledge of 
the truth. 

Such is the charity we are commanded to use 
toward our enemies, Blessing those who curse us, 

and praying for those who despitefully use us and 
persecute us; the which was exemplified by our 

iy, Lord, by St Stephen, by all the holy Apostles. 
III. Charity doth imply a complacence or de- 

lightful satisfaction in the good of our neighbour; 
this is consequent on the former property, for that 
joy naturally doth result from events agreeable to 
our desire: charity hath a good eye, which is not 
offended or dazzled with the lustre of its neigh- 
bour’s virtue, or with the splendour of his fortune, 

but vieweth either of them steadily with pleasure, 
as a very delightful spectacle; it beholdeth him to 

prosper and flourish, to grow in wealth and repute, 
not only without envious repining, but with glad- 
some content: its property is, To rejoice with them 
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that rejoice; to partake of their enjoyments, to feast SERM. 
in their pleasures, to triumph in their success. Bewsisc” 

As one member doth feel the health and the ovat 
delight which another immediately doth enjoy; 
so hath a charitable man a sensible complacence 
in the welfare and joy of his neighbour. 

His prosperity of any kind, in proportion to its 
importance, doth please him; but especially his spi- 
ritual proficiency and improvement in virtue doth 
yield matter of content; and his good deeds he be- 
holdeth with abundant satisfaction. 

This is that instance of charity which St Paul 2 Cor. xiii. 
so frequently doth express in his Hpistles, declaring Pt ii. 25 
the extreme joy he did feel in the faith, in the vir- ; BH. 

tue, in the orderly conversation of those brethren a Dee 
to whom he writeth. 

This charity possessed St John, when he said, 
I have no greater joy than to hear, that my children 3 Jom 4. 

walk in truth. 
This is the charity of heaven, which doth even 

cheer the Angels, and doth enhance the bliss of 
the blessed spirits there; of whom it is said, There eee 
ws joy in heaven over every sinner that repenteth. 
Hence this is the disposition of charitable persons, 
sincerely to congratulate any good occurrence to 
their neighbour; they are ready to conspire in ren- 
dering thanks and praise to the Author of their 
welfare, taking the good conferred on their neigh- 
bour as a blessing and obligation on themselves ; so 
that they, upon such occasions, are apt to say with 
St Paul, What thanks can we render to God for you, 1 Thess. 

for all the joy wherewith we joy for your sakes before? 
God? and, We are bound to thank God always for 2 Thess. i. 
you, brethren, because that your faith groweth ea-* 
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ceedingly, and that the charity of every one of you 
all toward each other aboundeth: and, I thank my 

FOr hk & God alway ys on your behalf, for the grace of God 
Phil. 6 By 
Rom. i. 8. 

which is given you by Jesus Christ, that im every 
Epl ais i. 16. thing ye are enriched by him. 

I Thess, le 
2. 
Eph. v. 
20. 

x Tim. ii. 
tie 

Rom. xii. 
15. 

It is aprecept of St Paul, Give thanks always 
Urép ravtwv; Which is translated Mor all things, but 
it might as well be rendered For all persons, ac- 
cording to that injunction, J exhort, that first of all 
supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of 
thanks be made for all men: not only prayers are 
to be made, but thanksgivings are to be offered for 
all men, out of general charity. 

IV. Correspondently, love of our neighbour 
doth imply condolency and commiseration of the 
evils befallmg him: for what we love, we cannot, 
without displeasure, behold lying in a bad condition, 
sinking into decay, or in danger to perish; so, to 
a charitable mind, the bad state of any man is a 
most unpleasant and painful sight. 

It is the property of charity, To mourn with 
those that mourn; not coldly, but passionately, (for 
it is, To weep with those that weep,) resenting every 
man’s case with an affection suitable thereto, and as 

_he doth himself resent it. 

Is any man fallen into disgrace? charity doth 
hold down its head, is abashed and out of counte- 

nance, partaking of his shame: is any man dis- 
appointed of his hopes or endeavours? charity 
crieth out alas, as if it were itself defeated: is any 
man afflicted with pain or sickness? charity looketh 
sadly, it sigheth and groaneth, it fainteth and 
languisheth with him: is any man pinched with 
hard want? charity if it cannot succour, it will con- 
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dole: doth ill news arrive? charity doth hear it os 
with an unwilling ear and a sad heart, although 

not particularly concerned in it. The sight of a 
wreck at sea, of a field spread with carcasses of 
a country desolated, of houses burnt and _ cities 

ruined, and of the like calamities incident to man- 

kind, would touch the bowels of any man; but the 
very report of them would affect the heart of charity. 
Tt doth not suffer a man with comfort or ease to 
enjoy the accommodations of his own state, while 
others before him are in distress: it cannot be 
merry while any man in presence is sorrowful: it 
cannot seem happy while its neighbour doth appear 
miserable: it hath a share im all the afflictions 
which it doth behold or hear of, according to that 
instance in St Paul of the Philippians, Ye have phi. iv. 
done well, that ye did communicate with (or partake ‘* 
in) my afflictions; and according to that precept, 
Remember those which are in bonds, as bound with Heb. xiii. 

them. si 
Such was the charity of Job; Did not I weep Job xxx. 

for him that was in trouble? was not my soul ** 
grieved for the poor ? 

Such was the charity of the Psalmist, even 
toward his ungrateful enemies; They, saith he, Ps. xxxv. 
rewarded me evil for good to the spoiling of my soul; *” ** ™* 
but as for me, when they were sick, my clothing was 

sackcloth, I humbled my soul with fasting. I be- 
haved myself as though it had been my friend or 
my brother; I bowed down heavily as one that 
mourneth for his mother. 

Such was the charity of St. Paul; Who ts 2 cor xi. 
weak, said he, and I am not weak? who is offended, ** 
and I burn not? with fervent compassion. 
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eae Such was the charity of our Saviour; which so 
“reigned in his heart, that no passion is so often 

attributed to him as this of pity; it beg expressed 
ae xiv. to be the motive of his great works. Jesus, saith 

St Matthew, went forth, and saw a great multitude, 
kal éorAayyvicby éx avtos, and was moved (in his 
bowels) with compassion toward them, and he healed 

xv. 32; their sick: and, I have compassion on the multitude, 
because they have nothing to eat: and I will not 
send them away fasting, lest they faint in the way: 

x34 and, Jesus had compassion on them, and touched 
Marki. 41. their eyes: and, Jesus, moved with compassion, put 

forth his hand and touched him, (the leper,) and 
Luke vii. sath unto him, I will; be thou clean: and, When 

the Lord saw her, (the widow of Nain, whose son 
was carried out,) he had compassion on her: and, 

xix. 41. Te beheld the city, and wept over wt, considering 
the miseries impendent on it, as a just punishment 
of their outrageous injuries against himself; and 
when the two good sisters did bewail their brother 

John xi. Lazarus, He groaned in spirit, and was troubled; 
Bo Se Sad wept with them: whence the Jews did collect, 

Behold how he loved him! 
Thus any calamity or misfortune befalling his 

neighbour doth raise distasteful regret and commi- 
seration in a charitable soul; but especially moral 
evils (which indeed are the great evils, in com- 
parison whereto nothing else is evil) do work that 
effect: to see men dishonour and wrong their 
Maker, to provoke his anger, and incur his dis- 
favour; to see men abuse their reason, and disgrace 
their nature; to see men endamage their spiritual 
estate, to endanger the loss of their souls, to discoast 

from their happiness and run into eternal ruin, by 
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distemper of mind and an inordinate conversation; SERM. 
this is most afflictive to a man endued with any oe 
good degree of charity. Could one see a man 
sprawling on the ground, weltering in his blood, 
with gaping wounds, gasping for breath, without 
compassion? And seeing the condition of him 
that lieth grovellmg in sin, weltermg in guilt, 

wounded with bitter remorse and pangs of con- 
science, nearly obnoxious to eternal death, is far 

worse and more deplorable; how can it but touch 
the heart of a charitable man, and stir his bowels 

with compassionate anguish ? 
Such was the excellent charity of the holy 

Psalmist, signified in those ejaculations, I beheld ye 
the transgressors, and was grieved; because ther y 
kept not thy word: and, Rivers of waters run down exix. 136. 
mine eyes, because men keep not thy law. 

Such was the charity of St Paul toward his in- 
credulous and obdurate countrymen, (notwithstand- 
ing their hatred and ill treatment of himself,) the 
which he so earnestly did aver in those words, I Bone 
say the truth, I le not, my conscience also bearing ” 
me witness in the Holy Ghost, that I have great 
heaviness and continual sorrow in my heart for 
them. 

Such was the charity of our Lord, which dis- 
posed him as to a continual sense of men’s evils, so 
upon particular occasions to grieve at their sins and 
spiritual wants; as when the Pharisees maligned 
him for his domg good, He, it is said, did grieve Mark iii. 5. 
(or condole) for the hardness of their heart; and, 
When he saw the multitudes, he was moved with Matt. ix. 

compassion on them, because they fainted, and were a 

scattered abroad, as sheep having no shepherd: 
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and when he wept over Jerusalem, because, Jt did 
not know in its day the things which belonged to its 
peace, (either temporal, or eternal). 

This is that charity, which God himself in a 
wonderful and incomprehensible manner doth ex- 
emplify to us: for he is, Zhe father of pities; 
Full of bowels, No\vordayyvos ; His bowels are trou- 

bled, and do sound, when he is (for upholding 
justice, or reclaiming sinners) constrained to in- 
flict punishment; of him it is said, that, His 

soul was grieved* for the nusery of Israel; and 
that, He was afflicted in all the afflictions of his peo- 
ple. So incredible miracles doth infinite charity 
work in God, that the impassible God in a manner 
should suffer with us, that happiness itself should 
partake in our misery; that grief should spring up 
in the fountain of joy. How this can be, we 
thoroughly cannot well apprehend ; but surely those 
expresses are used in condescension to signify the 
greatly charitable benignity of God, and to shew 
us our duty, that, We should be merciful as our 

heavenly Father is merciful, sympathizing with the 
miseries and sorrows of our brethren. 

This is that duty which is so frequently incul- 
cated; when we are charged, To put on bowels of 
pity, To be tenderhearted, Evamdayyvor, To be com- 
passionate, Lupraets, one toward another. 

Hence it is, that good men in this world can- 

not live in any briskness of mirth or height of 
jollity, their own enjoyments being tempered by 
the discontents of others; the continual obvious 

spectacles of sorrow and of sin damping their plea- 
sures, and quashing excessive transports of joy: for 

* -Ovyoén.—JIud. x. 16. LXX. 
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who could much enjoy himself in an hospital, in a SERN. 
prison, in a charnel ? 

V. It is generally a property of love to ap- 
propriate its object; in apprehension and affection 
embracing it, possessing it, enjoying it as its own: 
so charity doth make our neighbour to be ours, 
engaging us to tender his case and his concerns as 
our own; so that we shall exercise about them the 

same affections of soul, (the same desires, the same 
hopes and fears, the same joys and sorrows,) as 
about our own nearest and most peculiar interest ; 
so that his danger will affright us, and in his secu- 

rity we shall find repose; his profit is gain, and his 
losses are damages to us; we do rise by his prefer- 
ment, and sink down by his fall; his good speed is 
a satisfaction, and his disappointment a cross to us; 
his enjoyments afford pleasure, and his sufferings 
bring pain to us. 

So charity doth enlarge our minds beyond 
private considerations, conferring on them an uni- 
versal interest, and reducing all the world within 
the verge of their affectionate care; so that a man’s 
self is a very small and inconsiderable portion of his 
regard: whence charity is said not to seek its own 1 Cor. xii 
things, and we are commanded not to look on our pit i's, 

own things; for that the regard which charity 
beareth to its own interest, in comparison to that 
which it beareth toward the concerns of others, 

hath the same proportion as one man hath to all 
men; being therefore exceedingly small, and as it 
were none at all. 

This, saith St Chrysostom, is the canon of most 
perfect Christianism, this is an exact boundary, this 
as the highest top of it, to seek things profitable to 
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the public’: and according to this rule charity doth 
walk, it prescribeth that compass to itself, it aspi- 
reth to that pitch; it disposeth to act as St Paul 
did, I please all men in all things, not seeking mine 
own profit, but the profit of many, that they may be 
saved. 

VI. It is a property of love to affect union, or 
the greatest approximation that can be to its object. 
As hatred doth set things at distance, making 
them to shun or chase away one another ; so love 
doth attract things, doth combine them, doth hold 
them fast together; every one would be embracing 
and enjoying what he loveth in the manner where- 
of it is capable: so doth charity dispose a man to 
conjunction with others ; it soon will breed acquaint- 
ance, kind conversation, and amicable correspond- 

ence with our neighbour. 
Jt would be a stranger to no man, to whom, by 

its intercourse, it may yield any benefit or com- 
fort. 

Its arms are always open, and its bosom free 
to receive all, who do not reject or decline its 
amity. 

It is most frankly accessible, most affable, most 
tractable, most sociable, most apt to interchange 
good offices; most ready to oblige others, and 
willing to be obliged by them. 

It avoideth that unreasonable suspiciousness 
and diftidence, that timorous shyness, that crafty 

reservedness, that supercilious morosity, that fasti- 
dious sullenness, and the like untoward dispositions, 

> Todro Kavay Xpioriavicpod Tod mAELoTaToV, ToUTO Spos nKpiBwpéevos, 
avtn 7 Kopudp? 1) dvwrdta, Td Ta KowR ovppéporta Cyreiv.—Chrys. in 

1 Cor. Orat. xxv. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 404.] 
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which keep men in estrangement, stifling good in- os 
clinations to familiarity and friendship. mit > 

VII. It isa property of love to desire a recip- 
rocal affection’ ; for that is the surest possession 
and firmest union, which is grounded upon volun- 
tarily conspiring in affection; and if we do value 
any person, we cannot but prize his good-will 
and esteem. 

Charity is the mother of friendship, not only as 
inclining us to love others, but as attracting others 
to love us; disposing us to affect their amity, and 
by obliging means to procure it. 

Hence is that evangelical precept so often en- 
jomed to us, of pursuing peace with all men, ak xii. 
importing that we should desire and seek, by all » ‘im. i, 
fair means, the good-will of men, without which ton. <i. 

peace from them cannot subsist; for if they do not ™ 
love us, they will be infesting us with unkind words 
or deeds. 

VIII. Hence also charity disposeth to please 
our neighbour, not only by inoffensive but by oblig- 
ing demeanour; by a ready complaisance and com- 
plance with his fashion, with his humour, with his 
desire in matters lawful, or in a way consistent 
with duty and discretion. 

Such charity St Paul did prescribe; Let ever oe 
one please his neighbour for his good to edification: — 
such he practised himself, Hven as I please all men x Cor. x: 
in all things, not seeking mine own profit; and, I3?'to. 
have made myself a servant to all, that I might gain 
the more. 

Such was the charity of our Lord, For even Rom. xv. 
Christ pleased not himself: he indeed did stoop to * 

© Spes mutuz caritatis.—Sen. Ep. ix. [9]. 

B.S. VOL. Il. 23 
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converse with sorry men in their way, he came 
when he was invited, he accepted their entertain- 
ment, he from the frankness of his conversation 

with all sorts of persons did undergo the reproach 
of being a winebibber, a friend of publicans and 
sinners. 

Tt is the genius and complexion of charity to 
affect nothing uncouth or singular in matters of 
indifferent nature; to be candid, not rigid in opi- 
nion ; to be pliable, not stiffin humour ; to be smooth 
and gentle, not rugged and peevish in behaviour. 

It doth indeed not flatter, not soothe, not 
humour any man in bad things, or in things very 
absurd and foolish; it would rather choose to dis- 

please and cross him, than to abuse, to delude, to 

wrong, or hurt him; but excepting such cases, it 
gladly pleaseth all men, denying its own will and 
conceit to satisfy the pleasure and fancy of others; 
practising that which St Peter enjoined in that 
precept, Be of one mind, be compassionate, love as 
brethren, be pitiful, be courteous’; or as St Paul 
might intend, when he bid us, Zo gratify, to in- 
dulge one another, xapiVecOat eavrors. 

IX. Love of our neighbour doth imply readi- 
ness upon all occasions to do him good, to promote 
and advance his benefit in all kinds. 

Tt doth not rest in good opinions of mind, and 
good affections of heart, but from those roots doth 
put forth abundant fruits of real beneficence ; it will 
not be satisfied with faint desires or sluggish wishes, 
but will be up and doing what it can for its neigh- 
bour. 

1 <Ouddpoves, cvprabcis, Prdderpor, evorAayxvor, prdppoves.— 

1 Pet. iii. 8. 
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Love is a busy and active, a vigorous and SEEM, 
sprightful, a courageous and industrious disposition 
of soul; which will prompt a man, and push him 
forward to undertake or undergo anything, to en- 
dure pains, to encounter dangers, to surmount 
difficulties for the good of its object®. 

Such is true charity ; it will dispose us To love, Aliana. 
as St John prescribeth, foyw Kai adybeia, in work — 
and in truth: not only in mental desire, but in James ii. 
effectual performance; not only in verbal pretence, : 
but im real effect. 

Hence charity will render a man a general 
benefactor, in all matters, upon all occasions; afford- 
ing to his neighbour all kinds of assistance and 
relief, according to his neighbour's need, and his 
own ability*: it will make him a bountiful dispenser 
of his goods to the poor, a comforter of the afflicted, 
a visitor of the sick, an instructor of the ignorant, 
an adviser of the doubtful, a protector of the Op- Job xxix. 
pressed, a hospitable entertainer of strangers, aio 
reconciler of differences, an intercessor for offenders, 
an advocate of those who need defence, a succourer 
of all that want help. 

The practice of Job describeth its nature; J, xxix. 12, 
saith he, delivered the poor that cried, and the ?®™— 
Jatherless, and him that had none to helphim. The 
blessing of him that was ready to perish came upon 
me; and I caused the widow's heart to sing for joy. 
L was eyes to the blind, and feet was I to the lame: 
L was a father to the poor, and the cause which I 
knew not I searched out: and I brake the jaws of the 

° Love is strong as death.—Cant. viii. 6. 
* "AvriAapBdverbac rev do Oevotvtov.—Acts xx. 35. Tlapapubeic be 

Tovs ddeyowuxous, avréxeabe t&v dobevav.—1 Thess. yv. 14. 

a2 
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wicked, and plucked the spoil out of his teeth. If I 
have held the poor from their desire, or have caused 

16, 17, 19; the eyes of the widow to fail; or have eaten my morsel 

XXXIi, 32. 

1 Tim. vi. 
18, 

Matt. viii. 
20. 

2 Cor. viii. 
9- 

myself alone, and the fatherless hath not eaten 
thereof; if I have seen any perish for want of 
clothing, or any poor without covering. The stranger 
did not lodge in the street; but I opened my doors 
to the traveller. 

Such is a charitable man; the sun is not more 

liberal of his ight and warmth, than he is of bene- 
ficial influence. 

He doth not spare his substance, being Rich in 
good works, ready to distribute, willing to communi- 
cate: and where his estate faileth, yet the contribu- 
tion of his endeavour will not be wanting; he will 
be ready to draw and press others to beneficence; 
so doing good, not only according to his power, but 
in a manner beyond it, making the ability of others 
to supply his own weakness, and being liberal with 
their wealth. The description of Cimon is a good 
character of a charitable man, Nulli fides ejus, nulla 

opera, nulli res familiaris defuit® . 
Thus may the poorest men be great benefac- 

i. tors: so the poor Apostles, who had nothing, yet 
. did enrich many; not only in spiritual treasure, 

but taking care for supply of the poor, by their pre- 
cepts and moving exhortations: and He that had 
not where to lay his head, was the most bountiful 
person that ever was; For our sake he became 
poor, that we by his poverty might be made rich. 

In all kinds charity disposeth to further our 
neighbour’s good, but especially in the concerns of 
his soul; the which as incomparably they do surpass 

5 Corn. Nep. in Cimone. [eap. tv.] 
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all others, so it is the truest and noblest charity to SERM. 

promote them. 
It will incline us, Zo draw forth our soul to the a Iviii. 

hungry, and to satisfy the afflicted soul; to bring the Hat xvii 
poor that are cast out to our house; to cover the’ 
naked, to loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the 
heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, to break 
every yoke; to supply any corporal indigency, to 
relieve any temporal distress: but especially it will 
induce to make provision for the soul, to relieve 

the spiritual needs of our neighbour; by affording 
him good instruction, and taking care that he be 
informed in his duty, or conducted in his way to 
happiness ; by admonition and exhortation quicken- 
ing, encouraging, provoking, spurring him to good Heb. x. 
works; by resolving him in his doubts, and comfort- ” 
ing him in his troubles of conscience; (Lifting wp Heb. xii. 
the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees;) “ 
by seasonable and prudent reproof: by all ways ! rh v. 
serving to convert him from the error of his way; Famed 

and so saving a soul from death, and hiding a” 
multitude of sins; which is the proper work of 
charity; for Cae y, saith St Peter, covereth a pel te 
multitude of sins. Prov. x. 

This was the charity of our Saviour: He went Acts a 
about doing good, healing the bodily infirmities, 3%... ,, 
(every sickness and every disease among the people,) 233 i* 35- 
satisfying their bodily necessities, comforting them 
in their worldly distresses, so far as to perform great 
miracles for those purposes; (curing inveterate 
maladies, restormg limbs and senses, raising the 

dead, multiplying loaves and fishes :) but his charity 
was chiefly exercised in spiritual beneficence; in John xiv. 

purveying sustenance and comfort for their souls, xvi. 33. 
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in feeding their minds by wholesome instruction, 
—in curing their spiritual distempers, in correcting 

their ignorances and errors, in exciting them to duty 
by powerful advices and exhortations, in supporting 

them by heavenly consolations against temptations 
and troubles. 

Thus also did the charity of the holy Apostles 
principally exert itself: they did not neglect afford- 
ing relief to the outward needs of men; they did 

take care, by earnest intercession and exhortation, 
for support of the poor; but, especially, they did 
labour to promote the spiritual benefit of men: for 
this they did undertake so many cares, and toils, 
and travels; for this they did undergo so many 

* hardships, so many hazards, so many difficulties 
| and troubles; Therefore, said St Paul, I endure 

all things for the elect’s sakes, that they may also 
obtain the salvation which vs in Christ Jesus with 
eternal glory. 

X. This indeed is a property of charity, to 
make a man deny himself, to neglect his own in- 
terest, yea to despise all selfish regards for the 
benefit of his neighbour: to him that is inspired 
with charity, his own good is not good, when it 
standeth in competition with the more considerable 
good of another; nothing is so dear to him, which 
he gladly will not part with upon such considerations. 

Liberty is a precious thing, which every man 
gladly would enjoy: yet how little did St Paul’s 
charity regard it! how absolutely did he abandon 
it for his neighbour’s good! Though, said he, I am 
Sree from all men, yet I have made myself servant 

(or have enslaved myself") unto all, that I might 
h a > ’ Ilaow €navroy eSovAwoa. 

ingle hd 
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gain the more: and he did express much satisfac- ele 
tion in the bonds which he bare for the good of his = 
brethren. J Paul, saith he, the prisoner of Jesus rs ces 
Christ for you Gentiles;—I suffer trouble as an evil- Pea 

doer, even unto bonds;—endure all things for the 9 *°- 
elect’s sakes. 

Every man loveth his own humour, and would 
please himself: but the charity of St Paul did 
rather choose to please all men; making him all : Cor. x. 
things to all men, that by all means he might save *’”*” 
some: and the rule he commended to others, and 

imposed on himself, was this; We that are strong Rom. xv. 
ought to bear the infirmities of the weak, and not to” 
please ourselves. 

Profit is the common mark of men’s designs 
and endeavours; but charity often doth not aim 
thereat, but waveth it for its neighbour’s advant- 
age: for, Aim not every man at his own things, but Phil. ii. 4. 
every man also at the things of others, is St Paul’s 
rule; and, Not to seek his own profit, but the profit Nie 
of many, that they might be saved, was his practice. ~~~ 

To suffer is grievous to human nature, and every 
man would shun it; but charity not only doth 

support it, but joyeth in it, when it conduceth to 
its neighbour’s advantage; I rejoice, said that Col. i. 24. 
charitable apostle, in my sufferings for you. : brik ree 

Ease is a thing generally desirable an  accept- 
able; but charity doth part with it, embracing 
labour, watchings, travails, and troubles for its 
neighbour’s good : upon this account did the holy 
Apostles undertake abundant labours, as St Paul ase ee 
telleth us; and To this end, saith he, do I labour, @ Thess: 
striving according to lis working, which worketh 2 Cor. xi. 
imme mightily: to what end? That we may present Ge oo 
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every man perfect in Christ Jesus: this is that 

Labour of love, which they did commend in others, 

and so notably themselves exercise. 
Life of all things is held most precious and 

dear; yet this charity, upon urgent occasions, will 
expose, will sacrifice for its neighbour’s good: This, 
our Lord telleth us, zs the greatest love that any 
man can express to his friend; and the highest 
instance that ever was of charity was herein shewed ; 
the imitation whereof St John doth not doubt to 
recommend to us: Jn this, saith he, have we known 

the love of God, because he hath laid down his life 
John xv. for us; and we ought to lay down our life for the 
12. . . 

Eph. v. 2. brethren: and St Paul, Walk in love, even as Christ 

1 Thess. ii. 
8. 

2 Cor. vi. 

8. 

1 Cor. iv. 9, 
10, 13. 

loved us, and gave himself for us an offering and 
sacrifice to God: the which precept he backed with 

i. his own example ; J, saith he, very gladly will spend 
and be spent for your souls; and, If I be offered 
upon the sacrifice and service of your faith, I joy 
and rejoice with you all; and, Being affectionately 
desirous of you, we were willing to have imparted 
unto you, not the Gospel of God only, but also our 
own souls, because ye were dear unto us. 

Reputation to some is more dear than life, and 
it is worse than death to be held a malefactor, to 

be loaded with odious reproaches, to have an in- 
famous character; yet charity will engage men 
hereto, willingly to sustain the most grievous ob- 
loquy and disgrace: for this the same heroical 
Apostles did pass through Honour and dishonour, 
through evil report and good report, as deceivers, 
and yet true :—for this, They were made a spectacle 
to the world, as fools, as weak, as despicable ;— 
were reviled, defamed, made as the filth of the 
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world, and offscouring of all things. For this St SERM. 
Paul was content to suffer ws caxovpyos, As a male- z — 

factor. So there was nothing which charity will 3" 
not deny itself and lose for the good of its neigh- 
bour. 

XI. It is a property of love not to stand upon 
distinctions and nice respects; but to be condescen- 
sive, and willing to perform the meanest offices, 

needful or useful for the good of its friend. 
He that truly loveth is a voluntary servant, 

and gladly will stoop to any employment, for which 
the need or considerable benefit of him whom he 
loveth doth call. 

So the greatest souls, and the most glorious 
beings, the which are most endued with charity, 
by it are disposed with greatest readiness to serve 
their inferiors. 

This made St Paul constitute himself a servant : Cor. ix. 
(we might render it a slave) of all men, absolutely ‘” 
devoted to the promoting their interests with his 
utmost labour and diligence ; undertaking toilsome 
drudgeries, running about upon errands for them. 

This maketh the blessed and glorious Angels Ps. xci. 
(the Principalities and Powers above) vouchsafe to 7° 
wait on men, to be the guards of all good men, to 
be Ministering spirits, sent out to minister for them Heb. i. 7, 
who shall inherit salvation: not only obedience to ‘* 
God enforceth them, but charity disposeth them 

gladly to serve us, who are so much their inferiors; 
the same charity, which produceth joy in them at Luke xv. 
the conversion of a sinner. fee 

This made the Son of God to descend from 
heaven, and lay aside that glory which he had with John xvii. 
God before the world was; this made him, who was * 
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so rich, to become poor, that we by his poverty 
-might be enriched; this made him converse and 
demean himself among his servants, as he that 

ministered; this made him to wash his disciples’ 
- feet, thereby designing instructively to exemplify 
the duty and nature of charity ; for Jf, said he, J, 
your Lord and Master, have washed your feet, then 
ye also ought to wash one another's feet. For I have 
given you an example, that ye should do as I have 
done to you. 

This maketh God himself (The high and lofty 
One that inhabiteth eternity) to condescend so far, 
as to be continually employed in carefully watching 
over, in providing for, in protecting and assisting 
us vile and wretched worms; for though, He dwell- 
eth on high, yet humbleth he himself to behold the 
things that are in heaven and earth. ‘This maketh 
him with so much pain and patience to support 
our infirmities, to bear with our offences, to wait 

for our conversion; according to that protestation 
in the Prophet, Thou hast made me to serve with 
thy sins, thou hast wearied me with thine iniquities. 

Tn conformity to this wonderful practice, whose 

actions are the best rules and passions of our 

deportment, charity should dispose us, according 

to St Paul’s practice, By love to serve one another. 

~ - Indeed it will not suffer any man to look down 

on another with supercilious contempt or neglect, 

as if he were unworthy or beneath our regard. It 

will incline superiors to look on their inferiors, 

(their subjects, their servants, their meanest and 

poorest neighbours,) not as beasts or as slaves, but 

as men, as brethren; as descending from the same 

_stock, as partakers of the common nature and rea- 
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son; as those, Who have obtained the like pr eclous oe 
fuith; as heirs of the same precious promises and = 
glorious hopes; as their equals in the best things, 
and in all considerable advantages; equals in God’s 
sight, and according to our Lord’s intent, when he (hv! 9- 
said, One is your Master, even Christ, and all ye Matt-xxiii. 
are brethren; according to St Paul’s exhortation to 

Philemon, that he would recerve Onesimus, Not Philem.16. 

now as a servant, but above a servant, a brother 

beloved in the Lord. 
Accordingly, charity will dispose men of rank in 

their behaviour to be condescensive, lowly, meek, 

courteous, obliging and helpful to those, who, in 

human eye or in worldly state, are most below 
them ; remembering that ordinance of our Lord, 

charged on all his disciples, and enforced by his 
own pattern, He that is greatest among you let him Matt. 
be your servant. eee 

Love indeed is the great leveller, which in a” 
manner setteth all things on even ground, and 
reduceth to a just poise’; which bringeth down 
heaven to earth, and raiseth up earth to heaven; 

which inclineth the highest to wait upon the 
lowest ; which engageth the strength of the migh- 
tiest to help the weakest, and the wealth of the 
richest to supply the poorest, That there may be 2 Cor. viii. 

TA. 

OP etamepte 

an equality, orws yévyta ioorns; that no where 
there may be an useless abundance, or a helpless 
indigence. 

XII. Charity doth regulate our dealing, our 
deportment, our conversation toward our neigh- 

bour, implying good usage and fair treatment of 
him on all occasions; for no man doth handle 

* Amicitia pares invenit, aut facit. 
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that which he loveth rudely or roughly, so as 
to endanger the loss, the detriment, the hurt or 

offence thereof. 
Wherefore the language of charity is soft and 

sweet, not wounding the heart, nor grating on 
the ear of any with whom a man converseth ; 

like the language of which the Wise Man saith, 
The words of the pure are pleasant words ;— 
such as are Sweet to the soul, and health to the 

bones: and, The words of a wise man’s mouth are 
gracious ; such as our Lord’s were, Words of grace, 
Aoyor THS yapiros ; such as the Apostle speaketh of, 
Let your speech be always with grace, ev yapitt~— 
such as may give grace to the hearers ; being enter- 
tained, not with aversation, but with favourable 
acceptance. 

Tts carriage is gentle, courteous, benign ; bearing 
in it marks of affection and kind respect. 

Its dealing is equal, moderate, fair, yielding 

no occasion of disgust or complaint ; not catching 
at, or taking advantages, not meting hard mea- 
sure. 

It doth not foster any bad passion or humour, 
which may embitter or sour conversation, so that it 

rendereth a man continually good company. 
If a man be harsh or surly in his discourse, 

rugged or rude in his demeanour, hard and rigorous 
in his dealing, it is a certain argument of his defect 
in charity: for it calmeth and sweeteneth the mind ; 
it quasheth keen, fierce, and boisterous passions ; it 
discardeth those conceits, and those humours, from 
whence such practice doth issue. 

Charity, saith St Paul, behaveth not itself un- 
handsomely, ov« acxnuovet ; 18 not untoward, un- 
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seemly, uncivil, or clownish in word, or in carriage, 

or in deed: it is in truth the most civilizing and 
most polishing disposition that can be; nothing 
doth render a man so completely genteel ; not in 
an affected or artificial way, (consisting in certain 
postures or motions of body; dopping, cringing, 
&c., in forms of expression, or modish addresses, 
which men learn like parrots, and vent by rote, 
usually not meaning any thing by them, often with 
them disguising fraud and rancour,) but in a real 
and natural manner, suggested by good judgment 
and hearty affection. 

A charitable man may perhaps not be guilty 
of courtship; or may be unpractised in the modes 
of address; but he will not be deficient in the sub- 

stance of paying every man proper and due respect ; 
this indeed is true courtesy, grounded on reason, 

and proceeding from the heart ; which therefore is 
far more genuine, more solid, more steady, than 
that which is built on fashion and issueth from 
affectation ; the which indeed only doth ape or coun- 
terfeit the deportment of charity : for what a charit- 
able man truly is, that a gallant would seem to be. 

Such are the properties of charity. 
There be also further many particular acts, 

which have a very close alliance to it, (bemg 
ever coherent with it, or springing from it,) which 
are recommended to us by precepts in the holy 
scripture ; the which it will be convenient to mention. 

t It isa proper act of charity to forbear anger 
upon provocation, or to repress its motions; to 
resent injuries and discourtesies either not at all, or 
very calmly and mildly ; for, 

Charity 1s not easily provoked, ov mapo€vverat. 1 Cor. xiii, 
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Charity suffereth long, and ts kind, maxpoOuper. 
Charity doth endure all things, ravra vropévet. 

Anger isa violent insurrection of the mind 
against a person, but love is not apt to rise up in 
opposition against any; anger is an intemperate 
heat, love hath a pure warmth quite of another 
nature ; as natural heat is from a fever; or as the 

heat of the sun from that of a culinary fire, which 
putteth that out, as the sun-beams do extinguish a 
culinary fire: anger hath An appetite of revenge, 
dpekts auvvys, or doing mischief to the object of it ; 
but love is innocent, and worketh no evil. 

Love disposeth, if our neighbour doth misbehave 
himself toward us, (by wrongful usage, or unkind 
carriage,) to be sorry for him, and to pity him; 

which are passions contrary to anger, and slaking 
the violences of it. 

It is said in the Canticles, Many waters cannot 
quench love, neither can the floods drown it: cha- 
rity would hold out against many neglects, many 
provocations. 

Hence the precepts; Walk with all lowliness and 
meekness, with long-suffering, forbearing one another 
m love: Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, 
and clamour, and evil speaking be put away from 
you, with all malice: Put off anger, wrath, malice, 
&c. Be slow to wrath. 

2 It is a proper act of charity to remit offences, 
suppressing all designs of revenge, and not retaining 
any grudge: for, 

Charity doth cover all things, wavta otéyer ; and 
in this sense doth hide a multitude of sins: all dis- 

. positions, all intents to do harm are inconsistent 
with it, are quite repugnant to it. 
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Hence those precepts; Put on, as the elect of SERM. 
God, holy and beloved, bowels of mercies, kindness, 
humbleness of mind, meekness, long-suffering, for- ae Bee: 
bearing one another, and forgiving one another, of 
any man have a quarrel against any, even as Christ 
forgave you, so also do ye: Be ye kind one to te ME 
another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another ; even 
as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you: See x Thess. v. 
that none render evil for evil, but ever follow that 1 Pet. si. 
which is good both among yourselves and to all ? Rom, a 

men: and many the like precepts occur in the jf), |; 
gospels, the apostolical writings ; yea even in the 14 ¥- 4+ 
Old Testament, wherein charity did not run in so ee 
high a strain. 

3 It is a duty coherent with charity, to main- 
tain concord and peace ; to abstain from contention 
and strife, together with the sources of them, pride, 

envy, emulation, malice. 
We are commanded, To be of one soul, of one ISLES. 

mind, (like the multitude of believers in the Acts, s. ee 
who had one heart and one soul;) That we should 3°” 
keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace ; aca 
that we should be of one accord, of one mind, stand- tr... 
ing fast in one Spirit, with one mind; That we r Con 
should all speak the same thing, and that there be Hom. xv. 
no divisions among us, but that we be perfectly % en 

joined together in the same mind, and in the same *?"*- 
judgment ; that there be no factions, or schisms ! ©" a 

vo) 

in the body ; that all dissensions, all clamours, all i. 15 iii. 3. 
murmurings, all emulations should be abandoned 20. a 

and put away from us; that we should pursue and Sey 
maintain peace with all men: obedience to which #. yi. 
commands can only be the result of charity, esteem-'*.. 

2 Tim. ii. 

ing the person and judgment of our neighbour ; 22: 
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desiring his good-will, tendering his good ; curbing 
those fleshly lusts, and those fierce passions, from 

the predominancy whereof discords and strifes do 
spring. 

4 Another charitable practice is, being candid 
in opinion, and mild in censure, about our neigh- 

bour and his actions; having a good conceit of his 
person, and representing him to ourselves under the 
best character we can; making the most favourable 
construction of his words, and the fairest interpre- 
tation of his designs. 

Charity disposeth us to entertain a good opinion 
of our neighbour; for desiring his good we shall be 
concerned for him, and prejudiced, as it were, on 
his side; being unwilling to discover any blemish 
in him to our own disappointment and regret. 

Love cannot subsist without esteem; and it 

would not willingly, by destroying that, lose its 
own subsistence. 

Love would preserve any good of its friend, and 
therefore his reputation; which is a good in itself 
precious, and ever very dear to him. 

Love would bestow any good, and therefore its 
esteem ; which is a considerable good. 

Harsh censure is a very rude kind of treatment, 
grievously vexing a man, and really hurting him ; 
charity therefore will not be guilty of it. 

Tt disposeth rather to oversee and connive at 
faults, than to find them, or to pore on them; rather 

to hide and smother, than to disclose or divulge 
them; rather to extenuate and excuse, than to ex- 

aggerate or aggravate them. 
Are words capable of a good sense? charity 

will expound them thereto: may an action be 

a 
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imputed to any good intent? charity will ever sERM. 
refer it thither: doth a fault admit any plea, **** 
apology, or diminution? charity will be sure to 
allege it: may a quality admit a good name? 
charity will call it thereby. 

It doth not umpute evil, ou AoryiCerat TO KakoV, 1 Cor. xiil. 

or put it to any man’s account, beyond absolute *’ 
necessity. 

It hopeth all things, wavra édrmifea, and believeth xii. 7. 

all things, mavta mistevee ; hopeth and believeth all 
things for the best, im favour to its neighbour, 

concerning his intentions and actions liable to 
doubt. 

It banisheth all evil surmises; it rejecteth all ill 1 Tim. vi. 
stories, malicious insinuations, perverse glosses and * 
descants. 

5 Another charitable practice is, to comport : Thess. v. 
with the infirmities of our neighbour; according to eee 
that rule of St Paul, We that are strong ought to Soh eee 

bear the infirmities of the weak, and not to please 
ourselves; and that precept, Bear ye one another's Gal. vi. 2. 
burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ. 

Is a man wiser than his neighbour, or in any 
case freer of defects? charity will dispose to use 
that advantage so as not to contemn him, or insult 
over him; but to instruct him, to help him, to 
comfort him. 

As we deal with children, allowing to the 

infirmities of their age, bearing their ignorance, 
frowardness, untoward humours, without distasting 

them; so should we with our brethren who labour 
under any weakness of mind or humour. 

6 It is an act of charity to abstam from 
offending, or scandalizing our brethren ; by doing 

Bp VOU, 1, 24. 
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SERM. any thing, which either may occasion him to com- 
SRIKe * Sy ee 

mit sin, or disaffect him to religion, or discourage 
him in the practice of duty, (that which St Paul 
calleth to defile and smite his weak conscience‘,) 
or which anywise may discompose, vex, and grieve 

See a hn for, If thy brother be pena with = meat, 
1 Cor. viii. now walkest thou not charitably, ov« éte kata aryarny 
re ria ing TEPLTATELS. 
Rom. xiv. 

= K FH guveidnots aitav dobevijs odca podvverar.—l1 Cor. viii. 7. 

Tvirrovres avtay thy cuveidnow acbevodvaay.—1 Cor, viii. 12. 



SERMON XXX. 

MOTIVES AND ARGUMENTS TO CHARITY. 

Hus, X..2 

Let us consider one another to provoke unto love and 

to good works. 

ee which is here recommended bythe A postle, 
as the common duty of Christians toward each 

other, upon emergent occasions, with zeal and care 
to provoke one another to the practice of charity 
and beneficence, may well be conceived the special 

duty of those, whose office it is to instruct and 
guide others, when opportunity is afforded: with 
that obligation I shall now comply, by representing 
divers considerations serving to excite and encou- 
rage us to that practice; this (without premising 
any description or explication of the duty; the 
nature, special acts, and properties whereof I have 
already declared) I shall immediately undertake. 

I. First then, I desire you to remember and 
consider, that you are men, and as such obliged to 
this duty, as being very agreeable to human nature ; 
the which, not being corrupted or distempered by 
ill use, doth incline to it, doth call for it, doth like 

and approve it, doth find satisfaction and delight 
therein. 

SERM. 
XXX. 

St Paul chargeth us to be, Eis dAdyAous prro- I zou xii. 

atopyo, or, To have a natural affection one toward — 
24__2 
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SERM. another: that supposeth a oropy) inbred to men, 
—_——-_ which should be roused up, improved, and exer- 

cised. Such an one indeed there is, which, although 

often raked up and smothered in the common at- 
tendances on the providing for our needs, and 
prosecuting our affairs, will upon occasion more or 
less break forth and discover itself. 

That the constitution and frame of our nature 
disposeth to it, we cannot but feel, when our bowels 

are touched with a sensible pain at the view of any 
calamitous object; when our fancies are disturbed 
at the report of any disaster befallng a man; when 
the sight of a tragedy wringeth compassion and 
tears from us: which affections we can hardly quash 
by any reflection, that such events, true or feigned, 
do not concern ourselves. 

Hence doth nature so strongly affect society, 
and abhor solitude*; so that a man cannot enjoy 
himself alone, or find satisfaction in any good with- 
out a companion: not only for that he then cannot 
receive, but also because he cannot impart assist- 
ance, consolation and delight in converse: for men 
do not affect society only that they may obtain 
benefits thereby; but as much or more, that they 
may be enabled to communicate them; nothing 
being more distasteful than to be always on the 
taking hand: neither indeed hath any thing a more 

® Ovdeis yap €Aotr’ av xcaP abrov ta mdvr Exew ayaba.—Arist. 

Eth. x. 9. [3.] 
Hominem homini natura conciliat.—Sen. Ep. ix. [15.] 

Nullius boni, sine socio, jucunda possessio est.—Id. Ep. vr. [4.] 

Kat yap 6 eds BovAdpevos ovvdjaat mavras adAnAots, Tora’Tny Tois 
mpaypaow eméOnxev avaykny, os €v TO TOU TANTIov TuBPEeporTe TO TOU 

érépou SeSecOar’ kal 6 Koopos aras ovtw avvertnke.—Chrys. in 1 Cor. 

Or. xxv. (Opp. Tom. m1. p. 405.] 
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pleasant and savoury relish than to do good; as ae 

even Epicurus, the great patron of pleasure, did 

confess. 
The practice of benignity, of courtesy, of cle- 

mency, do at first sight, without aid of any discur- 
sive reflection, obtain approbation and applause 
from men; being acceptable and amiable to their 
mind, as beauty to their sight, harmony to their 
hearing, fragrancy to their smell, and sweetness to 
their taste: and, correspondently, uncharitable dispo- 
sitions and practices (malignity, harshness, cruelty) 
do offend the mind with a disgustful resentment of 

them. 
We may appeal to the conscience of each man, 

if he doth not feel dissatisfaction in that fierceness 
or frowardness of temper, which produceth uncha- 
ritableness; if he have not a complacence in that 
sweet and calm disposition of soul, whence charity 
doth issue; if he do not condemn himself for the 

one, and approve himself in the other practice. 
This is the common judgment of men; and 

therefore, in common language, this practice is 
styled humanity, as best sorting with our nature’, 
and becoming it; and the principle whence it 
springeth is called good-nature: and the contrary 
practice is styled inhumanity, as thwarting our 
natural inclinations, or divesting us of manhood; 
and its source likewise is termed ill-nature, or a 

corruption of our nature. 
It is therefore a monstrous paradox, crossing 

the common sense of men, which, in this loose and 

> Els yap pravOparias épya td Geod katreckevao Onpev.—F lavian. 

Ep. CP. in Cone. Chale. Act i. [apud Bin. Concil. Tom. m1. p. 110. F.] 
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vain world, hath lately got such vogue, that all men 
naturally are enemies one to another: it pretendeth 
to be grounded on common observation and expe- 
rience; but it is only an observing the worst actions 
of the worst men; of dissolute ruffians, of villanous 

cheats, of ravenous oppressors, of malicious politi- 
cians, of such degenerate apostates from humanity ; 
by whose practice (debauched by vain conceits and 
naughty customs) an ill measure is taken of man- 
kind. Aristotle’ himself, who had observed things 

as well as any of these men, and with as sharp a 
judgment, affirmeth the contrary, that all men are 
friends, and disposed to entertain friendly corre- 
spondence with one another: indeed to say the 
contrary isa blasphemy against the Author of our 
nature; and isspoken no less out of profane enmity 
against him, than out of venomous malignity against 
men: out of hatred to God and goodness they would 
disparage and vilify the noblest work of God’s crea- 
tion ; yet do they, if we sound the bottom of their 
mind, imply themselves to admire this quality, 

and by their decrying it do commend it: for it 
is easy to discern, that therefore only they slander 
mankind as uncapable of goodness, because out of 
malignity they would not allow it so excellent a 
quality. 

° Oiketov Gras avOpwros avOpeor@ Kat piiov.—Arist. Eth. vit. 
[1,.3:] Cho Rheted: 11 

"EvéeOnxe yap 6 Geds Pidtpov rH piaet TH HmeTepa, @aTE adAAnAOUS 

ayarav.—Chrys. in Eph. Orat. 11. [Opp. Tom. ut. p. 771.] 
Suvdeopav yap eis dpoyvwpoovrny 6 apiorotexyns Oeds, nv ednpt- 

ovpynoe vow, TH Stabecer Tors A6y@ Stotkovpevovs cuvéeaduyée, &c.— 

Proclus Epise. Cone. Chale. Act. xtv. [apud Bin. Concil. Tom. t1. 
p- 424 ¢.] 
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II. Let us consider what our neighbour is ; 
how near in blood, how like in nature, how much, 

in all considerable respects, the same with us 
he is’. 

Should any one wrong or defame our brother, 

we should be displeased ; should we do it ourselves, 

or should we omit any office of kindness toward 
him, we should blame ourselves: every man is such, 

of one stock, of one blood with us; and as such 

may challenge and call for real affection from us. 
Should any one mar, tear, or deface our picture, 

or shew any kind of disrespect thereto, we should 
be offended, taking. it for an indignity put on our- 
selves; and as for ourselves, we should never in such 

a manner aftront or despite ourselves: every man is 
such, our most lively image, representing us most 
exactly in all the main figures and features of 
body, of soul, of state; we thence do owe respect to 
every one. | 

Every man is another self, partaker of the same 
nature, endued with the same faculties, subject to 
the same laws, liable to the same fortunes; dis- 

tinguished from us only in accidental and variable 
circumstances; whence if we be amiable or estima- 

ble, so is he upon the same grounds; and acting 
impartially (according to right judgment) we should 
yield love and esteem to him: by slighting, hating, 
injuring, hurting him, we do consequentially abuse 
ourselves, or acknowledge ourselves deservedly 
lable to the same usage. 

Every man, as a Christian, is in a higher and 

nobler way allied, assimilated, and identified to us; 

1 AC dpyodrnros mavra direc mpos GAAnAa ovvartecba.—Plato 

Symp. (?]. 

SERM. 
XXX. 
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to him therefore, upon the like grounds improved, 
charity is more due; and we wrong our heavenly 
relations, our better nature, our more considerable 

selves, in withholding it from him. 
III. Equity doth plainly require charity from 

us: for every one is ready not only to wish and 
seek, but to demand and claim love from others; so 

as to be much offended, and grievously to complain, 
if he do not find it. 

We do all conceive love and respect due to us 
from all men; we take all men bound to wish and 

tender our welfare; we suppose our need to require 
commiseration and succour from every man: if it 
be refused, we think it a hard case, and that we are 
ill used; we cry out of wrong, of discourtesy, of in- 
humanity, of baseness, practised toward us. 

A moderate respect and affection will hardly 
satisfy us; we pretend to them in the highest 
degree, disgusting the least appearance of disregard 
or disaffection ; we can scarce better digest indiffer- 
ence than hatred. 

This evidenceth our opinion and conscience to 
be, that we ought to pay the greatest respect and 
kindness to our neighbour: for it is plainly unjust 

and ridiculously vain, to require that from others, 
which we refuse to others, who may demand it upon 
the same title; nor can we, without self-condemna- 

tion, practise that which we detest in others. 
_ Inall reason and equity, if I would have another 
my friend, I must be a friend to him; if I pretend 
to charity from all men, I must render it to all, in 
the same kind and measure. 

Hence is the law of charity well expressed in 
those terms, of doing to others whatever we would 
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have them do to us; whereby the palpable equity 
of this practice is demonstrated. 

IV. Let us consider that charity is a right 
noble and worthy thing; greatly perfective of our 
nature; much dignifying and beautifying our soul. 

Tt rendereth a man truly great, enlarging his 
mind unto a vast circumference, and to a capacity 
near infinite; so that it, by a general care, doth 
reach all things, by an universal affection doth 
embrace and grasp the world. 

By it our reason obtaineth a field or scope of 

employment worthy of it, not confined to the 

slender interests of one person or one place, but 

extending to the concerns of all men. 
Charity is the imitation and copy of that 1m- 

mense love, which is the fountain of all being and 

all good; which made all things, which preserveth 

the world, which sustaineth every creature : nothing 

advanceth us so near to a resemblance of him, who 

is essential love and goodness*; who freely and 
purely, without any regard to his own advantage or 
capacity of finding any beneficial return, doth bear 
and express the highest good-will, with a liberal 
hand pouring down showers of bounty and mercy 
on all his creatures; who daily putteth up with 
numberless indignities and injuries, upholding and 
maintaining those who offend and provoke him‘. 

Charity rendereth us as Angels, or peers to 

ec col ‘ a 3 , , A , € - A 4 

Hyas O€ et Tis epwrjoete, Ti TO Ti@pEvoY LpLY Kal TPOTKUVOL{EVOY 5 

mpOxetpov eireiv, 1) aya. 6 yap O«eds nav 7 ayann €oTl, pyots TOU 
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dylov Tvetparos, kai TovTo xaiper paddov akovav, jj TL aAXo, 6 Ocds.— 

Greg. Naz. [Or. xxu. Opp. Tom. 1. p. 416 B.] Cf. Chrys. in Eph. 

Orat. ix. [Opp. Tom. mt. p. 814.] 
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ovre oxnmrov apyke, &c.—Id. Avdp. y’. [Tom. vi. p. 480.] 
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those glorious and blessed creatures, who, without 
receiving or expecting any requital from us, do 

heartily desire and delight in our good, are ready 
to promote it, do willingly serve and labour for it. 
Nothing is more amiable, more admirable, more 

venerable, even in the common eye and opinion of 
men; it hath in it a beauty and a majesty apt to 
ravish every heart; even a spark of it, in gene- 
rosity of dealing, breedeth admiration, a glimpse of 
it, in formal courtesy of behaviour, procureth much 
esteem, being deemed to accomplish and adorn a 
man: how lovely therefore and truly gallant is 
an entire, sincere, constant and uniform practice 

_ thereof, issuing from pure good-will and affection! 

Love indeed or goodness (for true love is no- 
thing else but goodness exerting itself in direction 
toward objects capable of its influence) is the only 
amiable and only honourable thing : power and wit 
may be admired by some, or have some fond idola- 
ters; but being severed from goodness, or abstracted 
from their subserviency to it, they cannot obtain 
real love, they deserve not any esteem: for the 
worst, the most unhappy, the most odious and 
contemptible of beings do partake of them in a 
high measure; the prince of darkness hath more 
power, and reigneth with absolute sovereignty over 
more subjects by many, than the great Turk; one 
devil may have more wit than all the politic Achi- 
tophels, and all the profane Hectors in the world; 
yet with all his power and all his wit he is most 
wretched, most detestable, and most despicable : 
and such in proportion is every one, who partaketh 
in his accursed dispositions of malice and unchari- 
tableness. For, 

ge). 
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On the other side, uncharitableness is a very —_ 

mean and base thing: it contracteth a man’s soul 
into a narrow compass, or straiteneth it as it were 

‘into one point®; drawing all his thoughts, his de- 
sires, his affections into himself, as to their centre; 

so that his reason, his will, his activity have but 

one pitiful object to exercise themselves about: to 
scrape together a little pelf, to catch a vapour of 
fame, to prog for a frivolous semblance of power or 
dignity, to soothe the humour or pamper the sen- 
suality of one poor worm, is the ignoble subject of 
his busy care and endeavour. 

By it we debase ourselves into an affinity with 
the meanest things, becoming either like beasts or 
fiends: like beasts, affecting only our own present 
sensible good; or like fiends, designing mischief and 
trouble to others. 

It is indeed hard for a man without charity, 

not to be worse than an innocent beast; not at least 

to be as a fox, or a wolf; either cunningly lurching, Ezek. xaii. 

or violently ravening for prey: love only can re- - 
strain a man from flying at all, and seizing on 
whatever he meeteth ; from biting, from worrying, 

from devouring every one that is weaker than him- 
self, or who cannot defend himself from his paws 

and teeth. 
V. The practice of charity is productive of 

many great benefits and advantages to us: so that 
to love our neighbour doth involve the truest love 
to ourselves ; and we are not only obliged in duty, 

® Sen. de Trang An. Cap. mr. 6. [Nam si omnem conyersa- 

tionem tollimus, et generi humano renuntiamus, vivimusque in nos 

tantum conversi; sequetur hane solitudinem omni studio carentem, 

inopia rerum agendarum. } 
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but may be encouraged by our interest thereto : 
beatitude is often pronounced to it, or to some par- 
ticular instances of it ; and well may it be so, for it 
indeed will constitute a man happy, producing to ° 
him manifold comforts and conveniences of life: 
some whereof we shall touch. 

VI. (1) Charity doth free our souls of all 
those bad dispositions and passions, which vex and 
disquiet them; from those gloomy passions, which 
cloud our mind; from those keen passions, which 
fret our heart; from those tumultuous passions, 
which ruffle us, and discompose the frame of our soul, 

It stifleth anger, (that swoon of reason, trans- 
porting a man out of himself;) for a man hardly can 
be incensed against those whom he tenderly loveth: 
a petty neglect, a hard word, a small discourtesy 
will not fire a charitable soul; the greatest affront 
or wrong can hardly kindle rage therein. 

It banisheth envy, (that severely just vice’, 
which never faileth to punish itself;) for no man 
will repine at his wealth or prosperity, no man 
will malign his worth or virtue, whose good he 
charitably desireth and wisheth. 

It excludeth rancour and spite, those disposi- 
tions which create a hell in our soul, which are 

directly repugnant to charity, and thereby dis- 
pelled, as darkness by light, cold by heat. 

c ~ - 

2 “Q yap towodros Kal pOdvov Kal dpyfs Kai Backavias Kal drevolas 
kai Kevodogias, Kat movnpas emOupias, kat mavtos épwrtos atdmov, Kal 

mavros voojpatos kabapevovcay Siatnphnoer THY Eavtod Wuxyv.—Chrys. 

in 1 Cor. Orat. xxxu. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 454.] 
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It suffereth not revenge (that canker of the 

heart) to harbour in our breast ; for who can intend 

mischief to him, in whose good he delighteth, in 

whose evil he feeleth displeasure 4 
It voideth fear, suspicion, jealousy of mischief 

designed against us: the which passions have 

torment, or do punish us, as St John saith, rack- 

ing us with anxious expectation of evil‘; where- 
fore, There is, saith he, no fear in love; but perfect 

love casteth out fear: no man indeed is apt to 
fear him whom he loveth, or is able much to love 

him whom he feareth: for love esteemeth its object 
as innocent, fear apprehendeth it as hurtful; love 
disposeth to follow and embrace, fear inclineth to 

decline and shun. ‘To suspect a friend therefore is 
to disavow him for such ; and upon slender grounds 
to conceit ill of him, is to deem him unworthy 

of our love. The innocence and inoffensiveness 

of charity, which provoketh no man to do us harm, 
doth also breed great security and confidence : any 
man will think he may walk unarmed and unguard- 

ed among those to whom he beareth good-will, to 

whom he neither meaneth nor doeth any harm ; 

being guarded by a good conscience, and shielded 

with innocence. 
It removeth discontent or dissatisfaction in our 

state; the which usually doth spring from ill conceits 
and surmises about our neighbour, or from wrath- 

ful and spiteful affections toward him: for while 
men have good respect and kindness for their 
neighbours, they seldom are dissatisfied in their 
own condition; they can never want comfort, or 
despair of succour. 

k Quem metuunt, oderunt. [Ennius apud Cic. de Off. m. 7, 23.] 
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SERM. It curbeth ambition and avarice ; those impe- 
XXX. : - . ; 

tuous, those insatiable, those troublesome disposi- 
tions: for a man will not affect to climb above 
those, in whose honour he findeth satisfaction ; 
nor to scramble with them for the goods, which 
he gladly would have them to enjoy: a compe- 
tency will satisfy him, who taketh himself but 
for one among the rest, and who can as little 
endure to see others want as himself: who would 
trouble himself to get power over those, to overtop 
them in dignity and fame, to surpass them in 
wealth, whom he is ready to serve in the meanest 
offices of kindness, whom he would in honour 

prefer to himself, unto whom he will liberally com- 

municate what he hath for his comfort and relief!? 
In the prevalence of such bad passions and dis- 

positions of soul our misery doth most consist ; 
thence the chief troubles and inconveniences of our 
life do proceed: wherefore charity doth highly 

_ deserve of us in freeing us from them. 
VII. (2) It consequently doth settle our mind 

in a serene, calm, sweet, and cheerful state; in an 

even temper, and good humour, and harmonious 
order of soul ; which ever will result from the eva- 

cuation of bad passions, from the composure of such 
as are indifferent, from the excitement of those 

Gal. v.22. which are good and pleasant: The fruits of the Spirit, 
Eph. v. 9. : : Arwe 
Col. iii. 12. Salth St Paul, are love, joy, peace, long-suffering, 

gentleness, goodness, (or benignity:) love precedeth, 
joy and peace follow, as its constant attendants, 
gentleness and benignity come after, as its certain 
effects. 

' Kara yap Tod dyare@pévov odk ay Tis erapbein more.—Chrys. in 1 

Cor. Or. xxxn. [Opp. Tom. 1. p. 454.] 
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Love indeed is the sweetest of all passions, ever SERM. 
6.0. 

accompanied with a secret delectation and pleasant 
sense; whenever it is placed upon a good object, 
when it acteth in a rational way, when it is 
vigorous, it must needs yield much joy. 

It therefore greatly conduceth to our happi- 
ness, or rather alone doth suffice to constitute us 

happy. 
VIII. (3) Charity will preserve us from divers 

external mischiefs and inconveniences, to which 

our life is exposed, and which otherwise we shall 
incur. 

If we have not charity towards men, we shall 
have enmity with them; and upon that do wait 
troops of mischief: we shall enjoy nothing quietly 
or safely, we shall do nothing without opposition 
or contention; no conversation, no commerce will 

be pleasant; clamour, obloquy, tumult, and trouble 
will surround us; we shall live in perpetual danger, 

the enmity of the meanest and weakest creature 
being formidable. 

But all such mischiefs charity will prevent or 
remove ; damming up the fountains, or extirpating 
the roots of them: for who will hate a person that 
apparently loveth him? who can be so barbarous or 
base as to hurt that man, whom he findeth ever 

ready to do himself good? what brute, what devil 
can find in his heart to be a foe to him who is a 
sure friend to all”? No publican can be so wretch- 

™ Tis & av kai €xOpos eidAdyws yevorro dvdpos ovdepiay oidapas 

map€xovtos airiav €xOpas ;—Clem, Alex. Strom. vi. [Opp. Tom. 1. 
p- 873.] 

Kav Onpiov eékeivos 7, Kav AiBos, Kav dtiody, brs THs adtis pirodpo- 

avs jpepwoOnoera.—Chrys. in 1 Thess. Orat, tv. [Opp. Tom. ty. 

p- 185 ] 
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. edly vile, no sinner so destitute of goodness; for, 
Tf, saith our Lord, upon common experience, ye 

love them which love you, what reward have ye? 

do not even the publicans the same? and, If ye 

do good to them which do good to you, what thank 

have ye? for sinners also do even the same: it 

seemeth beyond the greatest degeneracy and cor- 

ruption whereof human nature is capable, to requite 
charity with enmity, yea not to return some kind- 
ness for it: Tis 0 kaxwowv vuas; Who, saith St Peter, 

is he that will do you hurt, uf ye be followers of that 

which is good? or imitators of him that is good, (of 
the sovereign goodness:) none surely can be so 
unjust or so unworthy. 

As charity restraineth us from domg any 
wrong, or yielding any offence to others in thought, 

in word, in deed; from entertaining any bad conceits 
without ground, from hatching any mischievous 
designs against our neighbour; from using any 
harsh, virulent, biting language; from any rugged, 
discourteous, disobliging behaviour; from any 
wrongful, rigorous, severe dealing toward him ; 
from any contemptuous pride, or supercilious arro- 
gance: so it consequently will defend us from the 
like treatment ; for scarce any man is so malicious, 
as without any provocation to do mischief; no 
man is so incorrigibly savage, as to persist in 
committing outrage upon perfect innocence”, joined 
with patience, with meekness, with courtesy: cha- 
rity will melt the hardest heart, and charm the 

Ovddeis exOpds TH orovdaio.—Hierocles [in Aur. Carm. Com. 

p. 74.] 
Ody oldy re rév dyardpevov pi) Kat dyarav.— Chrys. in Gen. [Or. 

Lyi, Tom. 1. p. 458. ] 
" Vincit malos pertinax bonitas.—Sen. [de Benef. vir. 31.] 
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fiercest spirit ; it will bind the most violent hand, 
it will still the most obstreperous tongue ; it will 
reconcile the most offended, most prejudiced heart: 
it is the best guard that can be of our safety from 
assaults, of our interest from damage, of our reputa- 
tion from slander, detraction, and reproach”. 

If you would have examples of this, experience 
will afford many; and some we have in the sacred 

records commended to our observation: Esau was 
a rough man, and one who had been exceedingly 
provoked by his brother Jacob ; yet how did meek 
and respectful demeanour overcome him! so that 
Esau, 1 is said in the history, ran to meet him, 

and fell on his neck, and kissed him: and they 
wept. 

Saul was a man possessed with a furious envy 
and spite against David; yet into what expressions 
did the sense of his kind dealing force him! Js 
this thy voice, my son David?—Thou art more 
righteous than I; for thou hast rewarded me good, 
whereas I have rewarded thee evil :—behold, I have 

played the fool, and have erred exceedingly. So 
doth charity subdue and triumph over the most 
inveterate prejudices, and the most violent passions 
of men. 

If peace and quiet be desirable things, as cer- 
tainly they are, and that form implieth, when by 
wishing peace with men, we are understood to wish 
all good to them; it is charity only that preserveth 
them: which more surely than any power or policy 

P Carbones ignis congregabis super caput ejus ; non in maledictum 
et condemnationem, ut plerique existimant, sed in correctionem et 
peenitudinem; ut superatus beneficiis, excoctus fervore caritatis. 

inimicus esse desistat.—Hier. adv. Pelag. 1. (Opp. Tom. 1v. p. 1: 
col. 503. ] 
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doth quash all war and strife’; for war must have 
parties, and strife implieth resistance: be it the 
first or second blow which maketh the fray, charity 
will avoid it; for it neither will strike the first 

in offence, nor the second in revenge. Charity 
therefore may well be styled, Zhe bond of peace, 
it being that only, which can knit men’s souls 
together, and keep them from breaking out into 
dissensions. 

It alone is that which will prevent bickering 
and clashing about points of credit or interest: if 
we love not our neighbour, or tender not his good 
as our own, we shall be ever in competition and 
debate with him about those things, not suffering 
him to enjoy any thing quietly; struggling to get 
above him, scrambling with him for what is to be 
had. 

IX. (4) As charity preserveth from mischiefs, 
so it procureth many sweet comforts and fair ac- 
commodations of life. 

Friendship is a most useful and pleasant thing, 
and charity will conciliate good store thereof: it is 
apt to make all men friends; for love is the only 
general philter and effectual charm of souls"; the 
fire which kindleth all it toucheth, and propagateth 
itself in every capable subject: and such a subject is 
every man, in whom humanity is not quite extinct; 
and hardly can any such man be, seeing every man 
hath some good humour in him, some blood, some 

kindly juice flowing in his veins; no man wholly 

1 Cadit statim simultas ab altera parte deserta.—Sen. de Ir. 
Il. . 

ae tibi monstrabo amatorium, sine medicamento, sine 

herba, sine ullius veneficee carmine. Si vis amari, ama.—TId. Ep. 

1x. [4.] 
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doth consist of dusky melancholy, or fiery choler; SERM. 
56.0.8 

whence all men may be presumed liable to the ———— 
powerful impressions of charity: its mild and serene 
countenance, its sweet and gentle speech, its cour- 

teous and obliging gesture, its fair dealing, its 

benign conversation, its readiness to do any good 
or service to any man, will insinuate good-will and 
respect into all hearts. 

It thence will encompass a man with friends, 
with many guards of his safety, with many supports 
of his fortune, with many patrons of his reputation, 
with many succourers of his necessity, with many 
comforters of his affliction: for is a charitable man 
in danger, who will not defend him? is he falling, 
who will not uphold him? is he falsely accused or 
aspersed, who will not vindicate him? is he in 
distress, who will not pity him? who will not 
endeavour to relieve and restore him? who will 
insult over his calamity? will it not in such cases 
appear a common duty, a common interest to assist 
and countenance a common friend, a common bene- 

factor to mankind ? 
Whereas most of our life is spent in society and 

discourse, charity is that which doth season and 
sweeten these, rendering them grateful to others, 
and commodious to one’s self: for a charitable heart Poe xv. 

is a sweet spring, from whence do issue streams of 24. 
wholesome and pleasant discourse; it, not being 

troubled with any bad passion or design which 
may sour or foul conversation, doth ever make 

him good company to others, and rendereth them 
such to himself; which is a mighty convenience. 
In short, A charitable man, or, true lover of men 

will, saith St Chrysostom, inhabit earth as a heaven, 
25—2 
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- every where carrying a serenity with him, and 
- plaiting ten thousand crowns for himself*. Again, 

X. (5) Charity doth in every estate yield 
advantages suitable thereto; bettering it, and im- 
proving it to our benefit. 

It rendereth prosperity not only innocent and 
safe, but useful and fruitful to us; we then indeed 
enjoy it, if we feel the comfort of doing good by it: 

it solaceth adversity, considermg that it doth not 
arise as a punishment or fruit of ill-doing to others; 
that it is not attended with the deserved ill-will of 
men; that no man hath reason to delight for it, or 

insult over us therein ; that we may probably ex- 
pect commiseration and relief, having been ready 
to shew the like to others. 

It tempereth both states: for in prosperity aman 
cannot be transported with immoderate joy, when 
so many objects of pity and grief do present them- 
selves before him, which he is apt deeply to resent; 

in adversity he cannot be dejected with extreme 
sorrow, being refreshed by so many good successes 
befalling those whom he loveth : one condition will 
not puff him up, being sensible of his neighbour's 
misery ; the other will not sink him down, having 

complacence in his neighbour’s welfare. Uncha- 
ritableness (proceeding from contrary causes, and 
producing contrary effects) doth spoil all conditions, 
rendering prosperity fruitless, and adversity com- 
fortless. 

XI. (6) We may consider, that secluding the 
exercise of charity, all the goods and advantages we 

S Thy yiv ovtas ws Tov ovpavoy oiknoEL, TavTAXOD yadnvns aro\aia?, 

kal pupiovs éavt@ mrékov oredavovs.—Chrys. in 1 Cor. Or. XxxIt. 

[Opp. Tom. ut. p. 454. ] 
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have (our best faculties of nature, our best endow- 

ments of soul, the gifts of Providence, and the fruits ——— 
of our industry) will become vain and fruitless, or 
noxious and baneful to us; for what is our reason 

worth, what doth it signify, if it serveth only for 
contriving sorry designs, or transacting petty affairs 
about ourselves ? what is wit good for, if it must be 
spent only in making sport, or hatching mischief ? 
to what purpose is knowledge, if it be not applied 
to the instruction, direction, admonition, or consola- 

tion of others? what mattereth abundance of wealth, 

if it be to be uselessly hoarded up, or vainly flung 
away in wicked or wanton profuseness ; if it be not 
employed in affording succour to our neighbour's 
indigency and distress? what is our credit but a 
mere noise or a puff of air, if we do not give a 
solidity and substance to it, by making it an engine 
of doing good? what is our virtue itself, if it be 

buried in obscurity or choked with idleness‘, yield- 
ing no benefit to others by the lustre of its example, 
or by its real influence ? what is any talent, if it be 
wrapt up in a napkin; any light, if it be hid 
under a bushel; any thing private, if it be not by 
good use spread out and improved to public bene- 
fit? If these gifts do minister only to our own 
particular advantage, to our personal convenience, 
glory, or pleasure, how slim things are they, how 
inconsiderable is their worth ! 

But they, beng managed by charity, become 
precious and excellent things; they are great in 
proportion to the greatness of their use, or the 

* Paullum sepulte distat inertia 
Celata virtus. 

Hor. Carm. Iv. 9: 29. 
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SERM. extent of their beneficial influence: as they carry 
0.0 

— forth good to the world, so they bring back various 
Luke vi. benefits to ourselves; they return into our bosom 

laden with respect and reward from God and from 
man ; they yield thanks and commendation from 
without, they work comfort and satisfaction within : 
yea, which is infinitely more considerable, and en- 
hanceth the price of our gifts to a vast rate, they 

John xv. procure glory and blessing to God ; for, Hereby is 
Phil. i. 11. God glorified, if we bring forth much fruit: and no 
oe good fruit can grow from any other stock than that 

1 Gor, xii, Of charity. 
Uncharitableness therefore should be loathed 

and shunned by us, as that which robbeth us of all 
our ornaments and advantages; which indeed mar- 
reth and corrupteth all our good things; which 
turneth blessings into curses, and rendereth the 
means of our welfare to be causes of mischief to us: 
for without charity a man can have no goods, but 
goods worldly and temporal ; and such goods thence 
do prove impertinent baubles, burdensome encum- 
brances, dangerous snares, baneful poisons to him. 

XII. (7) Charity doth hugely advance and 
amplify a man’s state, putting him into the pos- 
session or fruition of all good things; it will endow, 
enrich, ennoble, embellish us with all the world hath 

of precious, of glorious, of fair; by appropriation 
thereof to ourselves, and acquiring of a real interest 
therein. What men commonly, out of fond selflove, 
do vainly affect, that infallibly, by being charitable, 

they may compass, the engrossing to themselves all 
kinds of good: most easily, most innocently, in a 
compendious and sure way, without any sin or 
blame, without any care or pain, without any dan- 
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ger or trouble, they may come to attain and to SERM. 
enjoy whatever, in common esteem, is desirable or 
valuable; they may, without greedy avarice, or the 
carkings, the drudgeries, the disgraces gomg with 
it, procure to themselves abundant wealth; with- 
out fond ambition, or the difficulties, the hazards, 

the emulations, the strugglings to which it is la- 

ble, they may arrive to great honour; without 
sordid voluptuousness, or the satieties, the maladies, 

the regrets consequent thereon, they may enjoy all 
pleasure; without any wildness or wantonness, 
pride, luxury, sloth, any of its temptations and 
snares, they may have all prosperity; they may get 
all learning and wisdom without laborious study, 

all virtue and goodness without the fatigues of con- 
tinual exercise: for are not all these things yours, 
if you do esteem them so, if you do make them so 
by finding much delight and satisfaction in them ? 
doth not your neighbour’s wealth enrich you, if 
you feel content in his possessing and using it? 
doth not his preferment advance you, if your spirit 
riseth with it in a gladsome complacence? doth not 
his pleasure delight you, if you relish his enjoyment 
of it? doth not his prosperity bless you, if your 
heart doth exult and triumph in it? do not his en- 
dowments adorn you, if you like them, if you com- 
mend them, if the use of them doth minister com- 

fort and joy to you? This is the divine magic of 
charity, which conveyeth all things into our hands, 
and instateth us in a dominion of them, whereof 

nothing can disseize us; by virtue whereof, Being, 2 Cor. vi. 
as St Paul speaketh of himself, sorrowful, we yet = 
always rejoice; having nothing, we yet possess all 

things. 
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Neither is this property in things merely 
——_ imaginary or fantastic, (like that of lunatics, who 

Rom. xii. 
ise 

fancy themselves mighty princes or rich aldermen,) 
but very substantial and real; yea, far more real to 
the charitable person, than it is commonly to those, 
who in legal or popular account, are masters of 
them: for how is propriety in things otherwise 
considerable, than for the content and pleasure 
which they yield to the presumed owner? the 
which if a charitable person abundantly draweth 
from them, why are they not truly his? why is not 
the tree his, if he can pull and taste its fruits with- 
out injury or blame? yea doth not the propriety 
more really belong to him as to the gross possessor, 
if he doth equally enjoy the benefit, without par- 
taking the inconveniences and impurities adherent 
to them; if he taste them innocently and purely, 
without being cloyed, without being distracted, 

without being puffed, without being encumbered, 
ensnared, or corrupted by them ? 

A charitable man therefore can never, in a 

moral account, be poor, or vile, or anywise miser- 

able; except all the world should be cast into 
penury and distress: for while his neighbour hath 
any thing, he will enjoy it; Rejovcing with those 
that rejoice, as the Apostle doth enjoin. 

XIII. (8) If therefore we love ourselves, we 
must love others, and do others good; charitable 

beneficence carrying with it so many advantages 

to ourselves. 
We, by charitable complacence, do partake in 

their welfare, reaping pleasure from all the fruits 
of their industry and fortune. 

We, by charitable assistance, do enable and dis- 
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pose them to make grateful returns of succour in SERM. 
our need. ash 

We, thence, assuredly shall obtain their good- 
will, their esteem, their commendation; we shall 

maintain peaceable and comfortable intercourse 
with them, in safety, in quiet, in good humour 
and cheer. 

Besides all other benefits we shall get that of 
their prayers; the which of all prayers have a most J d sites 
favourable audience and assured efficacy: for if the rs. 
complaints and curses of those, who are oppressed ¢. oe 
or neglected by uncharitable dealing, do certaimly 
reach God’s ears, and pull down vengeance from 
above; how much more will the intercessions and 

blessings of the poor pierce the heavens, and thence 
draw recompense! seeing God is more ready to 
perform his proper and pleasant works of bounty 
and mercy, than to execute his strange and un- Ps. lsii. 2. 

Mic. vii. 
pleasing work of punishment; epee the bless- 1s, 
ings of the poor being always accompanied with 83; 4, 

praises and anil e ors of him, who enableth and 

disposeth men to do good; the which praises will 
ever be reckoned on the account of him who drew 
them forth by his beneficence: it will be, as the 
Apostle saith, Fruit redounding to his account, while Phi. iv. 
ut aboundeth by many thanksgiwvings to God. re 

So, in virtue of charity, the poorest man amply ;;' a 
may requite the wealthiest; and a peasant may 
outdo the greatest prince in beneficence. 

XIV. We may consider, that charity is a prac- 
tice specially grateful to God, and a most excellent 
part of our duty; not only because he hath com- 
manded it as such with greatest earnestness; nor 
only because it doth constitute us in nearest re- 
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semblance of him; but as a peculiar expression of 
love and good-will toward him: for if we love him, 
we must, for his sake, have a kindness for his 

friends, we must tender his interests, we must 

favour his reputation, we must desire his content 
and pleasure, we must contribute our endeavours 

toward the furtherance of these his concerns. See- 
ing then God is an assured friend to all men, seeing 
he hath a property in all men, (for he is God and 
Lord of all,) seemmg he much concerneth himself 
for all men’s welfare; seeing from the prosperity, 
from the virtue, from the happiness of every man 
he gaineth honour and praise; seeing he is greatly 
satisfied and delighted in the good of men; we 
also must love them; otherwise we greatly shall 
disoblige and disgust him. 

Ts it not indeed a practice guilty of notorious 
enmity toward him, inconsistent with the main- 

tenance of any friendship or peace with him, to 
discord in affection from him, maligning or dis- 
affecting those whom he dearly loveth and favour- 
eth; who are so nearly allied to him by manifold 
relations, as his creatures, his subjects, his servants, 

his children, whom he designeth and desireth to 

crown with eternal glory and bliss"? 
XV. Seeing God vouchsafeth to esteem what- 

ever is done in charity to our neighbour (if done 
with an honest and pious mind, as to his friends) 
to be done unto himself; that in feeding our indi- 

“"Oray orvyy tis avdpa, Tov Oeds Puret, 

obtos peyiotny popiay Karewoayet. 

pavepds yup aité T@ Oco Kopiacerat. 

Sei yap ireiv exeivoy, by Ceds piret.— 

[Pallad, nxxr. Anthol. Gr. Ed. Jacobs. Tom. 1. p. 129.) 
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gent neighbour we refresh him; in clothing our SERM. 

neighbour we comfort him; we do by charitable 
beneficence oblige God, and become in a manner 

benefactors to him; and as such assuredly shall be 
requited by him: and is not this a high privilege, 
a great honour, a mighty advantage to us? Ifa 
man had opportunity to do that, which his prince 
would acknowledge a courtesy and obligation to 
him, what a happiness would he account it! and 
how far more considerable is it, that we can so easily 

do that which the Lord of all, in whose disposal 
all things are, will take so kindly at our hands! 

XVI. We may consider, that charity is a very 

feasible and very easy duty; it requireth no sore 
pain, no grievous trouble, no great cost: for 1t con- 
sisteth only in good-will, and that which naturally 
springeth thence; willingness and cheerfulness are on 
necessary ingredients or adjuncts of it; the which +'Gor. ix. 
imply facility’: whence the weakest and poorest 7%" '* 
man is no less able to perform it, than the greatest 
potentate; his heart may be as charitable, though 
his hand cannot be so liberal: one of the most noble Luke xxi. 
and most famous charities that ever was, was the ° 

giving two mites; and the giving a cup of cold Matt. x. 
water is the instance of that beneficence, which *” 
shall not fail of being rewarded’. 

XVII. We may consider, that charity is the 
best, the most assured, the most easy and expedite 

XH 6€ dydn pera rod Képdous modhyy exer Kal THY OAV, Kal mévov 

ovdéva.—Chrys. in 1 Cor. Or. xxx. [Opp. Tom. m1. p. 455.] 
Los , ‘ = .) tal , , , > ~ 

Ilotos mévos pr Kakas eimeiv pndeva; troia dvcKodia araddayjvac 
, ‘ , tos , > - ‘ , > , 

pOdvov kai Backavias; motos poxOos dyangy tov wAnotov ;—Id. Avdp. 7. 

[Tom. vi. p. 518.] 
Y At nune cum omnia que difficiliora sunt, vel modica ex parte 

faciamus, hoc solum non facimus, quod et factu facilius est; et abs- 
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way or instrument of performing all other duties 
toward our neighbour: if we would despatch, love, 
and all is done; if we would be perfect in obedience, 

love, and we shall not fail in any point; for, Love 
is the fulfilling of the law; Love 1s the bond of per- 

Col. iii. 14. 
] "+ fectness: would we be secure in the practice of jus- 

Rom. xiii. 
10. 
1 Cor. xiii. 

5. a 

Gen. xxix. 
20. 

tice, of meekness, of humility toward all men, of 

constant fidelity toward our friends, of gentle mo- 
deration toward our enemies, of loyalty toward our 
superiors, or benignity toward our inferiors; if we 
would be sure to purify our minds from ill thoughts, 
to restrain our tongues from ill speaking, to abstain 
from all bad demeanour and dealing; it is but 
having charity, and infallibly you will do this: for 

Love worketh no il to its neighbour; Love thinketh 
no evil; Love behaveth not itself unseemly. 

Would we discharge all our duties without any 
reluctancy or regret, with much satisfaction and 
pleasure? love will certainly dispose us thereto; for 
it always acteth freely and cheerfully, without any 
compulsion or straining’; it 1s ever accompanied 
with delectation*: if we would know its way and 
virtue of acting, we may see it represented in the 
proceeding of Jacob, who, being inspired by love, 
did contentedly and without regret endure so long 
and hard toil, such disappomtments and such 

affronts: And Jacob, saith the text, served seven 

que quo cassa sunt universa que facimus. Jejunii corpus sentit 

injuriam ; vigiliz carnem macerant—Heec omnia sunt qui faciant : 

sola caritas sine labore est.—Hier. in Gal. vy. 13, 14. [Opp. Tom. 

Iv. p. i. col. 296.] 

* It is winged. It is fire. 

® Ei yap amavtes jyanav Kal jyaravto, ovdev av ydixnoey ovdeis, 

&c.—Chrys. in 1 Cor. Or. xxxu. [Tom. iii. p. 454.] 
Amor obsequitur sponte, gratis obtemperat, libere reveretur.— 

Bern. ad Eug. Prol. (Opp. Tom. 1. p. 414.] Vid. Bern. Ep. xi. 
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years for Rachel ; and they seemed to him but a few 
days for the love he had to her. 

This is the root, from whence voluntary obedi- 
ence doth naturally grow”; if it be planted in our 
heart, we need not fear but that all kind of good fruit 

will sprout forth into conversation and practice. 
But without it, we shall not ever perform any 

good work perfectly, steadily, in a kindly manner: 
no other principle will serve; if we are only moved 
by whip and spur, driven on by fear, or incited by 
hope, we shall go forward unwillingly and dully, 
often halting, ever flagging: those principles which 
do put slaves and mercenaries on action, as they 
are not so noble and worthy, so neither are they so 
effectual and sure; as ambition, vain-glory, self- 

interest, design of security, of profit, of compliance 

with the expectation of men, &c. 
XVIII. Charity giveth worth, form, and life 

to all virtue, so that without it, no action is valuable 

in itself, or acceptable to God*. 
Sever it from courage; and what is that, but the 

boldness or fierceness of a beast? from meekness ; 

and what is that, but the softness of a woman, or 
weakness of a child? from courtesy; and what is 
that, but affectation or artifice? from justice ; what 
is that, but humour or policy? from wisdom; what 
is that, but craft and subtlety ? 

What meaneth faith without it, but dry opi- 
nion; what hope, but blind presumption; what 
alms-doing, but ambitious ostentation; what un- 

dergoing martyrdom, but stiffness or sturdiness of 

> © yap pidav ody ovTws emitdtTav, os emiTaTTopevos xaiper, &e. 

—-Chrys. in 1 Cor. Or. xxx. [Tom. iii. p. 455.] 
© Vid. Chrys. in 1 Cor. Orat. xxv. [Tom. ur. p. 406,] 

cues 
XX. 
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resolution ; what is devotion, but glozing or mock- 
ing with God? what is any practice, how specious 
soever in appearance, or materially good, but an 
issue of self-conceit or self-will, of servile fear or 

mercenary design? Though I have faith, so that I 
could remove mountains, and have not charity, Iam 
nothing ; though I bestow all my goods to feed the 
poor, and though I give my body to be burned, and 
have not charity, it profiteth me nothing. 

But charity doth sanctify every action, and im- 
pregnate all our practice with a savour of goodness, 
turning all we do into virtue; it is true fortitude 
and gallantry indeed, when a man, out of charity 
and hearty design to promote his neighbour’s good, 
doth encounter dangers and difficulties; it is 
genuine meeckness, when a man, out of charity and 

unwillingness to hurt his neighbour, doth patiently 
comport with injuries and discourtesies ; it is vir- 
tuous courtesy, when cordial affection venteth itself 

in civil language, in respectful deportment, in oblig- 
ing performances; it is excellent justice, when a 
man, regarding his neighbour’s case as his own, 

doth unto himas he would have it done to himself; 

it is admirable wisdom, which sagaciously contriveth 
and dexterously manageth things with the best 
advantage toward its neighbour’s good: it is a 
worthy faith, which, being spirited and actuated by 
charity, doth produce goodly fruits of beneficence ; 
it is a sound and solid hope, which is grounded on 
that everlasting foundation of charity, which never 
doth fail, or fall away ; it is sincere alms, which not 

only the hand, but the heart doth reach forth; it is 

an acceptable sacrifice, which is kindled by the holy 
fire of fervent affection ; it isa pure devotion, which 

- 

oe 
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is offered up with a calm and benign mind, resem- SERM. 
bling the disposition of that goodness which it Bes 
adoreth. ae 

Iftherefore we would do any thing well, if we Mint e 
would not lose all the virtue, and forfeit all the 
benefit of what we perform, we must follow the rule 
of St Paul, To do all our works in charity. 1 Cor. xvi. 

XIX. So great benefits doth charity yield; yet, ** 
if it did not yield any of them, it would deserve 
and claim our observance ; without regard to its 
sweet fruits and beneficial consequences, it were to 
be embraced and cherished ; for it carrieth a reward 

and a heaven in itself; the very same which con- 
stituteth God himself infinitely happy, and which 
beatifieth every blessed spirit, in proportion to its - 
capacity and exercise thereof: a man doth abun- 
dantly enjoy himself in that steady composedness, 
and savoury complacence of mind, which ever doth 
attend it; and as the present sense, so is the memory 
of it, or the good conscience of having done good, 
very delicious and satisfactory. 

As it is a rascally delight (tempered with re- 
egret, and vanishing into bitterness) which men feel 
in wreaking spite, or doing mischief; such as they 
cannot reflect upon, without disgust and condemn- 
ing their base impotency of soul: so is the pleasure, 
which charity doth breed, altogether pure, grateful 
to the mind, and increasing by reflection ; never 
perishing or decaying ; a man eternally enjoying 
the good he hath done, by remembering and rumi- 
nating thereon. In fine, 

XX. Whereas the great obstacle to charity is 
self-love, or an extravagant fondness of our own 
interests, yet uncharitableness destroyeth that: for 
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how can we love ourselves, if we do want charity ? 
how can we appear lovely to ourselves, if we are 
destitute of so worthy an endowment ? or if we can 
discern those unworthy dispositions, which accom- 
pany the defect of it, can we esteem so mean, so 

vile, so ugly things as we then are ? Aristotle saith, 
that bad men cannot be friends to themselves, Be- 

cause having in themselves nothing anuable, they can 
feel no affection toward themselves‘; and certainly, 

if we are not stark blind, or can but see wrath, 

spite, envy, revenge in their own black and ugly 
hue, we must needs (if they do possess our souls) 
grow odious and despicable to ourselves. And 
being they do rob us of so many great benefits, and 
bring so many grievous mischiefs on us, we cannot 
be otherwise than enemies to ourselves, by cherish- 

ing them, or suffering them to lodge in us. 
These are some very considerable inducements 

to the practice of this great virtue ; there are divers 
others of a higher nature, derivable from the inmost 

bowels of our Religion, grounded on its peculiar 
constitution and obligations, which I shall now for- 

bear to mention, reserving them for a particular 
discourse by themselves. 

O Lord, who hast taught us, that.all our doings 
without charity are nothing worth; send thy Holy 
Ghost, and pour into our hearts that most excellent 
gift of charity, the very bond of peace and of all 
virtues, without which whosoever liveth is counted 

dead before thee. Grant this for thine only Son 
Jesus Christ's sake. 

1 OBOev pirynriv exovres, ovOev Girtxov maaxovor mpos éavtovs.— 

Arist. Eth. rx. 4. [9.] 

3 

a 



SERMON XXXI. 

OF A PEACEABLE TEMPER AND CARRIAGE. 

Romans XII. 18. 

Tf it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably 
with all men. 

Hee chapter containeth many excellent precepts 
and wholesome advices, (scarce any portion of 

holy scripture so many in so little compass). From 
among them I have selected one, alas but too sea- 

sonable and pertinent to the unhappy condition of 
our distracted age, wherein to observe this and such 
like injunctions, is by many esteemed an impossibi- 
lity, by others a wonder, by some a crime. It hath 
an apt coherence with, yet no necessary dependence 
upon, the parts adjoming : whence I may presume 
to treat upon it distinctly by itself: and without 
further preface or circumstance we may consider 
several particulars therein. 

I. And first, concerning the advice itself, or 
the substance of the duty charged on us, Eipyvevew, 
To be in peace, or live peaceably, we may take 
notice, that whether, according to the more usual 
acception, it be applied to the public estate of 
things, or, as here, doth relate only to private con- 
versation, it doth import, 

t Not barely a negation of doing, or suffering 
harm, or an abstinence from strife and violence, 

B.S. VOL, II. 26 
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(for a mere strangeness this may be, a want of occa- 
“sion, or a truce, rather than a peace,) but a positive 

amity, and disposition to perform such kind offices, 
without which good correspondence among men 
cannot subsist. For they who by reason of distance 
of place, non-acquaintance, or defect of opportunity, 
maintain no intercourse, cannot properly be said to 
be in peace with one another: but those who have 
frequent occasion of commerce, whose conditions 
require interchanges of courtesy and relief, who are 
some way obliged and disposed to afford needful 
succour, and safe retreat to each other; these may 
be said to live in peace together, and these only, it 
being in a manner impossible, that they who are 
not disposed to do good to others (if they have 
power and opportunity) should long abstain from 
doing harm. 

2 Living peaceably implies not some few tran- 
sitory performances, proceeding from casual humour, 
or the like; but a constant, stable, and well-settled 

condition of being ; a continual cessation from in- 
jury, and promptitude to do good offices. For as 
one blow doth not make a battle, nor one skirmish 

a war; so cannot single forbearances from doing 
mischief, or some few particular acts of kindness, 
(such as mere strangers may afford each other,) be 
worthily styled a being in peace; but an habitual 
inclination to these, a firm and durable estate of 

innocence and beneficence. 
3 Living in peace supposes a reciprocal condi- 

tion of being: not only a performing good, and 
forbearing to do bad offices, but a receiving the like 
treatment from others. For he, that being assaulted 
is constrained to stand upon his defence, may not 
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be said to be in peace, though his not being so SERM. 
(involuntarily) is not to be imputed to him. 

4 Being in peace imports not only an outward 
cessation of violence and seeming demonstration of 
amity, but an inward will and resolution to con- 
tinue therein. For he that intends, when occasion 

is presented, to do mischief to another, is neverthe- 

less an enemy, because more secret and dangerous : 
an ambuscado is no less a piece of war, than con- 
fronting the enemy in open field. Proclaiming 
and denouncing signify, but good and ill intention 
constitute, and are the souls of peace and war. 
From these considerations we may infer a descrip- 
tion of being in peace, viz. that it is, to bear 
mutual good-will, to continue in amity, to main- 
tain good correspondence, to be upon terms of 
mutual courtesy and benevolence ; to be disposed to 
perform reciprocally all offices of humanity ; assist- 
ance in need, comfort in sorrow, relief in distress ; 

to please and satisfy one another, by advancing 
the innocent delight, and promoting the just ad- 
vantage of each other; to converse with confidence 

and security, without suspicion, on either hand, 
of any fraudulent, malicious, or hurtful practices 

against either : or, negatively, not to be in a state 
of enmity, personal hatred, pertinacious anger, 
jealousy, envy, or ill-will ; not to be apt to provoke, 
to reproach, to harm or hinder another, nor to have 

reasonable grounds of expecting the same bad 
usage from others ; to be removed from danger of 
vexatious quarrels, intercourse of odious language, 
offending others, or being disquieted one’s self. This 
I take to be the meaning of living or being in peace, 
differing only in degree of obligation, and latitude 

26—2 
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SERM. of object, from the state of friendship properly 

so called, and opposed to a condition of enmity, 
defiance, contention, hatred, suspicion, animosity. 

II. In the next place, we may consider the 
object of this duty, signified in those words, With 

all men. We often meet in scripture with exhorta- 
tions directed peculiarly to Christians, to be at 
peace among themselves ; as our Saviour lays this 

Mark ix. injunction upon his disciples, Have peace one with 

taney. another, cipyvevere év adAdjdos ; Inculcated by St Paul 

a upon the Thessalonians in the same words: and the 
like we have in the second Epistle to Timothy, 

2Tim. ii. KMollow righteousness, faith, charity, peace with them 
= that call upon the Lord out of a pure heart: and to 
Rom. xiv. the Romans, Let us therefore follow after the things 

Eph. iv. 3. that make for peace, and things wherewith one may 

edify another. But here the duty hath a more 
large and comprehensive object; All men, wavres 
avOpwro : as likewise it hath in the Epistle to the 

Heb. xii. Hebrews, Pursue peace with all men: with all men, 

= without any exception, with men of all nations, 
Jews and Gentiles, Greeks and Barbarians ; of all 

sects and religions; persecuting Jews and idolatrous 
heathens; (for of such consisted the generality of 
men at that time ;) and so St Paul expressly in a 

1 Cor.x. like advice, Give no offence, neither to the Jews, nor 

Sto the Gentiles, nor to the Church of God; even as I 
please all men. And I may add, by evident parity 
of reason, with men of all degrees and estates, high 
and low, noble and base, rich and poor; of all 
tempers and dispositions, meek and angry, gentle 
and froward, pliable and perverse ; of all endow- 
ments, wise and foolish, virtuous and vicious; of all 

judgments and persuasions, orthodox and heretical, 
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peaceable and schismatical persons: this universally a 
vast and boundless term, all men, contains them 

all. Neither is there any evading our obligation 
to this duty, by pretending about others, that they 
differ from us in humour and complexion of soul, 
that they entertain opinions irreconcileably contrary 
to ours ; that they adhere to sects and parties which 
we dislike and disavow; that they are not so 

virtuous, so-religious, so holy as they should be, or 

at least not in such a manner as we would have 
them: for be this allegation true or false, it will 

not excuse us; while they are not divested of 

human nature, and can truly lay claim to the name 
and title of men, we are, by virtue of this precept, 

obliged to live peaceably with them. 
III. We may consider the qualification of the 

duty here expressed, and what those words mean ; 
Tf it be possible, as much as lieth in you. 'To which 
purpose we may advert, from our description of 
living peaceably, that it consists mainly of two parts: 
one active, or proceeding from us, and terminated 
on others—to bear good-will, to do good offices, to 
procure the profit, delight, and welfare, to abstain 
from the displeasure, damage, and disturbance of 
others: the other passive, issuing from others, and 

terminated on ourselves—that they be well affected 
toward us, inclinable to do us good, and nowise dis- 
posed to wish, design, or bring any harm, trouble, or 
vexation upon us. Whereof the former is altogether 
in our power, consisting of acts or omissions depend- 
ing upon our free choice and counsel: and we are 
directly obliged to it by virtue of those words, As 
much as lieth in you, vo && vuwv: the latter is not 
fully so, yet commonly there be probable means of 

we 

M. 
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snnee effecting it, which we are hence bound to use, though 
sometimes they may fail of success. For the words, 
If it be possible, ei dvvatov, as they signify the 
utmost endeavour is to be employed, and that no 
difficulty (beneath the degree of impossibility) can 
discharge us from it; so they intimate plainly, that 
sometime our labour may be lost, and our purpose 
defeated; and that by the default of others it may 
be impossible we should arrive to a peaceable con- 
dition of life with all men. However, by this rule 

we are directed not only ourselves not to infringe 
the terms of peace toward others, but to endeavour 
earnestly, by all honest and prudent means, to obtain 
the good-will, favour, and respect of others, by which 
they may be disposed to all friendly correspondence 
with us, and not to disturb the quiet and tranquil- 
lity of our lives. 

Having thus, by way of explication, superficially 
glanced upon the words, we will proceed to a more 
large and punctual review of them; and shall con- 
sider more distinctly the particulars grossly men- 
tioned: and, 

I. What those especial duties are, included 
in this more comprehensive one of living peaceably 
with all men; both those, which are directly required 
of us, as the necessary causes or immediate results 
of a peaceable disposition in us toward others; and 
also those, which are to be performed by us, as just 
and reasonable means conducible to beget or pre- 
serve in others a peaceable inclination toward us: 
these I shall consider promiscuously: and, 

1 We are, by this precept, directly obliged 
heartily to love, that is, to bear good-will to, to 
wish well to, to rejoice in the welfare, and com- 

Seine, 
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miserate the adversities of all men: at least not to 
hate, or bear ill-will to, to desire or design the 

harm, to repine at the happy success, or delight in 
the misfortunes of any: for as it is very hard to 
maintain peace and amicable correspondence with 
those we do not truly love; so it is absolutely 
impossible to do it long with those we hate: this 

satanic passion (or disposition of soul) always 
prompting the mind possessed therewith, to the 
contrivance and execution of mischief; whence he 

that hates his brother is said to be a murderer, as 

having in him that bitter root, from whence, if 

power and occasion conspire, will probably spring 
that most extreme of outrages, and capital breach 
of peace. Love is the only sure cement, that knits 
and combines men in friendly society; and hatred, 
the certain fountain of that violence, which rends 

and dissolves it. We cannot easily hurt or strive 
with those we love and wish well to: we cannot 
possibly long agree with those we hate and malign. 
Peace without love can be esteemed little more than 
politic dissimulation ; and peace with hatred is really 
nothing less than an artificial disguise, or an insi- 
dious covert of enmity. 

2 We are hence obliged to perform all kind 
offices of humanity, which the condition of any man 
can require, and may by us be performed, without 
considerable inconvenience or detriment to ourselves 
or others. When, for the preservation or comfort- 
able accommodation of life, they need our help or our 
advice, we are readily to afford them ; when they are 
in want or distress, we are to administer to them 

what comfort and relief we can. We are, upon this 
very score, to obey that injunction of St Paul to 

SERM, 
XXXII. 
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the Galatians, As we have opportunity, let us do 
oot to all men. For without this beneficence, a 

man’s carriage (though otherwise harmless and in- 
offensive) appears rather a suspicious strangeness, 
than a peaceable demeanour, and naturally produces 
an enmity in those that are concerned in it. For 
he to whom, being pressed with necessity, requisite 
assistance is denied, will infallibly be apt to think 
himself not only neglected and disesteemed, but 
affronted also and injured; (need, in the general 
conceit of men, and especially of those that feel it, 
begetteth a kind of title to some competent relief) 

and consequently will heinously resent, and complain 
bitterly of such supposed wrong, and, if ever he 
become able, repay it with ee And much 
more are we upon the same account not to perform 
ill offices toward any man; not to disturb him in the 

enjoyment of his innocent pleasure, nor to hinder 
him in the advancing his lawful profit, nor to in- 
terrupt him in the prosecution of his reasonable 
designs; nor anywise to vex and grieve him need- 
lessly ; and (above all) not to detaim him in, nor to 
ageravate his affliction. For these are actual vio- 
lations of peace, and impediments of good corre- 
spondence among men. Further, 

3 In this duty of living peaceably is included an 
obligation to all kind of just and honest dealing 
with all men; punctually to observe contracts, im- 
partially to decide controversies, equally to distribute 
rewards, to injure no man either in his estate, by 
violent or fraudulent encroachments upon his just 
possessions; or in his reputation, by raising or dis- 
persing slanderous reports concerning him: for these 
courses of all others are most destructive to peace, 

eS 

ee Se eS 
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and upon the pretence of them most quarrels that 

ever were have been commenced. 

Justice in its own nature is, and by the common 

agreement of men hath been designed the guar- 

dian of peace and sovereign remedy of contention. 

But not to insist long upon such obvious sub- 

jects, 
4 It much conduceth to the preservation of 

peace, and upholding amicable correspondence in 

our dealings and transactions with men, hable to 

doubt and debate, not to insist upon nice and rigor- 

ous points of right, not to take all advantage offered 

us, not to deal hard measure, not to use extremities, 

to the damage or hinderance of others, especially 
when no comparable benefit will thence accrue to 

ourselves. For such proceedings, as they discover 

in us little kindness to, or tenderness of our neigh- 

bour’s good, so they exceedingly exasperate them, 

and persuade them we are their enemies, and render 

them ours, and so utterly destroy peace between us. 
Whenas abating something from the height and 
strictness of our pretences, and a favourable recession 
in such cases will greatly engage men to have an 
honourable opinion, and a peaceable affection to- 

ward us. 
5 Ifwe would attain to this peaceable estate of 

life, we must use toward all men such demonstra- 

tions of respect and courtesy, which, according to 
their degree and station, custom doth entitle them 
to, or which, upon the common score of humanity, 
they may be reasonably deemed to expect from us; 
respective gestures, civil salutations, free access, 
affable demeanour, cheerful looks, and courteous 

discourse. These, as they betoken good-will in 

SERM. 
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them that use them, so they beget, cherish, and 

increase it in those, whom they refer to: and the 
necessary fruit of mutual good-will is peace. But 
the contrary carriages, contemptuous or disregard- 
ful behaviour, difficulty of admission to converse, a 
tetrical or sullen aspect, rough and fastidious lan- 
guage, as they discover a mind averse from friendly 
commerce, so they beget a more potent disdain in 
others: men generally (especially those of generous 
and hearty temper) valuing their due respect beyond 
all other interests, and more contentedly brooking 
injury than neglect. Whence this skill and dex- 
terity of deportment (though immediately, and in 
its own nature of no great worth, and regulating 
actions of small importance, gestures, looks, and 

forms of speech,) yet because it is a nurse of peace, 
and greatly contributes to the delightfulness of 
society, hath been always much commended, and 
hath obtained a conspicuous place in the honourable 
rank of virtues, under the titles of courtesy, comity, 

and affability ; and the opposites thereto, rudeness 
and rusticity, have been deservedly counted and 
called vices in morality. 

6 This precept directly prohibits the use of all 
reproachful, scornful, and provoking language ; these 
being the immediate results of enmity, and actual 
breaches of peace. Whence St Paul conjoins, Mydéva 
Bracdnuetv, and auayous civa, To speak evil of no 

man, to be no quarrellers, (or fighters,) but gentle, 
shewing all meekness unto all men. For war is 
managed (and that with more deadly animosity) 
with the tongue, as well as with the hand. There 
as that speaketh like the piercings of a sword, saith 

+: lxiv. 3. Solomon; and, Whose teeth are spears and arrows, 

4s 
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and their tongue a sharp sword, saith David. 
Words are with more anguish felt than blows; their 

wounds are more incurable, and they leave a deeper 
scar*, Men usually dread more the loss of their 
honour than their lives, and take more grievously 
the ravishing of their credit than the depredation 
of their estate. Living peaceably therefore implies 
as much abstaining from opprobrious words as in- 
jyarious actions; yea more; for reviling is not only 
a violation of peace, but a dishonourable waging of 
war; like shooting arrows dipt in poison, and dis- 
charging slugs against our neighbour's reputation? : 
practices condemned by all as base and inhuman, 
and contrary to the laws of a noble warfare ; being 
arguments, we affect rather our adversary’s utter 
ruin, than a gallant victory over him. There be fair 
ways of disputing our cause, without contumelious 

reflections upon persons; and the errors of men may 
be sufficiently refuted, without satirical virulency. 
One good reason modestly propounded hath in it 
naturally more power and efficacy to convince him 
that is in a mistake, or to confound him with shame 

that is guilty of a fault, than ten thousand scoffs 
and ignominious taunts’. When we are to express 

* Tloramiy de xpyua Aowdopia; os Ovpodakés ddAnOds, Kat apirrov 

Woxiy #adXov 7) ovdnpds xpGra.—Jul. Imp. Orat. mu. [Opp. p. 178]. 
> ZAdos yap cvyyvadpns ameorepnpévos ov Chros, GAG Ovpds paddév 

éotw, kal vovecia pitavOperiay ovk éxouca, Backavia tis eivat Soxet.— 
Chrys. Orat. 1x. [Opp. Tom. v. p. 32.] 

° Vid. egregium Antonini locum, lib. x1. § 18. 9. 
[Ti yap coe rromnoer 6 UBpiotikadtaros, eav SiareAAs edperys avT@, kal, 

ei oUTws eTuxe, Tpdws mapas Kal peradiSdoKys evoxoav map’ addy 

Ekeivov TOV KaLpov, OTE Kaka TroLElY GE eTLXELpEl; put) TEKVOV: TMpds GAO 

mrepuKapev. eyo pev ov py BAaBO, od dé Brat, Tékvov. Kal Setxvivat 

evapas Kat dAuKds, OTL TODTO OUTS EXEL, OTL OSE WEALATAL adTd TrOLOvGLY, 
20 «4 \ , rat Sa yeah) > a ter a ’ 

ovd’ doa ouvayeAaotika meuke: Set O€ pte EipwriKGs avTO TroLEtV, pNTE 

vedi TLK@S, GAAA Pidogrépyas Kal addnktas TH Wvy7.] 
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those deeds of nature, (the performance of which is 

concealed, as containing in it something of supposed 

turpitude,) we are wont to veil them in such modest 

circumlocutions, that by the hearers without offence 

to their bashfulness may sufficiently be understood. 

So when it is needful or expedient to confute the 

opinions, or reprove the actions of men, if we either 

charitably design their amendment, or desire to 

maintain peaceable correspondence with them, it 

behoves, that we do not, by using the most broad 

and distasteful language, immoderately trespass upon 

their modesty and patience; that (to use Seneca’s* 
phrase) we do, Agere curam, non tantum salutis, 

sed etiam honeste cicatricis, Have a care not only to 

cure the wound, but to leave a comely scar, and not to 

deform him, whom we endeavour to reform; for no 

sore is the easilier cured for being roughly handled, 
and least of all those in manners and opinion. A 
soft hand, and a tender heart, and a gentle tongue, 
are most convenient qualities of a spiritual chirur- 
geon. But further to this purpose. 

7 If we desire to live peaceably with all men, 
we are to be equal in censuring men’s actions, 
candid in interpreting their meanings, mild in re- 
prehending, and sparing to relate their miscarriages, 
to derive their actions from the best principles, 
(from which in the judgment of charity they may 
be supposed to proceed, as from casual mistake 
rather than from wilful prejudice, from human 
infirmity rather than from malicious design,) to 

construe ambiguous expressions to the most favour- 
able sense they may admit; not to condemn men’s 
practices without distinct knowledge of the case, 

4 De Clem. 1. 17. [2.] 
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and examining the reasons, which possibly may 
absolve or excuse them: to extenuate their acknow- - 

ledged faults by such circumstances as aptly serve 
that purpose, and not to exaggerate them by strained 
consequences, or uncertain conjectures: to rebuke 
them (if need be) so as they may perceive we sin- 
cerely pity their errors, and tender their good, and 

SERM. 
XXXII. 

wish nothing more than their recovery, and do not prov. xvii. 
design to upbraid, deride, or insult over them, being ” 
fallen; and finally, not to recount their misdeeds 
over frequently, unseasonably, and with compla- 
cence. He that thus demeaneth himself, manifestly 
sheweth himself to prize his neighbour’s good-will, 
and to be desirous to continue in amity with him; 

and assuredly obliges him to be in the same manner 
affected toward him. But he that is rigidly severe 
and censorious in his judgments, blaming in them 
things indifferent, condemning actions allowable, 
detracting from qualities commendable, deducing 
men’s doings from the worst causes, and imputing 
them to the worst ends, and representing them 
under the most odious appellations; that calls all 
impositions of superiors which he dislikes, tyranny, 

and all manners of divine worship that suit not to 
his fancy, superstition, and all pretences to con- 
science in those that dissent from him, hypocrisy, 
and all opinions different from his, heresy ; that is 

suspicious of ill intention without sufficient ground, 
and prejudicates men’s meanings before he well 
apprehends them, and captiously perverts sayings 
capable of good construction; that is curiously in- 

quisitive imto his neighbour's life, and gladly 
observes failings therein, and upon all occasions prov. xvii. 

recites stories to his disgrace and disadvantage ; eS 
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that flies, like a vulture, to carrion only*; that is 
immoderately bitter, fierce, and vehement in accus- 
ing and inveighing against others, painting such, 
as he assumes to impugn, with the blackest colours, 
in the most horrid shape and ugly dress, converting 
all matter of discourse (though never so unseason- 
ably and impertinently) into declamation, and 
therein copiously expatiating: in fine, employing 
his utmost might of wit and eloquence and confi- 
dence in rendering that to others as hateful as he 
signifies they are to himself: such men, what do 
they else but loudly proclaim, that they despise 
their neighbour’s good-will, purposely provoke his 
anger, and defy his utmost enmity? or it is im- 
possible such dealing should not by them, who are 
therein concerned, be accounted extremely unjust, 
and to proceed from desperate hatred. 

8 He that would effectually observe this apos- 
tolic rule, must be disposed to overlook such lesser 

faults committed against him, as make no great 
breach upon his interest or credit, yea to forget or 
forgive the greatest and most grievous injuries; to 
excuse the mistakes, and connive at the neglects, 

and bear patiently the hasty passions of his neigh- 
bour, and to embrace readily any seasonable over- 
ture, and accept any tolerable conditions of re- 
concilement’. For even in common life that 

° Plut. de Capiend. ex Hostib. Utilit. [Kat xaOdamep of yirres ent 
Tas dopas Tov SuepOopdtav cwpdtav dépovtar—ovt@ Ta vooodvta Tov 

Biov kat adda kai merovOdta Kwet tov €xOpov, Kat mpos Tavita ot 

pucodvres arrovet.—Opp. Tom. vi. p. 324. Ed. Reisk.] 

 Vincit malos pertinax bonitas. Sen. Ben. vu. 31. 
Nika ev t@ ayaO@ 76 kaxdv, Rom. xii. 2]. 

Irascitur aliquis? tu contra beneficiis provoca. Cadit statim 
simultas ab altera parte deserta: nisi pariter non pugnant. Si 
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observation of our Saviour most exactly holds, J¢ SERM. 
Jae oe 
is impossible that offences should not come; the air 

may sooner become wholly fixed, and the sea con- 
tinue in a perfect rest without waves or undulations, 
than human conversation be altogether free from 
occasions of distaste, which he that cannot either 

prudently dissemble, or patiently digest, must re- 
nounce all hopes of living peaceably here. He that 
hike tinder is inflammable by the least spark, and is 
enraged by every angry word, and resents deeply 
every petty affront, and cannot endure the memory 
of a past unkindness should upon any terms be 
defaced, resolves surely to live in eternal tumult 
and combustion, to multiply daily upon himself 
fresh quarrels, and to perpetuate all enmity already 
begun. Whenas, by total passing by those little 
causes of disgust, the present contention is alto- 
gether avoided, or instantly appeased, our neigh- 
bour’s passion suddenly evaporates and consumes 
itself; no remarkable footsteps of dissension re- 
main; our neighbour, reflecting upon what is past, 
sees himself obliged by our discreet forbearance, 
however all possible means are used to prevent 
trouble and preserve peace. ‘To this purpose, The Prov. xix. 
discretion of a man deferreth his anger, and it is ie 
his glory to pass over a transgression, saith Solo- 
mon: and, He that covereth a transgression seeketh Prov. xvii. 
love, saith the same wise prince. But further, 

g If we would live peaceably with all men, we 
must not over highly value ourselves, nor over 
eagerly pursue our own things. We must not 
admire our own endowments, nor insist upon our 

Matt.xviii. 
7. 
Luke xvii. 
it 

utrimque certabitur, ira concurritur: ille est melior, qui prior 

pedem retulit: victus est qui vicit.—Sen. de Ira. 11. 34. [5]. 
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SERM. deserts; for this will make us apt to depreciate 

~~ others, and them to loathe us. We must not be 

over tender of our credit, and covetous of respect; 

for this will render us apt to take exceptions, 

and engage us in troublesome competitions for 

superiority of place, and pre-eminence in the vain 

Prov. opinions of men. He that is of a proud heart stir- 

xii 10. eth up strife: and, Only (i.e. chiefly) from pride 

cometh contention, saith Solomon. We must not 

be much addicted to our own interests, for this will 

dispose us to encroach upon the concernments of 

others, and them to resist our attempts, whence 
conflict and enmity will necessarily arise. We 
must not prefer our own judgments, and impe- 
riously obtrude them upon others; nor be pertina- 

cious in persuading them to embrace our private 
opinions, nor violently urgent to a comphance with 
our humour. For these things are intolerably 
fastidious in conversation, and obnoxious to be 

charged with usurpation and iniquity ; all men natur- 
ally challenging to themselves an equal, or at least 
a proportionable share of reason, together with the 
free conduct of their lives uncontrollable by private 
dictates. If therefore we desire to live quietly, and 
not needlessly to disoblige or displease others, we 
should be modest in esteeming our own abilities, 
and moderate in pursuing our own advantages, 
and in our converse not less complacent to others 
than we desire they should be to us; and as liberal 
in allowing leave to dissent from us, as we are bold 

in taking freedom to abound in our own sense. 
And if in debate a modest declaration of our 
opinion, and the reasons inducing us thereto, will 
not prevail, it behoves us to give over such a 
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successless combat, and to retire into the silent en- SERM. 
Seay 

joyment of our own thoughts. From not observing 
which rule, discourse grows into contention, and 
contention improves into feud and enmity. 

10 If we would live peaceably, it concerns us 
to abstain from needless contests about matters 
of opinion, and questions either merely vain and 
frivolous, of little use or concernment; or over- 

nice and subtle, and thence indeterminable by rea- 
son; or that are agitated with extraordinary eager- 
ness and heat of passion; or such as are already 
defined by general consent; or such upon the de- 
cision of which the public peace and safety do 
depend. There are some controversies prickly, like 
brambles, and apt to scratch those that handle them, 

but yielding no savoury or wholesome fruit: such 
as concern the consequences of imaginary supposi- 
tions, the state and circumstances of beings to us 
unknown, the right application of artificial terms, 
and the like impertinent matters; which serve to 
no other purpose but the exercise of curious wits, 

and exciting emulation among them. Others 
there be concerning matters of more weighty 
moment, yet having the resolution depending upon 
secrets unsearchable, or the interpretation of am- 
biguous words and obscure phrases, or upon some 
other uncertain conjectures; and are yet rendered 
more difficult by being entangled with inextricable 
folds of subtlety, nice distinctions, and crafty eva- 
sions, devised by the parties engaged in them 
for the maintenance of their causes respectively ; 
whence it hath happened, though with immense 
care and diligence of both parts they have been 
long canvassed, that yet they do, and in all pro- 

B. 8. VOL. I. 27 
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SERM. bability will for ever, remain undecided*. So that 
aha . 

now to engage in contest about them may be rea- 
sonably deemed nothing more than a wilful mis- 
pense of our time, labour, and good humour, by 
vainly reciprocating the saw of endless contention. 
Other questions there be in themselves of more 
easy resolution, and of considerable importance, 
which yet, by extreme opposition of parties, are so 
clouded and overgrown with insuperable prejudices, 
that the disputing them is seldom attended with 
other success, than an inflaming ourselves and 
others with passion. Others are by small and ob- 
scure parties managed against the common con- 
sent, and against the positive decrees of the most 
venerable authorities among men, by ventilating 
which, as truth is like to gain little, so peace is 
sure to suffer much. For as it is nowise a safe or 
advised course (except in case of necessary defence) 
to subject received opinions to the hazardous trial 
of a tumultuary conflict, their credit being better 
upheld by a stately reservedness, than by a popular 
forwardness of discourse; as buildings stand fastest 

that are never shaken, and those possessions re- 
main most secure that are never called in question: 
so, on the other hand, to countenance new and un- 

couth paradoxes, as it argues too much arrogance 
and presumption in confronting our single appre- 
hensions against the deliberate sense and suffrage 
of so many men, yea so many ages of men; and is 
likely to prove a successless attempt, like swimming 
against the current, accompanied with much toil and 
little progress, so it serves no good end, but only 

® Non amplius inveniri licet, quam quod a Deo discitur.—Ter- 

tull. de Anim. Cap. u. [Opp. p. 266 a | 
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foments divisions, and disturbs both our private SERM. 
and the public peace. But most of all we are to we 
be cautelous of meddling with controversies of dan- 
gerous consequence, wherein the public weal and 
quiet are concerned, which bare the roots of sacred 
authority, and prostitute the mysteries of govern- 
ment to vulgar inspection. Such points ought to 
be subjects of law, not of syllogism, and the errors 
in them to be corrected by punishment, rather than 
confuted by argument": neither can it be thought 
reasonable, that the interest of public peace should 
depend upon the event of private disputation. It 
concerns us therefore, if we would live peaceably 
in such disputable matters, reserving all due re- 
verence to the judgments of the most, the best and 
wisest persons, to be content in a modest privacy, 
to enjoy the results of a serious and impartial dis- 
quisition, patiently enduring others to dissent from 
us, and not attempting by needless, fruitless, and 
endless contentions, to gain others to our persua- 
sions; especially since the truth contended for may 
not be worth the passion employed upon it, and the 
benefits of the victory not countervail the prejudices 
sustained in the combat. For goodness and virtue 
may often consist with ignorance and error, seldom 
with strife and discord. And this consideration I 
shall conclude with those exhortations of St Paul, 
But foolish questions, and genealogies, and con- Tit. ii. 9. 
tentions, and law-contests, decline; for they are un- 
profitable and vain. And in the second Epistle to 
Timothy, But foolish and unlearned questions avoid, 2 Tim. ii. 

23, 25. 

1 Of pev yap dmopodvres, mérepov Set rods Oeods TYay, Kat Tods yoveis 

ayaray, 7) ov, Kokadgews Seovtar- ot S€ mérepov, y xv AEvKI, 7} Ov, 

aio @noews.—Arist. Top. 1. [9. 9.] 
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knowing that they gender strifes; and the servant of 
the Lord (that is, a minister of Religion) must not 
strive, but be gentle to all men, apt to teach, patient, 
in meekness instructing those that are contrarily dis- 
posed. And in the same chapter, Of these things 
put them in remembrance, charging them before the 
Lord, that they strive not about words to no profit, to 
the subverting of the hearers: of so pernicious con- 
sequence did St Paul esteem unnecessary wrang- 
ling and disputing to be. But further, 

tr If we desire to live peaceably, we must re- 
strain our pragmatical curiosity within the bounds 
of our proper business and concernment, not (being 
Curiosi in aliena republica') invading other men’s 
provinces, and without leave or commission inter- 
meddling with their affairs*; not rushing into their 

closets, prying into their concealed designs, or 
dictating counsel to them without due invitation 
thereto; not controlling their actions, nor sub- 
jecting their proceedings to our censure, without 
competent authority. For these courses men usually 
look upon as rash intrusions, both injurious and 
reproachful to them, usurping upon that freedom 
of choice, which all men passionately affect to 
preserve entire to themselves, and arguing them of 
weakness and incapacity to manage their own busi- 
ness: neither do men more naturally drive away 
flies that buz about their ears, and molest them in 

their employments, than they with disdain repel 
such immodest and unseasonable meddlers in their 

i [Cic. de Offic. 1. 34, 125.] 
* According to St Paul’s advice, 1 Thess. iv. 11. Strive (or be 

ambitious) to be quiet, and to mind your own business. irorupeicOat 
novxate, kat mpacoew Ta tua. 
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affairs. Let no man suffer, saith St Peter, as a coe 

busybody in other men’s matters: intimating, that ——— 
those who are impertinently inquisitive into other 
men’s matters make themselves lable to suffer 
(and that deservedly) for their fond curiosity and 
bold presumption. And, He that passeth by, and Prov.xxvi. 
meddleth with strife belonging not to him, is like one *” 
that taketh a dog by the ears, saith Solomon; that 
is, he catcheth at that which he cannot hold, and 

vainly aims at that which he cannot effect, and 
rashly irritates those which will turn upon him and 
bite him. If therefore we would neither molest 
others, nor be disquieted ourselves, we must be 
like natural agents, never working aught beyond 
our proper sphere of activity. But especially, if 
we desire to live peaceably, we must beware of as- 
suming to ourselves a liberty to censure the designs, 
decrees, or transactions of public authority, and of 

saying to our superiors, What doest thou? and 
much more, by querulous murmurings or clamorous 
declamations, of bringing envy and odium upon 
them. Few private men are capable of judging 
aright concerning those things, as being placed be- 
neath in a valley, and wanting a due prospect upon 
the ground and causes of their proceedings, who by 
reason of their eminent station can see more and 
further than they; and therefore are incompetent 
judges, and unjustly presume to interpose their 
sentence in such cases. But suppose the actions 
of superiors notoriously blameable and scandalous, 
and that by infallible arguments we are persuaded 
thereof; yet seeing neither the taxing of, nor com- 
plaint against them doth in anywise regularly be- 
long to us, nor the discovery of our mind therein 

1 Pet. iv. 
15. 
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can probably be an efficacious means of procuring 

redress, and immediately tends to diminish the re- 

putation and weaken the affection due to govern- 

ment, and consequently to impair the peaceable 

estate of things which by them is sustained, we are 

wholly to abstain from such unwarrantable, unpro- 

fitable, and turbulent practices ; and with a submiss 

and discreet silence, passing over the miscarriages 
of our superiors, to wait patiently upon the provi- 
dence, and implore the assistance of him, who is 
the only competent Judge of such, and sovereign 
Disposer of all things, who hath their hearts im his 
hands, and fashioneth them as he thinks good. 

Further, 
12 If we would live peaceably with all men, it 

behoves us not to engage ourselves so deeply in any 
singular friendship, or in devotion to any one party 
of men, as to be entirely partial to their interests, 
and prejudiced in their behalf, without distinct con- 
sideration of the truth and equity of their pretences, 
in the particular matters of difference ; not to ap- 
prove, favour, or applaud that which is bad in some; 
to dislike, discountenance, or disparage that which 

is good in others ; not, out of excessive kindness to 

some, to give just cause of distaste to others: not, 
for the sake of a fortuitous agreement in disposition, 

opinion, interest, or relation, to violate the duties 

of justice or humanity. For he that upon such 
terms is a friend to any one man, or party of men, 
as to be resolved, with an implicit faith, or blind 
obedience, to maintain whatever he or they shall 
affirm to be true, and whatever they shall do to be 

good, doth in a manner undertake enmity against 
all men beside, and as it may happen, doth oblige 
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himself to contradict plain truth, to deviate from 
the rules of virtue, and to offend Almighty God 
himself. This unlimited partiality we owe only to 
truth and goodness, and to God, (the fountain of 
them,) in no case to swerve from their dictates and 
prescriptions. He that followed Tiberius Gracchus 
in his seditious practices, upon the bare account of 
friendship, and alleged in his excuse, that, if his 
friend had required it of him, he should as readily 
have put fire to the Capitol', was much more abomi- 
nable for his disloyalty to his country, and horrible 
impiety agaist God, than commendable for his 
constant fidelity to his friend. And that soldier 
which is said to have told Ceesar™, (in his first ex- 
pedition against Rome,) that in obedience to his 
commands he would not refuse to sheathe his sword 
in the breast of his brother, or in the throat of his 

aged father, or in the bowels of his pregnant 
wife, was for his unnatural barbarity rather to be 
abhorred, than to be esteemed for his loyal affection 
to his general. And in like manner, he that, to 

please or gratify the humour of his friend, can be 
either injurious, or treacherous, or notably discour- 
teous to any man else, is very blameable, and 

renders himself deservedly odious to all others. 
Lelius, who incomparably well both understood 
and practised the rules of friendship, is by Cicero 

! Cie. de Amicit. [xt. 37. C. Blossius—hane, ut sibi ignoscerem, 

causam afferebat, quod tanti Ti. Gracchum fecisset, ut, quidquid 

ille vellet, sibi faciendum putaret. Tum ego, Etiamne, si te in 

Capitolium faces ferre vellet ? Nunquam, inquit, voluisset id qui- 

dem. Sed, si voluisset? Paruissem. | 

™ [Pectore si fratris gladium, juguloque parentis 

Condere me jubeas, plenzeque in viscera partu 

Conjugis, invita peragam tamen omnia dextra. } 
Eueer. (2765) 
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reported to have made this the first and chief law 

thereof ; Ut neque rogemus res turpes, nec faciamus 

rogati: That we neither require of our friends the 

performance of base and naughty things ; nor, being 

requested of them, perform such ourselves®. And 

in the heraldry, or comparison of duties, as all 

others must give place to those of piety, verity, and 

virtue, so, after them, the duties of humanity justly 

challenge the next place of respect, even above those 

which belong to the highest degree of friendship, 

(due to our nearest relations, yea to our country 

itself,) precisely taken, abstracted and distinguished 

from those of humanity. For the world is in nature 

the first, the most comprehensive and dearest coun- 

try of us all; and our general obligations to man- 

kind are more ancient, more fundamental, and more 

indispensable, than those particular ones superadded 
to, or superstructed on them. The peace therefore 
of the world, and the general welfare of men its 
citizens, ought to be more dear to us, and the means 
conducing thereto more carefully regarded by us 
in our actions, than either the love, favour, or satis- 

faction of any particular persons is to be valued or 
pursued. And the not observing this rule may 
reasonably be esteemed to have a great influence 
upon the continuance of those implacable feuds and 
dissensions, wherewith the world is so miserably 
torn and shattered. Men’s being peremptorily re- 
solved to extol, countenance, or excuse promiscu- 

ously all the principles and proceedings of the party 
to which they have addicted themselves, and to see 
no error, fault, or abuse in them; but by all means 
to depress, vilify, and condemn (if not to reproach, 

" Ubi supra [xm. 40.] 

i i i 
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calumniate, and persecute) the opinions and _ prac- SERM. 
tices of others, and not to acknowledge in them any ——— 
thing considerably good or commendable ; whence 
commonly all apprehend their adversaries extremely 
unjust and disingenuous towards them, and are 

alienated from all thoughts (or however discouraged 
from all hopes) of friendly accommodation and 
reconcilement. But he, that would live peaceably 
with all men, must be free in his judgment, impar- 
tial in his dealing, and ingenuous in his carriage 
toward all: not, Oavud{wv mpocwra, Admiring oY Jude 16. 

wondering at some men, (as if they were impeccable 
or infallible,) nor, Having the truth im respect of Sames ii. 
persons, abetting in his friends only what is just and " 
true, allowing the same in others, but in neither, by 

single approbation, countenancing any thing false 
or evil; for so demeaning himself, he giveth no man 

just occasion of displeasure or enmity against him. 
13 If we would live peaceably ourselves, we 

should endeavour to preserve peace, and prevent 
differences, and reconcile dissensions among others, 

by doing good offices, and making fair representa- 
tions of intercurrent passages between them ; by 
concealing causes of future disgust, and removing 
present misunderstandings, and excusing past mis- 
takes ; by allaying their passions, and rightly in- 
forming their minds, by friendly intercessions, and 
pacific advices. For the fire that devoureth our 
neighbour’s house threateneth and endangereth 
ours; and it is hard to approach contention, without 
being engaged therein. Tis not easy to keep our- 
selves indifferent or neutral ; and doing so we shall, 
in likelihood, be maligned and persecuted by both 
the contending parties. Blessed are the peacemakers, Matt. v. 9. 
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saith our Saviour, for they shall be called the sons of 

God; that is, they shall be highly esteemed and re- 

verenced for this divine quality, wherein they so 

nearly resemble the God of peace, and his blessed 

Son the great Mediator. But further, without 

respect to other recompense, and from the nature 

of their employment, such are immediately happy, 

and in this their virtuous practice rewards itself, 
that by appeasing others’ quarrels, they save them- 
selves that tranquillity which they procure to others. 
But those informing sycophants, those internuncios 
of pestilent tales, and incendiaries of discord, that 

(from bad nature, or upon base design) by the stall 
breath of clandestine whispers, or by the more vio- 
lent blasts of impudent calumnies, kindle the flames 
of dissension, or foment them among others ; that, 

by disseminating infamous rumours, and by mali- 
cious suggestions, instil jealousies into, and nourish 

malevolent surmises in the minds of men, Sepa- 
rating, asit 1s in the Proverbs, between chief friends, 
and widening the distance between others: these, 
I say, from the seeds of variance they scatter among 
others, reap in the end mischief and disturbance to 
themselves ; nor can expect to enjoy the benefit of 
that quiet, which they labour to deprive others of. 
The beginning of strife, saith Solomon, is as when 
one letteth out water; and he that, to the intent his 

neighbour’s lands should be overflown with a torrent 
of dissension, doth unloose the dams, and cut the 

banks of former friendship, may (if he be wise) ex- 
pect the merciless flood should at length reach 

himself, and that his own habitation should be at 

last surrounded therewith. For when men at 
length begin to be weary, and to repent of their 

— es ee 
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needless quarrels, and the mischievous consequences SERM. 
attending them, and to be inquisitive into the — 
causes and instruments of their vexation, they will 
certainly find out, detest, and invert the edge of 
their displeasure upon these wretched makebates ; 
and so the poison they mingled for others they 
themselves drink up ; the catastrophe of the tragedy 
(begun by them) is acted upon themselves ; they 
sink down into the pit they made for others, and 
in the net which they hid is their own foot taken : 
Et delator habet, quod dabat, eailium?. 

Lastly, If we would effectually observe this 
precept, we must readily comply with the innocent 
customs, and obey the established laws of the 

places where we live. I say first comply with the 
customs ; which also are, in effect, inferior laws 

enacted by the tacit agreement of the generality of 
men ; the non-observation of which is upon many 
accounts very prejudicial to peaceable life. For to 
those concerned in it, it will always seem to intimate 
a squeamish niceness, a froward perverseness, an 
arrogant self-conceitedness, a manifest despising 

other men’s judgments, and a virtual condemning 
their practices of fault or folly, and consequently a 
monopolizing all goodness, and appropriating all 
wisdom to himself; qualities intolerably odious to 
men, and productive of enmity. It incenses the 
people (hugely susceptive of provocation) with a 
sense of notable injury done, and contempt cast 
upon it. For the only authority, which the com- 
monalty can lay claim to, consists in prescribing 
rules of decency in language, habit, gesture, cere- 

mony, and other circumstances of action, declared 

° [Mart. de Spect. iv 4.] 
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SERM. and ratified by ordinary practice ; nonconformity to 
XXXI. Cea ; 

which is by them adjudged a marvellous irregu- 
larity, contumacy, and rebellion against the majesty 
of the people, and is infallibly revenged and pun- 
ished by them. 

There is no preserving peace, nor preventing 
broils and stirs, but by punctually observing that 
ordinary rule of equity, that in cases of doubtful 
debate, and points of controverted practice, the 
fewest should yield to the most, the weakest bend 
to the strongest, and that to the greatest number 
should be allowed at least the greatest appearance 
of reason. To which purpose we may observe, that 
the best and wisest men (not to displease those 
with whom they conversed, as far as their duty to 
God, and their conscience would permit) have com- 
monly, in their manners of life, followed not what 

in their retired judgment they most approved, but 
what suited to the customs of their times and 
places, avoiding a morose singularity, as offensive 
to others, and productive of disquiet to themselves’. 
You know how Cicero censured Cato for endeavour- 
ing, against the grain and predominant genius of 
those times, to reduce things to a strict agreement 
with his private notions: Jlle optimo animo utens, 
et summa fide, nocet interdum reipublice. Dicit 
enim tanquam im Platonis worrteia, non tanquam 
in Romuli fece, sententiam’. But a more clear and 
pertinent instance we have in St Paul, who thus 

P Td agamus, ut meliorem vitam sequamur quam vulgus, non 

ut contrariam; alioqui quos emendari volumus, fugamus, et a nobis 
avertimus. 

Temperetur vita inter bonos mores et publicos, &c. Sen. [Ep. 

v. § 2,§ 4.] 

q Ep. ad Attic. m. 1. 

—s Te ee 
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represents his own practice: [ have made myself a SERM. 
Xike 

servant to all: unto the Jews I became as a Jew; a 

to them that are without law, as without law: to eae! 

the weak became I as weak: I am made all things *** * ** 
to all men, that I might by all means save some. St 
Paul wisely knew, that, by a prudent compliance Act =. 
with men’s customs, and condescension to their 
capacities, he engaged to him, or at least did not 
alienate from him, their affections; and thereby be- 
came more capable of infusing good doctrine into 
their minds, and promoting their spiritual good. 
And the same course was generally taken by the 
primitive Christians, who in all things (not incon- 
sistent with the rules and principles of their reli- 
gion) did industriously conform their conversation 
to the usual practices of men ; thereby shunning 
those scandalous imputations of pride and perverse- 
ness, which then rendered the Jews so odious to the 

world, as appears by divers passages in the ancient 
apologists for Christian religion: particularly Justin 
Martyr in his Epistle to Diognetus hath these 
words: Xpiotiavoi ydp ovre yn, ovTE wry, ovte EBecr 

OrakeK pipe vot TOV Aowtrw@v elo lv avOpwrwv. ouTe yap TOU 

models idias KaTOLKOVGLW, OUTE cradexT@ Tit mapnAXay- 

evn XpovrTat, ovTe Biov Tapacnpov agKovow.—kaTot- 

kouvtes 6€ modes “EXAnucas te Kat BapBapous, ws 

éxagTos exAnpwOn, Kal €v ToLS ery Xwpiows eOeatv axoXov- 

Oovvres’, &e. The Christians neither in dwelling, 
language, or customs differ from the rest of men ; 

they neither inhabit towns proper to themselves, nor 
use any peculiar dialect, nor exercise an uncouth 
manner of living; but, as by chance it vs allotted to 
them, inhabiting cities belonging both to Greeks and 

* (Cap. v. Opp. p. 248 c.] 
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Barbarians, comply with the customs of the country. 
And much more hath he there ; and much Tertul- 

lian likewise in his Apologetic, to the same purpose. 
Neither do we find in the life of our Saviour, that 

exact pattern of wisdom and goodness, that in any 
thing he did affect to differ from the received 
customs of his time and country, except such as 
were grounded upon vain conceits, extremely pre- 
judicial to piety, or directly repugnant thereto. 

And I cannot except from this rule the com- 
pliance with religious customs used in the worship 
and service of God: since a wilful discrepancy 
from them doth much more destroy peace, and 
kindle the flame of contention, inasmuch as men 

are apt to apprehend themselves much more 
shghted and more condemned by a disagreement 
in those, than in matters of lesser concernment. 

And it cannot reasonably be imagined, that the 
God of love and peace, who questionless delights to 
see men converse in peace and amity, and who 
therefore in general terms enjoins us to pursue the 
things that make for peace, (whereof certainly in 
reason and to experience, following indifferent and 
harmless customs, not expressly repugnant to his 
law, nor to the dictates of natural reason, is one 

thing, and not the least,) in our addresses to himself 
(partly designed and mainly serving more strictly 
to unite, not to dissociate men in affection) should 
dishke or disapprove the use of this course, so 
expedient and conducible to peace : especially since 
he infinitely more regards the substance of the duty, 
and the devotion of the heart therein, than the 

manner, or any circumstantial appendages thereof: 
it is certain however, that St Paul intimates a 

ne pale 
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wilful departure from ordinary practice in such SERM. 
cases, to proceed from a contentious disposition : fa 

But of any man, saith he, have a mind to be con- 1 Cor. xi. 

tentious, (80 Soxet diddverxos eivae imports,) we have” 
no such custom, nor the churches of God. 

But yet much more is peaceable conversation 
impeached by disobedience to established laws, 
those great bulwarks of society, fences of order, 
and supports of peace: which he that refuses to 
obey, is so far from living peaceably with all men, 
that he may reasonably be presumed unwilling to 
have peace with any man ; since in a manner he 
defies all mankind, vilifies its most solemn judg- 
ments, endeavours to dissolve those sacred bands 

by which its union is contained, and to subvert the 
only foundations of public tranquillity. He declares 
himself either to affect an universal tyranny over, 
or an abhorrency from society with other men, to 
be unwilling to live with them upon equal terms, 
or to submit to any fair arbitration, to desire that 
strifes should be endless, and controversies never 

decided, who declines the verdict of law, the most 
solemn issue of deliberate advice, proceeding from 
the most honourable, most wise, most worthy and 
select persons, and involving in it the consent of 
the whole commonwealth. St Paul, directing that 
prayers should be made for princes and those in 
authority, assigns the reason, That we may lead a x Tim. ii. 

quiet and peaceable life, in all godliness and honesty: * 
and certainly if we are to pray for, we are also 
obliged to obey them, in order to the same end, 
which to do is absolutely in our power, and more 

immediately requisite to that purpose. or as no 
peace can be preserved without the influence of au- 
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SEEM: thority; so no authority can subsist without obedi- 
aha 

ence to its sanctions. He that is desirous to enjoy 
the privileges of this happy estate of peace, must 
in reason be content to perform the duties enjoined, 
and bear the common burdens imposed by those 
who are the protectors of it. 

Thus, as plainly as I could, have I described 

what it is to live peaceably, and what the means 
are that principally conduce thereto : I should now 
proceed to consider the object of the duty, and the 
reasons why it respects all men ; as also whence it 

comes, that sometimes we may fail in our endeavour 
of attaming this desirable condition : and lastly, to 
propound some inducements persuasive of its prac- 
tice. But I must not further encroach on your 
patience, and shall therefore reserve these things 
to the next opportunity. 

Now the peace of God, which passeth all under- 
standing, keep your hearts and minds in the know- 
ledge and love of God, and of his Son Jesus Christ 
our Lord; and the blessing of God Almighty, the 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, be among you, and 
remain with you always. Amen. 



SERMON XXXII. 

OF A PEACEABLE TEMPER AND CARRIAGE. 

Romans XII. 18. 

If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably 
with all men. 

| HAVE very lately considered what it is to live 
peaceably, and what are the duties included 

therein ; and what means conduce thereto. 

II. I proceed now to consider the object there- 
of, and why the duty of living peaceably extends to 
All men, that is, why we are bound to bear good 
will, and do good offices, and shew civil respects to 
all men; and to endeavour, that all men recipro- 

cally be well affected toward us. For it might with 
some colour of reason be objected, and said, Why 
should I be obliged heartily to love those, that 
desperately hate me ; to treat them kindly, that use 
me despitefully; to help them, that would hinder 
me ; to relieve them, that would plunge me into 
utter distress ; to comfort them, that delight in my 
affliction ; to be respective to, and tender of, their 

_ reputation, who despise, defame, and reproach me; 

to be indulgent and favourable to them, who are 

harsh and rigorous in their dealings with me; to 
spare and pardon them, who with implacable malice 
persecute me? Why should I seek their friendship, 
who disdainfully reject mine? why prize their 
favour, who scorn mine? why strive to please them, 

B. 8. VOL. II. 28 

SERM. 
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SERM. who purposely offend me? Or why should I have 
XXXI ite 

any regard to men, void of all faith, goodness, or 
desert ? And most of all, why should I be bound 
to maintain amicable correspondence with those, 
who are professed enemies to piety and virtue, who 
oppugn truth, and disturb peace, and countenance 
vice, error, and faction? How can any love, con- 

sent of mind, or communion of good offices, inter- 

cede between persons so contrarily disposed? I 
answer, they may, and ought, and that because 
the obligation to these ordinary performances is not 
grounded upon any peculiar respects, special quali- 
fications, or singular actions of men, (which are 

contingent and variable,) but upon the indefectible 
score of common humanity. We owe them, (as the 
philosopher alleged, when he dispensed his alms to 
an unworthy person,) Ov 7@ avOpwr@, ard TH avOpo- 
wivy*, not to the men, but to human nature resident 
in them. There be indeed divers other sorts of 
love, in nature and object more restrained, built 
upon narrower foundations, and requiring more ex- 
traordinary acts of duty and respect, not competent 
to all men ; as a love of friendship, founded upon 
long acquaintance, suitableness of disposition, and 
frequent exchanges of mutual kindness: a love of 
gratitude, due to the reception of valuable benefits ; 
a love of esteem, belonging to persons endued with 
worth and virtue ; a love of relation, resulting from 
kindred, affinity, neighbourhood, and other common 
engagements. But the love of benevolence, (which 

is precedent to these, and more deeply rooted’ in 
nature, more ancient, more unconfined, and more 

* {Aristot. apud Stob. Flor. Tit. xxxvir. 32. Tom. 1. p. 56, 
Ed. Gaisford. } 
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immutable,) and the duties mentioned, consequent 
on it, are grounded upon the natural constitution, 

necessary properties, and unalterable condition of 
humanity, and are upon several accounts due 
thereto. 

t Upon account of universal cognation, agree- 
ment, and similitude of nature. For, Oixetov das 

avOpwros avOpwrw kai pirov; All men naturally are 
of kin and friends to each other, saith Aristotle». 
Fratres autem etiam vestri sunus, jure nature 

matris unius; We are also your brethren in the 
right of nature, our common mother, saith Tertul- 
lan‘ of old, in the name of the Christians to the 

heathens. We are but several streams issuing 
from one primitive source ; several branches sprout- 
ing from the same stock; several stones hewed out 

of the same quarry: one substance, by miraculous 
efficacy of the divine benediction diffused and mul- 
tiplied. One element affords us matter, and one 
fire actuates it, kindled at first by the breath of 

SERM. 
XXXII. 

God. One blood flows in all our veins; one nour- Acts xvii. 

ishment repairs our decayed bodies, and one common 
air refreshes our languishing spirits’. We are co- 
habitants of the same earth, and fellow-citizens of 

the same great commonwealth; Unam omnium 
rempublicam agnoscimus, mundum,.said the fore- 

mentioned Apologist for Christianity’. We were 

P Eth. vor. 1. [3.] 
° Apolog. (Cap. xxxrx. Opp. p. 31. B.] 
4 ‘Avdpdrodov, odk dvéén rod ddeApod rod cavrod, bs eee roy Ata 

mpdyovoyv, @omep vids EK TOY alTaY oOTEppaTwY yéyove, Kal THs aiTis 

avobev karaBodfis ; &c.—Epict. Diss. 1. 13. [3.] 

Nemo est in genere humano, cui non dilectio, etsi non pro 

mutua caritate, pro ipsa tamen communis nature societate de- 

beatur.—Aug. [Ep. cxxx. ad Probam. Opp. Tom. 11. ool. 387. ¢.] 
© Tert. Apolog. (Cap. xxxvu. Opp. p. 30. p.] 

28—2 
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SERM. all fashioned according to the same original idea, 
< 

Proy. xi. 

(resembling God our common Father,) all endowed 
with the same faculties, inclinations, and affections ; 

all conspire in the essential and more notable 
ingredients of our constitution ; and are only dis- 

tinguished by some accidental, inconsiderable cir- 
cumstances of age, place, colour, stature, fortune, 

and the like; in which we differ as much from 

ourselves in successions of time. So that what 
Aristotle said of a friend is applicable to every 
man; every man is, ”A\Xos a’tos, Another ourself*: 

and he that hates another, detests his own most 

lively picture*; he that harms another, injures his 
own nature; he that denies relief to another, 

starves a member of his own body, and withers a 
branch of his own tree. The merciful man doeth 
good to his own soul; but he that is cruel troubleth 
his own flesh. Neither can any personal demerit 
of vicious habit, erroneous opinion, enormous prac- 

tice, or signal discourtesy towards us, dissolve these 
bands : for as no unkindness of a brother can wholly 
rescind that relation, or disoblige us from the duties 
annexed thereto ; so neither upon the faults or in- 
juries of any man can we ground a total dispensa- 
tion from the offices of humanity, especially if the 
injuries be not irreparable, nor the faults incurable. 

2 We are indispensably obliged to these 
duties, because the best of our natural inclinations 

prompt us to the performance of them ; especially 
those of pity and benignity, which are manifestly 
discernible in all, but most powerful and vigorous 

f (Eth. 1x. 4. 5.] 
8 Nihil est enim unum uni tam simile, tam par, quam omnes 

inter nosmetipsos sumus.—Cic. de Leg. 1. [10. 29.] 
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in the best natures ; and which, questionless, by = 

the most wise and good Author of our beings were 
implanted therein both as monitors to dieses and 
as spurs to incite us to the performance of our 
duty. For the same bowels, that, in our want of 
necessary sustenance, do by a lively sense of pain 
inform us thereof, and instigate us to provide 
against it, do in like manner grievously resent the 
distresses of another, and thereby admonish us of 
our duty, and provoke us to relieve them. Even 
the stories of calamities, that in ages long since 
past have happened to persons nowise related to 
us, yea, the fabulous reports of tragical events, do 
(even against the bent of our wills, and all resist- 
ance of reason) melt our hearts with compassion, 
and draw tears from our eyes : and thereby evidently 
signify that general sympathy" which naturally in- 
tercedes between all men, since we can neither see, 

nor hear of, nor imagine another’s grief, without 
being afflicted ourselves. Antipathies may be 
natural to wild beasts; but to rational creatures 

they are wholly unnatural. And on the other side, 

as nature to eating and drinking, and such acts 
requisite to the preservation of our life, hath ad- 
joined a sensible pleasure and satisfaction, enticing 
us to, and encouraging us in the performance of 
them; so, and doubtless to the same end, hath she 

made relieving the necessities of others, and doing 
good offices to them, to be accompanied with a very 

contentful and delicious relish to the mind of the 

ShBee oh Hee nostri pars optima sensus. 
Juv. Sat. xv. [133.] 

OF iS oye Genin 50 Mutuus ut nos 
Affectus petere auxilium et przstare juberet. 

Id. Ibid. [149.] 

XXII. 
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doer. Epicurus, that great master of pleasure, did 
himself confess, that to bestow benefits was not 
only more brave, but more pleasant than to receive 
them ; (Esrixoupos, saith Plutarch’, rod ev Tacyeuw, 

TO €V TOLELY, OV pOvOY KaAALOV, ANA Kal HoLov eivat pyat.) 

And, certainly, no kind of actions a man can per- 
form are attended with a more pure, more perfect, 
more savoury delight, than those of beneficence 
are. Since nature therefore hath made our neigh- 
bour’s misery our pain, and his content our pleasure ; 
since with indissoluble bands of mutual sympathy 
she hath concatenated our fortunes and affections 
together ; since by the discipline of our sense she 
instructs us, and by the importunity thereof solicits 
us to the observance of our duty, let us follow her 
wise directions, and conspire with her kindly mo- 
tions; let us not stifle or weaken by disuse, or con- 
trary practice, but by conformable action cherish 
and confirm the good inclinations of nature. 

3 Weare obliged to these duties upon account 
of common equity. We have all (the most sour 
and stoical of us all) implanted in us a natural am- 
bition, and a desire (which we can by no means 
eradicate) of bemg beloved and respected by all ; 
and are disposed in our need to demand assistance, 
commiseration of our misfortunes, and relief in our 

distress of all that are in capacity to afford them ; 
and are apt to be vehemently displeased, to think 
ourselves hardly dealt with, and to complain of 
cruelty and inhumanity in those that refuse them to 
us: and therefore, in all reason and equity, we should 

' De Phil. Convictu cum Princip. [Opp. Tom. ut. p. 1393. Ed. 
Steph. | 

Evdpaivou rd evepyereiv.— Mare. Ant. [vir § 13.] 
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readily pay the same love, respect, aid, and com- 
fort to others, which we expect from others ; for, 
Beneficium dare qui nescit, injuste petit; nothing 
is more unreasonable, or unequal, than to require 

from others those good turns, which, upon like occa- 
sion, we are unwilling to render to others. 

4 Weare obliged to these duties of humanity, 
upon account of common interest, benefit, and ad- 

vantage. The welfare and safety, the honour and 
reputation, the pleasure and quiet of our lives are 
concerned in our maintaining a loving correspond- 
ence with all men. For so uncertain is our con- 
dition, so obnoxious are we to manifold necessities, 

that there is no man whose good-will we may not 
need, whose good word may not stand us in stead, 

whose helpful endeavour may not sometime oblige 
us. The great Pompey, the glorious triumpher 
over nations, and admired darling of fortune, was 
beholden at last to a slave for the composing his 
ashes, and celebrating his funeral obsequies. The 
honour of the greatest men depends on the estima- 
tion of the least; and the good-will of the meanest 
peasant is a brighter ornament to the fortune, a 
greater accession to the grandeur of a prince, than 
the most radiant gem in his royal diadem. How- 
ever the spite and enmity of one (and him the most 
weak otherwise and contemptible) person may 
happen to spoil the content of our whole life, and 
deprive us of the most comfortable enjoyments 
thereof; may divert our thoughts from our delight- 
ful employments to a solicitous care of selfpreser- 
vation and defence; may discompose our minds 
with vexatious passions ; may by false reports, odious 

k (Publ. Syrus. (Poet. Scen. Latin. Vol. v1. p. 228. Ed. Bothe).] 
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suggestions, and slanderous defamations blast our 
credit, raise a storm of general hatred, and conjure 
up thousands of enemies against us; may by insidi- 
ous practices supplant and undermine us, prejudice 
our welfare, endanger our estate, and involve us in 

a bottomless gulph of trouble: it is but reasonable 
therefore, if we desire to live securely, comfortably, 
and quietly, that by all honest means we should 
endeavour to purchase the good-will of all men, 
and provoke no man’s enmity needlessly; since any 
man’s love may be useful, and every man’s hatred 
is dangerous. 

5 We are obliged to these duties by a tacit 
compact and fundamental constitution of mankind, 
in pursuance of those principal designs, for which 
men were incorporated, and are still contained in 
civil society. For to this purpose do men congre- 
gate, cohabit and combine themselves in sociable 
communion, that thereby they may enjoy a delight- 
ful conversation, void of fear, free from suspicion, 

and free from danger; promote mutual advantage 
and satisfaction; be helpful and beneficial each to 
other: abstracting from which commodities, the re- 
tirements of a cloister, or the solitudes of a desert, 

the life of a recluse, or of a wild beast, would per- 

haps be more desirable than these of gregarious 
converse: for as men, being pleased and well-af- 
fected to each other, are the most obliging friends, 

and pleasant companions; so being enraged, they 
are the most mischievous and dangerous neigh- 
bours, the most fierce and savage enemies. By 
neglecting, therefore, or contravening these duties 
of humanity, we frustrate the main ends of society, 
disappoint the expectations of each other, subvert 
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the grounds of ordinary civility, and in the com- SERM. 
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monwealth deal as unpoliticly, as the members in 
the body should act unnaturally, in subtracting 
mutual assistance, or harming each other; as if the 
eye should deny to the hands the direction of sight, 
and the hands in revenge should pluck out the 
eyes. 

6 We are by observing these rules to oblige 
and render men well-affected to us, because being 
upon such terms with men conduceth to our living 
(not only delightfully and quietly, but) honestly 
and religiously in this world. How peace and 
edification, spiritual comfort and temporal quiet do 
concur and cooperate, we see intimated Acts ix. 31: 
Then had the churches peace throughout all Judea, 
and Galilee, and Samaria, and were edified: and 

walking im the fear of the Lord, and in the comfort 
of the Holy Ghost, were multiplied. St Paul ad- 
vised the Christians of his time, liable to persecu- 

tion, To make prayers for all men, (and especially 1 tim. ii. 
for those in eminent power,) that they might lead a” * 
quiet and peaceable life’ in all godliness and honesty ; 
to pray for them, that is, to pray that they might 
be so disposed, as not to molest, interrupt, or discou- 
rage them in the exercise of virtue, and practice of 
piety. For these by a tranquillity of mind, a se- 
dateness of affections, a competency of rest, and 
leisure, and retirement, a freedom from amazing 

fear, distracting care, and painful sense, are greatly 
advanced; of which advantages by contentious 
-broils and enmities we are deprived, and encum- 
bered with the contrary impediments. They breed 
thorny anxieties, and by them choke the seeds of 

1 "Hpepov kai novytov Biov, a retired and quiet life. 
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good intention: they raise dusky fumes of melan- 
choly, by them intercepting the beams of spiritual 
light, and stifling the flames of devout affection. 
By them our thoughts are affixed upon the basest, 
and taken off from the most excellent objects; our 
fancies are disordered by turbulent animosities ; our 
time is spent, and our endeavour taken up in the 
most ungrateful and unprofitable employments, of 
defeating the attempts, resisting the assaults, dis- 
proving the calumnies, countermining the plots of 
adversaries; they bring us upon the stage against 
our will, and make us act parts in tragedies, neither 

becoming, nor delighting us. They disturb often 
our natural rest, and hinder us in the despatch of 
our ordinary business; and much more impeach 
the steadiness of our devotion, and obstruct the 

course of religious practice. They tempt us also to 
omissions of our duty, to unseemly behaviour, 
and to the commissions of grievous sin; to harsh 
censure, envious detraction, unwarrantable revenge, 

repining at the good successes, and delighting in 
the misfortunes of others. Many examples occur 
in history, like those of Hanno the Carthaginian, 
and Q. Metellus, (Pompey’s antagonist,) who, in 
pursuance of some private grudges, have not only 
betrayed their own interests, and sullied their 
own reputations; but notably disserved and damn- 
ified the public weal of their country: and so will 
our being engaged in enmity with men cause us to 
neglect, if not to contradict, our dearest concern- 
ments; whence we should carefully avoid the occa- 
sions thereof, and by an innocent and beneficent 
conversation oblige men to a friendly correspond- 
ence with us, 
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7 We are obliged to perform these duties of SER 
humanity, because by so doing we become more ca- : 
pable of promoting goodness in others, and so of 
fulfilling the highest duties of Christian charity ; of 
successfully advising and admonishing others; of 
instructing their ignorance, and convincing their 
mistakes; of removing their prejudices, and satis- 
fying their scruples; of reclaiming them from vice, 
error, faction; and reconciling them to virtue, truth, 

and peace. For by no force of reason, or stratagem 
of wit, are men so easily subdued, by no bait so 
throughly allured and caught, as by real courtesy, 
gentleness, and affability; as on the other side, by 
a sour and peevish humour, supercilious looks, bit- 

ter language, and harsh dealing, men are render- 
ed indocile, and intractable, averse from better in- 

struction, obstinate in their ways, and pertinacious 
in their conceits. Easily do men swallow the pill 
gilded with fair carriage, and sweetened by kind 
speech; readily do they afford a favourable ear to 
the advice seeming to proceed from good-will, and 
a tender care of their good: but the physic of 
wholesome admonition, being steeped in the vinegar 
of reproach and tempered with the gall of passion, 
becomes distasteful and loathsome to the patient: 
neither will men willingly listen to the reasonings 
of those, whom they apprehend disaffected to their 
persons, and more desirous to wound their reputa- 
tions, than to cure their distempers. The slightest 
argument, the most simple and unpolished oration, 
issuing from the mouth of a friend, is wonderfully 

more prevalent, than the strongest demonstration, 
than the most powerful eloquence of an enemy. 
For obliging usage and courteous speech unlock 
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the affections, and by them insinuate into the 
reason of men: but surly deportment and froward 
expressions dam up the attention with prejudice, 
and interclude all avenues to the understanding. 
An illustration of which discourse we have from 
comparing the different practice of the Jews, and 
the ancient Christians, with the contrary successes 
thereof. The Jews, by their seditious and turbu- 
lent practices, by their insolent contempt, and 

implacable hatred of others; (for you know what 
Tacitus™ saith of them: Apud ipsos fides obstinata, 
musericordia in promptu, sed adversus omnes alios 
hostile odiwm;) by their perverse and unsociable 
humours, declinmg all intercourse, and refusing 
ordinary offices of humanity (so much as to shew 
the way, or to direct the thirsty traveller to the 
fountain) to any not of their own sect, did procure 
an odium, scorn, and infamy upon their Religion, 
rendered all men averse from inquiring into, or 

entertaining any good opinion thereof, and so 
very little enlarged its bounds, and gained few 
proselytes thereto. But the Christians, by a mild, 
patient, and peaceable behaviour; by obedience to 
laws, and compliance with harmless customs; by 
perfect innocence and abstinence from doing injury ; 
by paying due respects, and performing civil offices 
and demonstrations of benevolence; by loving con- 
versation and friendly commerce with all, commend- 
ed their doctrine to the regard of men”: and by 

sELISE Wer [Os 
™ Thus the ancient Christians: but when Religion declined, 

dissension and ill-will did grow; so that the heathen historian 
(Ammianus Marcellinus) could say of Julian: Nullas infestas ho- 
minibus bestias, ut sunt sibi ferales plerique Christianorum, ex- 
pertus.—Lib. xxu. [5, 4.] 
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this only piece of rhetoric (without terror of arms SERM. 
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or countenance of power, or plausibility of discourse, = 
or promise of temporal reward) subdued the faith 
of men, and persuaded a great part of the world to 
embrace their excellent profession. We converse 
with you like men, we use the same diet, habit, 

and necessary furniture: we have recourse to 
your tribunals; we frequent your markets, your 

fairs, your shops, your stalls, your shambles, your 
baths: we cohabit, we sail, we war, we till, we 

trade, we maintain all manner of commerce with 
you; saith the Christian Apologist to the Pagans, 
in behalf of the ancient Christians. Which kind of 
practice they derived not only from the sweet tem- 
per and noble genius of their Religion, but from the 
express institution of the first teachers thereof, and 
from their exemplary practice therem. For both 
by doctrine did the Apostles exhort, and by their 
example incite them to adorn the Gospel, and ren- 
der the discipline of Christ amiable by their meek, 
gentle, compliant and inoffensive conversation; and 
thereby to allure others to a willing entertainment 
thereof. To this purpose are those exhortations, 
Let your moderation (ro émekés vwov, your equity, Phil. iv. 5. 
or gentleness) be known to all men: and, Comfort 1 Thess. v. 
the afflicted, swpport the weak, be long-suffering‘? ** 
toward all. Be ye all careful not to render evil for 
evil, but always pursue goodness toward each other, 
and toward all: and, As we have opportunity, let Gal. vi. 10. 
us do good to all men: and, Put them in mind to be vit. ii. 1, 

2. 

° [Itaque non sine foro, non sine macello, non sine balneis, 

tabernis, officinis, stabulis, nundinis vestris, ceterisque commerciis 

cohabitamus hoc seculum. Navigamus et nos vobiscum, et vobis- 
cum militamus, et rusticamur, et mercamur.—Tert. Apolog. Cap. 
xLu. Opp. p. 33. p.] 
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subject to principalities and powers, to be ready to 
every good work, to reproach no man, not to be con- 
tentious, but gentle, shewing all meekness to all men: 

and, The minister of the Lord must not strive; but 

be gentle unto all men, apt to teach, patient; in 
meekness instructing those that oppose themselves; 
(or those that are otherwise disposed, rovs avtt- 
cvaTiOeneévous:) Uf peradventure God will give them re- 
pentance to the acknowledgment of the truth: where 
gentleness toward all, and meekness toward adver- 
sarles, are oppositely conjoined, with aptness to 
teach and instruct; the one qualification so effec- 
tually predisposing to the other: and it is beside 
intimated, that gentle and meek treatment are 
suitable instruments ordinarily employed by God 
to convert men from error to truth. 

8 We are bound hereto in compliance and 
conformity to the best patterns; God, Christ, the 
Apostles, the primitive saints. This illustrious doc- 
tor of Christian Religion, St Paul, did not fail to 
second this his doctrine with his own example: for, 
Give none offence, saith he, neither to the Jews, nor 

to the Gentiles, nor to the church of God; even as I 

please all men in all things, not seeking mine own 
profit, but the profit of many, that they may be 

saved. Please all men in all things: what could St 
Paul say, or what do more? And again, For 
though, saith he, I be free from all men, yet have I 
made myself a servant unto all, that I might gain 
the more. To the weak became I as weak, that I 

might gain the weak: I am made all things to all 
men, that by all means I might save some. See 
how far this charitable design of doing good to 
others transported him: he parted with his own 
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freedom, that he might redeem them from the sla- — 
very of a wicked life; he denied his own present 
satisfaction, that he might procure them a lasting 
content; he despised his own profit, that he might 
promote their spiritual advantage; he prostituted 
his own reputation, that he might advance them to 
a condition of true glory. He underwent griev- 
ous afflictions for their comfort, sustained restless 

pains for their ease, and hazarded his own safety 
for their salvation. He condescended to their 
infirmities, suited his demeanour to their tempers, 
complied with their various humours, and contrary 
customs: he differed from himself, that he might 
agree with them, and transformed himself into all 

shapes, that he might convert them into what they 
should be, reform their manners, and translate 

them into a happy estate. But above all ig the 
practice of our Lord himself most remarkable to 
this purpose; and discovers plainly to him that 
observes an universally large and unrestrained 
philanthropy. For having from a wonderful con- 
spiracy of kindness and good-will (between him and 
his eternal Father) toward the world of men, de- 
scended willingly from the throne of his celestial 
majesty, and enveloped his divine glory in a cloud 
of mortal frailty, and, That, as the Apostle saith, Col. i. 20. 
he might reconcile all things in heaven and earth, 
conjoin God and man by a nearer alliance, and 
unite men together by the more sacred bands of 
common relation to himself: having assumed not 
only the outward shape and corporeal resemblance 
of man, but the inward frame, and real passions of 
human souls; he disdained not, accordingly, to obey 
the laws, to follow the inclinations, to observe the 
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duties of the best and most perfect humanity ; 

with an equal and impartial bounty imparting free 
admittance, familiar converse, friendly aid and suc- 
cour unto all, even the worst of men in all appear- 
ance, (and that so far, that some rigorous censurers 
thence presumed to tax him as a glutton, and a 
good-fellow, a friend to publicans and _ sinners,) 
distributing liberally to all the incomparable bene- 
fits of his heavenly doctrine, of his holy example, of 
his miraculous power; instructing the ignorances, 
detecting the errors, dispossessing the devils; sus- 
taining the weaknesses, overlooking the injuries, 
comforting the afflictions, supplying the necessities, 
healing the diseases, and remedying all the miseries 
of all, that did not wilfully reject their own wel- 
fare: He went about, saith St Peter in the Acts, 

doing good, and healing all that were oppressed of 
the devil: and, He went about all the cities and vil- 

lages, teaching im their synagogues, and preaching 
the gospel of the kingdom, and healing every sick- 
ness and every disease among the people, saith St 
Matthew's Gospel. He despised not the meanest, 
either in outward estate, or spiritual improvement. 
He invited all unto him, repelled or discouraged 
none; nor refused to any that came unto him his 
counsel or his help. He was averse from no man’s 
society, (and if in any degree from any, chiefly 
from those, who confidently pretended to extraor- 
dinary sanctity, and proudly contemned others.) 
Meek and gentle he was, mild and patient ; courteous 
and benign; lowly and condescensive; tender and 
compassionate in his conversation unto all. And 
for a complement of his transcendent charity, and 
for an enforcement unto ours, he laid down his 
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life for us all, as a common price to purchase re- SERM. 
mission of sins; a general ransom to redeem the — 
human creation from the captivity of hell and sla- 
very of corruption into the glorious liberty of the 
sons of God; demolishing by his pacific death all 
partition-walls, and laying open all enclosures of 
the divine favour; reconciling God to man, and 
combining man to himself by the fresh cement of his 
precious blood: so that now not only as fellow crea- 
tures, but (which is exceedingly more) as partakers 
of the same common Redemption, as objects of the 
same mercy, as obliged in the same common debt, 

and as capable of the same eternal happiness, by 
new and firmer engagements we are bound to all 
mutual kindness and benevolence toward all. For, 

Destroy not, saith St Paul, (and by like reason I Rom. xiv. 
may say, harm not, vex not, be not unkind to) ** 
him, for whom Christ died. 

Nay, further, we have the example of Almighty 
God himself directing, and by our Saviour’s express 
admonition obliging us to this universal beneficence, 
compassion, and patience towards all: who by ex- 
press testimony of sacred writ, and by palpable 
signs of continual experience, declareth himself to 
be a lover of mankind; to be good to all, and Tit. iii. 4. 
tenderly merciful over all his works; not to afflict ayaa 

willingly, nor grieve the children of men; to com- 
passionate the miseries, and supply the needs, and 
relieve the distresses, to desire the salvation, and to 

delight in the happiness of men: who, with an 
indifferent unlimited munificence, dispenses his 
blessmgs, extends his watchful providence, and 
imparts his lovmg care unto all; causing his sun 
with comfortable beams to shine, and the refreshing 

B. 8. VOL. Il. 29 
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showers to descend, the earth to yield her pleasant 
fruits, the temperate seasons to recur, and all the 

elements to minister succour, joy, and satisfaction 
even to the most impious and ungrateful toward 
him? : who, with immense clemency and long-suffer- 
ance, overlooks the sacrilegious affronts offered daily 
to his majesty, the outrageous violations of his 
laws, and the contemptuous neglects of his unex- 
pressible goodness: who patiently waits for the 
repentance, and incessantly solicits the reconcile- 
ment, courts the amity, and in a manner begs the 
good-will of his most deadly enemies ; whom he hath 
always in his hand, and can crush to nothing at his 

pleasure. For, We are ambassadors for Christ, as 
uf God by us did entreat you: we beseech you 
in Christ's behalf; be reconciled to God, saith 

St Paul. 
Since therefore upon account of natural consan- 

guinity, of our best inclinations, of common equity, 

and general advantage, and an implicit compact 
between men; of securing our, and promoting 
others’ virtue and piety; from the exhortations of 
scripture mentioned, and many more tending to the 
same purpose; from the example of the ancient 
Christians, the leaders and champions of our Re- 
ligion, of the Apostles, the masters and patriarchs 
thereof, of our blessed Redeemer, and of Almighty 
God himself, we are obliged to this universal bene- 

volence and beneficence toward all; no misappre- 
hensions of judgment, no miscarriages in practice, 
no ill dispositions of soul, no demerits in himself, 
no discourtesies toward us, ought wholly to alienate 

P Vid. Clement. ad Cor. Ep. 1. cap. xx. [Cot. Pat. Apost. Tom. 1. 
p- 157.1 
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our affections from, or to avert us from doing good, oe 
or to incline us to render evil for evil unto any 
person: especially considering, that the omissions 
of others cannot excuse us from the performance of 
our duty; that no man is to be presumed incorrigi- 
ble, nor (like the lapsed Angels) concluded in 
desperate impenitence; and that our loving and 
gentle demeanour toward them may be instrumental 
to their amendment, and the contrary may contri- 
bute to their progress and continuance in offences ; 
that God hath promised to us a reward of our 
patience, and hath reserved to them a season of 
judgment and punishment, if they persist obstinate 
in their disorderly courses; that to avenge their 
trespasses belongs not to us, but to Almighty God, 

who is more nearly concerned in, and more injured 
by them, and is yet content to endure them, to 
prolong their lives, to continue his benefits to them, 
and to expect their conversion: that our differme 
from them is not to be attributed to ourselves, but 

wholly, or chiefly, to the goodness of God; that we 
always were, are, and shall be liable to the same 
errors, vices, and misdemeanours: that, lastly, the 

faults and follies of others, like the maims of body, 
distempers of soul, or crosses of fortune, (being 
their own greatest unhappinesses,) require rather 
our pity than our hatred, to be eased by our help 
than aggravated by our unkindness. “Tis too scant, 
therefore, and narrow a charity that is limited 

by correspondence of courtesy, or by the personal 
merits of others. We are bound to live peaceably 
with, that is, to be innocent, beneficial, respective 

to all, and to seek the reciprocal good-will, love, 
and amity of all. But I have insisted too Jong 
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upon this particular, concerning the object of this 
duty, and its extension. 

III. I proceed briefly to consider whence it 
comes, that, (as I before observed was intimated in 

these words, If it be possible, as much as lieth m 
you,) though we do our parts, and perform carefully 
the duties incumbent on us, though we bear good- 
will, and do good offices, and yield due respects, 

and abstain from all not only injurious, but rigorous 
dealings toward all; though we revile none, nor 
censure harshly, nor presumptuously intermeddle 
with others’ affairs; though we obey laws, and 

comply with received customs, and avoid all occa- 
sions of contention; though our tempers be meek, 
our principles peaceable, and our conversations in- 
offensive, we may yet prove successless in our 
endeavours to live peaceably, and may be hated, 

harmed, and disquieted in our course of life. That 

it so happens, we find by plain experience, and 
manifold example. For Moses the meekest man 
upon earth, and commended beside by all circum- 
stances of divine favour, and human worth, was yet 

often envied, impugned, and molested by those, 
whom by all manner of benefits he had most highly 
obliged. And we find David frequently complaining, 
that by those, whose good-will, by performing all 
offices of friendly kindness and brotherly affection, 
he had studiously laboured to deserve, whose mala- 

dies and calamities he had not only tenderly 
commiserated, but had prayed and humbled his soul 
with fasting for their recovery and deliverance from 
them, was yet recompensed by their treacherous 
devices against his safety, by grievous reproaches, 
and scornful insultings over him in his affliction; as 
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we see at large in Psalms xxxv. and lxix. And in Sone 
Psalm exx. he thus lamentably bemoans his condi- 

tion: Woe is me, that I sojourn in Mesech, that I ps. exx. 
dwell in the tents of Kedar: My soul hath long dwelt >" 
with him that hateth peace: I am for peace; but 
when I speak, they are for war. And our blessed 
Saviour himself, though in the whole tenor of his 
life he demonstrated an incomparable meekness 
and sweetness of disposition, and exercised con- 
tinually all manner of kindness and_beneficence 
toward all men, was notwithstanding loaded with 
all kinds of injuries and contumelies, was bitterly 
hated, ignominiously disgraced, and maliciously 
persecuted unto death. And the same lot befell 
his faithful disciples, that although their design was 
benign and charitable, their carriage blameless and 
obliging toward all, they were yet pursued con- 
stantly both by the outrageous clamours of the 
people, and cruel usages from those in eminent 
power. Now though it seem strange and almost 
incredible, that they who are truly friends to all, 
and are ready to do to all what good they can; who 
willingly displease none, but industriously strive to 
acquire (not with glozing shows of popularity, but 
by real expressions of kindness) the good-will and 
favour of all, should yet be maligned, or molested 
by any; yet seeing it so happens, if we inquire into 
the reason, we shall find this miracle in morality to 

proceed (to omit the neglect of the duties mentioned 
in our former discourse) chiefly from the exceeding 
variety, difference, and contrariety of men’s disposi- 
tions, joined with the morosity, aptness to mistake, 
envy, or unreasonable perverseness of some; which 
necessarily render the means of attaining all men’s 
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SERM. good-will insufficient, and the endeavours unsuccess- 
SAX ful. For men seeing by several lights, relishing 

with diversely disposed palates, and measuring 
things by different standards, we can hardly do or 
say any thing, which, if approved and applauded 
by some, will not be disliked and blamed by others ; 

if it advance us in the opinion of some, will not as 
much depress us in the judgment of others; so that, 
in this irreconcilable diversity and inconsistency of 
men’s apprehensions, it is impossible not to dis- 
please many; especially since some men either by 
their natural temper, or from the influence of some 
sour principles they have imbibed, are so morose, 
rigid, and self-willed; so impatient of all contra- 
diction to, or discrepancy from their sentiments, 
that they cannot endure any to dissent in judgment, 
or vary in practice from them, without incurring 

their heavy disdain and censure. And, which 
makes the matter more desperate and remediless, 
such men commonly being least able either to 
manage their reason or to command their passion, 
as guided wholly by certain blind impulses of 
fancy, or groundless prejudices of conceit, or by a 
partial admiration of some men’s persons, examples, 
and authorities, are usually most resolute and 
peremptory in their courses, and thence hardly 
capable of any change, mitigation, or amendment. 
Of which sort there being divers engaged in several 
ways, it is impossible to please some without dis- 
gusting the other; and difficult altogether to ap- 
proach any of these wasps without being stung or 
vexed by them. Some also are so apt to misunder- 
stand men’s meanings, to misconstrue their words, 

and to make ill descants upon, or draw bad con- 
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sequences from their actions, that it is not possible SERM. 
eee ea, eB 

to prevent their entertaining ill-favoured prejudices 
against even those that are heartily their friends, 
and wish them the best. To others the good and 
prosperous estate of their neighbour, that he 
flourishes in wealth, power, or reputation, is ground 

sufficient of hatred and enmity against him: for so 
we see, that Cain hated his innocent brother Abel, 
because his brother's works were more righteous, 
and his sacrifices better accepted, than his own ; 
that Joseph’s brethren were mortally offended at 
him, because his father especially loved and de- 
lighted in him; that Saul was enraged against 
David, because his gallant deeds were celebrated 
with due praises and joyful acclamations of the 
people; and that the Babylonian princes upon no 
other score maligned Daniel, but because he en- 
joyed the favour of the king, and a dignity answer- 
able to his deserts. And who, that loves his own 

welfare, can possibly avoid such enmities as these ? 
But the fatal rock, upon which peaceable designs 
are most inevitably split, and which, by no prudent 
steering our course, can sometimes be evaded, is the 

unreasonable perverseness of men’s pretences, who 
sometimes will upon no terms be friends with us, 
or allow us their good-will, but upon condition of 
concurring with them in dishonest and unwarrant- 
able practices; of omitting some duties, to which by 
the express command of God, or evident dictates 

of right reason, we are obliged, or performing some 
action repugnant to those indispensable rules. But 
though peace with men is highly valuable, and 
possessing their good-will in worth not inferior to 
any other indifferent accommodation of life, yet are 
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these nothing comparable to the favour of God, or 
the internal satisfaction of conscience; nor, though 

we were assured thereby to gain the entire love and 
favour of all men living, are we to purchase them 
at so dear a rate, as with the loss of these. We 

must not, to please or gratify men, commit any 
thing prohibited, or omit any thing enjoined by 
God, the least glimpse of whose favourable aspect 
is infinitely more to be prized, than the most inti- 
mate friendship of the mightiest monarchs upon 
earth; and the least spark of whose indignation is 
more to be dreaded, than the extremest displeasure 
of the whole world. In case of such competition, 
we must resolve with St Paul, Do I yet conciliate 
God, or do I endeavour to soothe men? For of I 
yet soothed (or flattered) men, (so you know apéo- 
xew signifies,) I were not the servant of Christ. 
Nor are we, that we may satisfy any man’s plea- 
sure, to contravene the dictates of reason, (that 

subordinate guide of our actions,) to do any dis- 
honourable or uncomely action, unworthy of a man, 
misbeseeming our education, or incongruous to our 
station in human society, so as to make ourselves 
worthily despicable to the most by contenting 
some: nor are we bound always to desert our-own 
considerable interest, or betray our just liberty, 
that we may avoid the enmity of such as would 
violently or fraudulently encroach upon them. Nor 
are we in the administration of justice, distribution 
of rewards, or arbitration of controversies, to respect 
the particular favour of any, but the merits only of 
the cause, or the worth of the persons concerned. 
Nor are we by feeding men’s distempered humours, 
or gratifying their abused fancies, to prejudice or 
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neglect their real good; to encourage them in bad Sue 
practices, to foment their irregular passions, to 
applaud their unjust or uncharitable censures, or to 
puff up their minds with vain conceit by servile 
flattery: but rather, like faithful physicians, to 
administer wholesome, though unsavoury advice ; 
to reveal to them their mistakes, to check their 

intended progress in bad courses, to reprove their 
faults seasonably, and when it may probably do 
them good, though possibly thereby we may 
provoke their anger and procure their ill-will, and, 
as St Paul saith, become their enemies, for telling Gal. iv. 16. 
them the truth. Nor are we ever explicitly to 
assent to falsehoods, (so apprehended by us,) to 
belie our consciences, or contradict our real judg- 
ments; (though we may sometimes for peace sake 
prudently conceal them ;) nor to deny the truth our 
defence and patronage, when in order to some good 
purpose it needs and requires them, though thereby 
we may incur the dislike, and forfeit the good-will 
of some men. Nor are we by entertaining any 
extraordinary friendship, intimate familiarity, or 
frequent converse with persons notoriously dissolute 
in their manners, disorderly in their behaviour, or 
erroneous in weighty points of opinion, to counte- 
nance their misdemeanours, dishonour our pro- 

fession, render ourselves justly suspected, run the 
hazard of contagion, or hinder their reformation. 
And especially we are warily to decline the particu- 
lar acquaintance of men of contentious dispositions, 
mischievous principles, and factious designs; a bare 
keeping company with whom looks like a conspi- 
racy, an approving or abetting their proceedings; 
the refusing any encouragement, signification of 
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esteem, or vouchsafing any peculiar respect to such, 
we owe to the honour of virtue, which they disgrace, 

to the love of truth, which they oppugn, to the 
peace of the world, which they disturb, and to the 

general good of mankind, which they impeach. 
And so St Paul warns us, Not to mingle or consort, 
not to diet or common, (My cuvavapiryvucba, and 
un auvecbiew,) with men of a dissolute and disor- 
derly conversation: and, To mark them which cause 
seditions, and scandals, contrary to Christian doc- 
trine, and to shun or decline them, (éxkNwew az’ 

avrev) and, To repudiate, deprecate the familiarity 
of heretics, (Aipetixov avOpwrov waparercOa). And 

St John forbids us to wish joy, or to allow the 
ordinary respects of civil salutation, to apostates and 
imposters; lest, (by such demonstration of favour,) 
we communicate with them in their wicked works. 
None of which precepts are intended to interdict to 
us, or to disoblige us from bearig real good-will, 
or dispensing needful benefits to any, but to deter 
us from yielding any signal countenance to vice 
and impiety; and to excite us to declare such 
dishke and detestation of those heinous enormi- 
ties, as may confer to the reclaiming of these, 
and prevent the seduction of others. So St Paul 
expressly, But if any man obey not our injunc- 
tion by this epistle, do not consort with him, that 
he may by shame be reclaimed (wa évrparn): and, 
Account him not an enemy, but admonish him as a 
brother. Nor ought, lastly, the love of peace, and 
desire of friendly correspondence with any man 
avert us from an honest zeal (proportionable to our 
abilities and opportunities) of promoting the con- 
cernments of truth and goodness, though against 
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powerful and dangerous opposition ; I say an honest SERM. 
; eee 

zeal, meaning thereby, not that blind, heady passion, Z 
or inflammation of spirit, transporting men beyond 
the bounds of reason and discretion, upon some 

superficially plausible pretences, to violent and 
irregular practices; but a considerate and steady 
resolution of mind, effectually animating a man by 
warrantable and decent means vigorously to pro- 
secute commendable designs; like that St Jude 

mentions, of Striving earnestly for the faith once Jude 3. 
delivered to the saints. For this zeal may be 
very consistent with, yea, greatly conducible to 
the designs of peace. And ’tis not a drowsiness, 
a slack remissness, a heartless diffidence, or a 

cowardly flinching from the face of danger and 
opposition we discourse about, or plead for; but a 
wise and wary declining the occasions of needless 
and unprofitable disturbance to ourselves and others. 

To conclude this point, (which, if time would have 
permitted, I should have handled more fully and 
distinctly,) though to preserve peace, and purchase 
the good-will of men, we may and ought to quit 
much of our private interest and satisfaction, yet 
ought we not to sacrifice to them what is not our 
own, nor committed absolutely to our disposal, and 
which in value iwcomparably transcends them, the 
maintenance of truth, the advancement of justice, 
the practice of virtue, the quiet of our conscience, 
the favour of Almighty God. And if, for bemg 
dutiful to God, and faithful to ourselves in these 

particulars, any men will hate, vex, and despite us; 

frustrate our desires, and defeat our purposes of 

living peaceably with all men in this world; we 
may comfort ourselves in the enjoyment of eternal 
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peace and satisfaction of mind, in the assurance of 
the divine favour, in the hopes of eternal rest and 
tranquillity in the world to come. 

Now briefly to induce us to the practice of this 
duty of living peaceably, we may consider, 

1 How good and pleasant a thing it is, as 
David saith, for brethren (and so we are all at least 
by nature) to live together in unity. How that, as 
Solomon saith, Better 7s a dry morsel and quietness 
therewith, than a house full of sacrifices with strife. 
How delicious that conversation is, which is accom- 

panied with a mutual confidence, freedom, courtesy, 

and complacence: how calm the mind, how com- 
posed the affections, how serene the countenance, 
how melodious the voice, how sweet the sleep, how 
contentful the whole life is of him, that neither de- 

viseth mischief against others, nor suspects any to 
be contrived against himself; and contrariwise, how 

ingrateful and loathsome a thing it is to abide in a 
state of enmity, wrath, dissension; having the 
thoughts distracted with solicitous care, anxious 

suspicion, envious regret; the heart boiling with 
choler, the face overclouded with discontent, the 

tongue jarring and out of tune, the ears filled with 
discordant noises of contradiction, clamour, and re- 

proach; the whole frame of body and soul distem- 
pered and disturbed with the worst of passions. 
How much more comfortable it is to walk in 
smooth and even paths, than to wander in rugged 
ways overgrown with briers, obstructed with rubs, 
and beset with snares; to sail steadily in a quiet, 
than to be tossed in a tempestuous sea; to behold 
the lovely face of heaven smiling with a cheerful 
serenity, than to see it frowning with clouds, or 
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raging with storms; to hear harmonious consents, ee 
than dissonant janglings; to see objects correspon- — as 
dent in graceful symmetry, than lying disorderly in 
confused heaps; to be in health, and have the 
natural humours consent in moderate temper, than 
(as it happens in diseases) agitated with tumult- 
uous commotions: how all senses and faculties of 
man unanimously rejoice in those emblems of peace, 
order, harmony, and proportion; yea, how nature 
universally delights in a quiet stability, or undis- 
turbed progress of motion; the beauty, strength, 
and vigour of every thing requires a concurrence 
of force, co-operation, and contribution of help; all 
things thrive and flourish by communicating reci- 
procal aid, and the world subsists by a friendly con- 
spiracy of its parts? ; and especially, that political so- 
ciety of men chiefly aims at peace as its end, depends 
on it as its cause, relies on it as its support. How 
much a peaceful state resembles heaven, unto which, 
Neither up ienns, pom, nor clamour (Oure wévOos, Rev. xxi. 
odte mévos, obTe Kpavryy, as it is in the Apocalypse) * 
do ever enter; but blessed souls converse together 
in perfect love, and in perpetual concord: and how 
a condition of enmity represents the state of hell, 

that black and dismal region of dark hatred, fiery 

wrath, and horrible tumult. How like a paradise 

the world would be, flourishing in joy and rest, if 

men would cheerfully conspire in affection, and 

helpfully contribute to each other’s content: and 

how like a savage wilderness now it is, when, like 

wild beasts, they vex and persecute, worry and de- 

vour each other. How not only philosophy hath 

4 Vid. Clement. ad Cor. Ep. 1. cap. xx. [Cotel. Pat. Apost. 

Tom. 1. p. 157.] 
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placed the supreme pitch of happiness in a calm- 
ness of mind and tranquillity of life, void of care 
and trouble, of irregular passions and _perturba- 
tions; but that holy scripture itself m that one 
term of peace most usually comprehends all joy 
and content, all felicity and prosperity: so that the 
heavenly consort of Angels, when they agree most 
highly to bless, and to wish the greatest happiness 
to mankind, could not better express their sense, 

than by saying, Be on earth peace, and good-will 
among men. 

2 That as nothing is more sweet and delight- 
ful, so nothing more comely and agreeable to 
human nature than peaceable living, It being, as 
Solomon saith, an honour to a man to cease from 
strife: and consequently also a disgrace to him to 
continue therein: that rage and fury may be the 
excellencies of beasts, and the exerting their natural 
animosity in strife and combat may become them; 
but reason and discretion are the singular eminen- 
ces of men, and the use of these the most natural 

and commendable method of deciding controversies 
among them: and that it extremely misbecomes 
them that are endowed with those excellent facul- 
ties so to abuse them, as not to apprehend each 
other’s meanings, but to ground vexatious quarrels 
upon the mistake of them; not to be able by rea- 
sonable expedients to compound differences, but 
with mutual damage and inconvenience to prorogue 
and increase them: not to discern how exceedingly 
better it is to be helpful and beneficial, than to be 
mischievous and troublesome to one another. How 
foolishly and unskilfully they judge, that think by 
unkind speech and harsh dealing to allay men’s 
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distempers, alter their opinions, or remove their SERM. 
prejudices ; as if they should attempt to kill by ~*~" 
ministering nourishment, or to extinguish a flame 

by pouring oil upon it. How childish a thing it is 
eagerly to contend about trifles, for the superiority 
in some impertinent contest, for the satisfaction of 
some petty humour, for the possession of some in- 
considerable toy; yea, how barbarous and brutish 
a thing it is, to be fierce and impetuous in the pur- 
suit of things that please us, snarling at, biting, and 
tearing all competitors of our game, or opposers of 
our undertaking. But how divine and amiable, how 
worthy of human nature, of civil breeding, of prudent 
consideration it is, to restrain partial desires, to con- 

descend to equal terms, to abate from rigorous pre- 
tences, to appease discords, and vanquish enmities 
by courtesy and discretion ; like the best and wisest 
commanders, who by skilful conduct, and patient 

attendance upon opportunity, without striking of 
stroke, or shedding of blood, subdue their enemy. 

3 How that peace with its near alliance and 
concomitants, its causes, and effects, love, meek- 

ness, gentleness, and patience, are in sacred writ 

reputed the genuine fruits of the Holy Spirit, issues Gal. v. 22. 
of divine grace, and offsprings of heavenly wisdom; 
producing like themselves a goodly progeny of 
righteous deeds. But that emulation, hatred, wrath, 
variance, and strife derive their extraction from 

fleshly lust, hellish craft, or beastly folly ; propa- 
gating themselves also into a like ugly brood of 
wicked works. or so saith St James, If ye have James iii 
bitter zeal and strife in your hearts, glory not, nor be 3* 57° 
deceived untruly (kai un pevsecOe kara Tis adnOetas): 
this wisdom descendeth not from aboue, but is earthly, 
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sensual, and devilish: for where emulation and strife 
are, there is tumult and every naughty thing (axata- 
oracia kal wav pavdov rparypa) : but the wisdom that is 
from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, ob- 
sequious, (evreOns) full of mercy (or beneficence) and 
of good fruits, without partiality and dissimulation: 
and the fruit of righteousness vs sowed in peace to those 
that make peace; and from whence are wars and 

quarrels among you? are they not hence, even from 
your lusts, that war im your members? Likewise, He 
loveth transgression that loveth strife; and, A fool’s 
lips enter into contention, and his mouth calleth for 
strokes, saith Solomon. That the most wicked and 
miserable of creatures is described by titles denoting 
enmity and discord": The hater (Satan), The enemy 
(ExOpos avOpwaros), The accuser (O xatnryopos), The 

slanderer (O cia Boros), The destroyer (O aroddvwv), 
the furious dragon, and mischievously treacherous 
snake: and how sad it is to imitate him in his 
practices, to resemble him in his qualities. But 
that the best, most excellent, and most happy of 
Beings delights to be styled, and accordingly to ex- 
press himself, The God of love, mercy, and peace ; 
and his blessed Son to be called, and to be, The 

Prince of peace, the great Mediator, Reconciler, 
i' and Peacemaker; who is also said from on high to 
have visited us, To give light to them that sit in 
darkness, and in the shadow of death; and to guide 
our feet in the ways of peace. ‘That, lastly, no de- 
votion is pleasing, no oblation acceptable to God‘, 

* Qui posuit in ccelo bellum, in paradiso fraudem, odium inter 

primos fratres.—Aug. 
‘Avridikos, 1 Pet. y. 8. ‘AvOpwmoxrdvos, Joh. viii. 44. 

* Xaiper yap cuppevia tay oyikav (aay 6 Cds, Kal exTpemerat THY 
diapoviay.—Orig. con. Cels. Lib. vu. p. 424. 
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conjoined with hatred, or proceeding from an un- ae 
reconciled mind: for, If thow bring thy gift to the ——— 
altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath me 
aught against thee; leave there thy gift before the 
altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy 
brother, and then come and offer thy gift, saith our 
Saviour. 

I close up all with this corollary: that if we must 
live lovingly and peaceably with all men, then 
much more are we obliged to do so with all Chris- 
tians: to whom by nearer and firmer bands of holy 
alliance we are related; by more precious commu- 
nions in faith and devotion we are endeared; by 
more peculiar and powerful obligations of divine 
commands, sacramental vows, and formal profes- 

sions we are engaged: our spiritual brethren, mem- 
bers of the same mystical body, temples of the 
same Holy Spirit, servants of the same Lord, sub- 
jects of the same Prince, professors of the same 
truth, partakers of the same hope, heirs of the same 

promise, and candidates of the same everlasting 
happiness. 

Now Almighty God, the most good and benefi- 
cent Maker, gracious Lord, and merciful Preserver 
of all things, infuse into our hearts those heavenly 
graces of meekness, patience, and benignity ; grant 
us and his whole church, and all his creation to 

serve him quietly here, and im a blissful rest to 
praise and magnify him for ever: to whom, with 
his blessed Son, the great Mediator and Prince of 
peace, and with his holy Spirit, the everflowing 
spring of all love, joy, comfort, and peace, be all 
honour, glory, and praise. And, 

B.S. VOL. H. 30) 
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The peace of God, which passeth all understand- 
“ing, keep your hearts and minds in the knowledge 

and love of God, and of his Son Jesus Christ our 
Lord; and the blessing of God Almighty, the Father, 
Son, and Holy Ghost, be among you, and remain 
with you for ever. Amen. 
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OF DOING ALL IN THE NAME OF CHRIST. 

Cotoss. ITI. 17. 

And whatsoever ye do in word, or in deed, do all in the 

name of the Lord Jesus. 

{7 HATSOEVER ye do in word, or deed: A 
duty we see the apostle enjoins us of a large 

extent, and therefore surely of a great importance ; 
indeed of an universal concernment; such as must 

go along with, must run through all our words and 
all our actions. We are therefore much obliged, 
and much concerned to attend thereto, and to 

practise it carefully. But first we must understand 
what it is; the doing whereof depends upon under- 
standing the sense of that phrase, doing in the name 
of Jesus being somewhat ambiguous, and capable 
of divers meanings; which both in common use and 
in holy scripture we find it to bear, different ac- 
cording to the variety of matters or occasions to 

which it is applied; most of which are compre- 
hended, and, as it were, complicated in that general 
one, according to which we may be said to do that 
in another person’s name, which we do with any 
kind of reference or regard to him; such as our 
relations, or our obligations to that person do 
require; and the particular nature of the action 
doth admit. And according to this acception I 

30—2 
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conceive it safest and best to interpret St Paul’s 
meaning here, supposing it to comprehend all 
the more special and restrained meanings of this 
phrase, duly applicable to the present matter ; 
of which meanings I shall endeavour in order to 

propound the chief; and, together, both to unfold 
and to inculcate the several respective branches 
of this duty: yet first of all rejecting one or two, 
which cannot well be applied to this purpose. 

To do in another’s name doth sometime denote 
the assuming another's person, or pretending to be 
the same with him, the very He. So, Many shall 
come i my name, prophesied our Saviour, saying, 
I am Christ: to do thus in Jesus’s name, is the 

part of an Antichrist and an impostor. That sense 
therefore hath nothing to do here. 

Again; to do in another's name, doth often 

imply doing alterius loco, 01 vice; in another’s name, 
or stead, as a deputy, or substitute; representing 
the person, or supplying the office of another. So 
did the prophets come, and speak in God’s name ; 
what they declared, or enjoimed, being therefore 
said to be declared and enjoined by God himself ; 
I spake unto you, rising wp early, and speaking, 
(viz. by the prophets, whom he sent, and who are 
said to come and speak in his name). And thus 

‘the apostles spake in Christ's name: We are 
_ ambassadors for Christ; we pray you im Christ's 
stead, be reconciled. Thus also princes govern, 

ii and magistrates execute justice in God’s name; 
whence they are styled gods, as being his lieutenants, 
administering that judgment which belongs origi- 
nally and principally to him. Now for this sense, 
neither is it so proper, or convenient here; it agree- 
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ing only to some particular persons, and to some oa 
pecular actions of them; insomuch that others pre- : 
suming to act, according to that manner or kind, 
in Jesus’s name, shall thereby become usurpers 
and deceivers. We (and to us all this precept is 
directed) shall heinously transgress our duty, doing 
any thing thus in his name, without his letters of 
credence; without being specially called or sent, or 
being duly by him authorized thereto. 

These and such like senses the present matter 
doth not well admit: the rest that suit thereto I 
shall with some distinction in order represent. 

I. To do in another’s name sometime doth sig- Compare 
nify to do it out of affection or honour to another; }"" ™ 
for another’s sake, because we love or esteem him; eee 

év TW ovopmaTt being equivalent to évexa Tov ovopaTos, cet 

and d:a ro dvopa. Thus it is said, Whosoever shall s. 

give you a cup of water to drink in my name; because 
ye are Christ's, (is added by way of interpretation, 
that is, out of respect to Christ, because of your 
relation to him,) shall not lose his reward. And 

thus surely we ought to do every thing in Jesus’s 
name: all our actions ought to proceed from a 
principle of grateful love and reverence towards 
our gracious Redeemer. Let all your actions be x Gor. xvi. 
done in charity, saith the apostle ; if-in charity to "* 
our neighbour, then much more in love to him, for 

whose sake we are especially bound to love our 
neighbour. Upon any undertaking, or applying 
ourselves to action, we should so reflect thereupon, 
as to consider, whether that we are going about be 
apt to please him, and conducible to his honour ; 

if so, remembering what he hath done and suffered 

for us, (what excellent blessings he hath purchased 
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SERM. for us, what exceeding benefits he hath conferred 
XXXII. 

upon us,) we should, out of love and respect to 
him, readily perform it ; but if it otherwise appear 
displeasing or dishonourable to him, we should, 

from the same principles, carefully decline it The 
duty is certain, and the reason thereof evident ; 
for inducement to the practice thereof, observe St 
Paul’s example*; who thus represents himself in 

2Cor.v. the main employment of his life acting, The love 
Ba of Christ constrains us: judging this, that he died 

for all, that they who live might not live to themselves, 

but to him that died and rose for them: the love of 
Christ, begot and maintained by a consideration of 
his great benefits conferred on him, was the spring 
that set St Paul on work, that excited and urged 
him forward to action. Thus doing, we shall do 

x Thess. iin Jesusss name; but if we act out of love to 

Tit. i. rr. Ourselves, (to promote our own interests, to gratify 
eee our own desires, to procure credit or praise to our- 
attssi selves,) we act only in our own names, and for our 

own sakes; not in the name, or for the sake of 

Jesus. 
II. To do in another's name implies doing, 

chiefly, for the interest or advantage of another, 
upon another’s behalf or account, as the servants 
or factors of another. For, when the business is 

another’s, and the fruit or benefit emergent belong 
to another, he that prosecutes that business may 

well be, and is commonly, supposed to act in that 
John vii, Other’s name. Thus our Saviour is in St John’s 
yi x ss; Gospel expressed to come, to speak, to act, in God’s 543 X. 25; 

v: 43 363 name; because he did God’s business, (the work 
vi. 28; ix. 

3) + which God gave him to accomplish,) and entirely 
: ~ > ¢ 

* Sroripotpeba evapecror adit@ eivar.—2 Cor, v. 9. 
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sought the glory of God, as he there himself often S22™- 
avouches and professes. And thus, in imitation 
of him, ought we also to do all things in his name; 
remembering that we are not our own men, but 
the servants of Jesus, (servants to him not only 1 Oor. vi 
by nature, as to our Maker and Preserver, but by a wu 
purchase, as to our Redeemer, who bought us with Heb. ix. 
the greatest price ; and by compact also, we having Se 

freely undertaken his service, and expecting wages ant sh 
from him,) that we have therefore no eee 
or employment properly our own, but that all 
our business is (or should be) to serve him, and 
promote his glory ; Whether we eat or drink, or x Cor. x. 
whatever we do, we should do all to the glory of* 
our Lord. Whatever, I say, we do, we therefore 

should perform it with this formal reference, as it 
were, toward Jesus, as his servants, from consci- 

ence of the duty we owe to him; with intention 
therein to serve him; in expectation of reward 
only from him. So doth St Paul (in prosecution 
of this same precept) beneath in this chapter 
enjoin us, that, Whatever we do, we perform it cue iii. 23, 
heartily, as to the Lord, and not to men; knowing ~~ 
(or considering) that from the Lord we shall receive 
the recompense of the inheritance ; for that we serve 
the Lord Christ. In like manner, otherwhere, he 
teaches us to do what we do, Not as pleasers of Eph. vi. 6, 

men, (nct upon any inferior accounts,) but as ser-” 
vants of Christ, knowing and considering that we 
have a Master in heaven. But, 

III. Doig in another's name imports fre- 
quently doing by the appointment and command, 
or by the commission and authority of another. 
"Ev qoiq duvapuet, 4 é&v Tolw ove“aTt, By what power Acts iv. 7. 
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or in what name have ye done these things? say the 

high priests to the apostles ; that is, who did ap- 

point or authorize you to do thus? Their answer 

was ready ; In the name of Jesus, who had sent, 
commissionated, and commanded them to preach 
and propagate that doctrine. And thus we are 
also bound to do all things in the name of Jesus, 

regulating all our actions by his law ; conforming 
our whole lives to his will ; acting, not only out of 

- good principles, (principles of love and conscience,) 
i: but according to right rules ; the rules of his word 

. and example, which he hath declared and prescribed 
to us: for what is done beside his warrant and will 
cannot be rightly esteemed done in his name ; will 
not so be avowed or accepted by him ; no unjust 
or impious action will he, upon any terms, counten- 
ance or patronise. It was once a famous saying, 

All mischief begins in nomine Domini; and much 

surely, more than one way, hath been done under 
the like notion or pretence : but this will not serve 
to excuse the doing of that, in the day of final 
reckoning for our actions. For, There will be 

many, we are taught, that shall in that day, by 
specious professions of having done this or that in 
Christ’s name, veil their transgressions and their 

neglects of duty, saying, Lord, Lord, have we not 

in thy name prophesied, and in thy name cast out 
devils, and in thy name done many wonderful 
things ? who yet, our Lord himself assures us, shall 
have this reply made to them, J never knew you; 
depart from me, ye workers of iniquity. There will 
be those that shall claim acquaintance with Christ in 
such terms ; Lord, we have eaten and drank before 
thee ; and thou hast taught in our streets ; whom yet 
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our Lord will disclaim with a, Depart from me, all SERM. 
ye workers of miquity. It is not, we see, prophesy- 

XXIII. 

ing in Christ’s name, (or preaching about him,) nor ¥* ?7- 

frequent attendance upon those who do so, nor 
speaking much or hearing much concerning him ; 
it is not having great gifts or endowments conferred 
by Christ, (not even so great as that of working 
miracles ;) it is not familiar converse with Christ, 
or making frequent addresses to him, that can sanc- 
tify all a man’s actions, or so entitle them to the 
name of Christ, as to secure his person from being 
disavowed and rejected by Christ ; it is only the 
conforming all our actions to his holy laws, that can 
assure us to be acknowledged and accepted by him. 
This I could wish they would consider, who seem, by 

such pretences, to commend or excuse their actions, 
although otherwise irregular and plainly contrary 
to the laws of Christ ; such as those of being meek 
and charitable toward all men; living peaceably 
ourselves, and endeavouring to promote peace 
among others ; abstaining from rash and hard cen- 
sures, from reviling and defaming others ; paying 
reverence and obedience to superiors ; and the like 
laws of Christ, not only express and manifest, but 
even of the highest rank and consequence among 
them ; being mainly conducing to that which our 

Lord especially tenders, the public welfare and 
benefit of mankind; the violation whereof cannot 

be justified by pretending any special regard what- 
ever to Christ, or any collateral performances done, 
whether truly or seemingly, in his name. We do 
but deceive ourselves, if we conceit, that, because 

we think much, or speak much of Jesus, or have a 
zeal for something good, all our actions are done 
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Beto in his name: no; it only can be justly impressed 
upon, can Secon and sanctify actions truly good 
and agreeable to his law ; it were an abuse and 
forgery to do it, like dinate the king’s name or 
image on counterfeit metal ; upon brass or tin, in- 
stead of gold or silver. Good intention and good © 
principles are indeed, as it were, the form and soul 
of good actions; but their being just and lawful are 
the body and matter of them ; os also con- 
curring to their essence and integrity ; they cannot 
subsist without it, but must pass, as it were, for 

ghosts and shadows. We are therefore concerned, 
in all our doings, to have an especial regard to 
Christ’s law as their rule; that will render them 

capable of Christ’s name, and denominate them 

Christian. 
IV. Hereto we may add, that what we do in 

imitation of Jesus, and in conformity to his prac- 

tice, (that living rule and copy proposed to us,) we 
may be said peculiarly to do in his name. As a 
picture useth to bear his name whom it was made 
to represent, and whom it resembles ; so if we set 

Christ’s example before us, and endeavour to tran- 
scribe it ; if our life, in the principal lineaments of 
sanctity and goodness, do resemble his holy life ; 
they may well bear his name. But if our practice 
be unlike and unsuitable to his, we cannot affix his 

name thereto without great presumption and abuse ; 
such as would be committed, if to a draught of foul 

Eph.v.t,2, Due and ugly features we should attribute the 

hers" name of some most handsome and goodly person 
John xy. 

Ghee of high worth and quality. To do thus in Jesus’s 
33 xiii, Name (with such a regard to him) is a duty often 

Phil i, 5. prescribed to us, not only as relating to some cases 
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and actions, (as when his charity, his patience, his See 
humility, his meekness, are signally commended 
to our imitation, ) but generally, He that saith hex Pet. i 

abideth in him ought as he walked, so himself also 1 'joun ii. 
to walk; that is, whoever professes himself a Chris- 
tian ought to conform the whole tenor of his con- 
versation to that of Jesus ; to endeavour in every 
imitable perfection to resemble him. So that when- 
ever we undertake any action, we should do well to 
look upon this pattern ; thus, as it were, examining 

and inquiring of ourselves: What did my Master 
in this or the like case? Do I do the same thing, 

do I act from the same principles, do I proceed 
in the same manner as he did? Am I herein his 
disciple and follower? If so, in his name let me 

go on cheerfully ; if not, let me forbear. Doing 
thus will not be only according to our duty, but 
an especial help and furtherance of good practice. 

V. To do in another’s name doth sometimes 
import doing by any power derived or virtue im- 
parted by another ; for that a thing so done may 
be imputed, should be ascribed to that other. So, 
Through thee, saith the Psalmist, will we push down Peal. xiv. 
our enemies; in thy name will we throw down those 3} ga 
that hate us; (through thee and in thy name signify 7, Matt vi 
the same thing). So did the apostles cast out Mark is 
devils, and perform their other miracles, in Jesus’s Acts iii. 6; 

name, (Aid tov ovouatos, By his name, it is some- Jonni 
time expressed,) that is, by a divine virtue imparted * 
from him. ‘To this I add another acception, scarce 
different (at least as to our purpose) from that, 
according to which doing in another’s name signi- 
fies doing it in trust or confidence reposed upon 
another, with expectation of aid, or hope of good 
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success from another. So, We rest on thee, said 
good king Asa, and in thy name we go against this 
multitude; in thy name, that is, hoping for assist- 
ance and success from thee. And thus it is said, 

that David went out against Goliath in the name of 

the Lord of hosts ; that is, confiding in God’s help, 

as his only weapon and defence: thus also did the 
holy apostles work their miracles i Jesus’s name: 
"Exit mister Tov ovouaTos avTod, By faith in his name, 

saith St Peter, his name hath made this man strong ; 
that is, we did only trust in his divine power, and 

it was that power of his which restored that weak 
person to his strength. And thus also is it our 
duty to do all things in our Saviour’s name ; with 
faith and hope in him; wholly relying upon him 
for direction and assistance ; expecting from him 
only a blessing and happy issue of our undertakings. 
What we do in confidence of our wisdom or ability, 

or in affiance upon the help of any other person or 
thing, we do in our own name, or in the name of 

that thing (or that person) in whom we so confide ; 
to ourselves, or to such auxiliaries, we shall be 
ready to attribute the success, and to render the 
glory of the performance ; glorymg in our own 
arm, and sacrificing to our net. But what we un- 
dertake only depending upon our Lord for ability 
and success, may therefore bear his name, because 
our faith derives the power from him, which en- 
ables us happily to perform it; so that the per- 
formance may truly be attributed to him, and to 
him we shall be apt to ascribe it. And thus, I 
say, we are certainly obliged to do every thing in 
his name, (in his name alone,) retaining a constant 
sense both of our own infirmity, and of the impo- 
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tency of all other created things, and consequently SERM. 
: 9.00.05 4 

a total diffidence both in ourselves and in them; 

but reposing all our trust in the direction and 
assistance of our All-wise and Almighty Lord ; of 

Jesus, To whom all power in heaven and ear th vs Matt, 

given ; (who indeed had it originally by nature as Toman 

God; but also further hath acquired it by desert 3°; poe 
XVli. 2. 

and purchase ;) into whose hands all things are ji"? 
given ; and all things are put under his feet ; who Eph. i. 22. 

t Cor. xv. 

hath obtained this power in design to use it for 27. a 
our good ; and is thereby always “ready to help us aaa 
in our need, if we have recourse unto him, and rely 
upon him ; making him what St Paul styles him, 
Our hope; our only hope; renouncing all other rTim.i.1. 
confidences not subordinate to him. ‘To do so is 
a duty evidently grounded as well upon the reason 
of the thing, as upon the will and command of 
God ; to do otherwise is no less a palpable folly, 
than a manifest injury to God. For, in truth, 
neither have we nor any other created thing any 
power, other than such as he is pleased freely to 
dispense’; and which is not continually both for 

its being and its efficacy subject to him, so that 
he may at his pleasure subtract it, or obstruct its 
effect: No king is saved by the multitude of an Pa. xxxiii. 
host; a mighty man is not delivered by much“! 

strength ; a horse is a vain thing for safety : whence 
it is plain, that we cannot upon any created power 
ground a solid assurance of success in any under- 
taking*; it will be a leaning upon a broken reed, eae 

» The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong. Eccl. 

ix. 11. By strength shall no man prevail. 1 Sam, ii. 9. Psal. exlvi. 
3; xliv. 3. 

© Beside me there is no Saviour. Isai. xliii. 11. Hos. xiii, 4. 10, 

Psal. cvi. 21. Jer. xiv. 8. 
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(which cannot support us, and will pierce our 
hands,) both a vain and a mischievous confidence ; 
that will abuse us, bringing both disappointment 
and guilt upon us; the guilt of wronging our Lord 
many ways, by arrogating to ourselves, or assign- 
ing to others, what he only doth truly deserve, 

and what peculiarly of right belongs to him : with- 
drawing the same from him ; implying him unable 
or unwilling to assist us, and do us good ; neglect- 
ing to use that strength which he so dearly pur- 
chased and so graciously tenders ; so disappointing 
him, and defeating, as it were, his purposes of 
favour and mercy towards us. On the other side, 
trusting only upon our Saviour, we act wisely and 
justly, gratefully and officiously ; for that, in doing 
so, we build our hopes upon most sure grounds ; 
upon a wisdom that cannot be deceived ; upon a 
strength that cannot be withstood ; upon a good- 
ness that hath no limits; upon a fidelity that can 
never fail. For that we act with an humility and 
sobriety of mind suitable to our condition, and to 

the reason of things ; for that we thereby declare 
our good opinion of him, as only able, and very 
willing to do us good ; for that we render him his 

_just honour and due ; we comply with his earnest 
desires, we promote his gracious designs of mercy 

xxii 18; and kindness toward us. Hence it is that every 
exlvii. 11; 

xxxiv. 22; where in holy scripture God so highly commends, 
Cxxye al: 
XRT LO} 
lxi. 43 xci 
43 Xvi. 
8; lxxviii. 
Gx. 7 
Isai. li. 5. 
iyi. 136 1. 
Tis EX. 3 
Jer. xiv. 8 
xvii. 5—8 

so greatly encourages this duty of trusting alone in 
‘him ; that he so ill resents, and so strongly deters 
from the breach or omission thereof: Thus saith 
the Lord, Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, 

-and maketh flesh his arm, and whose heart depart- 
. eth from the Lord : for he shall be like the heath in 

a 
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the desert, and shall not see when good cometh ; but SERM. 
XXXII. 

shall inhabit the parched places in the wilderness, 
in a salt land, and not inhabited. Blessed 1s the 

man who trusteth im the Lord, and whose hope the 

Lord is: for he shall be as a tree planted by the 
waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by the river, 
and shall not see when heat cometh, but her leaf 
shall be green ; and shall not be careful in the year 
of drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit : 
thus in that place, thus in innumerable others, we 
are threatened not only with disappointment and 
bad success in our undertakings, but with severe 
punishment, if we betake ourselves to other suc- 
cours, and neglect or distrust, or, in so doing, 

desert God; but are encouraged, not only with 
assurance of prosperous success, but of additional 
rewards, if entirely in our proceedings we depend 
upon and adhere to God. Thus we should do in 
all, even our most common and ordinary affairs, Matt. x. 
which no less than the rest are subject to his *” ° 
power, and governed by his care. For you know 
how St James doth reprehend it as a piece of 
naughty boasting and arrogance, to say, The mor- James iv. 
row we will go to this city, and stay there a year, ** 
and trade, and gain: instead of saying, If the Lord 
will, we shall live, and do this or that; that is, to 

resolve upon, undertake, or prosecute any affair, 
without submission to God’s will, and dependence 
on his providence: but especially we ought, in 
matters and actions more spiritual, to practise this 
duty ; for that to the performing of these we have 
of ourselves a peculiar impotence and unfitness ; 
needing therefore a more especial assistance from 
our Lord; that the success of them more particu- 
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larly depends upon him ; that the glory of them 
in an especial manner is appropriate, and, as it 
were, consecrate to him. 

If it be a folly and a crime to think we can do 
anything without God, it is much more so to think 
we can do any thing good without him; it is an 
arrogance, it is an idolatry, it is a sacrilege much 
more vain and wicked to do so*. To imagine that 
we can, by the force of our own reason and resolu- 

tion, achieve any of those most high and hard en- 
terprises, to which by the rules of virtue and piety 
we are engaged; that we can, by our own conduct 

and prowess, encounter and withstand, defeat and 

vanquish those so crafty, so mighty enemies of our 
salvation, (our own fleshly desires, the menaces and 
allurements of the world, the sleights and powers 
of darkness,) is much a worse presumption, than, in 
other affairs of greatest difficulty, to expect success 
without the divine assistance and blessing, than, in 

other most dangerous battles, to think we can by 
our own bow and by our own spear save ourselves ; 
that we can obtain victory otherwise than from his 
hand and disposal, who is the Lord of hosts. Rea- 
son tells us, and experience also shews, and our 
Saviour hath expressly said it, That (in these 
things) without him (without his especial influence 
and blessing) we can do nothing; he tells us, that 

we are but branches, inserted into him; so that, 

without continually drawing sap from him, we can 
have no life or vigour spiritual. The wisest and 
best of men have, by their practice, taught us to 
acknowledge so much; to depend wholly upon him, 

a - a > 1 Ovre yap dvOpdrudy tu avev ris emi Tra Oeia cvvavadopas &b 

apagets.—M. Ant. 111. § 13. 
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to ascribe all to him in this kind. Why, say St SERM. 
; POG a0e 

Peter and St John, do ye wonder at this? or why 
gaze ye upon us, as if by our own power, or piety, 160” 
we had made this man walk?—His name, (the 
name of Jesus,) through faith in his name, hath 
made this man strong: that acknowledgment in- 
deed concerns a miraculous work; but spiritual 
works are in reality no less, they requiring as 
much or more of virtue supernatural, or the pre- 
sent interpositions of God’s hand to effect them ; 
they make less show without, but need as great 
efficacy within: so our Saviour, it seems, did im- 
ply, when he said, He that believes in me, the works Tolan ih. 

that I do he shall do, and greater works than these. * 
Every good and faithful man doth not work mira- 
cles; yet somewhat greater, it seems, by the grace 
of Christ he performs: however, to these St Paul 

referred, when he affirmed, I can do all things Phit.iv.13. 

in Christ that strengtheneth me; nothing was so 
hard that he feared to attempt, that he despaired 
to master and go through with by the help of 
Christ; and, Not, saith he again, that we are suffi- 2 Cor. iii. 

cient of ourselves to think any thing of ourselves; but * 
our sufficiency is of God: he was as sensible of his 
own inability, as he was confident in the gracious 
help of Christ. Thus should we do all things in 
the name of Jesus; and it is not only a duty to do 
it, but it may be a great encouragement to us, 
that we are capable of doing it; a great comfort to 
consider, that in all honest undertakings we have 
so ready and so sure an aid to second and further 
us in them; confiding in which, nothing is so dif- 
ficult, but we may easily accomplish’; (a grain of 

© Ovddev advyarncer bpiv, Matt. xvii. 20. 

Bes. ViOl, 1 31 
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faith will be able to remove mountains;) nothing 
rani is so hazardous, but we may safely venture on; 

att. Xv 
(walking on the sea, treading upon serpents and 
scorpions, daring all the power of the enemy). In 
his name we may, if our duty or good reason calls 
us forth, how small and weak so ever, how desti- 
tute soever of defensive arms, or weapons offensive, 
naked and unarmed, with a sling and a stone, go 
out against the biggest and best armed Philistine, 
nothing doubting of victory: our weakness itself, 
if we be humbly conscious and sensible thereof, 
will be an advantage to us, as 1t was to St Paul ; 
to all effects and purposes, the grace of our Lord 
will be sufficient for us, if we apply it, and trust 
therein. But further, 

VI. To do in another’s name may denote, to 
do it with such regard to another, that we acknow- 
ledge (that, I say, we heartily and thankfully ac- 
knowledge) our hope of prospering in what we do; 
our expectation of acceptance, favour, or reward to 

be grounded on him; that they are procured by his 
merits and means, are bestowed only for his sake. 
Thus our Saviour bids us to offer our prayers in his 
name; that is, representing unto God his merito- 
rious performances in our behalf, as the ground of 
our access to God, of our hope to obtain from him 

Eph. v.20; What we request. So also we are enjoined to 
ml, 21, 

give thanks in his name; that is, with persuasion 
and acknowledgment, that only in respect to him 
we become capable to receive or enjoy any good 
thing; that, in effect, all the blessings by divine 

mercy vouchsafed us have been procured. by him for 
us, are through him conveyed unto us. And thus 
also we should do all things in the name of Jesus, 
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offering all our deeds to God, as sacrifices and = 

services unworthy of acceptance, both in them-_ : 
selves, and as proceeding from us; but pleasing 
and acceptable to God only for his sake. We 
should do well, upon all occasions, to remember 
our natural condition, and the general state of 

mankind; such as it was before he did undertake, 

such as it would have continued still, had he not 

undertaken for it ; that our race hath forfeited and Rom. ii. 
was fallen from God’s favour; having injured him Gai. ii. 22. 
beyond all power of making him any reparation or 
satisfaction; that thence it was secluded from all 

means and hopes apparent of happiness, was ex- 
posed and tended downright unto misery; that we 
consequently had no ground to hope that God 
(from whom, no less in mind and in deed, than by 
reason of our guilt and state of condemnation, we 

were estranged) would in kindness bestow any 
good upon us, or from us accept favourably any 
thing we should do. But that, by our Saviour’s 
performances, the case is altered; he, by his entire 
obedience, having so pleased God by his patient 
submission to God’s will, having so appeased his 
anger and satisfied his justice, that God is not 
only reconciled, but hath an especial favour, bears 
an earnest good-will toward us. That now the 
good things we possess, we may truly esteem as He 2. 
blessings, and enjoy them with real comfort, as 77” '” 
proceeding from mercy and kindness; now what we 
honestly endeavour, we may hope shall please God ; 
now we have a free access to God, and may cheer- 

fully present our sacrifices of duty and devotion, 
with a full persuasion that they shall be accepted. Eph. iii.r2. 
But all this happiness, all these favours and privi- 

31—2 
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leges, we must always remember to come from the 
continued procurement and mediation of the Be- 
loved; so as ever to be ready to acknowledge it, 
and to return our thanks therefore. To this sense 
that our apostle here had an especial regard, the 
words immediately following imply—Doing all in 
the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God 
and the Father by him; that is, in all things we do, 

taking occasion to render thanks to God, as for his 
sake being merciful and bountiful to us; bestowing 
upon us the good we enjoy, blessing our endea- 
vours,a ccepting our performances. We must not 
conceit, that any regard, any mercy, any favour, 
any reward is due to us in equity, is in effect con- 
ferred upon us, upon our own personal score; (for, 
how mean things are we in comparison of his great- 
ness; how vile and filthy things must we appear to 
his most pure and all-discerning eyes; how unwor- 
thy of his regard and of his affection must we needs 
take ourselves to be, if we do but well consider, 
and are acquainted with ourselves!) but that, In 
him (i. e. for his sake, and by his means) G'od hath 
blessed us with all spiritual blessings ; In him éxa- 

pitwoev nuas, God hath favowred, and cast his grace 

upon us; valuing us notwithstanding all our im- 
perfections; loving us, notwithstanding all the spots 
with which we are defiled; notwithstanding all the 
offences we have committed; for the relation and 

alliance we have to Jesus. Nor must we look on 
our services (the best we are able to perform) as in 
themselves grateful or satisfactory: for all of them, 
if we mark them well, we shall find not only quite 
unprofitable to God, but very defective in many 
respects; for who can say he performs any thing 
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both in kind, in manner, in degree thoroughly right § a 
XH. and good; with that ardency of love he owes to = 

God, with that purity of intention, with that earn- 
est vigour of spirit, with that undistractedness of 
mind, with which he should perform it? No; in 
all our flock we cannot pick out a sacrifice entire 
and unblemished; such as God requires, such as 
duty exacts of us. They need therefore (all our 
services need) to be commended and completed by 
the beloved Son’s perfectly well-pleasing perform- Heb. vii 
ances; they need to be cleansed and hallowed, by a 
passing through the hands of our most holy and 
undefiled High Priest; to become sweet and sa- 
voury (or to receive that copnyy evwdias, which St Eph. v. 2. 
Paul speaks of) from being offered up in his censer. 5°) ‘"" 
In fine, as all our actions should, in our intention, 
be works of Religion dedicated to God’s service 
and honour; sacrifices, as it were, of gratitude and 
homage to God; so they ought all to be offered up 
in the name of Jesus. I add further, 

VII. Lastly, that to do in the name of Jesus 
may well imply doing with invocation of him: thus 
we may understand that place of St James, where 
the elders are advised to pray, and to anoint the James v. 
sick in the Lord’s name, for, to anoint them, im- '* 

ploring our Lord’s blessing upon them, and upon 
those means used for their cure. And thus St 
‘Chrysostom expounds the words; do all in Jesus’s 
name, That is, saith he, imploring him for your 
helper in all things; always first praying to him, 
undertake your business’. Doing thus, will indeed 
christen and consecrate our actions ; for, All things, Soe iv. 

f 31/5 -~ 66 oN LU , > A ae AD, g 
Avrov kahav BonOov, ext mavrav mpdrepoy air@ ebydpevos, amrov 

tay mpaypdrey. Chrys. in locum, (Opp. Tom. ty. p. 139.] 
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SERM. saith our apostle, are sanctified by the word of God, 
X XXIII. 
——— and prayer; that is, by God’s blessing implored, 

and obtained by prayer ; or, if God’s on be there 
taken for his law, or revealed will, it is there signi- 

fied, that our actions are not only sanctified by 
their lawfulness, or conformity to that good rule, 

God’s declared will ; but also by the invocation of 

his name ; however, all our actions, it seems, are 

unhallowed and profane, if not accompanied with 
t Thess. v. devotion®. That to do thus is our duty, appears 

Vike xvii. by those frequent injunctions, To pray indesinently, 
Rom. xi, Lo pray always, To abide instantly in prayer ; 
Cel. iv.2, Which do not only import, that we should pray 

often, and continue with patience and earnestness 
in prayer ; but that we should annex it to, or inter- 
pose it among all our actions, undertaking nothing 
(at least of consideration or moment) without it. 

Paes We should do it (our Saviour commands) év wavti 
i cape, that is, On every occasion: and St Paul 
Eph.vi. 18. gives the same direction ; Praying, says he, év ravri 

kaip@, on all opportunities, with all prayer and sup- 
Eph. v.19. plication in spirit; (in spirit, that is, I take it, in 

our hearts at least, and with secret elevations of 

our mind, if not with our mouth and voice). And 

8 Act raons THs mpakews mponyeta ba THv mpooevynv.—Mare. Erem. 

Mndev pyre mordpev pyre Néywpev mply f) Tov Ocdv Kadécat Kal Trapa- 
kahéoa cvehayracba Tay ev xepoly npiv amavtwy.—Chrys. 

Tovrd ye 57 mavres doo. kai kara Bpaxd cadpooiryns peréxovow, 

ent macy 6ppy kal opiKpod kal peyadov mpaypatos Ocdv del ov Kaovotr. 

—Plato. Tim. (27. c.] Vide Ep. vin. [353. a. "Eoro 8) mavrd- 
Tao pev evxy TIS, awd yap Oedv xp mavra apxdpevoy dei Aéyew Te Kab 

voeiv.] Cf. Epict. Diss. 1. 18. [29.] 

Bene ac sapienter majores instituerunt, ut rerum agendarum, 
ita dicendi initium a precationibus capere; quod nihil rite, nihil- 
que providenter homines, sine Deorum immortalium ope, consilio, 
honore auspicarentur.—Plin. Paneg. [Cap. 1. 1.] 
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more explicitly otherwhere saith he, Be careful ss 

for nothing, but in every thing (im all your affairs) —__— 

by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let ;. a 

your requests be made known to God. And thus 

to do (to accompany all our undertakings with 
prayer) we are indeed concerned upon many 

accounts. We need God’s direction (being our- Job xviii. 

selves very blind and ignorant) in the choice of {: Tsai.xxx.t. 

what we attempt ; that our ends and designs may Hs. x. ©. 
Prov. i. 25, 

be good, conducible to God’s honour and our own jo. 
Ps. vi. 13% 

true advantage. For, as the prophet tells us, The xvi. 7; 
s lxxiii. 24 5 

way of man is not in himself, neither 1s ut im man evi. 11. 

that walketh to direct lis steps; and, as the Wise? * 7 

Man adds, Man’s goings are of the Lord ; how then Prov. xx. 

can a man understand his own way ? (implying, “*’ nV 
since God only knows what is best for us, that we 
of ourselves, without his direction, know not what 

to do, whither to go). The holy Psalmist signi- 
fies the same in those words, (very encouraging to 
the practice of this duty,) What man is he that Psal. xxv. 
feareth the Lord? (that feareth him, that is, who ‘ 
worshippeth him, and seeketh his guidance,) him 
shall he teach in the way that he shall choose. We 
need also (being ourselves not only weak and in- 
firm, but inconstant and unstable) God’s assistance 
and upholding hand in the pursuance of our well- 
chosen designs, (that we may use the best means, 
and proceed in a straight course; that we may 
persist upright and steady in our proceedings) 
that which the Wise Man seems to call the estab- 
lishing of our thoughts, and promises, as a conse- 
quence, upon our seeking God’s assistance in our 
actions, and relying thereon ; Commit, saith he, Prov. xvi. 

thy works unto the Lord, and thy thoughts shall be * 
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SERM. established ; (thou shalt drive on thy good purposes 
XXXHT. 

- steadily, without stumbling or falling; at least irre- 

coverably). So the Psalmist assures us concerning 
Ps. xxxvii. a good man; The steps of a good man are ordered 
cadres by the Lord ; none of his steps shall slide ; though he 

fall, he shall not utterly be cast down ; for the Lord 

upholdeth him with his hand. We also further, as 
to the final success of our affairs, stand in need of 

God’s blessing ; that he, upon whose will altogether 
depends the disposal of all events, should bestow 
a good issue unto our endeavours, that they prove 
not matter of discouragement or discomfort to us; 
that which also the Psalmist assures us of obtain- 
ing, upon condition of our imploring and depending 

Ps, xxxvii, upon God for it: Commit thy way, saith he, unto 

= a > the Lord ; trust also in him, and he shall bring it to 
pass. We do.thus need in all our affairs the direc- 
tion, assistance, and blessing of our Lord; but shall 

Lukexi.9, not have them without prayer : for the rule is, Ask 
Jchn xiv, Nd have, seek and find. Without asking, we are 

ix. ro, NOt likely to obtain those gifts ; without seeking, 
we must not hope to find those benefits from God. 
If we are so proud as to think we do not need 
them, or so negligent as not to mind them, or so 
distrustful ofthe divine power or goodness, that we 
imagine he cannot or will not afford them to us, we 
are like to be so unhappy as to want them. God 
expects from us, that we should, in whatever we 

do, acknowledge him: (it is the Wise Man’s ex- _ 
Prov.iii.6. pression, In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he 

shall direct thy paths:) acknowledge him as the 
only faithful guide and counsellor ; as the only 
sufficient helper and protector; as the only free 
arbitrator and donor of good success. Nothing 
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therefore is well done, which is not thus done: we oe 

cannot be satisfied in what we do ; we cannot hope 
for a comfortable end thereof; we cannot expect 
a blessing from God, if we have refused, or if we 

have neglected the recommending our proceedings 
to his care. We can, I say, do nothing ; not eat, 
not sleep, not trade, not travel, not study with any 

true content, any reasonable security, any satisfac- 

tory hope, if we have not first humbly implored 
God’s favour ; committing ourselves and our busi- 
ness into his hand, that hand which dispenseth all 

good, which alone can keep off all danger and mis- 
chief from us. God shall send his angel before Gen. xxiv. 
thee: so did our father Abraham send his servant “ 
about his business; having questionless before com- 
mended it to God by prayer. God Almighty give cen. xiii. 
you mercy before the man: so did Jacob give his ** 
sons their despatches toward Egypt. In such a 
manner did we enter upon all our affairs, we could 
not but be full of hope, and void of care concerning 
them ; for that commonly we are so full of anxiety 
about the event of what we undertake, whence 

doth it arise, but from our neglect of this duty ? 
for, having committed our business into so sure a 

hand, how could we further be solicitous about it ? 

Had we, according to St Peter’s advice, Cast our 1 Pet. v.7. 
care upon the Lord ; or, Cast our burden upon him, Ps. lv. 22. 

(as the Psalmist exhorts us ;) had we duly sought 

and invoked him, Who never faileth them that Ps. ix. 10. 

seek him, Who is nigh to all them that call upon ania 

him; we should not have such a load of troublesome oie ae 
care resting upon us; our hearts would be light 7 ®: 

and. free as to all these things ; we should be secure, 
that nothing very bad or disastrous could befall 
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us ; we should experience it true, what the prophet 
affirms in that prayer or psalm to God ; Thow wilt 
keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on 
thee. Be careful for nothing, St Paul bids us; but 
in every thing let your requests be made known to 
God : if we perform the latter part, the former will 
naturally be consequent thereon. Thus, in the last 
place, should we do all things in the name of Jesus, 
(upon all occasions praying to him, or, which is all 
one, to God in his name,) which that we may do 

(that we are allowed and encouraged to do it) is 
also a privilege, and an advantage unvaluable. 

In so many ways and particular respects may 
we and ought we to perform all we do in the name 
of Jesus: we should do every thing out of grateful 
affection and respect to him, as our chief principle : 
every thing as his servants, aiming especially at 
the pleasing of him and promoting his honour, as 
our principal end; every thing according to his 
will and commandment, as our constant rule; 

every thing after his example, as our best pattern ; 
every thing in confidence of his gracious assistance 
and blessing, as our only strength and support; 
every thing with hope of acceptance purely upon 
his account; every thing with thankful sense 
and acknowledgment to God for the mercies and 
favours conveyed unto us by his means, conferred 
upon us for his sake; every thing with humble 
invocation of him, or with prayer to God in his 
name : in sum, every thing with a due and proper 
regard had to him; so that he be not passed over 
or left out in any thing we undertake ; but come 
always into consideration, according as our rela- 
tions to him and our obligations to him do require. 
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In the performances of which duties the life in- es 
deed of our Religion (of all our good practice, of all ———~ 
our devotion) doth consist. 

To allthis I shall only subjoin the mention of 
one general duty, implied in all and each of those 
we have propounded, which is this: 

VIII. That our Lord Jesus should be fre- 
quently (and in a manner continually; always, as 
to the habitual disposition of our souls, actually 
upon all fit occasions) present to our minds and 
thoughts. This, I say, is plainly implied in the 
former duties. For, how is it possible we should 
perform all our actions (yea, utter all our words) 
with any sort of regard to him, if we seldom think 
of him? Such is the nimbleness and activity of 
our minds, that it is feasible enough to do thus ; 
and, in respect to other objects, we commonly ex- 
perience it done ; for, Animus est ubt amat ; whatever 

we affect, our mind, however otherwise employed, 

will be thinking on it; it is hard to restrain 
our thoughts from it: (the covetous man’s heart 
will be among his bags; the voluptuous man’s 
mind will be in his dishes ; the studious person 
will be musing on his notions, do he what he 
can :) why then may we not as well, as often 
direct our minds toward our Lord, and mix the 

remembrance of him with all other employments 
or entertainments of our thoughts? To do so is 
surely very requisite, and very expedient toward 
our good practice. Things far distant, or long 

absent, can have small efficacy, or influence : it is 

so, we see, In natural, and it is no less so in moral 

causalities ; wherein representation to the fancy and 
memory have a force answerable to that, which 
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real conjunction and approximation have in nature. 
As the heat and light of the sun, the further he 
goes, and the longer he stays from us, do the more, 

proportionably, decrease ; so, according to our less 
frequently and less seriously thinking upon any 
object, our affection and our respect thereto decay. 
If therefore we desire, according to our duty, to 
maintain in our hearts such dispositions (due af- 
fection and due reverence) toward Jesus; if we 
intend to suit our actions accordingly with due 
regard to him; we should, in order to those pur- 
poses, apply this so necessary and useful mean, of 
frequently bending our minds toward him; the 
doing of which, in likelihood, will conduce much 

to the sanctifying our affections, and to the govern- 
ing our actions in a constant performance of our 
duty. For we can hardly sure (admitting we do 
seriously believe him to be such as we profess to 
believe him) with any competent attention think 
of him, but that thought will be apt to restrain us 
from doing ili, to incite us to do well; since to- 

gether with that thought, some of his excellent 
perfections, some of our principal relations, and 
some of our great obligations to him, (each of 
which hath much virtue and force to those pur- 
poses,) will interpose and represent themselves. 
Frequently thinking of him, we shall sometimes 
apprehend him with incessant toil labouring in the 
service of God, and in promoting the welfare of 
men ; sometimes we shall imagine him undergoing 
all kind of contumelies and bitter pains, suffering 
by the cruel hands and tongues of spiteful men; we 
shall, as it were, behold him bleeding under the 

scourge, and hanging upon the cross for our sakes. 
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Sometimes he will appear to our minds crowned 
with majesty, reigning in sovereign power and 
glory, having all things in subjection under his 
feet; sometimes also he will be represented as our 
Judge, before whose tribunal we must all shortly 
stand, and be obliged to render an account of all 
our doings: which thoughts passing through our 
minds, will be apt to make some impression upon 
our hearts, to have some influence upon our ac- 

tions. For, can that most amiable and most 

venerable idea of a person so entirely pure and 
holy, so meek and humble, so full of benignity and 

charity toward all men, (particularly toward our- 
selves,) be otherwise than apt to beget some espe- 
cial love and reverence toward him; than incline 

us strongly to do well, yea, than teach us what and 
how we should do so, in conformity to such a 
pattern set before us? it occurring to our thoughts, 

that he is our Lord and Master, (who made us, 
and maintains us; who purchased us to himself, 
and redeemed us from miserable slavery by his 
own heart-blood ;) how can it fail to raise in us 
some awe, some sense of duty toward him? Will 
not the apprehension of what he did and what he 
suffered for us powerfully mind us, that, according 
to all justice and equity, in all ingenuity and grati- 
tude, we are bound to do only that which will 
please him? If we think of Jesus, when we are 

setting upon any action, shall we not thereupon be 
apt thus to interrogate ourselves? Shall I do 
otherwise than he did, or would have done, so 

rendering myself unlike or contrary to him ? Shall 
I be so unfaithful to my glorious Master, as to dis- 
serve him, or to neglect his service? Shall I be 

SERM. 
XXXITI. 
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ee unworthy toward my gracious Redeemer, my 
——_— best friend, my most bountiful benefactor, as to 

disoblige him, to wrong him, to dishonour him, to 

erieve him by thus doing? Shall I be so vain 
and rash as to cross him who is my King, able to 
control and subdue me; as to offend him who is 

my Judge, resolved to condemn and punish me ? 
Shall I wilfully forfeit that friendship and favour 
of his, upon which all my happiness doth depend ? 
Shall I procure his displeasure and enmity, from 
which my utter ruin must inevitably follow? Such 
considerations have a natural connection with our 
frequent thinking upon, and the presence, as it 

were, of our blessed Saviour to our minds; which, 

therefore, may be commended to us as an excellent 
instrument of bettering our hearts and our lives. 

To conclude: Let us always remember, and 
consider, that we are Christians, related unto 

Christ Jesus, and called by his name, and as so, 
in his name let us do all things: 

Lord of all power and might, who art the au- 
thor and giver of all good things ; graft in our hearts 
the love of thy name, increase in us true religion, 
nourish us with all goodness, and of thy great 
mercy keep us in the same; through Jesus Christ 
our Lord. 



SERMON XXXIV. 

OF BEING IMITATORS OF CHRIST. 

TUCOR, PV ATG: 

I beseech you, be followers of me: or, I exhort you, be 

imitators of me*. 

S* PAUL, by an impartial reflection upon his sERM. 
heart and life, being well assured, that he by oe 

the divine Spirit was enlightened with a certain 
knowledge of all necessary truth, and endued with 
plentiful measures of divine grace; being conscious 
of a sincere zeal in himself to honour God, and 

benefit men; being satisfied, that with integrity 
he did suit his conversation to the dictates of a 
good conscience, to the sure rule of God’s law, and 

to the perfect example of his Lord; that his inten- 
tions were pure and right, his actions warrantable, 
and the tenor of his life conspicuously blameless, 
doth upon all occasions (not out of any self-con- 
ceitedness, arrogance, or ostentation, from which 

he, by frequent acknowledgment of his own de- 
fects and his miscarriages, and by ascribing all the 
good he had or did to the grace and mercy of God, 
doth sufficiently clear himself; but from an earn- 
est desire to glorify God, and edify his disciples) 
describe, and set forth his own practice, proposing 
it as a rule, pressing it upon them as an argument, 

* Tlapakar® tpas, pintai pov yiverbe. 
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xxxi, an encouragement, an obligation to the perform- 
—— ance of several duties. So by it he directeth 

and urgeth the Ephesians to a charitable compli- 
ance, or complaisance; a sweet and inoffensive de- 

ee x. meanour toward other: Gave no offence, saith he, 
1; iv.16. neither to the Jews, nor to the Gentiles, nor to the 

church of God: even as I please all men in all 
things, not seeking my own profit, but the profit of 
many, that they may be saved: be ye followers of 
me: so he guides and provokes the Philippians to 
endeavours of proficiency in grace, and the study of 

Philiii.16, Christian perfection : Nevertheless, saith he to them, 
a whereto we have already attained, let us walk by 

the same rule, let us mind the same thing: brethren, 
be followers together of me, and mark such as walk 
so as ye have us for an ensample. By the like 
instance and argument he moveth the Thessalo- 
nians to a sober and orderly conversation, to indus- 
try in their calling, to self-denial, and a generous 

2Thess. iii, disregard of private interest: For yourselves, saith 
~2% he, know how ye ought to follow us: for we behaved 

not ourselves disorderly among you; neither did we 
eat any man’s bread for nought; but wrought with 
labour and travail day and night, that we might not 

be chargeable to any of you; not because we have 
not power, but to make ourselves an example to you 
to follow us. ‘The same persons he commendeth, as 
having by this means been induced to a patient 

1 Thess. i. constancy in faith and good works: Ye know, 

ie saith he, what manner of men we were among you 
Jor your sake: and ye became followers of us, and of 
the Lord, having received the word in much afflic- 
tion. The practice of all virtue and goodness he 
also thus recommendeth under this rule and obliga- 
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tion; Those things, which ye have learned, and — 
received, and heard, and seen in me, do; and the 

God of peace shall be with you. Thus in our text 
(referring it to the context) he urgeth the Chris- 
tians, his disciples at Corinth, to fidelity and dili- 
gence in the charges and affairs committed to them, 
to humility, patience, and charity; wherein he de- 
clareth himself to have set before them an evident 
and exact pattern. Which practice of St Paul 
doth chiefly teach us two things; that we be care- 
ful to give, and that we be ready to follow good 
example ; the latter of which duties more directly 
and immediately agreeth to the intent of this 
place; and it therefore I shall only now insist 
upon: the subject and scope of my discourse shall 
be to shew, that it is our duty and concernment 
to regard the practices of good men, and to fol- 
low their example. To which purpose we may 
observe, 

rt That it is the manner of the apostles, upon 
all occasions, to inculcate this duty: we heard St 
Paul: hear St James: Take, saith he, my breth- games v. 
ren, the prophets, who have spoken in the name of *®* 
the Lord, for an example of suffering affliction: Ye 
have heard of the patience of Job, and have seen 
the end of the Lord; that the Lord is very pitiful, 
and of tender mercy: and the Apostle to the 
Hebrews: We desire, saith he, that every one of you en, etew 

do shew the same diligence to the full assurance of '* 
hope unto the end: that ye be not slothful, but fol- 
lowers of them who through faith and patience in- 
herit the promises: and again: Wherefore seeing we xii.«. 
are also compassed about with so great a cloud of 
witnesses, let us lay aside every weight, and the 

B. 8. VOL. II. 32 

Phil. iv. 9. 
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SERM. sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run‘with 
XXXIV 

1 Pet. iii. 
1540 

patience the race that is set before us. And St Pe- 
ter: Ye wives, be in subjection to your own hus- 
bands; even as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him 
lord. And wherever the eminent deeds of holy 
men are mentioned, it is done with an intimation 

at least, or tacit supposition, that we are obliged to 
follow their example. 

2 We may consider, that to this end (that we 
might have worthy patterns to imitate) the good- 
ness of God hath raised up in all ages such excel- 
lent persons, furnishing them with rare endow- 
ments, and with continual influences of his grace 
assisting them, to this purpose, that they might not 
only instruct us with wholesome doctrine, but lead 

us also by good example in the paths of righteous- 
ness. For certainly what St Paul saith concerning 
the sins and punishments of bad men, is no less 
applicable to the virtuous deeds and happy exam- 

1Cor.x. ples of good men: All these things happened unto 
Il. 

them for ensamples; and they are written for our 
admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are 
come. 

3 They are written for our admonition: it 
was a special design of God’s providence in record- 
ing and recommending to our regard the divine 
histories. They were not framed as monuments of 
a fruitless memory and fame to them; they were 
not proposed to us as entertainments of our curio- 
sity, as objects of wonder, as matters of idle dis- 
course; that unconcernedly we should gaze upon 
them, or talk about them, as children look on fine 

gays: but they are set before us, as copies to tran-— 
scribe, as lights to guide us in our way to hap- 
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valley ot 
piness’. So that if we will not ingratefully frus — 
trate the intentions of divine Providence for our 
good, we must dispose ourselves to imitate those 
illustrious patterns of virtue and piety. 

4 We may further consider, that, in the 
nature of the thing itself, good example is of sin- 
gular advantage to us, as being apt to have a 
mighty virtue, efficacy, and influence upon our 
practice : which consideration should much engage 
us to regard it, applying it as an instrument of 
making ourselves good, and consequently of be- 
coming happy. Good example is, as I say, of ex- 
ceeding advantage to practice upon many accounts. 

1 Kxamples do more compendiously, easily, 
and pleasantly inform our minds, and direct our 
practice, than precepts, or any other way or instru- 
ment of discipline. Precepts are delivered in an 
universal and abstracted manner, naked, and void 

of all circumstantial attire, without any interven- 
tion, assistance, or suffrage of sense; and, conse- 

quently, can have no vehement operation upon the 
fancy, and soon do fly the memory; like flashes of 
lightning, too subtle to make any great impression, 
or to leave any remarkable footsteps, upon what 
they encounter; they must be expressed in nice 
terms, and digested in exact method; ‘they are 
various, and in many disjointed pieces conspire to 
make up an entire body of direction: they do also 
admit of divers cases, and require many exceptions, 

> Meyiorn 82 680s mpos THY TOU KaOnkovTos evpeaww Kal 1) pedETH 

tav Oconvetotav ypapar. €v ravtats yap Kali ai Tov mpdkewv broOnjKat 

evpiokovrat, Kai oi Biot Tov pakapiov dvdpav avaypamro: mapadedopevor, 

otoy eixdves tives Euxuxou THs Kata Oedy TodiTElas, TH prypare TOV 
ayabov épywv mpdxewra.—Bas. ad Greg. Ep. u. (Opp. Tom. 11. 
PO 7 E. | 
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SERM, or restrictions, which to apprehend distinctly, and 
XXXIV 

retain long in memory, needs a tedious labour, and 
continual attention of mind, together with a pierc- 
ing and steady judgment. But good example, 

with less trouble, more speed, and greater efficacy, 

causes us to comprehend the business, representing 

it like a picture exposed to sense, having the parts 
orderly disposed and completely united, suitably 
clothed and dressed up in its circumstances; con- 
tained in a narrow compass, and perceptible by one 
glance, so easily insinuating itself into the fancy, 
and durably resting therein: in it you see at once 
described the thing done, the quality of the actor, 
the manner of doing, the minute seasons, measures, 
and adjuncts of the action; with all which you 
might not perhaps by numerous rules be acquaint- 
ed; and this in the most facile, familiar, and de- 
lightful way of instruction, which is by experience, 
history, and observation of sensible events. A 
system of precepts, though exquisitely compacted, 
is, in comparison, but a skeleton, a dry, meagre, 

lifeless bulk, exhibiting nothing of person, place, 

time, manner, degree, wherein chiefly the flesh and 

blood, the colours and graces, the life and soul of 
things do consist; whereby they please, affect, and 
move us: but example imparts thereto a goodly 
corpulency, a life, a motion; renders it conspicuous, 
specious, and active, transforming its notional uni- 
versality into the reality of singular subsistence. 
This discourse is verified by various experience ; 
for we find all masters of art and science explicat- 
ing, illustrating, and confirming their general rules 
and precepts by particular examples. Mathema- 
ticians demonstrate their theorems by schemes and 
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diagrams, which in effect are but sensible instances; SERM. 
4 XXX 

orators back their enthymemes (or rational argu- 
mentations) with inductions, (or singular exam- 
ples;) philosophers allege the practice of Socrates, 
Zeno, and the like persons of famous wisdom and 
virtue, to authorize their doctrine: politics and 
civil prudence is more easily and sweetly drawn 
out of good history, than out of books De Repub- 
lica. Artificers describe models, and set patterns 
before their disciples, with greater success, than if 
they should deliver accurate rules and precepts to 
them. For who would not more readily learn to 
build, by viewing carefully the parts and frame of 
a well-contrived structure, than by a studious in- 

quiry into the rules of Architecture; or to draw, by 
setting a good picture before him, than by merely 
speculating upon the laws of perspective; or to 
write fairly and expeditely, by imitating one good 
copy, than by hearkening to a thousand oral pre- 
scriptions; the understanding of which, and faculty 
of applying them to practice, may prove more diff- 
cult and tedious, than the whole practice itself as 
directed by a copy? Neither is the case much dif- 
ferent in moral concernments; one good example 
may represent more fully and clearly to us the 
nature of a virtue, than any verbose description 
thereof can do: in sooner time, and with greater 
ease, we may learn our duty by regarding the 
deportment of some excellent person, than by 
attending to many philosophical discourses con- 
cerning it. For instance*, if we desire to know 

* For instance: Take the life of the younger Cato described 
by the pen of some good historian, and therein see how 
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what faith is, and how we should rely upon the 
divine Providence, let us propose to our consider- 

ation the practice of Abraham; wherein we may 

faithfully, diligently, and discreetly, he discharged the several 
offices wherein he was employed by the Commonwealth. 
With what incorruptness and integrity he managed the 
public revenues committed to his inspection; how equally 
and impartially he administered justice; with what sincerity, 

prudence, and courage, he advised, and delivered his suffrage 
in the senate. How magnanimously he forbore to bribe and 
flatter the people in petition of dignities; how patiently 
he contested with the rage of the abused multitude; and 
gallantly sustained their ingrateful affronts and _ repulses. 
How, neither daunted with fear of danger, nor allured by 

temptation of private advantage, he singly embraced, and 
constantly adhered to the interests of justice, and public 
good: how warily he observed, wisely detected, and reso- 

lutely withstood the pestilent designs of factious citizens. 
Daring in the open senate, and face to face, to impeach of 
treason the great Czesar, conqueror of so many provinces, 
and master of so many legions: to check and reprove the 
then greater Pompey, in the flower of his glory, and height 
of his fortunes; and to refuse disdainfully the affinity with 

base design offered and solicited by him; behold him upon 
all occasions, at all times, in all places; in peace and war ; 

in the senate, in the forum, in the army; in the field, upon 

the sea, over wild deserts, and parched sands, with invincible 
courage and unwearied constancy, to his utmost power, and 

to his last gasp, defending the law, liberty, and honour of his 
country, against tyrannical encroachments; and I dare say, 
you shall thereby better understand the duties, and qualifica- 

tions of a good citizen, than by perusing Aristotle’s Polities, 
or turning over and over Plato’s discourses De Republica. 
It was Xenophon’s observation, confirmed by his own ex- 
perience, that the memory of Socrates his conversation did 
greatly profit those who had been used to his acquaintance: 
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see the father of the faithful leaving a most plea- 

sant country, the place of his nativity, and ques- 

tionless most dear unto him under that notion; 

deserting his home and fixed habitation, his aeeite 

and patrimony, his kindred and acquaintance, to 

wander he knew not where in unknown lands, with 

all his family, leading an uncertain and ambulatory 

life in tents, sojourning and shifting among strange 
people, devoid of piety and civility, (among Cana- 
anites and Egyptians,) upon a bare confidence in 
the Divine protection and guidance: we may see 
him, aged ninety-nine years, sensible of his own 
natural impotence, and an equal incapacity in his 
consort as to such purposes, yet with a steady be- 
lief assuring himself, that from those dead stocks a 
numerous progeny should spring, and that he, who 
by all power of nature was unable to beget one 
child, should, by virtue of God’s omnipotent word, 

become the father of a mighty nation: we may see 
him upon the first summons of the Divine com- 
mand, without scruple or hesitancy, readily and 

(Kal 75 éxeivov pepynoOac py mapdvTos ov puxpa @peet Tors eiwOdras Te 

avT@ ouveivat, Kat dmodexopevous éxeivov!). And like to it that of 

Seneca, that the crowds of philosophers that followed the 

same wise and virtuous person derived more of their ethics 
from his manners than from his words: (Plus ex moribus, 
quam ex verbis Socratis traxit?). And he that shall reflect 
upon the story of his gallant behaviour, when he was by 

malicious envy accused, condemned, and persecuted to death, 

may perhaps be more informed thereby, than by all the subtle 
discourses he ever made concerning death, and the state of 
the soul succeeding it. But to use more authentic and 

approved instances.—MS. bearing the date: Aug. 20, 1661. 

1 Mem. Soc. tv. 1. 1. 2 Ep. x. 
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SEB cheerfully yielding up his only son (the sole ground 

Gen. 
XXXIX, Q. 

of his hope and prop of his family, to whose very 
person the promise of multiplication was affixed) 
to be sacrificed and slain; not objecting to his own 
reason the palpable inconsistency of counsels so 
repugnant, nor anxiously labouring to reconcile the 
seeming contrariety between the Divine promises 
and commands; but resolved as it were (with an 
implicit faith in God) to believe things incredible, 
and to rely upon events impossible: contemplating 
these things, let us say what discourse could so 
livelily describe the nature of true faith, as this 
illustrious precedent doth. 

Again, he that would learn how to demean 
himself in resisting the assaults of temptation, let 
him perpend that one carriage of Joseph ; of him, 
together withstanding the courtships of an attrac- 
tive beauty, and rejecting the solicitations of an 
imperious mistress, advantaged by opportunities of 
privacy and solitude ; when the refusal was attended 
with extreme danger, and all the mischiefs, which 
the disdain of a furious lust disappointed, of an 
outrageous jealousy provoked, of a loving master’s 
confidence abused, could produce ; and all this by 
one of meanest condition, in a strange place, where 
no intercession, favour, or patronage of friends 
could be had, no equal examination of his cause 
might be expected ; of him doing this, merely upon 
principles of conscience, and out of fear of God ; 
(saying, How can I do this great evil, and sin 

against God ?) and he that considers this example, 
how can he be ignorant of his duty in the like 
case ? 

Again, would we learn wisdom, constancy, and 
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resolution in the conduct of honest and worthy eS 

designs, let us set before our eyes the pattern of 
Moses, and therein take notice, how he, obeying 

Divine instinct and direction, having embraced 
that noble purpose of rescuing his countrymen 
from the Egyptian bondage, of settling them in a 
method of happy policy, and of bringing them into 
the promised land of their enjoyment, did behave 
himself in the execution thereof; with how inde- 

fatigable industry he solicited their cause with a 
fickle and deceitful, stupid and hardhearted king; 
enduring frequent disappointments and repulses, 
together with furious storms of anger, and most 
terrible menaces from him: how having there sur- 
mounted all obstacles, and effectually enlarged the 
people from their restraint in Egypt, he led them 
on foot through a valley, encompassed with moun- 
tains of sea; and after that undertook a tedious 

march (a march of forty years) through a wild, 
barren, and dry solitude, (where no water was 
but such as issued from the stony bowels of a 
rock ; no food, or means of subsistence, but such 

as was supplied by the miraculous purveyance of 
Heaven,) in the meanwhile resisting the continual 
invasions of open enemies, in great numbers with 
armed violence striving to obstruct his passage, 
and defeat his purpose; having also (which was 
more) his patience constantly exercised in support- 
ing the froward perverseness of a most incredulous 
and intractable people, which took all occasions of 
complaint and mutiny against him; in contesting 
with the factious rivality of envious nobles, who 
repined at his successes, and maligned his authority 
among them ; in bearing the indiscreet and unto- 

RM. 
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os ward prevarications of his own most intimate 
“friends and nearest relations, complying with the 
wicked humours and desires of the people; in 
sustaining many other perplexities and crosses ; 
all which, notwithstanding, he with insuperable re- 
solution happily achieved his glorious undertaking : 
and will not this example, attentively regarded, 
beyond the power of any other means or method, 
explain to us the way of industry, courage, and 
perseverance in good and worthy, though high and 
difficult enterprises ? 

One instance more, and that of all most perti- 
nent to our occasion: Would you be instructed 
how faithfully to discharge the ministerial, or any 
other office? With a steadfast attention then be- 
hold the excellent pattern of St Paul; consider 
how in all his designs he zealously and singly 
aimed at the honour and service of God, neglect- 
ing his own safety, quiet, credit, and all worldly 
accommodations for the advancement of them : 
how affectionately he tendered the good and welfare 
of those, the care of whose spiritual condition was 
commended to him, using all his skill, care, and 

strength in promoting their edification ; declaring 
himself for their good to be content, not only for 
a time to be absent from the Lord, being deprived 
of that happiness which he otherwise impatiently 
groaned for, and was fully assured of; but de- 
sirous, as it seems, to be secluded for ever from his 

blissful presence, by a dreadful Anathema, for their 
sake : how prudently, meekly, and humbly he de- 

meaned himself toward them ; becoming all things 
to all men, forming himself into all allowable 
shapes and colours: undergoing all sorts of cen- 
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sure and imputations, (of a despicable, an ignorant, 
a foolish person ;) tempering his speech and de- 
portment to their capacities and needs, bearing 
their miscarriages, and complying with their weak- 
nesses ; parting freely with his own just liberty, 
pleasure, and satisfaction, for their spiritual advan- 

tage : how generously he despised his own profit 
and ease, refusing that supply he might with all 
reason and equity have required from them ; 
choosing to maintain himself with the labour of 
his own hands, and the sweat of his brows, that he 

might render the Gospel nowise burdensome or 
offensive to them : how vigilantly and courageously 
he withstood the mischievous endeavours of false 
brethren, and treacherous seducers ; earnestly con- 

tending for the Church’s peace and quiet against 
factious spirits; and for the substantial truths of 
the Gospel against the pernicious devices of here- 
tics and false teachers: how patiently he sustained 
all manner of pains, griefs, travels, wants, losses, 
hazards, distresses, disappointments, affronts, and 
reproaches, for the honour of God, the benefit of 

his spiritual children, the discharge of his duty, 
and satisfaction of his conscience; these things, L 
say, regard, and then tell me, if he might not 

reasonably inculcate this admonition, Imitate me; 
and if his example be not of rare use to instruct 
us, how faithfully we should, m our respective 

charges and employments, demean ourselves. I 
might, in like manner, instance how excellent a rule 

of devotion the practice of the Royal Prophet may 
be unto us ; how Ehias’s practice might teach us to 
be zealous champions for truth and righteousness ; 
how they who would be good judges, or honest 
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patriots, may receive direction from the carriage of 
Samuel, Daniel, and Nehemiahe. But I proceed 
to say that further, 

2 Good examples do not only inform, but 
they persuade and incline our reason to good prac- 
tice, commending it to us by plausible authority ; 
a way of reasoning the most plain, easy, and suit- 
able to all men’s capacities: less subject to error 
and doubt than any other in particular cases; 
whereby, as it is always more easy to know what is 
good and fit, so commonly it is most safe ; there 
being few, who can so well discern what is good, as 
they may rest in the judgments of others. For 
that wise and virtuous persons do any thing, is a 
very probable argument, that we are obliged and 
concerned to do the like ; seeing such persons may 
in all their actions be supposed to have an unbiassed 
regard to the rules of truth and justice. He there- 
fore who can say, that Abraham, or David, or St 
Paul did so in such a case, supposeth that he hath 
no small reason to do the like ; it is accounted par- 
donable, yea almost commendable, to err with such 
persons ; because it is done with good appearance 
of reason, seeing such persons were themselves un- 
likely to err: Will you, saith Cicero, commemorate 
to me the Scipios, and the Catos, and the Leliuses, 
and say they did the same thing ; though the thing 
displeases me, yet I cannot withstand the authority 
of such men: their authority is so great, that it can 
cover even the suspicion of a fault*. Tt is obvious in 

° ‘Yzrouovijs obv SuSdoKkados apurros 6 Tod paxapicu "IaB Bios, aveké- 
Kakias 6 Tod Mwicéws, mpadrntos 6 rod AaBid, &e. Chrys. [Orat. ct. 
Opp. Tom. v. p. 656.] 

4 A fricanos mihi, et Catones, et Lzlios commemorabis? et eos 
fecisse idem dices? quamvis res mihi non placeat: tamen contra 
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temporal concernments, how great a stroke this SERM. 
way of discourse hath ; how boldly men adventure 
their dearest interests in following such, whom they 
probably deem honest, and able to guide them : 
for instance, in travelling, if one being ignorant 
or doubtful of his way happen to meet a person, 
whom he conceives able, and nowise concerned or 

disposed to mislead him, he without scruple follows 
him, and confidently relies on his direction. In 
like manner, all good men in the way of virtuous 
practice tending directly toward happiness, (our 
common journey’s end;) it being their design, 
their interest, and their endeavour not to mistake 

the way, not to deflect from the right and nearest 
course thereto, men are apt to think it reasonable 
and safe to accompany in their progress, or to 
press after them in their steps: and surely, next 
to a clear and certain rule, there is not any more 

rational warrant for practice, and consequently no 
better inducement thereto, than such good prece- 
dents. Further, 

3 Examples do excite our passions, and impel 
them to the performance of duty. They raise 
hope, they inflame courage, they provoke emu- 
lation, they urge upon modesty, they awaken 
curiosity, they affect fancy, they set in motion all 
the springs of activity. It may not be amiss to 
shew how, particularly, 

1 They raise hope, by discovering to us and 
assuredly proving the feasibleness of matters pro- 
pounded, or the possibility of success in undertak- 
ing good designs, and that by the best and most 

hominum auctoritatem probare non potero.—Magna est hominum 

auctoritas, et tanta, ut etiam delicti suspicionem tegere possit.— 
Cic. in Verr. 1. [90, 209.] 
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convincing of arguments, experience. Nothing’ so 
-depresseth hope and advanceth despondency, as an 
apprehension of impossibility, or, which is equiva- 
lent thereto, an extreme difficulty (appearing to 
surmount our present forces) in the business to be 
attempted : of such a conceit desperation seemeth 
a reasonable consequence. For, Ta advvata dwx«ev, 
pavcov, It is a madness to aim at impossibilities’ ; 

and such, considering the great infirmity of human 
nature, its strong propensions to evil, and averse- 
ness from good, together with the manifold impe- 
diments and allurements objecting themselves in 
the way of good practice, all duties as barely repre- 
sented in precepts, and pressed by rational induce- 
ments, might seem to be, if good example did 
not clearly demonstrate them to be possible, yea 
sometimes facilef; even those, which upon a super- 
ficial view do seem most difficult, and insuperable 
by our weak endeavour. The stoical doctrine, 

which described a fine and stately portraiture of 
virtue, and inculcated very strict rules, (a. close 

following of God and nature, a perfect victory over 
self, the subduing all passions, and overruling all 
corporeal appetites : an entire freedom, composure, 
and tranquillity of mind; a total indifference in 
respect of fortune and all external events, with 
the like duties, rarely practised, although, upon all 
accounts, acknowledged conformable to reason,) 

was therefore by most ‘rejected as useless, or ex- 

SOM. Antkv. $27.) 
f Chrys. in Gen. Orat. x1. Tom. 1. p. 69. [Aud todro kat Trav 

c , cn c , A , . A , \ cal , ~ 

aylay npiv dmravtwv Tovs Biovs Kai THY modLTElay Sid TaV Ociwy ypapav 

dvaypartov Katadédourev 1) TOU Lvevpatos xapis, wa paddrtes, ws Tis 

aris dvtes nuiv piaews amayta ta Tis dpetis kat@pOwoay, wh padvpo- 

fev epi THY Ta’tns epyaciar. | 
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ploded as ridiculous, as being presumed to propound 
matters purely imaginary and unpracticable; yet 
he that had seen this doctrine in great measure 
exemplified by Zeno, the first master of it, would 

have had no such reason to contemn it, nor to 

despair of practising according to it, if he would 
seriously endeavour it : exemplified, I say, by Zeno, 

whereof we have an illustrious testimony from a 
solemn decree of the Athenians: Whereas Zeno, 

the son of Mnaseas the Cittican, having many years 
professed philosophy in this city, and as well in 
all other things hath demeaned himself like a good 
man, as particularly exhorting the young men, who 
went to be instructed by him, hath provoked them to 
virtue and sobriety ; withal exhibiting his own life 
a pattern of the best things answerable to the dis- 
courses he used to make ; it is therefore auspiciously 
decreed by the people, that Zeno the son of Mnaseas 
be solemnly praised and crowned (according to the 
usage) with a golden crown; and that a monument 

be erected for him at the public charge im the Cera- 
micun®, (the place where those were interred who 
had bravely exposed their lives for public defence). 
This was indeed a noble attestation and a comely 
respect exhibited to a virtuous conversation ; mak- 
ing in some measure a satisfaction for the heimous 
affront done thereto, when, instead of honouring it 

8 [Ezevd1) Zyvev Mvacéov Kurieds €trn moka kata pidocodiay ev tH 
, , * cr “ Fae > \ x Le ‘ ‘ > 

moet yevopevos Ev TE TOs outs avnp ayabbs ay OveTEAETE Kal Tods eis 
, Shika A , , a Ys rh ‘ \ 

cvoTATW avT@ TV véwy Topevopevous Tapakaday em apeTiy kat cwppo- 
ua , \ \ , / A , > ‘ 

ovvny Tapoppa, mpos Ta BéAtiaTa mapaderypa Tov idtoy PBiov ekOeis 
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with a crown, they rewarded it with a cup of poi- 
son, given to the excellent Socrates. Suitably to 

which testimony, Seneca saith of Cleanthes, that 
his virtuous practice depended more upon the ob- 
servation of Zeno’s life, than the information of his 

doctrine. Zenonem Cleanthes non expressisset, si 
eum tantummodo audisset. Vite ejus interfuit, secreta 
perspexit, observarit ulum an ex formula sua vive- 
ret», Cleanthes, saith he, had not so nearly resem- 

bled Zeno, if he had only attended to his discourses : 
he was present to his life, he took notice of his private 
carriage, he observed whether lis practice did suit 
to his doctrine. So that Stoicism itself, which 

speaketh such prodigies, was, it seems, founded 
not only upon big words, the issues of a speculative 
fancy, but more upon the good practice of its first 
master and institutor. And, indeed, he that would 

effectually persuade the undertaking of any enter- 
prise, must either suppose it, or prove it effectible ; 
and the most easy, the most evident way of proving 
it is by example. Men, saith Pliny Junior well, 
are better instructed by examples, which have in 
them chiefly this advantage, that they do prove the 
things may be done which they enjoin‘. And, 
Human infirmity, saith Salvian to the same pur- 
pose, requires the assistance of exanvple, that it may 
more easily now perform that which it knows others 
to have before done: all posterity being admonished 
by hearing that what hath once been done, may be 
done again*. And, The example, saith St Bernard, 

» (Ep. vi. 5.] 
* Melius homines exemplis docentur, que inprimis hoc in se boni 

habent, quod approbant, que precipiunt, fieri posse. Plin. Jun. 

Paneg. [Cap. xxv. 6.] 
* Adjuvari se hominum exemplis humana optat infirmitas, 
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of a work done is a lively and efficacious oration, 
easily persuading what we intend, by proving that 
Jeasible which we strive to persuade unto!. Teen 
which score we therefore are exceedingly obliged 
to those holy men, who by their practice have 
assured us, that the highest duties exacted of us 
by our Religion (the mortification of unreasonable 
desires, the suppression of irregular passions, the 
loving and blessing our enemies, the renouncing 
worldly vanities and pleasures, the rejoicing in 
afflictions, the voluntary abdication of our estates 

in some cases, yea, exposing life itself to inevitable 

hazard and loss,) are not chimerical propositions of 
impossible performances ; but duties (if we shall 
seriously and vigorously apply our endeavours to 
them, and suffer our hopes to be elevated by their 
example) really practicable. Piety abstractedly 
viewed in precept may seem an airy project, a 
name, a notion ; but it beg seen in example will 
prove a matter substantial, true, and feasible. A 

direct and pure speculation thereof may dazzle our 
sight, and dash our hopes; but as being reflected 
from persons practising it, we may bear its lustre, 
and hope to attain it. 

2 Examples do inflame courage. So the 
apostle to the Hebrews signifieth, when to this 

quo facilius etiam ipsa nunc faciat, quee alios fecisse ante cognoscat ; 
dum admonetur etas omnis auditu fieri posse, quod factum est.— 

Saly. ad Eccl. Cath. [Barrow here quotes from memory. The 
first clause is from Salvian (ady. Avar. Lib. m1. p. 276. Ed. Baluz.); 
the latter from Cyprian (Ep. 1. ad Donat. Opp. p. 4. Ed. Bened.)] 

! Sermo quidam yivus et eflicax exemplum operis est, facile 

persuadens quod intendimus, dum factibile probat esse quod suade= 

mus.—Bern. de Resur. [Serm. 11. Opp. Tom. 1. col. 908 E. | 

Ex aliorum factis fieri posse credunt, quod forte cum putant 
fieri non posse pigrescunt.—Cyp. Ep. ]. ii. 2 [?] 

B.S. VOL. II. 39 
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SERM. purpose he intimateth, that he mentioned and 
XXXIV. ; 
- setteth before them the examples of the patri- 

archs; that he thereby might excite their courage, 

and cause them resolutely to undertake that obe- 

dience, and patiently to undergo those afflictions, 

Heb,vi.12, Which they performed and sustained ; That, saith 

he, ye be not slothful, but followers of them who 
through faith and patience inherit the promises. 
For that heat, and active spirit, which in some 
degree resideth in all men’s breasts, is by example 
kindled, as one flame is kindled by the contact or 
approach of another. How many persons, timor- 
ous and averse from dangerous undertakings, have 
notwithstanding become very bold and adventurous 
in war, by the discipline and influence of an exem- 
plary valour! It is Plutarch’s observation con- 
cerning Ceesar’s soldiers”, that they, who in service 
under other commanders did not exceed the ordi- 
nary rate of courage, nor excel their fellows, did 

yet when he led them become irresistibly valiant, 
being animated and inspired by his unparalleled 
gallantry : and who is there indeed so incurably 
heartless, so desperately sluggish or stupid, whom 
the sight of a valiant leader marching before into 
the mouth of danger, will not mfuse fire and 
vigour into, and instigate forward into a participa- 
tion of brave adventure? So example doth by a 
kind of contagion insinuate courage, or inveigle men 

™ (Rivoia bé Kal mpobvpia orpatiaray éxpyoato tocavtn mept 

airoyv, ate Tovs étrépav pndev ev tais Gas orpareiats Siahépovras, — 
duayous Kai dvuroatarous péper Oar mpos Trav Setvov, Uxép THs Kaicvapos 

8é£ns.—Plut. in Vit. Cees. Opp. Tom. vi. p. 1311. Ed. Steph.] 
—Fortis in armis 

Ceesareis Labienus erat. 
[Lucan, Phars. y. 345. ] 
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thereinto ; beside that it is a kind of daring, and 
proclaimeth him a dastard that will not imitate it; 
which imputation the lowest courage of man can 
hardly digest, and will therefore, by doing some- 
what answerable, strive to decline it. 

3 Again : Examples provoke emulation"; which 
is another strong principle of activity; moving 
us earnestly to desire, and thence eagerly to 
pursue, whatever good, privilege, or advantage, 
we see another to enjoy. To observe another of 
the same nature and capacities with ourselves to 
have shone with an illustrious virtue, to be con- 

secrated to posterity by a lasting fame, and to be 
crowned with glorious rewards above ; what other 
reflections of thought can it produce in us, than 
such as these? Shall he, a man like myself, en- 
dued with the same faculties, appetites, and pas- 
sions ; subject to the same infirmities, temptations, 
needs, cares, and encumbrances of life ; shall he, by 
noble dispositions of soul, and worthy performances, 
render himself highly considerable ; while I, by 
sordid qualities and unworthy practices, debase and 
render myself despicable? Shall he leave behind 
him monuments of eternal praise, while I do no- 
thing worthy of regard or memory? Shall he 
enjoy the favour of the great God, and the comforts 
of a blessed eternity, but I be wholly deprived of 
that joyful estate, and plunged into endless sor- 
rows and desperate misery? Shall a Joseph stoutly 

" @icee yap pidrdcadrov otcav tiv hicw taév avOporeov cidds 6 

Kupios, kal del rév Kpeittéver Sia piroripiay edieperny, GoTep Kdopid 

Twa mporeeke TOYS TAY TaTépwov GOdovs, iva ExagTos Nuaoy mpds iy av 
BovAnrar dOAnow éavroy perappvOpi¢n.—Chrys. Orat. c1. Opp. Tom 

vy. p. 656. Cf. in Gen. Orat. x1. Tom. 1. p. 77. ad Dem. Tom, vr. 
p. 148. 
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I be easily battled by the least solicitation of vice ? 
Shall a stripling David gloriously triumph over 
giants, while I basely am vanquished by dwarfs ? 
Shall Job be stripped of all his goods with conten- 
tedness, and endure the most grievous pains with 
patience, while I am discomposed for any small 
loss, and dismayed by the least cross accident ? 
Shall Abraham here, by his faith and obedience, 
attain to be called the friend of God, and rest for 

ever in his glorious and happy bosom, while I de- 
servedly am refused the honour and comfort of that 
heavenly communion here, and shall hereafter be 
detruded from that blissful presence, into the dismal 
mansions of wretched folly and wickedness? Did 
Paul, once a stubborn Jew, a blind Pharisee, a 

grievous blasphemer, a bloody persecutor, by a 
seasonable conversion repair his state, approve 
himself to God by an eminent zeal for his glory, 
undergo restless pains, run desperate hazards, and 
endure all sorts of distresses for the propagation of 
God’s heavenly truth, obtaining thence a never 
fading crown of glory in heaven, and a perpetual — 
renown upon earth; and shall IT then, who from ~ 
my youth have been educated in the most true and — 
holy Religion, who have by solemn engagements — 
devoted myself thereto, who may without any | 
trouble or danger profess and practise according to _ 
that holy discipline, proceed in wicked courses, pro- : 
voking God’s wrath, and attracting his vengeance — 
upon me? No: since the capacities are alike, — 
since the means are common, since the rewards of — 
piety are promiscuously exposed and offered unto — 
all, why should I, by deplorable perverseness or | 
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negligence, suffer myself to be deprived of it and SERM. 
its benefits? Why shall not I become as good, as 
commendable, as happy as any other man? These. 
are the conceits and voices of natural emulation, 

that mighty passion (so often, and by many effects 
it discovereth itself to be) implanted in our ori- 
ginal constitution to be as a spur and incentive, 
stimulating and inflaming us unto the ready un- 
dertaking and vigorous pursuit of good purposes ; 
the which, perhaps, hath produced more noble 
effects than any other passion or inclination of 
our souls: for all manner of excellency in know- 
ledge, in prowess, in virtue, how often doth it 

issue from this source®! Doth not the admired 
fame of men notable for learning, (recorded in 
story, or subject to present observation,) and a 
jealousy of being surpassed in accomplishments 
competent to human nature, sharpen the appetite, 
and rouse the industry of most scholars, whom 
neither the love of knowledge nor its apparent use- 
fulness could anywise persuade to bear so much 
toil in acquist thereof? Do not all histories 
acquaint us, that the most gallant enterprises and 
exploits of famous warriors have derived their 
beginning from an emulation of the glory pur- 
chased by their ancestors? (wisdom and valour 
have thus especially been propagated; one man’s 
signal excellency being parent to the like in many 
others.) And that this passion may, in like 
manner, be subservient to the production of virtue 
and piety, 1s plain enough from parity of reason, 

—Tentanda via est, qua me quoque possim 
Tollere humo. 

[Virg. Georg. m1. 8. 

XIV, 
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and from experience ; and we have (for further 
argument thereof) the apostle’s practice using it 
to this purpose: St Paul employed it as an engine 
for the conversion of his dear countrymen ; whom, 
by raising in them a jealousy of being outstripped, 
in God’s favour and its effects, by the Gentiles, 
he endeavoureth to provoke to the embracing of 
the Christian faith: I speak to you Gentiles, saith he, 
masmuch as I am the Apostle of the Gentiles, I 
magnify my office, El ws mapaCniwcw [Lou THV capKa, 

of by any means I may provoke to emulation them 
which are my flesh, and might save some of them. 
And St James instigateth us unto fervency of 
prayer, by minding us, that Hlias was a man of 
hike passions with ourselves ; yet was able by his 
prayers to shut and open heaven, to procure bar- 
renness and fertility to the earth. And the apostle 
to the Hebrews chargeth us, To consider one an- 
other, eis Tapotuc mov ayamns Kat Kadwv Epyor, so as to 

provoke one another (or by mutual emulation to 
sharpen one another) to charity and good works. 

4. Examples do work upon modesty, that 
preserver and guardian of virtue, as Cicero calls 
it?. For every good action of another doth up- 
braid, reproach, and shame him who acteth not 
conformably thereto. Can we without a trembling 
heart, and blushing forehead, view the practices of 
the ancient saints, if ours be altogether unlike 
them? If they, to please God and secure their 
salvation, did undergo such prodigious pains in 
assiduous devotions, abstinences, watchings, and 

we contrariwise are extremely sluggish, cold, and 

P Custos vero virtutum omnium, dedecus fugiens, laudemque 
maxime consequens, verecundia est.—Cic. Part. Rhet.[Cap. xxi1.79. ] 
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negligent in the performance of our ordinary SERM. 
SOLVE 

duties; if they willingly renounced all sensual 

complacencies, and we either cherish ourselves in a 

soft delicacy of life, or wallow in a profane dissolu- 

tion of manners ; if they, to free themselves from 

distracting cares, voluntarily disburdened them- 

selves of all needless encumbrances, and we are 

wholly busy in heaping up wealth, and driving on 
worldly interests ; if they gladly embraced and en- 
dured the sharpest afflictions, and we are terrified 
by the thought, are overwhelmed by the sense of 
the least disappointment, or distasteful occurrence ; 
how can we without extreme regret of mind, and 
confusion of face, consider their practice, or com- 

pare it with ours? It is a profligate impudence of 
him that can daily hear and read the stories of 
their doings, without being deeply sensible, and 
ashamed at the dissonance appearing between their 
course of life and his. 

5 Example awakens that curiosity, which is 
natural to us, and of no mean efficacy upon our 
actions. For whatever we see done, we are apt 

to be inquisitive concerning it ; why and to what 
purpose it is done, what the grounds are, and what 
the fruits of the performance; especially if the 
matter seem considerably important, and the ac- 
tion proceedeth from a person deserving respect ; 
whereof having passed some competent judgment, 
we are by the same instinct of curiosity further 
transported into a desire of discerning by our trial 
and experience whether the event correspondeth 
to our expectation ; so are we easily induced to 
imitate the actions of others. By which means as 
vice ordinarily is conceived and propagated, (men 
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by a preposterous and perverse curiosity being 
inveigled to try what they see others affect or 
enjoy,) so may virtue also by the same means be 
engendered and nourished ; the general ways of 
producing and maintaining those contrary habits 
being alike. As, therefore, it is a great blemish 

and reproach to human nature that, We, as the 

Satirist truly observeth of us, have a great pro- 
clivity to follow naughty exanples*; so there is from 
hence some amends, that we have also some incli- 

nation to imitate good and worthy precedents ; the 
which is somewhat more strong and vigorous, 
because countenanced and encouraged by the ap- 
probation of reason, our most noble faculty. 

6 Examples also do please the mind and 
fancy in contemplation of them, thence drawing a 
considerable influence upon practice. No kind of 
studious entertainment doth so generally delight 
as history, or the tradition of remarkable examples: 
even those who have an abhorrency or indisposi- 
tion toward other studies, (who have no genius to 
apprehend the more intricate subtleties of science, 
nor the patience to pursue rational consequences, ) 
are yet often much taken with historical narra- 
tions; these striking them with a delectable variety 
of accidents, with circumstantial descriptions, and 
sensible representations of objects, do greatly affect 
and delight their fancies; especially the relation of 
notable adventures and rare accidents is wont to be 
attended with great pleasure and satisfaction. And 
such are those which present to us the lives and 

q — Dociles imitandis 

Turpibus et pravis omnes sumus. 

Juv. (Sat. x1v. 40. ] 
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examples of holy men, abounding with wonders of SERM. 
providence and grace: no attempts so gallant, no 
exploits so illustrious, as those, which have been 
achieved by the faith and patience, by the prudence 
and courage of the ancient saints ; they do far sur- 
pass the most famous achievements of Pagan heroes. 
It was, I dare say, more wonderful, that Abraham 

with his retinue of household servants should van- 

quish four potent and victorious kings; and that 
Gideon with three hundred unarmed men should 
discomfit a vastly numerous host, than that Alex- 
ander with a well-appointed army of stout and ex- 
pert soldiers should overturn the Persian empire. 
The siege of Jericho is so far more remarkable, 
than those most famous ones of Numantia and 
Saguntus, as it is more strange that the blast of 
trumpets and the noise of people shouting should 
demolish walls, than the shaking them with rams, 
or discharging massy stones against them. And 
he, that carefully will compare the deeds of Samson 
and Hercules, shall find, that one true exploit per- 
formed by the former doth much in force and 
strangeness surmount the twelve fabulous labours 
of the other : no triumphs indeed are comparable 
to those of piety; no trophies are so magnificent 
and durable, as those which victorious faith erect- 

eth: that history therefore which reports the Res 
geste, the acts and sufferings of most pious men, 
must in reason be esteemed not only the most 
useful, but also the most pleasant; yielding the 
sweetest entertainment to well-disposed minds ; 
wherein we see virtue expressed, not in bare idea 
only, but in actual life, strength, motion; in all its 
beauty and ornaments: than which no spectacle 

XXXIV. 
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sERM. can be more stately ; no object more grateful can 
XXXIV. 
"be presented to the discerning eye of reason. 

7 We may furthermore consider, that God 

hath provided and recommended to us one ex- 

ample, as a perfect standard of good practice; the 

example of our Lord: the which declareth the use 

and efficacy of good example, as one principal in- 

strument of piety. That, indeed, is the most uni- 

versal, absolute, and assured pattern; yet doth it 

not supersede the use of other examples: not only 

the valour and conduct of the general, but those 

of inferior officers, yea, the resolution of common 

soldiers, do serve to animate their fellows. The 

Stars have their season to guide us, as well as the 

Sun; especially when our eyes are so weak, as 

hardly to bear the day. Even, considering our in- 

firmity, inferior examples by their imperfection 

sometime have a peculiar advantage. Our Lord’s 

most imitable practice did proceed from an im- 

mense virtue of divine grace, which we cannot ar- 

rive to; it in itself is so perfect and high, that we 

may not ever reach it; looking upon it may there- 

fore sometimes dazzle and discourage our weakness : 

but other good men had assistances in measure, 

such as we may hope to approach unto; they were 

subject to the difficulties, which we feel; they were 

exposed to the perils of falling, which we fear: we 

may therefore hope to march on in a reasonable 

distance after them ; we may, by help of the same 

grace, come near in transcribing their less exact copy. 

To conclude: Since upon so many accounts we 

are obliged to follow good examples; since they 

are of so great use toward our proceeding in the 

way to happiness; thence they conduce to the clear 
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instruction of our understanding, to the forcibly SERM. 
inclining our reason, to the vehement excitement of 
our passions, to the delightfully affecting our ima- 
gination in subserviency to good practice; let us 
make that due and profitable use of them, which 
we should and may do. Let us, with diligent 
attention perusing the sacred history, meditate 
upon the lives of holy men therein propounded as 
patterns of a persevering faith in God, and con- 
scionable obedience to his commandments. Let 
the light of their exemplary practice in all kind of 
piety and virtue continually shine upon our souls, 
to direct our minds, to inflame our affections, to 

quicken our resolutions, to detect the errors and 
correct the faults of our lives, that we, imitating 

their virtuous and pious conversation, may partake 
of those comfortable rewards, of that joy and bliss 
whereof they rest possessed. The which God 
Almighty, and our blessed Saviour, the Author 
and Finisher of our faith, by his gracious aid and 
blessing grant unto us; to whom be all glory and 
praise for ever and ever. Amen. 

Of the two MS. copies of this Sermon, one, and probably 
the earlier, has this date, Aug. 20, 1661; and, at the end, 

the following prayer. 

He graciously watch over His Church; preserve our 

King and the Royal Progeny ; bless our Students; and pro- 
tect us this day and all our days from all sin and danger; 
through Jesus our B. L. and R. 

M. 



SERMON XXXV. 

ABIDING IN CHRIST TO BE DEMONSTRATED BY 

WALKING AS CHRIST DID. 

1 Joun II. 6. 

He that saith he abideth in him ought himself also so to 

walk, even as he walked. 

poeee FS abide in Christ, to be in Christ, to put on 

a Christ; and reciprocally Christ’s being in us, 
ro. living, dwelling, being formed in us; and the like 
Eph. i oF expressions occurring in holy a do not 

“liv. 19 denote any physical inherence, or essential conjune- 
tion between Christ and us, (such as those, who af- 

fect unintelligible mysteries rather than plain sense, 
would conceit,) but only that mutual relation ac- 
cruing from our profession of being Christ’s disci- 
ples, our being inserted into his body the Church, 
being peed by his laws, partaking of his grace, 
oh all the privileges of the Gospel, relying upon 
his promises, and hoping for eternal salvation from 
him. By virtue of which relation, we may be said, 
in a mystical or moral manner to be united to him, 
deriving strength and sustenance from him, as the 
members from the head, the branches from the 

tree, the other parts of the building from the foun- 
dation ; by which similitudes this mysterious union 
is usually expressed in scripture: in effect, briefly, 
to be in, or to abide in Christ, implieth no more, 

but our being truly in faith and practice Christians; 
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so that the meaning of St John’s words seemeth SERM. 
plainly and simply to be this: Whoever pretends ae 
to be a Christian, (that is, to believe the doctrine 
and embrace the discipline of Christ,) ought to 
walk (that is, is obliged to order the whole course 
of his life and actions) as Christ walked, (that is 
as Christ did live and converse in the world:) or, 
it is the duty of every one, professing Christianity, 
to conform his life to the pattern of Christ’s life, to 

follow his example, to imitate his practice. This is 
the importance of the words, this the subject of 
our present discourse. 

t For illustration and confirmation of which 
point, we may observe, that the holy apostles do 
upon all occasions assume this supposition, when 
they would persuade their disciples to the practice 
of any virtue, or performance of any duty; enforcing 
their exhortations, by representing the practice of 
Christ as an unquestionable ground of obligation, 
and an effectual inducement thereto. Hence they 
incite them to holiness; But, saith St Peter, as he 1 Pet.i.ts. 

that hath called you is holy, so be ye holy in all 
manner of conversation: to charity; And walk im Eph. v. 2. 
love, saith St Paul, as Christ also loved us: to pa- 

tience; Because, saith St Peter, Christ also suf- 1 Pet. ii. 
fered for us, leaving us an example, that we should a 
follow his steps. And, Let us, saith the apostle to Heb. xii. r, 
the Hebrews, run with patience the race that is set a 
before us, looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher 
of our faith; who for the joy that was set before him 
endured the cross: to humility; Let, saith St Paul, pni. i. «, 

the same mind be in you, which was also in Christ ® ™ 
Jesus: who, being in the form of God, thought it not 
robbery to be equal with God: but made himself of 
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no reputation: to charitable compliance, and inof- 
_ fensive demeanour toward others ; intimated by St 
Paul, when he says, Hven as I please all men in all 
things, not seeking my own profit, but the profit of 
many, that they might be saved: Be ye followers of 
me, as I am of Christ: and again, Let every one 
please his neighbour for his good to edification ; for 
even Christ pleased not himself. ‘Thus do the 
apostles take all occasion, from the like practice of 
Christ, to persuade the performance of duty; and 
the strength of their argument lieth upon the 
evidence of this supposition, that all professing 
themselves Christians are especially obliged to imi- 
tate Christ’s example. And their authority may 
be backed and enforced by several reasons. 

2 Doing so hath a reasonableness and de- 
cency grounded upon our relations to Christ: it 
is fit and comely, that the manners of the disciple 
should be regulated by those of his master; that 
the servant should not, in his garb and demeanour, 
dissent or vary from his lord; that the subject 
should conform his humour to the fashion of his 
prince; especially that we should thus comply and 
conform to such a Master, such a Lord, such a 

Prince, whom (upon highest considerations) by a 
most voluntary choice, and in a most solemn man- 
ner, we have absolutely devoted ourselves unto: 
this reason our Lord doth himself urge: Ye, saith 
he to his disciples, call me Master and Lord; and 
ye say well, for sol am: if I then, your Lord and 
Master, have washed your feet, ye ought to wash 
one another's feet. 

3 Following Christ’s example is requisite to 
demonstrate the sincerity of our faith, love, and 
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reverence to him, It is the most natural way of SERM. 
testifying affection and respect, to imitate the man- i 
ners of those persons who are the objects of those 
acts and dispositions, to esteem what they approve, 
to delight in what they affect, and consequently 
(since actions do proceed from affections) to do as 
they do. Contrary actions are plain arguments of 
contrary judgments, inclinations, and affections. 
Who can imagine we sincerely believe in Christ, or 
heartily love him, or truly honour him, that seeth 

_us to loathe what he liked, or affect what he de- 

tested; to contemn what he prized, or value what 
he despised; to neglect what he pursued, or em- 
brace what he avoided? but if our lives resemble 
his, any man will thence collect our respect and af- 
fection to him: this argument our Saviour doth 
also intimate: By this, saith he, shall all men know Jom xiii. 
ye are my disciples, if ye love one another; that is, ** 
it will be an evident sign and strong argument, 
that ye really do believe in, love, and honour me, 
if ye imitate me in my charity. 

4. By pretending to be Christians we ac- 
knowledge the transcendent goodness, worth, and 

excellency of our Saviour; that he was incompara- 
bly better and wiser than any person ever was, or 
could be; that he always acted with the highest 
reason, out of the most excellent disposition of 
mind, in order to the best purposes; and that his 
practice therefore reasonably should be the rule and 
pattern of ours. For the best and exactest in every 
kind is the measure of the rest. All that would 
obtain exquisite skill in any art or faculty, think 
best to imitate the works of the best masters therein ; 

a painter, to draw after the pieces of Zeuxis or 
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Apelles, of Raphael or Titian; an orator, to speak 

——__in the style of Cicero or Demosthenes; a soldier, 

Matt. iii. 
ie 

Luke xi. 

46, 

to emulate the military achievements of Hannibal 
or Cesar: in like manner, reason requireth, if we 

would live well and happily, that we should endea- 
vour to conform our practice to that of our Saviour, 
the most perfect mirror of all virtue and goodness. 

5 The practice of our Saviour did throughly 
agree with his doctrine and law; he required no- 

thing of us which he did not eminently perform 
himself. He fulfilled in deed, as well as taught in 
word, all righteousness. He was not, Ignava 
opera, philosopha sententia*; like those masters of 
philosophy, so frequently taxed and derided by the 
Satirists; who, by a horrid garb, supercilious looks, 
and loud declamations, would seem to discounte- 

nance those vices which themselves practised ; nor 
like those hypocritical lawyers in the Gospel, who 
laded other men with heavy burdens, such as them- 
selves would not touch with one of their fingers: 
No, he imposed nothing on us which he did not 
first bear upon his own shoulders: the strictness of 
his life did, in all respects, correspond with the 
severity of his precepts, or rather did indeed much 
exceed them. They therefore who pretend to be- 
heve his doctrine, and avow themselves bound to 

observe his law, are consequently engaged to follow 
his practice, in which his doctrine and law are 
signally exemplified. 

* [Ego odi homines ignaya opera et philosopha sententia.— 
Aul. Gell. xm. 8.] 

Ovdev yap didackddov yuxpdrepov ev Adyors Hitocopodvros 
povoyv.—Chrys. [In Act. Hom. i. Opp. Tom. rv. p. 610. } 

“Ocewr Td Bia rod Tpomov Katiyopov.—Greg. Naz. [Carm. Lib. 1. 

sect. 1, carm. 11, v. 38. Opp. Tom. 11. p. 676.] 
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6 It being the design of divine goodness, eee 

in sending our Saviour, to render us good and 
happy, to deliver us from sin and misery, to in- 
struct us in the knowledge and excite us to the 
practice of all virtue, and thereby to qualify us for 
the enjoyment of a blessed immortality; effecting 
all this im a way agreeable to our natural condition 
and capacity; there could not be devised any more 
powerful means, or more convenient method, of 
accomplishing those excellent purposes, than by 
propounding such an example, and obliging us to 
comply therewith: the which may appear, 1. by 

considering, in general, the advantage and efficacy 
that good example 1s apt to have upon practice; 2. 
by weighing the peculiar excellency of our Saviour’s 
example above all others, in order to those ends; 
and, 3. by surveying the particular instances of 
imitable goodness represented in the life of our 
Saviour. 

t Good example is naturally an effectual in- 
strument of good practice; for that it doth most 
compendiously, pleasantly, and easily instruct; re- 
presenting things to be done at one view, in a full 
body, clothed with all their modes and circum- 

stances; it recommends them to us by the most 
plain and plausible way of reasoning, (and withal 
the most sure and safe,) the authority of wise and 
good men; it encourageth by evidently declaring 
the practicableness of rules prescribed; it kindleth 
and rouseth men’s courage, by a kind of contagion, 
as one flame doth kindle another; it raiseth a wor- 

thy emulation of doing laudable things, which we 
see done; or of obtaining a share in the commen- 
dations and rewards of virtue. It urgeth modesty, 

B. 8. VOL, IL. 34 

M. 
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SERM. breeding shame and regret in them who act contra- 

~—"_rily thereto; it awakeneth curiosity, thereby pro- 
ducing a desire to make trial of what it proposeth ; 

it affecteth and pleaseth the fancy, thereby insinu- 

ating an approbation, admiration, and liking of the 

good things which it representeth: briefly, it ex- 
citeth and engageth all our passions, setting on 
work all those powerful springs of activity; it con- 
sequently is, in its own nature, an efficacious mean 
of good practice. This we may in general say of 
all good example ; but, 

2 More especially the example of Christ doth, 
in efficacy and influence upon good practice, sur- 
pass all others ; upon several accounts. 

First, In that it is a sure and infallible rule, an 
entire and perfect rule of practice; deficient in no 
part, swerving in no circumstance from truth and 
right, which privileges are competent to no other 
example. The practice of the best men is not al- 
ways to be imitated, nor ever absolutely as a cer- 
tain ground of action; it is to be (so far as we have 
ability) considered, examined, and compared to 
more certain rules, (the divine laws and the princi- 
ples of right reason,) according to their agreement 
with which they are to be followed: they are indeed _ 
(before trial of the case) probable arguments of ‘ 
what is done by them being good and lawful; they — 
do outweigh slender and obscure reasonings about 
the goodness of things; they may, when opportu- 
nity, leisure, or ability of further imquiry and 
judgment about things are wanting, serve to 
direct us; but they are not throughly sure rules, or 
perfect measures of our duty. We should beware — 
lest we be seduced even by holy persons; and, i 

Bf 

> 
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therefore, with circumspection and caution should —— 
peruse their story, and contemplate their demea- 
nour’; whereof those which are explicitly com- 
mended, or allowed by the divine judgment, we 
may, being assured that we are in the same circum- 
stances, safely follow, (taking them for monitories, 

encouragements, and excitements to our duty:) 
but those that are directly condemned by the same 
sentence, or apparently devious from God’s law, 
we as carefully should avoid; such as are of a 
doubtful and unaccountable nature we are to sus- 
pend about, and not to ground upon; nor to argue 
from the fact to the rightfulness of them; the 

safest way being always (as we are able) to have 
recourse to the simple, plain, and perspicuous pre- 
cepts of God, and dictates of reason. For the best 
men have been always subject to errors and infirm- 
ities; the fountain of original corruption in them 
was never so dried up, or closely stopped, but that 
some impure streams have bubbled forth; the fire 
of natural concupiscence was never so utterly 
quenched, but that sometimes it would blaze, or 
smoke out in bad actions; that mtestine enemy, 
the flesh, was never throughly subdued, nor the 
body of sin quite slain and mortified in any other 
mortal man. Good men have ever had some foul 
spots, or deforming wrinkles, appearing in the 
beauteous face of their conversation; they have 
had their inequalities and indispositions of humour, 
their ebbs of devotion, their fits of sloth, their wan- 
ton freaks, their slips often, and sometimes their 

> Tt was illsaid of Seneca: Catoni ebrietas objecta est: facilius 

efficiet, quisquis objecerit, hoc crimen honestum, quam turpem 
Catonem. [De Trang. An. Cap. xv. 15.] 

34-2 
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Ee falls; they have been subject to be deluded by mis- 
take, to be surprised by inadvertency, to be trans- 
ported by passion, to be swayed by temper, to be 
biassed by interest, to be allured by temptation 
into false and unwarrantable proceedings; they 
might sometimes fail in the substance, oftener in 
the degree, in the manner, in the circumstances of 
action; we find them often complaining of their 
proneness to do amiss, bemoaning the wretched 
frailty of their state; yea, often repenting and 
bitterly mourning for their actual transgressions: 
there hardly is any saint, recorded in scripture, 

without some blemish in his actions ; which shews 

our weakness, and engageth us to be wary. They 
were, indeed, endowed with sufficient competences 

of divine light, and graces suitable to their private 
needs, or to the public exigences of their times, 
places, occasions, and affairs; but not with the per- 
fection and extreme degrees thereof, requisite to 
preserve them from all miscarriage; so that we are 
not always, or in all cases, to conform our actions 
to their examples: we must not learn to equivocate 
of Abraham; nor to circumvent of Jacob; nor to 

be choleric of Moses, (so as in our excess of passion 
to break the tables of the divine law;) nor of Kl 
to be fondly affectionate or indulgent to our rela- 
tions; nor of David to utter uncharitable impreca- 
tions; nor to dissemble of St Peter; nor of St 

Paul to revile magistrates. The use we are to 
make of many practices of most eminently pious 
men, is not to be misguided by them into wrong 
paths; not by them to authorize or excuse our pre- 
sumptuous misdeeds; but to make us to admire 
and to rely upon the divine mercy, which so 
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graciously did overlook and pardon their offences ; 
to provoke us to an imitation of their repentance ; 
to render us watchful in shunning those rocks, upon 
which persons so skilful in the conduct of their 
lives have dashed; to engage us to humility, by 
considering so manifest arguments of our frailty, 
and our being obnoxious to greater and more fre- 
quent miscarriages. 

But as to our Saviour’s example, the case is 
quite different ; whatever in his life was in its own 
nature imitable by us, which did not exceed our 
natural powers, nor disagree with our condition 
and quality®: whatever he as man, in a private 
capacity, as subject to the divine law, with re- 
gard thereto, performed, we may with all free- 

dom, confidence, and security, imitate. Nor can 

so doing incur any danger of error or guilt ; 
for we cannot, without great folly and impiety, 
suspect any fault or imperfection in his most 
pure, righteous, and innocent life: He was holy, 

> . 2 

harmless, undefiled, and separated from sinners ; 
He was a lamb without blemish and without spot; 

He was in all points tempted as we are, yet with- 
out sin; He did no sin, nor was any guile found 

SERM. 
XXXV. 

Heb. vii. 
6. 

1 Pet. i. 19. 

Heb. iv.15. 

1 Pet. 11.22. 

in his mouth; God gave him of his Spirit not Sonniii.34. 
by measure. These are the voices and elogies 
of the sacred oracles concerning him. The hea- 
venly extraction even of bis humanity derived no 
original contagion from our polluted stock, and 
rendered him free from the common incentives of 
evil concupiscence. The inseparable presence of 

© He did miracles as God, he commanded as Christ, he did 

many heroical things in discharge of his office, &c. These things 
we cannot or may not imitate. 
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ener, the Divinity with him, (Yor God was with him, as 

ree x 38. 
’ St Peter expressed it,) and the unrestrained effu- 

sion of the Holy Spirit upon him, did preserve 
him from all defilements of infectious conversation 
in this world; a clear evidence of divine lght 
always shining in his soul directed him infallibly m 
the paths of truth and righteousness : no tempest 
of cross accidents without, nor any estuations of 
internal passion, could discompose the steady calm 
and serenity of his mind; no allurement of worldly 
pleasure, nor temptation of profit, could pervert his 
practice, or seduce his heart; being inflamed with 
most intense love of God, and entire charity to 
men: so that his example must needs be a perfect 
rule and sure direction to us. Which consideration 
cannot but yield great encouragement and comfort 
in following him; freeing us from all anxious 
doubt and suspicion of mistake in our spiritual 
progress; like the presence of a sure guide to the 
bewildered traveller; like the appearance of a star 
to the weather-beaten mariner; like that miraculous 

pillar of fire, which safely conducted the wandering 
Israelites through the unknown and unfrequented 
passages ofa wild desert. But further, 

Secondly, The peculiar excellency of our Lord’s 
example appears, in that he was, by the divine 
Providence, to this very purpose designed and 
sent into the world, aswell by his practice as by 
his doctrine to be the guide and master of holy 
life and obedience to all men; and did accordingly 
propound to himself this end of his actions, that 
he might be imitated by his disciples. So he de- 
clareth himself as to some considerable passages of 
his life; and thence, by reasonable inference, we 
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may suppose the same of the rest, so far as they 
might be conducible to the same end’; especially, 
since of some performances no other, or no so pro- 
bable account can be given, as that they were done 
for exemplarity: for why should he fast, who had 
no sins to be repented of, no rebellious flesh to be 
tamed, no intemperate desires to be mortified, no 

coldness of devotion to be enlivened thereby ? And 
why did he offer himself to be baptized, who had 
no original stain to be cleansed of, no fault to be 
forgiven, no want of special grace to be conferred ? 
Why, but, by his exemplary fulfilling all righteous- 
ness, to teach us ready obedience to all divine 
institutions, and peaceable compliance with all 
laudable customs? So an ancient writer wisely 
descanteth upon those practices of our Saviour: 
He was, saith that writer, baptized, and fasted, 

not because he had need of any cleansing or fasting, 
who in nature was pure and holy; but that he might 
attest to the truth of St John, and might exhibit a 
pattern to us’. What induced him to condescend 
to such a misbeseeming employment to appearance, 
as the washing of his disciples’ feet, he doth him- 

SERM. 
XXXV. 

self tell us: If I then, saith he, your Lord and Jom xiii. 
Master, have washed your feet, ye ought also to 
wash one another's feet; for I have given you an ex- 
ample, that ye should do as I have done unto you. 
This was his professed scope and drift, in that ad- 
inirable deportment of his to teach us humility, 

1 *EBarricbn dé Kat ermorevoer* ovK adtos droputocews, 7) ynoreias 
, »” x , © Sol , ‘ Ly ce a Opt ‘ xpetav exwv, 1) kabapoews, 6 tH ioe KaBapos Kat aytos’ GAN iva Kat 
, , , ‘ - , ‘Iodvvy addyOevav mpoopaptupioyn, Kai npiv dimoypappov Tapaaxnra..— 

(Const. Apost. vir. 22. Cot. Pat. Apost. Tom. 1. p. 369.] 
\ ‘ =~ ‘ ees SU. > EEN , Ware > » 

Ata yap TovTo kal avTos eynorevoeV, OvK altos TavTns Sedpevos, AAX 
nas madevov.—Chrys. [in Matt. Hom. x1. Opp. Tom, 1. p. 81.] 

I4, 15. 
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SERM. charity, and condescension toward the meanest of 

John xy. 
I2. 

Matt. xi. 

29. 

1 Pet. i, 
21. 

Acts vii. 

~ our brethren. What did those exuberant instances 

of charity practised by him import? This espe- 
cially, that we should imitate them: hither he 
drives them: This, saith he, 7s my commandment, 

That ye love one another, as I have loved you. Why 
was he in his disposition so meek and gentle, in 
his conversation so humble and lowly? To this 
purpose, that we might of him learn those excel- 
lent qualities: Learn of me, saith he, for L[ am 
meek and lowly in heart. And St Peter saith, 
That Christ suffered for us, leaving us an example, 
that we should follow his steps; signifying that he 
designed his patience to be exemplary to us. If 
then our Saviour, in his humility, his charity, his 

meekness, his patience, intended his life to be ex- 
emplary, and expressly propounded it as such; 
then certainly, in his devotion, his self-denial, his 

justice, in all other virtues, he had the same inten- 
tion; and what he intended, God designed to be; 

and what God designed to be was doubtless emi- 
nently conducible to the end designed ; and therefore 
our Saviour’s life was most exemplary. Other saints, 
indeed, were of very exemplary conversation; but 
either proved to be so, according to ordinary course 
of Providence, without any peculiar designation 
thereto, (their free choice conspiring with God’s 
grace in producing good works shining before 
men,) or, at most, by a restrained determination to 

some particular time, place, or people; as Moses was 
chosen and appointed to conduct the Israelites; 

Be evi. 23; David was taken from the sheepfold, and following 
Ixxviii. 
40, 71. 

Jer. i. 5. 

the ewes great with young, to feed Jacob God's people, 
and Israel his inheritance; Jeremy was sanctified 
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from his birth, and ordained to be a prophet of the a 
nations in his time; and St Paul was separated from ———— 
the womb to be a preacher of the Christian faith; 
these, and such like eminent persons, Almighty 
God, in his goodness, was pleased to raise up, to 
be, in their generations, as it were, partial and tem- 
porary saviours, as by declaring his will, and re- 
vealing his truth to men, so by guiding them with 
a remarkable example : these burning and shining Johny. 3s. 

lamps (as St John the Baptist is called*) were, in- 
deed, like lamps set up in some particular families, 
with a competent lustre, to dispel the present dark- 
ness, shining within their definite sphere, and for a 
determinate time: but our Saviour, like the Sun 

fixed in a higher orb, was ordained with a perpetual 
and unconfined splendour to illuminate the universe, 
to cause a general and everlasting day of healthful 
and comfortable knowledge over the face of the 
whole earth. He was That true light, which en- Joti. 9. 
lighteneth every man coming into the world ; He Luke ii. 
was prepared before the face of all people, to be a*”*” 
light to lighten the nations ; (not Israel only, but 
the nations indefinitely, or all nations.) He was Heb. ii. 10. 
ordained, not commander of a single regiment, 
or party, but captain-general of all mankind, to 
conduct all those who were disposed to follow him, 
by a victorious obedience, into that triumphant 
estate of everlasting joy and happiness. His ex- 
ample doth belong unto us all without exception, 
by divine ordination; for We, all of us, were (to Rom. viii. 
use St Paul’s expression) predestinated to be con-°” 
Sormed to the image of God’s Son; that he might be 
the trstborn among many brethren. So it was, and 

® “O Avyxvos 6 Kaldpevos Kai paivey,—John y. 35, 
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SERM. so it became the infinite goodness and philanthropy 
-—~*_ of God, to bestow upon mankind one perfectly 

good example, inviting to all virtue, and so fit to 
countervail all those many bad ones, wherewith we 
converse, enticing to vice; to set forth, among so 
many imperfect ones, one accomplished piece of 
his heavenly workmanship, able to attract the eyes 
and ravish the hearts of all men with admiration 
of its excellent worth and beauty; to offer to our 
view some discernible representation of his invisible 
perfections'; that so we might better be induced 
and inured to apprehend, love, reverence, and imi- 
tate himself by contemplation of that most exqui- 
site image of him; to give an evident proof that 
the highest virtue is not unpracticable, that human 
nature, by aid and guidance of the divine Spirit, 
may arrive to the sublimest pitch of perfection in 
goodness: in fine, to expose such a common, sweet, 
and lovely pattern, as we with assurance, joy, and 
comfort may follow. 

Thirdly, Our Saviour’s example is especially 
influential upon practice, in that it was by an ad- 
mirable temperament more accommodated for imi- 
tation than any others have been; that the perfect 
copy of his most holy life seems more easy to be 
transcribed, than the ruder draughts of other holy 
men: for though it were written with an incom- 
parable fairness, delicacy, and evenness ; not slurred 
with any foul blot, not any where declinmg from 
exact straightness; yet were the lmeaments thereof 

exceedingly plain and simple; not by any gaudy 
flourishes, or impertinent intrigues, rendered diffi- 
cult to studious imitation; so that even women 

a - - a © a 

'°a yap dy ékeivos rou, Tadra kal 6 vids époiws movet,—John y. 19. 
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and children, the weakest and meanest sort of SERM. 

people, as well as the most wise and ingenious, — 
might easily perceive its design, and with good 
success write after it. His was a gentle and steady 
light, bright indeed, but not dazzling the eye; 
warm, but not scorching the face of the most in- 
tent beholder: no affected singularities, no super- 
cilious morosities, no frivolous ostentations of seem- 

ingly high, but really fruitless performances ; no- 

thing that might deter a timorous, discourage a 
weak, or offend a scrupulous disciple, is observable 

in his practice: but, on the contrary, his conversa- 
tion was full of lowliness and condescension, of 

meekness and sweetness, of openness and candid 
simplicity; apt to imvite and allure all men to ap- 
proach toward it, and with satisfaction to enjoy it. 
He did not seclude himself into the constant re- 
tirements of a cloister, nor into the further recesses 

of a wilderness, (as some others have done,) but 
conversed freely and indifferently with all sorts of 
men, even the most contemptible and odious sort 
of men, publicans and sinners; like the Sun, with 
an impartial bounty, liberally imparting his plea- 
sant light and comfortable warmth to all. He 
used no uncouth austerities in habit or diet; but 

complied, in his garb, with ordinary usage, and 
sustained his life with such food as casual oppor- 
tunity did offer; so that his indifferency in that 
kind yielded matter of obloquy against him from 
the fond admirers of a humorous preciseness. His 
devotions (though exceedingly sprightful and fer- 
vent) were not usually extended to a tedious and 

exhausting durance, nor strained into ecstatical 

transports, charming the natural senses, and over- 

XXXV. 
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SEE powering the reason; but calm, steady, and regular, 
XXX 

—~such as persons of honest intention and hearty 
desire (though not endued with high fancy, or 
stirring passion) might readily imitate. His zeal 
was not violent or impetuous, except upon very 
ereat reason, and extraordinary occasion, when the 
honour of God, or good of men, was much con- 
cerned. He was not rigorous in the observance of 
traditional rites and customs, (such as were need- 

lessly burdensome, or which contaimed in them 
more of formal show than of real fruit,) yet be- 
haved himself orderly and peaceably, giving due 
respect to the least institution of God, and com- 
plying with the innocent customs of men; thereby 
pointing out unto us the middle way between 
peevish superstition and boisterous faction ; which 
as always the most honest, so commonly is the 

most safe and pleasant way to walk in. He de- 
lighted not to discourse of sublime mysteries, 
(although his deep wisdom comprehended all,) nor 
of subtle speculations and intricate questions, such 
as might amuse and perplex, rather than instruct 
and profit his auditors ; but usually did feed his 
auditors with the most common and useful truths, 

and that in the most familiar and intelligible lan- 
guage ; not disdaining the use of vulgar sayings 
and trivial proverbs, when they best served to insi- 
nuate his wholesome meaning into their minds. 
His whole life was spent in exercise of the most 
easy and pleasant, yet most necessary and substan- 
tial duties ; obedience to God, charity, meekness, 
humility, patience, and the like ; the which, that 
he might practise with the greatest latitude, and 
with most advantage for general imitation, he did 
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not addict himself to any particular way of life, 
but disentangled himself from all worldly care and 
business ; choosing to appear in the most free, 
though very mean condition; that he might indif- 
ferently instruct by his example persons of all 
callings, degrees, and capacities; especially the 
most, that is, the poor; and might have oppor- 

tunity in the face of the world to practise the 
most difficult of necessary duties; lowliness, con- 

tentedness, abstinence from pleasure, contempt of 
the world, sufferance of injuries and reproaches. 
Thus suited and tempered by divine wisdom was 
the life of our blessed Saviour, that all sorts of 
men might be in an equal capacity to follow him, 
that none might be offended, affrighted, or discou- 
raged; but that all might be pleased, delighted, 
enamoured, with the homely majesty and plain 
beauty thereof. And in effect so it happened, that 
ordinary people (the weakest, but sincerest and un- 
prejudiced sort of men) were greatly taken with, 
most admired and applauded his deportment ; many 
of them readily embracing his doctrine, and devot- 
ing themselves to his discipline; while only the 
proud, envious, covetous, and ambitious scribes and 

lawyers rejected his excellent doctrine, scorned the 
heavenly simplicity and holy integrity of his life. 

Fourthly, The transcendent excellency of our 

Lord’s example appeareth, in that it is attended 
with the greatest obligations, (of gratitude and in- 
genuity, of justice, of interest, of duty,) mightily 
engaging us to follow it. For it is not the example 
of an ordinary or inconsiderable person, of a stran- 
ger, of one indifferent or unrelated to us; but of a 

glorious prince, of heavenly extraction, (the first- 

SERM 
XXX Vv. 
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born Son of the Almighty God, sole heir of eter- 
nal Majesty,) of our Lord and Master, to whom we 
are for ever bound by indispensable bands of duty 
and obedience; of our great Captain, who hath un- 
dertaken to subdue our enemies, and hath obliged 
us to follow his conduct, in a holy warfare against 
them, by most solemn sacraments and vows; of our 
best Friend, from whom we have received the 

greatest favours and benefits imaginable; of our 
most gracious Saviour, who, for our sake, hath 

voluntarily sustained most bitter pains and shame- 
ful contumelies; having sacrificed his dearest 
heart-blood to redeem us from intolerable slaveries, 

and from extremities of horrible misery; of him, 

to whom, in all respects, we do owe the highest 

respect, love, and observance that can be. Now it 
is the nature and property both of respect and love 
(such as upon so many grounds we owe to him) to 
beget, in the person respecting and loving, an en- 
deavour, answerable to the degrees of those dispo- 
sitions, of conforming to, and resembling the 
qualities and manners of the person respected or 
beloved. We see how readily children do comply 
with the customs of their parents and tutors; ser- 
vants of their masters and patrons; subjects of 
their princes and governors, with.a studious earn- 
estness composing themselves to express in their 
carriage, not only their good or their indifferent 
fashions and manners, but even their most palpable 
deformities and vices; insomuch, that a whole 

family, a city, a nation, may be debauched from 

its sobriety, or reformed from its dissoluteness, 
even instantly, by the example of one person, who, 
by his place, power, and authority, challengeth ex- 
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traordinary reverence from men: and much greater Ss 
influence hath hearty love to transform our man- - 
ners into an agreement with the manners of him we 
love: What a man loves, that he imitateth, so much 

as lies in his power, saith Hierocles® truly. For 
love being founded on a good esteem, and a bene- 
volent inclination thence resulting, engageth the 
affectionate person to admire the qualities of him 
he affecteth, to observe his deportments, to make 
the most advantageous construction of what he 
doeth; to fancy he doeth all things with best rea- 
son and discretion; to deem, therefore, that all his 
actions deserve and require imitation: hence doth 
love either find, or soon produce, a competent simi- 
litude in the parties, (a similitude of mind, of will, 
of inclination, and affection; an Hadem velle et 

nolle:) it doth forcibly attract, as to a vicinity of 
place and converse, so to an agreement of affections 
and actions; it uniteth the most distant, it recon- 

cileth the most opposite, it turneth the most dis- 

cordant natures into a sweet consent and harmony 
of disposition and demeanour. We then having 
the greatest reason both to honour and love our 
Saviour, surely his example, being duly studied and 
considered by us, must needs obtain a superlative 
influence upon our practice, and be very powerful 
to conform and assimilate it to his. 

These considerations may suffice to shew the 
peculiar excellency of our Saviour’s example in 
virtue and efficacy upon our practice; the same 
more abundantly might be deduced from a survey 
of the most considerable particulars, in which we 

&°O yap ayaa Tis, Kat pipeirat, doov ait oidv te.—[In Aur. 

Carm. Com. p. 28. ] 
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SeRM. may and ought to imitate him. But the time will 
not suffer us to launch forth into so vast a sea of 
discourse. I shall only, therefore, from the pre- 
mises exhort, that if any earnest desire of happi- 
ness, any high esteem of virtue, any true affection 
to genuine sanctity do lodge in our breasts, we 
should apply this most excellent means of attaining 
them; the study and endeavour of imitating the 
life of our Lord. Ifwe have in us any truth and 
sincerity, and do not vainly prevaricate in our pro- 
fession of being Christ’s disciples, and votaries of 
that most holy institution, let us manifest it by a 
real conformity to the practice of him who is our 
Master, and Author of our faith. If we have in 

us any wisdom, or sober consideration of things, let 
us employ it in following the steps of that infallible 
Guide, designed by Heaven to lead us in the 
straight, even, and pleasant ways of righteousness, 
unto the possession of everlasting bliss. If we do 
verily like and approve the practice of Christ, and | 
are affected with the innocent, sweet, and lovely 
comeliness thereof, let us declare such our mind 

by a sedulous care to resemble it. Ifwe bear any 
honour and reverence, any love and affection to 
Christ; if we are at all sensible of our relations, : 
our manifold obligations, our duties to our great : 
Lord, our best Friend, our most gracious Redeem- 
er; let us testify it by a zealous care to become 
like to him: let a lively image of his most righteous 
and innocent, most holy and pious, most pure and 
spotless life be ever present to our fancies; so as to 
inform our judgments, to excite our affections, to 
quicken our endeavours, to regulate our purposes, 
to correct our mistakes, to direct, amend, and 
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sanctify our whole lives. Let us, with incessant SERM. 
diligence of study, meditate upon the best of his- 
tories, wherein the tenor of his divine practice is 
represented to us; revolving frequently in our 
thoughts all the most considerable passages thereof, 
entertaining them with devout passions, impressing 
them on our memories, and striving to express 
them in our conversations: let us endeavour con- 

XXXV, 

tinually to walk in the steps of our Lord, and To a xiv. 
Jollow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth ; which that ” 
we may be able to do, do thou, O blessed Redeem- 
er, draw us; draw us by the cords of thy love; draw 

us by the sense of thy goodness; draw us by the 
incomparable worth and excellency of thy person ; 
draw us by the unspotted purity and beauty of thy 
example; draw us by the merit of thy precious 
death, and by the power of thy holy Spirit; Draw Cant. i. 4. 

us, good Lord, and we shall run after thee. A- 
men. 

Almighty God, who hast given thine only Son 
to be unto us both a sacrifice for sin, and also an 
ensample of godly life; give us grace, that we may 
always most thankfully recewe that his inestimable 

_ benefit; and also daily endeavour ourselves to 
_ follow the blessed steps of his most holy life, through 
| the same Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 
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Isai, xlviii, practice consisteth, in bending that iron smew; in | 
4. 

SERMON XXXVI. 

OF SUBMISSION TO THE DIVINE WILL. 

Luxe XXIT. 42 

Nevertheless let not my will, but thine, be done. 

ee great controversy, managed with such earn- 
estness and obstinacy between God and man, 

is this, whose will shall take place, his or ours: 
Almighty God, by whose constant protection and 
great mercy we subsist, doth claim to himself the 
authority of regulating our practice and disposing 
our fortunes: but we affect to be our own masters 
and carvers; not willingly admitting any law, not 
patiently brookine any condition, which doth not | 
sort with our fancy and pleasure: to make good his | 
right, God bendeth all his forces, and applieth all | 
proper means both of sweetness and severity, (per- | 
suading us by arguments, soliciting us by entreaties, | 
allurmge us byfair promises, scaring us by fierce a 
menaces, indulging ample benefits to us, inflicting 
sore corrections on us, working in us and upon us | 
by secret influences of grace, by visible dispensa- | 
tions of Providence;) yet so it is, that commonly | 
nothing doth avail, our will opposing itself with | 
invincible resolution and stiffness. _ 

Here indeed the business pincheth; herein as | 
the chief worth, so the main difticulty of religious | 

bringing our proud hearts to stoop, and our sturdy 
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humours to buckle, so as to surrender and resign 
our wills to the just, the wise, the gracious will of 

our God, prescribing our duty, and assigning our 
lot unto us. 

We may accuse our nature, but it is our plea- 
sure; we may pretend weakness, but it is wilful- 
ness, which is the guilty cause of our misdemean- 
ours; for by God’s help (which doth always pre- 
vent our needs, and is never wanting to those who 
seriously desire it) we may be as good as we please, 
if we can please to be good’; there is nothing with- 
in us that can resist, if our wills do yield them- 
selves up to duty: to conquer our reason is not 
hard; for what reason of man can withstand the 

infinite cogency of those motives, which induce to 
obedience? What can be more easy, than by a 
thousand arguments clear as day, to convince any 
man, that to cross God’s will is the greatest absur- 
dity in the world, and that there is no madness 
comparable thereto? Nor is it difficult, if we re- 
solve upon it, to govern any other part or power of 
our nature; for what cannot we do, if we are 

willing’? What inclination cannot we check, what 

appetite cannot we restrain, what passion cannot 
we quell or moderate? What faculty of our soul, 
or member of our body, is not obsequious to our 
will? Even half the resolution, with which we 

® [My 6) odaddopev éavtods, adyamntol, advvaroy eivat Néyovtes 
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pursue vanity and sin, would serve to engage us 
in the ways of wisdom and virtue. 

Wherefore in overcoming our will the stress 
lieth; this is that impregnable fortress, which ever- 
lastingly doth hold out against all the batteries of 
reason and of grace; which no force of persuasion, 
no allurement of favour, no discouragement of 
terror can reduce*: this puny, this impotent thing 

* Which the weakest soul is most able to defend against 
the fiercest assaults, and the finest stratagems of wisdom: 
For let God exhibit never so many or so great wonders, let 
him denounce the severest vengeance, let him inflict the most 
horrible plagues; yet, [ will not (saith the obdurate man) J 
will not let Israel go ; let God appear in the most conspicuous 

and affrightful manner, thundering out his Law with a voice 
at which the Earth doth quake; let him enforce it with the 

sweetest blessings and the saddest curses; let him back it 

with the assurances of an outstretched arm working many 
stupendous prodigies both of mercy and of justice; yet will 
the stiffnecked people rebel against his command and 
murmur at. his Providence; Let God arise early, sending his 
Prophets to instruct and warn them; Let him spread forth 

his hands all the day, employing the most earnest diligence 
and straining his patience to the utmost in endeavours to con- 
vert them from sin, and to save them from ruin; yet what is 

the result? They tell us in those words, There is no hope, 

but we will walk after our own devices; we will every one do 
the imagination of his evil heart ; let God himself vouchsafe 
to descend from Heaven and to converse with men; let him in 

numberless miraculous works display his power and good- 
ness; let him say what never man said, preaching the most 
admirable doctrine; and do what never man did, practising 
the rarest virtue; let him tender the richest overtures of 

grace to those who shall embrace his word, and threaten 

the dreadfullest executions of justice on those who shall 
reject it; yet shall he meet with huge numbers of those, who 
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it is, which grappleth with Omnipotency, and often se 
in a manner baffleth it: and no wonder, for that 
God doth not intend to overpower our will, or to 
make any violent impression on it, but only to 
draw it (as it is in the Prophet) with the cords of Hos. xi. 4. 
a man, or by rational inducements to win its con- 
sent and compliance: our service is not so con- 
siderable to him, that he should extort it from us; 

nor doth he value our happiness at so low a rate, 
as to obtrude it on us. His victory, indeed, were 

no true victory over us, if he should gain it by 
main force, or without the concurrence of our will; 

our works not being our works, if they do not issue 
from our will; and our will not being our will, if it 
be not free: to compel it were to destroy it, to- 
gether with all the worth of our virtue and obe- 
dience*; wherefore the Almighty doth suffer him- 
self to be withstood, and beareth repulses from us; 

nor commonly doth he master our will otherwise, 
than by its own spontaneous conversion and. sub- 
mission to him®: if ever we be conquered, as we 
shall share in the benefit, and wear a crown; so we 

°°Emel rovro kat adra diaBadAer ta ayaba, ef py ToLavTNn ad’tay eat 
7 pvats, os Kal Exdvras mpocdpapetv, Kal xapw eiddras moAAnY.—Chrys. 
in 1 Cor. Orat. u. [Opp. Tom. m1. p, 251.] 

seeing will not regard, and hearing will not understand ; Matt. xiii. 
of men resolvedly blind, and immoveably fixed in impeni- 53). i: 
tence. MS. 38. 

* For it is essential to virtue that it be embraced by 
voluntary choice; nor can that obedience be reckoned to us, 
whichis extorted from us; we should be capable of no praise 
or reward, God would fail of his homage and best service 
(which is the free oblation of our heart) if our will were over- 
powered. MS, 
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must join in the combat, and partake of the victory, 
by subduing ourselves: we must take the yoke 
upon us; for God is only served by volunteers; he 
summoneth us by his word, he attracteth us by his 
grace, but we must freely come unto him. 

Our will, indeed, of all things is most our own; 

the only gift, the most proper sacrifice we have to 
offer; which therefore God doth chiefly desire, doth 
most highly prize, doth most kindly accept from us. 
Seeing then our duty chiefly moveth on this hinge, 
the free submission and resignation of our will to 
the will of God ; it is this practice, which our Lord 
(who came to guide us in the way to happiness, 
not only as a teacher, by his word and excellent 
doctrine, but as a leader, by his actions and perfect 
example) did especially set before us, as in the 
constant tenor of his life, so particularly in that 
great exigency which occasioned these words, 
wherein, renouncing and deprecating his own will, 
he did express an entire submission to God’s will, 
a hearty complacence therein, and a serious desire 
that it might take place. 

For the fuller understanding of which case, we 
may consider, that our Lord, as partaker of our 
nature, and in all things (bating sin) like unto us, 
had a natural human will, attended with senses, 
appetites, and affections, apt from objects incident 
to receive congruous impressions of pleasure and 
pain; so that whatever is innocently grateful and 
pleasant to us, that he relished with delight, and 
thence did incline to embrace; whatever is distaste- 

ful and afflictive to us, that he resented with grief, 
and thence was moved to eschew : to this probably 
he was liable in a degree beyond our ordinary 
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rate; for that in him nature was most perfect, his Senee 
complexion very delicate, his temper exquisitely —_—— 
sound and fine; for so we find, that by how much 
any man’s constitution is more sound, by so much 
he hath a smarter gust of what is agreeable or 
offensive to nature : if perhaps sometimes infirmity 
of body, or distemper of soul, (a savage ferity, a 
stupid dulness, a fondness of conceit, or stiffness of 

humour, supported by wild opinions or vain hopes,) 
may keep men from being thus affected by sensible 
objects ; yet in him pure nature did work vigor- 
ously, with a clear apprehension and lively sense, 
according to the design of our Maker, when into 
our constitution he did implant those passive facul- 
ties, disposing objects to affect them so and so, for 
our need and advantage; if this be deemed weak- 
ness, it is a weakness connected with our nature, 
which he therewith did take, and with which, as Heb. v. 2. 

the Apostle saith, he was encompassed*. Such a 
will our Lord had, and it was requisite that he 
should have it, that he thence might be qualified to 
discharge the principal instances of obedience, for 
procuring God’s favour to us, and for setting an 
exact pattern before us; for God imposing on him 
duties to perform, and dispensing accidents to en- 
dure, very cross to that natural will, in his compli- 
ance and acquiescence thereto, his obedience was 
thoroughly tried ; his virtue did shine most brightly ; 
therefore, as the Apostle saith, He was in all points Heb.iv.1s. 
tempted ; thence, as to meritorious capacity and 
exemplary influence, He was perfected through suf ii. 10, 18. 
Sering. 

Hence was the whole course of his life and con- 
’ / 

4 rel Kal adros mepixerrat aoOeverav.—Heb. y. 2. 
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SERM. versation among men so designed, so modelled, as 
<aay : 
= to be one continual exercise of thwarting that 

human will, and closing with the divine pleasure : 
Soa i it was predicted of him, Lo, I come to do thy will, O 
John vi... God; and of himself he affirmed, J came down 
ay 3°) from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will 

of him that sent me: whereas therefore such a prac- 
tice is little seen in achieving easy matters, or in 
admitting pleasant occurrences; it was ordered for 
him, that he should encounter the roughest diff- 
culties, and be engaged in circumstances most 
harsh to natural apprehension and appetite; so 
that, if we trace the footsteps of his life from the 
sordid manger to the bloody cross, we can hardly 
mark any thing to have befallen him apt to satisfy 
the will of nature. 

Nature liketh respect, and loatheth contempt ; 

therefore was he born of mean parentage, and in a 
most homely condition; therefore did he live in no 

garb, did assume no office, did exercise no power, 
did meddle in no affairs, which procure to men con- 
sideration and regard; therefore an impostor, a 
blasphemer, a sorcerer, a loose companion, a sedi- 

tious incendiary, were the titles of honour and the 
elogies of praise conferred on him; therefore was 
he exposed to the lash of every slanderous, every 
scurrilous, every petulant and ungoverned tongue. 

Nature doth affect the good opinion and good- 
will of men, especially when due in grateful return 
for great courtesy and beneficence ; nor doth any 
thing more grate thereon, than abuse of kindness : 
therefore could he (the world’s great Friend and 

John vii. 7. Benefactor) say, The world hateth me; therefore 

were those, whom he with so much charity and 
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bounty had instructed, had fed, had cured of diseases, SERM. 
(both corporal and spiritual,) so ready to clamour, ee 
and commit outrage upon him; therefore could he 
thus expostulate, Many good works have I shewed Som x. 32. 
you from my Father ; for which of those works do ye 
stone me ? Therefore did his kindred slight him, 
therefore did his disciples abandon him, therefore 
did the grand traitor issue from his own bosom; Jobo xiii. 
therefore did that whole nation, which he die 
sought and laboured to save, conspire to persecute 
him with most rancorous spite and cruel misusage. 

Nature loveth plentiful accommodations, and 
abhorreth to be pinched with any want: therefore 
was extreme penury appointed to him; he had no 

revenue, no estate, no certain livelihood, not so Matt. vii. 
much as a house where to lay his head, or a7*""77 
piece of money to discharge the tax for it; he 
owed his ordinary support to alms, or voluntary Luke viii. 
beneficence; he was to seek his food from a fig * 
tree on the way; and sometimes was beholden for Matt. xxi. 
it to the courtesy of publicans; Ad yas errwyevce, A Glee eal 

He was, saith St Paul, a beggar for us. a 
Nature delighteth in ease, in quiet, in liberty : 

therefore did he spend his days in continual labour, Ea: 
in restless travel, in endless vagrancy, going abgut Matt. iv. 
and doing good; ever hastening thither, whither 333.5 38 
the needs of men did call, or their psneee invite ; 

therefore, He took on him the form of a servant, and Phil. ii. 7. 

was among his own followers, As one that minis- Luke xxii 
tereth; therefore, He pleased not himself, but suited pi, xy. 
his demeanour to the state and circumstances of 3- 
things, complied with the manners and fashions, 

comported with the humours and infirmities of men. 
Nature coveteth good success to its designs 
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and undertakings, hardly brooking to be disap- 
pointed and defeated in them: therefore was he 
put to water dry sticks and wash negroes, that is, 
to instruct a most dull and stupid, to reform a most 
perverse and stubborn generation ; therefore his 
ardent desires, his solicitous cares, his painful en- 
deavours for the good of men did obtain so little 
fruit, had indeed a contrary effect, rather aggravat- 
ing their sins than removing them, rather harden- 
ing than turning their hearts, rather plunging 
them deeper into perdition, than rescuing them 
from it; therefore so much in vain did he, in 

numberless miraculous works, display his power 
and goodness, convincing few, converting fewer by 
them ; therefore, although he taught with most 
powerful authority, with most charming graceful- 
ness, with most convincing evidence, yet, Who, 
could he say, hath believed our report? Though 
he most earnestly did invite and allure men to 
him, offering the richest boons that heaven itself 
could dispense, yet, Ye will not, was he forced to 

say, come unto me, that ye may be saved : although, 
with assiduous fervency of affection, he strove to 
reclaim them from courses tending to their ruin, 

yet how he prospered sad experience declareth, 

and we may learn from that doleful complaint, 

How often would I have gathered thy children to- 

gether, as a hen doth gather her brood under her 

wings, but ye would not! oix 7@edycare, your will 
did not concur, your will did not submit. 

In fine, natural will seeketh pleasure, and 
shunneth pain: but what pleasure did he taste ? 
what inclination, what appetite, what sense did 
he gratify? How did he feast, or revel? How, 
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but in tedious fastings, in frequent hungers, by FL 

passing whole nights in prayer and retirement —— 

for devotion upon the cold mountains? What ae 

sports had he, what recreation did he take, but Te 

feeling incessant gripes of compassion, and weari- 3'- 
some roving in quest of the lost sheep? In what ae i: 
conversation could he divert himself, but among 23; xviii. 

those, whose doltish incapacity and forward hu-*” 
mour did wring from his patience those words, How Matt. xvii. 
long shall I be with you? how long shall I suffer*” 
you? What music did he hear? What but the 
rattlings of clamorous obloquy, and furious accusa- 
tions against him? ‘To be desperately maligned, 
to be insolently mocked; to be styled a king, and 
treated as a slave; to be spit on, to be buffeted, to 

be scourged, to be drenched with gall, to be 
crowned with thorns, to be nailed to a cross; these 

were the delights which our Lord enjoyed, these 
the sweet comforts of his life and the notable pro- 
sperities of his fortune : such a portion was allotted 
to him, the which he did accept from God’s hand 
with all patient submission, with perfect contented- 
ness, with exceeding alacrity, never repining at it, 
never complaining of it, never flinching from it, or 
fainting under it; but proceeding on in the per- 
formance of all his duty and prosecution of his 
great designs with undaunted courage, with un- 
wearied industry, with undisturbed tranquillity and 
satisfaction of mind. 

Had indeed his condition and fortune been 
otherwise framed; had he come into the world 

qualified with a noble extraction ; had he lived in 
a splendid equipage; had he enjoyed a plentiful 
estate and a fair reputation; had he been favoured 
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and caressed by men; had he found a current of 
prosperous success ; had safety, ease, and pleasure 
waited on him; where had been the pious resigna- 
tion of his will, where the precious merit of his 
obedience, where the glorious lustre of his example? 
How then had our frailty in him become victorious 
over all its enemies ; how had he triumphed over 
the solicitations and allurements of the flesh, over 

the frowns and flatteries of the world, over the 

malice and fury of hell? How then could he have so 
demonstrated his immense charity toward us, or 
laid so mighty obligations upon us ? 

Such in general was the case, and such the de- 
portment of our Lord: but there was somewhat 
peculiar, and beyond all this occurring to him, 
which drew forth the words of our text: God had 
tempered for him a potion of all the most bitter 
and loathsome ingredients that could be; a drop 
whereof no man ever hath, or could endure to sip; 
for he was not only to undergo whatever load 
human rage could impose, of ignominious disgrace 
and grievous pain; but to feel dismal agonies of 
spirit, and those Unknown sufferings®, which God 
alone could inflict, God only could sustain : Behold, 

and see, he might well say, if there be any sorrow 
like unto my sorrow, which is done unto me; where- 
with the Lord hath afflicted me in the day of his fierce 
anger. He was to labour with pangs of charity, 
and through his heart to be pierced with deepest 
commiseration of our wretched case: he was to 
crouch under the burden of all the sins (the num- 
berless most heinous sins and abominations) ever 
committed by mankind : those foul monsters (our 

® Ae dyrdaroy cov rabnpdtay, édeqooy juas Kipie,—Lit. Gr. 
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sins, 1 say) did all stand before him, in their own eek 

horrid shape, and ugly aggravations, thirsting to : 
suck his blood, and gaping to devour him: he was 
to pass through the hottest furnace of divine ven- 
geance, and by his blood to quench the wrath of 
heaven flaming out against imiquity: he was to 
stand, as it were, before the mouth of hell, belching 

fire and brimstone on his face: his grief was to 
supply the defects of our remorse, and his suffering 
in those few moments to countervail the eternal 
torments due to us: he was to bear the hiding of 
God’s face, and an eclipse of that favourable aspect, 

in which all bliss doth reside ; a case which he that 

so perfectly understood, could not but infinitely 
resent: these things with the clearest apprehension 
he saw coming on him; and no wonder that our 
nature started at so ghastly a sight, or that human 
instinct should dictate that petition, Father, if thow Matt. xxvi. 
wilt, let this cup pass from me ; words implying his *” 
most real participation of our infirmity ; words de- 
noting the height of those sad evils which encom- 
passed him, with his lively and lowly resentment 
of them ; words informing us, how we should enter- 
tain God’s chastisements, and whence we must 

seek relief of our pressures, (that we should receive 
them, not with a scornful neglect or sullen insensi- 
bility, but with a meek contrition of soul; that we 
should entirely depend on God’s pleasure for sup- 
port under them, or a releasement from them ;) 
words which, in conjunction with those following, 
do shew how instantly we should quash and overrule 
any insurrection of natural desire against the com- 
mand or providence of God. We must not take 
that prayer to signify any purpose in our Lord to 
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shift off his passion, or any wavering in resolution 
about it ; for he could not anywise mean to undo 
that, which he knew done with God before the 

world’s foundation ; he would not unsettle that, 

which was by his own free undertaking and irrever- 
sible decree : he that so often with satisfaction did 
foretell this event, who with so earnest desire 

longed for its approach’; who with that sharpness 
of indignation did rebuke his friend offering to 
divert him from it; who did again repress St 
Peter’s animosity with that serious expostulation, 
The cup which my Father hath given me, shall I not 
drink it? who had advisedly laid such trains for its 
accomplishment, would he decline it? Could that 
heart, all burning with zeal for God and charity to 
men, admit the least thought or motion of averse- 
ness from drinking that cup, which was the sove- 
reign medicine administered by divine wisdom for 
the recovery of God’s creation? No; had he spake 
with such intent, legions of angels had flown to his 
rescue; that word, which framed the worlds, which 

stilled the tempests, which ejected devils, would 
immediately have scattered his enemies, and dashed 
all their projects against him: wherefore those 
words did not proceed from intention, but as from 
instinct, and for instruction ; importing, that what 
our human frailty was apt to suggest, that his 
divine virtue was more ready to smother ; neither 
did he vent the former, but that he might express 
the latter. 

He did express it in real effect, immediately 
with all readiness addressing himself to receive 
that unsavoury potion ; he reached out his hand 

-Embupla ereObunoa.—Luke xxii. 15. 
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for it, yielding fair opportunity and advantages to 
his persecutors ; he lifted it up to his mouth, imno- 
cently provoking their envy and malice ; he drank 
it off with a most steady calmness and sweet com- 
posure of mind, with the silence, the simplicity, 
the meekness of a lamb carried to the slaughter ; 
no fretful thought rising up, no angry word break- 
ing forth, but a clear patience, enlivened with a 
warm charity, shining in all his behaviour, and 
through every circumstance of his passion. 

Such in his life, such at his death, was the 
practice of our Lord ; in conformity whereto we 
also readily should undertake whatever God pro- 
poseth, we gladly should accept whatever God 
offereth, we vigorously should perform whatever 
God enjoineth, we patiently should undergo what- 
ever God imposeth or afflicteth, how cross soever 
any duty, any dispensation may prove to our 
carnal sense or humour. 

To do thus, the contemplation of this example 
may strongly engage us; for if our Lord had not 
his will, can we in reason expect, can we in modesty 

desire to have ours? Must we be cockered and 
pleased in every thing, whenas he was treated so 
coarsely, and crossed in all things ? Can we grutch 
at any kind of service or sufferance? Can we 
think much (for our trial, our exercise, our correc- 
tion) to bear a little want, a little disgrace, a little 
pain, when the Son of God was put to discharge 
the hardest tasks, to endure the sorest adversities? 

But further to enforce these duties, be pleased 
to cast a glance on two considerations: 1. What 
the will is to which, 2. Who the willer is to whom 
we must submit. 

SERM. 
XXXVI. 
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1 What is the will of God? Is it any thing 
unjust, unworthy, or dishonourable, any thing in- 
commodious or hurtful, any thing extremely dif_i- 
cult or intolerably grievous, that God requireth of 
us to do or bear? No: he willeth nothing from us 
or to us, which doth not best become us and most 
behove us ; which is not attended with safety, with 
ease, with the solidest profit, the fairest reputation, 
and the sweetest pleasure. 

Two things he willeth ; that we should be good, 
and that we should be happy ; the first in order to 
the second, for that virtue is the certain way, and 

a necessary qualification to felicity. 
The will of God, saith St Paul, 1s ow sanctifi- 

cation: What is that? what, but that the decays 
of our frame, and the defacements of God’s image 
within us, should be repaired ; that the faculties of 
our soul should be restored to their original in- 
tegrity and vigour; that from most wretched 
slaveries we should be translated into a happy 
freedom, yea, into a glorious kingdom ; that from 
despicable beggary and baseness we should be 
advanced to substantial wealth and sublime dignity ; 
that we should be cleansed from the foulest defile- 
ments, and decked with the goodliest ornaments ; 
that we should be cured of most loathsome diseases, 

and settled in a firm health of soul ; that we should 

be delivered from those brutish lusts, and those 

devilish passions, which create in us a hell of 
darkness, of confusion, of vexation, which disho- 
nour our nature, deform our soul, ruffle our mind, 

and rack our conscience; that we should be en- 

dowed with those worthy dispositions and affec- 
tions, which do constitute in our hearts a heaven 
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of light, of order, of joy, and peace, dignify our 
nature, beautify our soul, clarify and cheer our — 
mind; that we should eschew those practices, 
nace never go without a retinue of woful mis- 
chiefs and sorrows, embracing those which always 
yield abundant fruits of convenience and comfort ; 
that, in short, we should become friends of God, fit 

to converse with Angels, and capable of Paradise. 
God, saith St Paul again, willeth all men to 

be saved: He willeth not, saith St Peter, that 

any man should perish. He saith it himself, yea, ° 
he sweareth it, That he hath no pleasure im the 
death of the wicked, but that the wicked should turn 
from his way and lve. And what is this will? 
what, but that we should obtain all the good 
whereof we are capable ; that we should be filled 
with joy, and crowned with glory ; that we should 
be fixed in an immovable state of happiness, in 
the perpetual enjoyment of God’s favour, and in 
the light of his blissful presence ; that we should 
be rid of all the evils to which we are liable ; that 

we should be released from inextricable chains of 
euilt, from incurable stings of remorse, from being 
irrecoverably engaged to pass a disconsolate eter- 
nity in utter darkness and extreme woe? Such 
is God’s will; to such purposes every command, 
every dispensation of God (how grim, how rough 
soever it may seem) doth tend. And do we refuse 
to comply with that good will; do we set against 
it a will of our own, affecting things unworthy of 
us, things unprofitable to us, things prejudicial to 
our best interests, things utterly baneful to our 
souls? Do we reject the will that would save us, 
and adhere to a will that would ruin us; a foolish 
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and a senseless will, which, slighting the immense 
treasures of heaven, the unfading glories of God’s 
kingdom, the ineffable joys of eternity, doth catch 
at specious nothings, doth pursue mischievous 
trifles ; a shadow of base profit, a smoke of vain 
honour, a flash of sordid pleasure ; which passeth 
away like the mirth of fools, or the crackling of 
thorns, leaving only soot black and bitter behind it? 

But, at least, ere we do this, let us consider 
whose will it is that requireth our compliance. 

It is the will of him, whose will did found the 

earth, and rear the heaven; whose will sustaineth 

all things in their existence and operation; whose 
will is the great law of the world, which universal 
nature in all its motions doth observe; which 

reigneth in heaven, the blessed spirits adoring it; 
which swayeth in hell itself, the cursed fiends 
trembling at it: and shall we alone (we pitiful 
worms crawling on earth) presume to murmur, or 
dare to kick against it? 

It is the will of our Maker, who, together with 
all our other faculties, did create and confer on us 
the very power of willing: and shall we turn the 
work of his hands, the gift of his bounty, against 
him ? 

Tt is the will of our Preserver, who, together 

with all that we are or have, continually doth 
uphold our very will itself; so that without em- 
ploying any positive force, merely by letting us fall 
out of his hand, he can send us and it back to 

nothing: and shall our will clash with that, on 
which it so wholly dependeth; without which it 
cannot subsist one moment, or move one step 

forward in action? 
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It is the will of our sovereign Lord, who, upon 
various indisputable accounts, hath a just right to 
govern us, and an absolute power to dispose of us: 

SERM. 
XXXVI. 

ought we not therefore to say with old Eli, It 2s the 1 Sam. ii 
Lord, let him do to me as tt seemeth good to hime * 
Is it not extreme iniquity, is it not monstrous arro- 

gance for us, in derogation to his will, to pretend 
giving law, or picking a station to ourselves? Do 
we not manifestly incur high treason against the 
King of heaven, by so invading his office, usurp- 
ing his authority, snatching his sceptre into our 
hands, and setting our wills in his throne? 

Tt is the will of our Judge, from whose mouth 
our doom must proceed, awarding life or death, 
weal or woe unto us: and what sentence can we 

expect, what favour can we pretend to, if we pre- 
sumptuously shall offend, oppose that will, which 
is the supreme rule of justice and sole fountain of 
mercy ? 

It is the will of our Redeemer, who hath 

bought us with an inestimable price, and with infi- 
nite pains hath rescued us from miserable captivity 
under most barbarous enemies, that, obeying his 
will, we might command our own, and, serving him, 

we might enjoy perfect freedom: and shall we, de- 
clining his call and conduct out of that unhappy 
state, bereave him of his purchase, frustrate his 
undertakings, and forfeit to ourselves the benefit 
of so great Redemption ? 

It is the will of our best Friend; who loveth 

us much better than we do love ourselves; who 

is concerned for our welfare, as his own dearest 

interest, and greatly delighteth therein; who, by 
innumerable experiments, hath demonstrated an 
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excess of kindness to us; who, in all his dealings 
with us, purely doth aim at our good, never 
charging any duty on us, or dispensing any event 
to us, so much with intent to exercise his power 
over us, as to express his goodness towards us; who 
never doth afflict or grieve us more against our will, 
than against his own desire; never, indeed, but 

when goodness itself calleth for it, and even mercy 
doth urge thereto; to whom we are much obliged, 
that he vouchsafeth to govern and guide us, our 
service being altogether unprofitable to him, his 
governance exceedingly beneficial to us: and doth 
not such a will deserve regard; may it not demand 
compliance from us? To neglect or infringe it, 
what is it? is it not palpable folly, is 1t not foul 
disingenuity, is 1t not detestable ingratitude? 

So doth every relation of God recommend his 
will to us; and each of his attributes doth no less: 

for 
It is the will of him who is most holy, or whose 

will is essential rectitude: how then can we thwart 
it, without being stained with the guilt, and 
wounded with a sense of great irregularity and 
iniquity ? 

It is the will of him, who is perfectly just; 
who therefore cannot but assert his own righteous 
will, and avenge the violation thereof: is it then 
advisable to drive him to that point by wilful 
provocation; or to run upon the edge of necessary 
severity ? 

It is the will of him, who is infinitely wise; 
who therefore doth infallibly know what is best 
for us; what doth most befit our capacities and cir- 
cumstances; what in the final result will conduce 
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to our greatest advantage and comfort: shall we a 
then prefer the dreams of our vain mind before : 
the oracles of his wisdom? shall we, forsaking the 
direction of his unerring will, follow the impulse 
of our giddy humour? 

It is the will of him, who is immensely good 
and benign ; whose will thereby can be no other 
than good-will to us; who can mean nothing 
thereby but to derive bounty and mercy on us: 
can we then fail of doing well, if we put ourselves 
entirely into his hands? are we not our own greatest 
enemies, in withstanding his gracious intentions? 

Tt is, finally, the will of him, who is uncontrol- 
lably powerful; whose will therefore must prevail 
one way or other; either with our will or against it, 
either so as to bow and satisfy us, or so as to break 

and plague us: for, My counsel, saith he, shall Isai. xvi. 

stand, and I will do all my pleasure. As to his” 
dispensations, we may fret, we may wail, we may 
bark at them; but we cannot alter or avoid them: 

sooner may we by our moans check the tides, or 
by our cries stop the sun in his career, than divert 
the current of affairs, or change the state of things 

established by God’s high decree: what he layeth 
on, no hand can remove; what he hath destined, 

no power can reverse: our anger therefore will be 
ineffectual, our impatience will have no other fruit, 

than to aggravate our guilt and augment our 
orief, 

As to his commands, we may lift up ourselves Dan. v. 23. 
against them, we may fight stoutly, we may in a 
sort prove conquerors; but it will be a miserable 
victory, the trophies whereof shall be erected in 
hell, and stand upon the ruins of our happiness; 
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SERM. for, while we insult over abused grace, we must 
fall under incensed justice: if God cannot fairly 
procure his will of us in way of due obedience, he 
will surely execute his will upon us in way of 
righteous vengeance; if we do not surrender our | 
wills to the overtures of his goodness, we must 
submit our backs to the strokes of his anger: he 
must reign over us, if not as over loyal subjects to 
our comfort, yet as over stubborn rebels to our con- 
fusion; for this in that case will be our doom, and 

the last words God will design to spend upon us, 
Those mine enemies, which would not that I should 

reign over them, bring them hither, and slay them 
before me. 

Now the God of peace, that brought again from 
the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of 
the sheep, through the blood of the everlasting 
covenant, make you perfect in every good work to 
do his will, working in you that which is well 
pleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ: to 
whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen. 

END OF VOLUME It. 
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